


TRS-80*Model I Computer Owners

The Doubler TM: Percom's new Plug the DOUBLER™ into the
proprietary double-density disk controller chip socket
adapter for the TRS-80* com- of your Expansion Interface
puter. . and ...

tStore up to 354 Kbytes of formatted data on five-inch disks.
• Increase formatted storage
capacity of your minidiskettes from
1% to almost 4 times.
• Use with standard 5-inch drives
rated for double-density operation.
• The DOUBLER ™ reads, writes
and formats either single- or double-
density disks.
• Proprietary design allows you to
continue to runTRSDOS*, NEW-
DOS t , Percom OS-80H

' or other
Single-density software without
making any changes to software or
hardware.

Minl·Disk Systems
More storage ca-
pacity, higher re-
liability - from Per-
com, the industry
leader. One-, two-

and three-drive configurations in
either 40- or 77-track format, start-
ing at only $399.

• Includes DBLDOS,'" a
TRSDOS* compatible double-
density disk operating system.
• CONVERT utility,on DBLDOS ™
minidiskette, converts files and pro-
grams from single- to double-density
or double- to single-density.
• Plug-in installation: No strap-
ping. No trace cutting. Restore your
Expansion Interface disk controller
to original configuration by simply
removing the DOUBLER ™ and re-
installing the original disk controller
chip.r-----------,
I PERCOM DISCOUNT COUPON I
I worth $20 I

toward
I The Purchase of a I
I DOUBLER ™ I
I Coupon No. C10102 I

Expires December 30, 1980 IL r: :h::e !r:hi:t: : I.:.w:...J

• The DOUBLER ™

circuit card includes
high-performance
data separator, write
precompensation cir-
cuits for reliable disk read operations
- even on 77-track drives.

Introductory price, including
DBLDOS ™ and format conversion
utilityon minidiskette, only $219.95.
Use the coupon for even greater
savings.
Call toll-free, 1·800·527·1592,
for the address of your nearest
dealer, or to order direct from Per-
com.
tPercom TFO·200" drive, OS·800'" operating system

[~EfUl()M).
PERCOM DATA COMPANY, INC.
211 N. KIRBY GARLAND. TEXAS 75042

(214) 272·3421
PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 1M trademark of Percom Data Company, Inc.

• trademark of Tandy Radio Shack Corporation which has no relationship to Percom Data Company.* trademark of Apparat Company, Inc.



Management Information ~isplay Ultrasonic heart sector scan High-resolution display with alphanumerics

Get the professional color
display that has

BASIC/FORTRAN simplicity

LOW-PRICED, TOO
Here's a color display that has

everything: professional-level resolution,
enormous color range, easy software,
NTSC conformance, and low price.

Basically, this new Cromemco Model
501* is a two-board interface that plugs
into any Cromemco computer.

The 501 then maps computer display
memory content onto a convenient color
monitor to give high-quality, high-
resolution displays (756 H x 482V pixels).

When we say the 501 results in a high-
quality professional display, we mean you
can't get higher resolution than this
system offers in an NTSC-conforming
display.

The resolution surpasses that of a color
TV picture.

BASIC/FORTRAN programming
Besides its high resolution and low

price, the new SDI lets you control with
optional Cromemco software packages
that use simple BASIC- and FORTRAN-
like commands.

Pick any of 16 colors (from a
4096-color palette) with instructions like
OEPCLR(c, R, G, B). Or obtain a circle of
specified size, location, and color with
XCiRC (x, y, r, c).

·U.S. Pat. No. 4121283

Model SOl High-Resolution Color
Graphics Interface

HIGH RESOLUTION
The SOl's high resolution gives a

professional-quality display that strictly
meets NTSC requirements. You get 756
pixels on every visible line of the NTSC
standard display of 482 image lines. Ver-
tical line spacing is 1 pixel.

To achieve the high-quality display, a
separate output signal is produced for
each of the three component colors (red,
green, blue). This yields a sharper image
than is possible using an NTSC-composite
video signal and color TV set. Full image
quality is readily realized with our high-
quality RGB Monitor or any conventional
red/green/blue monitor common in TV
work.

Model SOl plugs into Z-2H ll-megabyte
hard disk computer or any Cromemco

computer

DISPLAY MEMORY
Along with the 501 we also offer an

optional fast and novel two-port memory
that gives independent high-speed access
to the computer memory. The two-port
memory stores one full display, permit-
ting fast computer operation even during
display.

CONTACT YOUR REP NOW
The Model 501 has been used in scien-

tific work, engineering, business, TV,
color graphics, and other areas. It's a
good example of how Cromemco keeps
computers in the field up to date, since it
turns any Cromemco computer into an
up-to-date color display computer.

The 501 has still more features that
you should be informed about. So contact
your Cromemco representative now and
see all that the 501 will do for you.

'(3Cromemeoi n cor p 0 rat e d
280 BERNARDO AVE., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040 • (415) 964-7400

Tomorrow's computers today .' CIRCLE 130 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Even at 5:12 aID., its hard to quit
playing Personal Software" strategy gatnes.
A quick game before turning in can become, an all-night
session when you load any of the Personal Software ,. strategy
games into your Apple; PET* or TRS-80~ They'll challenge,
teach and entertain you. And now there are two new games-
Gammon Gambler ,. and Checker King ,. -joining Bridge
Partner," Time Trek ,. and the best-selling Microchess"

Gammon Gambler is a sure bet. With ten levels of skill,
you can begin a novice and become
an expert. Whichever level you play,
the computer moves so quickly
you don't have to wait. The
program follows u.s.
tournament rules, and in-
cludes the doubling
cube to spice up the
game. Written for
the Apple and

Gammon Gambler PET by Willy
Chaplin.

Checker King-you probably forgot
how much fun it is! If you move and
change your mind, take it back and move
again-without a peep from the computer.
Play eight skill levels. Add and remove
pieces. Save three board positions for later
play. And solve three challenging checker
puzzles. Written by Michael Marks for
the Apple, PET and TRS-BO.

Microchess, the most widely used
personal computer chess program, is a
nearly perfect chess opponent for the total
novice or the advanced enthusiast. Written
by Peter Jennings for the Apple, PET and
TRS-80 .

Bridge Partner. You against the computer in over 10 million
different hands of contract bridge. You can even specify the
hands' high card points. Written by George Duisman for the Ap-
ple, PET and Level II TRS-BO.

Time Trek is easy to leam, dif-
ficult to master and impossible to
forget. Take command of a starship
in real-time action to make the gal-
axy safe again. PET version by Brad

Templeton. TRS-80 program
by Joshua Lavinsky.

Personal Software, Inc.,
also produces the VisiCalc ,.
program (the software that's Checker King

revolutionizing personal
computing), CCA Data Management Sys-
tem, the Vitafacts series and other exciting
software for the Apple, PET and TRS-80.

Now that you've read about the
Personal Software programs, go see a
demonstration, For the name of your
nearest Personal Software dealer, call
(408) 745-7841 or write to Personal
Software Inc., 1330 Bordeaux Dr.,
Sunnyvale, .CA 94086.

i'~=ISO~
Soff'll~-

••.Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, lric.: PET is a
trademark of Commodore Business Machines, Inc.; TRS-80 is
a trademark of the Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corp.
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If North Star or Cromel1Jco offer it •••

WE HAVE ITII
il1Jl1Jediate Delivery at Discount Prices

NORTHSTAR
Horlaon" 2

:B~-----:;;;;;_i132K Double Density
Assembled and Tested

List $3095

ONLV$2619

North Star KITproducts have been
discontinued. MiniMicroMart HAS

INVENTORYof most items!

KITS ASSEMBLED
HORIZON 1 16K, DO .. $1474
32K, DO, List $1999 1684
32K, QD, List $2199 1869
HORIZON 2, 16K, DO . $1824
32K, DO, List $2399 2034
32K, GO, List $2779 2359

HORIZON 1, DO $2279
32K, GO, List $2995 2539
HORIZON 2, 32K, DO . $2619
32K, GO, List $3595 3049
48K, DO, List $3590 3Q39
48K, GO, List $4090 3469
64K, DO, List $3830 3239
64K, GO, List $4330 3669

NORTH STAR APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE
(Exclusive for use with North Star Disk Systems - specify Double
or Quad Density)
NORTHWORD, List $399 ..........•...................... $339
MAILMANAGER, List $299 ......••.........•.............. 249
INFOMANAGER, List $499 , 419
GENERALLEDGER, List $999 ..........••........•......... 799
ACCOUNTSRECEIVABLE, List $599 499
ACCOUNTSPAYABLE, List $599 .....................•..... 499

NORTH STAR HARD DISK HD-18
18 megabytes, plugs into parallel port of North Star
Horizon. Utilizes tried-and-proven 14" Century Data
Marksman. List $4999. OUR PRICE $4199

NORTH STAR MDS-A ~ Double (or Quad)
Density Disk System, Kit, List $799. OUR PRICE $669
Assembled and Tested, List $899 SPECIAL $719

NORTH STAR MEMORY BOARDS
16K Dynamic RAM (RAM-16-A/ AI, Assembled, List $499 ..... $420

Kit, List $449 SPECIAL $'299
32K (RAM-32/ AI, Assembled, List $739 ......•............... $620

Kit, List $669 ONLY $499

NEW System 3
byCROMEMCO

.•••..----r-;;;;;---------: Now with ,?ualnl
i Double Sided

I : Double Density
l I (1ver 2 megabytesnl ,of Storage)

! I ~ ~ u ~ ~_ 64~i~f~~~
~9-c-:.~_i';_:~..•__.---;-;-;.-;-;;-~;-;;__::.:;-·l!

~~~1JguT6~~RY SPECIAL $6199 !
CROMEMCO SYSTEM 2 ...:.Now features dual-
sided drives - double the capacity. Similar to System 3,
except features dual, double-sided mini floppy disk
drives. List $3990 ONLY $3390
Z-2 COMPUTER SYSTEM (can be rack

mounted), List $995 $845
SINGLE CARD COMPUTER - SCC-W

4 MHz. List $450 $382
NEWCOLOR GRAPHICS INTERFACE - SDI

List $595 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. OUR PRICE ONL Y $505

C~OMEMCO HDD - 11122-megabyte Hard Disk
for use with existing systems. DMA controller. Trans-
fer rate of 5.6 megabytes/second.
HDD-11, List $6995 OUR PRICE ONLY $5939
HDD-22, List $11,995 $10,189

CROMEMCO Z-2H Full 11-megabyte Hard Disk
system. Fast Z-80A
4 MHz processor,

two floppy disk
drives, 64K RAM
memory, RS232
special interface,
printer interface,

and extensive
software available.

List $9995

OUR PRICE $8489
SHIPPING AND INSURANCE: Add $15 or Horizons, $2.50 for Boards and Software. Hard Disk Systems and Cromemco systems shipped freight collect.
Advertised prices are for prepaid orders. Credit card and C.O.D. 2% higher. Deposit may be required on C.O.D. All prices subject to change and offers
subject to withdrawal without notice.

- WRITE FOR FREECATALOG -

MiniMicroMart, Inc.
1618 James Street, Syracuse, NY 13203 (315) 422-4467 . TWX 710-541-0431
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TAEOS 1980 Annual Convention containers. Disk Cartridges, cassettes, magnetic

tape and floppy disks may look hardy, but they
are extremely vulnerable to microscopic dirt
particles.

Second, cover equipment when not in use.
Use a plastic- typewriter type cover to cover the
disk drives, printer and C.R.T. It is better to
keep contamination from a computer surface
than to try and remove it once a problem has
occurred.

Third, periodic media maintenance is
important. Cleaning and testing of magnetic
media will not only length the life of media, but
will help maintain error-free processing over the
life of the media.

Finally, there must be frequent drive
maintenance. Dirt seems to gravitate to heads of
magnetic media equipment. While hard disk
drives do not have a head to media contact and,
therefore, do not need to be cleaned as
frequently, magnetic tape, cassette tape and
diskettes all have head to media contact, and
cleaning of these heads on a daily basis would
surely minimize contamination caused prob-
lems.

According to Mr. Whitaker, if the above
guidelines were followed by everyone, there
would be fewer instances of unscheduled down
time and fewer service calls to replace
prematurely worn heads, not to mention the
increased life of the media itself.

The Texas Association for Educational
Data Systems (T AEDS) 1980 Annual Conven-
tion will be held October 21-21 st in Austin, TX.
The theme will be: "New Tool for Education in
the 1980's - computers".

The purpose of the convention will be to
examine the' use of computers in all levels of the
educational process. Two phases will be
examined: (I) Using the computer to teach
computing and; (2) Using the computer as an
educational tool in non-computing fields.

Hardware selection, maintenance prob-
lems, software selection, and the use of
computers in existing computer facilities will be
examined.

If you are interested in participating in or
attending this convention, contact Dr. Phil
Gensler, Department of CIS, West Texas State
University, Canyon, TX 79016.

Reducing Data Loss
According to Lewis A. Whitaker, Exec-

utive Vice President of Innovative Computer
Products of Tarzana, CA, a computer user can
greatly reduce the incidence of data loss by
following four simple guidelines.

First, keep magnetic media in covered

A CREA TlON OF COMPUTER HEADWARE

ry)(J)(jJ7Jfj(J7J~
(Wow.' How'r/ IIU TIKd
SfIIHget In There?)

A sophisticated, self-indexing filing system-
flexible, infinitely useful and easy to use,

that adapts to your needs.
WHATSIT comes ready to run on your Apple, NorthStar, or

CP/M computer. See your dealer. , .or write or ca/l:

'Iable for
N 'II aval s

NEWI' h~Micro UWs~ATSIT
A p . dard ORT

All the stan ,piuS 5
features. 'bilit1es.capa

.P.O. Box 14815 • San Francisco, CA 94114 • Tel: (415)621-2106

111",II)111fl'
<oortwanz
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Northeast Computer Show
The Northeast Business and Home Com-

puter Show will be held at Hynes Auditorium/
Prudential Center, Boston, Mass., November
20-23, 1980. Show hours are Thurs.-Saturday,
II a.m. - 9 p.rn., Sunday II a.m. - 6 p.m. Adult
admission $5. An end-user public exposition
featuring small and medium-sized business
systems, scientific and engineering computers,
micro-computers and electrotechnology, pro-
duced by National Computer Shows, P.O. Box
678, Brookline, MA 02147. Tel: (617) 524-4547.

Mid-West Computer Show
The Mid-West Computer Show will be held

at McCormick Place, Chicago, IL, October 16-
19, 1980. Show hours are: Thurs.-Sat. II a.m. to
9 p.m., Sunday II a.m. to 6 p.m. General adult
admission $5. An end-user public exposition
featuring small and medium-sized business
systems, scientific, engineering computers and
micro-computers. Produced by National
Computer Shows, 824 Boylston Street, Chest-
nut Hill, MA 02167. Tel: (617) 739-2000.

MAUDE

Milwaukee Area Utility for Digital
Exchanges (MAUDE) is a computerized
bulletin board which is open to the public.
Messages and notices can be posted and
retrieved over the telephone using a standard
computer terminal or terminal emulator. The
system is oriented to the needs and interests of
electronics and computer hobbyists. Typical
message subjects include: "Need Help With ... ",
"For Sale", "Wanted", "Have Solution for
Problem with ... ",

A computer terminal equipped with a
standard (Bell 103 compatible) modem is
required to access MAUDE. Call MAUDE at
(414) 241-8364. After about 4 rings, MAUDE
will answer with a carrier tone. Connect the
modem and type carriage returns until MAUDE
responds with a greeting. MAUDE will then
provide additional instructions for use.
MAUDE supports 110,300,450 and 600 baud
and operates with no ("marking") parity. When
MAU0E is first accessed the system provides
full duplex (i.e., incoming characters are
echoed) and no nulls after carriage returns. Once
logged on, users can change the baud, duplex
mode, and number of nulls as needed.

MAUDE is available 24 hours/day, 7 days
a week. If the system is in use, a busy signal will
be received.

MAUDE exists as an experiment in
electronic communications. Suggestions for
improvements or modifications are welcomed,
and will be implemented as appropriate.

MAUDE is a service of a group of
Milwaukee area computer hobbyists.

Additional information may be obtained
by contacting John Taylor, Box 12 J, Hartland,
WI 53029.
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On Hold
Dear Editor:

Your article "The Atari Machine" which appeared in the
June '80 issue of Creative Computing caused me many sleepless
nights wondering how the Atari graphics work. Lucky for me, I
think that I have the answer now. One evening while having a
slice of pizza in one of the local fast food shops I was overcome
by a breathtaking display of dozens of "spaceships" moving
smoothly in every direction on the screen of an electronic game
nearby. I had an immediate inspiration! Did you ever (of course
you did) move the vertical hold control of a TV set and note the
way that you can cause the picture to move up and down at any
speed that you wish? There was the answer!!

Refer to the upper portion of Figure I.
The upper half of this figure represents, in highly simplified

form, a typical memory-mapped display system. For clarity,
microprocessor 110 buss structure, gating, etc. has been
omitted. In fact, one may consider the memories to be ROM for
purposes of reproducing fixed patterns on the display.
Synchronism of the displayed information stored in Memory I
is a natural outcome of the fact that memory addressing is
obtained from the same counter chain that supplies the display
raster vertical and horizontal drive signals.

Now, note the lower portion of Figure I. A second
memory, shift register and set of column and row counters have
been added to the system. Note that Counter A I and an
additional counter Counter BI are each of the programmable
type. Setting Counter A I to a division ratio different from that"
of the fixed counter AO in the base system will cause a change of
the frequency supplied to the column counter. The result will be
to cause the image pattern stored in Memory 2 to "slip"
horizontally over the fixed Memory I pattern at a rate of speed
and direction (left or right) determined by the programming
constant. The alteration of Counter B I's division ratio will
likewise cause the Memory 2 pattern or object to slide over the
base system pattern except in the vertical axis instead.
Combinations of horizontal and vertical motion will of course
enable object motion along any vector desired. Additional
objects, each capable of motion independent from the others
are easily incorporated by duplicating the hardware shown in
the lower part of Figure I.

Did I hit upon the method used in the Atari machine? If
not, this might be just another way of doing the same thing.
When I get a chance, I'm going to breadboard this scheme onto

my one-and-only microprocessor system, a 6502 breadboard
with 2K RAM and a TIM monitor that I built in early '77 and
still works fine.

Armand Lucchesi
74 Booraem Avenue

Jersey City, NJ 07307

MASTER CLOCK

Figure I.
Memory-Mapped Video Display Slip Scheme.

COUNTER A1

PROGRAM OAT A
INPUT COUNTER B1

TIMING SIGNALS
TO ADDITIONAL

OBJECT SYSTEMS

MEMORY 2

VIDEO SIGNAL
FROM ADDITIONAL
OBJECT SYSTEMS
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Texas Instruments is looking for unique home computer
programs. If you have some, we can help you turn them

into profit makers. To begin with --you could win up to $3,000.
You'll still own the programs ...we may help you sell them.

One of the most exciting things about the
home computer revolution is discovering
the many ways a computer can be used.

If you've been working with small com-
puters for a while, chances are you've de-
veloped some innovative application
programs. This is your chance to put
them to work - for a profit.
Texas Instruments is looking for qual-

ity programs. We've created an Author
Incentive Program to make it worth your
while. The award for the top program
will be $3,000. And there are five $1,000
awards, plus twenty $500 awards. All
winners will be recognized with national
publicity, Even if you don't receive one of
these monetary awards, we may see
enough market potential for your pro-

gram to help you develop it and sell it.
We want programs that offer real util-

ity and lasting value. Programs that are
self-teaching, that communicate on hu-
man terms. After all, the TI Home Com-
puter was designed to be the first home
computer the whole family can use.
TI is interested in education, personal

finance and technical or managerial pro-
grams for professionals. Home, manage-
ment programs, hobby and simulation
programs. We prefer that your submis-
sions exclude entertainment packages.
Your entry can be a program you've

created for use on the TI-99/4 or other
microcomputers - in any high-level lan-
guage, from Pascal and BASIC to FOR-
TRAN or COBOL - or even assembly

language. All the way up to 48K RAM.
Keep in mind that programs for the TI

Home Computer can incorporate high-
quality eolor graphics, music and sound
effects, and TI's remarkably-human syn-
thesized speech.
'Ib submit an entry, call the toll-free

number below or use the reader ser-
vice card in this magazine. We'll send you
an entry submission form plus full
details. Please don't send
anything until you receive
and fill out this entry
form.

Programs must be in by
November 15, 1980 - so
get your entry form soon.

Fifty Years
Inn<~Jation

~

For an entry form, call 1-800-858-4565.
Call between 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. CDT, Mon-Fri. In Texas call 1-800-692-4279.

©1980Texaslnstrumentslncorporated TEXAS INSTRUM ENTS
Offer void where prohibited by law.
Author Incentive Program not open to TI employees, I NCOR PO R AT E D
TI consultants and contractors or their families.
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I/O cont'd ...
Educators and the Computer
Dear Editor:

In your interesting article on the Atari there was a
backhanded slap at "pompous educators" which struck a nerve.
I don't know who "they" were, but they must have something on
the ball to invite Lud Braun.

Another aside you made hurt more than my ego, however.
The reaction you reported to Lud's demo of a fancy graphics
shoot-em-up game was predictable. Your parenthetical
reaction to their ignorance was more serious than your slander
of them because it reminded me of the real barrier that stands
between technically naive educators, and computer people, and
which inhibits the computer from being used appropriately,
efficiently, and sufficiently in education.

I agree with you that the program shows how great the
Atari is and how useful it could potentially be in a wide range of
educational applications. But it is not their fault that they
cannot see the way to get from spectacular graphics to an
instructional setting. Educators don't tend to have good
programming or technical backgrounds and need the help, not
the scorn, of those who do have such skills. They (we!) may not
have enough imagination and creativity to make the best use of
the machine, but again, it is not our fault. We need help, and we
are at fault if we are given the information and choose to ignore
it irrationally. (You don't say what else Lud said about the
Atari, but I sure hope his presentation helped the people see the
possible applications and how to begin to achieve them.)

The surest way I have seen to turn off money for computers
in schools is for the administrators to get the impression that it's
all fun and games. Writing versions of Pong and Star Trek, or
modifying the originals, is a great programming experience for
sharp kids. Also, games are a good way to introduce the
computer to neophytes and to attract the disinterested. But we
have to show that we are offering more than can be found at the
local pizza parlor and that we can use the computer to help
educate the full range of kids in schools.

It is my observation that right now teachers and
administrators are generally looking favorably at computers.
For this interest to be translated into real curriculum and more
productive (and more human!) schools, we desperately need the
cooperation, not the condescension of those who can produce
the programs we need.

William J. Wagner, Ph.D.
Mathematics and Computer Science Teacher

Mountain View High School
Mountain View, CA 94041

Agreed. Educators need all the help they can get. But how do we
open their eyes to the power and excitement of the graphics and
the games? And what is a "game," anyway, but a simulation (at
some level) that's enjoyed? And are you saying that if it's in a
pizza parlor it can't educate? - Ed.

Flash! Apple Oegibbered
Dear Editor:

My dealer has recently solved a problem with my Apple II
Plus which had been driving me crazy. Hopefully, someone else
can now benefit from the solution.

The problem was that occasionally when editing a line, as
the cursor would pass over certain characters, it would produce
gibberish and subsequently the edited line would be rejected
(syntax error). What my dealer finally discovered was that the
problem only occurred when the machine had been in the
"flash" mode and then the reset key was pressed to edit. The
solution of course is simple (aren't they all?); type in "normal"
before editing.

Gary Markman
138 Colonial Pky.

Yonkers, NY 10710

Effective Writing
Dear Editor:

I enjoy and profit from the series, "Effective Writing."
What was your motive to include it in a magazine devoted

to computer applications? Could it have been the Eighth Law of
Computer Programming?

"When the art of programming reaches the stage where
programs can be written in English, it will be discovered that
programmers cannot write in English."

Ian A. Morton
1500 Goodrich Avenue

St. Paul, MN 55105

The "Eighth Law" was not the reason [started the column, but
it seems applicable. Sad to relate, we have already discovered
that many people who submit material for possible publication
do not have a good command of English. As a result, many
good ideas are so muddy and garbled that they never get into
print. - DHA

Self-Reproducing Programs
Dear Editor:

The "Self-Reproducing Programs" in the July Creative
Computing were interesting. But why were they so complex?
Unless I've missed the point of it, the enclosed listing represents
the simplest method of reproduction.

Ll::, j

Steve Bresson
1302 Strawberry Lane
Hanover, MD 21076

We appreciate the elegance and symmetry of your solution. The
issue is not merely that the program should print itself out, but
that it should do so listlessly. - Ed.

10 CREATIVE COMPUTING
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The MAG.( WAND is

We've been saying it for a few months
now, and the reviewers seem to agree.

, , Until I saw the Magic Wand, if I were allowed to own one and
only one editor, Word Star* would have been it. ... My personal
preference is for Pencil or Magic Wand for text creation. , ,

Jerry Pournelle
On Computing, Summer 1980

, , The basic functions of the Magic Wand editor are as easy to learn
as those of Electric Pencil*. . Magic Wand dominates in the area
of print formatting. , , Larry Press

On Computing, Summer 1980

, , Of all the word processors I have used (and that includes a dozen
or more), the Magic Wand is the most versatile. The Wand has
almost all of the features of other processors, plus many new ones of
its own. It measures up to even the word-processing software running
on the largest mainframe computers.' 'Rod Hallen

Microcomputing, June 1980

, , The Magic Wand is one of the most flexible word processing
packages available, and should be considered by any potential word
processing purchaser. , , Glenn A. Hart

Creative Computing, August 1980

Available for both the CP/M~ and OASISoperating systems

S\\\a.\\ \}U.S\\\~SS a.\)\i\Ca.\\O\\S. \\\c.
3220 Louisiana • Suite 205 • Houston, Texas 77006 • 713-528-5158

Electric Pencil is a trademark of Michael Shrayer Software, Inc.
WordStar is a trademark of Micro Pro International. Inc.
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research Corp.
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Computer Can't Keep Its Mouth Shut

Forget Mr. Ed and Frances the
Talking Mule and all the other talking
a nima ls.

This is the age of the talking
computer. You knew it was bound to
harrell as a logical sequence in todays
highly technical society.

Ted Menten. a 69-year-old Mel-
bourne, Florida resident. welcomed that
age when he ordered a Vot ra x module to
his Digital Group Computer. It now
"lives" in the room of his home that also
houses what he calls Cape Kennedy
South - walls literally filled from 1100r
to ceiling with highly sensitive and
technical ham communications equip-
ment.

Me nte n said he has been a ham for
57 years. But the gregarious. smiling man
is nothing compared to his circuited
friend,

"I am the Ted Menten Talking
Computer." it says by way of intro-
duction. "Please. not tonight. I have a
headache, "

The computer's "'voice" is tinny.
monotonous and without inflection -
although Menten says he can pick up
traces of dialect and has taught it to say
things like "Yall come up and see me
sometime

Actually the Votra x 's voice is not a
voice at all. It's a combination of some of
the two billion phonetic sounds -
phonemes - programmed into the

computer. Those sounds can presently
be translated in English, Spanish or
Latin. Once Menten gets the proper
programs, his multilingual buddy will
also be able to converse in Russian and
Yiddish,

"It only knows numbers and all the
things on the keyboard are translated
into numbers." he said.

Me nte n has so far taught the
computer to pronounce about 900 words
and to speak eight sentences.

"lve got 10,000 hours as a private
pilot and I've done all the scuba diving
you'd care to. I was a member of the
Saddleites and I did acrobatics on
motorcycles. But I work on this eight
hours a day. seven days a week. It's just
so much fun getting these words to come
out."

Although the computer only has
"speaking" capabilities at present.
Me nten said the day of the computer
actually answering a question isn't too
far off.

While he isn't worried that his
VOIra, will follow the berserk ways of
HAL - the neurotic. power-hungry
computer in the movie "200 I" - Menten
said the Votra x manages to keep him in
his place,

When he makes a mistake in
programming. the Votra x tells him.
"You goofed, dummy,"

"This keeps me young," he said.

K-==X-V====-X
Computer Fairy Tale

Once upon a time George Ant Iived
near a patch of ground. There was a nest
in an ash tree. Wilma Bird lived in the
nest. There was some water in the river.

Wilma knew that the water was in
the river. One day Wilma was very
thirsty. Wilma wanted to get near some
water. Wilma flew from her nest across a
meadow through a valley to the river.
Wilma drank the water. Wilma wasn't
thirstva nvmorc.

George was very thirsty. George
wanted to get near some water. George
walked from his patch of ground across
the meadow through the valley to a river.
George fell into the water.

George wanted to get near the
valley. George couldn't get near the
valley. George wanted lO get near the
meadow. George couldn't get near the
meadow. Wilma wanted George to get

near the meadow. Wilma wanted to get
near George. Wilma grabbed George
with her claw.

Wilma took George from the river
through the valley to the meadow.
George was devoted to Wilma. George
owed everything to Wilma. Wilma let go
of George. George fell to the meadow,
The end,

This story is a sample output from
Tale-Spin. a new computer program
developed by specialists at the University
of California's Irvine campus. Tale-Spin
is able to write stories by using knowl-
edge about problem solving. relation-
ships between characters, bodily needs.
character traits and story structure. The
computer is given a goal or moral on
which the story is to be based and then
produces the story.

- BOSlOlI G/ohe

••
Jacquard Loom in Hangchow, China

The Mathematical Intelligence

Jacquard looms are still widely used
in China in the silk brocade apparel
industry, The loom, perfected by J, M,
Jacquard in the beginning of the 19th
century, was the first practical auto-
mated industrial machine. It was
controlled by punched cards long before
the use of such cards to encode data for
computers.

Pictured is-a loom in a Hangchow

k

silk mill. Designs there range from
simple two-color panels to large elab-
orate 24-color brocades with the design
encoded in 90,000 cards,

Cards are "keypunched" with the
encoded design patterns, The cards,
approximately three times the size of a
modern punch card. are then sewn
together into large decks,

A Short Episode
know a fellow, a long-time

programmer, who swears the following
episode took place between himself and a
user.

The user, an accountant or equally
uncreative type. wanted a computer
listing which would be a series of
columns and rows of numbers, with the
row and column totals printed beside
and below them respectively, My friend,
the programmer, decided that the user
didn't need to know the row totals for
some reason. He's pretty sharp, and
probably was correct. So he told the user
that it was impossible to print out the
row totals on each line.

The user questioned this statement.
but not with much conviction, So the
programmer replied, "Just think about
it. Would you be able to add these
numbers sideways?"

The user admitted he would have
trouble doing it.

"Well. there you have it," my friend
said, "The computer can't do it either."

Case closed.

12

The Ultimate Cadillac
The Berliner Computer Center. a

division of Berliner Electronics. Inc.
with stores in Nassau and Queens, NY,
has completed the installation of a
complete data processing center in a
1980 Custom Cadillac limousine.

The vehicle's owner, Mr. William
Kelly, founder and president of SAI
Electronics of Farmingdale. Long
Island, felt a need for the ability to
process data during normally unpro-
ductive commutation time.

The computer is a 6502 micro-
processor based system with 48K of
RAM, 232K of disk storage and three
languages resident in ROM. Thereisalso
sixteen color capability and complete
sound synthesis. among numerous other
luxury items.

A custom software package was
written by Mr. Al Di Blasi of Berliner
Computer Center which includes several
data base management systems a nd a
variety of entertainment programs.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Afteryou've broken the
pole vaUlt record,see if you can
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Programming - the hard way
How does he do if' First he needs

the help of Noah. his seeing-eye dog to
get to work. Once there Wayne relies
heavily on tape recorders and braille and
he has had to master the typewriter as
well. He also uses a fancy gadget called
an Optacon, which features a small
camera that scans printed material.
Wayne inserts his finger in a groove in
the machine to "read" what the camera
picks up. He also uses his Optacon for
personal reading. going through a 280-
page paper back book in six weeks.

Employees in Management Infor-

mation Systems work in a world apart.
They're hidden away in the Municipal
Building sub-basement where they do
magic things with the computer and talk
to each other in a language the rest of us
can't begin to understand.

A computer programmer needs
specialized training to perform his
exciting job. Good eyesight is also a
must. Wayne Smith is a computer
programmer. He's been to school an'd his
programs arc accurate. But Wayne
Smith is blind.

The Computer and Music
As students wait for printouts of

their work on the computer. one senses
their deep involvement. They are trail
blazers. dealing each day with the many
problems of computer composing in
order to extend possibilities. to hear the
music that is inside their heads. and. after
much work at tra-nsforming it. to share it.

Professor Charles Dodge. Director.
says. "Speech is extended here in musical
and dramatic ways." He has 'been
"playing the computer for the last fifteen
years." and was attracted to electronic
music because it fit his special kind of
creative need and was a way to hear the
music he was thinking about. "It had
much more' to offer me than writing
standard works."

For a novice, the trick is to listen
carefully to the music without expecta-
tion to tone, pace and texture. and not
struggle with the intricacies of the
technology, Listen first while Charles
Dodge plays part of a short poem. a few
sentences from a tape about time and a
man's feelings. A moment later the
electronic version of this voice describes
a sound that is a voice. yet not quite a
voice. alternately high find low, slow.
then stacatto, with a surprisingly wide
range. going back on itself. remarkably
rich and complex. evoking feeling and
producing laughter from the listener.

The same few sentences of the pocm
previously heard 'straight' have now
become a Speech Song speaking of the
human condition, using poetry as the
point of departure. The scene is inter-
disciplinary new music technology
that takes its content from the areas of
computer science. acoustics, and music
composition. The computer enables
something which is natural, to be
changed and molded without making it
unrecognizable. "

If instruments reflect the age in
which they are conceived. then the use of
the computer and the digital tape for
composing is as 'natural' to the twentieth
century as the 'sound of the music itself
and well worth the careful attention and
interest which - increasingly - it is
receiving.

Computer Speeds
Patient Treatment, Care

Touro Infirmary in New Orleans is
using a computer system to help provide
faster treatment for patients.

An IBM computer system links the
hospital's Ambulatory Treatment
Center (A TC). recovery room and
intensive care unit to the lab and
radiology department so test and x-ray
results can be transmitted quickly to
wailing doctors and nurses. This fast
transmission of results means over 140
ambulatory and emergency patients can
be cared for and treated daily without
needless delay.

The ATe. recovery room and
intensive care unit are linked to the lab
a'nd j'adiology deparurieni oy'terminals
tied into the hospital's IBM System/ 370
Model I3g computer eliminating the
need for doctors Or nurses to call by
phone to find information they need or
transcribe by hand what the lab or
radiology department may phone to
them. This results in significant savings
in time and money. More important.
speedy transmission of diagnostic res ults
can save lives in critical cases.

"Not having to transcribe anything
by hand is more thanjust a timc-savcr-
it also eliminates the possibility of
someone making an error as he or she
writes down the information." Dr.
Jeanne Devron says.

The computer network also elim-
inates the need for any of the nursing
staff to "bird dog" progress on tests.
Once they are done, the results are sent
out over the computer immediately.

Cheat-Proof
Microprocessor Based
Slot Machines In Vegas

The Nevada Gaming Commission
has approved a new microprocessor
based conversion package for slot
machines.

A microprocessor controlled slot
machine and a conversion package were
submitted for evaluation to the technical
staff of the Nevada Gaming Board by
Summit Systems. Inc. On site units were
installed for a 60 day trial period at the
Cal-Neva Hotel and Casino in Reno and
at the Four Queens Hotel and Casino in
Las Vegas where they passed the
performance criteria as set by the
Nevada Gaming Commission.

These machines (controlled and
converted) are believed to require less
maintenance and to be more "cheat-
proof" than electro-mechanical slot
machines. In addition. microprocessor
.controlled machine, and converted.
machines would be compatible with a
cost accounting and security system
developed by Summit.

Slot machines outfitted with the
m icr o p roce ss o r conversion package
retain the same elements of chance and
"player appeal" as existing slot ma-
chines. .

Summit has filed a registration
statement with the Securities and
Exchange Commission relating to the
offer and sale of approximately 2.5
million shares of its Common Stock to
the p uhlic by means of an underwritten
offer and to stock. note and debenture
holders of Inrerscience Systems, parent
company of Summit. by means of a
rights offer to these holders.
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Popular Science
In The Library

A pilot project at the University of
California. Irvine will. bring computers
into public libraries to help adults learn
more about science.

The computers will teach mini
Courses on topics such as accurate
measurement and concepts about the

Dr. Alfred Bork. director of the
project. professor of physics and infor-
mation and computer science. is a
pioneer in the use of computers for
learning. He is developing the computer
learning modules with a two-year grant
of nearly $200.000 from the Federal
Fund for the Improvement of Post-
secondary Education. The computers
will be installed in two or three Orange
County. California public libraries and
the material will spread into other public
locales - such as shopping centers and
science museums if the response is
positive in the Orange County libraries.
"Our aim is forthe users of these learning
modules to learn more about scientific
theories. including how the theories are
created, how they are evaluated and how
they are connected to everyday ex-
periences." Dr. Bork says.

The 10 to 15 minute learning
modules, dialogues between the user and
the computer. are designed for persons
with little or no scientific training. Each
module will contain a certain degree of
flexibility for use by many people with
very different backgrounds.

As the user "converses" with the
computer. by typing responses to
questions. the extent of the user's
knowledge will be determined. For
example, the computer might determine
if the user has a knowledge of negative
numberxJf so. the' program will proceed .
in one direction. If not. a less advanced
lesson will be taught.

One topic already under prepara-
tion deals with measurements. A small
ruler adjacent to the computer will be
used during the lesson: The initial
"conversation" with the computer is
simple and becomes more complex as the
lesson progresses. At the outset users are
asked to state their height and then to
measure their own" little fingers. Con-
Crete examples of the need to obtain
accurate measurements in the home
environment are used. For example.
measuring a window for a shade, a room
for carpeting and a piece of cloth for a
skirt.

Later several measurements are
taken where the results do not tally.
where obstacles prevent direct measure-
ments and where the object being
measured is longer than the measuring
device.

The computers will initially run in
an "attract" mode in which the screen
flashes pictures and words designed to
stimulate interest and attract potential
users. Once the user sits at the computer.
the program greets the person and the
lesson begins.

Scientific authorities and experts on
learning working with Dr. 'Bork on the'
development of the learning modules
include faculty members from UCI. UC
Berkeley. the Lawrence Berkeley Lab-
oratory, UC Davis. Cal State Fullerton.
State University of New York at Stony
Brook and the University of Washington
and the director of the Orange County
Experience Center.
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Is Expandability the Reason
Over 200,000 Smart Buyers Otose

IRS-SO?Or is It Prite? Or ...
Maybe these customers came to Radio Shack for their computer be-
cause they knew they could get nationwide service? Or buy a Model I
micro starter system for $499? Or because Radio Shack started the
boom .in rel.iable .li,ttle pomputers?But. corpe. they did. And coming they' ,
still are!

''Who Wants One That Can't Grow?"
This question was asked by Radio Shack's president before TRS-80@>
went to market. So we made memory expandable from 4K to 48K RAM
(in 16K leaps). We made ROM expandable and BASIC upgradable. We
provided for the addition of disk drives, printers, acoustic couplers and
other peripherals. We have a great new upper/lower case conversion,
and a SCRIPSIT@>packagethat makes TRS-80 Model Ia great bargain
in Word Processing.

. . "Be Better Than Competition!~' .
"Not merely cheaper;' he said, "not just more popular;' he said, "Bet-
ter!" That includes software, hardware, service, monitor size, key-
boards, salesmen, store fronts, peripherals and RAMs. If you own a
TRS-80, let us show you how to better your system and its benefits. If
you're still on the sidelines ... shouldn't you play with us? After all, Radio
Shack and TRS-80 have FAST DELIVERY FROM STOCK or a very
short wait. Most (if;not all) the competitors are much slower players!

Expansion Interface
The hub of an expanded TRS-80
system. Holds up to 32K more
memory! Has interfaces for printer,
4 disk drives, second cassette.
Also takes RS-232C
interface card. $299

Save
$100
Now Only

:::~o$399 Each

Quality engineered disk drives let
you store and retrieve data and
programs fast. Sale ends $399
9/30/80. Order today!

Quality for less! Prints 100 cps
on 80 columns. Accepts 97/8" fan-
fold, 8W' roll paper or
single sheets. $799

For more reasons, send for
our free computer catalog!

NAME
STREET
CITY STATE
PHONE NO.

Dept. CMA·81-A·2
1300 One Tandy Center
Ft. Worth, TX 76102

ZIP



Leadership in Computer Peripherals
A Division of Mountain Computer, Inc.
300 Harvey WestBlvd.
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 (408) 429-8600

PERIPHERALS? Send me information.

ADDRESS ~



Jim McClure
There has been a great influx of new

computer models into the personal
computer market in recent months. Some
of these machines incorporate innovative
features while others are merely copies of
previous models. In this review I will be
examining a computer from Ohio Scien-
tific, the C2-4P, which I feel has some new
and useful features which make it unique.

The C2-4P is a portable small
computer intended for personal use. It

Sometimes I honestly
wonder whether
world's game

the
program-

mers aren't a mass of
frustrated anaesthesiolo-
gists. Of course, even the
worst and most pitifully
boring computer game is
better than television.
consists of two cabinets; one houses the
keyboard, 6502 central processing unit,
24K read! write memory, video graphics
board and assorted interface circuitry. The
other contains a minifloppy disk drive and
its associated electronics. Photo one
depicts the basic system.

The C2-4P is a personal computer and
its price reflects this fact. The basic system
sells for $1695, not including the video
display (OSI recommends a Trinitron or
comparably good TV.) In addition to the
above hardware, the C2-4P also comes
with several diskettes of ready-to-run
software including Basic and a disk
operating system. These features provide
the user with all the basic computing
necessities so that the system can be used
from the moment it is delivered.

Jim McClure, 1019 Van Kirk St., Philadelphia, PA
19149.
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The
C2-4P Ohio

Scientific

The C2-4P is unique in that it comes
equipped with many features specifically
designed for use in the home. Lately, there
has been much emphasis on personal
computers as controllers - i.e., their use to
control appliances, thermostats, and other
household items. If you are interested in
applications such as these the C2-4P may
be an ideal machine for the job. Unlike
most other small computers, the C2-4P
comes standard with many special purpose
devices including a digital-to-analog
converter, a programmable tone gener-
ator, a real-time clock! interrupt system, a
count-down timer, and a set of parallel
input! output lines for connection to
switches, appliance controllers, and other
external circuits. These features, combined
with aptropriate external hardware, allow
the C2-~P to perform many household
tasks.

F01 example, the digital-to-analog
converter (or DAC for short) acts as an
interfac~ between the computer and the
outside iworld. It takes binary words from
the computer and converts them into
voltages. The output from the DAC can be
used to provide continuously varying
control I over external circuits. Suppose
that an indoor gardener wished to control
the amount of light his plants received
accordifg to the time of day, in order to
simulate an outside environment. The
output from the DAC could be connected
to a cir~uit much like a light dimmer. The
computer's real-time clock would then be
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used to keep track of the time of day, and a
program could be written to output
different values to the DAC according to
the clock.

To give another example, the C2-4P
would make an excellent energy watchd og.
The computer could be programmed to act
as a sophisticated thermostat, feeding
variable amounts of fuel to the heating
system depending on the temperature in
the rooms and the time of day. Several
thermosensors could be placed in various
rooms of the house and connected to the
C2-4P via the parallel input lines. The
computer would then monitor these lines
and switch on the furnace (via the output
lines and perhaps a relay) when the
temperature in anyone of the rooms
dropped below the desired level. This
would not be such a difficult project in
many cases, since gas or oil - burning
furnaces are generally controlled by
electronic solenoids anyway. Further-
more, the computer could keep a perma-
nent record of fuel use, which could be
used to predict future energy costs and to
detect periods of peak energy use.

Admittedly, these are complex
projects, and could be undertaken only by

Photo I



someone with a fair background in
electronics. However, for those interested
in projects like these, the C2-4P comes with
much more standard interface hardware
than most other computers in the same
price range. Photo two shows the C2-4P
along with optional external sensors and
controllers.

There is one particularly simple
application of the DAC which requires no
electrical background: computer music. I
was very surprised to find that OSI offers a
complete set of music programs for the
C2-4P. To use these programs simply
connect the output from the DAC to the
input of an audio amplifier (the AUX input
of a stereo will do nicely).

The programs have two operating
modes: direct and programmed. In the
direct mode, the user can play melodies
from the keyboard, (i.e., pressing the "A"
key generates an A, pressing "B" a B note,
and so forth.) The programs have a three
octave range, and produce a pleasant-
sounding tone which can be adjusted using
the bass and treble controls on the stereo.

An extended monitor is
available for debugging
assembly programs. It
allows memory to be
examined and altered,
programs to be dis-
assembled, and break-
points to be set so that
programs can be thor-
oughly tested.
Depending on the program selected, the
output will be either single tones, or
chords. (The latter program makes the
computer sound much like a small chord
organ.) Although not very versatile, the
direct mode is fun for playing simple
melodies, and for demonstrating the
system to friends.

The second of the two modes is more
powerful. This mode allows the user to
type in a melody, using a simple system of
letters and symbols to identify the various
notes, have it stored on disk, and called
back and played at a later time. The user is
free to specify the tempo and the voice
which the computer will use when playing
back the melody. In addition, the pro-
grams allow for editing the score, either by
changing or adding notes or by changing
the tempo.

The most complex music program
allows for multi-part, multi-voice compo-
sition. The user may enter up to four parts,
and select a voice for each. Several multi-
part compositions are included fordemon-
stration.

The OSI music programs give the
average person an excellent chance to
experiment with simple composition,

without having to spend extra money on
those music boards and other hardware
add-ons which must be purchased to allow
other computers to make music. (I must
emphasize that there are restrictions to the
complexity of the music that can be
produced through a single DAC with no
external circuitry, and that these restric-
tions make the C2-4P music programs
impractical for accomplished musicians.)
Of course, for those who are (or become)
more interested in electronic music, the
computer can still be connected to external
synthesis equipment to provide powerful
and convenient control at a relatively low
cost.

Graphics

The graphics capabilities of the C2-4P
are impressive and relatively easy to use.·
The display is full-color, upper and lower
case with additional predefined graphic
character set. Several operating modes are
selectable, including black and white (for
programming or other tasks which do not
require color), and double-width character
display in which 32 large characters are
printed across each line (instead of the
usual 64.) On a good television or monitor,
readability is not normally a problem, but
a run-of-the-mill television may not
perform very well.

The choice that OSI made between a
predefined graphic character set and an
infinitely variable one (by using separately
addressable dots) represents a tradeoff
between convenience and power. Al-
though a high-density array of dots, each
individually accessible, would allow
excellent definition and detail, it would
also pose significant programming prob-
lems. Instead, OSI equipped the C2-4P
with a standard set of 256 symbols
(including the usual letters and numbers)
which can be combined to yield lines,
boxes, spaceships, and other figures.

The graphics are memory-mapped,
which means that the display screen looks
like a block of memory to the computer.
To access a given character position on the
screen, simply deposit into the correspond-
ing memory address via the Basic POKE
statement. (Several charts are included in
the documentation which show the
locations in memory that correspond to
display positions.) I find this less con-
venient than the "PRINT AT" and similar
statements used by other computers;
however, it is still manageable. Further-
more, if specific placement of output is not
required, the standard PRINT statemerit
can be used, and the keyboard/ display will
behave exactly like a normal terminal,
complete with scrolling.

There are several graphics software
packages which can be purchased from
OSI for the C2-4P. The first of these allows
the user to draw dots and lines on the
screen using different colors. For example
if the command "PLOT 1,1 TO 10,10" is
given,1 the computer draws a line connect-
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ing a point in the first row, first column to a
point in the tenth row, tenth column. A
scale is printed on the screen to aid the user
in identifying points; this can be removed
when the final drawing is complete, if
desired. Colors can be specified using the
"COLOR" command. Once the desired
pattern has been drawn, the entire screen
can be saved on the disk for later recall
and/ or editing.

Since the recall of pictures from the
disk is very fast, color cartoons can be
developed which move at one frame per
second or slower. For instance, an
educational program could be interspersed
with pseudo-animation to keep a young
student's attention.

Naturally, one of the most common
graphics applications is entertainment,
and OSI supplies many games which take
advantage of the C2-4P's video capa-
bilities. Although most of the games are
fairly average, there are some unique
qualities worth mentioning. First, most of
the games operate in real time and will
allow several players to participate. This is
really great for parties; besides, it keeps
one sociable. (Why talk to the spouse or
neighbors, when the computer's always
ready to play games?) This way, you'll have
to make a few friends, or at least make a

Most of the games oper-
ate in real time and will
allow several players to
participate.
few enemies that are willing to pit their
skills against yours.

Second, some of the games are
actually challenging, so you won't lose
interest after the first fifteen seconds.
Sometimes I honestly wonder whether the
world's game programmers aren't a mass
of frustrated anaesthesiologists. Of course,
even the worst and most pitifully boring
computer game is better than television.

For the more serious-minded, there is
an outstanding function-plotting package.
Programs are supplied to plot functions in
a single variable, along with parametric
equations. To use, simply enter the
function arid the limits between which you
wish to examine it. The computer takes
care of axis location, scaling and labeling,
and produces a highly readable plot. The
whole process is foolproof; even if a
function goes to infinity between the
specified limits, the program does not fail,
and the plot produced is correct.

This package would be excellent for
high-school math as it would give students
a direct look at the behavior of funct ions
which may at first appear to be somewhat
mysterious.

About the only disappointing thing
I can say about the C2-4P's graphics is that
OSI doesn't supply enough software which
fully utilizes them. For instance, color and
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Try to beat our prices!
SUPERBRAIN" by Intertec

Self-contained computer with duat disks and
two RS232C ports. Complete with CP/M' 2.2
and BASIC. $2685
32K Double Density, List $2995 .
64K Double Density, List $3345 $2883
64K MiniMicroMart-upgraded
to Quad Density SPECIAL $3395

VIDEO TERMINALS
NEWEMULATOR (Intertec), List $895$ 729
INTERTUBE II, List $995 ONLY $ 799
SOROC 120, List $995 SPECIAL $ 729
1Q14O, List $1495 SPECIAL $1149

PERKIN-ELMER 550, List $997 $ 799
with anti-glare screen, $1027 $ 829
HAZELTINE 1410, List $900... $ 749
1420 $ 849
1500, List $1225 . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . $ 879
1510, List $1395 $1089
1520, List $1650 . . . . . . . . . . $1389

ADDS R-20, List $995 . . . . . . . . . . $ 945
LEAR SIEGLER ADM3A, Assembled .. $ 849
TELEVIDEO 912C, List $950 . . . . . . .. $ 789
920C, List $1030 -I- •••••••••• $ 849

PRINTERS
ANADEX DP-8000 '1' $ 849
DP-9500, List $1650 $1399

INTEGRAL DATA IP-125 w/1210 $ 724
IP-225 w/1210 & 1250 op.J List $988 $834
IP-225 w/tractor, 1210, 1250, 1221
(2K Buffer), 1241 (graphibs) ... NOW $ 899

PAPER TIGER IOS-44O, Uist $995 .... $ 895
w/graphics op., incl. buffer, $1195 .. $ 989

NEC Spinwriters. '" .1 Call for Price
TELETYPE 43 KSR $1087
CENTRONICS
730-1 parallel interface .... NEW LOW $679
737 parallel interface .. SVPER VALUE $849
779 w/Tractor, List $13501; $1049
702 w/Tractor, VFU, ListS2480 $1995
703 w/Tractor, VFU, List

r
2975 $2395

704 w/Tractor, VFU, List 2350 $1995
TI 810 Basic, List $1895.. . $1695
810/seriai & Centronics-sWle

parallel interface, List $~940 $1735
810 w/full ASCII (U/LC),[Vertical

Forms Control, Compr ssed Print .. $1895
TI 820 KSR, List $2165 $1895
T1745 w/full ASCII, List $11695 $1399
COMPRINT 912 w/parall~1 interface .. $ 559
912 w/serial interface, Lis'lt$699 $ 589

AXIOM IMP I $ 699
MICROTEK, List $750 $ 675
OKIOATA Microline 80, !List $949. . . .. 649
Tractor Feed Option. . . . . $ 99
RS232 Serial Interface $ 89

NORTH STAR HORIZON®
(Call for North Star Specials)

HORIZON 1 KITS
16K, Double Density, List $1749 . . $1474
32K, Double Density, List $1999. . .. $1684
32K, Quad Density, List $2199 $1869

HORIZON 1 ASSEMBLED & TESTED
32K, Double Density, List $2695 $2279
32K, Quad Density, List $2995 $2539

HORIZON 2 KITS
16K, Double Density, List $2149 $1824
32K, Double Density, List 2399 $2034
32K, Quad Density, List 2779 $2359

HORIZON 2 ASSEMBLED & TESTED
32K, Double Density, List $3095 $2619
32K, Quad Density, List $3595 $3049
48K, Double Density, List $3590 $3039
48K, Quad Density, List $4090 $3469
64K, Double Density, List $3830 $3239
64K, Quad Density, List $4330 $3669

FLOPPY DISK SYSTEMS
NORTH STAR MDS-A
Assembled, List $899 SPECIAL $ 719
Kit Version, List $799 $ 669

MORROW THINKER TOYS'" Discus 20,
List $1199 OUR PRICE $1019*
Discus 2D, dual-drive, List $1994 $1694*
Discus 2+2, A&T, List $1549 $1319*
Dual Discus 2+2, A&T, List $2748 $2335*

'Now includes CP1M'" 2.2
MICROMATION Megabox, DD wi
8" drives, 1-megabyte, List $2295 . . .. $1949
2-megabyte, List $3095 . .. .... . $2629

MICRO POLIS 1041 MacroFloppy®
w/'enclosure (no P.S.), List $695. $ 625
1042 MacroFloppy w/case & AC P.S. $ 709
1053 Dual MetaFloppy'" , List $1895.. $1695

VIDEO BOARDS
1/0 Mapped

SO COMPUTER VDB-8024,kit,List $370 $319 t
Assembled, List $470. . $ 399 t

XITEX SCT-1OOK. Kit ONLY $154.95
SCT-l00A Assembled $174.95

SSM VB2 1/0, Kit, List $169 . $ 144
Assembled & Tested, List $234 . . . $ 199

Memory Mapped
SSM VB1C, 16x64, Kit, List $179 $145
Assembled & Tested, List $242 $196·
SSM VB3. 80-Char.,4MHz,Kit,List $399 $ 339
4 MHz, A&T, List $464 $ 394
INTERSYSTEMS, 16x64, A&T, List $165 $149

ESCON CONVERSION
FOR IBM SELECTRIC

Complete w Imicroprocessor controller and
power supply, Factory built. User installs
solenoid assembly or it can be done at Escon
factory at nominal cost.
Parallel (TRS-80, Sorcerer, etc.l. $575 $514
RS232 Standard Serial, List $599 534
IEEI:-488 (for PET), List $660 584
TRS-80 Cable. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25

CPU BOARDS
(assembled unless noted)

NORTH STAR l80A (lPB-A/A), $299 $254
CROMEMCO 4 MHz (lPU-W), List $395 $335
4 MHz (SCC-W), List $450. . . . $382
INTERSYSTEMS (formerly Ithaca Audio)
new Series II l-80, 4 MHz, List $395 ... $349

SSM CBl 8080 A&T, List $219.. $186
CB1A Kit, List $159. $135
CB2 l-80, A&T, List $27:" $234
CB2 Kit, List $210 . . .. $179

DELTAl-80, with 1/0 ,,$289
SO SBC-l00, List $350. $298t
SBC-l00 Kit, List $295 $250t
SBC-200, List $400 . . . . $332 t
S8e-200 Kit, List $320 . . . . $272 t

MEMORY BOARDS
32K SO ExpandoRAM Kit

ONLY $249t
ON LY $159 without RAM chips

t Get $25 rebate from SO Computer
when you buy any of their products

prior to October 31, 1980.

NORTH STAR 16K Dynamic RAM Board,
A&T (RAM-16-A/A), List $499 $420
16K Kit Version, List $449. . SPECIAL $299
32K A&T (RAM-32/A), List $739 $620
32K Kit, List $669 SPECIAL $499

CROMEMCO 16Kl-W, List $49G $419
64Kl-W, List $1795 . . . .. 1485
MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS & CONTROLS
(Guaranteed performance, incl. labor/parts 1 yr)
DM6400 64K Board w/all 64K, $795 .. $659
DM4800 with 48K, List $695 . . . . . $589
DM3200 with 32K, List $595 $509
DMB6400 64K Board w/all 64K $859
DMB4800 with 48K $789

MORROW SuperRAM - all static, all A&T
16K, 4 MHz or 2 MHz, List $349 . . . $299
32K, 4 MHz, List $699 . . . . . .. $629
16K Memory Master, List $399 . . . . . $339
24K Memory Master, List $549 . $465
INTERSYSTEMS (formerly Ithaca Audio)
8K Static 2 MHz, A&T, List $165 $149
8K Static 4 MHz, A&T, List $195 . . . $176
16K Static 2 MHz, A&T, List $475 . $427
16K Static 4 MHz, A&T, List $495 . . . $445
64K Dynamic, List $995 . . . $895

CALIFORNIA COMPUTER
16K Static, A&T, List $349.95 . $259

FLOPPY DISK
CONTROLLER BOARDS

NORTH STAR, DD, Kit, List $399 . . .. $329
Assembled, List $499 $399

MORROW Disk Jockey 1, A&T ($213) , $189
Disk Jockey 2D, A&T, List $479 $429

SO Versafloppy 1, Kit, List $250 $212 t
Versafloppy II, DD Kit, List $350 $297 t
Versafloppy II, DD, A&T, List $430 $365 t
DELTA double density A&T ($385) $345
CONDUCTOR, double density A&T $269
INTERSYSTEMS FDC-2, A&T, $495 $439
MICROMATION Doubler, DD, A&T $399
TARBELL Floppy Disk Interface Kit $199
double density, A&T, List $495 $444

SHIPPING AND INSURANCE, Ad'\.$2.5O for boards. $6 for Selectric Converter or Floppy Disk Drives. $7.50 for Floppy Disk Systems, $15 for Horizon. SHIPPED FREIGHT COLLECT, SuperBrain. Centronics
and T.I. punters. Contact us for Sh'PFlng information on other terminals and printers.
Above prices reflect a 2% cash 'r (order prepaid prior to shipment). Add 2% to prices for credit card orders, C.O.D.'s, etc. Prices are subject to change and offers subject to withdrawal without notice.

- WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG -

MiniMicroMart, Inc.
1618James Street, Syracuse NY 13203 (315)422-4467 TWX 710-541-0431
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C2-4P, cont'd ...
graphics make almost any program easier
to use and could be more extensively
applied to many of the software packages.
Perhaps in the future this will be done.

System Software

System software refers to programs
which aid the user in implementing his own
applications on the computer. Standard
system software supplied with every C2-4P
system includes the OS-65D disk operating
system and Microsoft Basic.

Microsoft Basic for the 6502 proces-
sor is fast and memory-efficient, but it does
not offer many extended features com-
pared with most of today's Basic inter-
preters. For example, lower-case com-
mands are not accepted, and program
editing is inconvenient, since there are no
EDIT or RENUMBER commands. Both
random and sequential-access files are
supported, although the random-file
commands are complicated and not very
easy to use. Also, no provision for
formatted printing was made. To put it
simply, developing your own software on
the C2-4P is not as easy as it is on other
systems with more powerful Basic inter-
preters. This could be a major disad-
vantage if you anticipate writing all or
most of your own programs.

The choice that 081
made between a prede-
fined graphic character
set and an infinitely
variable one represents a
tradeoff between con-
venience and power.

On the positive side, C2-4P Basic
retains nine digits of precision during
numerical calculations, and loads almost
instantaneously from the disk. Also,
programs can be stored and loaded
quickly. Furthermore, Microsoft has
adhered strongly to the ANSI standard, so
that programs from books or other
machines can be converted to run on the
C2-4P with a minimum of fuss.

The other system program provided is
the disk operation system, OS-65D, which
takes care of disk operations such as file
creation, storage, retrieval, formatting and
other functions. It does this in two ways:
through Basic programs, and through a
machine code program known as the
kernel.

When the system is first turned on,
Basic is loaded and a program called
"BEXEC*" is executed. This program sets
various system and I/O flags, informs the
user of the version of software currently
running, and asks whether the system is' to
be "unlocked" or left "locked." In the
locked mode, programs can be loaded and

run, but they cannot be listed or modified.
In the unlocked mode, Basic functions
normally.

The file "BEXEC*" can be modified
so as to cause execution of any other Basic
program upon system startup. This is
handy for end users, since they need not
even concern themselves with finding a
program in the directory, loading and
running it; all this will be performed
automatically.

Advanced file manipulations are
handled by Basic programs; these include
the creation, deletion, copying and
renaming of files. For example, to create a
file the user would type RUN "CREATE"
while in the Basic command mode. This
would load and execute the CREATE
program which would then prompt the
user for the filename and other informa-
tion.

There are advantages and disad-
vantages to coding file utilities as Basic
programs. On one hand, they are highly
interactive; the computer asks for each
piece of information and usually allows for
final verification. This keeps inexperienced
users from making catastrophic errors. On
the other hand, the Basic utility programs
take up room on the disk and are slow in
many cases. Customizing them, except for
an experienced programmer, is virtually
impossible due to the condensed manner in
which the programs are written. Further-
more, one cannot perform file operations
while maintaining a Basic program in
memory (easily), since running any of the
file utilities wipes out whatever program is
currently in the workspace.

As I mentioned, there is a second
mode of operation of OS-65D called the
kernel. This mode can be reached from
Basic by typing "EXIT." From the kernel,
low level disk manipulations can be per-
formed, such as the initialization of new
disks, copying from one disk to another
and other primitive functions. It is also
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from the kernel that the assembler/editor
and extended machine-language monitor
are invoked (more about these later).

One particularly annoying aspect of
OS-65D is that the user must decide the
physical location and length of each file
when it is created. This is completely
unnecessary. If the C2-4P is designed for
end-users rather than professional pro-
grammers or computer engineers, it should
not be necessary for users to be familiar
with the intricacies of floppy disks, i.e., the
location of tracks, sectors and the like.
Furthermore, this could easily be changed.
The OS-65U operating system available on
larger OSI machines takes care of file
allocation automatically. This is certainly
feasible for the C2-4P, and a change in this
area would make the system much easier
for the average person to use.

Assembly Language Programming

mentioned earlier that the
assembler / editor and extended machine
code monitor could be invoked from the
kernel mode of OS-65D. These programs
allow the development of low-level
software in 6502 assembly code.

The assembler and editor are co-
resident - a handy feature. This means
that it is possible to run the editor, enter a
program and have it immediately as-
sembled. If any errors are present, the user
simply changes the program and re-
assembles. There is no need to run separate
editor and assembler programs (which
would involve reading and writing disk
files and other time-consuming opera-
tions).

An extended monitor is available for
debugging assembly programs. It allows
memory to be examined and altered,
programs to be disassembled, and break-
points to be set so that programs can be
thoroughly tested. A host of other
convenience features are also available,

CREATIVE COMPUTING



OSI OSISOFTWARE FOR OS.
We Have Over 100 High Quality Programs For Ohio Scientific Systems

ADVENTURESANDGAMES TEXT EDITORS FOR ALL SYSTEMS!!

These programs allow the editing of basic
program lines. All allow for insertion, deletion,
and correction in the middle of already entered
lines. No more retyping.

C1 P CURSOR CONTROL (Text Editor) $9.95

Takes ·166 bytes of RAM and adds, besides text
editing, one key instant screen clear.

C2P/C4P CURSOR $9.95

Takes 366 BYTES to add PET like cursor
functions. Enter or correct copy from any location
on the screen.

o
S
1

Adventures - These interactive fantasies will fit
in 8K! You give your computer plain english
commands as you try to survive.

ESCAPE FROM MARS

o
S
1

You awaken in a spaceship on Mars. You're in
trouble but exploring the nearby Martian city
may save you.

DEATHSHIP

This is a cruise you won't forget - if you survive it!

Adventures $14.95 Tape or 514" Disk
$15.95 8" Disk

STARFIGHTER $5.95
SUPER DISK $24.95 for 5" $26.95 for 8"

Has a text editor for 650 plus a great new
BEXEC·, a renumberer, search, a variable table
maker and Diskvu - lots of utility for the money.

We also have 25 data sheets available such as:

IMPLEMENTING THE SECRET SOUND PORT ON
THE C1P $4.00

HOW TO DO HIGH SPEED GRAPHICS IN BASIC
$4.00

HOW TO READ A LINE OF MICROSOFT $1.00

JOYSTICK INSTRUCTIONS AND PLANS FOR
ill $3.00

Realtime space war with realistic weapons and a
working instrument panel.

ALIEN INVADER 6.95 (7.95 for color and sound)

Rows of marching munching monsters march on
earth.

TIME TREK $9.95

A real time Startrek with good graphics.

BATTLEPAC $17.95

For the battlebuff. Contains Seawolfe, Starfighter,
Bomber and Battlefleet.

•
And lots, lots, lots more!
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PETTWO·WAY RS·232
and PARALLEL

OUTPUT INTERFACE
Special Features for the PET interface include:

Conversion to true ASCII both in and out
Cursor controls and function characters
specially printed
Transfers programs between PETs
over the phone line using a modem.
Selectable reversal of upper and lower case
PET IEEE connector for daisy chaining
Addressable - works with other devices

Special Features for the serial interface include:
Baud rate selectable from 75 to 9600
Half or full duplex
32 character buffer
X-ON, X-OFF automatically sent
Selectable carriage return delay

Special Features for the parallel interface include:
Data strobe - either polarity
Device ready - either polarity
Centronics compatible

Complete with power supply, PET IEEE cable, RS-232
connector, parallel port connector and case. Assembled
and tested.

SADla (110VAC)$295
SADie (230VAC)$325

SADI - The microprocessor based serial and parallel
interface for the Commodore PET. SADI allows you to
connect your PET to parallel and serial printers,
CRT's, modems, acoustic couplers, hard copy terrnl-
nals and other computers. The serial and parallel
ports are independent allowing the PET to communi-
cate with both peripheral devices simultaneously or
one at a time. In addition, the RS·232device can com-
municate with the parallel device.

CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTER, Inc.
150 POCONO ROAD

BROOKFIEL.D, CONNECTICUT 08104
TEL.: (203) 775-9659 TWX: 710-456-0052

VISA AND 1liiIe .lCCEI'TED - UNO ACCOuWr NUIII8P, E~""TION OATt: AND IItN OROP.
"'00 13 ,." OIIIDi!Jt ,Oft IMI,.,." • HANDlJ,..· 'Df'[II ••0"0[" •• 00 10% ,..~ AUt ~O'T&Of;.
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C2-4P, cont'd ...
such as a hexadecimal calculator mode and
a command which allows memory to be
displayed as ASCII text. The only major
option missing is a trace mode, whereby a
program can be single-stepped with
register contents and execution address
printed after every instruction; Nonethe-
less, the extended monitor is one of the
more powerful pieces of debugging
software I've come across.

Data Management Software

OSI supplies, at additional cost, a set
of programs which aid users in organizing
data, called the Micro Database Manage-
ment System, or OS-MDMS for short.
The purpose of MDMS is to facilitate the
creation of data bases - files on disk filled
with information organized so that it can
be easily retrieved. An example of a data
base would be a list of names, addresses,
phone numbers, birthdays or other pieces
of information concerning family mem-
bers or friends. This list could be entered
into a computer file via MDMS. Once the
file has been filled, MDMS could then

The most complex music
program allows for multi-
partJ multi-voice com-

~~:~~~~.to~~~r ~~~s,~~~
sele~t a voice for each.
answer Iquestions on its contents. For
instance the computer could be asked to
find and1 print all names which correspond
to a giv1n phone number. Reports on the
data filel can also be printed; MDMS can
select s~ecific entries from a file and list
their co~tents in a report of user specified
form. J .

The main advantage of MD M S is that
it requir~s no knowledge of programming.
The co+,puter prompts for all required
informa~ion; if the user is confused, there
are plen~y of examples and operating hints
in the MDMS documentation. Also, new
data fild can be created and filled in a very
short period of time. Although 1 have not
used MlDMS extensively, 1 have had
occasio~1 to use its big brother, OS-DMS
quite a bit. This is a more extensive version
of MD S, which is available on the larger
OSI systf,ems. 1was pleasantly surprised at
how qui kly an idea could be turned into
reality. Within about a half hour of
receiving OS-DMS 1 had a fully opera-
tional data base of names and addresses of
people ~ho had inquired about some of my
past articles - with no programming
whatsoever. 1 found the MDMS version
just as efsy to use. .

An1ther advantage of MDMS is that
it can hr,ndle a wide variety of applica-
tions -Ifrom lists of names and dates to
lists of reCkS, bills and almost anything

else that can be described in an organized
manner. Since the same program,
OS-MDMS, is used to control all the data
bases the inexperienced user needs only to
familiarize himself with the MDMS
commands. This is in contrast to a
situation where a different program is used
for every application - say, a shopping list
program, a bill record keeper, a name and
address program, and others; in this case,
the potential user must learn the ins and
outs of a number of different programs,
which can be quite a formidable task to
someone not familiar with computers.

As with all programs, MDMS has its
drawbacks. In order to. be easy to use, it
must make assumptions that limit its
flexibility. If it were programmable, it
would be more flexible and could handle
more data storage applications; unfortu-
nately, it would also be more complicated.
As a compromise I feel that a more
powerful report generator should be
incorporated into MDMS, as this appears
to be the weak link in the chain. Although
the present report capability is easy to use,
and adequate for many simple tasks, it is
too restrictive to be used for complex
applications. Some form of programming
should be allowed so that the more
experienced user can organize output more
carefully. If this were done, OSI's data base
systems would be really excellent for
dealing with the types of information
problems that personal computer owners
are trying to solve.

Business Applications

You may have noticed that I haven't
mentioned the C2-4P with respect to small
business computing. There is a reason for
this. The C2-4P is basically a small
machine - it was designed that way.
Although Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable and other business programs are
available for it, by itself the C2-4P does not
have the kind of storage capacity or
flexibility needed for a business environ-
ment. In addition, it has a lot of features
the businessman doesn't need. In short,
someone intent on mainly business
computing would be better off considering
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a larger system such as the OSI Challenger
III series. These computers can run more
powerful languages such as Cobol and
Fortran, can physically accommodate
more expansion in terms of memory, hard
disks and other equipment, and yet are still
within the average business' budget.

Networking

There is a new area of computing that
OSI is just beginning to develop; this has to
do with connecting groups of small
computers together in a network to share
storage and input/ output resources.

The basic goal of networking is to
allow many people access to computing
facilities simultaneously. In a classroom,
for example, it would be desirable to allow
several students computing time together.
The traditional answer to this problem has
been timesharing - the division ofa single
computer's time between many different
tasks. This has a drawback - the more
tasks the computer must accomplish at
once, the smaller the amount of time it can
devote to each one.

One particularly annoy-
ing aspect of OS-650 is
that the user must decide
the physical location and
length of each file when it
is created. This is com-
pletely unnecessary.

Networking looks at this problem
from another standpoint. Instead of
forcing one central computer to service all
the users, several smaller computers are
connected together - or to one larger unit
equipped with large amounts of storage
and several printers. One small computer is
available for each individual user. This
computer communicates with the larger
one to access data on the disks, or to
output data to a printer or other device.
Otherwise, all processing is done locally at
the user's own small unit. This scheme
offers a great many advantages over
timesharing; however, in the past it was too
expensive to consider. Now, with the
advent of the C2-4P and other inexpensive
small machines, networking is a definite
possibility.

In this context, the C2-4P does have a
potential business use; connected to one of
OSI's larger machines, it could be used to
process orders, keep track of inventories,
and perform other tasks which would be
difficult if it did not have access to the
facilities of the larger machine. This would
result in a setup far better than time-
sharing, yet still be less expensive than
many of the traditional minicomputers
used for business.

As I have mentioned before, this is a
new area which OSI is still developing;
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since major advances come every few
months, it would be best to contact Ohio
Scientific to see exactly what is available in
terms of hardware and software.

Documentation

Plenty of documentation is provided
but it is not well organized, particularly the
Basic manual. This stems from the fact that
system literature is generally used for two
purposes: first, to help the. new. user
familiarize himself with the operation of
the software; second, to act as a reference
for syntax.

It would be preferable if OSI were to
print two sets of documentation for each
software package: a reference guide and a
usage tutorial. A new user would read
through the latter to become familiar with
the software, and consult the reference
guide for specific syntax format. Cur-
rently, OSI provides manuals which are
combinations of the above; this makes
finding pieces of information regarding
system operation extremely difficult, since
it is necessary to wade through text and
examples to find specific formats of
commands and/ or operations. If separate
user and reference guides are impractical,
at least a more comprehensive index
should be provided.

Now, with the advent
of the C2-4P and other
inexpensive small ma-
chines, networking is a
definite possibility.

Another questionable aspect of the
.documentation is the primer on Basic
programming. Although helpful in many
ways, it is far from complete; I think
customers would be better off if they were
provided with one of the many books on
programming in small-computer Basic
currently in print. After all, OSI provides a
separate text on assembly-language
programming with its Challenger III series
computers. I feel the same idea would work
well with Basic, especially since Microsoft
Basic follows the ANSI standard so
closely. In addition to the book, the user
could be provided with a manual describ-
ing the extra features available on the
C2-4P, such as disk file access, graphics,
etc.

A further, albeit less serious problem
with the documentation is the manner in
which it is reproduced. Print quality varies
from invisibly light to unreadably dark and
smeared. I realize that OSI does not believe
it is in the publishing business; however, I
think that most people would be willing to
pay a higher price for typeset, book-quality
manuals produced by a standard publish-
ing company, since this would result in
both a more readable and a more durable
copy. After all, a computer manual to a
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programmer is like a dictionary to a writer:
it is consulted almost constantly, and the
information contained within is critically
important for proper usage. Some extra
effort spent in this area would definitely
make the system easier to use.

Service

One of the biggest problems in buying
any type of small computer today has to do
with communication between the custo-
mer and the company concerning mal-
functions and hardware/ software updates.
My advice to purchasers of the C2-4P and
other OSI equipment is to find a good
dealer located a reasonable distance away.
At least at the time of this writing, OSI is
not keen on dealing directly with custo-
mers; all service, installation and instruc-
tion is handled by authorized dealers.
Furthermore, since much of Ohio
Scientific's equipment is state-of-the-art,
there will inevitably be problems. A local,
reputable dealer can handle these prob-
lems with a minimum of inconvenience;
otherwise, some real headaches could
result.

Of course, this situation is common
with many computer manufacturers; my
point is that perhaps the most important
step towards owning a powerful, trouble-
free personal computer is the careful
selection of a responsible, knowledgeable
dealer who is willing to sit down and
discuss aspects of the system with the user
when necessary.

Conclusion

Like most machines, the C2-4P has
both good and bad points. As I stated in
the introduction, I feel it has many unique
features which are unobtainable in any
other computer in the same price range .
However, it is up to each prospective
purchaser to formulate an idea as to
exactly what he or she expects a personal
computer to do. Afterward, the advan-
tages and disadvantages of the C2-4P can
be weighed, and a decision can be made as
to whether or not this particular machine
will fill the bill. 0
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C5!
Video Games 1 $15
Head ·On, Tank Battle,

Trap!

Video Games 2 15
Gremlin Hunt, Indy
5000, Gunfight

Board Games 1 15
Cubic, Mini ·Gomoku

Dungeon Ch~se 10
A real·time, D8.D,video
game

C1 Shorthand 12
Two key command entry
(C2/4/8 ready soon)

One tape supports all
ROM models. Color 8.
sound on video games.
Some programs on disk.
Send for free catalog

Orion Software
Associates, Inc.
147 Main Street

OSSining, N.Y.10562

CIRCLE 166 ON READER SERVICE C.ARD

INFORMATION EXPLOSION?

GET INFORMATION MASTER!
Are you overwhelmed by your

collection of reprints, technical
literature, spec. sheets, magazine
articles, correspondence, etc.?
Get back in control with the
INFORMATION MASTER pro-
gram.

Use combinations of keywords
to quickly find exactly what you
want. Search a 500 entry data base
in 12 to 15 seconds and retrieve
essentially unlimited text.

INFORMATION MASTER runs
on 8080 or Z-80 microcomputers
using a CP/M compatible opera-
ting system and having at least
two disk drives and 32K of
memory. Disk formats available:
8" single density, Vector Graphic
5", Heath H-89 5" (modified
CP/M).

INFORMATION MASTER pro-
gram is shipped ready to run, on
disk with demonstration data base
and 22 page users manual.

-$ 37.50, postage paid-

Island Cybernetics
P.O. Box 208, Port Aransas,

TX 78373
(512)749-5843

CIRCLE 143 ON READER SERVICE CARD



The Age al Allardahle Per!

In 1978 Ohio Scientific introduced
a revolutionary new low cost com-
puter - the Superboard II. This
computer provides all important
personal computer features on a
single board at a cost of under $300. The Superboard II received rave
reviews by microcomputer experts such as:

"We can heartily recommend the Superboard II computer system for
the beginner who wants to get into microcomputers with a minimum of
cost. Moreover, this is a 'real' computer with full expandability:',

POPULAR ELECTRONICS MARCH, 1979

"The Superboard II weighs in at $279 and provides a remarkable
amount of computing for this incredible price"

KILOBAUD MICROCOMPUTING FEBRUARY, 1979

"The Superboard II and its fully dressed companion the Challenger IP
series incorporate all the fundamental necessities of a personal com-
puter at a very attractive price. With the expansion capabilities

. provided, this series becomes a very formidable competitor in the home
computer area" INTERFACE AGE APRIL, 1979

"The graphics available permit some really dramatic effects and are
relatively simple to program ... The fact that the system can be easily
expanded to include a floppy means that while you are starting out with
a low-cost minimal system, you don't have to throw it away when you
are ready to go on to more complex computer functions. At $279,
Superboard II is a tough act tofollow" RADIO ELECTRONICS JUNE, 1979

"The Super board is an excellent choice for the personal computer
enthusiast on a budqet" BYTE MAY, 1979

Since the introduction of Super-
board II, the cost of personal com-
puters has actually gone up with
new models by major manufacturers
ranging from $1000 to well over
$4000 due to the general cost of
inflation and the increasing func-
tionality included in these com-
puters. Today Cleveland Consumer
Computers is offering you the orig-
inal Superboard II at its original
price of just $279. In today's
economy this is by far the best buy

in personal computinq ever!

The Superboard II can entertain
your whole family with spectacular
video games and cartoons, made
possible by its ultra high resolution
graphics and super fast BASIC. It
can help you with your personal
finances and budget planning,
made possible by its decimal
arithmetic ability and cassette data
storage capabilities. It can assist you
in school or industry as an ultra

powerful scientific calculator, made
possible by its advanced scientific
math functions and built-in
"immediate" mode which allows
complex problem solvinq without
programming! This computer can
actually entertain your children
while it educates them in topics
ranging from naming the Presidents
of the United States to tutoring
trigonometry - all possible by its
fast extended BASIC, graphics and
data storage ability.
The machine can be economically
expanded to assist in your business,
remotely control your home, com-
municate with other computers
and perform many other tasks via
the broadest line of expansion
accessories in the microcomputer
industry.

This machine is super easy to use
because it communicates naturally
in BASIC, an English-like program-
ming language. So you can easily
instruct it or program it to do
whatever you want, but you don't
have to. You don't because it comes
with a complete software library on
cassette including programs for
each application stated above. Ohio
Scientific also offers you hundreds
of inexpensive programs on ready-
to-run cassettes. Program it yourself
or just enjoy it; the choice is yours.
The Superboard II comes fully
assembled and tested. It requires
+ 5V at 3 Amps and a video monitor
or TVwith RF converter to be up
and running. $279.00

Standard Features:
• Uses the ultra powerful 6502
Microprocessor.

• 8K Microsoft BASIC-in-ROM.
Full feature BASIC runs faster
than currently available personal
computers and all 8080 based
business computers.

• 4K static RAM on board expand-
able to 8K.

• Full 53-key keyboard with
upper/lower case and user
programmability.

• Kansas City standard audio
cassette interface for high
reliability.

• Full machine code monitor and
I/O utilities in ROM.
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mal Camputing is Still Here.
. .

ToOrder:
Or to get our free catalog CALL 1-800-321-5805 TOLL FREE.
Charge your order to your VISAor MASTERCHARGEACCOUNT
Ohio Residents Call: (216) 464-8047. Or write, including your check

order, to the address listed below.
~~ CLEVELAND CONSUMER

COMPUTERS & COMPONENTS
P.O.Box46627

Iiii_ Cleveland Ohio 44146
r O-d- -. Fa- - - CLEVELANDCoN's=t:MER - -p:o:Bo:46627--'r ar rm: COMPUTERS & COMPONENTS Cleveland, Ohio 44146

o Superboard II $279. 0 630 Board $229.
o 610 Board $298. 0 AC-3P 12" B-W Monitor $159.o Mini-Floppy Disk Drive $299. DC1P Sams Manual $8.
(Attach separate sheet for other items.)
NAME: _
ADDRESS: ~----
CITY: STATE: ZIP: _
Payment by: VISA: _ MASTER CHARGE: _ MONEY ORDER: _
Credit Card Account # _
Expires: Interbank # (Master Charge ) _
TOTALCHARGED ORENCLOSED:$ (Ohio Residents add 5.5% Sales Tax)

All orders shipped insured UPS unless otherwise requested. FOB Cleveland, Ohio.-..;...-----------------~---------------------------

Direct access video display has 1K
of dedicated memory (besides 4K
user memory), features upper
case, lower case, graphics and
gaming characters for an effective
screen resolution of up to 256 x
256 points. Normal TV's with
overscan display about 24 rows of
24 characters without overscan up
to 30 x 30 characters.

Optional Extras:
• Available 610 expander board
features up to 24K static RAM
(additional), dual mini-floppy
interface, and an OSI 4Sline
expansion interface. .

• Assembler/Editor and Extended
Machine Code monitor available.

• 630 I/O Expander.
RGB color and NTSC composite
color outputs with up to 16 colors,
DualS-axis joystick interface, AC
remote control interface which
mates with AC-12P, home security
interface which mates with the
AC-17P, 16-line parallel I/O inter-
face, 16-pin I/O bus interface
which allows the connection of
parallel I/O lines or high speed
analog I/O module, or a PROM
blaster or solder less interface pro-
totyping board, programmable
sound generator and program
selectable modem and high speed
printer ports, and more.

Freight Policies All orders of $100or more
are shipped freight prepaid. Orders of less
than $100 please add $4.00 to cover shipping
costs. Ohio Residents add 5.5% Sales Tax.
Guaranteed Shipment Cleveland
Consumer Computers & Components
guarantees shipment of computer systems
within 48 hours upon receipt of your order.
Our failure to ship within 48hours entitles
you to $35 of software. FREE.

Hours:
Call Monday thru Friday
8:00 AM to 5:00 PME.D.T.
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Software:
Ohio Scientific and independent suppliers
offer hundreds of programs for the
Superboard II, in cassette and mini-floppy
form. Here is a sampling of popular Ohio
SCientific programs for the Superboard II.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS SBII8cCIP Price
BASICTutorSeries SCE-336 $35.00
ClockTutor SCE-353 6.50

Hardware:Continents Quiz SCE-332 6.50
Definite Integral SCE·326 6.50
French Drill & Tutor SCE-339 6.50
German Tutor & Drill SCE-342 6.50 Superboard II
Hangman(SKI SCE-324 9.00 as specified in the advertisement. $279
Log Tutors 1-3 SCE-344 6.50 610 Board For use with Super board II andMathBlitz SCE-329 6.50 Challenger IP, 8K static RAM ex-Math Intro SCE·319 6.50
Mathink SCE-337 9.00 pandable to 24K or 32K system total.
Matrix Tutors }·3 SCE-345 6.50 Accepts up to two mini-floppy disk
Metric Tutor & Quiz SCE-335 6.50 drives. Requires + 5V@ 4.5 amps. 298
SpanishDrill& Tutor SCE·352 6.50 Mini·Floppy Disk Drive
Spelling Quiz SCE-333 6.50 Includes Ohio SCientific's PICOTrigTutor(SKI I & II SCE-318 6.50 DOS software and connector cable.BUSINESS PROGRAMS
Address Book SCB-523 9.00 Compatible with 610 expander
Advertisement Demo SCB·520 6.50 board. Requires + 12V@ 1.5 amps
Inventory Demo SCB-518 6.50 and +5V@0.7amps. 299
MailingList(SKI SCB-524 6.S0 630 Board As specified in the advertisement. 229
Straight & Constant Depreciation SCB-SOO 9.00 AG-3P 12' combination black and white
Time Calculator SCB·52S 9.00 TVIvideo monitor. 159PERSONAL PROGRAMS
Biorhythm SCP-716 9.00 4KP 4K RAM chip set. 79
Calorie Counter SCP-708 6.50 PS-005 5V 4.5 amp power supply for
Checking Account SCP·719 9.00 Super board II. 35
Loan Finance SCP-717 6.50 PS-003 Mini-floppy power supply. 29
Personal Calendar SCP-718 6.S0 Clp Sams CIP/Superboard II Manual. 8Sevtnqs Account SCP-720 9.00
GAME PROGRAMS OS·650 V3.2 Disk Operating System with
BaseballI SCG-975 6.S0 9-digit extended BASIC, random
BlackJack SCG·955 6.50 access and sequential files. 49
Civil War SCG-971 6.50 CS-SOO Metal case for Super board II, 610
Destroyer SCG-951 6.50 and 630 board and two powerHighNoon SCG-960 6.S0 supplies. 49Hockey SCG-979 6.50 CS·610 Metal case for single floppy diskLander SCG-92S 6.50
New York Taxi SCG-9S6 6.50 drive and power supply. 49
Poker SCG-962 6.50 AC·12P Wireless AC remote control system.
Racer SCG-949 6.50 Includes control console, two lamp
Space War SCG-942 6.S0 modules and two appliance
Star Trek SCG·946 6.50 modules for use with 630 board. 175Star Wars SCG-926 6.50 AC-I7P Home security system. IncludesTic-Tae-Toe SCG·945 6.50
Tiger Tank SCG-9S0 14.00 console, lire detector, Window

protection devices and door unit for
use with 630 board. 249

610 Board C4P Sams C4P Manual. 16
C3 Soma Challenger III Manual. 40
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Sound Advice

David Lubar

To playa song, the user selects the play
option with either the light pen or keyboard.
The system will ask for the song name.
The disk has to be flipped. Then the
comp file is loaded and options are pre-
sented for changing the instrument as-
signments, the stereo pattern, and other
parameters. Once any desired changes
have been made, the disk is flipped again
and the system compiles the music. This
takes a minute or so, after which the
music plays. The sound quality is impres-
sive.

Music is entered with paddles or light
pen by selecting options from a graphic
menu. The first step is selection of a key
signature. Once this is done, notes can be
entered. All sharps, fiats, dotted notes,
and other parts of the score are all entered
from the menu with light pen or paddles.
Parts can be merged, up to the allowable
sixteen voices. There is a provision for
entering chords in any part, but the total
number of notes played at any time must
still be sixteen or fewer. Once a song is
finished, it can be compiled and played.
If it is saved in a comp file, it can be
changed and then compiled. In a play
file, it can be played immediately, or
changes can be made.

Since the system uses digital oscillators,
the waveform can be controlled through
software. A table of 256 bytes defines
each waveform, and the user can construct
and save new waves. This method allows
for a great deal or' versatility in sound
production.
The manual contains all the information

needed to get going. The system is nice
and is backed by Mountain's good reputa-
tion in the hardware field.

Computer music in the home has come
a long way since the days when hobbyists
placed an AM radio by the spacebar and
listened to the sound of loops. There are
more than a dozen systems available now,
with prices ranging from around $100 to
well over a $1000. Before looking at some
of the new systems, it would be worthwhile
to go over some definitons and guidelines.
First, most systems are based on the use
of a synthesizer. A few systems use digital-
to-analog converters (DAC's). A synthesizer
contains the hardware needed to generate
a waveform. A DAC converts binary in-
formation into a variable voltage. Synthe-
sizers have several good points; they allow
high fidelity, they allow a large number of
voices, and they use less memory since
much of the work is done by the hardware.
On the other hand, many synthesizers are
limited to only one waveform. The next
generation of synthesizers will have more
versatility. Still, even those restricted to a
single waveform can do an excellent job.
DAC's also have some advantages; great
versatility as far as output is concerned,
simpler electronics (which means lower
prices), and the potential to be adapted
for other uses. Their disadvantages include
less fidelity, a tendency to produce clicks
(which can be filtered in either hardware
or software), more use of memory space
since all the work is done in memory, and
a limit to the number of voices that can
be played at one time. Faster processors
will soon be put to use, allowing for more
voices.

Whether you choose a synthesizer or a
DAC, important factors will be how much
you want to spend and how much can
you get for your money. The professional
musician will have different needs from the
user who just wants something with which
to experiment. Another consideration is

whether the company you select gives
continued support and provides a source
of new material. With this in mind, on to
the reviews.

Mountain Hardware
The long-awaited system from Mountain

is finally available. The ads mentioned a
lot of very exciting specifications, including
sixteen voices and programmable wave-
forms. For the most part, the system
fulfills these promises. But at $545, the
system may be a bit high-priced for some

The KIS Editor displays

hobbyists. The hardware consists of two
boards which must be plugged into con-
secutive slots on the Apple. Any slots
other than 0 can be used. Apparently, the
software checks the slots; the user doesn't
have to input the slot numbers. Attached
to the board are two phono jacks (plugs
and cords are included) and a light pen.
The light pen is used for menu selection
and note entry, and works best when held
slightly away from the screen instead of
being pressed against the glass.

Since anyone who buys the system will
want to hear it right away, Mountain
included several songs on the disk with
the system. This, by the way, is a double-
sided disk; the song files are on the back.

American Micro Products

A synthesizer board and two software
packages for 48K Apples are available
from this company. The board ($99.95)
contains three voices and one white-noise
channel. One software package, Flash and
Crash Sound Effects, has a sound effects
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SOFTWARE FOR THE SORCERER*

FASTGAMMON HEAD-ON COLLISION CRIBBAGE

UTILITY PROGRAMS
**************************************************************************************************

SIMULATIONS AND GAMES
**************************************************************************************************

FORTH. Now Sorcerer owners can enjoy the convenience and speed of the fascinating
FORTH programming language. Based on fig-FORTH and adapted for the Sorcerer by
James Albanese, this version uses simulated disk memory in RAM and does not require
a disk drive. Added to standard usFORTH are an on-screen editor, a serial RS-232
driver, and tape save and load capability. Eight-bit input/output has been added
allowing use of the Sorcerer's graphics keys Documentation includes examples.
Requires 32K or more of RAM. $49.95

new! BEDIT by Ernest Bergmann. A BASIC editor. This short and easy to use program is
a machine language routine that loads in low memory and allows you to edit your BASIC
programs by modifying text on the video screen. No more retyping a long line just to
change one character. A few cursor movements make the necessary modifications.
Even renumbering lines is easy to do. This program is a real timesaver. Runs on any size
Sorcerer. $11.95

new! GRAPHICS ANfMATION by Lee Anders. This package provides the BASIC pro-
grammer with a powerful set of commands for graphics and animation. The program is
written in machine language but is loaded together with your BASIC program and
graphics definitions with a CLOAD command. Any image from a character to a large
graphic shape may be plotted. moved, or erased with simple BASIC commands.
Encounters of plotted character sets with background characters are detected and
background images are preserved. Contains a medium resolution plotting routine. A
keyboard routine detects key presses without carriage returns. Includes a separate
program for constructing images. Runs on any size Sorcerer. $29.95

QS SMART TERMINAL by Bob Pierce. Convert your Sorcerer to a smart terminal. Used
with a modem, this program provides the capability for you to communicate efficiently
and save connect time with larger computers and other microcomputers. The program
formats incoming data from time-sharing systems such as The Source for the Sorcerer
video. Incoming data can be stored (downloaded) into a file in RAM. Files, including
programs, may be saved to or loaded from cassette, listed on the video, transmitted out
through your modem, or edited with an on-board text editor. Interfaces with BASIC and
the Word Processor Pac. $49.95

DPX'· (Development Pac Extension) by Don Ursem. Serious Z80 program developers
will find this utility program to be invaluable. Move the line pointer upward. Locate a
word or symbol. Change a character string wherever it occurs. Simple commands allow
you to jump directly from EDIT to MONITOR or DDT80 modes and automatically set up
the liD you want for listings. Built-in serial driver. Stop and restart listings. Abort
assembly with the ESC key. Save backup files on tape at 1200 baud. Load and merge
files from tape by file name. Versions for 8K, 16K, 32K, and 48K Sorcerer all on one
cassette. Requires the Sorcerer's Development Pac. $29.95

PLOT by Vic Tolomei. Now Apple owners will be envious of how easy you can get good
graphics on your SORCERER. PLOT includes both a super high resolution mode and a
quick low resolution mode. Both are accessible from your BASIC programs using simple
commands. Hi-res & lo-res examples included on tape. $14.95

SHAPE MAKER'· by Don Ursem. An on-screen character maker.

DEBUG by Bob Pierce. Debug machine language programs.

$14.95

$14.95

new! CRIBBAGE by Bob Stafford The computer challenges you to a game of cribbage.
An excellent use of graphics displays the cribbage board and all the playing cards The
computer pegs the score, computes all the counts, and plays the good game, adhering
strictly to the rules of standard cribbage. Beginners will find it easy to learn the game by
playing against the computer, and experienced players will enjoy trying to outsmart the
computer with crib layaways and careful play. Requires at least 16K of memory.

$17.95

STARBASE HYPERION'· by Don Ursem. At last, a true strategic space game for the
Sorcerer' Defend a front- line Star Fortress against invasion forces of an alien empire
You create, deploy, and command entire ship squadrons as well as ground defenses in
this complex tactical simulation of war in the far future. Written in BASIC and Z·BO code.
Full graphics and realtime combat status display. Includes full instructions and
STARCOM battle manual. Requires at least 16K of RAM. $17.95

HEAD-ON COLLISION'· by Lee Anders. You are driving clockwise and a computer-
controlled car is driving counter clockwise. The computer's car is trying to hit you head
on, but you can avoid a collision by changing lanes and adjusting your speed. At the
same time you try to drive over dots and diamonds to score points. Three levels of play,
machine language programming, and excellent graphics make this game challenging
and exciting for all. At least 16K of RAM is required. $14.95

LUNAR MISSION by Lee Anders. Land your spacecraft softly on the moon by control-
ling your craft's three propulsion engines. Avoid lunar craters and use your limited fuel
sparingly. You can see both a profile view of the spacecraft coming down and a plan
view of the landing area. Land successfully and you get to view an animated walk on the
moon. Nine levels of play provide a stiff challenge to the most skillful astronaut.
Requires at least 16K of RAM. $14.95

new! HANGMAN/MASTERMIND by Charles Finch. Two traditional games are brought
to life by Sorcerer graphics. HANGMAN has three different vocabulary levels for you to
choose from. In MASTERMIND, the computer selects a four-character code and you
have to uncover it. These two games provide an enjoyable way for young people to
develop their vocabulary and their logical reasoning ability. Written in BASIC, for any
size Sorcerer. $11.95

FASTGAMMON'· by Bob Christiansen. Backgammon players love this machine
language program that provides a fast. skillful opponent. Option to replay a game with
the same dice rolls. Eight-page instruction manual includes rules of backgammon.

$19.95

MARTIAN INVADERS'· by James Albanese. How long can you hold out against a
persistent invasion force from Mars? Zap all the members of the landing party and
another group comes after you. The longer you hold out. the higher your score. The
Sorcerer's programmable graphics make this game look great, plus we've added special
keyboard routines to really zip it up. Written in machine language. $14.95

NIKE 11'. by Charles Finch and Bob Broffel. You may never get your computer back
from your kids once they start playing Nike II. The object is to destroy enemy bombers
by firing Nike missiles at them. If you miss the bombers, they bomb your factories and
return for a second pass. Nine levels of play make this game a challenge for everyone.
Written in machine language. $11.95

l80 DISASSEMBLER by Vic Tolomei.
Decode machine language programs.

$14.95

WH ERE TO GET IT: Ask your nearest Sorcerer dealer to see Quality Software's Sorcerer
programs. Or. if you prefer, you may order directly from us. MasterCharge and Visa
cardhOlders may telephone their orders and we will deduct $1 from orders over $19 to
compensate for phone charges. Or mail your order to the address above. California
residents add 6% sales tax. Shipping Charges: Within North America orders must
Include $150 for first class shipping and handling. Outside North America the charge
for airmail shipping and handling IS $5.00 - payable in U.S. currency.

"Ihe name "SORCERER" has been trademarked by Endv. Inc.

SOFTWARE INTERNALS MANUAL FOR
THE SORCERER by Vic Tolomei. A must
for anyone writing software for the
SORCERER. Seven chapters: Intro to
Machine Language, Devices & Ports, The
Monitor, Cassette Interface, BASIC
structure, Video & Graphics, The
Keyboard. Indexed. Includes diagrams
and software routines. 64 pages.

$14.95

TANK TRAP by Don Ursem. An action
game that combines skill, strategy, and
luck. A rampaging tank tries to run you
down. You are a combat engineer, build-
mg concrete barriers in an effort to
contain the tank. Four levels of play make
this animated game fun for everyone.
Written in BASIC with machine language
subroutines. $11.95

MAGIC MAlp· by Vic Tolomei. A chal-
lenging maze game. Ten levels of play.
Holding your lantern. you wander
through a maze trying to stay on the right
path and avoid pitfalls. Automatic seer-
ing tells you how good a pathfinder you
are. $11.95
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Sound, cont'd ...

Items from the menu Hardware sys-
tem can be selected with paddles or a light pen.
demo and documentation that shows the
user how to add sound effects to his own
software. Once the synthesizer is switched
on, sound production is continuous. This
means that it won't slow down a program.
The KIS Music Editor ($39.95 by itself,
$129.95 for KIS and a synthesizer) uses
symbolic note entry. For example, a quarter
note that was a C in the third octave
would be entered as C4Q. As each note is
entered, it is displayed on a high-resolution
staff and played through the board. En-
velope control is available through sixteen
defined envelopes that can be entered
along with the note code. The sound quality
isn't bad, and some interesting variations
are possible. A jukebox program is also
on the disk, allowing for the selection and
play of up to ten songs. Editing of scores
is fairly simple; any note can be accessed
and changed.
The boards contain drivers so they can

be connected directly to eight-ohm speakers
without any need for an amplifier. The
boards can be combined, with each board

adding three more voices. American Micro
Products seems to be constantly working
on new products, and they are very open
to questions from users.

AlphaSyntauri Ltd.

Most music systems are not oriented
toward real-time creation; in other words,
you put the music in at your leisure and it
comes back later. The AlphaSyntauri sys-
tem allows real-time creation of music.
The system consists of a keyboard and
software for Apple II and Apple II plus.
The user must supply his own sythesizer
boards. Presently the software is configured
for use with ALF boards.

One of the main features of the keyboard
is velocity sensing. The speed with which
any of the 61 keys is pressed controls the
amplitude of the note. Since the interpre-
tation of the keystroke is done through
software, the potential exists for custom-
izing the keyboard, using it to enter other
types of input. There are also two foot-
pedals attached to the unit. The sound of
any system will only be as good as the
synthesizers. In this case, with ALF boards,
the sound is very good. Besides live play,
notes can be recorded on disk and replayed
with different tempos. Notes can be ap-
pended to an existing score, though no
editing function is available with the current
software.
The software contains presets. These

are defined envelopes which control six
parts of the sound, including attack rate,
attack volume, decay, and sustain. Eight
presets come with the disk, and more can
be created and saved by the user. The
display consists of low-resolution graphics

The Alpha Syntauri - outstanding in its field.

with bars that rise and fall according to
the volume of the notes. There is a second
display which gives the names of the notes
being played. The system can handle six
notes at a time. When more than six are
struck, the bass is kept and the next-to-
last high note is dropped. This works well
since most music requires more sustain
from the bass.

The system is nicely designed and comes
with good documentation, including a
thorough explanation of amplitude en-
velopes. The price puts it out of range of
the casual user, but not beyond reach of
those seriously interested in music. The
AlphaSyntauri, without ALF boards, costs
$1295. It should be interesting to see what
happens to this price when other manu-
facturers enter the market.

Micro Technology Unlimited

As you may have noticed, all of the
systems mentioned so far are designed
for use with the Apple II. Those who own
other computers do have one rather nice
option. MTU makes a general 6502 music
system which can run on the PET, KIM,
and others. The software is $49.00. KIM
DAC's are $49.00, PET versions are $59.00.
The software can also be configured for
the Apple (such a version is currently
under development). The system uses a
DAC and produces some amazing results.
The user has control over every aspect of
the waveform; the shape of each harmonic
can be specified. This allows duplication
of most instruments as well as the creation
of new sounds. Once a set of waveforms
has been defined, instruments can be
constructed which use the waveforms. The
instrument can be constructed with warble
and other factors. Four voices are available.
With one DAC, the user has monaural
music. A second DAC won't increase the
number of voices, but it will allow stereo
music.
The degree of waveform control leads

to interesting results. For example, a set
of waveforms constructed with no funda-
mental and with 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th,
and 8th harmonics coming in one at a
time will produce the sound of a full chord
even though only one voice is being used.
Control of the instrument envelope also
produces interesting results. An instrument
can be created which plays the waveforms
from back to front, or which repeats the
opening section of another instrument,
thus sounding like a mandolin. The number
of waveform sets is limited only by available
memory. A 32K system could easily handle
four to six large sets of waveforms and up
to fifteen instruments.
Presently, all information is entered as

numerical data. This is not a big drawback
since anyone can quickly learn to use the
system with the aid of the excellent manual
written by Hal Chamberlin. MTU iswork-
ing on a software interface that will allow
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other methods of note entry. Those who
are interested in the DAC approach
shouldn't wait, but should check out the
MTU system and see for themselves how
well it works.

Updates and Other Notes

Micro Music, Inc. has released The
Melodious Dictator ($120), a program
designed for ear training. At the start, the
user enters his competence, from 1 to 6.
A dry run shows how to use the system. A
series of notes are played. The user, given
the first note, must notate the rest of
each sample. This is done with a paddle
which moves a cursor above a section of
a graphic keyboard. Unfortunately, the
cursor doesn't respond very well. It blinks
at a slow rate and only moves between
blinks. A turn of the paddle produces no
immediate results. Then, suddenly, the
cursor jumps over. It might jump again
before settling on a spot. This is a small
problem, but might frustrate those who
are more interested in music than computer
graphics.

The rest of the program is well designed.
A scoring system gives points for correct
notes and adjusts the skill level according
to performance.' The key of the scale
changes with each test.

So, aside from the problem with the
cursor, the program is well designed. But

does it work? In my case, it did. At first, I
was unable to pick the right notes without
many mistakes. In essence, it was a game
of "Guess the Number," where the correct
answer was found by narrowing down the
possiblities. After a while, I began to do
better, even recognzing minor thirds and

The ALF software displays the score as the song player.

other difficult (for me) intervals. The system
definitely can help improve musical per-
ception. If you want to improve your ear,
and don't have a friendly pianist handy,
The Melodious Dictator could provide a
helping hand.

Now for the big news. ALF has come
out with a new board that puts music
within reach of a many more Apple owners.
The board has nine voices and sells for
$199.95 with software. The original ALF
system was reviewed in June 1979 and

described in greater depth in June 1980.
These new boards contain more voices at
a lower price. Some sacrificies had to be
made to bring the user this board. Sound
quality in the two upper octaves is not as
precise as in the other ALF boards and
there are fewer volume increments. But
anyone who wants to create computer
music for a reasonable price could get a
lot out of this system. 0

Vendor Addresses
ALFI Peripherals Plus
119 Maple Ave.
Morristown NJ 07960

American Micro Products
6550 Tarnef
Houston TX 77074

Micro Music, Inc.
University Plaza, Suite 8
309 West Beaufort
NormalIL 61761

Mountain Hardware
300 Harvey West Blvd.
Santa Cruz CA 95060

Micro Technology Unlimited
2806 Hillsborough St.
P.O. Box 12106
Raleigh NC 27605

Syntauri, Ltd
3506 Waverley St.
Palo Alto CA 94306

SYNERGISTIC SOFTWARE frte<-tk ODYSSEY THE COMPLEAT cAPVENTURE

The Sargalo Sea is a haunted realm of sea serpents, dragons and fabulous beasts. The mysterious islands whlc'-
break its surface each have uniquely deadly perils. Yet, it is a land which can provide great wealth and power to

the warrior strong enough to win it. In your crusade to defeat the dreaded Caliph of Lapour and win the golden
sceptor of power, you will cross the great sea, explore the jungles, swamps, and niountains of the islands. As you
quest for the weapons and magical devices you will need to enter his fortress, you will search ancient tombs and
temples and the dreaded Caverns of Mordril.

Your journey will be on foot or horseback across the high resolution map of an island until you win enough
treasure and gather the crew required to buy and man a ship. You can then continue your odyssey throughout

~--~ the realm. When you have sufficient strength, your attack of the fortress on Lapour can begin.

At every stage of the apventure, 'iQ!!. will decide the action to be taken . attack the merchants or trade
with them; kill monsters or try to recruit them. Such decisions establish the character of your par·'

ty as the quest unfolds. Your revealed capacity for good or evil will determine the alliances or
conflicts formed with the beings you encounter.

'BY

'ROBERT CLARDY

OF
SYeNERGJSTJC SOFTWARE

The incredibly detailed graphics and animation effects of Robert Clardy's Odyssey put
it in a category by itself in the annuals of mythic adventure games. Five separate detailed
maps and three programs interlink to bring you an unendingly varied apventure uniquely
different each time you olay.

48K Apple J [ computer with disk. Only available in Integer Basic for

AVAILABLE NOW AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER
OR SEND CHECK OR INQUIRY TO:

SYNERGISTIC SOFTWARE
5221 . 120th Ave. S.E.

Bellevue, WA 98006
(WASHINGTON STATE RESIDENTS ADD 5.3%
SALES TAX.)
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BUilt-in RF
mOdUlator.

9K RAM 18K lIserOVOIIObfeJ
14KBASIC interpreter '
operating system ROM.

Two bUilt-in
game ContrOllers
With JOYsticks and'
numeric keYPOds.

User-programmable, in
both BASIC and MC6800
machine language.

BUilt-in COSsette
deck, With both digital

aUdio tracks.
Load in excess of
1500 baud rate.

Saves and loads
programs in
45 seconds

or less.

Y tl

H J

FUll, standard, 53-key.
typeWriter keYboard.

MicrOPhone jock
enables You to
odd aUdio to
Program tapes.

High resOlution Picture
on YOUrTVscreen, in8 COlors.

256 x 192 groPhics mOde,

----- -
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All that computer for $599.
The Imagination Machine,

the personal computer from APFElectronics.

Ie Imagination Machine ismore
personal computer than you'd expect
at $599.
The Imagination Machine is a

superbly designed, expandable, user-
programmable computer system ... at
$599.
No other personal computer on the

market can touch it, at that price.

Read what it brings you:
Firstof all, The Imagination Machine
has 9K RAM and 14KBASIC-IN-ROM.
A full 53-key professional, typewriter
keyboard. A high-resolution picture on
your TVset, in eight colors. Fast
loading (1500+ baud rate), built-in
dual-track cassette deck, for APF's
digitally recorded tape programs.
Built-in sound synthesizer. And, even a
built-in RFmodulator, which is a $40
option on other computer systems.

All that, plus user-programmability_
We know sophisticated users aren't
going to be satisfied forever using
preprogrammed software. (Even
though we offer a large library of
educational, entertainment, home
and business management pro-
grams.) So, we mode The Imagination
Machine user programmable, in both
BASICand MC6800 machine lan-
guage. Tosimplify matters, we've just
developed the first and only BASIC
TUTORcourse on cassette. With it, you
can learn to program The Imagination
Machine in BASIC,with hands-on
training, right at the computer.

Some exceptional features.
The Imagination Machine has several
unique features that can help you .
use your time at the computer more
effecfively.
For example, it stores programs and

data on the same cassette tape. (With
other computers, you have to read
programs from one tape into the
computer, remove the tape, put in
another tape and store your data on
the new tape.)
Another special feature isThe

Imagination Machine's unique
keyword system, which simplifies

OCTOBER 1980

BASICprogramming. The machine
has 24 different programs statements
and commands printed at the top of
the keyboard. You can enter these 24
into your program without retyping
them every time you use them. Instead
of typing out "PRINT;'for example, you
just press two keys and the word
appears on the screen. The system
helps prevent typing errors and can
speed up entering programs.
A third feature isTimed Response

Monitoring, which automatically
adjusts the computer's pace and
level to your own. It makes "tutoring
programs;' for instance, easier and
more interesting to follow.
And then there are The Imagination

Mochine's three graphic display
modes: 1.Alpha numerics, mixed with
low-resolution graphics in as many as
eight colors. 2. High resolution - up
to eight colors - 128 x 192 display.
3. High resolution graphics - up to
four colors - with 256 x 192 display.

And expandability_
A personal computer that can't grow
along with your growing requirements
soon becomes obsolete. So, we
designed The Imagination Machine to
be expandable. Byadding APF's
optional "Expansion Box" and inter- .
face cartridges, you can hook up any
compatible floppy disk or printer, or an
additional 8KRAMmemory cartridge.

Full mini-floppy system $995.

For small business and professional
use, you may require a full mini-floppy
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system. In that case, order APF's
System II. It includes The Imagination
Machine, the "Expansion Box;' floppy
disk interface and 72K-byte, mini-
floppy disk drive. All for just $995! No
one can come close to that price.

You can't beat our prices
or our guarantee.
If you can find a better personal
computer system for the money, let us
know. In the meantime, we stand by
our statement: There isno other per-
sonal computer on the market that
offers so much for so little. And if you
order now, we'll even include our
$19.95 APFTechnical Reference
Manual, with complete schematics,
absolutely free.
Order The Imagination Machine

directly from APFElectronics, with the
assurance that if you are not com-
pletely satisfied, you can return it within
30 days of purchase for a complete
refund. Toorder, or to learn the name
of the dealer nearest you, call TOLL
FREE1-800-223-126.4.New York
residents call 212-869-1960. Master-
Card and VISAaccepted.

Price list:
SystemI,
TheImagination Machine. $599.
SystemII,Mini-floppy System
(Includes The Imagination
Machine, BB-2,and Mini-
floppy DiskDrive). $995.
BB-1.ExpanSionBoxwith
RS232cartridge. $199.95
BB-2.ExpanSionBoxwith
floppy disk interface
cartridge. $199.95
8KRAMmemory cartridge. $ 99.95
RS232cartridge. $ 99.95
Floppy-disk interface
cartridge. $149.95
Mini-floppy DiskDrive. $399.95

$599.Manufacturer's suggested retail price.

aPFfto~~~~!a9JJl90~JFl~6
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Generally, it's nice to have a theme
behind software reviews. In this case, there
were some good games sitting around which
really couldn't be tied together. Rather
than wait for more games to come in, it
seemed best to flaunt form and style by
doing a themeless review. So, let the games
begin.

Tuesday Night Football is a well-con-
structed game designed for one player.
TNF (as its creator, Charles Anderson,
calls it) contains several programs, including
one for kicking practice. The human player
has to do his own punting and make his
own field goals. These feats are ac-
complished on a nicely-designed low-resolu-
tion field. The kicked ball rises up, wobbles
against air currents, then drops down field.
A bit of skill is required to get a decent
kick.

During the game, the player has a choice
of many different offense or defense moves.
The field is displayed as a grid on the text
screen, populated with X's and O's. Don't
let the lack of animation hold you back.
Mr. Anderson, having the option of de-
signing an animated, paddle-controlled,
limited game or a strategic contest, wisely
chose the second option. This is a thinker's

Tuesday Night Football
and Stellar Trek

Through
Space And Turf
an the Apple II Plus

game, demanding strategy and skill.
Each play is given with color comrnen-

tary. A scoreboard, first down marker,
and ball marker are displayed during play.
The game is rich in detail and variety.
There are injuries, penalties, and fumbles.
The player has to react quickly to recover
a fumble. There is also a marker on the
scoreboard that indicates which team has
momentum.
The documentation is great. It is written

in a pleasant, humorous style, not cranked
out by someone in love with jargon. In-
structions are included for changing the
DAT A statements so any two teams, real
or imaginary, can play. ("Kirk hands off
to Plato who is tackled by Capote and
Mailer."

TNF is too rich in detail to be fully
described here. If you like football, give
it a try. TNF comes on cassette for $13.95
and on disk for $17.95. If you order directly
from ShoeString Software (1235 Candle-
light, Houston TX 77018) there is an
additional charge of $1 for postage and
handling. The game requires Applesoft in
any flavor and 26K of free memory.
After a hard game of football, you can

command another team inA Stellar Trek
from Rainbow Computing. The program
boldly goes where no Trek has gone before,
allowing an incredible number of options.
The game is thorough and challenging. A

David Lubar

high-resolution display, mixing graphics
and text, depicts the Enterprise and other
vessels in full color. Animation is used
whenever the ship moves or fires a weapon.
The numerous commands are explained
in 22 pages of instructions. Among the
commands are options which allow the
player to beam down a crew and mine
dilithium crystals. How's that for detail?

At the opening of the game, you get to
choose the names of the crew members.
Trek aficianados can stick to the correct
nomenclature; deviants can be as
sacrilegious as they want.The names are
saved on the disk for use in later games.
There is a choice of game length, skill
level, and regular or tournament play.
Tournament play allows several persons
to play, one at a time, against the same
setup. In this mode, identical actions will
produce identical results.

At any point, a game in progress can be
saved. While Rainbow suggests that the
other side of the disk can be used to save
the game, this is not a good idea. Con-
sidering the minimal cost of disk space,
and the chance of losing data by using
both sides, it's better to splurge and save
the game on a different disk.
That's it for the reviews. Perhaps there

is a theme after all; both games are the
result of hours of work, careful pro-
gramming, and nice touches. 0

The Enterprise (lower left) prepares to take on a Klingon vessel at the top of the
screen.

A delay-of-game penalty put the offense 'in trouble in this scene from TNF.
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The first personal computer
ir under $200.;:::::;:::;;,;;,:;,...

The Sinclair ZX80.
A complete computer-
only $199.95 plus $5;00 shipping.

Now, for just $199.95, you can get a
complete, powerful, full-function computer,
matching or surpassing other personal
computers costing several times more.

It's the Sinclair ZX80, the computer that
independent tests prove is faster than all
previous personal computers. The compu-
ter that "Personal Computer World" gave
5 stars for 'excellent value.'

The ZX80 cuts away computerjargon
and mystique. It takes you straight into
BASIC, the most common, easy-to-use
computer language.

You simply take it out of the box, con-
nect it to your TV, and turn it on. And if
you want, you can use an ordinary cassette
recorder to store programs. With the man-
ual in your hand, you'll be running programs
in an hour. Within a week, you'll be writing
complex programs with confidence.

All for under $200.
Sophisticated design makes the
ZX80 easy to learn, easy to use.

We've packed the conventional computer
onto fewer, more powerful LSI chips-
including the Z80A microprocessor, the
faster version of the famous Z80. This
makes the ZX80 the world's first truly port-
able computer (61jz" x 8112" x 11jz" and a mere
12 oz.). The ZX80 also features a touch
sensitive, wipe-clean keyboard and a
32-character by 24-line display.

Yet, with all this power, the ZX80 is easy
to use, even for beginners.

Yourcourse in computing.
The ZX80 comes complete with its own

128-page guide to computing. The manual
is perfect for both novice and expert. For
every chapter of theory, there's a chapter
of practice. So you learn by doing-not just
by reading. It makes learning easy, exciting
and enjoyable.
The ZX80's advanced design
features.

Sinclair's 4K integer BASIC has perform-
ance features you'd expect only on much
larger and more expensive computers.
These include:
• Unique 'one touch' entry. Key words
(RUN, PRINT, LIST, etc.) have their own
single-key entry and are stored as a single
character to reduce typing and save
memory space.

• Automatic error detection. A cursor
identifies errors immediately to prevent

entering
programs with faults.

• Powerful text editing facilities.
• Also programmable in machine code.
• Excellent string handling capability-up

to 26 string variables of any length.
• Graphics, with 22 standard symbols.
• Built-in random number generator for
games and simulations.
Sinclair's BASIC places no arbitrary re-

strictions on you-with many other flexible
features, such as variable names of any
length.

And the computer that can do so much
for you now will do even more in the fu-
ture. Options will include expansion of 1K
user memory to 16K, a plug-in 8K floating-
point BASIC chip, applications software,
and other peripherals.
Order your ZX80 now!

The ZX80 is available only by mail from
Sinclair, a leading manufacturer of consumer
electronics worldwide. We've already sold
tens of thousands of units in Europe, so
demand will be great.

To order by mail, use the coupon below.
But for fastest delivery, order by phone
and charge to your Master Charge or VISA.
The ZX80 is backed by a 30-day money-
back guarantee, a 90-day limited warranty
with a national service-by-mail facility, and
extended service contracts are available for
a minimal charge.

Price includes TV and cassette connectors,
AC adaptor, and 128-page manual.

All you need to use your ZX80 is a standard TV
(color or black and White). The ZX80 comes complete
with connectors that easily hook up to the antenna
terminals of your TV. Also included is a connector for
a portable cassette recorder. if you choose to store
programs. (You use an ordinary blank cassette.)

The ZX80 is a family learning aid. Children 10 and
above will quickly understand the principles of
computing-and have fun learning.

Phone orders: (203) 265-9171. Mon.-Fri.
8 AM-6 PM EST. We'll deduct the cost of
the call from your invoice. (For technical
information, call (617) 367-2555, Mon.-Fri.
9 AM-5 PM EST.)

~·ln--I~·lrSinclair Research Ltd., 475 Main St.,iiiiiiiiI ••••••IiiiiiiiI P.O. Box 3027, Wallingford, CT 06492.r----------------~~
I

To: Sinclair Research Ltd., 475 Main St., P.O. Box 3027, Wallingford, CT 06492. I
Please send me ZX80personal computer(s) at $199. 95* each (US dollars), plus $5

I shipping. (YourZX80may be tax deductible.) I
I enclose a check/money order payable to SinclairResearch Ltd. for $ _

I Name I
I Address I
I City State Zip I

Occupation: Age: _

I Intended use ofZX80: I
I Have you ever used a computer? 0Yes0No. I
LD
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EasyWriter
David H. Ahl

There are some notable differences
between EasyWriter and Electric
Pencil. For example, line feed be-
comes shiftlm on the Apple. Two
line feeds are required before the
entry of text and between para-
graphs. Controllt is an 8-character
tab; however, it seems to disappear
when scrolling backwards or forward
through the text. Since the Apple II
has only an upper-case display,
upper- and lower-case letters are
defined by hitting "ESC" to make the
following characters upper case. To
cancel upper case, "ESC" is hit
twice. Since the Apple I was using
had a lower case chip in it, this did
not seem to work. However, I'm sure
there is a way to make it behave. I
just haven't found it yet.

EasyWriter has a feature that
detects the end of screen so that
words are not split when they do not
fit on the screen. This is called
"Screen Wrap-Around." On Electric
Pencil, this feature usually drops one
or two characters,whereas with
EasyWriter, characters did not get
lost even at high typing speeds.
A little glitch: EasyWriter automa-

tically leaves two spaces after a
period which is what one usually
wants. However, if a period is
enclosed in quotation marks as in the
above paragraph, two spaces are not
wanted. To eliminate the space
requires a user-defined character, a
somewhat awkward thing to remem-
ber.

Moving blocks requires a sequence
of eight commands, a bit unhandy. If
one does much moving, it is proba-
bly something which can be memo-
rized. However, compared to the
simpler block move routine of Elec-
tric Pencil, it seems cumbersome. A
further glitch is that blocks must be
moved starting with the right side of
a line. Thus, one cannot move a
sentence from the middle of a
paragraph. On the other hand, after
years of using a word processing
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system for many, many articles, I
can't recall moving blocks more than
about 10or 12 times.
The scrolling commands are excel-

lent. Screenfuls of text can be
scrolled up, down and the last line on
the top or bottom is retained to help
keep one's place. This is a nice
feature.

The word searching procedure
allows you to search for one specific
word or for groups of words using
the "wild card" feature. For example
T### would find any four letter word
beginning with t.

Print commands can be imbedded
in the text so margins can be set,
skip lines, set indents, justification,
line lengths, page lengths and so on
throughout the text.

Text files can, of course, be saved,
retrieved, revised and deleted. When
you are about to do a dangerous or
irreversible operation, a warning
beep sounds in the speaker, a nice
touch. Files may be protected or not
as you wish. The disk system also
permits you to format new disks,
another thoughtful touch.

As I sit here in a seedy hotel room
in San Francisco, I'm struck by the
schism between those who take high
technology, such as computers, for
granted, and the rest of the world.
Let me explain. Yesterday on a visit
to Information Unlimited Software in
Berkeley, Larry Weiss gave me a
copy of EasyWriter for evaluation.
Since I had an Apple with me, I
decided to rev up the system tonight
in my hotel room. My choice of an
economical $25 room in the Hotel
Victoria near Chinatown did not
make this task an easy one.

First of all, my room had no TV
set. The desk clerk spoke very little
English and had difficulty under-
standing why I wanted a TV in my

With EasyWriter, charac-
ters did not get lost even
at high typing speeds.
room when I could watch the color
set in the lobby. Finally, after
checking five rooms, a set was
located which I wheeled to my room.
Second problem: the room did
not have a grounded outlet
and I did not wish to break the
grounding prong off the Apple power
cord. Solution: disassemble the
fluorescent light in the bathroom and
jury rig the wiring to the Apple
power cord. Problem 3: an antenna
cable was permanently wired to the
TV set (to discourage theft?) and
terminated into an extremely strange
connector. Problem 4: the TV did not
have UHF and the Sup-R-Mod in the
Apple was putting out a signal to
channel 33. Solution to 3 and 4: twist
the Apple cable and the TV cable
together for about a 5-foot length,
tune to channel 10 and a passable
signal appeared. (Barely passable).

Light a cigar, pour some wine, and
plunge in. Here's what I found.

EasyWriter is obviously modeled
after Electric Pencil. Most of the
cursor controls are the same
(a,w,s,z--Ieft, up, right and down),
scrolling, insert, delete and tabs are
virtually identical. Control/p exits to
the print system, control/k to the
disk system and control/o to Basic.

Blocks must be moved
starting with the right side
of a line. Thus, one cannot
move a sentence from the
middle of a paragraph.

The print subsystem permits you
to specify page length, spacing
between pages, line spacing and
length, indent, justification and form
feed (stop after each page or continu-
ous print). Titles, headers, and page
numbers can also be specified.

The print subsystem provides sup-
port for most common printers
including proportional spacing units
such as the Qume and Diablo.

Not-so-handy features of the print
subsystem include boldface, super-
scripts and subscripts, and tabular
formats. All of them are possible but
require somewhat unusual succes-
sions of special characters.

The manual is quite complete and
explains the commands and features
in detail. In most cases, it gives
examples as well as the description
of the command.

EasyWriter was written by John
Draper,who deserves a great deal of
credit for this highly useful and
user-oriented piece of software for
the Apple II. It is available for $99.~t5
from many computer stores or Infor-
mation Unlimited Software, 793
Vincente Ave., Berkeley, CA 94707 0
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"Hellfire Warrior." Really not for everybody: newcomers to
Dunjonquest should begin with something easier. Here the
monsters are deadlier. the labyrinths more difficult. the levels
far more challenging ...

Announcing
"Hellfire
Warrior"

, ,
a fantastic
new Dunjonquest™

But for the experienced Dunjonquest game player there are more
command options. more potions (13!). more magical items (including-
at [ast=- magical armor). more special effects. more surprises. And an
innkeeper. an armorer. apothecary and magic shops.

In part a sequel to The Temple of Apshai, up until now the greatest
of all the Dunjonquest games. Hellfire Warrior can also be played
completely on its own.

Now the character you've created. re-
presenting the highest level of role-
playing to date. can explore the four
new lower levels:computer game _.. ;:~~:h-;J:::~~t~O~~~~~~hl~~

sects and other nasties that swarmed through thethat's really upper levels of Apshai. With rooms your hero can
. get Into. but not out of.

Level 6- "The Labyrinth." The only exit is hiddennot ~or within the Labyrinth. Andrnan-eatinq monsters can thwartII your hero.

Level 7- "The Vault of the Dead." ... And of theeverybody undead-skeletons. ghouls. mummies. specters ...

,
: invisible ghosts-lurking in the rooms. doors. secret

passages. ready to reduce your hero to a pale shadow of

B• himself. Permanently.egtnners Level 8-"The plains of Hell." In an Underworld of
lost souls and shades of dead. of dragons and fiery

are' It-kely to hounds. of bottomless pits and blasts of hellfire. our
hero must rescue the beautiful warrior maiden lying
in enchanted sleep within a wall of fire. And bring

b b'bid her past unbelievable dangers and monsters ...e go,' e Up ~t~~~f.Death itself ... to sun and air and life

in the first
room ... and
there are over
ZOOrooms on
four levels

Hellfire Warrior. The most exciting game yet
from Automated Simulations. the leading producer of
computer fantasy games.

Guaranteed: If it's not the most exciting computer
game you've played. return it within ten days for a
complete refund.

Available on disk for the Apple II and Radio
Shack's TRS80. or on cassette for the TRS80
and for the Commodore PET. The cassette:
$24.95; the disk: $29.95. Complete with a
magnificent instruction manual. Some of
the drawings in the manual are reproduced
here (in greatly reduced scale).

Use the handy coupon or. if you wish to order by MasterCard or VISA. use our toll-free
phones: In the United States: operator 861(800) 824-7888; In California: operator
861 (800) 852-7777; In Hawaii and Alaska: operator 861 (800) 824-7919.

AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS, INC.
P,O. Box 4247. Dept. DHl
Mountain View. CA 94040

Sub Total

Plus shipping & handling $1.00 each

•Plus sales tax for California residents

o Yes. I want Hellfire Warrior. On a satisfaction-guaranteed I
full-money-back policy, Please send me the Hellfire Warrior on:

Disk for TRS-80 (32K. TRSDOS) @ $29.95

Disk for Apple (48K with Applesoft in
ROM) @ $29.95

__ Cassette for TRS-80 (16K. Level II)
@ $24.95

__ Cassette for Commodore PET (32K. old or
new ROMS) @ $24.95

City/State/Zip _

•California residents: please = 6% or 6 'Iz% sales tax as required.

o Please send me your complete catalogue of computer and board fantasy games.

TOTAL

o I enclose my check in the amount of_$ _

o Please charge to my 0 VISA or 0 MasterCard account

OCTOBER 1980

My card no. Expires _

Signature

Name _

Address _
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o FORTRAN-BO-ANSI 66 (except lor COM-
<DPLEX) plus many extensions. Includes relocat-
® able object compiler, linking loader, library with

manager. Also includes MACRO-SO (see
below) . . . . . . . .. .. 5425/$25

o COBOL-BO- Level 1 ANSI '74 standard
<DCOBOL plus most 'of Level 2. Full sequential,
@ relative, and indexed file support with variable

file names. STRING, UNSTRING, COMPUTE,
VARYING/UNTIL, EXTEND, CALL, COPY,
SEARCH, 3-dimensional arrays, compound
and abbreviated conditions, nested IF.Powerful
interactive screen-handling extensions. in-
cludes compatible assembler, linking loader,
and relocatable library manager as described
under MACRO-80 . .$700/$25

o MACRO-BO - 8080/Z80 Macro Assembler.
<D Intel and Zilog mnemonics supported. Helocat-
@ able linkable output. Loader, library Manager

and Cross Reference List utilitieso SMAL/80 Structured Macro Assembler included. ... .... . .. . .... $149/$15

® ~~~goUs~g~~t~cakc~2e p~~c~~;o~rf~~dgsn~~~ 0 muSIMP/,:"uMATH-muSI.MP is a high lev~1
structured language compiler. SMAL is an as- CD programf!1lng la~guage suitable for symbolic
sembler language with IF-THEN-ELSE N~an.d serni-nurnericalprocessinq. Implemented
LOOP-REPEAT-WHILE DO-END BEGIN~ usmq a fast and efflcl~nt interpreter reqUl~mg
~ND " $75/$15'~ only 7K bytes of machine code. muMATH IS a
~ constructs.. . . .. .. .. ..... package 01 programs written in muSIM~. The

package performs sophisticated mathematical
functions. Keeps track of up to 611 digits. Per-

D PASM*-Z80 macro assembler. Intel/TDl forms matrix operations on arrays: transpose,
@ mnemonics. Generates Intel hex format or re- multiply, divide, inverse and other integer pow-. Nn.l) locatable code in either TDL Object Module ers. Logarithmic, exponential, trigonometric

~

Ir.., J" System. Version Pnce t!7format or PSA Relocatable Binary Module for- simplification and transformation. symbolic dit-

~

. Apple II . ~ , . . .. 2.x 350/250 mat. Supports text insertion, conditional ferentiation with partial derivatives, symbolic in-
SC?ftCard with Z80 . branching within macros, recursive macro calls tegration of definite and indefinite integrals.
~il~~f~~ r~:~~~~~rslon 5 a~d parameter pasSi~g. .: .. $1.29/$25 Requires 40K CP/M. . .$250/$20
graphics D EDIT -Character .0~I.ented text..file editor. In- D muLlSP-79- Microcomputer implementation

North Star Single Density . 1.4 . .145/25 ®NV @ ~Iude? macro .deflnltlon c:apabilities. Handles CD of LISP. The interpreter resides in only 7K bytes
North Star Double Density .. 1.4 ... 145/25 III I ~ mse~lon, deletion, searching, block move .•etc. "Ill of memory yet includes 83 LISP functions. Has
North Star Single Density .2.x .. 170/25 dV)J"'...;f for files of any length. Does not requtre a~~I(Y'::ttinfinite precision integer arithmetic expressed
North Star Double/Quad z.x .. 170125 Y CRT $129/$251" / in any radix Irom 2 to 36. muLlSP-79 includes
qurang~ F-85:. ... . ... ,. 2.x .170125 0 PlINK·- Two pass disk-to-disk linkage edi-' compl~te trace facility and a.li~rary of useful
ICOM Micro-Disk 2411 . 1.4 .145125 @tor/loader which can produce re-entrant. functions and entertaining sample
!COM 3712 1.4 .. 170/25®N~ROMable code. Can link programs that are programs. .$200/$15
Ic,OM 3812. :...... .1.4 .170/25· larger than available memo~y for execution D XMACRO-86-8086 cross assembler. All
Mils azoz/Anerr 8800 1.4 ... 145/25 target.e:~ on another machine. Full library © Macro and utility features of MACRO-80 pack-
Heath H8 + H17 1.4 . .145125 @ capabilities. Input can. be PSA Reloca!able BI- age. Mnemonics slightly modified from Intel
Heath H89 . .. . 1.4 .145/25@ nary Module. TDL Object Module or Microsoft ASM86. Compatibility data sheet
Heath H89 by Magnolia 1.4 ... 250/250 REL files. Output can be a COM IiIe, Intel hex available. . .$275/$25

8~~~hc~~~~y Magnolia. . ~.~ .. ·~ggmg :::::TDL Object .MOdule. or. PSA. R~~~;j$~~ 0 EDIT-BO-:- Very last random access text editor

~~~.~gi~~~~f~ .~:~..,:~~~j~~@ D BUG· and J1. ~UG· -Z80 interactive machine © r~fr,~~~~:I~ho~~~~~~t~I~~p~~~~~r~il:~~~~~~~
TRS-80 Model II .. 2.x .. 170125 @ level debugging tools for. program develop- utility included. . .$89/$15
TRS-80 Model II -+ Corvus .2.x .. 250125 N~f!1enl. BUG has full symbolic trace and Inter~c-
Processor Technology nve assembly (mnemonics compatible With

Helios II 1.4 145125, PASM). Dynamic breakpoints and condnional 0 PASCAL/M·-Compiles enhanced Standard
Cromemco'System'3 ... ,.1.4 : :145/25 ~rapswhiletracing(eventhr.oughRO:M!).J1.BUG ® Pit d etfici t P d li t lIy
Intel MDS Single Density. 1.4.. .145125 I~ ~ su~set .of BUG and IS used In memory C~~~ cg~~~br::~eando;:;I~~ce;so fi~s. °B~th
Intel MDS Single Density .. 2.x. .170125 limited sltuallons . . .. $129/$25 16 and az-ort Integers. Runtime error recovery,
Micropolis Mod I 1.4 .145/25 ® Convenient STRINGs. OTHERWISE clause on
MicropolisModll. t.4 .145/25& DIGITAL RESEARCH CASE. Comprehensive manual (90 pp. inde-
The following configurations are scheduled for 0 MP/M-Installed for single density MDS-800. xed). SEGMENT provides overlay structure.
release soon: Multi-processing derivative of the CP/M op- INPORT, OUTPORT and untyped files for arbi-
North Star Double/Quad erating system. Manual includes CP/M2 trary 110. Requires 56K CP/M. Specify 1) 8080
+ Corvus .2.x 250/25 documentation .$300/$50 CP/M, 2) Z80 CP/M, or 3) Cromemco

~~~h SS~i~~~?~i~~~~D-1 ,. ~.~. .~~g;~~0 MAC-80~O:-:- Mac~o a~seObler r~"~~t81 0 ~~~~~L/Z-Z80 native code p~~~:~5~!!0
~~~~tkO~D~O~jb' . . .. 2.x. 200125 ® ~~~r~~~tl~ff~E, ~~~~ a~J ~%~L~. Pro~ (i) piler. Produces optimized. ROMabie re-entrant

Bus System .. 2.x .... 350125 H duces absolute hex output plus symbol table file <D ~~~~O:I\'b~~~~~~i~ga~k;;~~CI~d~~~~~~i~:~
iCOM 3812. 2.x. 225/25· for use by SID and ZSID (see below) S120/$15 relocating assembler and linker, and source
iCOM 4511/Pertec 03000 2.x. 375/25"+ 0 SI0-8080- Symbolic debugger. Full trace, for all library modules. Variant records. strings
Sohware consists 01the operating system, text ® pass count and breakpoint program testing. and direct I/O are supported. Requires 56K
editor, assembler, debugger and other utilities ~::d ~~~k~~Ct. ~r~~i~~s~~31~~;m~~,iit~e~~:a~eo~ CP/M .$395/$25

~~~~/~:nsair~7b7~i~~?~t:!:,:::;;:j~~~~~~~~memory labels and equated values .$105/$15 ~ ~~~;~~~~TRotuab~,:t ~68scia~:~~i~:~~~~:
ration and additional implementation notes in- D ZSID-Z80- Symbolic debugger with all tea- ® Symbolic debugger included. Supports inter-
eluded. Systems merked ' end ": include firm- ® tures of SID .$130/$15 rupt procedures. CP/M file I/O and assembly
ware on 2708 and 2716. Systems marked + in- @ language interface. Real Variables can be BCD,
clude 5440 media charge. Systems marked 0 TEX- Text output formatter to create paqinat- software floating point, or AMD 9511 hardware
@ require the special @ versions of soft- ® ed. page-numbered and justified copy. Output floating point. Includes strings enumerations
ware in this catalog. Systems marked ® have can be directed to printer or disk .$105/$15 and record data types. Manual explains BASIC
minor variants available to suit console inter- to PASCAL conversion. Requires 32K .. S250/
face of system. Call or write for ful/list of op- D OESPOOL- Utility program to permit sirnutta- $30
lions. o inc!udes hardware addition to allow our ® neous printing from text files while executing
standard versions of software to run under it. ~~~ ~r~g~~s '.;..!8~/!1~ ~ ::p~~~~~~gf~~~~ea~~e~~~~~~~.n~~~~,~~

o tiny C-Interactive interpretive system for ® proqrarnrninq problems are reduced to simple
® teaching structured programming techniques. N" II) expressions In APl. Features include up to 27K

Manual includes fuU source listings .$105/$50 lV'; active workspace, shared variables. arrays of
o BOS C COMPILER-Supports most features ./' up. to 8.dimensions. disk workspace and copy
® of language, including Structures, Arrays, object library. The s~stem also supports auxil-
CD Pointers, recursive function evaluation, over- lary processors for Interl.aclng I/~ p.orts. R~-

lays. Includes !inking loader. library manager, quires 48K CP/M and senal APL printing terrnl-
and library containing general purpose. file I/O, nal or CRT . ,$500/S30
and floating point functions. Lacks initializers. D ALGOL-60- Powerful block-structured lan-
statics. floats and longs. Documentation in- ® guage compiler featuring economical run-time
eludes "TheC PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE" dynamic allocation 01 memory. Very compact

o ~H~~~n~g~~nH~n~R~t~:~ILER _ T~:~~~~Sa~: ~~14rlgt~,t~10~:~rtsfe~~~e~mJ~~~a~~go~~~~~
© in systems software tools. Produces faster extensions including string handling direct disk
® code than a pseudo-code Pascal with more address I/O etc. . .$199/$20

extensive facilities. Conforms to the full UNIX· D CBASIC-2 Disk Extended BASIC-Non-

~~~s~~C~i~ ~~9~i:e::~~ri~~,~~~:re;~iruhnac~ @ ~~~r~~~i~rm:~~~~p~~~~r.pS~~~~~~~1~11~~~~~~~

~~~ss~~~a~~r1~~~~~nO~.oLi~~r~~Te~6n~~~~~~~ ~~:ia~~:~~i~t~·. i.nte~~~a~d ex:~~~e~.$~~g7~~~
REL liles. Requires 60K CP/M. .S630/$30

PrICes rellect drsr"bUbon on 6 s.rngledeO$Olvdoskenes Hatormal.s~~~~;::n;e::"~:~l>OI1ls:!~~~'o~~r::~~~ed~~:
sohware em CSSN IQrmal DC 300XL cannr:iges "k<l,a charge 10' SHO
osee stco

All Lifeboat programs require CP/M,'
unless otherwise stated.
Software forinost popular 8080/Z80
computer disk systems

o CP/M" FLOPPY DISK OPERATING SYS-
TEM - Digital Research's operating system
configured for many popular micro-computers
and disk systems:

o ZBO DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE-Consists
@ of: (1) disk file line editor. with global inter and
® intra-line facilities; (2) Z80 relocating assem-

bler. Zilog/Mostek mnemonics, conditional as-
sembly and cross reference table capabilities;
(3) linking loader producing absolute Intel hex
disk file .$95/$20

o ZDT - Z80 Monitor Debugger to break and
® examine registers with standard Zilog/

® ~~~t~k 0~~~~~~icw4itS~si~rgb~~~5~,'~~S~!~~
Package .. $50/510

AVOCET SYSTEMS
D XASM-68- Non-macro cross-assembler with

nested conditionals and full range of pseudo
operations. Assembles from standard Motorola
MC6800 mnemonics to Intel hex ... $200/$25

o XASM-65 - As XASM-68 lor MOS Technology
MCS-6500 series mnemonics ..... 5200/$25

o XASM-4B - As XASM-68 lor Intel MCS-48 and
UPI-41 lamilies .. 5200/S25

o XASM-1B-As XASM-68 lor RCA 1802
.$200/525

PHOENIX SOFTWARE ASSOCIATES

MICROSOFT
MICRO FOCUSo BASIC-80 - Disk Extended BASIC, ANSI

CD compatible with long variable names.
@ WHILE/WEND, chaining. variable length file

records .$325/$25
o BASIC COMPILER - Language compatible
© with BASIC-80 and 3-10 times faster execution.
@ Produces standard Microsoft relocatable bi-

nary output. Includes MACRO-80. Also linkable
to FORTRAN-80 or COBOL-80 code
modules .. $350/$25

o STANDARD CIS COBOL-ANSI 74 COBOL
© standard compiler fully validated by U.S. Navy

tests to ANSI level 1.Supports many features to

~~~lu~~n;~~d~nrUI?r~~~i~il~of~~~i~y.ol,~C?~?O~
gram segmentation. interactive debug and

fe~~:~f~~~~~~;~lt~~t~~~~~~~r~e~ufrfr~!t~ir~g
from COBOL programs used with any dumb
terminal. . .... S850/550

D DISTEL- Disk based disassembler to Intel
8080 or TDUXitan Z80 source code, listing and
cross reference files, Intel or TDl/Xitan pseudo
ops optional. Runs on 8080 .. $65/$10

o DISILOG - As DISTEL to Zilog/Mostek
® mnemonic files .S65/$10
®

Lifeboat Associates, 1651Third Avenue, NY, NY 10028 (212) 860·0300 Telex:220501
Neu in der ~chweiz Lifeboat Associates GmbH, Aegeristr 35, 6340 Baar Telefon 042/31 2931

o FORMS 2-CRT screen editor. Output is
© COBOL data descriptions for copying into CIS

COBOL programs. Automatically creates a
query and update program of indexed files
using CRT protected and unprotected screen
formats. No programming experience needed.

g~~gt c'lS'n~otrectly compiled~~o~j~~o

EIDOS SYSTEMS
o KISS - Keyed Index Sequential Search. Offers
© complete Multi-Keyed Index Sequential and Di-

rect Access file management. Includes built-in
utility functions lor 16 or 32 bit arithmetic,
string/integer conversion and string compare.
Delivered as a relocatable linkable module in
Microsoff lormat lor use with FORTRAN-80 or
COBOL-80, etc. . . ... $335/$23

o KBASIC- Microsoft Disk Extended BASIC
© version 4.51 integrated by implementation of

nine additional commands in language. Pack-
age includes KISS. REL as described above,
and a sample mail list program ..... 5585/S45
To licensed users of Microsoft BASIC-80
(MBASIC) . . ... $435/$45 Io XVBASIC Interactive Process Control
BASIC- Full disk BASIC features plus unique
commands to handle byte rotate and shift and
to test and set bits. Available in several ver-
sions:
Integer ROM squared. .$350/$25
Integer CP/M. . . .. $350/$25
Extended ROM squared .$450/$25
Extended CP/M S450/$25
Extended Disk CP/M. .$550/$25
Integer CP/M Run Time Compiler .$350/$25
Extended CP/M Run Time Compiler$45Q/$25

D RECLAIM - A utility to validate media under
CP/M. Program tests a diskette or hard disk
surface for errors, reserving the imperfections
in invisible files, and permitting continued
usage of the remainder. Essential for any hard
disk. Requires CP/M version 2.. , . ,$80/$5

o BASIC UTILITY DISK-Consists 01: (1)
® CRUNCH-14- Compacting utility to reduce

~~~~~f~n~dgTce~~~l ~h~:~~~_~gf r~~g~~rs~~8
BASIC. (2) DPFUN- Double precision subrou-
tines for computing nineteen transcendental
functions including square root, natural log, log
base 10, sine, arc sine. hyperbolic sine, hyper-
bolic arc sine. etc. Furnished in source on dis-
kette and documentation . .$50/S35

o STRING/80- Character string handling plus
routines for direct CP/M BOOS calls from
FORTRAN and other compatible Microsoft lan-
guages. The utility library contains routines that
enable programs to chain to a COM file, retrieve
command line parameters and search file direc-
tories with full wild card tacnmes. Supplied as
linkable modules in Microsoft lormat. S95/$20

D STRING/80 source code available
separately- . . .. S295/NA

o THE STRING BIT-FORTRAN character
@ string handling. Routines to find. fill, pack,

move, separate, concatenate and compare
character strings. This package completely
eliminates the problems associated with
character string handling in FORTRAN.
Supplied with source .... $65/$15

D VSORT - Versatile sort/merge system for fixed
@ length records with fixed or variable length

fields. VSORT can be used as a stand-alone
package or loaded and called as a subroutine
from CBASIC-2. When used as a subroutine.
VSORT maximizes the use of buffer space by
saving the TPA on disk and restoring it on com-
pletion of sorting. Records may be up to 255
bytes long with a maximum of 5 fields. Upper/
lower case translation and numeric fields
supported. .$175/$20

D CPM/374X- Has full range of functions to cre-
ate or re-name an IBM 3741 volume, display
directory information and edit the data set con-
tents. Provides full file transfer facilities be-
tween 3741 volume data sets and CP/M
liles . . $195/$10

CPAi~J~

o MASTER TAX-Professional tax preparation
<D program. Prepares schedules A, B, C, D, E, F,
t G, R/RP, SE, TC, ES and lorms 2106, 2119,

2210, 3468, 3903, 2441, 4625, 4726, 4797,
4972,5695 and 6521. Printing can be on readily
available, pre-printed continuous forms, on
overlays, or on computer generated. IRS ap-
proved forms. Maintains client history files and
is interactive with CPAids GENERAL LEDGER
II (see below) . . $995/S30

o STANDARD TAX-As above lor schedules A,
t B, C, D, E, G, R/RP, SE, TC and lorms 2106 and

2441. Also. does not maintain client history
liles .$495/$30

o GENERAL LEDGER II-Designed lor CPAs.
t Stores complete 12 month detailed history of

transactions. Generates financial statements,
depreciation. loan amortizations, journals, trial
balances, statements of changes in financial
position, and compilation letters. Includes
payroll system with automatic posting to gen-
eral ledger. Prints payroll register, W2's and
payroll checks. . ..... $450/$30

I
I
I
I
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o T/MAKER - Powerful new tool for preparing
management reports with tabular data. Makes

N~
financial modeling projects easy. 00 you want a
weekly profitability report? Set up the table and
compute. Just change the sales figures for next
week and compute. You have a new report!
T/MAKEA includes a full screen editor for
setting up tables which pages left, right, up
and down. Compute includes standard arith-
metic: percents, exponents, common tran-
scendental functions, averages, maxima,

~~~iC~,~~~~ti.~n~,. ~~c. ~.~~ui~~~.::~7~;i2~

I

o BSTAM - Utility to link one computer to another
@ also equipped with BSTAM. Allows file transfers

at full data speed (no conversion to hex), with
CRC block control check for very reliable error
detection and automatic retry. We use it! It's
great! Full wildcard expansion to send *. COM,
etc. 9600 baud with wire. 300 baud with phone
connection. Both ends need one. Standard and
@ versions can talk to one another .. $150/$10

o WHATSln' -Interactive data-base system
using associative tags to retrieve information by
subject. Hashing and random access used for
fast response. Requires CBASIC-2 .$175/$25

o SELECTOR tIt-C2-Data Base Processor to
t create and maintain multi-key data bases.
@ Prints formatted sorted reports with numerical

summaries orrnailinq labels. Comes with sam-
ple applications, including Sales Activity, Inven-
tory, Payables, Receivables, Check Register,
and Client/Patient Appointments, etc. Requires
CBASIC-2. Supplied in source .... $295/$20

o GLECTOR-General Ledger option to
SELECTOR III-C2.lnteractive system provides
for customized COA. Unique chart of transac-
tion types insure proper double entry book-
keeping. Generates balance sheets, P&L
statements and journals. Two year record al-
lows for statement of changes in financial posi-
tion report. Supplied in source. Requires
SELECTOR III-C2. CBASIC-2 and 56K
system. .$350/$25

o CBS- Configurable Business System is a
comprehensive set of programs for defining
custom data files and application systems with-
out using a programming language such as
BASIC, FORTRAN. etc. Multiple key fields for
each data file are supported. Set-up program
customizes system to user's CRT and printer.
Provides fast and easy interactive data entry
and retrieval with transaction processing.
Report generator program does complex calcu-
lations with stored and derived data, record
selection with multiple criteria, and custom for-
mats. Sample inventory and mailing list sys-
tems included. No support language
requtred . . .. $295/$40

o WORD-StAR-Menu driven visual word pro-
© cessing system for use with standard terminals.

Text formatting performed on screen. Facilities
for text paginate, page number, justify, center
and underscore. User can print one document
while simultaneously editing a second. Edit
facilities include global search and replace,
Read/Write to other text files, block move, etc.
Requires CRT terminal with addressable cursor
posmontnq .... 5445/540

o WORD-STAR-MAtL-MERGE-As above with
© option for production mailing of personalized

documents with mail lists from oATASTAR or
NAD . . .$575/$40

o WORD-STAR Customization Notes- For
sophisticated users who do not have one of the

IT'oannii~t~~~a~s~;r~\7;~ o:e~~\~~roTo~~~~=
STAR .. SNA/$95

o WORD-MASTER Text Editor-In one mode
© has superset of CP/M's ED commands includ-

ing global searching and replacing, forwards
and backwards in file in video mode, provides
full screen editor for users with serial address-
able-cursor terminal .. $145/$25

o TEXTWRITER 111-Text Iorrnatter to justify and
® paginate letters and other documents. Special

features include insertion of text during execu-
tion from other disk files or console, permitting
recipe documents to be created from linked
fragments on other files. Has facilities for sorted
index, table of contents and footnote insertions.
Ideal for contracts, manuals, etc. Now compati-
ble with Electric Pencil- and Word-Star pre-
pared files. . .$125/$20

f.u~~~
PEACHTREE SOFTWARE'

o General accountinq software for small busl-
© nesses.Eacb product can be used alone or with
t automatic posting to the general ledger.

Supplied in source for Microsoft BASIC 4.51.
GENERAL LEDGER $530/$40
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE .. $530/$40
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE .$530/$40
PAYROLL .$530/$40
INVENTORY . . .. $660/$40
ALSO;
MAILING ADDRESS
PROPERlY MANAGEMENT

GRAHAM·DORIAN SOFTWARE
SYSTEMS

... $530/S40
. .$530/$40

o Comprehensive accounting software written in
© CBASIC-2 and supplied in source code. Each

MICRO DATA BASE SYSTEMS @ software package can be usedasa stand-alone

o HOBS - Hierarchical Data Base System. t f6rs~~0~ait76e8~~!fn~ ~~~e~ge~:~~~~ln~:d~:~

g~g~~~~I~~~~~~~t~ :,~~~ u~;(~e~n~~: quires CBASIC-2.
ADD, DELETE, UPDATE, SEARCH, and GENERAL LEDGER .... $805/$40
TRAVERSE commands supported. SET order- ACCOUNTS PAYABLE ... . .. $805/$40
ing is sorted, FIFO, LIFO, next or prior. One to ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE .$805/$40
many set relationship supported. Read/write INVENTORY SYSTEM .. $555/540
protection at the fiLE level. Supports FILEs JOB COSTING .. $805/$40
which extend over multiple floppy or hard disk APARTMENT MANAGEMENT .. $805/$40
devices. CASH REGISTER $805/$40

o MOBS- Micro Data Base System. Full network .
data base with all features of HDBS plus multi- 0 POST~A~TER-:-A comprehensive package
level read/write protection for FILE, SET, REC- ® for mall .llst malntenan~e that IS completely
ORO and ITEM. Explicit representation of oneN~.(,tA.(~menu driven. Features Include keyed record
to one, one to many, many to many, and many to rJ~"~extractio~ ':'lnd label p~Odu.ctio~. A form letter
one SET relationships. Supports' multiple .....> proqrarn IS included whicn provides neat letters
owner ~nd multiple record types within SETs. IV.J. on sm.gle sheet or contln.uous forms. Includes
HOBS files are fully compatible. N~/ NAo file translator. Requires CBASIC-2

o HDBS-Z80 version ... . . .. . .$250/$40" ~. ..... . .. . .. ... . ... . . 5150/$20

o MOBS-Z80 version ..'.... . ... $750/$40·' STRUCTURED SYSTEMS GROUP
8080 version available at $75 extra.

When ordering, specify one of the language
interfaces listed below. Additional language in-
terfaces available at time of purchase for $100
or $125 if purchased later.
"The single manual covering HoBS and
MOBS when purchased alone comes without
specific language interface manual. Manuals
are available for the following Microsoft lan-
guages:
t) MBASIC 4.51, 2) BASIC-60 5.0, 3) Compiled
BASIC or FORTRAN-60, 4) COBOL-60, 5)
MACRO-60. .$NAlS10

MICROPRO
o SUPFR-SORT 1-Sort, merge, extract utility as

CD ~~sf~u~c~~~~~t~~:~~:.o§~~~ ~~!~~rb~~r7.!~~~
records with data in binary, BCD. Packed Deci-
mal, EBCDIC. ASCII, floating & fixed point, ex-
ponential, field justified, etc. Even variable
number of fields per record! .$225/$25

o SUPER-SORT II-Above available as abso-
CD lute program only. . .... $175/$25
o SUPER-SORT III-As II without SELECT/
(j) EXCLUDE. .$125/$25
o DATASTAR - Professional forms control entry
CD and display system for key-to-disk data cap-

ture. Menu driven with built-in learning aids.
Input field verification by length, mask, attribute
(i.e. upper case, lower case, numeric, auto-dup,
etc.). Built-in arithmetic capabilities using keyed
data, constant and derived values. Visual feed-
back for ease of forms design. Files compatible
With CP/M-MP/M supported languages. Re-
quires 32K CP/M ..... . . . .. . .5350/$35

o Complete interactive accounting software for
t business. Each product can be used stand-

alone or with automatic posting to the general
ledger. Each product is thoroughly tested and
very well documented. Each product requires
CBASIC-2.
GENERAL LEDGER ... $820/$40
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE .$820/$40
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE $820/S40
PAYROLL $820/$40
INVENTORY CONTROL .. $820/$40r--- .
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FROM LIFEBOAT

• Latest Version
Numbers List
of Software

• g~~~t'L~~rs Group '.•~

The Great ZOSO Speaks
Out from Behind the Scenes

$18 ppd. for 12 issues (U.S., Canada.
Mexico). Elsewhere $40.
Send Check to "Lifelines." 1651.Third Avenue,
New York, N.Y. t0028 or use your VISA or
Mastercharge-call (212) 722-1700

Copyright © 1980 Lifeboat Associates. No por-
tion of this advertisement may be reproduced
without prior permissi0!l'

IJ ANALYST - Customized data entry and report-
t ing system. User specifies up to 75 data items

per record. Interactive data entry, retrieval,
and update facility makes information
management easy. Sophisticated report
generator 'provides customized reports using
selected records with multiple level break-
points for summarization. Requires a disk sort
utility such as QSORT, SUPER-SORT or
VSORT and CBASIC-2 ... $250/$15

o LETIERIGHT - Program to create, edit and
type letters or other documents. Has facilities to
enter, display, delete and move text, with good
video screen presentation. Designed to inte-
grate with NAD for form letter mailings. Re-
quires CBASIC-2 . . .. $200/$25

o NAO Name and Address selection system-
Interactive mail list creation and maintenance
program with output as full reports with refer-
ence data or restricted information for mail
labels. Transfer system for extraction and trans-
fer of selected records to create new files. Re-
quires CBASIC-2 . .$100/$20

o OSORT - Fast sort/merge program for files
with fixed record length, variable field length
information. Up to five ascending or descend-
ing keys. Full back-up of input files created

.$100/$20*******CONDIMENTS
i'****'**D HEAD CLEANING DISKETTE-Cleans the
drive Read/Write headin 30 seconds. Diskette
absorbs loose oxide particles, fingerprints, and
other foreign particles that might hinder the per-
formance of the drive head. Lasts at least 3
months with daily use. Specify 5" or 8" . .
Single sided . .$20 each/$55 for 3
Double sided $25 each/S65 for 3.

D FLtPPY DISK KtT - Template and instructions
to modify single sided 5%" diskettes for use of
second side in single sided drives .. S12.S0

o FLOPPY SAVER - Protection for center holes
for 5" and 8" floppy disks. Only 1 needed per
diskette. Kit contains centering post, pressure
tool and tough 7 mil mylar reinforcing rings for
25 diskettes.
5", Kit ..... $14:95
5", Rings only. . .. $7.95
6", Kit. . $16.95
6", Rings only . . .$8.95

o PASCAL USER MANUAL AND REPORT-
By Jensen and Wirth. The standard textbook on
the language. Recommended for use by
Pascai/Z. Pascal/M and Pascal/MT users $12

o THE C P.ROGRAMMING LANGUAGE-By
Kernighan and Ritchie. The standard textbook
on the language. Recommended for use by
BoS C, tiny C, and White smiths C users .. $12

o STRUCTURED MtCROPROCESSOR PRO-
GRAMMING-By the authors of SMAU60.
Covers structured programming, the 8080/
6085 instruction set and the SMAL/60 lan-
guage $20

o ACCOUNTS PAYABLE & ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE - CBASIC - By Osborne/
McGraw-Hili $20

o GENERAL LEDGER-CBASIC-By
Osborne/McGraw-Hili. .$20

o PAYROLL WITH COST ACCOUNTlNG-
CBASIC-by Osborne/McGraw-Hili. . .$20

o LIFEBOAT DISK COPYING SERVICE-
Transfer data or programs from one media for-
mat to another at a moderate cost . .from $25

*******Heilrty Appetite'.

********CP/M and MP/M are trademarks of Digital Re-
search.
280 is a trademark of 2ilog, Inc.
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
WHATSIT? is a trademark of Computer Head-
ware.
Electric Pencil is a trademark of Michael
Shrayer Software.
TRS·80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.
PascallM is a trademark of Sorcim.
SoftCard is a trademark of Microsoft.
Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer.
PASM. PLlNK, BUG and",BUG are trademarks
of Phoenix Software Associates Ltd.
CPAids is a trademark of Computer Tax Ser-
vice, Inc.

t Recommended system configuration consists
of46K CP/M, 2 full size disk drives, 24 x 80 CRT
and 132 column printer.

@ Modified version available for use with CP/M as
implemented on Heath and TRS-80 Model I
computers.

© User license agreement for this product must
be signed and returned to Lifeboat Associates
before shipment may be made.

CD This product Includes/eXcludes the language
® manual recommended in Condiments .

® Serial number of CP/M system must be
supplied with orders.

Ordering Information
® Requires Z80 CPU.

Computer system Format Code

Research Machines 8" A I
Research Machines 5W' RH
REX .03
Sanco 7000 51/. . RO
SO Systems S" At'
SO Systems 5V4" .R3
Sorcerer See Exidy Sorcerer
Spacebyte .. AI
SuperBrain .See Intertec
Tarbell. . At·
TEI5V4" R3
TEIS" A1"
Thinkertoys .... See Morrow Discus
TAS·aO Modell 51!." .... R2
TRS-BO Modell + FEe Freedom AN
TAS·SO Modell + Micromalion .. A4"
TRS·SO Model I + Omikron 5W' AM
TRS-SO Modell + Omikron B" ... A1
TRS-SO Modell + Shuffleboard 8- A 1
TRS-SO Modell! ... A 1"
VDP-40/42/44/80 See IMSAI
Vector MZ ..... 02
versatile . . ..... See CDS Versatile
Vista VBO5V4" Single Density ... PS
Vista V200 SV4" Double Density .. P6
Zenith Z89 + lifeboat CP/M .P4
Zenith Z89 + Magnolia CP/M ... P7

MEDIA FORMAT ORDERING CODES
When ordering, please specify format code.

LIFEBOAT ASSOCtATES MEDtA FORMATS LIST
Diskette, cartridge disk and cartridge tape format codes to be
specified when ordering software for listed computer or disk
systems. All software products have specific requirements in
terms of hardware or software support, such as MPU type,
memory size, support operating system or language.

Com~er.ya1em Format Code

IMS 5000 . . AA
IMSSooo .A1'
IMSAI VDP·40 .R4'·
IMSAI VDP-42 . . A4"
IMSAI VDP-44 .. . AS'·
IMSAI VDP·80 . A1"
inteccior . . .. See ISC lntecoror
Intel MDS Single Density A 1
Intertec SuperBrain DOS 0.1 R7
mrertec SuperBrain DOS 0.5-2.X .AJ
Intertec SuperBrain DOS 3.X ... AK
ISC rotecoior 8063/8360/8963 .. A1
Konlron PSf·80 . . ... AF
Meca 5Y4" .. P6
Micromation

(Except TRS·80 below) ... A'"
Micropolis Mod 1 . . .. 01
Micropolis Mod II 02
MITS 320013202 . . .B1
Morrow Discus .. A 1"
Mostek .. At
MSD5%ff .AC
North Star Single Density .P1
North Star Double/Quad P2
Nylac Single Density 03
Nylac MicropoJis Mod. I[ 02
Ohio Scientific C3 . .A3
Onyx C8oo1 . . ..... T2 #
Pettee PCC 2000 .. A1'
Processor Technology Henes II .. B2
Quay 500 .. AO
Quay 520 AP
RAIA Single Density .A9
RAIA Double Density ... AE

" Single-Side Smqle- Density disks
are supplied for use with Double-
Density and Docbte-Srde 8' soft
sector format systems

"" IMSAI formats are slOgle censuv
with directory offset 01 zero.

# A media surcharge of $25 for or-
ders on tape formals T1 and T2 and
of S100 fOf orders on disk formats
01 :;Ind 02 will be added.

The list of available formals is see
jeer to change without notice. In
case of uncertainty. call to confirm
the format code lor any particular
equipment.

n" The Software Supermarket is a trademark of Ufeboat Associates

Computer .ystem Formet Code

Allair 8800 Disk .See MITS 3200
Altos At"
Apple+ Sof1Card 13 Sector .AG
Apple + SoftCard 16 Sector ... AA
BASF System 7100 .AD
Blackhawk Single Density. . .03
Blackhawk Micropolis Mod II 02
CDS Versatile 38 01
CDS Versatile 4 .. Q2
COMPAl-80 . . .... 02
Cromemco System 3 .. At·
Cromemco Z2D .R6
CSSN BACKUP (tape) . . .. Tt "II
Delta .A1"
Digi-log Microterm II AD
Digital Microsystems .. A l'
Discus .See Morrow Discus
Durango F-85 Al
Dynabyte 088/2 .. . .. Al
Dynabyte 088/4 .. A1"
Exidy Sorcerer + lifeboat CPIM 02
Exidy Sorcerer + Exidy CP/M .. 04
HeathH8+ H17/H27 .. P4
Heath H89 + lifeboat CPIM .... P4
Heath H89 + Magnolia CPIM .. P7
Hellos II .See Processor Technology
Horizon .See North Star
iCOM 2411 Micro Floppy R3
iCOM 37t2 A 1
iCOM 3812 .. AI"
iCOM 4511 5440 Cartridge

CP/M t.4 . .01#
iCOM 451 t 5440 Cartridge

CP/M 2.2 . . 02#

Prices F.O.B. New York.
Shipping, handling and C.O.D.
charges exira.
Manual cost applicable against
price of subsequent software
purchase.

The sale of each proprietary
software package conveys a
license for use on one
system only.

-r~_ •.•.



David A. Hinton

Radio Shack has begun marketing a
voice input device for the TRS-80. The
Voxbox gives the Model I Level II owner
an opportunity to experiment with
computerized speech recognition.

The Voxbox Hardware

The Voxbox is housed in a strong gray
plastic case measuring 7Vt. "W x I%,'H
x \4"D. It has a rear attached IO-inch
ribbon cable and a DIN jack located in
front for connecting a standard Radio
Shack dynamic push-to-talk CB micro-
phone which is included. Also included in
the $169.95 purchase price is an informa-
tive owner's manual and three cassette
tapes containing the necessary driver
software and three demonstration pro-
grams.

Plugging It In

The Voxbox requires no special inter-
facing; it may be connected directly to the
TRS~80 bus by attaching its ribbon cable
to the card edge connector at the rear of the
keyboard unit, or to the expansion board
connector on the expansion interface.
After the microphone is attached to the
DIN jack and the power supply mini-plug
is inserted into the jack at the rear, the
power supply is plugged into a 120 VAC
wall outlet. The Voxbox hardware is now
ready to use.

I discovered a hidden feature of the
Voxbox hardware. At the rear of the
Voxbox case is a small cover. I unsnapped
the cover at 'the bottom edge of the case
and found a concealed card-edge con-
nector. Upon further examination, I
discovered it was an extension of the
TRS-80 bus. Its pin configuration is
identical to the card-edge connector at the
rear of the keyboard unit and the
expansion-board connector on the expan-
sion interface. This allows a user to operate
the Vox box and still have a bus connection
available for another bus-supported

David A. Hinton, R.R. 3, Box 44B, Rockport, IN
47635.

Radio Shack
Vox box

peripheral such as the Voice Synthesizer or
Quick Printer II, There is absolutely no
mention of this feature anywhere in the
Voxbox owner's manual.

Software Support

A full 4K of high memory must be
protected to provide room for the driver
software and buffer storage for the 32-
word user-defined vocabulary. You must,
therefore, have at least a 16K system in
order to use this peripheral.

Three machine-language driver pro-
grams are provided on cassette, You
choose a driver based on whether you have
16K, 32K or 48K of RAM in your system.
The owner's manual gives all the informa-
tion necessary to load and initialize these
drivers, and information is provided for
saving them on disk.

The three Basic-language application
programs supplied are intended to give you
some immediate hands-on experience and
familiarize you with the techniques
involved with using the Voxbox. The
Inventory Demonstrator allows you to
input part numbers and quantities of an
imaginary inventory and demonstrates the
use of a "keyword" or "wake-up word" to
start a command or data sequence.

Lunar Lander is the standard lunar
lander game, except that the burn rates and
"fire" directives are given by voice
command. This is a good demonstration of
how the Voxbox can be used in a game
environment.

The third application program, Voice
Plotter, displays a graphic representation
of any sound you make into the micro-
phone, It displays the raw data used by the
computer to recognize words. The TRS-80
graphics capabilities are used to create four
plots on the video display. The uppermost
plot indicates energy present in the 900 to
2200 Hz range. The next plot indicates
energy in the 100 to 900 Hz range. The
third plot illustrates the dominant fre-
quency in the 900 to 5000 Hz range. And
the bottom plot is an estimate of the
dominant frequency in the 200 to 900 Hz
range. All these values are measured at 10
millisecond intervals.

Source listings for the application
programs are given in the manual but no
listings are provided for the drivers.

Putting It to Use

The driver program has three routines
you can call from Basic. These routines,
called by the USR function, are labelled
"initialization, training and recognition,"
according to the owner's manual. Initiali-
zation clears the speech files at the
beginning of your application program by
resetting the sample table to all zeros. Any
previously stored speech data is lost.

Next, you must call the training
routine. It is called once for each word to
be sampled and stored. You must pass, to
the training routine, an index number from
o through 31 which tells 'the computer in
which of the 32 slots in the table this
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Tranquility and Power

PEARL writes programs. PEARL offers creative programming beyond the confines of the way you've done
it before.

PEARL leads you to the quiet of centered creative space. PEARL is a program which writes programs
in BASIC and is therefore called an application generator. PEARL frees you from the routine work, letting
you create new programs within the tranquility and power of freedom. PEARL becomes a powerful extension
of yourself and writes the routine but vitally important portions of every application. Creativity becomes your new way.

Just as a BASIC compiler frees you from the many decisions of machine language (how to represent
strings and numbers, I/O details, etc.), PEARL frees you from the many decisions required when writing
programs in BASIC (designing overall logic flow, menus, details of screen interaction, etc.). For programmers,
PEARL Levels 2 and 3 provide unlimited creative range. For the nonprogrammer, PEARL Level 1 allows a calm,
easy approach to generating new software.

Let PEARL's power free you to focus on the creative aspects of programming and system design. PEARL 1
($130), PEARL 2 ($350) and PEARL 3 ($650) require CP/M* and CBASIC**. PEARL 3 also requires OSORT***.
Call Ray Stow. Dealer inquiries invited.

evolutionary software for the 1980s

CPU International • 503-370-8653
P.O. Box 12892 • Salem, OR 97301

CIRCLE 134 ON READER SERVICE CARD
'CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research
"CBASIC is a trademark of Software Systems
"'QSORT is a trademark of Structured Systems Group



ground sound in the room. The Voxbox
processed the background along with my
voice. If I later spoke the same word or
words, without the same background
sound, the Voxbox would often fail to find
a proper match in the sample table. It
seems the unit's performance could be
greatly improved by using some type of
noise-cancelling microphone.

Appendix A of the manual provides
information on modifying a "rejection
parameter" value stored in the driver
program. Increasing the value causes fewer
words to be rejected. Unfortunately, this
also increases the chance for more
mistakes of the other kind - wrongly
identifying the word being identified.
Decreasing the value causes more words to
be rejected and makes it more difficult to
find a match. I found the preset value of the
rejection parameter to be the most
acceptable compromise.

worked and how to put it through its
paces. It had reached page 19 before I
was shaken by another reference to its
performance. "As is true with human
listeners, your Voxbox will sometimes
make mistakes when listening to you." The
manual did claim, however, that the
Voxbox had a 85-95% recognition pro-
viding " ... you take reasonable care in
speaking clearly and distinctly."

Voxbox, cont'd ...
sample is to be stored. The audio input can
be up to 1.5 seconds long; silence of .1
second or more is assumed, by the system,
to be the end of the sample.

The third routine, word recognition,
is called anytime you want the Voxbox to
listen to an audio input and match it with
the samples in the sample table. If the input
is recognized (i.e., if a match is found), the
computer will return the index number of
the corresponding slot in the table. If an
input is not recognized, due to a failure in
finding a match (or the audio input being
longer than 1.5 seconds), the computer
returns a value of 32. A returned value of
32, instead of an index value of from 0
through 31, is the computer's Reject code.
It is up to the user to provide an applica-
tion for the returned code numbers.

The manual did claim,
however, that the Vox-
box had a 85-95% recog-
nition providing" ... you
take reasonable care in
speaking clearly and
distinctly."

Observations
I was most interested in learning if the

Voxbox was reliable enough to use in
practical applications. I was understand-
ably alarmed as I began reading page one
of the owner's manual and found the
following note. " ... Radio Shack recom-
mends that the unit be used primarily for
entertainment and experimentation.
Proceed advisedly before committing the
unit to any serious application."

Then, after reading on, my attitude
improved as I learned how the device

In Conclusion

I found that the Voxbox performs
reasonably well if it is used in a quiet room
and care is taken to pronounce words
clearly, distinctly and consistently. I feel
the technology used in this unit is
acceptable for "entertainment or experi-
mentation" but not predictable enough for
serious application, such as a voice input
device for a computer used to control
systems and equipment in a house or
business. 0

I tried the first two application
programs described earlier and found I got
only a 50-75% recognition. I then made a
tape recording of my voice speaking the
command words and used this record to
"train" the Voxbox. Byusing the recording
of my voice to control the program, I
obtained the level of recognition men-
tioned in the manual.

With more experimentation, I deter-
mined part of my problem was due to the
microphone's ability to pick up back-
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LOW COST
RELIABILITY

SPEED

FINALLY AN ALTERNATIVE
TO DISKS
THE EXATRON
STRINGY FLOPPY
(MASS STORAGE
SUBSYSTEM)

$299.50

INFORMATION PACKAGES AVAILABLE NOW FOR:
APPLE OSI RS-232
PET KIM/SYM/AIM STD-BUS
TRS-80 S-100 OEM

eexatron
CALL OUR HOT LINE TODAY

800-538-8559
TO REQUEST AN INFORMATION PACKAGE

EXATRON, INC. -181 COMMERCIAL STREET - SUNNYVALE, CA 94086
CIRCLE 192 ON READER SERVICE CARD



A Perilous Assignment

With quinine water in hand and pith
helmet on head, I took stock of the grim
situation. One hundred thousand folk
lived in daily fear of tremors and fever,
lived in dread that they would succumb to
that vicious scourge of the jungle. Each
year one fourth of the population fell sick,
and over one thousand of them died. I was
their hope. I had been assigned to rid them
of Malaria. Armed with medicine, sprays,
and a five-year plan, it was me against the
anopheles. On my first day in the jungle, I
found there were many choices to be made.
Field hospitals could be set up, but at a cost
of $2000 each. With only twenty beds to a
hospital, this would quickly eat into my
budget, taking a large chunk from the
$500,000 available. Drugs could be
purchased to treat the sick. These cost a
mere $2.00 per dose. Still, many doses
would be needed. These measures were
curative. My long-range goals required

Ecology Simulations - 2

Bug Off

David Lubar

preventative measures. I could spray
insecticide. DDT was available at a
bargain price, but it did a hatchet job on
the environment. Malathion and Pro-
poxur were less harmful to the ecology, but
they cost a bundle. Anti-malarial drugs
could be had for only 72 cents a dose. This
seemed the way to go.

I was ready. Throwing up a few field
hospitals and treating some of the sick, I
saved most of my funds for DDT and
inoculations. I soaked the jungle with
spray and pumped everyone's veins full of
preventative drugs. Success seemed
assured. Perhaps I could retire at an early
age and write my memoirs.

The five years seemed to pass in
seconds. I summoned my trusty aid,
Teeyar Esaydee, and sent him for the
statistics. The first year showed little
evidence of change, but I was not
disturbed; mine was a long-range plan. The
second year was a bit worse. These things
take time. To my surprise, the rate of death
and disease continued to climb. Outside
the hut, angry natives gathered. A
suggestion came down from above, hinting
that I should look for other work.
Undaunted, I refused to quit. I stayed and
tried new measures, searching for that
balance which would end this pestilence. In
time, the death rate began to drop. There

Results of the second five-year period. My plan needs work.

was still too much disease, but I was
confident that, given time, I would
triumph.

Back to the Real World

This, bwana, is Huntington's Malaria
simulation, one of four programs on
Ecology Simulations - 2, available on disk
or tape for the TRS-80. The above
description just brushes the surface. There
is more. At the start, you have the choice of
working within a budget or spending
unlimited funds. As each option is
presented, you have a choice of whether or
not to use that measure. If you elect to skip
one, the program moves on to the next.
For each one you select, you decide how to
distribute it over the five-year period. After
each choice, the remaining budget is
displayed. If purchases exceed the budget,
the section is repeated. After deciding on
what measures to use over a five-year
period, the amount of disease and death.
for each year is displayed. A graph is
available that shows the effectiveness of
each measure along with comments and
analysis. At the end of a period, the player
can start a new round or continue at the
point where he left off. If the simulation
continues, surplus drugs and funds can be
applied to the next period.
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My failings are made painfully clear by this graph.
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. Solve Your Paperwork Problem ...

Let WordPro Software Do The Work
Using standard typing methods, hundreds of valuable hours are spent
erasing, revising, and retyping letters and documents as you work
towards a final draft copy. The second, third, or fourth drafts takejust
as long to type as the first!
With WordPro word processinq software you can transform your
Commodore computer into a "state of the art" word processing
machine with sophisticated word processing features at an affordable
price.
There are four versions of WordPro, ranging from the simple to the
sophisticated. WordPro 1 on cassette will gjve computer enthusiasts a
full range of text editing capabilities with cassette file storaoe. WordPro
2 is disk basedand allows fast and easy file handling and manipulation.
WordPro 3 was designed for professionals and contains the many
features required in a business environment such asglobal search and
replace, headers, footers, decimal tabulation, repagination, merging
capabilities, and much, much more. WQrdPro4 is our best. WordPro 4
runs on the new Commodore 8032, 80-column display computer.
Word Pro 4 has all the features of WordPro 3, plus additional features
usually found only on the most sophisticated and expensive word
processing equipment.
WordPro is a new breed of word processing software. Powerful,
sophisticated, and easy to use,WordPro was field-tested by dozens of
attorneys and commercial customers during 1979. WordPro is now
installed and is saving its owners valuable time and money in hundreds
of offices nationwide.
WordPro was designed with the user in mind. WordPro's unique
"STATUS LINE" constantly interacts with the user by displaying the
status of the system. Editing, storing documents, recalling letters, even
the most sophisticated comands, are accomplished by a few, easy to
remember, keystrokes.
You may find that Word Pro alone is reason enough to own a computer.
WordPro can be found at most Oommodore dealers worldwide. Call us
for the number of the dealer nearest you. If you cannot locate a
stocking WordPro dealer you may place an order with Professional
Software via check or VISA/MasterCharge.
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Actual Photograph of WordPro on CBM Model 8032

The many features of WordPro 1 - 4:
WordPro 1- Cassette based. Status line. Text Editing.
Insert/Delete. Screen Scroll Auto Repeat. String Search.
Erase Functions • Link Files • Margin Controls • Tab
Functions. Justification. Page Length

WordPro2 - Most WordPro 1 Functions Plus + Disk Based.
Paragraph Indent. Centering. Text Transfer. Hyphenation
• Appending. Margin Release. Variable Blocks (Form
Letters) • Multiple Copies. Automatic Disk Commands.
Complete Disk File Handling

WordPro 3 - Commercial Disk Version for 40 Columns.
WordPro 2 Functions Plus + Global Functions (Search/
Replace/Copy). Merging Disk File Linkage. 10or 12Pitch.
Repagination • Duplicate Lines. Auto' Delete Word/Sen-
tence/Range. Numeric Mode. Underlining. Continuous
Print e Headers/Footers. Auto Page Numbering. Pro-
portional Justification • Forced Paging. Non-Print Com-
ments. BASIC Language File Compatibility

WordPro 4 - Commercial Disk Version for 80 Columns.
WordPro 3 Functions Plus + Displays and Formats Text to
Screen for Review

WOrdPro 1 - For 8K RAM units. Requires C2N
Peripheral/integrated cassette drive - $29.95

WordPro 2 - For 16K RAM units with 40 column
screen. Requires 2040 disk drive - $99.95

WordPro 3 - For 32K RAM units with 40 column
screen. Requires 2040 disk drive - $199.95

WordPro 4 - For Model 8032 with 80 column screen.
Requires 2040 or 8050 disk drive - $299.95

All four versions of WordPro are written in 6502 machine code.

Professional Software Inc.
166 Crescent Rd., Needham, MA 02194
(617) 444-5224
·WordPro Dealer Inquires Invited·
WordPro was developed by Steve Punter of Pro-Micro Software ltd., and is marketed exclusively by
Professional Software Inc.

WordPro Is a registered trademark of Professional Software Inc. CBM Is a registered trademark of
Commodore Business Machines.
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Bug, cont'd.

Anatomy of a Disease

Most of us know of malaria from late-
night movies where the hero suddenly
breaks into sweaty fits of trembling,
blaming his attack on something he picked
up in the tropics. To those living in infested
areas, the disease is much more real arid
threatening. One infected person can pass
the disease to 800 mosquitoes. These
mosquitoes, in turn, could infect an
additional 1100 to 1200 people. Obviously,
this is not the sort of disease that can be
easily eliminated, especially considering
the unfortunate state of health care in the
areas where malaria is most common.
Taking the role of a health official under
these circumstances is a challenging and
educational experience. Malaria can't be
beaten, but it can be controlled.

Getting Started

There are several ways to approach
Malaria. A player can try working without
a budget at first. This is one way to quickly
determine the most effective use of each
measure. Another way would be to try
using just one measure for an entire period
to determine how well it works in isolation.
If this approach is used, the player should

remember that the results could change
greatly when other measures are added.
Perhaps the most interesting approach is
to work within a budget from the start,
simulating the work of a health official
who is coping with an epidemic. It is rather
enlightening to discover how well or
poorly your expectations are fulfilled by
various plans of treatment.

l~
~

At any point, the player can get help
by entering -I. This comes in handy if you
forget the cost of one of the measures.
Malaria is complex and well structured. It
isn't just a random bug hunt; each choice
affects the final results, each decision
becomes part of a total strategy. A balance
has to be found that limits the disease and
lowers the death rate. By experimenting
with different measures, you can slowly
find the right types of combinations
needed to keep down the spread of
malaria.

When mild mannered Clyde C10ad (star
cassette tape duplicator at the MONTHLY
CLOAD) dons his cape, the evil Typo-Bugs
cringe in terror. This mighty Man of Iron Oxide
swoops down on your TRS·80 by First Class Mail
every month with super, ready-to-load programs
for your (and your computer's) education and
enjoyment.

Join in the battle against the Finqer-Cramps,
Edit Modes, and Typo-Buqs, Let CLOAD MAN
come to your computer's aid by getting a
subscription to CLOAD MAGAZINE.

PRICES
1 year subscription $42.00
6 month subscription $23.00
Single copies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $4.50
Antholoqyvolume 1 $10.00
Anthology-volume 2 ...............•....... $15.00

Summing it up

The amount of research and planning
that went into Malaria is impressive. Each
parameter seems to have been carefully
thought out. For example, it is impossible
to eliminate the entire mosquito popu-
lation since some of them will have a
natural immunity to any spray, and there is
immigration from surrounding areas. The
field hospitals have to be replaced yearly
since they can't survive a full season of
jungle weather. (Let's face it, nothing that
cost only $2000 to build is going to last very
long.) The program also makes a number
of assumptions about the human popula-
tion. Some of them will have developed a
resistance to malaria. The birthrate is high
enough to keep the population steady
despite the spread of the disease. The
length of hospital confinement is sub-
stantially shortened when drugs are
available.

There is more that could be said, but a
new shipment of DDT just came in and the
field hospitals need repair, and it seems to
be getting a bit hot in here. Perhaps I've got
a slight touch of fever.

Ecology Simulations - 2 is available
for $24.95 for the TRS-80 (specify disk or
tape) from Creative Computing Software,
P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960.
Apple and Atari versions will be available
in December ($24.95 each, disk only). D

.-.: .-..-. .-.. . . ...... . ...•......•..=_- i-.=_= r:~:
MAGAZINE inc.

P.O. Box 1267 • Goleta, CA 93017
(805) 964·2761

The Fine Print:
Overseas rates slighUy higher-please write for them.
Back issues available-ask for our list. *
TRS·80 is a trademark of Tandy Corporation.
Califomia residents add 6% to single copies and anthologies.
Programs are for Level II 16K and occasionally for 48K disks.

*24 Level I back issues also available.

Mastercharge/Visa Welcome Also Cash [, Gold.

FASTER THAN A SPEEDING TYPIST ...

oj Copyright CLOAD MAGAZINE 1980
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Is it safe to walk the keyboard of your TRS·80 at night? Do you look for Syntax Errors down every dark subroutine?
Well, look in your mailbox-It's a bill, it's an ad, it's CLOAD MAN! Faster than keying in hardcopy, more fun than
an accounts·receivable package, ready to run in a single load ...

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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Ecology Simulations-2, CS-3202 (16K)Economic and
Ecology Sfmulatlons

1/

1. Pollute an apartment building or an
entire city.

POLLUTE focuses on one
part of the water pollution
problem; the accumulation of
certain waste materials in
waterways and their effect on
dissolved oxygen levels in the
water. You can use the
computer to investigate the
effects of different variables
such as the body of water,
temperature, and the rate of
dumping waste material.
Various types of primary and
secondary waste treatment, as
well as the impact of scientific
and economic decisions can be
examined.

The Ecology Simulations
'series are a unique educational
tool. They are based on
"simulation models" developed
by the Huntington Two
Computer Project at the State
University of New York at Stony
Brook under the direction of Dr.
Ludwig Braun. The programs
and accompanying document-
ation are written for self-
teaching or classroom use and
include background material,
sample exercises and study
guides. Graphic displays were
specially developed by Jo Ann
Comito at SUNY and Ann
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Pl£SStfliltY11IIDITlI\£Corrigan at Creative Com-
puting. The Ecology Simula-
tions packages are a remarkable
educational application of
micro-computers.

3. Malaria

With MALARIA, you are a
Health Official trying to control
a malaria epidemic while taking
into account financial con-
siderations in setting up a
program. The budgeted use of
field hospitals, drugs for the ill,
three types of pesticides, and
preventative medication, must
be properly combined for an
effective control program.

2. Rats
Ecology Simulations-1, CS-3201 (16K) In RATS, you play the role of a

Health Department official
devising an effective, practical
plant to control rats. The plan
may combine the use of
sanitation and slow kill and
quick kill poisons to eliminate a
rat population. It is also possible
to change the initial population
size, growth rate, and whether
the simulation will take place in

methods is introduced. In:
addition, STERL demonstrates
the effectiveness of an
integrated approach over either
alternative by itself.

1. Pop

The POP series of models
examines three different
methods of population
projection, including exponen-
tial, S-shaped or logistical, and
logistical with low density
effects. At the same time the
programs introduce the concept
of successive refinement of a
model, since each POP model
adds more details than the
.previous one.

4. Diet3. Tag
TAG simulates the tagging

and recovery method that is
used by scientists to estimate
animal populations. You
attempt to estimate the bass
population in a warm-water,
bass-bluegill farm pond.
Tagged fish are released in the
pond and samples are recovered
at timed intervals. By presenting
a detailed simulation of real
sampling by "tagging and
recovery," TAG helps you to
understand this process.

DIET is designed to explore
the effect of four basic
substance's, protein, lipids,
calories and carbohydrates, on
your diet. You enter a list of the
types and amounts of food eaten
in a typical day, as well as your
age, weight, sex, health and a
physical activity factor. DIET is
particularly valuable in
indicating how a diet can be
changed to raise or lower body
weights and provide proper
nutrition.

2. Sterl

STERL allows you to
investigate the effectiveness of
two different methods of pest
control-the use of pesticides
and the release of sterile males
into the fly population. The
concept of a more environ-
mentally sound approach
versus traditional chemical

4. Buffalo Social and Economic Simulations
CS-3204 (16K)BUFFALO simulates ttve

yearly cycle of b u t f a l o
population growth and decline,
and allows you to investigate the
effects of different herd
management policies. Simula-
tions such as BUFFALO allow
you to explore "What if"
questions and experiment with
approaches that might be
disastrous in real life.

for the market for a particular
product: in this case, bicycles,

Each player makes market-
ing decisions quarterly includ-
ing the production level, the
advertising budget, and the
unit price of the product for
his/her company,

1. Limits
LIMITS is a micro-com-

puter version of the well known
"Limits to Growth" project
done at MIT, It contains a
model of the world that is built
of five subsystems (popula-
tion, pollution, food supply,
industrial output, and resource
usage) linked together by six
variables: birth rate, death
rate, pollution generation, re-
source usage rate, industrial
output growth rate, and food
production rate,

3. USPop
USPOP allows the user to

study .rnany aspects of the
United States' human demo-
graphy (population change)
including population growth,
age and sex distribution,
USPOP makes population pro-
jections and investigates the
consequences of many differ-
ent demographic changes,

Ordering Information
The series is designed for the 16K TRS-80 Level II and is

attractively packaged in a vinyl binder with a complete study guide,
Ecology Simulations-I: disk CS-3501, cassette 3201. Ecology
Simulations-II: disk CS-3502, cassette CS-3204, Social and
Economic Simulations: disk CS-3508, cassette CS-3204, At a
modest $24,95 each, the series is an affordable necessity,

To order, send payment plus $1,00 shipping and handling to
Creative Computing Software, Dept. ACGG, P.O, Box 789-M,
Morristown, NJ 07960, For Faster Service, call in your order toll-free
to our order hotline 800-631-8112. In NJ call 201-540-0445.

2. Market
Market allows two or more

people to play the roles of
companies who are competing
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Basex:
Faster Code for your TRS-80

You can sell any computer language to
hobbyists, as long as you call it Basic.
Here's an example.

Simulation programming is one of the
more exciting fields of endeavor, especially
when you are able to run your program in
machine language.

But what if you've just spent the last
week and a half working the bugs out of the
Basic coding and it's finally up and
running, and it's slow? The most obvious
weakness of interpretive Basic is its slow
speed in the execution department.
Simulation programming demands speed,
the type of speed that machine language
delivers. The only problem with machine
language is that it usually takes a little
longer to produce quality software.

Well, for all those hackers out there
who have invested all that time and energy
in Basic, but want more speed than an
interpreter can deliver, I've got the answer:
Basex!

A wonderfully simplistic high-level
compiler written by Paul Warme, Basex
stands for BASic and EXecutable machine
code. It is capable of delivering machine
code that can execute anywhere from twice
to twenty-five times faster than an inter-
pretive Basic, such as Level II on the '
TRS-80.

Basex structuring is somewhat similar
to Basic, but if you don't read through the
manual carefully you're going to get into
trouble. The first two or three programs I
wrote in Basex, converted from Basic
listings, weren't exactly successful, just
because I only skimmed through the
manual and didn't pay real close attention
to my syntax and structuring.

For instance, to convert something
like: LET BYTE = PEEK(ADDRESS)
from Basic to Basex, you write this: BRD
ADDRESS and SET BYTE = A on two
consecutive lines. The reason for the
second line is because just about every-
thing in Basex goes through the 16-bit
accumulator called 'A'. Most program-
mers that like Basic are hooked because of
the freedom and elegance in which you can
code a statement like:

LET X = «(3*R)-(2*Y))/ (6*Q))
all on one single command line.

Basex isn't that elegant. But you can
accomplish the same end result; it just
takes a few more lines and a little extra
time to think the thing through. The Basex
equivalent would look like:

MLT 3*R, SET R3=A, MLT 2*Y,
Ray C Horn. Jr., PSC Box 3303, Edwards AFB, CA
93523.

SET Y2=A, MLT 6*Q, SET Q6=A,
SBT R3-Y2, DIV A/Q6, SET X=A

a grand total of nine lines.
Basex's strength does not lie in its

elegant structuring but where it's really
needed, in its method of compilation and
its speed of execution.

Basex is advertised as being an
interactive compiler, and that's exactly
what it is. The machine code is compiled as
you enter the source code. In fact, after
you've entered the program you not only
have access to the source code, but you've
also got access to the machine code. Any
time you need a listing of the source code
you simply type

LST LOW-ADDRESS
HIGH-ADDRESS

and press Enter, and you'll get the source
code output to the video terminal. By
pressing the space bar you can mornen-

Ray C. Horn, Jr.
The Basex Loader has a very useful

utility routine known as FIX, through
which you may relocate both the source
code and the symbol table and then
compress the relocated code by almost
25%. In this case the FIXed Vibrating
String program uses only about 692 bytes.
Add this to the execution routines and the
entire package needs only 3070 bytes as a
stand-alone program.

For those of you who don't have
access to a Basex compiler this should give
you the incentive to go out and pick one
up. Basex is available through Interactive
Microware Inc. in the form of a BYTE
book and the necessary patches for
TRS-80 owners. Basex will run on a CP / M
system with no modifications.

All things considered, Basex is a very
powerful and very easy high-level language
compiler to both use and share with others.
If you are interested in producing fast-
running machine code without having to
wade through an assembler, then this
compiler is for you. 0
Vibrating String
Basex listing:

? DIM KEY$ 1
? *** LINE3~
? FCN 2
? SET XARRAY=400~0
? SET YARRAY=50000
? FOR I=~
? ADD XARRAY+I
? SET VALUE=A
? BRT VALUE=63
? ADD YARRAY+I
? BRT A=~
? BRD VALUE
? S~T X=A
? PLT 1 X I
? TI L I 1 47
? *** LINE60
? FCN 1
? STR KEY$ 1 1 A
? CMP KEYS 1 1 ""
? JMP EO. LINE140
? BRD XARRAY
? PLT -1 A ~
? CMP KEYS 1 1 "X"
? ,]MP EO LINE30
? CMP KEY$ 1 1 "R"
? JMP NE CONTI
? BRT XARRAY=83
? *** CONTI
? CMP KEY$ 1 1 "L"
? JMP NE CONT2
? BRT XARRAY=43
? *** CONT2
? CMP KEY~ 1 1 "M"
? JMP NE CONT3
? BRT XARRAY=63
? *** CONT3
? BRD XARRAY
? PLT 1 A 0
? *** LINE141J
? FOR 1=1

? SBT 1-1
? ADD XARRAY+A
? BRD A
? SET AC=A
? ADD 1+1
? ADD XARRAY+A
? BRD A
? ADD AC+A
? SET AC=A
? ADD XARRAY+I
? BRD A
? MLT 2*A
? SBT AC-A
? SET AC=A
? DIV AC/2
? SET AC1=A
? ADD YARRAY+I
? SET V2=A
? BRD A
? ADD AC1+A
? BRT V2=A
? TIL 1 1 46
? *** LINE17~
? FOR 1=1
? ADD XARRAY+!
? BRD A
? PLT -1 A 1
? ADD YARRAY+l
? BRD A
? SET V2=A
? ADD XARRAY+!
? SET V4=A
? BRD A
? SET V3=A
? ADD V2+V3
? BRT V4=A
? ADD XARRAY+I
? BRD A
? PLT 1 A 1
? TIL ! 1 46
? GTO LINE6~

CREATIVE COMPUTING

After you've entered the
program you not only
have access to the source
code, but you've also got
access to the machine
code.
tarily halt the scrolling; releasing the space
bar will cause the scrolling to continue. If
you need a hexadecimal dump of the
machine code you simply type

DMP LOW-ADDRESS
HIGH-ADDRESS

and press Enter; using the same addresses
as the LIST will produce a hex dump of the
machine code program produced by the
compilation of the source code.

Sounds easy, doesn't it? It's certainly
easier than trying to program the same
function in machine language straight out.

With Basex you get the same type of
ease and flexibility we've all grown to
know and expect from interpretive Basic,
as well as greatly improved speed of
execution.

To emphasize my point I am including
a Basex source listing for the' famed
Vibrating String program, found in the
June '80 issue of Creative Computing. This
version of the program was converted
directly from the first Basic listing found in
that article.

I finished the initial rough draft injust
a few hours, and it ran on the fiflrstattempt
at compilation. The final pr duct took
only 825 bytes (not including th execution
routines), I
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Introducing
quality print at matrix speed.

For only $1295:

Until now, word processing output
was a slow, expensive proposition. You
could pay thousands for a slow, letter-
quality character printer. Or give up
print quality for matrix speed and price.

But that was before Paper Tiger" 460
offered you a better choice.

The new Paper Tiger 460 is the first
matrix printer with high-density dot
matrix characters plus high speed. At a .
low price.

The secret? A unique nine wire, stag-
gered matrix head provides overlap-
ping dots in both horizontal and
vertical planes. The result is
dense, high-quality characters
you'll be proud to show off.

What's more, Paper Tiger 460
gives you a combination of fea-
tures simply not available on any
other printer, at any price. Like
bi-directional, logic-seeking print-
ing at speeds in excess of 150
characters per second. Micro-
processor electronics, with built-in diag-
nostics and self-test. Proportional spacing.
Automatic text justification. DotPlot'" high

Integra.l Data Systems stands re
performance printers ideally s
printer, the IDS 460, offers feat

Automatic proportional spacing
processing systems, plus the 0&
resolution of 84 by 84 dots per

resolution graphics option. RS232 and paral-
lel interfaces. And more.

But its most important feature is high relia-
bility. Paper Tiger 460 isdesigned to be
tough and dependable. It has rugged,
stepper-motor head and paper drives.
A new rugged ballistic-type print head.

And its simple, chassis-mounted
cartridge ribbon lastsup to four times
longer than cassette or spool ribbons.

Paper Tiger 460 is the one printer
that gives your Apple,t TRS-80,t or

other small business computer both
data processing and word process-

ing output. At a price you can afford.
Get your paws on Paper

Tiger 460, and join the tens of
thousands of satisfied Integral

Data Systems users. For the
name of the Paper Tiger dealer

nearest you, call us toll-free:
800-343-6412 (in Massachu-

setts, Alaska, and Hawaii: (617)
237-7610). Or, write for com-
plete specifications. Integral
Data Systems, 14 Tech Circle,
Natick, Massachusetts 01760.

Tiger
@) Integral Data Systems, Inc.

'Suggested sinqle-unit u.S. retail price.
tApple isa trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
tTRS-80 isa trademark of Radio Shack,a division 01 Tandy Corp.
CIRCLE 246 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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In the Business World of the 1880's,
the name to reckon with was J.P. MORGAN

In 1882, Thomas Alva Edison threw the switch which
provided the first commercial transmission of electric power -
to the plush office of 1. Pierpont Morgan.
Today, there's an electrifying breakthrough in the business
world which signals a new era in data base software.
DB MASTER is the new name to be reckoned with!
Practically every business uses lists in one form or another
... client lists with accounts receivable ... lists of suppliers
(including their locations & terms) ... lists of materials,
specifications, inventories, Government forms and filing
dates, research & reference data, mailing lists ... and all
those special lists unique to your business.
At last, you can apply the power of an inexpensive desktop
computer to data management problems by combining
DB MASTER and the Apple II computer!
DB MASTER is easy-to-use, even with no programming
experience. You can build your own screen "forms", just
like the ones you use on paper, including automatic
formatting for easy entry of dollar amounts, phone numbers,
dates and social security numbers. Once entered, your
records can be retrieved and displayed on your screen-
or combined to print the reports you need.
An exclusive feature ofDBMASTER is Dynamic Promptinq ",
which puts operating instructions on your screen ...
whenever you need them!

You'll like our complete, professionally-prepared instruction
manual ... and you'll love the fact that you'll rarely need to
use it!
DB MASTER is versatile. It handles multi-diskette files
with thousands of records-up to 1020 characters (four
times the record size of other data base managers) per
record -with all the search methods you need.

In fact, DB MASTER can retrieve any record from a disk in
less than three seconds! And it includes the most powerful
report generator you can buy for the Apple II.
If you need big computer features at a small computer price,
consider what DB MASTER offers:
• Machine language ISAM filing system with primary and
secondary keys.

• Password file protection.
• Up to 9 screen "pages" per record.
• Automatic data "packing" for increased disk capacity.
• Edit mode includes calculator functions.
•Wild card and partial string searches.
• Report generator-including computed fields, subtotal &
page breaks, number formatting, multiple lines per
record, code (table look-up) fields, printer & screen reports
and summary only reports.

• A custom Disk Operating System-you won't believe how
fast it is! (DOS 3.3 disk controller required) .

DB MASTER, the name to be reckoned with in Apple data
base managers. Now ... and for a long time to come.

DB MASTER is now available for $189. at a Computer
Store near you, or direct from:

1930Fourth Street, San Rafael, CA 94901 (415) 454-6500

Send $189. each, plus $4.50 for Shipping and Handling.
Use check or money order (No COD's please), Visa or
Mastercard (include expiration date). California Residents
add 6% sales tax.
AVAILABLESOON: DB MASTER for Hard Disc Sy.tem. and the Apple m!

For the 1980's, The Business of Reckoning is
handled by DB MASTEB:

CIRCLE 213 ON READER SERVICE CARD
•Apple II and Apple III are reqi.tered Trademarb 01Apple Computer Inc.



Music systems for personal computers
have come far in the last few years. At
the music-generating end of the system,
the world seems to be coming around
to the Hal Chamberlin point-of-view
that the synthesis should be done by
the host processor, and not nece-ssarily
by ve1)1elaborate dedicated hardware.
fAt.leacSt) this is my.personal intesp» -
tation of Hal Chamberlin s own per-
sonal interpretation.] This design phil-
osophy is represented by music systems
like the Newtech board (and many
others) which consist of an unadorned
DA C (digital to analog converter) hung
off the main cpu. The processor com-
putes the entire signal and 'then presents
it in digital form to the hardware
interface. The opposite approach is to
design very elaborate special-purpose
hardware, like Solid State Music s S-
100 digitally controlled digital synthe-
sizer, which has lots of no-board buffers
fer waveforms and envelopes and
control parameters, fed at a very
leisurely pace b)l, the host cpu. This
approach. IS too expensIve to 'SitdeJ'eJ,
and it seems preferable to put as much
flexibility as possible into the hardware,
and let final decisions and hard thinking
be done in software, where it belongs.
At the user-interface level, we are

discovering that it is not much fun to
learn a complex high-level music en-
coding language to enter music into a
computer, nor is there any good reason
to do so. In fact, a very well thought
out, easy to understand, user-oriented
music encoding system has already
existed for hundreds of years, and
putting it up on a computer is no big
deal. For commercial systems, the
problem is mainly 'in standardization'
of the graphics interface, and this is no
problem at all if you have an Apple.
For other systems with less advanced
graphics, one must get along with the
numbering and lettering encoding sys-
tem described in this review.

The application of this very natural
language for music programminfS (that
is, written sheet music) gives 'rise to
other thoughts ,about computer lan-
guages is general. Certainly, the most
popular languages to date have been
those which focus attention on the
computer-the machinery by which.
work is done-rather than on the actual
problem or its solution. Perhaps we
could have better computer: languages
If they could focus on problem-solving
and leave the internals of the process
(playing: the instrument) hidden from
the user. -SN

Glenn A. Hart. 51 Church Road. Monsey, NY 10952.

OCTOBER 1980

The Musicraft
Development System

Glenn Hart

Various common terminals can be.accorn-
inodated with a single keystroke; the
necessary information for terminals not
listed is easily entered once the slightly
confusing instructions are understood.
Provisions are made for the different
processors with which the system can be
used and special modules are easily
incorporated which cover a wide range of
clock speeds. The program worked
perfectly on both my 4 MHz Z-80 and 3
MHz 8085 computers.

The system consists of several pro-
grams, each serving a specific function in
the music generation process. Programs
are available to enter and modify song text,
compile the song file into a binary form,
create waveform files, play a compiled
song and print the ASCII song file on a
hard copy printer.

EDIT

The main program is EDI T, which is
a screen-oriented entry and correction

-editor. -EDIT is extremely powerful, yet
easy to use, and makes the entry of ASCII
music code rather simple.

EDIT allows the entry of up to four
separate and distinct musical voices. Each
musical event is given a duration letter
from a very precise list of options (see
Table I) and either a period or a colon can
follow the duration letter to indicate a
dotted or double-dotted note respectively
for even finer gradations. Each note which
occurs at this time requires three char-
acters: a letter indicating pitch (A-G), an
accidental symbol (# for sharp, @ for
natural or !for flat) and an octave number
between I and 7. Note that the symbols
chosen for accidentals represent the upper
case of the numbers I, 2 and 3 -on a

Sound can be produced by converting
a sequence of binary numbers into an
analog waveform by passing the binary
information through a circuit known as a
digital-to-analog converter (DAC).
Changing the values of the binary data can,
at least theoretically, result in the creation
of any desired sound wave.

While any DAC can be used for this
function, several devices specifically
designed for music production are avail-
able forS-IOOand other computers. One of
the earliest and least expensive is the
Newtech Model 6 music board available
for 8080/8085/ Z-80 and 6800 systems and
also in a TRS-80 version sold by Newtech
Computer Systems, 230 Clinton Street,
Brooklyn, New York 11201.

Music systems designed for S-IOO
computers have traditionally suffered from
one major weakness. In the absence of the
graphics and direct analog input devices
available on some integrated computer
systems, the only method of entering
musical information has been through
some sort of special language or code using
the ASCII character set. This is far more
cumbersome than entering music by
indicating note positions and durations on
a musical staff.

Musicraft, a software package from
Computercraft, 103 I Marlau drive, Balti-
more, Maryland 21212, updates this
time-honored entry method, makes it far
more pleasant and useable and adds many
interesting new features in the process.

Musicraft can be used with any DAC
board, although it is a natural match for
the Newtech Model 6. It requires an 8080,
8085 or Z-80 system with either 24K of
RAM if CP/ M is used or 32K if operating
under the North Star DOS. Floppy disks
are intrinsic to the program design, and a
CRT terminal with absolute cursor
addressing is mandatory (a memory-
mapped video board will also work as long
as it has cursor addressing).

The program is adapted to any such
system with a utility called SETUP.
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typewriter keyboard; the numbers them-
selves can be entered and the program will
recognize the operator's intent and convert
them to accidental symbols, making entry
quicker.

Musicraft also supports microtones,
or pitches between the traditional twelve
tones of the standard octave. An octave
can be divided into any number of tones up
to 99, and a number rather than the
traditional pitches names A through G is
then used to indicate the desired pitch. This
feature can be used for eastern or modern
music and can also provide very smooth
glissandi (slides) in standard music.

The editor operates in four modes. An
Insert mode is normally used for entering
data for the first time and has various nice
operating features to make entry easier and
more convenient. The Edit mode is used to
make corrections, an Excise mode removes
data, and an Option mode allows incor-
poration of special information and
performs various special functions
described below. A one-line menu of
functions available in the current mode
(similar in approach to the UCSD Pascal
system) appears at the top of the screen.

The basic layout of an editor screen is
shown in Listing I. Music is maintained as
a series of song lines, each containing a line
number, the duration for the line and the
pitches of each voice. The columnar design
provides an easily readable layout of each
voice. The terminal's normal cursor
controls are used to move from place to
place, with special keys like HOM/E used to
move to the beginning or end of the song
file. Other single keys allow insertion of
measure lines, moving in either direction a
measure at a time, etc. The system makes
use of terminal functions like Erase to End
of Line and Erase to End of Screen; if the
user's terminal does not have these
provisions the editor will simulate them in
software at some sacrifice in speed.

The Options mode menu is shown in
Table II. Musicraft employs the concept of
subroutines to make repeats, alternate
endings and other common musical
structures easy.

When editing is complete, the editor is
exited. An ASCII text file is created with
the default extension .SNG. If the file
already existed and this was an edit of that
existing file, a backup of the original with
type .SBK is created. These files can be
examined with a text editor and/or typed
out as is, and the manual explains the
storage conventions used, but it is difficult
and inadvisable to perform any manipula-
tions on the files other than with Musi-
craft's editor.

COMPILE

The song file is then compiled with
COMPo This is a two-pass compiler which
converts the text data into binary form,
incorporating tempo, waveform, repeat,

Character Meaning
Standard Notes

W
H
Q
E
S
T
X

Whole note
Half note
Quarter note
Eighth note
Sixteenth note
Thirth-second note
Sixty-fourth note

Other Notes
A
B
C
D
F
G
I
J
K
L
N
P
U
V
Y

Triplet half note
i/Sth of a whole note
Triplet quarter note
1/7th of a whole note
l/Sth of a half note
Triplet eighth note
1/7th of a half note
l/Sth of a quarter note
Triplet sixteenth note
1/7th of a quarter note
l/Sth of an eighth note
Triplet thirty-second note
1/7th of an eighth note
l/Sth of a sixteenth note
triplet sixty-fourth note

. (period)
: (colon)

Same as dotting in musical notation
Same as double dotting in musical notation

Table I. Note Duration Options.

chorus and other control parameters. The
data file created by SETU P is referenced to
make allowances for processor type and
clock speed. A binary file of type .SCD is
created.

As the song file is being compiled,
COMP prints various information on the
screen, including control instructions, a
period for each song line compiled and any
appropriate error messages. If the verify
option of the editor is used, errors should
be rare, but any which do occur require re-
entering the editor, making corrections
and re-compiling, as with any compiler-
type language.

WAVE

This utility allows creation of an
unlimited number of waveform files. These
short data files are used by the PLAY
utility to determine the timbre of sound
used to play each voice.

The basic approach used by WA VE is
Fourier synthesis. In this technique, the
amplitude of harmonics to the funda-
mental and the phase of the harmonics can
be manipulated. The WAVE program

type a ..
C to call a chorus (or refrain)
F to find a label, line or
L

measure
to label the current song
line

allows entry of an unlimited number of
harmonics in any strength and phase
relationship (although more than seven or
eight harmonics usually result in audible
degradation due to the limited speed of the
CPU and the resulting low sampling rate
causing non-harmonic artifacts).

PLAY

This program loads the binary data
files and actually performs the music by
sending the data to the DAC board. It
allows several songs to be entered at one
time for sequential performance, but only
if all the songs chosen have the same
number pf voices. Once the songs are
chosen, the waveforms to be used are
entered. As each waveform is named, the
corresponding waveform data file is read
and a graphic display of the shape of the
wave is shown on the CR T screen. PLAY
also allows interactive performance, with
the operator entering labels for the
program to skip to during actual per-
formance.

At the conclusion of performance, the
operator can repeat the song as just per-
formed; enter different wave tables, enter
an entirely different song and begin the
process over again or exit to the operating
system.

M to sei the number of
intervals per octave

R to mark a repeat
T to change the tempo
V to verify completenessW to change waveforms
X to end a chorus

to change the flatted notes
# to change the sharped notes...)

Print

This final utility is used to print song
files in a tabular form similar to that
displayed on the screen. The operator can
select page modes which provide title
headings and keep pages nicely separated.

Evaluation

While this system sounds compli-

CREATIVE COMPUTING

1 able II. Options Menu.
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Buy By Mail
and Save!

COMPUTERS

. $2495
64K RAM, List $3345 $2695
64K Quad, List $3995 $3395

NORTH STAR Horizon I®
16K D.O. Kit $1259
32K D.O. Kit $1579
32K Assembled, List $2695 $2149
Horizon 2 32K DO, Assm., $3095$2439
32K QD, Assm., List $3595 .... $2859

CROMEMCO Z-2, List $995 $ 829
System 2, 64K, List $3990 $3179
System 3, 64K, List $6990 $5479

ATARI® 400, List $630 $ 489
800, List $1080 $ 839

TI-99/4,List$1150 $985

DISK SYSTEMS
THINKER TOYS® Discus 2D . $ 939
Dual Discus 20 $1559
Discus 2+2, List $1549 $1288

PRINTERS & TERMINALS
PAPER TIGER IDS-440 $ 849
with Graphics Option $ 949

CENTRONICS 730-1, List $995. $ 639
737, List $995.............. $ 849

T.!. 810 " $1575
INTERTUSE II, List $995 $ 729
PERKIN-ELMER Bantam 550 .. $ 789
TELEVIDEO 912C $n9
920C , . . . . . . . $ 839
HAZELTINE 1420 $ 839
1500 $ 879

SOROC 120 $ 745

FLOPPY DISKS SPECIAL
5 y.." Box of 10 ONLY $29.95

(specify TRS·80, North Star. SuperBrain. etc.1

Most items in stock for immediate delivery. Factory sealed cartons.
w/fuU factory warranty. NYS residents add appropriate sales tax.
Prices do not include shipping. VISA and Master Charge add 3%.
C.O.D. orders require 25% deposit Prices subject to change without
notice.

Computers
Wholesale

Box 144 Camillus, NY 13031
472·2582
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cated, its use becomes extremely simple
after a bit of practice. The documentation
is generally excellent and helps the learning
process greatly.

The screen-oriented editor and the
tabular format make entry of even
complex music reasonably straightfor-
ward. This system is probably as con-
venient as is possible for an ASCII-type
entry code, although it is still no match for
a graphics hardware/software package.

Muldoon hits 450 for August and
Whitey's pitching has an ERA of 2.5? Will
the TV ratings improve enough to get
back the Big Advertisers? Will the
testimonial money come through?

T/MAKER gives me the totals fast on my
CRT screen. I can trade players, switch
player positions, and play with many
variables and see what happens before
the front office gets involved.
T/MAKER integrates numerical and
text data and makes it easy to analyze
and present a player's contract with all
edited text. All figures and calculations
can be reviewed on our CRT and finally
printed out in hard copy form.

T/MAKER is a wonderful tool for data
analysis. It is easy to set up calculations
for rows and columns of tabular data,
automatically perform the
computations, review the results and
then modify some of the data to see the
impact on the over all results. Several
days of manual work can be
accomplished in minutes.

T/MAKER is a full screen editor for word
processing which handles text up to 255
characters wide. It includes features like
text formatting and justification, text
buffer for block moves and repeated
inserts, global search and replace and
commands for printing your letters,
reports and documents.

T/MAKER can perform an unlimited
number of analysis and reporting tasks
which integrate numerical and text
processing. For example:
• Financial Statements. Balance Sheets
• Statistics • Growth & Projections •
Profitability Reports. Revenues &
Expenditures. Portfolio Analysis. Price
Lists. Rate Structures • Inventory
Valuation ..... and much, much more.

T/MAKER requires a 48K CP/M system,
a total of 240K bytes of disk storage,
CBASIC-2, and a CRT computer
terminal with cursor addressing and
clear screen.

T/MAKER system is $275.00 complete
with documentation and quick-
reference card. Documentation
alone is $25.00.

LIFEBOAT
ASSOCIATES
1651 Third Ave.NY, NY 10028
(212) 860-0300
International Telex 220501
T /MAKER is a trade mark

CP/M is a trademark
of Digital Research

"da capo
*W 01 02 03 04
*T 072

0003 S A@5 R@4 R@4 D@3
0004 S A@s R@4 G@4 D@3
0005 S A@s R@4 F# 4 E@3
0006 S R@5 R@4 E@4 E@3

*M 0001
*c NUM1
*C FIRST
"C NUM1
*C SECOND
"X
xL NUM1 1

0014 S A@s R@4 D@4 F#3
0015 S A@s R@4 F#4 F#3
0016 S A@s R@4 E@4 G@3
0017 S ae s R@4 D@4 G@3
0018 S A@s R@4 C#4 A@4
0019 S A@s G@4 B@4 A@4
0020 S A@5 F#4 A@4 A@3

Listing I. Sample Ed it or Screen.

(J.S. Bach's E,' 1.1'1 Dos Heil Uns Kommen Her from

Ihe Orgelbuchlein) It,EDIT: text, cursors. I(nsert.

X(cise. Otptions, M(easure. quit

The music produced sounds very
good. As the user becomes more pro-
ficient, use of more interesting waveforms,
changing waveforms within a performance
and other techniques can go a long way to
avoiding the "music-box" sound of much
computer music. The Newtech Model 6
music board performs well, although some
waveforms can sound choppy due to
sampling-rate limitations and other
problems.

Musicraft does not contain any
provisions for specifying attack or decay
rates, staccato vs. legato renderings or any
of several other useful musical techniques.
Including such information would un-
doubtedly be possible at the expense of
requiring more code to be entered.

All in all, Musicraft is an excellent
program, well worth its reasonable cost to
anyone using a DAC for music produc-
tion. Combined with the Newtech board, a
complete four-voice system can be
purchased for under $200, which must be a
bargain on today's market. D
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MICROCOMPUTER MEASUREMENT and

E Pg''"'' ~~ ::,;;~~
RS-232 INTERFACE

. POWER

'" _...-, "8LEE}'=
ANALOG INPUT

MOOULE

PET INTERFACE

I(lM INTERFACE
c:::::5

~TQ"
TRS-BO INTERFACE B~cf1Q

APPLE INTERFACE

EXPANDER
MODULE

The world we live in is full of variables we
want to measure. These include weight,
temperature, pressure, humidity, speed and
fluid level. These variables are continuous
and their values may be represented by a
voltage. This voltage is the analog of the
physical variable. A device which converts
a physical, mechanical or chemical quanti-
ty to a voltage is called a sensor.

Computers do not understand volt-
ages: They understand bits. Bits are digital
signals. A device which converts voltages
to bits is an analog-to-digital converter.

SENSORS

• TEfjlPERATURE
• LIGHT LEVEL
• PRESSURE

• pH
• HUMIDITY
• ACCElERATION
• SOUND
• ETC ...

MANIFOLD
MODULE REMOTES

• APPLIANC ES
• LIGHTS
• MOTORS
• PUMPS
• AlARMS
• HI-FIS
• TElEVISIONS
• HEATERS
• FANS
• ETC ...

rl:I
L:J

REMOTE
CONTROLLER

Our AIM 16 (Analog Input Module) is a 16
input analog-to-digital converter.

The goal of Connecticut microCompu-
ter in designing the uMAC SYSTEMS is
to produce easy to use, low cost data
acquisition and control modules for small
computers. These acquisition and control
modules will include digital input sensing
(e.g. switches), analog input sensing (e.g.
temperature, humidity), digital output con-
trol (e.g. lamps, motors, alarms), and
analog output control (e.g. X-Y plotters, or
oscilloscopes).

Connectors

Ii••

The AIM 16 requires connections to its
input port (analog inputs) and its output
port (computer interface). The ICON (Input
CONnector) is a 20 pin, solder eyelet, edge
connector for connecting inputs to each of
the AIM16's 16 channels. The OCON
(Output CONnector) is a 20 pin, solder
eyelet edge connector for connecting the
computer's input and output ports to the
AIM16.

The MANMOD1 (MANifold MODule)
replaces the ICON. It has screw terminals
and barrier strips for all 16 inputs for
connecting pots, joysticks, voltage
sources, etc.

CABLE A24 (24 inch interconnect cable)
has an interface connector on one end
and an OCON equivalent on the other. This
cable provides connections between the
uMACSYSTEMS computer interfaces and
the AIM 16 or XPANDR1 and between the
XPANDR1 and up to eight AIM 16s.

XPANDRI
The XPANDR1 allows up to eight Input!
Output modules to be connected to a com-
puter at one time. The XPANDR1 is
connected to the computer in place of the
AIM16. Up to eight AIM16 modules are
then connected to each of the eight
ports provided using a CABLE A24 for
each module. Power for the XPANDR1
is derived from the AIM16 connected
to the first port.

Analog Input Module

The AIM 16 is a 16 channel analog to digital
converter designed to work with most
microcomputers. The AIM16 is connected
to the host computer through the compu-
ter's 8 bit input port and 8 bit output
port, or through one of the uMAC SYS-
TEMS special interfaces.

The input voltage range is 0 to 5.12
volts. The input voltage is converted to a
count between 0 and 255 (00 and FF hex).
Resolution is 20 millivolts per count. Ac-
curacy is 0.5% ± 1 bit. Conversion time
is less than 100 microseconds per channel.
AI116 channels can be scanned in less than
1.5 milliseconds.

Power requirements are 12 volts DC at
60 ma.

The POW1 is the power module for the
AIM16. One POW1 supplies enough power
for one AIM16, one MANMOD1, sixteen sen-
sors, one XPANDR1 and one computer in-
terface. The POW1 comes in an American
version (pOW1a) for 110 VAC and in a
European version (POW1e) for 230 VAC.

TEMPSENS

This module provides two temperature
probes for use by the AIM16. This
module should be used with the MANMOD1
for ease of hookup. The MANMOD1 will
support up to 16 probes (eight TEMP-
SENS modules).

Resolution for each probe is 1'F.



CONTROL for PET,Apple, KIM, and AIM
Computer Interfaces

and Sets

For your convenience the AIM16 comes as
part of a number of sets. The minimum
configuration for a usable system is the
AI M16, one POW1, one ICON and one
OCON. The AIM16 Starter Set 2 includes
a MANMOD1 in place of the ICON. Both
of these sets require that you have a
hardware knowledge of your computer
and of computer interfacing.

For simple plug compatible systems
we also offer computer interfaces and sets
for several home computers.

INTRODUCING
SUPER X-IO MODULE

Open a door or window and turn on a

light, tape recorder, alarm!

Control lab equipment. CLOSE THE

LOOP on the real world.

AN INEXPENSIVE CONTROL
SOLUTION FOR
HOME SECURITY

ENERGY CONSERVATION
GREENHOUSES

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL

INDUSTRIAL CONTROL

LABORATORIES

SUPER X·10 MOD SPECS
1. Remote controller

Controls up to 256 different remote
devices by sending signals over the
house wiring to remote modules. Uses
BSR remote modules available allover
the USA (Sears, Radio Shack, etc.).
Does not require BSR control module.
Does not use sonic link.

2. Clock/calendar
Time of day· hours, minutes, seconds
Date· month, day- automatically cor-
rects for 28,29,30 and 31 day months.
Day of the week.

3. Digital inputs/outputs
8 inputs· TTL levels or switch closures.

Can be used as triggers for stored
sequences.

8 outputs· TTL levels

PLUS: CLOCK, CALENDAR,
REMOTE SEQUENCE TRIGGERS

4. Computer interfaces
S·100: Requires one 8·bit input port and
one B-blt output port.
Requires cable assembly.
PET, APPLE, TRS·80, KIM, SYM, AIM65:
Pluq-in sets available· no cable assembly
required.
Other: same as S·100

5. Self-contained module in metal case with
its own power supply. Physical size
approximately 5X6X2.

Price (until April 30, 1980): $199.00 (S·100),
$249.00 (other)

All prices and specifications suoject to
change without notice. Our 30·day money
back guarantee applies.

AIM16 (16 channel-s bit Analog
Input Module)
POW1a (POWer module·110 VAC)
POW1e (POWer module·230 VAC)
ICON (Input CONnector)
OCON (Output CONnector)
MANMOD1 (MANifold MODule)
CABLE A24 (24 inch interconnect
cable)
XPANDR1 (allows up to 8 Input or
Output modules to be connected to a
computer at one time) 59.95
TEMPSENS2P1 (two temperature probes,
·10oF to 160°F) 49.95
LlGHTSENS1 P1 (light level probe) 59.95

179.00
14.95
24.95
9.95
9.95

59.95

19.95

The following sets include one AIM16,
one POW1, one OCON and one ICON.
AIM16 Starter Set 1a (110 VAC) 189.00
AIM16 Starter Set 1e (230 VAC) 199.00

The following sets include one AIM16,
one POW1, one OCON and one MANMOD1.
AIM16 Starter Set 2a (110 VAC) 239.00
AIM16 Starter Set 2e (230 VAC) 249.00

The following modules plug into their
respective computers and, when used
with a CABLE A24, eliminate the need for
custom wiring of the computer interface.
PETMOD (Commodore PET) 49.95
KIMMOD (KIM, SYM, AIM65) 39.95
APMOD (APPLE II) 59.95
TRS·80 MOD (Radio Shack TRS·80) 59.95

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION PRICE TOTAL

---.--

SUBTOTAL

Handling and shipping - add per order $3.00

Foreign orders add 10% for AIR postage

add 7% sales tax

TOTAL ENCLOSED

NAME _

COMPANY _

ADDRESS _

CITY _

STATE ZIP _

VISA 0 MlC 0 Expiration date _

Card number _

~[R][5"
IrSYSTEMS

Order Form
CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTER I Inc.

150 POCONO ROAO
BROOKFIELD, CONNECT/CUT 0680'-

TEL: (203) 775·9659 TWX. 710·456·0052

The following sets include one AIM16,
one POW1, one MANMOD1, one CABLE
A24 and one computer interface module
PETSET1 a (Commodore PET .
110VAC) 295.00
PETSET1 e (Commodore PET .
230 VAC) 305.00
KIMSET1a (KIM, SYM, AIM65 .
110 VAC) 285.00
KIMSET1e (KIM, SYM, AIM65·
230 VAC) 295.00
APSET1a (APPLE 11·110 VAC) 295.00
APSET1e (APPLE II· 230 VAC) 305.00
TRS·80 SET1a (Radio Shack TRS·80·
110 VAC) 295.00
TRS·80 SET1e (Radio Shack TRS·80 .
230 VAC) 305.00
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One of the best-kept secrets in word

processing is WP6502, a program that I've
been using in my work as a freelance writer
during the past three months. WP6502 is
unusual in that you can use it with a mere
8K of RAM - ideal, if you have a very
small system. The program is modestly
priced at $75 (tape, 5" or 8" disk) but has a
surprising range of capabilities.

Currently WP6502 is only compatible
with Ohio Scientific computers. Versions
for Apple, PET and Atari are forthcoming;
in the meantime, note that if you use
WP6502 with the new Ohio Scientific CI
Series 2 (which has a decently legible text
display of 48 characters per line, unlike the
old C I, and still costs only $479 in its tape-
driven version) you could put together a
whole word processing system, including a
printer, for under $1 ,OOO!

How versatile would such a system be,
and how fast would it respond? Taking the
second question first, WP6502 is written
entirely in machine language so it does its
job very quickly. It's just as fast as, say,
Wordstar, and it has none of the bugs of,
say, Electric Pencil.

As for versatility, I'll describe the
features and you can judge for yourself.

When you load WP6502 it shows you
its "menu" of options - a very short,
simple menu whose choices include Type,
Line Edit, Global Edit and View. You
choose an option by pressing the corre-
sponding key letter - almost all the
program's functions are controlled this
way, making them easily remembered, and
you seldom have to press more than one
key.

Press T, and WP6502 acknowledges
that you can now Type your text. And it
tells you how much room is available in
memory for what you are about to write.
(On my 24K machine I can write about
2,000 words before I have to stop and store
them on disk.)

WP6502 automatically "normalizes"

Charles Platt, P.O. Box 556, Old Chelsea Station, New
York, NY 10113.

Would you believe a nice little word
processor from DWO QUONG FOK
LOK SO W, 23 East 20th St., New York,
NY 10003, 212/685-2188?

Bargain - Basement
Word Processing

Charles Platt

the Ohio Scientific keyboard, so that the
shift keys work like those of an ordinary
typewriter. This means that a trained typist
does not have to learn new routines - the
equipment adapts to the individual, rather
than vice-versa.

When you start typing, the text ap-
pears at the bottom of the screen. Each
time you fill a line the program auto-
matically starts you on a new line, without
allowing any words to be broken. And it
does this extremely quickly, so you really
can type in an unbroken stream, as fast as
you want to.

A trained typist does not
have to learn new rou-
tines the equipment
adapts to the individual,
rather than vice-versa.

To backspace you press the "rub out"
key, located where the backspace key
would be on a typewriter. Backspacing
erases text, so you can wipe a small error
and retype it.

To go back to an error on a preceding
line, you have to go into Line Edit mode.
You do this by simply pressing the return
key. You can now scroll the text up and
down by pressing the "line feed" key. Scroll
till the error you want to fix is at the
bottom of the screen (all line editing is
done on the bottom line) and then hold
down the space bar to move the cursor
along the line till it marks the right spot.

You now have three new options:
Insert, Replace, or Delete. Press I to insert;
this marks the spot where text is to be
inserted, and lets you type as much as you
like. Press the return key when you're
through and WP6502 immediately shows
you the completed correction.

If you press R for Replace, the old text
is overwritten letter by letter. If you press
D to Delete, you erase text one letter at a
time and the remaining text moves up to
fill the gap. Or press D then W to delete one
word at a time, or D then S to get rid of a
whole sentence.
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You can now go back to Type mode
again by pressing T. Or you can get back to
the menu by pressing the return key, if you
want to select other options ... such as
Global Edit. This is a standard feature, not
substantially different from other word
processing programs, allowing you to
change a recurring word or phrase each
time it appears in your text. WP6502's
global editing routine is notable for being
very fast, and for asking your approval
before completing each alteration (it shows
each proposed change to you, and you
press Y or N in response).

So much for the basic features. What
about layout? WP6502 does allow you to
control the layout of your text, including
tabs, paragraph indents, new margins and
so on. These functions are controlled by
embedded commands which you insert in
your text while you are typing. For
instance, to start a new paragraph you type
#P. To indent a margin by fifteen spaces
you type #M 15. To tab in by 6 spaces you
type #T06. To change to double line
spacing you type #S2.

You do not see these layouts while you
are typing. The commands only take effect
when the text is being printed out. Or, you
can inspect how the text is going to look if
you select V from the menu, to View what
you have done. This presents the properly
formatted text on the screen in numbered
"pages," one "page" being a screen-full.
This way you get advance warning of any
mistakes you have made which otherwise
would not show up until print-out time.

When you're ready to print, you
answer a series of questions, including:
Lines per page? WP6502 pre-sets this at 66,
but you can type in any other value up to
99. Margin? WP6502 sets it at 10, but you
can change that as you wish. Column
width? It's usually 60 characters, but you
can type a different value. Number of
copies: Select from I to 99. AP? This
means "AP style," in which the program
starts each new page with a new paragraph,
and never breaks a paragraph at the
bottom of a page. Hold? Answer "yes" to
this, and WP6502 stops at the top of each
new page so that you can sheet-feed your
printer if you wish.

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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v THOROUGHLY TESTED }}I

. v WELL DOCUMENTED

• v WRITTEN BY 1f*PROFESSIONALS
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v USER ORIENTED

AVAILABLE NOW!
L.A. LAI4D M0140POL Y *

$29.95 1fJ. The object of L.A. Land Monopoly is to
become the richest player in the game in
terms of total assets-cash, property, and
butldtnqs-c-and to drive all your opponents

• into bankruptcy. Hi-Res Graphics! *
HYPERSPACEWARS 1

J $29.95
4a·K TREK

The T erraunion is being attacked by a .
~ deadly Klepton invasion force. As com- *
...,.. mender of the United Starship Excalibur, it1

is your mission to destroy this invasion

J force. Hi-Res Graphics!

3·D SPACE DATTLE

A high resolution three dimensional ""'--
iC: space game where the player searches for 1""-

an alien ship using the on-board scanners.

J THE MAILROOM
$29.95

* Up to 65,0 names per disk. * Ability
to sort on any of 12 items and/or special *'

ic sorts on a portion of total entries. * Prints 11
labels 1, 2, or 3 across. * Sorts names ina 1.;~;o~~ME MONEY MINDER

'- $34.95 *ic: * Transactions for month by each type of1
expense: check, credit card & cash.

J* Transactions for month by check.
credit card and cash sorted by budget
category. * Bank reconciliation.* Budget for year * Comparison of

~ total expenses for month and year to date *'
'?- sorted by budget category. 1

GENERAL LEDGER
Complete Program $175

Manual Only $15
i' We challenge the competition with the first 1*

revolutionary general ledger program for
the Apple that your accountant will like as

Jmuch as you will
* Complete step-by-step instructions
* Automatic double-entry * Complete
audit trails * Menu Driven * Easiest to *

i' use by far * Hi-Res charting of all ac-l
counts * Maintains Complete Year's

J
history of all transactions * Excellent
error-checking

See All
CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE 1*+: at your local Dealer or Ordera CON;~;~nAL

, SOFTWARE
• ~ 30448 Via Victoria ~J. t~ Rancho Pal~sAv;~~~~ __

[}~ Ph~a~~r~:~:!'d::,,1~~d6;~.&.

~ AI l'>.. Apple is a registered trademark if""-~ L of the Apple Corporation.•._.•.
CIRCLE 137 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Printout then commences. It will
interrupt, incidentally, at any point where
you have used the embedded command #K
in your text. #K means "entry from key-
board"; the printout stops, you type in any
special text you want, on the computer
keyboard; the printer copies this into the
printout, and then continues. This feature
is ideal for putting individual names on
form letters, for example.

Another business aid built into
WP6502 is its Block Text feature - the
most sophisticated of the options, and
designed to be extremely easy to use. At
any time you are in Type mode you can
notify the program that the text you are
about to produce should be considered as a
separate block. You can create up to 99
such blocks. Each is identifiable and
retrievable by number. So you can store a
whole lot of standard business phrases as
separate blocks of text, and then call them
up in any sequence, to create "customized"
form letters - or legal agreements which
use different permutations of standard
clauses. Block text can be mixed with
ordinary text, you can use each block more
than once, and you can store the blocks of
text on a disk and load them into the
computer before you start work.

It's as fast as Wordstar
and it has none of the
bugs of Electric Pencil.

So much for the things that WP6502
can do. What can't it do? Well, it can't
justify text to produce columns with a
straight right-hand edge. That capability
will be offered in a separate "justification
package," in preparation. What else won't
the program do? It won't underline. It
won't allow you to hyphenate words when
you print narrow columns (WP6502 never
allows words to be broken). And it won't
give you a running heading at the top of
each page. (It does give you page numbers,
though - whether you want them or not!)

The absence of these features must be
balanced against the economy and sim-
plicity of WP6502. It is remarkably easy to
operate this system, by contrast with more
elaborate programs which show you the
layout of your text as you type it and offer
you a bewildering range of options for
modifying what you see. Such programs
generally cost about three times as much as
WP6502 and require about six times as
much memory.

WP6502 has only been available, in its
current version, for a matter of months. It
is unobtrusively establishing itself among
Ohio Scientific users, but no one else seems
to have heard of it. In due course, as new
versions are produced for Apple, Atari, et
ai, we may see WP6502's cost-effective
advantages becoming more widely
recognized. 0
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T/MAKER system is $275.00 complete
with documentation and quick-
reference card.
Documentation alone is $25.00.

the price of oil remains constant, but the
ambient air temperature declines 14%
and icebergs begin to form in the Nile?
From the top ofmyT/MAKER Ican view all
the prospects serenely. I just input the
latest variable and T/MAKER manipulates
the basic data, letting me view the totals
on my CRT screen.
T/MAKER integrates numerical and
text data and can then print out final
hard copy scrolls. Thus, many scribes
are now free to work on my pyramid.

T/MAKER is a wonderful tool for data
analysis. It is easy to set up calculations
for rows and columns of tabular data,
automatically perform the
computations, review the results and
then modify some of the data to see the
impact on the over all results. Several
days of manual work can be
accomplished in minutes.

T/MAKER is a full screen editor for word
processing which handles text up to 255
characters wide. It includes features like
text formatting and justification, text
buffer for block moves and repeated
inserts, global search and replace and
commands for printing your letters,
reports and documents.

T/MAKER can perform an unlimited
number of analysis and reporting tasks
which integrate numerical and text
processing_ For example:
• Financial Statements. Balance Sheets
• Statistics. Growth & Projections.
Profitability Reports. Revenues &
Expenditures. Portfolio Analysis. Price
Lists • Rate Structures. Inventory
Valuation ..... and much, much more.

T/MAKER requires a 48K CP/M system,
a total of 240K bytes of disk storage,
CBASIC-2, and a CRT computer
terminal with cursor addressing and
clear screen.

LIFEBOAT
ASSOCIATES
1651 Third Ave.,
NY, NY 10028

(212) 860-0300

International
Telex 220501
T/MAKER is a trademark
of P. Roizen
CP/M is a trademark
of Digital Research
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Part II
Last month skimmed the surface;

educational programs are available in an
extraordinary variety of styles, philoso-
phies, and qualities. This month brings
some new products, and some glances back
at other products from companies men-
tioned last month.

Micro Power and Light

Circulation ($29.95) for 32K Apples
with Applesoft in RO M and one disk drive
contains a nice combination of text, high-
resolution diagrams, and animation. The
program gives instruction on six topics;
blood, heart, arteries, capillaries, veins,
and lungs. Each section first introduces the
concept, then tests the user's under-
standing' by asking questions. The pro-
gram makes appropriate responses to both
right and wrong answers. The strong point
of Circulation is the high degree of

Interactive graphics comprise a large part of
circulation.

interaction between computer and student.
There is little chance that anyone's
attention will drift in the middle of a
lesson. When done with a segment, the user
is given the choice of reviewing the
material, moving on, or quitting. There is
also a game on the disk; a race between two
trucks. The player has to answer true/ false
questions. If the right answer is given, the
player's truck dashes ahead; on a wrong
answer, the computer's truck wins the heat.

The program, designed for students from
fifth grade up to junior high, and for adults
who need a refresher course, is well
designed and pleasant to use. The docu-
mentation, though brief, contains com-
plete instructions for loading the disk and
for recovering from accidental resets.

Stoneware Microcomputer Products

Aristotle Apple ($34.95) runs on any
Apple with 48K, disk, and Applesoft. It
could be the answer to a teacher's prayers.
The program allows the creation of tests.

A column matching quiz from Aristotle's Apple.

While this reve.iation might not sound
exciting at first, the combination of solid
programming, ease of use, and several user
options makes this package very valuable.
The teacher, using the "Editor" program,
can create tests of three types; multiple
choice, column matching, and fill in. With
the multiple choice version, five choices are
entered. The fifth choice is always either
"All of the above" or "None of the above."
These two are entered with "A" or "N,"
thus saving a bit of typing. The other
choices can be up to 40 characters long,
and the question can be as long as 75
characters. Column matching places two
columns on the screen. The student picks a
selection from the first column and tries to
match it with the correct member of the
second column. The fill-in test presents a
question, then waits for the answer. The
teacher has the option of entering two

David Lubar
answers. This is useful,since some
questions can be answered correctly in
more than one way.

The "Editor" program also allows for
changes in tests and for deletion of tests.
To do mass deletion, there is a program
called "Hemlock." (The connection
between Aristotle and hemlock was not
explained in the documentation. It was
Socrates who took that unkindest cup of
all.) Students can also run the tests in a
"Tutor" mode that presents the questions
in an interactive manner.

The disk comes with enough docu-
mentation to get anyone going. Stoneware
recommends making a back-up copy and
saving the original in a safe place. After
this, the user should run "Hemlock" to
delete the example test files on the copy. If
this isn't done, the sample tests will always
appear when a student runs the program.

Muse

The Elementary Math Edu-Disk
($39.95) runs on a 48K Apple with versions
available in Applesoft or Integer Basic.
This program presents math problems in
large characters that are formed using the

Large-sized numbers enhance MUSE's Elementary
Math Edu-disk.

low-resolution screen. Before starting the
problems, the program can give a test
which determines whether the student is
ready for the material. An option allows
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Build Your Library!
Our warehouse is bursting at the seams. We

just don't have enough room for everything we
publish. So we've put together some cartons of
every single thing we print plus some other
books and Cut the price nearly In half. The books
are brand new-not damaged or rejects. The
magazines range from July/August 1977 to July
1980. We don't have every issue, of course, but
there's over 3600 pages of good reading in the 25
issues of Creative Computing and another 800
pages in the 8 issues of ROM.

Huge 45%
Discount!

Here's the ideal way to start or build a basic
computing library. There are 16 books on
computer literacy, computer games, educational
applications, the impact of the computer on
society, sets of problems and much more. The
package has 33 timeless magazines. You'll get a
nifty board game, an LP record, nine posters,
and a set of binary dice. All together 63 separate
Items for only $120.00 postpaid!

If you just want the 33 magazines alone,
they're available for $41.00 postpaid, still a
whopping 42%discount.

Orders must be prepaid by check or money
order. (Sorry we can't afford WATS charges or
bank card charges on a deal this good.)
Send order and payment to:

Creative Computing
Sensational September Sale
P.O. Box 789-M
Morristown, NJ 07960

Limited Time Offer
Expires Oct. 31,1980

OCTOBER 1980

Perfect for
Schools

and Libraries

Here's what you get-

16 Books
The Best of Creative Computing, Volume 1
The Best of Creative Computing, Volume 2
The Best of Byte, Volume 1
Basic Computer Games
More Basic Computer Games
The Colossal Computer Cartoon Book ~
Games With the Pocket Calculator •.te.
Computer Coin Games C.a"
Be A Computer Literate ~
The Home Computer Revolution
A Guided Tour of Computer Programming In Basic
computers in Mathematics: A Sourcebook of Ideas
The Impact of Computers on Society and Ethics:

A Bibliography
Katie and the Computer
Problems for Computer Solution-Student Edition
Problems for Computer Solution-Teacher Edition

Miscellaneous items
Computer Rage Game
Binary Dice (Set of three)
First Philadelphia Computer Music Festival

12" LP Record
Computer Myth Posters (Set of eight)
Mr. Spock Poster
Reprint: Sorting, Shuffl ing and File Structures
Reprint: Word Processing ,

33 Magazines
Creative Computing (25 Issues from Vol. 3, No.4

to Vol. 6, No.7)
ROM (8 issues, numbers 1 to 8)
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List
$8.95
8.95

11.95
7.50
7.95
4.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
:2.00
6.15

15.95
17.95

6.95
4.95
9.95

$8.95
1.25
6.00

3.00
1.00
:50
.50

$50.00

16.00

SubTotal
Less 45% discount

SubTotal
Postage and handling"

Total

$213.20
95.94

117.26
2.74

$120.00



Software, cont'd ...
the problems to be accompanied with a
voice. Coming through the Apple's
speaker, the voice is understandable and
adds interest to the program. During the
presentation of the problems, incorrect
answers produce graphic tutorials on the
misunderstood concept. Blocks and
numbers move around the screen, demon-
strating and breaking down math opera-
tions. This part is nice, but one of the
demonstrations takes a long time, and
some students might lose interest. On the
nice side, the disk keeps track of the
student's score. The number of times a
section has been worked, and the number
of correct answers, is preserved until the
teacher (or a budding young computer
crime genius) deletes the file.

TYC Software

The Individual Study Center for 16K
Level II TRS-80 and Apple II with
Applesoft ($39.95 plus $1.50 p&h) repre-
sents a nice idea with executions that vary
from excellent to poor. The package comes
with a sample data tape, a maintenance
program for creating data tapes, and six
programs that use the data tapes. These six
programs all present tests in the form of
games. "Beat the Clock" allows the user to
select the level of difficulty by picking a
time limit from 30 minutes for twenty
questions to JO seconds per question. A
clock appears on the screen along with the
questions. At the end, the player is shown
the correct answers.

While "Beat the Clock" is well done,
"House on Fire" has some flaws that could
frustrate the player. The game opens with
graphics of a burning house. Each correct
answer puts another rung on a ladder.
Each mistake removes the rungs. The
problem is that any question which is
answered incorrectly is repeated over and
over until the right answer is found. If the
player doesn't know the answer, he is
stuck.

Once again, the concept is good, and
the ability to create data is very handy.
Despite the problem with some of the
games, the package could be useful in a
classroom.

Cook's Computer Company

Cook's produces some nice programs
for the Apple II. Since they are presently
reorganizing their disk selections, prices
can't be quoted, but some of the programs
definitely deserve mention. Take It or-
Leave It builds math ability through a
game. The player competes with the
computer, deciding whether to take or
leave the results of arithmetic problems
that are shown on the screen. The goal is to
build up the score, so the player has to
determine whether the result is positive or
negative. Slope gives a variety of questions
that test understanding of concepts dealing

A game of Astro Quotes in progress.

with slope and graphs. Incorrect answers
are well handled. The questions range from
simple to fairly advanced. Legacy gives
multiplication practice in the form of a
game. The player tries to amass more
dollars than the computer by getting to the
right spot on a grid first. The grid has
integers at the top and side, and the correct
location for each number is the spot with a
row and column value that, when multi-
plied together, produce the target number.
Alcohol, which strongly resembles a
program from Creative Computing .takes
the user's body weight and the amount of
liquor imbibed, then gives the percentage
of alcohol in the blood and the effects that
will probably occur. (Seeing the result of
drinking 30 shots in one hour is rather
sobering experience.) The program also
contains some nice comments. If a
ridiculous weight is entered, the reply is, "I
didn't know elephants could operate a
computer. Quit kidding and enter your
real weight."

This should give some idea of the
variety available from Cook's Computer
Company. For specific prices and avail-
able disks, it would be best to contact the
company.

Micro Learningware
Grammar Package 1 for Level II 16K

TRS-80 ($14.95) contains six programs

that test recognition of parts of speech such
as adverbs, adjectives, and pronouns. A
sentence appears on the screen and the user
can get one word at a time to appear in a
box. Pressing "enter" when the right word
is in the box produces a nod from an
android on the screen. A wrong answer
produces a message, but then jumps right
back to the same point in the program. The
package also contains a test of person,
place, or thing, where the user has to put
nouns in the 'correct box.

The math programs, Elementary
Math Packages I and II ($14.95 each)
contain drills, some tutorials, and a few
games. The drills are fairly straightforward,
but again they do not handle incorrect
answers very well. The games aren't too
bad; most of them are exercises in metrics.
The main problem is the lack of true
interaction in the educational programs.

Microphys
A large selection of educational

programs for the PET are available from
this company at $20 per tape. Gram-
Molecular Weight presents problems in
chemistry, giving a formula and asking for
the molecular weight of the molecule. If the
user has trouble, the problem is broken
down for him, and he is asked the weights
of the individual elements in the molecule.
All Microphys programs come with
instructions for retrieving the student's
results and grade.

Linear Kinematics presents graphs,
then asks questions about acceleration,
speed, and related areas. The graph shows
the instantaneous speed of a car, plotted
against time. Five questions are presented
with each graph. Each run presents
different graphs.

In his September PET column,
Gregory Yob had some strong criticism
against Microphys. While some of his
points are well taken if the tapes are
intended solely for instruction, the tapes
function best when used to supplement,
not replace, classroom instruction. The full
line from Microphys is too long to list here,
but interested educators might want to
write for their catalog.

Program Design, Inc.

This company markets a wide selec-
tion of educational software, almost all of
which is available for both Apple and
TRS-80, with some available in PET
format. Astro Quotes ($14.95) is. a nice
twist on standard word games. The player
has to guess a quotation. Underlined
spaces show the number of words and
letters in the quote. Above the quote are
four definitions, also supplied with blanks.
When a correct word is found for one of
the definitions, the letters in that word are
placed at all points in the quote where they
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appear. The maximum score is obtained by
getting all four words before guessing the
quote. There are three skill levels and over
150 quotes in memory.

While Astra Quotes is useable as
either a game or educational product, PDI
also markets programs with specific
educational intent. Spelling Builder
($18.95) contains eight programs and an
audio tape. The programs take the user
through a few basic rules, building up
spelling ability as well as facility in
accenting and syllabification. The pro-
grams work well, though there is one weak
point. There is no branching when several
incorrect answers are given. The user has
to keep trying until he gets it right. An
occasional hint would be nice. Aside from
that, the programs are good. The audio
tape overcomes one of the major problems
of spelling programs. When words are
presented on the screen, the user sees the
correct spelling. PDI's use of audio tape

The opening of Cook's Slope program.

allows spelling tests that actually test the
user's ability. A program is used along with
the audio portion, and the words are
presented in groups of ten, allowing the
user to stop when he wants and continue at
a later time.

Suffixes ($14.95) gives a tutorial on
several common endings. There are five
programs. The first present "meter" and
"gram". Later programs test learning.
Throughout each program there are
multiple choice questions. Again, there is
no branching on incorrect answers.

The PDI line seems varied and well
done. All of their Apple tapes are available
on disk for an extra $5. Those in need of
this type of software could probably fill
many of their requirements here.

Tandy Corporation

Radio Shack has produced a rather
massive educational package for the
TRS-80. The K-8 Math Program ($199.95)
contains drills and tests in mathematics for
students from kindergarten to eighth
grade. The students are locked into the
programs, but the teacher, by hitting two
certain keys in a row, can access the system

to check results and make changes in the
problems. In the first four levels, correct
answers are rewarded with a smiling
graphic face. The package contains tapes,
disks, and extensive instructions, all bound
in a sturdy notebook. The math lessons
have several modes. They can be used for
placement, as skill-building exercises, or as
tests.

The programs for the lower grades are
supplemented with graphics, the upper
levels use text and put prompting messages
on the screen if the student doesn't give an
answer within fifteen seconds. The drills
go through operations in a step-by-step
manner, with the student filling in one
number at a time, including a carry
whenever it is produced. Brighter students
might become a bit impatient with this
approach, but it does reinforce the proper
procedure for doing arithmetic.

A young student using the system for
the first time should be guided through the
exercises so he knows what to expect. Once
started, any child should be able to
continue on his own with this package.

Texas Instruments

A variety of educational cartridges are
available for owners of the TI-99/4. Early
Learning Fun is ideal for young children. It
contains learning games that deal with
numbers, shapes, and letters. The shape
exercises are especially nice. In one, a
shape appears on the right side of the
screen, and the player has to match it to
one of the shapes on the left side. When a
choice is made, the test shape moves across
the screen and pauses next to the selection.
The letters section gives exercises in letter
recognition, accompanied with pictures
for each letter.

Beginning Grammar has sections on
nouns, adjectives and other parts of
speech. Each section is presented with a
different theme. For example, "Adjective's
Restaurant" uses the inside of a menu to
present the problems. Another one uses a
bus and traffic signal, with red or green
flashes to signal wrong or right answers.
The programs are nicely designed to ignore
bad input from the keyboard such as
numbers or punctuation marks. Music and
sounds through the monitor add interest to
the program and insure that children will
have fun while they learn.

Number Magic gives several types of
quizzes. The user has many options,
including a choice of working against time
or working without a limit. The level ofthe
problems goes from simple to fairly
difficult. All of the Texas Instrument
Cartridges come with extensive booklets
and make full use of the excellent sound
capabilities of the TI-99/4.

Personal Software

The Vita Facts series for Apple, PET,
and TRS-80 contains cassettes on several
crucial topics, including Heart Attacksand
Birth Control. Each package consists of an
audio tape and a program. The audio tape
contains the information. After listening to
it, the user runs the program, taking
multiple-choice quizzes to test his reten-
tion and comprehension. This use of audio
data is nice since it allows the listener to
gain a great deal of information without
the eyestrain associated with long sessions
in front of a monitor. The topics are
valuable to older students and to adults,

While designed as a utility and data
base, Nutri-Pak for the Apple has
educational value. The user first estab-
lishes a file for himself which contains his
age, sex and weight. He can then select
foods from the data base, or add his own
foods, and determine how these foods
contribute to his daily requirements of
vitamins and minerals. The program is
easy to use and makes it possible to
investigate different diets. Many foods are
included on the disk; adding others is
simple to do.

Updates

Time for a quick mention of some
things that didn't make it into last month's
review. Among the products from Steketee
that weren't covered is a nice math
program, Speed Drill. This presents
problems with a time limit and is well
designed. Edu-Ware also has a nice math
package, Compu-Math. Image produces
games as well as educational programs.
These will be covered in a review of Atari
software which is scheduled for a later
issue. Most educational software is
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That's Interlude-the hottest new
software program for personal
computers.

But it's more than just a game.
It's an experience that will tantalize
you romanticize you .. .fantasize
you and often surprise you.

Interlude begins with a unique
computer interview of the partici-
pants to determine their mood.
Then it searches its memory to
select the best Interlude for the
occasion. You may be referred to
the instruction manual which de-
scribes most of the 106 Interludes,
or your instructions may appear
on your screen if you've chanced
to hit upon one of the many sur-
prise Interludes buried within the
program. (When you discover
secret Interlude #99, your love life
may never be the same again!)

Interlude .. .it's fun .. .it's fanciful ...
it's fantastic. It's the computer game
for adults. Are you ready for it?

Interlude
The Ultimate Experience.•••••••••••
INTERLUDE Dept. C-8 10428 Westpark, Hous-
ton, TX 77042. Rush me my copy of Interlude.

Name Age __

Address _

City State __ Zip __

DApple II' (16K) OTRS-80" (Level 11-
16K) D $14.95 for cassette D $17.95 for
diskette. Add ".50 for shipping. Texas
residents add 6%sales tax,

D My check (payable to Interlude) is enclosed.

Charge my D Mastercharge D Visa

Account No _

Expiration Date' _

MasterCharge Bank Code, _

Signatur"---:- _
(Charge customers must sign.)

CHARGE CUSTOMERS: Order by phone toll-
free! 1-800-231-5768 Ext. 306
Texas-i-BOO-392-234'S, Ext. 306
'Registered trademark of Apple Computers, Inc.

"Registered trademark of Radio Shack, a Tandy CO.

AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELfVERY.
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Software, cont'd, , .
designed for ages from elementary school
to high school. Conduit produces pro-
grams for college students. Their programs
didn't reach here in time for this review,
but will be covered in the near future.

Again, this review just touches the
surface. The exclusion of any particular
program or manufacturer is a matter only
of fate, postal peculiarities, and deadlines,
bearing no reflection on quality or lack of
quality. Educators and parents should
have little trouble finding a program that
comes close to fulfilling their require-
ments. 0

Educational Software Vendors

Cook's Computer Company
1905 Bailey Drive
Marshalltown, IA 50158

Micro Comp
2015 N.W. Circle Blvd.
Corvallis, OR 97330

Micro Learningware
Box 2134
N. Mankato, MN 56001

Micro Power and Light
1108 Keystone
13773 N. Central Expressway
Dallas, TX 75243

Microphys
2048 Ford
Brooklyn, NY 11229

MUSE
330 N. Charles St.
Baltimore, MD 21201

Program Design, Inc.
II Idar Court
Greenwich, CT 06830

Personal Software, Inc.
1330 Bordeaux Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

Stoneware
1930 Fourth St.
San Rafael, CA 9490 I

Tandy Corp.
One Tandy Center
Fort Worth, TX 76102

Texas Instruments, Inc.
P.O. Box 10508
Lubbock, TX 79408

TYC
40 Stuyvesant Manor
Genesco, NY 14454
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ATTENTION!

Apple Computer
Owners.

Before buyingyour
next piece of Apple

Software Consult ...

This is the one book
that should be on all
Apple Computer
Owners' shelves.

119.95 TIIi 119.95a",,"
OF

APPLE COMPUTER
SOFTWARE

111'11
vn!~\&.11contains a
complete critical
analysis of the majori-
ty of Apple Software
on the market today.

Each review is done by
an expert; teachers for
education programs,
businessmen and ac-
countants for business
programs, programmers
for utilities, etc.

Order Today from your
local dealer or

from:
'MI~il.\&~1~'1

14013 Old Harbor Lane,
Suite 312

Marina Del Rey, CA.
90291

(213) 371-4012
California residents add 6 % sales tax

Apple is a registered trademark
of the Apple Corporation
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There's a lot more than just Basic and
machine language; there's a very big world
of computer languages out there, and
whatever you want to do with computers,
there's probably somebody else who's also
been doing it - work that might have
some interesting implications.

Symposium On
Actor Languages

These articles are meant to cover, at a
beginning level, a lot of the work that has
gone on in certain new kinds of program-
ming language design. We assume that the
reader can program - say, in Basic - and
nothing more.

What is in these articles is not covered
anywhere in easily accessible literature,
although much of it is known in the
subcultures of computer language design,
artificial intelligence, and professional

graphics. A few technical articles

OCTOBER 1980

have appeared in print, but they are far
from comprehensible to the novice; more
understandable articles exist, but they are
in technical reports with limited circula-
tion from such sources as MIT AI Lab and
Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (Xerox
PARC or PARC).

There are signs in the wind that some
of these matters may become more
accessible soon. In the meantime, chew on
this.

We have been asked not to tell all we
know at this time. These articles, therefore,
are intended as general background - so
the reader will not be taken wholly by
surprise by certain things that are coming
very soon.

A brief bibliography will appear in
next month's cluster. Pieces

with no author listed are
by Ted Nelson.
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Computer languages are a religious
issue; they always have been, always will
be. By this I mean that people's commit-
ment to their preferred computing lan-
guages are strong and emotional; that
argument about the subject, while it may
incorporate rational elements, rapidly
generates anger and ill feeling; that a
person's chosen favorite language reflects
(often visibly - perhaps always) deep
aspects of his personality; and that
adopting a new computer language has the
quality of religious conversion, including
ferocious brighteyed conviction and
enthusiasm, trances, and the invocation of
magical requests.

Your chosen language also incor-
porates your vision of the hereafter - or
rather, what sort of rewards you think are
deserved for what sorts of effort and
privation. (There are punitive religions and
languages, demanding long and painful
devotion with little reward; there are pie-
in-the-sky religions and languages,
promising wonderful rewards for little
effort - usually just after some upcoming
event, like the next holy war, or in the next
version to be implemented.)

I say this as preface to discussing the
newer families of language in the advanced
reaches of the computer field, fully aware
that many readers will get angry right at
the beginning. Having learned Basic, they
see the grueling travail behind them; it was
good enough for Dad, it's good enough for
me. Well and good. Go away and don't
read this.

The personal computingfield is roughly
ten years behind the times in language
development. Today's popular lan-
guages, like Basic and Pascal, are where
computer research was quite a while
ago.

Have you adjusted to them? Good.
Now step onto the rocket sledforafast
trip into thepresent, and braceyourself.

The Zoo Story
Interacting Critters Make Up

the New Electric Circus

A Brief
Introduction To
Actor Languages

There are many things which cannot
be done in languages of the Fortran type-
or hadn't you noticed? Big systems get
harder to program as they get bigger. Some
things can't be programmed at all sensibly
in conventional languages. This leaves you
several choices. One is to say, "that is not
what computers are for," and give up.
Another is to take a deep breath and
plunge into the icy depths of machine
language.

Still another possibility is to work out
hacks in whatever languages you do have,
heedless of the inefficiency and escalating
complication. (This is sometimes called
"clever programming.") But whatever you
do by these methods you are locked into
for good, and you are swamped by
complications which increase geometri-
cally with the size of the project.

Anything can be built on top of
anything else in the computing field.

But several questions at once emerge:
How stupid is it? How permanent does it
have to be? and How efficient is it?
(Typically you lose an order of magnitude
in speed for each layer.)

Is there an answer?
Can big programs ever be created

easily?

CONTINUED ON PG. 64
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The Actor languages represent im-
portant and powerful new concepts; their
structure is totally upside-down and
inside-out from all other computer
languages. Previous knowledge of other
computer languages appears to be no help
whatever in learning them. (Whether
beginners learn them more easily than

. experienced programmers is not yet clear.)
Actor languages are customizable

and extensible, with particular power for
graphics. Changes and additions in
command structure can be made easily and
rapidly.

With Actor languages you do not
write "programs" in the usual sense. You
define "classes of Actors" instead, scripts
that enable the individual Actors to play
their parts.

For instance, suppose you wanted to
simulate traffic at an intersection, and that
you wish to represent cars entering and
leaving this intersection and its
approaches. In a customary computer
language (say, Basic), you might declare an
array for the cars and an array for the four
approaches to the intersection.

INTERSECTION

N"Ef'@
I : I I: I : I : I
oTraffic light code

CARS

Fn
speedposition

.

.
CONTINUED ON PG. 64



Smalltalk and the Personal Computer
by Robert M. Gravina, Associate Professor of Mathematics, Department of Mathematics,
University of Lowell, Lowell, Massachusetts 01854

The personal computer can be regarded as the newest example
of human mediums of communication. Various means of storing,
retrieving and manipulating information have been in existence
since human beings beg-an to talk. External mediums serve to
capture internal thoughts for communication and, through
feedback processes, to form the paths that thinking follows.
Although digital computers were originally designed to do
arithmetic operations, their ability to simulate the details of any
descriptive model means that the computer, viewed as a
medium, can simulate any other medium, if the methods of
simulation are sufficiently well described. Moreover, unlike
conventional mediums, which are passive in the sense that
marks on paper, paint on canvas and television images do not
change in response to the viewer's wishes, the computer
medium is active: it can respond to queries and experiments and
can even engage the user in a two-way conversation.

Abstract
The future increase in capacity and decrease in cost of
microelectronic devices will not only give rise to compact and
powerful hardware but also bring qualitative changes in the way
human beings and computers interact. In the 1980's both adults
and children will be able to have as a personal possession a .
computer about the size of a large notebook with the power to do
virtually all their information-related needs. Computing and
storage capacity will be many times that of current
computers: tens of millions of basic operations per second
will manipulate the equivalent of several thousand printed pages
of information.

The quality of the images generated through computer
simulations on high-resolution television displays should
eventually be possible to present on compact personal
computers. Frames of pictures from dynamic-simulation
programs that revise an image several times per second to
represent the continuous motion of objects in projected three-
dimensional space are already in evidence. Simulation depicting
a space laboratory being lifted out ofthe interior of a space
shuttle and the movement of tankers in New York harbour are
common. The ability ofthe personal computer to simulate real or
imagined phenomena will make it a new medium of
communication.

Reprinted with permission from Computer Education magazine.
CONTINUED ON PG. 72

Smalltalk-
AView From
The Bottom

Tom Dinnella
At Computer Methods we write

almost everything in assembly language. It
takes a long time to write and is difficult for
the uninitiated to follow, but the code runs
like lubricated lightning. We work at the
operating system level where speed is
important. This gives us a strange view of
computing, a view from the machine
perspective - the bottom.

With these facts in mind, we have been
evaluating a higher level language called
Rosetta Smalltalk for possible use in
intelligent terminal applications. Here are
our impressions, not so much of the
Rosetta product, which is still in its
prototype stage, but of Smalltalk as a new
language for computing.

Tom Dinnella, Computer Methods, 523 Ha-nsen Road,
King of Prussia, PA 19406.

CONTINUED ON PG. 82
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TwoDirections
Of Actor

Languages
Actor languages go in two directions.

On the one hand, the continuing Smalltalk
work at Xerox PARC has been focused for
almost a decade toward the creation of the
"Dynabook" - a programmable display
computer of great power, nominally for
children (if they can get it away from the
nearest adult).

Ordinarily, new products are created
for a constituency that has asked for them,
or at least can imagine them. The
Dynabook is something else again. The
Dynabook goal has been hard for many
people to believe, but the falling prices of
high-power chips and plasma screens begin
to make it seem believable after all. Watch
this space.

Meanwhile, Artificial Intelligence has
turned to the Actor languages as a new and
liberating tool, allowing simplification and
decentralization of its ever-more-intricate
software endeavors.

Syntax Should
Be Extensible

(as in smalltalk)

Mark Miller
We all know how different languages

are best suited to different tasks. For
certain types of problems, I might choose
to program in Lisp, for other things, C or
APL. Each of these has a flavor of
expression best suited to certain ways of
doing things. The trouble with designing a
new specialized language for each new
kind of problem is that actual programs
typically have to do various different types
of things.

On some systems it might be possible
to write different parts of the problem in
different languages, and then hook all the
parts together. There are two difficulties
with this:

First, and more obviously, different
languages in general have different
representations of data, and the com-
plexity of hooking the modules together so
they can communicate may be great.

Mark Miller, Project Xanadu, Box 128, Swarthmore,
PA 19081.

CONTINUED ON PG. 86
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Introduction> cont'd ...
Then you could write a stretch of program
that accesses the different variables,
studies and modifies them.

In Actor languages, however, this is
turned inside-out. You define a class car,
say, but no space is allocated to individual
cars. Here is what goes in core:

Class Definition of "Car"

Class Variables, and space
for them (accessible toall
members of class).

I
a/ I bl

Ic/

List of Variables each
"car" actor will need

d. e, f, g.

Method: how the Actors
respond to messages.

Now, dynamically, suppose a car
comes into being or happens on the scene.
An Actor is created; the language proces-
sor allocates space for this particular
instance of the class:

CAR
Class:
CAR

Name:
Jalopy 2

Variables:
d/ e/ f/ g/

The Zoo Story ->.cont'd ...

Sketchpad and its Original Magic

Today's story begins with the Sketch-
pad system - as does much of the modern
computer world.

The first computers with big core
memory were built experimentally around
the late fifties. One of these was the TX-2 at
MIT. (Actually at Lincoln Labs in
suburban Boston.)

While "computer graphics" had
already been put into use in the SAGE
system - the continental air-defense
system of the late fifties - they weren't
used for much else.

A graduate student named Ivan
Sutherland thought that the big TX-2
computer would be an awfully nice tool for
interactive work, especially making
engineering drawings.

He got a grant and access to the big
machine, and created a program called
Sketchpad. It was original, elegant and
historic. Much of computer science has
stemmed from it, as will much of tomor-
row's world.

As additional instances come into being,
they are dynamically allocated space in
core; as they are no longer needed, their
space is freed.

Note that any Actor, no matter how
complex, may be a data field in another
actor. Thus by increments wemay build up
to any level of complexity.

An Object is its Responses

The guiding metaphysic of the
language is this: an Actor is what it does.
Its private data are of no concern to the
outside world; the outside world, or the
rest of the programming environment, has
a right to ask it certain things and it will
reply with certain responses. This is a
behaviorist view. An Actor "is" only what
it does, the way it responds to the messages
it gets. And so to program in Actor
languages is to define (and redefine) what
Actors do when spoken to in particular
ways.

CONTINUED ON PG. 70
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The flow
simplified: you
have to decide "what
happens next." What
happens, happens.

of control is
don't

Sketchpad allowed you to draw on the
screen with a light-pen. Moreover, it
allowed the creation of "instances" of a
basic shape, and "constraints" upon it.
We'll explain.

Let's say you draw a basic shape - a
rectangle - on the screen with your light-
pen. (Naturally, the coordinates are
grabbed by the program and stored in
memory, so that the computer is able
repeatedly to draw the rectangle to refresh
its image on the screen.)

The "instances" feature allowed you
to make multiple copies on the screen of a
shape already stored in memory, and
placed them around the screen in different
sizes. What this meant internally, of
course, was that the system made a master
copy of the data structure you had drawn,
and secondary copies which had specific
sizes and positions.

The "constraint" concept is this.
Suppose you have drawn a crooked
rectangle on the screen. You may, using
Sutherland's Sketchpad program, com-
mand two lines of that depicted rectangle
to form a right angle. Thereupon they
make the appropriate changes - on the
data structure, and on the screen. "Right
angle" in this example is a constraint.

CONTINUED ON PG. 66
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Conventional World AI World

Family tree Of Actor Languages
Topology by Mark Miller; Captions by Ted Nelson.

(Note that some important languages are
. omitted which are not oj theoretical
importance. including Basil', C. Fortran,
Cobol, PLII and JCL' also omitted are
many other theoretically important
languages which are not related to the
"Actors" model, such as Snobol; Irvine
Darti!1ow imlrBJi:ku.f 78.) ,

Algol
Expression of algorithms in both

academic and executa ble form.

Unique and Extremely
Influential Systems Lambda-Calculus (Church)

Generalized model of all computer
operations as combinable functions.

Simula
Explicit facilities for creating classes \

and instances.

Sketchpad (Sutherland)
Interactive graphics; data structures

with classes and instances.
Lisp (McCarthy)

Rich pointer-organized data struc-
tures and intricate functions that play
upon them. to any level of complexity.

+

concurrency.

t
Flex (Kay)

Extensible language with classes
and instances. Planner (Hewitt)

Data network allowing exploratory

/

procedures that move backward
goal.

Smalltalk (Kay.et al.)
All constructs become Actors; all

events are. Messages between them; all
~rt'iill'lHns~lfl'I~I'y /Jenne classes <If "'clors:,

t

t
ADA (Department of Defense)

Sprawling kitchen-sink language with
concurrency.

Dynabook Language (Kay. Goldberg)
As-yet-undisclosed extensible lan-

guage involving new concepts.
i Plasmal Act I (Hewitt)~"' ~.;;" .~I Generalized freelance Actors, no

longer held together by subroutining or
stack relationships: true independence of
processes. potential narallelisrn.

I,'--,. ....
J I ••••

\' '..,-,. ,

Director (Kahn) .
Parallel Actors for graphics and AI;

each instance can be generali7.ed to a class.

t

t
Scheme (Sussman & Steele)

Correction and generalization of Lisp
with Actor-like constructs (if only at the
formal level).

Schum (McDermotu
Small corrective improvements to

Pygmalion (Smith)
Actor-like constructs, building system

from inside out.

EOM
Actors and graphics: message flow

and picture parts both controlled by your
drawings on the screen.

Conniver (Sussman, McDermott)
Explicit "hairy" control structures.

multiple viewpoints of overlapping data.

+Ether (Kornfeld)
Parallel "sprites" are activated by

data base: f reela nee act ors.
Tinker (Lieberman)

You create the Actor. system gen-
ralizes the class.
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The Zoo Storv.conrd ... Special K

Enter Alan Kay.
Alan Kay, when a young programmer

(and a particularly talented one), was
exposed closely to both Sketchpad and
Simula.

In both of them - Sketchpad and
Simula - he saw pre-defined data
structures that could spawn as many
instances as necessary. These instances
could come and go and interact as
required.

We can look back at Charles Darwin's
voyage - as the official naturalist of the
H.M.S. Beagle - and see it as an extra-
ordinary unfolding of all the evidence
Darwin needed to discover the theory of
evolution. At the ship's ports of call he saw
one thing after another that contributed to
his thinking: an earthquake that left the
land higher than before; the people of
Tierra del Fuego, living naked in the cold
and damp, but adapted to their environ-
ment; seashells high in the Andes; and a
cluster of islands whose finches had
become visibly different. Many pieces, one
puzzle, one picture, one single big idea,
obvious now.

So too, for Alan Kay. Smalltalk,
Simula. Classes and instances. One
picture.

Why shouldn't a computer program
just be collections of separate objects that
respondto each other?

Simula

Take another line of development, a
language called Simula.

Simula descended from Algol. Let's
talk about that for a minute. Algol is of
course the Fortran-like language created
by mathematicians for expressing proc-
esses and algorithms exactly.

Algol has gone in many directions. On
the one hand it has become a full computer
language; its descendant, Pascal, is very
popular (even though it restricts the
programmer in various ways - especially,
denying him close access to the machine
level).

On the other hand, Algol has become
a "test bed" for language experimentation,
since its syntax is well known and lots of
Algol processors exist that can be retooled
with new added features.

One such retooling is Simula, an
Algol developed in Norway for "simula-
tion" programming by Ole-Johan Dahl
and Kristen Nygaard.

The idea of simulation programming
is basically that a lot of little things are
running around in your data structure -
automobiles or subrnar ines or other
objects in an imaginary setting - and the
language has to keep track of them as they
come into existence, affect each other, and
go away.

In Simula, these classes of "objects"
have properties that can be defined, like
the shapes permitted in Sketchpad;
defining these properties was like creating
Sketchpad constraints; and instances of
these objects could come and go, just like
the instances of a specific picture in
Sketchpad. But these objects and their
instances were above and beyond the
underlying Algol framework.

this leaves one question unanswered,
however. How should all these entities
intercommunicate?

There are basically two choices. One
choice would have the intercommunica-
tion between the instances take place
through some large data table - like a
bulletin board or newspaper - where
entities put their results and inquiries. This
would mean, however, many problems as
to where the information from or to a given
thing was to be put; and problems with
data being accidentally squished by the
wrong part of the program.

Kay made the other choice, an
inspiration whose consequences are still
spreading.

Why not, he thought, have the entities
send messages to each other?

Here was the heart of a complete new
kind of programming system: where
teeming infestations of objects, predefined
responders all, send messages to each
other, and react by sending other messages
in turn.

Kay's Ph.D. thesis, at the University
of Utah, was called The Reactive Engine.
And in his work since, he has pursued the
variety and consequences of such reactive
entities.

(Woof)

In Simula, you had a conventional
programming system (Algol) for handling
such things as arithmetic, logical compari-
son, strings, and so on. But then you could
create more unusual data structures as
classes of interacting object.

Kay asked mischievously, "Why not
have just the interacting objects?"

The language Kay has developed
could be described as "Simula Without the
Algol." To put it in Zen terms, imagine a
dog barking; now take 'out the dog.

The languages that have resulted,
then, throw out the conventional mech-
anisms of ordinary declarative program-
ming. Instead of having a single overall
plan, carried out by the computer as a
supervisor or deity, there ate classes of
Actors which follow scripts. The scripts tell
them how to respond to messages; they do
so; and that's all.

For instance, consider arithmetic.
"3+4" is no longer evaluated in the
conventional fashion as part of some larger
expression. Rather, "3" is an actor, and the
plus-symbol is a message to the 3. The 3 is
an actor of the class integer. When an
integer gets the "plus" message, the next
thing it does is look for the next part ofthe
message; if it's another integer, it adds it to
itself!

Now, if you are used to Basic or
Fortran or Pascal, this is all very
strange. But the point is that it reduces the
fundamental mechanism of a computer
language to a single sweeping structure:
Look at your message, and act accord-
ingly.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



David Ahl, Founder and
Publisher of Creative Computing

You might think the term "creative com-
puting" is a contradiction. How can some-
thing as precise and logical as electronic
computing possibly be creative? We think
it can be. Consider the way computers are
being used to create special effects in
movies-image generation, coloring, and
computer-driven cameras and props. Or
an electronic "sketchpad" for your home
computer that adds animation, coloring and
shading at your direction. How about a
computer simulation of an invasion of killer
bees with you trying to find a way of keeping
them under control?

Beyond Our Dreams
Computers are not creative per se. But

the way in which they are used can be
highly creative and imaginative. Five years
ago when Creative Computing magazine
first billed itself as "The Number 1 magazine
of computer applications and software," we
hac! no idea how far that would take us.
Today, these applications are becoming
so broad, so all-encompassing that the
computer field will soon include virtually
everything!

In light of this generality, we take
"application" to mean whatever can be done
with computers, ought to be done with
computers, or might be done with com-
puters. That is the meat of Creative
Computing.

Alvin Toffler, author of Future Shock and
The Third Wave says, "I read Creative Com-
puting not only for information about how
to make the most of my own equipment
but to keep an eye on how the whole field
is ernerqinq."

Creative Computing, the company as well
as the magazine, is uniquely lighthearted
but also seriously interested in all aspects
of computing. Ours is the magazine of
software, graphics, games and simulations
for beginners and relaxing professionals.
We try to present the new and important
ideas of the field in a way that a 14-year
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A REMARKABLE MAGAZINE
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"The beat covered by Creative Computing
is one of the most important, explosive and
fast-changing." - Alvin Toffler

old or a Cobol programmer can understand
them. Things like text editing, social sim-
ulations, control of household devices,
animation and graphics, and communica-
tions networks.

Understandable Yet Challenging

As the premier magazine for beginners,
it is our solemn responsibility to make what
we publish comprehensible to the new-
comer. That does not mean easy; our
readers like to be challenged. It means
providing the reader who has no prepar- .
ation with every possible means to seize
the subject matter and make it his own.

However, we don't want the experts in
our audience to be bored. So we try to
publish articles of interest to beginners and
experts at the same time. Ideally, we would
like every piece to have instructional or
informative content-and some depth-
even when communicated humorously or
playfully. Thus, our favorite kind of piece is
accessible to the beginner, theoretically
non-trivial, interesting on more than one
level, and perhaps even humorous.

David Gerrold of Star Trek fame says,
"Creative Computing with its unpretentious,
down-to-earth lucidity encourages the com-
puter user to have fun. Creative Computing
makes it possible for me to learn basic
programming skills and use the computer
better than any other source."

Hard-hitting Evaluations
At Creative Computing we obtain new

computer systems, peripherals, and soft-
ware as soon as they are announced. We
put them through their paces in our Soft-
ware Development Center and also in the
environment for which they are intended-
home, business, laboratory, or school.

Our evaluations are unbiased and accur-
ate. We compared word processing printers
and found two losers among highly pro-
moted makes. Conversely, we found one
computer had far more than its advertised
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capability. Of 16 educational packages, only
seven offered solid learning value.

When we say unbiased reviews we mean
it. More than once, our honesty has cost
us an advertiser-temporarily. But we feel
that our first obligation is to our readers
and that editorial excellence and integrity
are our highest goals.

Karl Zinn at the University of Michigan
feels we are meeting these goals when he
writes, "Creative Computing consistently
provides value in articles, product reviews
and systems comparisons: . in a mag-
azine that is fun to read."

Order Today

To order your subscription to Creative
Computing, send $15 for one year (12
issues), $28 for two years (24 issues) or
$40 for three years (36 issues). If you prefer,
call our toll-free number, 800-631-81.12 (in
NJ 201-540-0445) to put your subscription
on your MasterCard, Visa or American Ex-
press card. Canadian and other foreign
surface subscriptions are $24 per year, and
must be prepaid. We guarantee your satis-
faction or we will refund the unfulfilled
portion of your subscription.

Join over 80,000 subscribers like Ann
Lewin, Director of the Capital Children's
Museum who says, "I am very much im-
pressed with Creative Computing. It is help-
ing to demystify the computer. Its articles
are helpful, humorous and humane. The
world needs Creative Computing."

GP6ativ6
Gomputinfj

P.O. Box 789-M
Morristown, NJ 07960
Toll-free 800-631-8112
(In NJ 201-540-0445)



The Zoo Story .•cont'd ...
The Diaspora

These languages have evolved in
many directions. Their varieties are many
and fascinating; their future is unclear.
From Kay's fundamental work at the
University of Utah, things have gone in
various directions. Many researchers have
been affected.

In the artificial intelligence commu-
nity - particularly the AI labs ofMITand
Stanford - numerous projects and
languages have been developed for a
number of purposes around this concept.

The systems evolving in the MIT IAI
axis have been tied to the traditions of
artificial intelligence. Most are built as
front ends on one variety or another of
Lisp - languages like ACT I, Director,
Ether. Carl Hewitt of MIT has introd uced
the term "actors" for the multifarious
interactive beasties that these languages
generate. We'll use this term here, because
it is mentally more emphatic than the term
"object" (used by the Smalltalk school).
The Actor metaphor also suits the AI
community better because it tends to
resemble the way they think of mentalities
and mental processes - as little guys sent
off on missions.

Kay himself went to Xerox Palo Alto
Research Center (P ARC), and has worked
in a rather difficult direction. Teamed with
Adele Goldberg, another dynamic indi-
vidual, and various hard-driving col-
laborators, * he has produced a number of
languages based on these ideas.

And in the Learning Research Group
at PARC - the LRG, now headed by
Goldberg - they have exercised these
languages in astonishing new ways.

Their announced goal has been to
produce something called the Dynabook.
This Dynabook isn't a book at all, but a

high-powered computer with a high-
resolution display screen and a high-power
extensible language. It is intended to be
sold for a few hundred dollars and to be
used by children. (Since presumably adults
will be allowed to use it as well, such a
device might have an interesting impact
upon our society and customs. We leave it
to the reader - and our letters column -
to speculate upon such matters.)

'To mention anyone is taking a chance of offending
dozens who worked on these projects; we must
leave it to that group to sort out the credit properly at
a later time.

Smalltalk

The Smalltalk effort, through its
different versions (see Mark Miller's
comparison piece in the November issue),
has concentrated on the notion of an
extensible language. Each type of Actor
"understands" specific input messages or
sequences of messages. This has been done
with an eye to the user's customizing his
own extensible language - except that the
"commands" of a language are really the
message-words that a given type of Actor
understands. (There is also an interesting
trick here: if two different types of Actors
are set up to respond to the same message-
word, like, say, "edit" or "show," that
message-word comes to seem like a general
command of the language. In fact it is a
different script for each type of actor. We
may call this distinctive approach dis-
tributed parsing.

In the Smalltalks, sending a message
to an Actor is essentially the same as
calling a subroutine. The Actor does its
thing, then returns control (and message)
only to the Actor that called it. If an Actor
calls other Actors, they are essentially its
subroutines.

No such restrictions apply in the
hairier AI Actor languages.

Actor Languages in the AI Lab

The AI approach has taken a different
direction.

Typically, the Actor languages at
MIT, Stanford and kindred places have
been built upon one or the other variety of
Lisp; the power of Lisp, once available, is
not easily pried away from a language
designer. Some of these variations have
been intended for teaching children. Many
have been used for computer graphics.
And some like ACT I, have been used for
studying "the mathematical theory of
computation" - that is, flow-of-control
issues at the heart of programming itself.

(Indeed, Hewitt's ACT I research has
found such flow-of-control mechanisms as
the GOTO, the subroutine and the
recursive call to be variations of new
primitive structures.)

AI researchers have used Actor
languages to model "social processes"
among separate cognitive functions, and to
model "social processes" among multiple
program entities. They have been used to
model "knowledge-based systems" and
database operations. They have been used
every whichway.

Advantages of Actor Lanaguages

Most simply put, the Actor language
allows you to have many different kinds of
things operating in a program at once.
Their interaction can be specified in a way
something like the real world - "Car A
sees that Car B is too close," or "The face
tells its mouth to smile." The flow of
control is simplified: you don't have to
decide "what happens next." What
happens, happens. You don't have to
know, when you write the program, how
many there are of each particular thing.

Programming consists of telling the
different classes of actors how to respond
to the messages they receive. (Whereas
firing up a program - initialization -
consists of setting up how many actors of
each class happen to be on stage, and what
their opening messages are.)

Changing a program simply means
changing the responses of the actors,
incrementally - adding to their lists of
things to do and the circumstances under
which to do them.

Parallelism among processes - and,
in the future, within multi-processor
computer systems - become easier to
handle in software.

Importantly, portions of programs
can defend themselves - that is, an Actor
can guard against, and ignore, messages
not of the right type. (This is of course
possible in normal programming, but
through a more elaborate system of
checking procedures; Actors do it
naturally.)

The most important aspect, however,
is that complexity does not escalate as
programs get big. Syntax extension, plus
the orderly grouping of subunits and
orderliness of message passing, effectively
maintain a neatness of organization that
stays together as systems get "large." More
and more complexity may be added to a
system without changing its structure -
new Actors, new classes, more intricate
behavior for old classes.
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Here's The Second Half . . . . .

$1595
(soft cover)
2nd Edition

Written by the author of your Level II Users Manual, LEARNING LEVELII picks right up where the Level
IManual leaves off. It even supplies the changes needed to make the Level IManual compatible with your
Level II TRS-80.

LEARNING LEVEL II covers all Level II BASIC beyond Level I, plus much more. It shows you how to use
the Editor, explains what the many error messages are really saying, and leads you thru conversions of
Level I programs to Level II.
Dual cassettes, the Expansion Interface with Real Time Clock, use of printers and other features are
explained in the same. easy-to-Iearn style that made the Level I Manual famous. LEARNING LEVEL II
was created specifically for your Level II TRS-80!

,--------------,I • Yes, I want to LEARN Level II! -=-
COMPUSOFT@) PUBLISHING. I050EC PioneerWay,EICajon,CA92020 I

I N~E •I i.~~:ec~::~ for $15.95 ::~e: $~~~~~~~n~~::; ADDRESS I
(CA addresses add 6% sales tax). CITY _

I I understand my order will be shipped promptly and STATE ,
there is a 30 day money-back guarantee. ZIP CODE I

•... CClO-80,~""""""""""""III••CIRCLE 117 ON READER SERVICE CARD



The Zoo Story) conrd ...
Commonalities and Differences

The different Actor systems have
much in common. All are extensible,
permitting you to add new commands
easily. Some are extensible in ways that
keep the control structure simple. Those
with hair, like ACT I, don't.

The systems that are intended to be
easy for beginners - the Smalltalks and,
for instance, Director - have two levels.
The easy level is learned quickly - but it's
only a small fraction of the system, and to
learn the rest - the "real" system - is a
very steep hill indeed, perhaps climbed
only by high-level programmers.

The general syntaxes - the ways in
which scripts are written - differ in every
possible way. The Smalltalks, indeed, are
very different among themselves; the AI
languages go in every possible direction.

Typically, however, all the Actor
languages are set up to show different
levels to the programmer: program scripts
are typically boxes that open, revealing
more boxes with more scripts hidden in
them. These are essentially the same as
nested subroutines - but made graphi-
cally pleasing and grouped as convenient
units.

Some have only two levels of struc-
ture: others have, essentially, classes of
classes.

Some of the languages are interpretive
(Smalltalk 72 and Rosetta), some of them
compile (Smalltalk 76). Here's a good one:
Director, which is interpretive, is written in
MacLisp (also interpretive), but can be
turned into optimized Lisp, which can in
turn be compiled into machine code.

The Graphics

Both the AI and PARC developments
have been closely wedded to graphics,
especially the "turtle" graphics pioneered
at MIT. (On the screen is an imaginary
pen-point, pointing a certain way. It is
called, never mind why, a Turtle. The user
or program may cause it to draw straight
lines or rotate the direction in which it is
ready to draw.)

Large-scale dot graphics have also
been powerfully merged with these
languages, especially the Smalltalks. The
PARC users have a standard 500 x 1000
screen, fine enough to offer a choice of
typefonts. Even more spectacular have
been the color animations achieved
through a special color dot-matrix display
built by Richard Shoup. The animated

Introduction) cont'd ...
In an ordinary computer language, a

piece of program has independent exis-
tence without input or output. In Actor
languages, however, a thing is defined in
terms of how it responds to things - so
nothing is defined without input or output.

An Actor programmer ponders on the
nature of an object, then defines its class in
terms of what he wants the Actor to do in
response to stimuli.

CLASS "DOG"

incoming messages to which the "dog" will
respond; the right column is the list of
responses. (The actual formalism the
programmer must deal with may be very
different, especially in the Lisp-based actor
languages.)

Programming consists of making and
revising such class definition lists. And
that's all. Because all that happens is this:

INSTANCES OF OBJECTS
RECEIVE MESSAGES
AND RESPOND TO THEM
BY SENDING OTHER

MESSAGES.
What, then, is the "syntax" of Actor

languages in the sense of standard gram-
matical arrangement of commands?

You might say that they have none.
Each type of object recognizes certain
messages to which it is prepared to
respond. The Syntax is simply all the
different messages to which all the
different types of objects will respond. And
this is something you can customize. 0

if you ~
pet ~ lick hand

feed ~ eat

throw stick ~ run and bring it back

This is roughly what a class definition is
Actor languages. The left column is a list of

film samplers produced with this equip-
ment, and driven by Smalltalk, have
wowed educational audiences and com-
puter-graphic professionals from coast to
coast.

(Moreover, a particular style of
multi panelled wind owing graphics has
come about in the Smalltalk community,
closely related to the overlay animation in
their spectacular. films. Unfortunately,
there is no space to discuss this here.)

While P ARC people often talk as
though graphics (and windows) were
intrinsically part of the language, it's not
that simple. I believe the real relation
between snazzy graphics and such lan-
guages consists in their powerful capa-
bilities for deep program revision and the
orderly creation of big systems.

Inefficiency

All these languages are comparatively
inefficient, in terms of program steps per
clock cycle. To use them for number-
crunching operations would be absurd.
But, on the other hand, processing power is
going up and software cost is going up and
up and up - so the efficient use of people,
not chips, is plainly the important concern
of the future.

Among the AI freaks a different
rationale may sometimes be heard:
"Anything goes, because machine time is
free." But that is just their little snobbish
joke.

70

The Consequences

Where this is all going is very hard to
say.

Certainly the influence of Actor
languages at the cutting edge of the
computer world has been extraordinary.
[here has been, however, no effect
whatever in any sort of commercial or
"practical" sphere. From the overt
evidence, Actor languages have made
nothing of any significance happen in the
Real World, and those who insist on
concrete evidence, and believe people in
three-piece suits, think they're of no
consequence at all. On the other hand,
there are longhairs who think Smalltalk
and its descendants will have the most
explosive effect on the world since the
integrated circuit. (Indeed, there are those
who suspect even business programming
may be upended by these developments.)
But a stroll through the prominent AI labs
might also give the impression that these
developments are strictly for ivory tower
loons.

And what is with Xerox?
And will there be a Dynabook? And

when? And where does the line form?
We leave these questions to sizzle and

pop. But perhaps not for long. 0
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NEW! TPM* for TRs-eO Model II Z80* D-Ist' ,SOftw' 'ar' eNEW! SY8tem/SPackaie
Computer Design Labs

We have acquired the rights to all TDL software (& hardware). TDL software has long had the reputation of being the best in the
industry. Computer Design Labs will continue to maintain, evolve and add to this superior line of quality software.

- Can Galletti and Roger Amidon, owners.
Software with ManuaVManual Alone--------------------------------------------

Allof ••••sonw.re below Is .vallableOft ."'of ••••
following media for opemlon wRh. Z80CPUusing
~e CP/." or slmlj.r ~pe dlsk·oper."nl s,s.em
'such .s our own TP.",.
for TRS-ao" CP/M ,.odell or II,
for 8" CP/M 'soft see.Ored single density'
for 1'14" CP/M 'soft ••~ored slnlle densl~'
for 1'14" North Sur CP/M ,single density'
for 1'14" North star CP/M ,double density'

BASIC I
A powerful and last Z80 Basic interpreter with EDIT,

RENUMBER, TRACE, PRINT USING, assemDY uage
subroutine CALL, LOADGO Y to
move text, EXCHA ' , r Inter-
cept, Ii II and binary
I ore. It ruo's in a lillie over 12
K. ice lor games since the precision

ited to 7 digits in order to make it one of the
fastest around. $49.95/$15.

er
light sacrnice

t other Basics (even
precision). $99.95/$15.

The most powerful Basic lor business a . '!Pns'.1t
adds 10Basic II with random or :~ In
either lixed or variabl neous
access to command to
pro ree code, global editing,
add Ions, and disk lile maintenance capa-
bilit out leaving Basic (list, rename, or delete).
$179.95/$25.

ZEDIT
A character oriented text editor with 26 commands

and "macro" capability lor stringing multiple commands
together. Included are a complete array of character
move, add, delete, and display lunction. $49.95.1$15.

ZTEL
Z80 Text Editing language - Not just a text editor.

Actually a language whiCh allows you to edit text and
also write, save, and recall programs which manipulate
text. Commands include conditional branching, subrou-
tine calls, iteration, block move, expression evaluation,
and much more. Contains 36 value registers and 10 text
registers. Be creative! Manipulate text with commands
you write using Ztel. $79.95/$25.

TOP
A Z80 Text Output Processor which will do text

lormalling lor manuals, documents, and other word
processing jobs. Works with any text editor. Does
justilication, page numberinq and headings, spacing,
centering, and much 'more! $79.9G/$25.

MACRO I
A macro assembler which will generate relocateable

or absolute code lor the 8080 or Z80 using standard
Intel mnemonics plus TDL/Z80 extensions. Functions
include 14 conditionals, 16 listing controls, 54 pseudo-
ops, 11 arithmetic/logical operations, local and global
symbols, chaining files, linking capability with optional
linker, and recursive/reiterative macros. This assembler
is so powerful you'll think it is dOing all the work lor you. It
actually makes assembly language programming much
less 01 an effort and more creative. $79.95/$20.

MACRO II
Expands upon Macro I's linking capability (which is

uselul but somewhat limited) thereby being able to take
full advantage of the optional Linker. Also a time and
date lunction has been added and the listing capability
improved. $99.95/$25.

LINKER
How many times have you written the same subroutine

in each new program? Top notch prolessional pro-
grammers compile a library 01 these subroutines and
use a linker to tie them together at assembly lime.
Development time is thus drastically reduced and
becomes comparable to writing in a high level language
but with all the speed 01assembly language. So, get the
new CDl Linker and start writing programs in a fraction
of the time it took before. Linker is compatible with
Macro I & II as well as TDl/Xitan assemblers version 2.0
or later. $79.95/$20.

OCTOBER 1980

DEBUG I
Many programmers give up on writing in assembly

language even though they know their programs would
be laster and mora powerful. To them assembly language
seems difficult to understand and follow, as well as
being a nightmare to debug. Well, not with proper tools
like Debug I. With Debug I you can easily follow the flow
01 any Z80 or 8080 program. Trace the program one
stilp at a time or 10 steps or whatever you like. At each
step you will be able to see the instruction executed and
what it did. If desired, modifications can then be made
before continuing. Ifs all under your control. You can
even skip displaying a subroutll)e call and up to seven
breakpoints can be set during execution. Use of Debug I
can pay lor Itself many times overby saving you valuable
debugging time. $79.95/$20.

DEBUG II
This is an expanded debugger which has all 01 the

features of Debug I plus many more. You can "trap" (i.e.
trace a program until a set of register, flag, and/or
memory conditions occur). Also, instructions may be
entered and executed immediately. This makes it easy
to learn new instructions by examining registers/memory
belore and after. And a RADIX function allows changing
between ASCII, binary, decimal, hex, octal, signed
dsclmal, or split octal. All these features and more add
up to give you a very powerful development tool. Both
Debug I and II must run 0;' a Z80 but will debug both Z80
and 8080 code. $99.95/$20.

ZAPPLE
A Z80 executive and debug monitor. Capable of

search, ASCII put and display, read and write to I/O
ports, hex math, breakpoint, execute, move,.IiII, display,
read and write in Intel or binary lormat tape, and more!
on disk

APPLE
8080 version of Zapple

NEWlTPMno
III

rTRS-80 Model
ORDERING iNFORMATION

Visa, Master Charge and C.O.D. O.K. To order call or

write with the following information. c-= '.'1. Name 01 Product (e.g. Macro ,I) I
2. Media (e.g. e" CP/M) L.:

3. Price and method 01payment (e.g. C.O.D.) include
credit card inlo. if applicable.

4. Name, Address and Phone number.
5. ForTPM orders only: Indicate ilforTRS80, Tarbell,

Xitan DDDC, SO Sales (5v." or 8").ICOM (5v." or
8"), North Star (single or double density) or Digital
(Micro) Systems. ,

6. N.J. reSidents add 5% sales tax.

Manual cost applicable against price 01 subsequent
software purchase in any item except lor the Osborne
software.

For Inform.tlon .nd tech queries c.11

609-599-2146
For phone orders ONLY c.1I toll fr ••

1-800-327-9191
Ext. 676
(I:xcept Florida)

OEMS
Many CDl products are available lor licensing to

OEMs. Write to Carl Gallelli wlih your requirements.

, ZSOIs a trademark 01Zilog
, TRS-SOis a trademark for Radio Shack
, TPM Is a trademark of Computer Design labs. It is not
CP/M'

, CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research
Prices and speCifications subject to change without
notice.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED,

COMPl.ffER
DESIGN
LABS 342 Columbus Avenue

Trenton, N.J. 08629

TPM*
A NEW Z80 disk operation systeml This is not CP/M'.

Irs beller! You can still run any program which runs with
CP/M' but unlike CP/M' this operating system was
wrillen specifically lor the Z80' and takes lull advantage
01 its extra powerful instruction set. In other words its
not warmed over 8080 code! Available lor TR5-80'
(Modell or II). Tarbell, Xitan DDDC, SO Sales "VERSA-
FLOPPY", North Star (SD&DD), and Digital (Micro)
Systems. $79.95/$25.

SYSTEM MONITOR BOARD ,8MB II)
A complete 110board lor 5-1 00 systems. 2 serial ports,

2 parallel ports, 1200/2400 baud cassette tape inter-
face, sockets lor 2K 01RAM, 3-2708/2716 EPROM's or
ROM, jump on reset circuitry. Bare board $49.95/$20.

ROM FOR 5MB II
2KX8 milSked ROM 01Zapple monitor. Includes source

listing $34.95/$15.

PAYROLL 'source code onl,)
The Osborne package. Requires C Basic 2.
5" disks $124.95 (manual riot included)
8" disks $ 99.95 (manual not included)
Manual $20.00

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE/RECEIVABLE
'source code onl,)

By Osborne, Requires C BaSic 2
5" disks $124.95 (manual not included)
8" $99.95 (manual not included)
Manual $20.00

GENERAL LEDGER 'source code onl,)
By Osborne. Requires C Basic 2
5" disks $99.95 (manual not included)
8" disks $99.95 (manual not included)
Manual $20.00

C BASIC 2
Required lor Osborne soltware. $99.95/$20.
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Personal Computer, cont'd...
The evolution ofthe personal computer has followed a path
similar to that of the printed book, but in 40 years rather than 600.
Like the handmade books of the Middle Ages, the massive
computers built in the two decades before 1960 were scarce,
expensive and available to only a few. Just as the invention of
printing led to the community use of books chained in a library,
the introduction of computer time-sharing in the 1960's
partitioned the capacity of expensive computers in order to lower
their access cost and allow community use. The Industrial
Revolution made possible the personal book by providihg
inexpensive paper and machanized printing and binding,
similarly the microelectronic revolution of the 1970's will bring
about the personal computer of the 1980's, with sufficient
storage and speed to support high-level computer languages and
interactive graphic displays.

Ideally, the personal computer will be designed in such a way that
people of a/I ages and walks of life can mould and channel its
power to their own needs. Architects should be able to simulate
three-dimensional space in order to reflect on and modify their
current designs. Physicians should be able to store and organize
a large quantity of information about their patients, enabling
them to perceive significant relations that would otherwise be
imperceptible. Composers should be able to hear a composition
as they are composing it, notably if it is too complex for them to
play. Businessmen should have an active briefcase that contains

. a working simulation of the company. Educators should be able

We realized that children require
more computer power than an adult
is willing to settle for in a time-
sharing system.

to implement their own version of Socratic dialogue with
dynamic simulation and graphic animation. Homemakers should
be able to store and manipulate records, accounts, budgets,
recipes and reminders. Children should have an active learning
tool that gives them ready access to large stores of knowledge in
ways that are not possible with mediums such as books.

How can communication with computers be enriched to meet the
diverse needs of individuals? If the computer is to be truly
"personal", adult and child users must be able to get it to perform
useful activities without resorting to the services of an expert.
Simple tasks must be simple, and complex ones must be
possible. Although a personal computer will be supplied with
already created simulations, such as a general text editor, the
wide range of backgrounds and ages of its potential users will
make any direct anticipation oftheir needs very difficult, Thus the
central problem of personal computing is that nonexperts will
almost certainly have to do some programming if their personal
computer is to be of more than transitory help.

To gain some understanding ofthe problems and potential
benefits of personal computing individuals at the Xerox Palo Alto
Research Center have designed an experimental personal
computing system. They have had a number of these systems
built and have studied how both adults and children make use of
them. The hardware is faithful in capacity to the envisioned
notebook-size computer ofthe 1980's, although it is necessarily
larger. The software is a new interactive computer language
called SMALL TALK.

The development of the Xerox personal computing system was
in part influenced by the efforts in the late 1960's with the design
of the FLEX, the first personal computer to directly support a
graphics- and simulation - oriented language. Although the
FLEX design was encouraging, it was not sufficiently
comprehensive to be useful to a wide variety of nonexpert users.

At about the same time, the Xerox group became interested in
the efforts of Seymour A. Papert, Wallace Feurzeig and others
working at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and at Bolt,
Beranek and Neuman, lnc., to develop a computer-based
learning environment in which children would find learning both
fun and interesting. Working with a large time-shared computer,
Papert and Feurzeig devised a simple but powerful computer
language called LOGO. After working on Project Apollo for four
years at M.I.T., I became acutely involved with LOGO and the
Xerox group used many of our ideas in developing SMALL TALK.
With the LOGO language, children (ranging in age from 8 to 12)
could write programs to control a simple music generator, a
robot turtle that could crawl around the floor and draw lines, and
a television image of the turtle that could do the same things.

After completing this project, in time we came to realize that
many of the problems involved in the design of the personal
computer, particularly those having to do with expressive
communication, were brought strongly into focus when children
down to the age of six were seriously considered as users. We
also realized that children require more computer power than an
adult is willing to settle for in a time-sharing system. The best
results that time-sharing can provide are crude green-tinted line
drawings and square-wave musical tones. Children, however,
are used to finger paints, colour television and stereophonic
records, and they usually find the things that can be
accomplished with a low-capacity time-sharing system
insufficiently stimulating to maintain their interest .

The SMALL TALK system was guided by the FLEX and LOGO
systems and by the central ideas of the programming language
SIMULA, which was developed in the mid-1960's by Ole-Johan
Dahl and Kristen Nygaard atthe Norwegian Computing Center in
Oslo.

The SMALL TALK experimental personal computer is self-
contained and fits comfortably into a desk. Long-term storage is
provided by removable disk memories that can hold the
equivalent of 1,500 printed pages of information (about three
million characters). Although image displays in the 1980's will
probably be flat-screened mosaics that reflect light as liquid-
crystal watch displays do, visual output is best supplied today by
a high-resolution black-and-white or colour television picture
tube. High fidelity sound output is produced by a built-in
conversion from discrete signals to continuous waveforms,
which are then sent to a conventional audio amplifier and
speakers. The user makes his primary input through a
typewriter-like keyboard and a pointing device called a mouse,
which controls the position of an arrow on the screen as it is
pushed about on the table beside the display. Other input

The designated activity will decide
whether it wants to accept the mes-
sage and later act on it.

systems include an organ-like keyboard for playing music; a
pencil-like pointer, a joystick, a microphone and a television
camera.

The commonest activity on the personal computer is the
manipulation of simulations already supplied by the
SMALL TALK system or created by the user. The dynamic state of
a simulation is shown on the display, and its general course is
modified as the user changes the displayed images by typing
commands on the keyboard or pointing with the mouse. For
example, formatted textual documents with multiple typefaces
are simulated sothat an image ofthefinished document is shown
on the screen. The document is edited by pointing at characters
and paragraphs with the mouse and then deleting, adding and
restructuring the document's parts. Each change is instantly
reflected in the document's image.
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EVERYTHING
50 N. PASCACK ROAD

SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977
~ APPLE IS A TRADEMARK OF THE APPLE CORP.

FROM COMPUMAX BUSINESS SYSTEMS
The COMPUMAX business applications programs are written with· the novice

computer user in mind. They are easy to use, yet powerful in their capabilities. Further,
COMPUMAX supplies the BAStC source code. Thus the programs are easy to mOd.ify.

MICROLEDGER
This General Ledger system performs the essential functions of dual entry bookkeeping
and matches revenues and expenses:
MICROLEDGER includes the following programs.:
LEDGER 1 - builds and maintains the CHART OF ACCOUNTS file. This file contains

both current and accumulated totals for each account.
LEDGER 2 - builds and updates the JOURNAL TRANSACTION file.
LEDGER 3 - lists both the the JOURNAL file and the CHART OF ACCOUNTS.
LEDGER 4 - computes the TRIAL BALANCE and executes POSTING of journal trans-

actions into the CHART OF ACCOUNTS. An AUDIT TRIAL of all transaction is output.
LEDGER 5 - produces the PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT.
LEDGER 6- produces the BALANCE SHEET. Assets, liabilities and owners' equities are

shown by account and by totals ." $140.00
MICROPAY

An Accounts Payable system, MICROPAY includes the following program & functions:
PAY 1- initializes both Transaction and Master files, then begins the Accounts Payable

process by inputting and adding records in the Transaction file.
PAY 2 - allows for changes and deletions of Transaction and Master records.
PAY 3 - reports outstanding Accounts Payables in four categories; under 30 days, 31-60

days, 61-90 days, and over 90 days.
PAY 4 - reports all outstanding Accounts Payables for a single customer or for all custo-

mers, and computes Cash Requirements.
PAY 5 - reports all outstanding Accounts Payables for a single date or for a range of

dates and computes the Cash Requirements.
PAY 6 - lists both the Transactions and Master files.
PAY 7 - prints checks and accumulates and.journalizes Accounts Payables. This pro-

gram simultaneously creates entries for the MICROLEDGER file $140.00
MICROREC

An Accounts Receivable system, MICROREC includes the following programs and
functions:
REC 1 - initializes Accounts Receivable files, adds AIR record and prints invoices.
REC 2 - accepts receipt of customer payments and changes or deletions of AIR Trans-

action or Master file records.
REC 3 - reports outstanding Accounts Receivables in four categories; under 30 days,

31-60 days, 61-90days, arid over 90 days.
REC 4 - reports all outstanding Accounts Receivables for a single customer, or for all

customers and computes Cash Projections.
REC 5 - produces reports for all outstanding Accounts Receivables for a single date or

for a range of dates and computes Cash projections.
REC 6 - lists Transaction and Master files and accumulates and journalizes Accounts

Receivables, creating JOURNAL entries which communicate with the MICROLEDGER
JOURNAL file.. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . $140.00

MICROINV
This Inventory Control system presents a general method of Inventory Control and pro-
duces several important reports. Its program includes:

INV 1 - initializes Transaction and Master files and adds and updates Transaction and
Master records.

INV 2 - handles inventory issued or r.eceived,creating inventory records. This program
also accumulates and journalizes transactions, producing JOURNAL entries which
communicate with the MICROLEDGER file.

INV 3 - lists both Transaction and Master files.
INV 4 - produces the STOCK STATUS REPORT, showing the standard inventory stock

data and stock valuation, and the ABC ANALYSIS breaking down the inventory into
groups by frequency of usage.

INV 5 - gives a JOB COST REPORTIMATERIALS, showing allocation of materials used
year-to-date by each job or work code. (This is complemented by the Job Cost Reportl
Personnel in the MICROPERS program.)
INV 6 - computes and provides the E.O.Q. (Economic Order Quantities) .... $140.00

MICROPERS
This is a PayrolllPersonnel program whose functions include:

PERS 1 - initializes the Master file and allows for entry and updates of Master records.
PERS 2 - initializes the Payroll file and allows for entry and updates of payroll records .

. PERS 3 - lists an Employee Master Record or the entire Employee Master file; lists a
Single Payroll Record or the entire Payroll file. .

PERS 4 - computes Payroll and prints the PAYROLL REGISTER. Prints PAYCHECKS
and creates JOURNAL entries to be fed into the MICROLEDGER JOURNAL file.

PERS 5 - produces the JOB COST REPORTIPERSONNEL, computes the quarterly 941
bank deposit, and the Annual W-2 run : $140.00
All COMPUMAX programs available in machine readable format (diskette form) for the
following machines:

TRS-80'· Model I Micropolis 1053/11
APPLE II Microsoft under CPIM
PET CBASIC under CPIM

Cromemco

FROM ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL (By Scott Adams)

t 1. ADVENTURE LAND - You wander through an enchanted world trying to recover
the 13 lost treasures. You'll encounter wild animals, magical beings, and many
other penis and puzzles. Can you rescue the Blue Ox from the quicksand? Or find
your way out of the maze of pits? Happy Adventuring .....

t 2. PIRATE'S ADVENTURE - "Yo ho ho and a bottle of rum" You'll meet up with the
pirate and his daffy bird along with many strange Sights as you attempt to go from
your London flat to Treasure Island. Can you recover Long John Silver's lost
treasures? Happy Sailing, matey .

3. MISSION IMPOSSIBLE ADVENTURE - Good morning, your mission is to ...and so
It starts. Will you be able to complete your mission in time? Or is the world's first
automated nuclear reactor doomed? This one's well named. It's hard, there is no
magic, but plenty of suspense. Good luck .....

4. VOODOO CASTLE. - Co.unt Cristo has had a fI~ndish curse put on him by his
enemies. There he lies, With you hls only hope. Will you be able to rescue him or is
he forever doomed? Beware the Voodoo Man .....

* All orders processed
within 24-Hours ,* 3O-Day money back guarantee
on all Software (less a $3
penalty lor handling)

5. THE COUNT - You wake up in a large brass bed in somewhere in Tran-
sylvani. Who are you, what are you doing here, 'and did the postman deliver
a bottle of blood? You'll love this Adventure, in fact, you might say it's Love at First
Byte.

6. STRANGE ODYSSEY - Marooned at the edg.eof the galaxy, you've stumbled on
the ruins of an ancient alien civilization complete with fabulOUS treasures and
unearthly technologies. Can you collect the treasures and return or will you end
up marooned forever? .

7. MYSTERY FUN HOUSE - Can you find your way completely through the strangest
Fun House in existence, or will you always be kicked out when the park closes? ...

8. PYRAMID OF DOOM - An Egyptian Treasure Hunt leads you into the dark re-
cesses of a recently uncovered Pyramid. Will you recover all the treasures or more
likely will you join its denizens for that long eternal sleep? .

9. GHOST TOWN - Explore a deserted western mining town in search of 13 treasures
From rattlesnakes to runaway horses, this Adventure's got them all! Just remem-
ber, Pardner, they don't call them Ghost Towns for nothin'. (Also includes new
bonus scoring system!) $14.95 Per Adventure
•Note: Apple requi res 24K and has no lower case.

t Recommended for the novice adventurer, with built-in HELPS!

FROM PERSONAL SOFTWARE INC.
VISICALC $150.00

Take virtually any problem you would explore using calculator, pen, and paper,
working in rows and columns. Apply VisiCalc and you'll see why every reviewer of this
product has said the same thing: VisiCalc is the most useful, most important program yet
developed for personal computing.

With VisiCalc, you work with an electronic worksheet of up to 63 columns and 254
rows. At the juncture of any column and row you can type in words and numbers. VisiCalc
automatically performs all arithmetic functions, net present value, and transcendental
functions - instantly!

CCA DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM $74.95
OMS Features:
File Creaton and Maintenance:

• Fields may be alphanumeric, numeric, integer, floating point, or fixed decimal with
commas.
• Fields may be COMPUTED FIELDS. DMS will compute any field within a record,
usin\l constants or other fields in the same record. Functions include add, subtract,
multiply, divide, and raise exponential powers.
• Records are easily located, using the SCAN feature. SCAN for records with a field
over, below, or between a range of values.
• Records are easily added and updated. DMS "prompts" you with questions.
• Multi-diskette capabilities for larger files - up to 85,000 characters per file!
• Sort the records into almost any order, using up to 10 fields as "keys". So you can
sort for customer numbers; within zip code, for instance.
• Delete records, "compact" files, and backup files on data diskettes easily.
Report Features: .
• Print reports with records in any order.
• Select fields to be printed.
• Print mailing labels.
• Numeric totals and subtotals can be specified when a value in an unrelated field in
the same record changes. For example, sort, subtotal, and print according to depart-
ment, or month, or customer number, or model number.

GUARANTEED PROFIT 91% :~~~ES 32% !~e:L~GiR~~~~~1978
SHOWS

THE HORSE SELECTOR II (FLATS) (By Dr. Hal Davis) $50.00
New simplified version of the original Horse Selector. The first Horse Selection System
to actually calculate the estimated odds of each horse.
HIGHER PROFITS (OVER 100%) POSSIBLE THROUGH SELECTIVE BETTING ON:

• Rates each horse 'in 10 seconds.
• Easy to follow rules.
• Can be used with any Apple II Computer.
• 100% money back guarantee (returned for any reason).
• Uses 4 factors (speed rating, track variant, distance of the present race, distance of
the last race)
• USing the above factors, the Horse Selector calculates the estimated odds. BET on
horses whose actual payoff (from the Tote Board or Morning Lines) is higher than
payoff based on estimated odds.
• Using the above factors, the Horse Selector calculates the estimated odds. BET on
any selected horse with an estimated payoff (based on Tote Board or Morning Lines)
higher than calculated payoff (based on Horse Selector II).
• Source. listing for the TRS-80'·, TI-59, HP-67, HP-41, Apple and BASIC Computers.
• No.computer or calculator necessary (although a calculator would be helpful for
the Simple division used to calculate estimated odds)

FREE Dutchlng Tabl •• allows betting on 2 or more horses with a guaranteed profit.

~ HOUR ~

~ 24 O~~~R .r~
(914) 425-1535

ADD $2.00 FOR SHIPPING UPS AREAS
ADD $3.00 FOR C.O.D. OR NON-UPS AREAS
ADD $4.00 OUTSIDE U.S.A, CANADA & MEXICO

NEW TOLL-FREE
ORDER LINE

(OUTSIDE OF N.Y. STATE)

(800) 431-2818

CIRCLE 239 ON READER SERWCE CARD
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Personal Computer, cont'd...
In many instances the display screen is too small to hold all the
information a user may wish to consult at one time, and as a
result "windows", or simulated display frames, were developed
within the larger physical display. Windows organize simulations
for editing and display, allowing a document composed of text,
pictures, musical notation, dynamic animations and so on to be
created and viewed at several levels of refinement. Once the
windows have been created they overlap on the screen like
sheets of paper; when the mouse is pointed at a partially covered
window, the window is redisplayed to overlap the other
windows. Those windows containing useful but not immediately
needed information are collapsed to small rectangles that are
labelled with a name showing what information they contain. A
"touch" of the mouse causes them to instantly open up and
display their contents.

In the present state of the art software development is much
more difficult and time consuming than hardware development.
The personal computer will eventually be puttogetherfrom more
or less standard microelectronic components, but the software
that will give lifeto the user's ideas must go through a long and
arduous process of refinement if it is to aid and not hinder the
goals of a personal dynamic medium.

For this reason over the past four years 250 children (aged six to
15) and 50 adults were invited to try versions of SMALL TALK and
to suggest ways of improving it. Their creations, as imaginative
and diverse as they themselves, include programs for home
accounts, information storage and retrieval, teaching, drawing,
painting, music synthesis, writing and games. Subsequent
designs of SMALL TALK have been greatly influenced and
improved by the visitors' projects. .

When children or adults first encounter a personal computer,
most of them are already involved in pursuits of their own
choosing. Their initial impulse is to exploit the system to do
things they are already doing: a home or office managerwill

The particular structure of a sym-
bolic language is important because
it provides a context in which some
concepts are easier to think about
and express than others.
automate paperwork and accounts, a teacher will portray
dynamic and pictorial aspects of a curriculum, a child will work on
ways to create pictures and games. The fact is that people
naturally start to conceive and build personal tools. Although
man has been characterized as the toolmaking species,
toolmaking itself has historically been the province of
technological specialists. One reason is that technologies
frequently require special techniques, materials, tools and
physical conditions. An important property of computers,
however, is that very general tools for using them can be built by
anyone. These tools are made from the same materials and with
the same effort as more specific.creations,

Initially the children interact with the computer by "painting"
pictures and drawing straight lines on the display screen with the
pencil-like pointer. The children then discover that programs can
create structures more complex than any they can create by
hand. They learn that a picture has several representations, of
which only the most obvious-the image-appearson the screen.
The most important representation is the editable symbolic
model of the picture stored in the memory of the computer. For
example, in the computer an image of a truck can be built up from
models of wheels, a cab and a bed, each a different colour. As the
parts ofthe symbolic model are edited, its image on the screen
will change accordingly.

Adults also learn to exploit the properties of the computer
medium. A professional artist spent several months building
various tools that resembled those he had worked with to create
images on paper. Eventually he discovered that the mosaic
screen -the indelible but instantly erasable storage ofthe
medium - and his new ability to program could be combined to
create rich textures of a kind that could not be created with ink or
paint. From the use of the computer for the impoverished
simulation of an already existing medium he had progressed to
the discovery ofthe computer's unique properties for human
expression.

One of the best ways to teach nonexperts to communicate with
computers is to have them explore the levels of abstraction at
which images can be manipulated. The manipulation of images
follows the general stages of intellectual growth. For a young
child an image is something to make:' a free mixture offorms and

It is just this realm of apparent
nonsense that must be kept open
for the developingmindsof the future.

colours unconnected with the real world. Older Children create
images that directly represent concepts such as people, pets and
houses. Later analogical images appear whose form is closely
related to their meaning and purpose, such as geometric figures
and graphs. In the end symbolic images are used that stand for
concepts that are too abstract to analogize, such as numbers,
algebraic and logical terms and the characters and words that

. constitute language.

The types of images in the hierarchy are increasingly difficult to
represent on the computer. Free-form and literal images can be
easily drawn or painted with lines and halftones in the dot matrix
of the display screen with the aid of the mouse or in conjunction
with programs that draw curves, fill in areas with tone or show
perspectives ofthree-dimensional models. Analogical images
can also be generated, such as a model of a simulated musical
instrument: a time-sequenced graph representing the dynamic
evolution of amplitude, pitch variation and tonal range.

Symbolic representations are particularly useful because they
provide a means of handling concepts that are difficult to portray
directly, such as generalizations and abstract relations.
Moreover, as an image gets increasingly complex its most
important property, the property of making local relations
instantly clear, becomes less useful. Communication with
computers based on symbols as they routinely occur in natural
language, however, has proved to be far more difficult than many
had supposed. The reason lies in our lack of understanding of
how human beings exploit the context of their experience to
make sense of the ambiguities of common discourse. Since it is
not yet understood how human beings do what they do, getting
computers to enag'e in similar activities is still many years in the
future, It is quite possible, however, to invent artificial computer
languages that can represent concepts and activities we do
understand and that are simple enough in basic structure for
them to be easily learned and used by nonexperts.

74 CREATIVE COMPUTING
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HAYDEN SOFTWARE •••
New!
DATA MANAGER: A Data Base
Management System and Mailing List
(Lutus) Do what the big machines do with your
Apple II! This all-machine language program
stores up to 96,000 alphanumeric characters
on just one floppy disk. Powerful cursor-based
editor facilitates easy information alteration in
the data base. Program permits the user to sort
on any key and subfiles on any search. Retrieve
data in any combination of categories from up
to 32,000 characters within one-half second.
Choose between screen display or serial print-
out (via the game paddle connector). Ideal for
mailing lists, data banks, index files, or any
other facts, files, or statistics that are begging
to be organized. #04909, Apple II Disk Version,
$49.95.

New!
APPLE ™ ASSEMBLY
LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
(Lutus) Enter the world of machine language
programming with this brand new, winning,
utility program. This very capable Assembler/
Editor/Formatter allows you to write and
modify your language programs quickly and
easily. Features a cursor-based editor, local and
global labels, and disk-based macros which per-
mit you to incorporate frequently used sub-
routines into any program. Formprint program
lets you print a formatted listing of source and
object files. #04609, Apple II Disk Version,
$39.95.

Hayden Book
Company, Inc.
50 Essex Street, Rochelle Park, NJ 07662

or Call Toll Free, 24 hours a day,
(1-800-827-3777, ext. 302)*
TO CHARGE YOUR ORDER TO
Master Charge or Visa!
Minimum order is $10.00;
Customer pays postage and handling.
From Missouri, call
1-800-892-7655, ext. 302.

New!
MICROCOMPUTER CIRCUIT
ANALYSIS PROGRAM
(Savon) Minimize your time calculating the
frequency response of a circuit with this new
program. MCAP performs a linear voltage,
impedence, or transfer impedence analysis of
an electronic circuit. Enter the circuit des-
cription in a systematic nodal notation and the
program then calculates, lists and plots the
circuit's frequency response. MCAP readily
analyzes circuits with up to 15 nodes ~ larger
circuits can be divided into subsections for
individual analysis. And, the circuits analyzed
can contain any or all of the six types of com-
ponents: resistors, capacitors, inductors, bi-
polar transistors, FETs, and Op-Amps. Educa-
tors in particular will find this a strong
applications program for circuit analysis.
#04504, Apple II; #04501, PET; each Cassette
$24.95.

For those who prefer their
ready ..to..run programs

WELL DONE!CIRCLE 220 ON READER SERVice CARD



Personal Computer, cont'd...
The particular structure of a symbolic language is important .
because it provides a context in which some concepts are easier
to think about and express than others. For example,
mathematical notation first arose to abbreviate concepts that
could be expressed only as ungainly circumlocutions in natural
language. Gradually it was realized that the form of an expression
could be of great help in the conception and manipulation of the
meaning for which the expression stood. A more important
advance came when new notation was created to represent
concepts that did not fit into the culture's linguistic heritage at all,
such as functional mappings, continuous rates and limits.

The computer created new needs for language by inverting the
traditional process of scientific investigation. It made new
universes available that could be shaped by theories to produce
simulated phenomena. Accordingly symbolic structures were
needed to communicate concepts such as imperative
descripti and I structures.
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SMALL TALK is a new programming language developed at the
Xerox Palo Alto Research Center for use on the experimental
personal computer. It is made up of "activities", computer-like
entities that can perform a specific set of tasks and can also
communicate with other activities in the system. New activities
are created by enriching existing families of activities with
additional "traits", or "abilities", which are defined in terms of a
method to be carried out. The description of the family "box"
shown here is a dictionary of its traits. To create anew member of
the family box, a message is sent to the trait "new" stating the
characteristics of the new box in terms of specific values for the
general traits "location", "enqte", and "size". In this example
"new" has been filled in to specify a box located in the centre of
the screen with an angle of zero degrees and a side 100screen
dots long. To "show" the new box, a member of the curve-
drawing family "brush" is given directions by the open trait
"shape". First the brush travels to the specific location, turns in
the proper direction and appears on the screen. Then it draws a
square by travelling the distance given by "size", turning 90
degrees and repeating these actions three more times. The last
trait on the list is open, indicating that a numerical value is to be
supplied by the user when the trait is invoked by a message. A
box is "grown" by first erasing it, increasing (or decreasing) its
size by the value supplied in the message and redisplaying it.

Most of the programming languages in service today were
developed as symbolic ways to deal with the hadware-Ievel
concepts of the 1950's. This approach led to two kinds of passive
building blocks: data structures, or inert construction materials,
and procedures, or step-by-step recipes for manipulating data.
The languages based on these concepts (such as BASIC,
FORTRAN, ALGOL and APL) follow their descriptions in a strictly
sequential manner. Because a piece of data may be changed by
any procedurethat can fit itthe programmer must be very careful
to choose only those procedures that are appropriate. As ever
more complex systems are attempted, requiring elaborate
combinations of procedures, the difficulty of getting the entire
system to work increases geometrically. Although most
programmers are still taught data-procedure languages, there is
now a widespread recognition of their inadequacy.

A more promising approach is to oevise building blocks of
greater generality. Both data and procedures can be replaced by

Messac~ Interaction Pictorial Effect commentary
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forever!
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SMALL TALK LEARNING SEQUENCE teaches students the basic
concepts of the language by having them interact with an already
defined family of activities. First, offspring of the family box are
created, named and manipulated, and a second family of
activities called "interval" is introduced. Offspring of the interval
and box families are then combined to generate an animation ot
two spinning boxes.
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The Ultimate Application Development System
Nothing can compete with the brain when it comes to information

storage capacity and speed of data entry and recall - but we're
working at it.

Our SELECTOR-IVTM data base management system will let your
microcomputer operate with the flexibility available (up to now) only
on larger systems. You can create, maintain and report on files
limited in size only by your 'CP/MTM compatible operating system or
disk storage capacity.

The basis of the power of SELECTOR-IVTM is our unique method
of cross-indexing the information in your files. You can immediately
recall records by the contents of any piece of information required -
from account numbers to ZIP codes to the date of your last audit. You
can update records, individually or all at once. You can create new,
uniquely, selected sub-files from existing ones (in the same or a
different format), and perform computations in the process. You can
define procedures to generate computed invoices, personalized
letters, or gummed labels with the information coming from several
files at once, and invoke them whenever needed. You can add new
items to a record definition and change or delete them at will.

·CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research.

CIRCLE 154 ON READER SERVICE CARD

We've come a long way since we released the first information
management system in microcomputers. We've listened to your
suggestions and incorporated the best of them. We've built screen
editing functions into the system which make operating the system as
convenient as possible. We've had SELECTOR-IV'sTM documentation
produced by our experts emphasizing its use for the novice, the ap-
plications developer, as well as, the retailer. Our applications
specialists can provide you with a "turnkey" SELECTOR- TVTMsystem
customized for virtuall~ any requirement.

With SELECTOR-IV M and aqood
word processor program, chances
are you won't need any other software.

Look for SELECTOR-IVTM at
your local computer retailer. or call:

MICRO-AP, INC.
9801 Davona Dr.
San Ramon. CA 94583
(415) 828-6691

lVIICRO-AP



Personal Computer, cont'd...
the single idea of "activities", computer-like entities that exhibit
behaviour when they are sent an appropriate message. There are
no nouns and verbs in such a language, only dynamically
communicating activities. Every transaction, description and
control process is thought of as sending messages to and
receiving messages from activities in the system. Moreover, each
activity belongs to a family of similar activities,all of which have
the ability to recognize and reply to messages directed to them
and to perform specific acts such as drawing pictures, making
sounds or adding numbers. New families are created by
combining and enriching "traits", or properties inherited from
existing families.

A message-activity system is inherently parallel: every activity is
constantly ready to send and receive messages, so that the host
computer is in effect divided into thousands of computers, each
with the capabilities ofthe whole. The message-activity approach
therefore enables one to dynamically represent a system at many
levels of organization from the atomic to the macroscopic, but
with a "skin" of protection at each qualitative level of detail
through which hegotiative messages must be sent and checked.

This level of complexity can be safely handled because the
language severely limits the kinds of interactions between
activities, allowing only those that are appropriate, much as a
hormone is allowed to interact with only a few specifically
responsive target cells. SMALL TALK was the first computer
language to be based entirely on the structural concepts of
message and activities.

The third and newest framework for high-level communication is
the observer language. Although message-activity languages
are an advance over the data-procedure framework, the relations
among the various activities are somewhat independent and
analytic. Many concepts, however, are so richly interwoven that
analysis causes them virtually to disappear. For example,
20th century physics assigns equal importance to a phenomenon
and its context, since observers with different vantage points
perceive the world differently. In an observer language, activities
are replaced by "viewpoints" that become attached to one
another to form correspondences between concepts. For
example, a dog can be viewed abstractly (as an animal),
analytically (as being composed of organs, cells and molecules),
pragmatically (as a vehicle by a child), allegorically (as a human
being in a fairy tale) and contextually (as a bone's way to fertilize a
lawn). Observer languages are just now being formulated. They
and their successors will be communication vehicles of the
1980's.

My experience, and that of others who teach programming, is
that a first computer language's particular style and its main
concepts not only have a strong influence on what a new
programmer can accomplish but also leave an impression about
programming and computers that can last foryears. The process
of learning to program a computer can impose such a particular
point of view that alternative ways of perceiving and solving
problems can become extremely frustrating for new
programmers to learn.

At the beginning of this study, considerations were given to
simulating features of data-procedure languages that children
had been able to learn, such as BASIC and LOGO. Then, worried
that the imprinting process would prevent stronger ideas from
being absorbed, decisions were made to find a way to present the
message-activity ideas of SMALL TALK in concrete terms without
dilution. This was accomplished by starting with simple
situations that embodied a concept and then gradually
increasing the complexity of the examples to flesh out the
concept to its full generality. Although the comm~nication-like
model of SMALL TALK is a rather abstract way to represent
descriptions, to the surprise of all, the first group and succeeding

groups of children who tried it appeared to find the ideas as easy
to learn as those of the more concrete languages.

For example, most programming languages can deal with only
one thing at a time, so that it is difficult to represent with them
even such simple situations as children in a school, spacecraft in
the sky or bouncing balls in free space. In SMALL TALK parallel
models are dealt with from the start, and the children seem to
have little difficulty in handling them. Actually, parallel
processing is remarkably similar to the way people think. When
you are walking along a street, one part of your brain may be
thinking about the route you are taking, another part may be
thinking aboutthe dinner you are going to eat, a third part may be
admiring the sunset, and so forth.

Another important characteristic of SMALL TALK is the
classification of objects into families that are generalizations of
their properties. Children readily see themselves as members of
the family "kids", since they have common traits such as
language, interests and physical appearance. Each individual is
both a member ofthe family kids and has his or her own meaning
for the shared traits. For example, all kids have the trait eye
colour, but Sam's eyes are blue and Michele's are brown.
SMALL TALK is built out of such families. Number symbols, such
as 2 or 17, are instancesofthefamily "number". The members of
this family differ only in their numerical value (which is their sole
property) and share a common definition of the different
messages they can receive and send. The symbol of a "brush" in
SMALL TALK is also a family. Allthe brush symbols have the
ability to draw lines, but each symbol has its own knowledge of
its orientation and where it is located in the drawing area.

The description of a programming language is generally given in
terms of its grammar: the meaning each grammatical
construction is supposed to convey and the method used to
obtain the meaning. For example, various programming
languages employ grammatical constructions such as (PLUS 3 4)
or 3 ENTER 4+ to specify the intent to add the number 3 to the
number 4. The meaning of these phrases is the same. In the
computer each should give rise to the number 7, although the
actual methods followed in obtaining the answer can differ
considerably from one type of computer to the next.

The grammar of SMALL TALK is simple and fixed. Each phrase is
a message to an activity. A description of the desired activity is
followed by a message that selects a trait of the activity to be
performed. The designated activity will decide whether it wants
to acceptthe message (it usually does) and at some latertime will
act on the message. There may be many concurrent messages
pending for an activity, even for the same trait. The sender of the
message may decide to wait for a reply or not to wait. Usually it
waits, but itmay decide to perform other fu nctions ifthe message
has invoked a method that requires considerable computation.

The integration of programming -language concepts with
concepts of editing, graphics and information retrieval makes
available a wide range of useful activities that the user can invoke
with little or no knowledge of programming. Learners are
introduced to SMALL TALK by getting them to send messages to
already existing families of activities, such as the family "box",
whose members show themselves on the screen as squares. A
box can individually ctiange its size, location, rotation and shape.
After some experience with sending messages to cause effects
on the display screen the learner may take a look at the definition
of the box family. Each family in SMALL TALK is described with a
dictionary of traits, which are defined in-terms of a method to be
carried out. For example, the message phrase "joe grow 50"
says: Find the activity named "[oe", find its general trait.called
"grow __ " and fill in its open part with the specific value 50. A
new trait analogous to those already present in the family
definition (such as "grow" or "turn") can easily be added by the
learner. The next phase of learning involves elaboration of this
basic theme by creating games such as space war and tools for
drawing and painting.
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DISCOUNT
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List
26-4002

64K 1 Drive$3499.00

CEnTRoniCS
Fast 100 CPSCentronics
730 Printer - $675.00
Text Quality Centronics
737 Printer - $850.00

Modell Basic Compiler $180.00
Model II Basic Compiler 360.00

AUTHORIZED

TRS-80~ALERA301
COMPUTER SPECIALISTS

26-1056 16K Level II System with Keypad. $670.00
26·1145 RS·232 Boord 84.00
26·1140 "0" K Interface. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . 249.00
26-1141 "16" K Interface 365.00
26-1142 "32" K Interface 476.00
26-1160Mini Disk - Drive O. . . _ 424.00
26-1161Mini Disk· Additionel . _ 424.00
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Personal Computer, cont'd ... quite different from the way they had viewed it before,with
consequences that were difficult to predict or control.
Wemay expect that the changes resulting from computer literacy
will beasfar-reaching asthose that camefrom literacy in reading
and writing, but for most people the changeswill besubtle and
not necessarily in the direction oftheir idealizedexpectations. For
example, we should not predict or expect that the personal
computer will foster a new on in education just becauseit
could. Every new m of this century - the
telehone, the television - haselicited
similar predictions pass.Millions of the
uneducated people accessto the
accumulated cultu lic libraries, but they
do not avail themse idual or a society
decides that education r, the book, and now
the personal computer society's main vehicles
r the transmission of " .

There are two basic approaches to personal computing. The first
one,which isanalogous to musical improvisation, isexploratory:
effects arecaused in orderto seewhat they are likeanderrors are
tracked down, understood and fixed. The second, which
resembles musical composition, calls for a great deal more
planning, generality and structure. The e isused
for both methods but the framework

Experience has shown that there
free exploration and a c1Avello~led
computing experience is sim
into a third grade classroom.
even music by experimentation,
help in dealingwith the instrume
children the various levels of "h"t".IIt,inn
SMALLTALK are not equally accessi
symbolization is to give asimple n"""onn
ideas, and then later to be able t_lhv,..,I<"
name. Children between thlHfijes

to take this ~"'''''''''H''''<.!'''
look
take, is lim

It is quite evident that
integral part of peopl
and sifting of all man
virtually everyone.
however, may be ana
come to
become d

property of
with language,the
hasizethe

rn~•••~.n"'''and to ignore the
models and the

f"""irH.tinn with

better people or
, but they came to view the world in a yyay--...;~.-,.J

A. and Marvin, Artificial
Lectures,Oregon State Systemof

(1974).
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A NEW WORLD OF SMALL
COMPUTERS IS AT YOUR
FINGERTIPS THIS FALL
When we say "fingertips" we mean just that: a

hands-on-inspection opportunity for you to try
the small computers and systems that will write
the history of microprocessing in the 1980's.

Manufacturers will fill over 30,000 square feet
with computers, software and oeripherals.
Amazing strides in technology are reflected in
exhibits and lecture series.

New hardware and software for business,
education, the sciences and professions,
graphics and personal use are being gathered
for the largest and most beautifully presented
National Small Computer Show ever produced.

As always, the show contains attractions for
the seasoned computer professional, as well as
those who wish an introduction to the exciting
world of small computers for business,
professional or personal use. In just a short
time, you can discuss your interest with many
industry leaders, vendors, technologists, and
our expert lecturers.

Registration fee is only $10 per day, and all
registrants have free access to the hourly
lectures.

LECTURE PROGRAM

A schedule of free lectures is available to all
visitors. Lectures run about 50 minutes each,
including, in most cases, some time for
questions from the floor. Some topics are given
twice, and, in some cases, topics of related
interest are given on the same day for the
visitor's convenience. (Program is subject to
change without notice, but lectures will be
posted daily in the show lobby.)

lHURSDAY, OCTOBER 30

Noon Introduction to Small Systems for
Business, Stan Veit, Associated Computer
Industries

Noon Mailing Lists: Several Directions,
Dr. Norman I. Agin, Mathtech, Inc.

1 p.m. Selecting a Small Computer for Business,
David Benevy, Computer Mart of New
Jersey

1 p.m. Evaluating and Improving Your Computer's
Performance, Philip Grossman, Raytheon
Co.

2 p.m. Law Office Systems Aspects of Word
Processing, Bernard Sternin

2 p.m. Future Smart Machines: 2000 A.D. and
Beyond, Dr. Earl Joseph, Sperry Univac

3 p.m. Computer Contracts-FaCing the issues,
Alan C. Verbit, Verbit and Company

3 p.m. Accounts Receivable/Accounts Payable/
General Ledger

4 p.m. Using FORTRAN on a Microcomputer,
Richard A. Zeitlin

4 p.m. Investment Analysis of Stocks and
Commodities on a Microcomputer, Fred
Cohen, Shearson Loeb Rhoades, Inc.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 31

Noon Introduction to Small Systems for
Business, Stan Veit, Associated Computer
Industries

Noon BASIC Programming, Michael Mulcahey,
Worcester Stage College

p.m. Selecting a Small Computer for Business,
David Benevy, Computer Mart of New
Jersey -

1 p.m. Videoprints: Full-Color, Low-Cost, Hard-
Copy Computer Graphics, Warren Sullivan,
Image Resource Corp.

2 p.m. Mailing Lists: Several Directions,
Dr. Norman I. Agin, Mathtech, Inc.

2 p.m. Business Applications Software Develop-
ment via Data Base Management,
Dr. Andrew Whinston, Micro Data Base
Systems

3 p.m. Application of PASCAL to Small Systems
for Business, Panel, Stan Veit, Moderator,
Associated Computer Systems

3 p.m. Investment Analysis of Stocks and
Commodities on a Microcomputer,
Fred Cohen, Shearson Loeb Rhoades, Inc.

4 p.m. Advantages of Distributed Processing and
Multi-Processing, John Steefel, 01 Corp.

4 p.m. To be assigned.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 1

Noon Educational Software: The Good, the Bad,
the Ugly. Jo Ann Comito, S.U.N.Y. at
Stony Brook

Noon Introduction to Personal Computing,
RCA-Solid State

1 p.m. Computer-Assisted Mathematics Courses,
Dr. Frank Scalzo, Oueensborough
Community College

2 p.m. Artificial Intelligence Update, Prof. Peter
Kugel, Boston College

2 p.m. Compiling and Retrieving Personal Medical
Data, Dr. Derek Enlander, St. Luke's
Hospital

2 p.m. The Present State of CP/M Compatible
Software, Tony Gold, Lifeboat Associates

3 p.rr High Volume Data Handling: An
Introduction to File Processing, Prof. Peter
Kugel, Boston College

3 p.rn. Connecting the Computer to the Outside
World, Prof. James Gips, Boston College

4 p.m. Educational Applications in the Home,
David Ahl, "Creative Computing Magazine"

4 p.m. Household Applications-Some New,
Dr. Dennis J. McGuire

SPECIAL SESSION: EXECUTIVE EDUCATION
CONFERENCE FOR BUSY PEOPLE

This year, NSCS will present a special five-hour
conference formulated as an intensive fast
education for administrators and executives.
The aim is to show the conferee hOw to cope
with computers in business. No prior
knowledge of computers is needed. The session
will proceed on a step-by-step basis, covering
computers, computer jargon, software systems,
and peripherals. It will indicate how to assess
computer requirements, how to talk to vendors,
and how to make a system work efficiently, after
you've bought it wisely.

An executive education session will be given
daily for four days, Oct. 29 through Nov. 1, in
the New York Coliseum. Each session is limited
in attendance, and reservation must be made.
Registration is on a first-come, first-served
basis. Fee is $200, and includes three-day
admission to the National Small Computer
Show, coffee break, and workbook materials.
Please write or call the show office for session
outline and registration form. (Do not use
registration form in this ad for special session.

NATIONAL SMALL COMPUTER SHOW
110 Charlotte Place
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632 (201) 569-8542

--REGISTRATION FOR AMERICA'S BIGGEST SMALL COMPUTER SHOW -
Please regIster me for the 4th Annual. National Small Computer Show, Oct. 30 - Nov. 1, 1980 New York Coliseum.

NAME

COMPANY(IfAny)' _

ADDRESS------------------_- _
Your company's primary business. Check one.

1 0 Accountmg firm
2 0 Advertising /Marketinq
3 0 Banking/lnsurancel

Real Eslate/CrediVSecurities
4 0 Communications
5 0 Computer Consultant
6 0 Computer Oealer/Oist.
7 0 Construction/Architecture
6 0 Education

Check your primary job function.

1 0 Account Executive
2 0 Administrator
3 0 BOOkkeeper
4 0 Cnernist/Pharm.
5 0 Consultant
6 0 Corporate orucer
70 C.P.A.
8 0 Creative Arts (All)

9 0 Engineering
10 0 Entertainment/News
11 0 Government/Military
120 Hospital
13 0 Hotel
14 0 Industrial Design
15 0 Law Office
16 0 Management Consultant
17 0 Manufacturing

9 0 Designer (All)
10 0 DP/WP Manager/Operator
11 0 Doctor
12 0 Engineer (AU)
130 Lawyer
14 0 Otttce Manager
15 0 Programmer
16 0 Purchasing

18 0 Personnel Agency
19 0 Professional Services
20 0 Research/Development
21 0 Transportation (All)
22 0 Utility
23 0 Wholesale/Retail Sales
24 0 Other (Please Specify)

17 0 Salesperson (All)
18 0 Scientist
19 0 Skilled Laborer
20 0 Student
21 0 Teacher
22 0 Technician

23 0 Other (Please Specify)

OCTOBER 1980

Your primary Interest In computers (check only one) 1 0 Business 2 0 Personal 3 0 Both

81

BUSINESSTITLE(IfAny) _

TELEPHON~ _

ZIP

o ONE DAY $10
o THREE DAYS $30

Mail with payment of $10 for each day you
wish to attend. Use one form per person. Re-
gistration badge will be sent by mail in early
October. Check or money order only.

'

Mall prior to October 10, 1980.
Foreign orders: October 1, 1980.
National Small Computer Show
110Charlotte Place
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632
201-569-8542

o TWO DAYS $20

--------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------



AView. cont'd ...
About three years ago, in a discussion

with a budding computerist, I asked what
areas of computing were of interest to him.
The reply still haunts me - "Oh, I'm
interested in computing for computing's
sake." Luckily the folks at Rosetta do not
share this attitude. Working with their
prototype Smalltalk interpreter leads us to
believe that there is still hope for people
interested in doing useful work with
computing machinery. The computing
profession's first goal should be to make
using computers easier. Why don't wedo it
for ourselves while weare at it? Smalltalk is
it possible movement in that direction.

We must all face the fact that the vast
majority of the current hardware that is in
use is designed around a sequential
execution strategy involving interpreta-
tion of bit patterns fetched (usually) one
pattern at a time from a storage medium,
and acted upon in a step-by-step manner,
small steps at that. It is relatively easy for a
human to simulate the actions of a
machine using pencil and paper. It is a
boring task at best and the concepts of the
ultimately desired result are often obscure.
Consider some higher level language like
Basic. Is there really a difference? We still
use a step-by-step procedure, the steps are
a little bigger.

What Pascal is to the right
wing of language de-
velopment, Smalltalk can
be to the anarchist
faction.

As processes become more complex,
the difference in level becomes irrelevant.
What is needed is a method to express
often-used concepts, relating to the
problem, in a more concise way. GOSUB
1000 as access to a high-level concept does
nothing for me.

Enter Smalltalk. Here we get the
ability to build a consistent facility for
solving problems that fits the needs of the
situation. Since the real world usually
provides a good source of analogies,
consider the example of a manufacturing
corporation which needs materials. It
would be less than efficient to allow each
worker to procure the materials necessary
to perform his part of the overall
operation. To resolve this situation we, as
smart managers, centralize this procure-
ment function in a particular department,
let's call it Purchasing. We setup rules for
requests for material and mandate how the
Purchasing function will respond to these
requests. Now individuals or other
departments which require materials can
get them without being involved in the
details by which they were acquired. This

would work fine if humans were not
involved (have you ever gotten what you
want?). The concept is valid, however,
when we apply it to computing.

lie first Actor language to appear fo
he commercial market might just b
hat produced by Rosetta, Inc., 0
ouston, Texas. Recently publicized

under the name "Rosetta Smalltalk," it,
~ses a pattern-matching syntax much like
Smalltalk 72 and others in the MITfamily.
t runs on the Z~80under CP IM, and has a
~ariety of windowing graphic effects
especially configured for the Exid
orcerer. It requires a fairly full configur]

ation·.,.:...arlel:l:st 48~, preferably 5'6.'While
efinitive marketing plans and pricing

have not yet been announced, the Rosetta
. rocessor is now in use at a number of test
sites, and should be on the market within a
ew months. A good guess as to price
would be $250c~. ...J

Generalize the idea of a "department"
to any concept that does some work
(Smalltalk calls these things Objects).
[Note: The term "Actors," meaning the
same thing, has been used in our other
Actor / Smalltalk articles. The concept is
the same. -Ed.] Each object has rules
associated with requests for its work
(Smalltalk calls. these requests Messages).
The object will respond with its answer
(Smalltalk calls these answers Responses).
By sending messages to objects and routing
the replies to other objects, we can build
conceptually larger and larger functional
objects until sending the right message
directly from our keyboard will give us the
answer to our question. We can live with
the structure required of the messages
which we send, since after all we specified
the format.

New I:ease on ife for me

The Sorcerer computer is an excellen
-80 machine that has not caught on a

well as it has deserved. Part of the reason i
he steep upgrade: while the basic machin '
up to 48K.!)isin a single rugged plasticbox
ith keyboard, the S-IOO expansio I

chassis is another $ 439, and this wa
equired before you could add a disk drive.
ow, however, disk drives that add 0

directly are available.
. Moreover, the Sorcerer package (and
ts creator, Paul Terrell) has moved froIlli
its original maker, Exidy, to the firm 0
Microsette, which may push it harder.

Meantime, the availability of the!
osetta Actor language could be a real
oost, since it adds rather spectacula

caQabilities to this neat little machine.

The concept is not new. Forth is a
building-block language, Fortran coders
can define functions and subroutines, most
assembly language hackers use macros,
and Basic has some building-block
functions (unfortunately implementation-
dependent). The format used to communi-
cate with these higher-level functions
usually appears to be tacked on to the
language. Smalltalk implements language
format at the most general level of all -
everything is an object; all objects have a
definable set of messages to which they
respond with a definable set of responses;
any object can use any other object while
doing its thing, including itself. To add to
the flexibility - and to the confusion and
possible danger - the definition of the
messages, responses, and even the method
used to determine the response, is usually
dynamically modifiable during execution.
What Pascal is to the right wing of
language development, Smalltalk can be to
the anarchist faction. Let us assume that
misuse of the power of the language will be
minimal.
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What does it mean to us? Will it be
easier to get solutions to our problems? Is it
easier to use? The answer is a firm maybe.
Smalltalk allows easy interactive solutions
to problems for which the component
classes of objects have been defined. As
with any solution, someone must develop
the basis for the manipulations which lead
to the desired result.

Any given implementation of Small-
talk will have a set of pre-defined objects,
possibly a library of additional objects and
(we hope) an easy way to define new
objects and modifying existing objects. If
our task is to produce a model of the
economy of the Earth, Small talk could be
a good choice, but we must add additional
functions to solve the problem. We must
define all the relevant economic objects
which will respond to messages (which are
responses from other objects - think
about it) to the depth and breadth required
to accomplish the objective. It may be a
while before we can buy these Smalltalk
objects from advertisements here in
Creative, but there is no reason to believe
that this will not happen. Once we have
integrated these new objects into our
Smalltalk implementation, they appear for
all practical purposes to be part of the
functionality of the language.

Since a little code. may clarify the
concept, here is an example. Using Rosetta
Smalltalk and CBasic, let's solve a simple
problem:

Enter, Sort into ascending order, and
Print some number of items.

We will use the same techniques in
both programs so that they can be
compared directly.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



NowNiltakes you inside the
world's most popular microcomputer

to train you at home as the
new breed Of specialist!

NRIteams up with Radio Shack
to teach you how to use,
program and service

microcomputers ... make you
the complete technician.
It's no longer enough to be just a

programmer or a technician. With micro-
computers moving into the fabric of our
lives (over200,OOOof the TRS-80™ alone
have been sold), interdisciplinary skills
are demanded. And NRI can prepare
you with the first course of its kind,
covering the complete world of the
microcomputer.

Learn AtHome
in Your Spare Time

With NRI training, the program-
mer gains practical knowledge of hard-
ware, enabling him to design Simpler, more
effective programs. And, with advanced
programming skills, the technician can
test and debug systems quickly and easily.

Only NRI gives you both kinds of
training with the convenience of home
study. No classroom pressures, no night
school, no gasoline wasted. You learn at
your convenience, at your own pace. Yet

backed by the NRI staff and••..---;......-

'lhliDing includes TRS-80 computer, transistorized
volt-ohm meter, digital frequency counter,
and the NRIDiscovery Lab with hundreds of tests
and experiments.

(TRS-80 is a trademark of the Radio Shack division of Thndy Corp.)

OCTOBER 1980

your instructor, answering questions, giving Send for Free Catalog•..
you guidance, and helping you over the No Salesman Will Call
tough spots. Get all the details on this exciting

Explore the TRS-80 course in NRI's free, 100-page catalog. It
Inside and Out shows all equipment, lesson outlines, and

NRI training is hands-on training, facts on other electronics courses such as
with practical experiments and demon- Complete Communications with CB,TVand
strations as the very foundation of your Audio, Digital Electronics, and more. Send
knowledge. You don't just program your today, no salesman will ever bother you.
computer, you introduce and correct faults Keep up with the latest technology as you
... watch how circuits interact ... interface learn on the world's most popular computer.
with other systems ... gain a real insight If coupon has been used, write to NRI
into its nature. Schools, 3939 WISCOnsinAve.,Washington,

You also build test instruments and D.C. 20016.
the NRI Discovery Lab, r-- - - - - - - - - ~."'.,,~"'-
performing ov~r 60 Nftl ~!~:~ontinUing .
separate expenments Education Center
in the process. You f!ll J \13939 WISCOnsinAvenue
I h C':", • Washington, D.C. 20016
earn ow your ITn ~ NOSALESMANWILLCALL

, trouble-shooting •• Please check for one free catalog only.

tools work, and gain 0 Computer Electronics Including 0 Digital Electronics. Electronic
greate de tand Microcomputers Thchnology • Basic ElectroniCS

r un rs - 0 TV/Audio/Video Systems Servicing 0 Small Engine Repair
ing of the informa- 0 Complete Communications Electronics 0 Electrical Appliance Servicing
tion they give you. with CB • FCC Licenses s Aircraft, 0 Automotive Mechanics

B th mi te Mobile, Marine Electronics 0 Auto Air Conditioningo microcompu r 0 CB Specialists Courseand equirment come 0 Air Conditioning, Refrigeration, &
Heating including Solar Thchnology

as part 0 your train-
ing for you to use
and keep.

All career courses
approved under GI Bill.
o Check for details.

Name (Please Print) Age

Street

City/State/Zip
Accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council
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AVtew, cont'd ...

l'eM Cbasic Solution to Sort ProbleM

input "HuMber of IteMs";n
diK at(n+l)
for i=l to n

input "Enter IteM"; at(i)
ne:<t i
c = -1
whi Ie (c)

c = 0
for i= t to n-l
if a$(i) ;, Ol$(i~l) then \

atCn+l) = at< i ) \
a'(i) = aHi+l) \
a$(itl)= a$(ntl) \
c = -1

next i
wend
for i=l to n

print as(i)
ne:<t i
end

It may be slow, but it works. No need
to get fancy in Basic.

"Rosetta St'lalltalk .sotut icn to 501·t"!
"Set up screen' for BIG pictul'e';!
disp hide Move to 2 2 grow to 28 62 clear
show.

'disp (- "HuMber of IteMs".

@n (- read eval.
h (- Li st new n+t ,
@i (- O.
do n

(

di sp c- "Enter iteM".
a[@i (- i + lJ (- read line.).

@c (- yes.
repeat (

c = no => (done)
@c (- no.
@i (- O.
repeat (

(@i (- i + l)=n =) (done)
a[il>aCi+l1 => (a[n+l] (- a[il.

a[!] (- a[i+l).
a[i + 1) (- atn+t l ,
@c (- yes.

i,
).

@i {- O.
do n (

di~p (- a[~i <- i t 13.
i,

done!

You must remember that I am an
assembler hacker; my nine-year-old I
daughter can beat my high-level language
code. The two programs should function
about the same. They even look alike, since
it is the same problem.

Now let's define two Smalltalk
extensions to help us with this task:

Add the following messages to the
class 'List':
... input (number) - which reads from

the keyboard and fills 'number'
elements of the receiver (... ) List.

... sort ascending - which sorts the
elements of the receiver into ascend-
ing order.

"Revised Hllsetta Sftalltalk sctut icn to SOI·t"l
"Set up screen for BIG picture'"
disp hide Move to 2 2 grow to 28 62 clear show.
,jisp {- "HUMber of IteMS". \.
@n {- read eval.
@a (- List new n.
a input n.
a sort ascending.
IH (- O.
cc n (

disp (- aWi (- i .• 1].
i,

,jone!

All objects of class "List" now have
two useful messages which can be con-
sidered language features as far as any
reader is concerned. We have extended our
version of Smalltalk to include them
(although we eliminated the detail of how
we did it here). Take one more jump -
suppose we then supply a Smalltalk
package (with these and other objects, a
manual which describes the objects, the
messages they answer and their responses)
to someone who is more interested in
solving problems than writing programs?
Could this be the real future of commer-
cial software development?

So much for the blue sky. But all this
recursion and interpretation must cost lots
in machine cycles, mustn't it?

Answer. This can indeed be true when
the method used for the object in question
is written in Smalltalk to be run inter-

pretively. (Remember our orientation -
the bottom.) But many of the the object
methods in Rosetta Smalltalk are written
in assembly language, They are called
primitive methods and reduce the over-
head.

Not only is Smalltalk extensible, but
very possibly it is extensible without undue
degradation. We can develop our higher-
level concepts in Smalltalk, test the results,
and then (if necessary) rewrite them in
assembly language. (This remains to be
seen, since we are still at the prototype
stage.)

From our point of view, higher-level
computer languages should provide a
method of solving some class of problem
without the problem-solver worrying
about the bits and bytes of the hardware
implementation. Smalltalk represents
another step in this direction. Coupled
with a tailored set of high-speed special..
purpose objects, it begins to take on the
appearance of a custom language. Small-
talk may be the departure point to
'languages' of the future which would be
much too expensive to implement in any
other way.

We are not there yet, the search
continues: we still need a faster, better and
cheaper way to solve the problems we
recognized while solving our last problem.
Perhaps we always will. 0
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~ OSBORNE/McGraw-Hili

WAKES UP YOUR COMPUTER
AND PUTS IT TO WORK

A IItoo often, computer userswho've cut their eye teeth
on entertainment programs, have trouble coming up

with ideas for practical computing. Your computer plays
space games well enough, but when you have a down-to-
earth practical problem like a leaselbuy decision, income
averaging or statistical estimation, can it perform?
It can now!

In PRACTICALBASICPROGRAMSyou will find 40 useful and
easy-to-use programs that solve common problems in
finance, management, tatistics, math and science. The
book includes complet write-ups and real-life situations to
help you see a wealth 0 useful computer applications.

SOMECOMMON BASIC ROGRAMScontains no fewer than
76 brilliantly document d programs you can useeven if
you don't know BASIC.Y u'll get a lot of math power
including personal finan e, taxes, and statistics. Other
programs include recip cost and check writer. The
cost? - 16¢ per progra !

Thisbook isavailable in new PETedition, and on ready-to-
run cassette or disk for ETICBM. It's also on cassette for TRS-
80 users.All cassettes a d disksare fully guaranteed. Use
the book for document tion and operating instructions.

so if you have purch sed a very expensive plaything,
now you can get it usydoing what a computer was

meant to do. WORK!
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Doing
Som~thing

Useful

Also
available

in special NEW
PETICBM edltloru

Name _

Street _

Clty _

State Zlp _

Price Quantity Amount

• SCBPBcok $12.50

•SCBPPETBook $12.50
SCBPPETCossette $15.00

SCBPPETDiskette $22.50

SCBPTRS·80Cossette $15.00
••Practical BasicPrograms $15.00

Effective January 1, 1981 prices will be Tax
, $14.99 ••$15,99 Shipping

Check or Money orders only,
TotalAdd. 75~/ltem - 4th closs

$1.25/item - UPS
$2.50/item - Air Moil
$4.00/item - foreign Orders

California residents odd local sales tax Phone orders call (415) 548-2805

~OS80RNE/MCGraw.HIII
630 Bancroft Way, Dept. L7

Berkeley, CalifornIa 94710
1113
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Extensible .cont'd ...

The second, more subtle, and prob-
ably more important difficulty is that the
sections one may want to (or be able to)
break the program into may have nothing
to do with the borders between where one
wants to use one language and another.

For example, one might want to use
Algol-like control structures to handle the
flow of control around APL expressions in
order to manipulate APL matrices of
Pascal records.

In other words, what we want is the
ability intimately to mix pieces of all these
different languages and have them work
together with no confusion.

Another approach often tried is to
take a good special-purpose language, and
add in enough features that it can do
everything else tolerably well. This is why
so many Lisps have gotten to be such large
unwieldy systems, why Snobol lost much
of its elegance, why PL/ I and ADA are
much too large, and so on and on.

How Languages Are Changed -
And Born

Whatever language I use for a new
problem, chances are the language doesn't
quite fit. Frequently, when I'm program-
ming in any language, certain properties of
the language get irritating, either because
the language designer's original idea as to
what kind of problem his language was to
be used for doesn't precisely match what
I'm specifically working on, or because his
way of going about a problem - his style
- isn't mine. In general, when these
problems get sufficiently irritating, the
original language gets modified, leading to
a new dialect, or even a new language. This
chafing is probably where most new
languages come from, and why there are so
many of them.

Indeed, I would be modifying the
languages I use all the time, except that the
programs which implement the languages
(compilers and interpreters) are usually
these huge monolithic giants, and they

don't lend themselves to casual manipula-
tion. And once the modification is made,
much compatibility gets thrown away.

Also, you can't easily modify the
language one way for one piece of your
code, and another way for another. As
long as we're changing languages around,
why shouldn't that be allowed?

Language design and redesign should
be a part of the process of solving a
problem. The ability to extend your
language should be one of the facilities
which the language itself gives you. To
solve a given piece of my problem, I may
want to create a new syntax which
simplifies the expression of the solution.

This is why Smalltalk is so special. In
Smalltalk, each class of objects has its own
input syntax. Each class functions as an
interpreter for its own syntax; this little
interpreter gets run every time an instance
of this class receives a message, examining
the things to its right. This way, instead of
having one huge monolithic program that
defines THE LANGUAGE, we have all
these little interpreters defining the little
languages - the inputs - they are
interested in.

This approach is nice and modular,
easy to work with, and easy to extend.

Instead of learning some big language,
when you want to do a certain set of things
with a certain set of objects, you simply
learn or create the syntaxes ofthe messages
necessary to do these things.

If our solution to the need for multiple
syntaxes was simply to allow you to mix
syntaxes freely, things would get very
confusing. The Smalltalk way of doing it,
on the other hand, associates specific
syntaxes with specific classes of objects,
which, it seems to me, is exactly what you
want. In our example of APL-like matrices
of Pascal-like records, we would simply
have our matrices respond to APL-like
syntax while the individual elements of the
matrices respond to a Pascal-like syntax.

How do we specify these new syn-
taxes? How do we build interpreters for
them? How free are we to create a syntax,
and to what degree are unalterable con-
straints on our syntax imposed by the
system? The Smalltalks represent some
rather good answers to these questions. 0

(See Mark Miller's article on the
different Smalltalks, next month.)
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.JOYSTICK & EXPANDA- PORT
FOR YDUR APPLE II®CDMPUTER

EVERY APPLE II®OWNERSHOULD HAVE ONE!

JOYSTICK $49.95

EXPANDA-PORT $59.95
PROGRAMMA
INTERNATIONAL, INC.
3400 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90010

The PROGRAMMA JOYSTICK is an input peripheral that
attaches to the APPLE II Computer's game I/O Port. The
JOYSTICK is a must for the serious game player, and it
offers a degree of linearity not currently available with other
joysticks. The ease of manueverability and the availability
of the "functional" switches make the PROGRAMMA
JOYSTICK a much needed enhancement to any APPLE II
Computer System owner. The PROGRAMMA JOYSTICK
comes completely assembled and tested.

The PROGRAMMA EXPANDA·PORT is a multi-port ex-
pander for the game I/O port of any APPLE II Computer
System. In addition to allowing expansion for up to six
devices, the EXPANDA·PORT contains a built-in speaker
that replaces the function of the Apple II's speaker. The
switch on the EXPANDA·PORT allow for the selection of
the specific device desired and for the switching of that de·
vice. No unplugging of any device connected to the
EXPANDA·PORT is required. The PROGRAMMA EX·
PANDA PORT comes completely assembled and tested.

The PROGRAMMA JOYSTICK and EXPANDA·PORTare
available on a limited basis through your local computer
dealer. Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Corn-
puters, Inc.

OCTOBER 1980

(213) 384-0579 • 384-1116 • 384-1117
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How Not To Be Out Of Sorts

The previous two parts of this
series have dealt with the insertion
sort, a very short program suitable
for very short lists only, and heap-
sort, still a short program, suitable
for lists of any length. Neither
method requires any working array
space, and both move the items
around a number of times in the
given array space.

As a last method we discuss a
version of merge sort. The idea is
one of the oldest around, and still is
among the most efficient. The

»version whieh'we disct:Jsstakes full'1!
advantage of any pre-existing order
in the input data. Another plus is
that the records to be sorted are not
displaced at all, so bulky records or
records of varying sizes can be
sorted by this method. To achieve
a/l this, we store along with each
record one extra word, plus a few
additional words of working stor-
age. These words will be referred to
as LINKS or POINTERS, respec-
tively.

Linked Lists.

The items of a linked list consist
each of two parts, the LINK and the
RECORD. A record is a piece of data
that needs to be sorted, such as a
customer's account, or the text of an
address label in a mailing list. The
record will contain a KEY, the part on
which to sort, such as an account
number, a postal (zip) code, or a name
to be placed in alphabetical order. The
link associated with a record is a single
word, and is used in the sorting. It is
used in two ways: first, the location of
the link should tell the programmer
how to find the key in the record (e.g.,
the fifth word after the link, or the item
pointed to by the third item· in the

Albert Nijenhuis, Univ. of Pennsylvania, Oept. of
Mathematics, Philadelphia, PA 19104.

(Part III: Linked merge sort)

Albert Nijenhuis

Figure 6. Two linked lists.

directory at the beginning of the
record). We shall make no specific
assumptions about how the key is
obtained, and will simply assume that if
the link is stored in location 1, the key is
denoted K(1), and K(1) may be any-
thing from the output of a subroutine K
to the 1-th member of an array K. (Our
Basic program will assume the latter,
to avoid unneeded clutter.)

As to the content of the link, each
link 1 contains the location L(1) of the

Merge Sorting.
If one has two sorted linked lists,

they may be MERGED into one list.
Examine the smallest elements of the
two lists. Remove the smaller one of
these two from its list and place it at the
tail of the merged list (initially, the
merged list is empty). This process is
repeated until one list is empty, at
which time the (remaining) other list is
appended to the tai I of the merged list.

Any linked list; when submitted for

Figure 7. Not a linked list.

link of another record, in such a way
as to "thread together" all the records.
A special HEAD h points to the first link
L(h), and the last link point to the "null"
link, some symbol that is recognized as
not being the location of a link. As we
start at the head, passing from link to
link, we traverse thewhole list. Figure6
shows two examples of linked lists; I

Figure 7 shows an example of some-
thing that isn't a linked list.

Sorting a linked list means
shuffling the contents of the links in
such a manner that a traversal of the
list yields the records in sorted orderof
keys.
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sorting, consists of shorter lists that
are already sorted. Some of these
sublists may be long, while others may
have a length as small as 1. However,
as long as there is more than one
sorted sublist, these sublists may be
merged in pairs, and when just one list
is left, we are finished.

Note how again(as in Parts I and
II) we are dealing with a structure (a
family of sorted sublists) which fits the
input data and of which the desired
result is a special case, while through-
out the sorting process we remain
within the structure.

As an aside, it is possible to merge

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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Avalon Hill Game Company has just intro-
duced their first five war and strategy
games for the home computer. You play
against the program. Each package
includes instructions and software for the
TRS-80, APPLE II and PET computers
having 16k of memory.

Midway Compaign
The battle of Midway is recreated with

you in control of the outnumbered and out-
ranged U. S. Navy. The Japanese need air
superiority to win. $14.95

B-1 Nuclear Bomber
Pilot your advanced bomber towards the

target city in the Soviet Union. Avoid the
MiG fighters and the surface-to-air missles.
$14.95

North Atlantic Convoy Raider
This simulates the Bismark convoy raid

of 1941. You control the British Home
fleet. $14.95

Nuke War
This nuclear confrontation pits you

against the computer. You choose either
massive espionage or military build-up.
$14.95

Planet Miners
One to four players compete against the

computer staking claims in the solar
system. Watch out for sabotage and claim
jumping. $14.95

~~lT~~~CTIVE
by Robert Lafore from Adventure Inter.

In these TRS-80 disk programs you
influence the story by speaking with the
characters. Each program sets a fictional
scene. Then you start the dialogue with
the other
characters.

Six Micro Stories
introduction. $14.95

offers a

Local Call For Death is a detective story in
the style of Lord Peter Whimsey. $19.95

Two Heads of the Coin is a psychological
mystery set in the London of Sherlock
Holmes. The most challenging. $19.95

Electronic
Handicapper
BASKETBALL
by Sothen, Laurence & Gavenda
from Acorn Software Products
Basketball is the first in the Electronic
Handicapper series from Acorn. It will
introduce you to the benefits of predicting
the winners of this season's basketball
games. This two-tape package gives' you
power ratings to get you started. You keep
the data tape informed of the current
week's wins, losses and points. The
program then calculates a winner and point
spread for you to use. Last season it was
used to predict 85% of the winners with a
64%accuracy 'with the point spread. 16k
required. $99.00 on tape ..
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I SG~~ll~O~~DE t~~~D~;~~~·~~~~~l~§
from Computer Simulations Company 8
The rebellion begins with one base and one g
warship. You take on fighters, conduct 0

ground operations and secure planets, g
adding to the number of Rebel bases. Don't g
let any Empire Scoutcraft escape! You are 0

the last hope. $14.95 0

All programs
16k, Level II

SUPERSCRIPTSTOCK
TRADER
from Galactic Software

This system is designed for the active
"trader" and not the long term investor be-
cause the system is technically oriented. It
tracks issues you select and reflects their
performance against the overall market.
There is also a comparison of the issue
against itself to allow spotting "unusual"
activity.

The initial data are from either the
Standard and Poor Stock Guide or Value
Line. The daily data of high, low, close
and volume are input from the newspaper.

The program is intended to be a guide to
indications and not as a sale recommend-
ation.

Tape $89.00 Disk $99.00
Manual only $20.00

PINBALL
by John Allen from Acorn
Get your flipper fingers ready for action in
this real-time, machine language game.
Lots of sound and flashing graphics.
There are five speeds so anyone can play.
This version features the dreaded
"Bermuda Square"!
Protected tape $14.95
Protected disk $20. 95

good

INVADERS
FROM SPACE
by Carl Miller from Acorn
"Maybe it's too fast!" Perferred by all the
local arcade addicts, this machine language
game has great sound. Alien Invasion,
Invaders and Invaders Plus just can't
compete. You can adjust parameters
including the speed, if you think it's too
fast. Only a few heroes will be able to save
earth.
Protected tape $14.95
Protected disk $14.95

by Richard Wilkes from Acorn
"Scripsit" from Radio Shack is a great program,

but it lacks some features. SuperScript adds
features to your disk version of "Scripsit." Some
of these features are:

You can get a directory or kill files from within
SuperScript. TRSDOS or NEWDOS can read
SuperScript files. You can insert text into
unjustified lines during printout. For example,
inserting a name after "Dear" and bef~re t~e
colon. For this purpose a lowercase drtver 18

included.
On printers that can backspace, underlining

and slashed zeroes (M are options. On Diablo and
NEC printers one can superscript, subscript,
underline, boldface and select 10/12 pitch.

The keyboard driver is changed to allow a
correct key repeat which is faster than tapping on
a key and which does not destroy the video
display. The initial character sent to the prnter
is changed from a linefeed to a carriage return to
empty the buffer. A required space may be
specified when it is undesirable to place spaces
between parts of text when justifying. From the
keyboard you can also enter special characters
such as brackets, braces and carets.

Serial and parallel drivers are included on the
disk. You can customise these drivers for use
with other types of letter quality printers. The
serial drivers are included which use the
ETX/ACK protocol for 1200 baud communications.
Furthermore, printer drivers can be protected in
high memory.

The 1!L" command used to load a file now
requires a filespec to avoid destroying text buffer
if the question mark is omitted from the II ?L"
command.

On disk for $29.95

STUCTURED
BASIC
TRANSLATOR
by Gene Bellinger from Acorn
Try structured programming. You can write pro-
grams using PROCEDURES, CALLS, CASE-
-CALLS, IF-THEN-ELSE, WHILE and UNTIL.
Once written, SBT will quickly translate the
strucfured code into an efficient BASIC program.
Speeds up program development and document-
ation. The program is both fast (a 20k BASIC
program in less than 4 minutes) and compact.
Requires 32k and one disk drive. Supplied on
disk for $29.95

THE PROGRAM STORE
4200 Wisconsin Ave NW
P.O. Box 9609 Dept.
Washington DC 20016

R4

~. VISA AND ~
~ NASTERCARD ~

TO ORDER

Hail orders: Send check or
money order for total purchase
price, plus $1.00 for shipping
& handling. Charge card cus-
tomers; please include card
number, expiration date, and
your name as it appears on the
card.
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Sorts, cont'd ...
more than two lists simultaneously, but
usually there is little advantage in
doing so. However, this is an inter-
esting area of experimentation. (At one
time the author has merged as many as
19 lists in one pass!)

In order to find the pre-existing
order in a list, we require an algorithm
to locate sorted sublists of maximal
length. It takes as input a linked list
with head h, links L and keys K, and
finds the first sorted sublist, which will
be output as a linked list with head h'
and the "null" link (we use the number
0) as the final link. The length of the
sorted sublist is returned in m, and the
remaining portion of the input list is
again headed by h. The variable t
points to the "tail" of the sorted sublist,
and is used when new members are
attached to the list.
ALGORITHM FIND(h,h',m)
m -0
h' - h

DO
m - m+1
t-h
h •.....L(h)

Repeat while h of. 0 and K(t) S K(h)
L(t) - 0
EXIT

The records to be sorted
are not displaced at all, so
bulky records or records
of varying sizes can be
sorted by this method.

Test the algorithm on the list in
Figure 8! It occupies lines 1370-1480 in
the Basic program in Figure 10.

The second essential ingredient in
the merge sort is an algorithm which
merges two sorted lists, headed by h'
and h", into one list headed by h'. If
K(h') <= K(h"), the first item of the list
headed by h' is moved to the merged
list; else we first interchange h' and h".
The head of the merged list is tempo-
rarily held in L(O) (any other unused
location in L will do equally well).
ALGORITHM MERGE(h',h")
t-O
DO

If K(h') > K(h") then interchange
h' - h"

L(t) - h'
t - h'
h' - L(h')

Repeat while h' of 0
L(t) - h"
h' - L(O)
EXIT

Test the algorithm on the lists in
Figure 9. It occupies lines 1090-1230in
the Basic program in Figure 10.

.• After

..............•........... __ ....•.•...-•...........•.....----..---

Figure 8.

Before

h'~

h2~

.. .. .
----- ------ ' .••.¢h,O----- »>

t O-------------- __ aOforo

Figure 9.

D(3), etc., moving up by a factor 2 for
the minimal length each time.

The sorting begins with the search
for the first sorted sublist. As it is
identified, its length is obtai ned, and
this determines the location in D in
which its head is to be stored. The
same is done for the next sorted
sublist, etc. This continues until (pretty
soon, probably) a "collision" occurs:
there are two lists whose head pointers
belong in the same place, say D(i).
When that happens, the conflict is
resolved at once: the two lists are

Merge sort takes full
advantage of any pre-
existing order in the input
data.
merged. We set D(i) to 0 because the
length of the new list is now such that
its head deserves to be stored in
D(i+1). If this location is free, the entry
is made; if there is another collision
there will be another merging, etc. This
process continues until all sorted
sublists of the input list have been
exhausted.

At this point there will be a few lists
left, whose head pointers are stored in
some of the locations in D. We now
search D for head pointers, merging as
we search. And that finishes the job.

The size of the directory is easily
determined: the largest list whose head
pointer will ever be entered is that of
the full list. Let N be. its length: write it
to base 2; e.g., if N=1000 we have

1000 (base ten) = 1111101000 (base 2)

and each bit requires a location in D: so
in this case 10 locations in D will be
required. As a quick, safe guess,
dimension D to the number of decimal
digits is N times 3%, rounded upward.
Although that is generous for N=1000,
it is exact for N=999.

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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Merging Strategies.

It is clear that the repeated merg-
ing of sorted lists will eventually lead to
just one sorted list, which is our aim.
The order in which the sorted sublists
are merged can have a significant
effect on the total required effort. As a
rough approximation, the effort in-
volved in merging two lists is propor-
tional to the combined lengths of the
lists. The merging of a very long list
with a very short one thus accom-
plishes a little for a lot of work: this type
of situation is to be avoided. The more
equal in length two candidates for
merging, the better off we are. If we did
not intend to use the pre-existing
order, we could use some rather rigid
scheme to minimize the number of
comparisons, see, e.g., the "mouse and
spider" article by R. Hart in Creative
Computing, Vol. 4, Issue 1, p. 96. Using
the pre-existing order, as we have
chosen to do, we are stuck with the
initial lengths of the sorted sublists,
and have to make the best of it from
there on. Our merging strategy will
have to depend on these initial lengths,
yet to be efficient, will have to be
simple. (We don't want to spend all our
time computing strategies!)

At this point there are many
options. You, the reader, may have
some very useful ideas. Please develop
them, and TEST them!

Here is the option we have chosen.
When at all possible we shall merge
two lists only if one is less than twice as
long as the other. (This may not always
work: suppose that initially there are
three sorted sublists, of lengths 1, 10
and 100.) To accomplish this, we have
an auxiliary array D, the "directory,"
which holds head pointers of sorted
sublists (or 0 to indicate the absence of
a pointer). If a sorted sublist has length
1, its head is stored in D(1), if the length
is 2 or 3, we use D(2) to store its head, if
the length is between 4 and 7 we use
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RCA's new VP-3301 is a professional quality,
ASCII encoded, interactive data terminal, suitable for a
wide variety of tndustrial, educational, business and
individual applications requiring interactive communi-
cation between computer and user. Connects directly
to your computer or to a standard modem for over the
phone access to time sharing networks and data
bases. And it's compatible with networks such as those
provided by CompuServe Information Services and
Source Telecomputing Corp. Microprocessor intelli-
gence and LSI video control integrated circuits bring
performance, features and flexibility at a low price.
Operates from 5 volt power supply (included).

Unique color locking circuitry creates sharp, jitter
free, true color graphics and rainbow free characters.

You can display the entire field of characters in
any of 8 colors against any of 8 background colors
(8 gray scales with monochrome monitors). Or to add
special emphasis, you can display individual letters,
words or lines in different colors or in reverse video.

The VP-3301 offers you a choice of two software-
selectable display formats: Either 40 characters by
24 lines. Or 20 characters by 12 lines.

The terminal's resident character set consists of
52 upper and lower case alphabetics, 10 numerals, 32
punctuation/math symbols and 31 control characters.nell*Suggested user price.

OCTOBER 1980

You can also define a total of 125 of your own
characters. Including: Greek letters and other foreign
alphabets, graphic symbols, large graphics building
blocks, playing card suits, unique character fonts and
"little green men."

The keyboard section features flexible-membrane
key switches with contact life rated at greater than five
million operations. A finger positioning overlay and
positive keypress action give good operator "feel".

An on-board sound generator and speaker pro-
vides aural feedback for key presses and may also be
activated with escape sequences to provide an
audio output.

The sealed keyboard surface is spill proof and
dust proof. This, combined with high noise immunity
CMOS circuitry, makes the VP-3301 ideal for hostile
environments.

Output is industry standard asynchronous RS232C
or 20 mA current loop with 6 switch-selectable baud
rates and 8 selectable data formats.

You can connect the terminal directly to a 525 line
color or monochrome monitor. Or to a standard TV set
using your RF modulator.

For more information, contact RCA MicroComputer
Marketing, New Holland Avenue, Lancaster, PA.

Or call our toll-free number: 800-233-0094.
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Sorts, cont'd.~.

1000 'SUBR: .~ERGE I LINK SORT
1010 'LINKS IN L HEADED BY H
1020 'I<EYE3 IN K10:),0'
1040 'INITIALIZE DIRECTORY: SIZE D1
1050 FOR 1=1 TO 01
1060 LET [)(I )="0
1070 NEXT I
1080 '
1090 'MERGING SlRATEGY
1100 IF H=O GOTO 1240 'INPUT LIST EXHAUSTED
1110 GOTO 1870 'NEXT SORTED SUBLIST?
1120 FOR 1=1 TO Dl

.1130 LET M=INT(M/2)
1140 IF M=O GOTO 1160l1.~':;;ONEXT I
1160 IF 0(1)<>0 GOTO 1190 'COLLISION
1170 U'::T D( I ) =H1
1180 GOTO 1100 'GET NEXT SORTED SUBLIST
1190 LET H2":D(I)
1?OO LET D (I ):.-'0
1210 GOSUS 1490 'MERGE GUSLISTS
1220 LET 1=1+1
1230 GOTO 1160 'RE-AT1EMPT INSERTION IN D
1240 'ALL SORTED SUBLISTS ARE NOW IN D
1250 FOR 1=1 TO 01
1260 IF D(I)<>O GOTD 1280
1210 I\/EXT I
izso L.ET Hl=:D( I)
1290 IF I=Dl GOTO 1350
1300 FOR 1...=1+1 TO Dl
13iO i.rr H:.2::=D(L)
1320 IF H?=O GOTO 1340
1330 GOSUB 1490 'MERGE SUBLISTS
1340 NEXT L
iaso LE:r H~::H1
1360 K'ETU""N
IJ70 'FIND NEXT SORTED SUBLIST IN INPUT
laso L.ET M==O
1:3(10U::T Hl::::H
1400.LET 1"=:/-1
1410 L..FTM::~M+l
1.420 L.ET H=:L ( H )
1430 IF H=O GOTO 1120
1440 IF K(T) (= K(H) GOlD 1400
1470 L.ET L.<]"):::O
1.4EIO GOTO 1120
14(7'0'1"1ERGl: LISTS HEf~DED BY Hl f~ND H2
1500 LE:T "/"=-::0
1510 IF K(Hl)<=K(H2) GOTO 15S0
1520 LFT' HO:::::H1
15::30L.1:::T 1'11:::H2
1.~)40 LET H2=::HO
15~5()L.ET UT>=Hl
1~;60 L.ET T=H 1
1570 LET Hl=L(Hl)
1580 IF Hl<>O GOTD 1510
1590 LET L(T)==H2
1AOO LET Hl=L<O)
1610 "'E'flJli'N

Figure 10.

Merge-Sort.

Here now comes the complete
alqorithm. To summarize, we are given
a linked list of records, with links L,
headed by h, and with keys K. The
algorithm rearranges the links so the
output list, again headed by h, is in
sorted order. A directory 0, of length d'
is required; d' must be no less than the
bit length of N,the number of records
to be sorted. (One may take d' to be 3%

The repeated merging of
sorted listswill eventually
lead to just one sorted
list, but the order of
merging can have a sig-
nificant effect on the total
required effort.
times the number of decimal digits in
N, rounded upward.)

ALGORITHM MERGSORT
For i=1 to d' DO D(i) - 0 Next i
While h>O DO

FIND(h,h',m)
i -0
While m>O DO

i - i+1
m - [m/2]

Endwhile
While D(i) rt 0 DO

h" - D(i)
D(i) - 0
MERGE(h',h")
i - i+1

Endwhile
D(i) - h'

Endwhile
i - min(j such that D(j»O)
h' - D(i)
For I = i+1 to d' DO

h" - 0(1)
If h">O then MERGE (h',h")

Next I
h - h'
EXIT 0

"Does that look like a phone booth to
you!?" ©CreativeComputing
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The biggest and best computer show ever to be in the
Chicago area is ready to take place. Make sure you
take it in.

Over $50 million worth of software and hardware for
business, government, home and personal use will

be featured at the new Mid-West Computer
Show in October. Computers from $150 to
$250,000, mini and micro computers, data-
and word-processing equipment, tele-
communications, office machines, periph-
eral equipment and services will all be on
display and for sale right on the spot.
All the major names like IBM, Xerox,

Radio Shack and Apple will be there. There
will be conferences on business uses of
small to medium sized computers, and how

to make purchasing evaluations.
Plus, robots, computerized video games,

computer art and computer music will enter-
tain and educate kids, spouses and people
who don't know a program from a memory disk.
It's going to be a great show for everyone.

Admission for adults is only $5. The public is
invited, and no pre-registration is necessary.

Don't miss the coming of the computers. Show up for the show.

CHICAGO
McCORMICK PLACE, THURSDAY-SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16-19

11 A.M. TO 9 P.M. THURS.-SAT., 11 A.M. TO 5 P.M. SUN.

Produced by National Computer Shows, 824 Boylston Street, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167, Telephone (617) 739-2000.



Speculative Poetics by Peter Payack

CURIOUS COSMOLOGIES

The History of the Universe
(as dramatically interpreted by

the Dallas Cowboy CheerlearllRr§

EREWHON (AP) - At the first
Convention of Unconventional Cos-
mologists, these are some of the
curious cosmologies that were prof-
fered: 1) The Universe, in its embry-
onic state, was nothing more than a
prize at the bottom of an "archetypal"
box of Cracker Jack that in some
enigmatic way expanded out of all
proportion in size and importance!
The paper does not deal with the
origin ofthe "box" itself, nor, for that
matter, with what became of the
candied popcorn and peanuts and
ascribes these mysteries as hope-
lessly "beyond the scope of human
reason." 2) A naturalist was of the
opinion that the Cosmos was nothing
but "some half-eaten thing a prim-
eval cat dragged in and left on the
doorstep of eternity!" The part that
was devoured, he postulates, precipi-
tated "Black Holes." 3) A theologian,
claiming divine inspiration, posited
the stars, galaxies, and quasars of the
observable universe were "merely left

Note: This piece can either be pre-
sented as the half-time show of a
nationally televised football game, or
performed in a theater. For high school
productions, it is permissible to use
high school cheerleaders.

ACT I The Big Squeeze

(the pre-universal "matter" coagulates
into the "Cosmic Egg" or "Ylem")
.CHEERLEADERS: "SISSSSSSSSSS-

SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS ... "
(The "SISSSSSSS ... " should be
stretched out for as long as possible, in
fact, when the curtain is drawn, the
"SISSSSSS ... " should already be in
progress, so that the audience knows
that it has been going on for a very
long, but indeterminate, amount of
time. When the curtain opens, the
cheerleaders should be in the process
of building a "human pyramid." The
pyramid should be just about com-
plete, when the first act is over, thus
building not only a structure but a
sense of expectation.)

ACT II The Big Bang

(the "Cosmic Egg" explodes, and
begins to form matter as we now know
it)

over table decorations from a proto-
typal church social held 20 billion
years ago"! He reverently insists that
the Solar System itself had its origins
as a "doorprize" which, he footnotes,
went unclaimed. 4) A college frater-
nity brother proposed that the whole
evolutionary development of Space,
from the initial "Big Bang" to today's
100 billion galaxies, is the result of
some sort of "primordial practical
joke that got a little out of hand."
"Possibly," he theorized, "this was
done at a fraternity hazing where the
brothers are always trying to outdo
one another." 5) A contingent of High
School Sophomores "stochastically
guessed" the source of the Ylem, the
elementary substance from which the
universe evolved, was attributable to
two possibilities: It was "pulled out of
a pail" at a Halloween party where a
group of primal teenagers were
dunking for apples. Or, it was a
"lucky charm" that dropped out of an
archaic penny gum machine.

-a play-

When the curtain opens, the pyramid
of cheerleaders is complete, and then
all at once, in unison the cheerleaders
yell:
CHEERLEADERS: "8-0-0-0-0-0-0-

O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-M .. "
(This "8-0-0-0-0-M .. " should last
approximately 3 minutes, and should
be accompanied by wild gesticula-
tions, leaps & bounds, splits, and the
throwing of pom poms and confetti
into the audience.)

Act III The Cool Down

(the universe begins to cool down,
aggregate, and form into galaxies,
stars, & planets)
CHEERLEADERS: "8AHHHHHHHH-

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH ... "
(This "8AHHHHHH ... " should be
accompanied with cartwheels, cheers,
with elaborate patterns, and intricate
and complicated coreographed rou-
tines. Ideally, the third act should last
15 billion years, at a minimum. How-
ever, since the attention span of the

a
majestic

metallic sunstruck bird,
dazed in mid-flight by a

sun wild with activity,
firing solar particles

like a frenzied
hunter scattering

buckshot to the wind.
a wounded

bird,
species
of one,
fated
for

extinction.
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audience might be somewhat shorter,
it can be abbreviated and shortened to
last about an hour.)

While the universe is cooling
down, if performed inside, the air
conditioning unit in the theater should
be activated, to actually "cool down"
the place, while the lights should be
gradually dimmed.

Just before the ultimate curtain of
darkness falls, a comet should streak
by, with a banner with the words "The
End?" attached to its tail.
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WE CAN TAKE YOU FROM
WATERLOO TO THE SUPER BOWL.

(By way of the North Atlantic.)
In the few short months since we introduced Computer Bismarck", we've transported over 2500 adventurous minds to the North Atlantic-

there to recreate the historic battle between the awesome German warship and the British Home' Fleet. The startling realism and excitement of
that experience have prompted many well-seasoned travelers to proclaim it " ...unique among computer games and board games alike.·" One
enthusiast had this to say: "The wealth of detail...is hardly short of fantastic. Only real war rooms ...in the Pentagon have ever before been able to
simulate a battle in this manner."?" Now we offer two more strategy games to embark you on new flights of the imagination.

COMPUTERNAPOLEONICS'"
takes you to the battlefields of Waterloo on the
fateful day of June 18, 1815. Here, the greatest
batrle ever fought is about to begin, awaiting
only your commands to set the amassed armies
in motion.

You and your friend choose your role -
either as the military genius, Napoleon, or as the
Duke of Wellington, the iron-willed leader of
the Anglo-Allied forces. The video screen
displays the map of the Belgian countryside with
the artillery, infantry, and cavalry units under
your respective commands.
AS NAPOLEON, you must utilize your
superior combat strength and numbers to deal
Wellington a quick and decisive defeat before
his Prussian ally can supply reinforcements.
Speed isof the essence. But any tactical blunders
in military deployment will result in a repeat of
history - Napoleon's ignominious defeat.
AS THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON,
you must not only survive the onslaught of the
French artillery,' cuirassiers, and the dreaded
Imperial Guard, you must also inflict sufficient
damage to Napoleon's forces to prevent his
relentless northward march of conquest.
THE COMPUTER, in our solitaire scenario,
plays Wellington while you play Napoleon.
Two levels of play are provided by making the
entry of Prussian reinforcements variable. This
makes the need for French military decisiveness
and devastating execution even more critical
FOR THE NOVICE AND THE ADVANCED.
Computer Napoleonics has all the advantages of your
basic, traditional wargame -meticulous detail realism,
and playability. Plus one. Because the computer keeps
track of all the rules, neither player can make an illegal
move. This makes learning it a cinch (mastery is quite
another matter), and it will convert the novice wargamer
into a fanatic in no time.

The advanced wargamer will find the computer a worthy
opponent indeed, and the two levels of play in the solitaire version will
challenge the most experienced of strategists.

COMPUTER QUARTERBACK'"
propels you onto the playing field of the Super
Bowl From its multiple offensive and defensive

plays and its real-rime playing conditions
to the animated video displayof the grid-

iron and the halftime statistics, no strategy
football game has ever been more complete

in detail or as exciting in realism. Three ver-
sions are offered: Semi-Pro, Pro, and Computer-
as-Opponent.
SEMI.PRO presents you with a choice of 18
offenses and 14 defenses. Here, you will begin to
learn the intricacies of football; the thrill of the
perfectly executed 'two-minute drill; the agony
of the fumble, interception, and penalty. On
offense, you will learn to read the defense and
call audibles as needed.

After you have mastered the Semi-Pro
version, it's time to move on to the Big
Time ...the Pro version!

THE PRO VERSION not only gives you
every offense (36) and defense (24 plus double-
teaming capabilities and special alignments) you
could ever want,' it also gives you the team you
want! With 2.7 million computer dollars, you
get to draft a team to your styleand specifications.
Spend more on your quarterback and receivers
and your passing game may very well be
unstoppable ...but your running game may suffer
for lack of funds.

THE COMPUTER eliminates all the organi-
zational drudgery of conventional board games.
It plays scorekeeper, referee, umpire, and lines-
man. As timekeeper, it makes you play in real-
time. Take longer than 30 seconds to hike the
ball and five yards will be marched off against
you for delay-of-game.

"THE ROBOTS" is the team most ably
coached by your friendly computer. It's ready to play any time you are. It
even "learns" your tendencies and patterns through time, and it will
make the necessary tactical adjustments. It plays so well you must be in
top form to stand a chance against it.

All you need to start on these mind journeys is an Apple II with Applesoft ROM card, 48K memory, and a mini-floppy disc drive. For $59.95,
Computer Napoleonics comes with the game program mini-disc, two rnapboard cards, a rule book, and two player-aid charts. Computer
Quarterback, for $39.95, gives you the game disc, a rule book, and four play diagram charts. '

Credit card holders, call 800·648·5600 (toll free) and charge • Computer Ambush (a tactical simulation of man-to-man combat in
your order to your VISA or MASTERCHARGE In Nevada, call 800- World War II) for your Apple: $59.95 (Operator 181)
992-5710. For Computer Quarterback. ask for Operator 178; for To order by mail, send your check to Strategic Simulations Inc.,
Computer Napoleonics, Operator 179. Dept. CC, 450 San Antonio Road, Suite 62, Palo Alto, CA 94306. Our

While you're at it, you can also get our other games: 14-day money back guarantee assures your satisfaction.
• Computer Bismarck for your Apple: $59.95 (Operator 180)

Computer Bismarck, TRS-80 48K Disc: $59.95;
32K Cassette: $49.95

'Creative Computing; Aug. 1980.
"Popular Mechanics, Aug. 1980.
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STRATEGIC SIMUlATIONS INC.

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Tandy Corporation.
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SUPER·TEXTII,
From MUSE, the Leader in Quality Software
With itseasy to use key sequences, the STIIWord Processing system provides fast
editing of letters. manuscripts, books, or other printed material. Automatic column
totals, column alignment. and on screen tabbing eliminate tedious formatting and
make Financial and Summary Reporting a snap. Data Base Management issimplified
by the most advanced file handling system and makes a world of information instantly
available ($150.00).

Completely new documentation designed for first time usersand a backup copy of
the program disk is included with every program.

TRADE-INS!!
Trade in your present word processor for Super-TextII.Send documentation
manual, and proof of purchase.

Trade-in Value:
Super-Text $100.00
EasyWriter $50.00
Apple Writer S50.00
Apple Pie $50.00

SUPER-TEXTADD-ON MODULES
For Even More Versatility
Personalizeand customize form letters with the ultimate letter writer, the Super-Text
Form Letter Module ($100.00).Useit with the Address Book Mailing ListProgram
(S49.95) or by itself to end repetitious composition of letters, contracts, leases,and
other documents. Add the Super-TextTerminal Module ($75.00) and a D.C. Hayes
Micromodem to communicate with any computer in the world.

Coming soon ... TheSuper-TextVirtual Memory Assembler-the MUSEin-house
development system.

Apple IIor Apple IIPlus(48K).

Apple is a TM of Apple Computer Inc.
Easy-Writer is a TM of Cap'n Software.
Apple Writer is 0 TM of Apple Computer Inc.
Apple Pie is0 TM Of Programma International Inc.

MUSE Sottwore "

330 North Charles Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21201
(301) 659-7212

CIRCLE 162 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Donald T. Piele

How to Solve It -
With the Computer

"Perhaps the most significant discovery generated by the
advent of computers will turn out to be that algorithms, as
objects of study, are extraordinarily rich in interesting
properties; and furthermore that an algorithmic point
of view is a useful way 10 organize knowledge in general. "

Donald Knuth, 1974
Recently, I had the opportunity to conduct two summer

programming classes for young students. One group was a class
of 3rd-6th graders and the other a group of 7th-9th graders
(Junior High). The classes ran for two hours each day for two
weeks and included access to an Apple II computer and a
Hewlett-Packard 2000 minicomputer with 10 terminals. A few
of the students had previous experience with Basic pro-
gramming but most were new to the subject.

Finding appropriate published classroom materials was
difficult. Most textbooks on the Basic language deal primarily
with the content of the language, but my major objective was-to
emphasize the process by which the language is used to express
algorithms that solve problems. In this context the Basic
language becomes a vehicle for the development of problem-
solving skills rather than an object of study in its own right. To
carry out this objective, I had to develop my own classroom
activities.

Classroom Procedures

I began on the first day as follows.
1. Each student was given a manila folder to hold all of the

classroom notes and computer printouts. It was returned each.
day to the classroom file. The objective was to establish the
habit of keeping good records.

2. The first half hour of each day was devoted to the
introduction of new Basic commands and statements that
would be necessary to solve the daily problem. The students
took notes from the blackboard. It is important to require that
students become responsible for recording the information they
will need for reference later on.

3. The next hour was spent at the terminals where the
students worked in pairs. I wanted to encourage the sharing of
ideas as much as possible. ,

4. A completed assignment consisted of a listing and run of
the program including the student's name, and lesson number.

5. The last half-hour was used for a classroom demon-
stration of individual solutions or for class participation in a
computer word or strategy game.

This format created a busy environment in which I
functioned as an advisor and trouble shooter and they

Donald Piele, University of Wisconsin-Parkside, Kenosha, WI 53141.

Part II

functioned as teams of problem solvers. In the process of
working on the assignment, each team made observations,
organized information, looked for patterns, made conjectures
and tried them out, and used symbols to express their ideas in
algorithmic form. These are precisely the skills I wanted to
develop.

The student solutions tended to be very similar in the
beginning. When the problems became more challenging later
on, however, the programs began to represent a greater variety
of strategies.

Programming Activities

The following programming activities consist of problems
used in two courses described above. They include graphics
problems on the Apple II for the beginning students arid an
investigation of algorithms for generating various sequences of
numbers in a geometric design for intermediate and advanced
students.

Lesson #2 (Beginning Students) Apple Graphics

In the first lesson (last month), I began with a simple
program, (listed below), that used the GR, COLOR, PLOT A,B
and END commands. This program illustrates how to color any
position on the 40x40 low-resolution graphics screen.

L 0 L. U M N

o 1 2 ~ 4 5 6 •••.... 39

o H-+-+---------R 10 CiR
(I 2 20 COLOR = 9
W :~: - ::::0 PLOT 2,44. • 40 END
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When I introduced this program I made up copies of a
40x40 array with labels across the top and side, as above, and
passed them out to the class. This makes it easier for students to
write graphics programs at their desk. To review the coordinate
system in low-resolution graphics, I used the following program
and asked the class to create a small design by supplying a series
of values for the COLOR and the position A,B.

10 OR
20 INPUT "COLOR = ",C
30 INPUT "PLOT A,B = ";A,B
40 COLOR=C
50 PLOT A,B
60 (lOTO 20
70 END

After the students completely understood the effect of
PLOT A,B, I introduced the following problem.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Stock

Keep the data you need to make timely investment decisions at
your fingertips with this incredibly powerful investment tool.
Considerable effort has gone into methods of tilting the odds in the
investment game. Out of this has come the discovery that the
strategy of hedging listed options against common stocks can tilt
the odds drastically. In fact, it- can be more conservative and more
consistently profitable than the simple buying and sell ing of stock.

III 111111111 III II 11111111 II 111111111 111111 111111 III 1111111 II II 11111111111 II 11111 II III III IIIUIi II 111111 1111II 11111 III 11111111 III II II 1111111111111111111

Finally, Portval enables the
user to determine on an item by
item basis, the cost, current value
per share, total current value and
capital gain of a portfolio con-
sisting of long· and short stock,
and long and short option posl- ~
tions. This program assists the

The Option program presents a user in keeping a readily available ~; I.'f.
graph or a table, as the user and easily updatable record of his ~I.'f. ~~.,.- .4";
chooses, of profit from any portfolio and, at the same time, ";.;,.q ~
combination of six basic posl- esslsts him in measuring his ~~"""4 ~~ .~~

tlons: long or short a stock, long progress towards financial •.~~ ~V ~t;;T
,0_r_s_h_o_rt__a_c_a_lI_a_n_d_I_0_n_g_0_r_s_h_0_rt_as_u_c_c_e_s_s_. ~.~~~~ ~ ~

TRS-SO Professional Software c,'" tJ'"

The four programs in this
package are designed to be used
in the real world, and include the
effects of commissions, margin
interest and dividends, where
applicable. Possible investment
attitudes, the listed option mar-
kets, puts and calls and option
strategies are covered in exten-
sive documentation.

The program Opgraph presents
important indices of both open-
ing and closing call option trans-
actions. The manual includes
sample runs illustrating combi-
nation strategies with covered
and uncovered calls, and covered
and uncovered straddles recieve
detai led treatment.

put. Sample runs are presented
which cover hedging with calls,
out-of-the-money hedges and in-
the-money hedges.

Newprem enables the user to
predict the future premiums of an
option at whatever time and
future stock price the user se-
lects. This method requires the
estagllshrnent of a data base of
historical option premiums in
whatever detail the user desires.

In order for an investor to
continually improve his perfor-
mance it is necessary for him to
refer to past performance; this
requires useful records, Finally,
he should constantly be evaluat-
ing his performances to assure
himself he is playing the right
game.

The Stock and Options Trading
Analysis package is available for
the 32K TRS-80 Level II on
cassette (CS-3306) and disk (CS-
3801) for $99.95. Creative Com-
puting Software should be avail-
able at your local computer store.
If your favorite retailer does not
stock the software you need, have
him call our retail marketing
department at the number below.
Or you can order directly from
Creative Computing Software,
Dept AGII; P.O. Box 789-M,
Morristow-n, NJ 07960. Visa,
MasterCard, or American Express
are also welcome. For faster
service, call in your bank card
order toll free to 800-631-8112. In
NJ call 201-540-0445.
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Solve It, cont'd ...
Problem #2 (Beginning Student with Apple II)
Write a program that will color the positions 3,3 and 12,14
orange and will draw the shortest green path between them. (A
path is a line of color with no breaks).

ELECTRONIC
HANDICAPPER:

BASKETBALL
by Rick Sothen, John Laurence, Walter Gavenda

Remarks

I. For beginning students, the program will simply be a
series of PLOT X,Y statements that connect the two points.

2. The length of the path is equal to the number of
positions plotted.

3. There is more than one "shortest" path in this problem.
4. Students who have used FOR-NEXT loops may use

them to write a much shorter program.
5. For intermediate students you can upgrade the problem

to: Write a program that will draw a shortest path between any
two points A,B and C,D.

Print Graphics

For a computer system that has no special graphics mode,
a limited form of graphics can be done with print statements.
The idea hers is to use the position of the line number in the
program to determine the row position and to use the position
of a character in the PRINT statement to determine the column
position. Beginning students are learning a lot of new
procedures, so I like to use simple graphics problems that use
only one statement - PRINT. For example, consider the
following program that prints a block M.

10 PRINT "MMMM MMMM"
20 PRINT "MMMMM MMMMM"
30 PRINT "MMMMMM MMMMMM"
40 PRINT "MMM MMM MMM MMM"
50 PRINT "MMM MMMMMI1 MMM"
60 F'RII~T "MMM MMMM MMM"
70 f:'F,INT"I"IMM MM I1MM"
SO F'RINT "MMM MMM"
90 PRINT "MMM MMM"
100 END

There are a number of ways to pose problems that use
simple line by line print graphics. For example, consider:

Problem #2 (Beginning Students)
Write a program using only print statements that will print
the next term in the sequence of triangular designs:

A A A A
A A A
A A
A

For numbers>9 use the alphabetic code A=IO, B=ll, ... Z=3S.
This type of problem is one step beyond the simple printing

of a design since the pattern must first be deduced. What is the
next term in the sequence 1,3,6,10, ? . What is its letter
equivalent? How do you make the design with print statement?
These are mini-problems that must be answered in the process
of solving the original problem.

1,

Remarks

I. The next number is of course 15which corresponds to F.
2. A typical solution is

10 PRINT " F F F F F"
20 PRINT " F F F F"
:30 PfUNT " F F F "
40 PRINT " F Fl.
~:50 PRINT " F""
(:,O END

This problem becomes much more interesting when it is
generalized for intermediate students.

Intermediate Students

Students who know how to use the TAB( ) statement and
are comfortable with FOR-NEXT loops should be invited to
solve

CREATIVE COMPUTING

BEAT THE SPREAD!!

Relax and enjoy the game--you already know the winner.
You even have a predicted point spread. You know what's
happening in all the other games, too.

BASKETBALL, first in the ELECTRONIC HANDICAPPER
series, will introduce you to the benefits of predicting in
advance the winners of this season's basketball games.
This two-tape package gives you power ratings to get you
started. You keep the data tape informed of the current
week's wins, losses and points with about an hour of your
input time each week. The program then calculates a
winner and point spread for you to use.

Last season, our test market was able to predict 85% of the
winners with a point spread accuracy of 64%. One week,
five upsets were accurately predicted.

Now, Acorn doesn't guarantee any specific percentage of
accuracy, and we certainly don't want to encourage
anyone to develop any bad habits. ELECTRONIC
HANDICAPPER: BASKETBALL is designed to enable
you to pick winners and predict point spread with adegree
of accuracy which significantly exceeds the laws of
chance.

The two-tape package is $99.00 and requires Level II 16K
TRS-80.* You can put it on disk if your system is disk
based.

We're betting that you'll enjoy this and other fine Programs
such as CHECKBOOK PLUS ($29.95) and SUPERSCRIPT
($29.95 each) from Acorn Software Products. Ask for these
and other quality Acorn programs at your local computer
store.

"TR8-80 II I trldemark of Tlndy Corp.

IDEALER INQUIRIES INVITED]

Acorn
Software Products, Inc.

634 North Carolina Avenue, S.E.,..Washlnglon, D.C. 2000'3
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Problem #2 (Intermediate Students)
Write a program that will generate any term in the geometrical
triangular sequence:

A A A A
A A A
A A

A

In going from the very concrete to the general we have
made a quantum leap in the level of difficulty. But in the
process, we have found a problem that requires the careful use
of sub goals. The subgoals are:

I. Write an algorithm that will generate the Kth term of the
triangular sequence.

2. Pass the value of this term to a procedure that will print
the geometric design.

1,
:~: 6 6

Subgoals
I. The Kth term of the triangular sequence,
INDEX 2 3 4 5 K

.---*----*----*----*----* *----*
TERM 3 6 10 15 X

can be generated by observing that the difference between
successive terms increases by I. An algorithm that generates the
value X of the Kth term of the triangular sequence is

:~:O INPUT " INDEX - ";K
40 x=o
~50 FOR I 1 TO K
60 X X + I
'10 NI"XT I

2. The resulting value of X must now be transformed into a
digit or letter from the string
A$=123456789ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ".
In North Star Basic and Xth number in this string is denoted by
A$(X,X). In Microsoft Basic it is denoted by MID$(A$,X,I).

3. Finally, a plan of attack is needed to create the actual
design.

Plan of Attack
"Begin printing K symbols in the first row with a space between
each symbol. Skip down one line, tab over one position and
print one less symbol than in the previous line. Continue until
all K rows have been printed.'.'

A basic program that implements this plan is the following:
Sample ~301IJtion:
5 REM PROBLEM#2 (IntE'r-ITIediate,Students) ::::;a,rTlple Sol u t ion

10 DIM A$(35)
20 A$=" 123456 7B9A£<CDEFCiHI .JKLMNOPG!R'='TUVWXYZ"
30 INPUT " INDEX = ";K
35 REM *** CiENERATE K TH TERM ***
40 X=O
50 FOR I = TO K
60 X = X + I
70 NEXT I
75 REM *** CiENERATE THE DESICiN ***
BO FOR I = 1 TO K
90 TAB(I),

100 FOR ~ - 1 TO K+l-I
110 PR INT A$ (X, X );" "
120 NEXT ~
130 PRINT
140 NEXT I
150 END

Remarks

I. Line 110 will need to be replaced with MID$(A$,X, I) in
Microsoft Basic.

2. As it stands now, when you try to print the 8th term (36)
or higher you will get an out of bounds error.

3. One way to keep things in bounds for large values of X is
to reduce X by subtracting out all multiples of35, i.e., (X MOD
35). The idea is equivalent to starting over at I when you reach
36, much like a clock that starts again at I after passing 12.

4. When students discover that they cannot go beyond the
7th term, it is time to suggest that they look for a way to wrap
the numbers around a 36 hour clock. One way to do this is to
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Find the best price you can in this magazine on a box of 10,
Verbatim 5Y. inch Floppies and subtract $.50; THAT'SOUR
PRICE- We include the shipping (please figure the corn-
petitor's shipping and handling charges in your
computation).· Compare our prices on other equipment; if
we're not the least expensive, give us a call.

THIS MONTHS SPECIALS
r---~S~P~E~C~IA~L-#~1~---'r-----S~P-E~C-IA~L-#~2~---,
If you purchase the "TRS·SO DISK II you purchase APPARAT
AND OTHER MYSTERIES" Book for NEWDOS+ lor the regular price
the regular price of $22.50 01 $99.95
you can buy 10 VERBATIM DISKET- you can buy 10 VERBATIM DISKET·
TES AND a plastic library case TES AND a plastic library case
lor $22.00 for : ........•..... 5.00

TOTAL $-44.50 TOTAL $104.95

PRICELIST
Fast Gammon
Securities Graphics
Job Costing Package
Complete accounting

package for MODEL I and
MODEL-Ii

Hardware
TI-99/4
SORoe IQ120
SORoe IQ140
CENTRONIX 730
ANADEX DP-BOOO
PAPER TIGER
QUME 5/45, 5/55
LEEDEX VIDEO 100 12"
SHUGART SA 400 (35
trock some as Tandy)

look.
TRS·SO Disk and Other

Supp~r~eries
9'/," x 11" Paper. 11" x 14"
Paper. labels. Forms: Print
wheels. print thimbles and
ribbons for DIABLO, QUME.
NEC. TI and others

Send for .REE cata10eua
•••••hlpplng for ord•••ov.r '20.00.

tlank Dlokett••
Verbatim Sif4 " $26.50
Verbatim 8" 30.00
Verbatim 8" Double Density 44.00

Ald.
Flippy Kit
16K Ram Kit (200ns)
Whistle Switch
BSR System X-l0
BSR Modules
Floppy Saver

refills (25)
Hard Hole Tool

refills (50)
Photo Point Light Pen
Plastic Storage Box 8"
Plastic Storage Box 5V. "
Web T-Beep
Diskette Frames
Plastic Diskelle Sheets (10)

Software
Apparat Newdos +

35tr
40tr

WEB TSHORT
Electric Pencil
Dungonquest
·OFFER good as supply lasts.

[j]fllllr.~
IjlJi[l
~ilJr~~[I

CALL
29.95
74.95

CALL11.95
69.00
23.95
74.95
13.95
11.95
6.95
4.00
9.95

19.95
3.00
2.50
19.95
4.00
8.95

8SO.00
775.00
1125.00
750.00
855.00
CALL
CALL

124.95

3-49.00

22.50

BB.OO
98.00
9.45
CALL
eALL

CALL

4636 Park Granada
Calabasas. California
91302(213) 883·8594
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DISK DRIVES
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD

$314
40 track, 102K Bytes. Fully assembled and
tested. Ready to plug-in and run the moment
you receive it. Can be intermixed with each
other and Radio Shack drive on same cable.
TRS-80* compatible silver enclosure. 90 day
warranty. One year on power supply. External
card edge included_

FOR TRS-80'
CCI-100 5%",40 Track (102K Bytes) for Modell
CCI-200 5%",77 Track (197K Bytes) for Modell
CCI-800 8" Drive for Model II (V. Meg Bytes)
For Zenith Z89
CCI-189 5%",40 Track (102K Bytes) add-on drive
Z-87 Dual 5%" add-on drive system
DISKETTES - Box of 10(5% ")-with plastic library case

8" double density for Model II (box of 10)

16K MEMORY UPGRADE KITS 2 for $85
$2_50

$314
$549
$795

$394
$995
$24
$36

$45
for TRS-80*, Apple II, (specify): Jumpers

PRINTERS NEe Spinwriter
Letter Quality High Speed Printer
Includes TRS-80* interface software, quick
change print fonts, 55 cps, bidirectional,
high resolution plotting, graphing, propor-
tional spacing: A.O. $2579

A.O. with Tractor Feed $2679 KSRwith Tractor Feed $2995
779 CENTRONICS TRACTOR FEED PRINTER $969

Same as Radio Shack line printer I
737 CENTRONICS FRICTION & PIN FEED PRINTER $799

9 x 7 matrix
730 CENTRONICS FRICTION & PIN FEED PRINTER $629

7 x 7 matrix Same as Radio Shack line printer II
P1 CENTRONICS PRINTER

Same as Radio Shack quick printer
PAPERTIGER (IP440)

Includes 2K buffer and graphics option
TI-810 Faster than Radio Shack line printer III

Parallel and serial w/TRS-80* interface software
with upper and lower case and paper tray

OKIDATAMicroline 80 Friction and pin feed
Tractor Feed, friction, and pin feed

EATON LRC 7000 + 54 columns, plain paper
ANADEX DP-9500 $1359' DP-8000

COMPLETE SYSTEMS
ALTOS64K, DO,SS, 2-Drive, 1MB
TRS-80' Model 11-64K
TRS-80' LEVEL II-16Kwith keypad
TRS-80' Expansion Interface
APPLE 16K
HEWLETT PACKARD HP-85
ZENITH Z89, 48K all-in-one computer
ZENITH Z19
TElEVIDEO
ATARI400 $489
MATTEL INTELLIVISION

DISK OPERATING SYSTEMS

$269

$939

$1599
$559
$679
$299
$825

$3995
$3499
$689
$249
$989

$2999
$2555
$740

920B $769
ATARI800 $769

$249

912B $745

PATCHPAK#4 by Percom Data
CP/M for Modell, Zenith $145
NEWDOS Plus
NEWDOS80

$ 8_95
for Model II, Altos $169_00

40 track $ 99_00
$135_00

CATMODEM Originate and answer same as $148
Radio Shack Telephone Interface II

LEEDEX MONITOR Video 100 $119
ZENITH Color Monitor . $379

TheCPUSHOA
TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE1-800-343-6522 •
5 Dexter Row, Dept. CC-10M, Charlestown, MA 02129 '
Hours: 10AM-5PM (EST) M-F (Sat. till 5) ~
Mass.Residents:CaIl617/242-3361,add 5% sales tax VISA'
*TRS-80 is a Tandy Corp. T.M.•Prices subject to change
DEALER (NATIONALIiNTERNATIONAL) INQUIRIES INVITED
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Solve it, cont'd.
add the lines

77 X = X - 35*INT(X/35)
7:=:IF x = 0 THEN'X = 35

5. This additional requirement can be a bit sticky for those
who are not familiar with clock arithmetic. There is a good
chance that a number of students will need to do some
experimenting on this problem alone. This could be viewed as
an additional subgoal.

Advanced Students

For the advanced student the problem takes on added
dimensions. They are given a different sequenceof numbers and
asked to generate the geometrical design of any term with the
proper symbol, using a value which had been reduced modulo
35.

Problem #2 (Advanced Students)
Write a program that will represent any term in the sequence

INDEX

TERM 1 5 12 22
graphically. Use symbols from the string

A$="123456789ABC. .. Z"
to construct the figure and reduce all terms mod 35.

The added challenge to this problem is to find the
geometrical design for this sequence and to write an algorithm
to construct it. The difference between successive terms is
different in this problem and increases by 3 instead of I. Thus
the next term is 35 + 16 or 51.

One way to view this sequence geometrically is

.-,r::-.,:.,_1 ••••

M M MM,
M M M M
M M M i"1
M M M
M M
M

This suggests another way to view the sequence of
numbers: each design has a square top and a triangular bottom.

5 5 c c c
c C c
C C C
C C
C

1 ,
,_, .J

~
'-'

c c c
C c c
c C C

:::: 3, (ThE' t hi rd S9uare nurnbe r-, )

C: C
C

:~:, (The second Trian9ul~r number.)

Thus, this Pentagonal sequence can be viewed as the sum of a
Square sequence 1,4,9,16 ... and a Triangular sequence
0, I ,3,6 . . . There are two natural algorithms to generate
Pentagonal numbers.

30 INF'UT " INDEX = "; K
40 X=1
50 D=1
60 FOR 1 =1 TO K-l
70 D D + :3
:::::0 X = X + D
90 NEXT I

:30 INPUT " INDEX = "; f<
40 X=O
50 FOR 1=1 TO K-l
60 X=X+I
70 NEXT I
:30 X = X + K's-K

This leads to the following sample solution:

10 REM PROBLEM #2 (ADVANCED STUDENTS - PENTAGONAL)
20 DIM A$(35)
:30 A$=" 12:34567(~:9ABCDEFGHI.Jf<LMNOPORSTUVWXY Z u

40 INPUT "INDEX = ";K
50 REM *** GENERATE THE Kth TERM ***
60 X=O
70 FOR I = 1 TO K-l
:30 X=X+I
90 NEXT I
100 X = X + KH:
110 REM **** REDUCE THE TERM MOD :,:5****
120 X = X - 35*INT( X/35 )
130 IF X = 0 THEN X - ~0

140 REM **** GENERATE THE SOUARE TOP ****
150 FOR 1=1 TO f<
160 FOR J=1 TO K
170 PRINT A$(X,X);"
1::::0 NEXT ~I

CREATIVE COMPUTING



190 F'RINT
200 NEXT I
210 REM **** GENERATE THE TRIANGULAR BOTTOM ***
220 FOR 1=1 TO 1<-1
230 PRINT TAB(r);
240 FOR ~=1 TO 1<-1
250 PR I NT A$ ( X 1 X ) ; II It;

260 NEXT ,J
270 F'R1NT
280 NEXT I
290 END

Remark

I. For Microsoft Basic again substitute MID$(A$,X, I) for
A$(X,X),

There are many interesting sequences that can be
associated with geometric shapes. Students can be asked to
discover some of their own and to write the necessary program
to display them, Here is one more example:

Problem #2 (Advanced Students - Hexagonal Numbers)
Write a program that will display any term in the sequence
1,6,15,28 . , , graphically using the standard technique for
picking the symbol from the string A$.

::;amplf:: Solution:

ThE' des is n is

F
F F

F' fO F
F F F
F fO
F

The easiest way to view this sequence is by observing that it is
nothing more than a Square sequence added to two Triangular

i,
6/:..6

.::. (':. ,

sequences,
F }F F Tr-ian9ular- par-t

F F F 5F F F ::;quar'e par't
F F F

F F 5- Tr- i an91J 1a r- par't
F

Thus the X value of the Kth term is generated by

50 r~E~l**~.GENERATE THE I<th TEHt"1
60 x=o
70 FOR 1=1 TO k-1
:::0 X=X+1
90 NEXT I
100 X=I<*k + 2*X

The remaining part of the program is nothing more than
drawing the top triangle, the middle square, and finally the
bottom triangle.

Strategy Games

Although there is a proper time and place for all types of
games, the ones that I have found to be the most useful in the
classroom are those that present a problem-solving challenge-
better known as strategy games, They work well for me when
used in moderation. You might say they have a dessert-like
quality - best used at the end of a lesson.

A long time favorite of mine is a simple Nim type game
played between two players, called Matches, It can be played
with a pile of matches, coins, or even marks on the blackboard,
The rules are very simple to understand. Each player takes turns
removing 1,2 or 3 matches from the pile until the pile is reduced
to the last match. Whoever must take the last match loses the
game, Every player must take something when it is his/her turn
and the challenger may decide between playing first or second,

I introduce this game every chance I get to work with a
group of young students - who find it fascinating until they
figure out the winning strategy, By beginning with small
numbers and building up one number at a time, they eventually
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REFERENCE RACKS
the simple, efficient way to file
program/procedure manuals in

computer rooms

SYST-O-MATE* No, 1052 partially loaded in unbalanced
condition, to show three-rod binding mechanism,

PROVIDE THESE IMPORTANT
FUNCTIONAL ADVANTAGES:
• Full visibility of each page,
• Pages do not "roil." Hands are freed.
• Pages lie flat, are easy to read.
• Movable support plates adjust to required
capacity (see photo). When used for 6" capacity
requirements, the 123/4" capacity SYST-O-MATE
takes up no more width than other 6" catalog
racks. (SYST-O-MATE'swider base does not
exceed plate overhang). '

• SYS'-':'O-MATEaccepts 3-hole punched material,
varying from loose pages to bound manuals-
readily accepts slot-hole punched material!

• SYS'-':'O-MATEfiles are neat and orderly - even
after prolonged use.

• Contents of SYST-O-MATEcan be locked
securely in place if desired.

• Lowest cost per filing inch.

SYS'-':'O-MATEis
loaded using a
simple batch
technique.
Binding rods are
easily inserted or
removed.

Contact your regular source for information
processing supplies, or write directly to us for
details and literature.

'Patents Pending

Practical Engineering Concepts
from MEAD-HATCHER INC., 752 Military Road • Buffalo, N,y' 14216
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Solve it, cont'd ...
discover the strategy themselves. Next, they realize that they
can always win with any size pile if they have the option of going
first or second. Before the computer was available, I would let
the students play at the blackboard where the current champion
would give the challenger the option of going first or second.
While this usually worked well there was an occasional
problem with egos.

This was the first game that I put on the Apple II when it
became available three years ago. I have used it in small doses in

a variety of classroom settings and I have found it to be my best
dessert. It is simple enough that students immediately
understand the rules, yet hard enough to keep them coming
back for more. To master the game the student must make a
leap from the concrete to the general by observing the pattern of
losing positions. A further advantage is that the game is over
quickly.

A version of this game exists in 101 Basic Computer Games
(David Ahl 1973). Here the number of options are restricted
and the status of the pile is printed out after each move on
paper. But with the addition of color graphics on the Apple II
and the expansion of the program to include a choice for the
number of matches (up to 26) and the choice of moving first or
second, the game becomes much more useful as an exercise in
problem-solving. It is a good example of a strategy game that
the whole class can participate in at the end of the day. A typical
sixth grade class will probably take a couple of weeks to master
it.

JLI5T
100 REM
110 REM ********************~******

** 26M ATe H E S ***120
130
1'10
rso
160
170
18C
190
200
2],0
220
230
2"10
250
260
270
2BD
290
300

REM
RE:M
REM

BY D,T, PIELE
REM AN APPLE REVISION OF 23 MTCH
REM 101 BASIC COMPUTER GAMES
REM ****************************TEXT: HOME: VTAB 10: HTAB 5
PRINT 'THIS IS THE GAME OF MATCHES,'
GOSUB 590: VTAS 12
PRINT 'IT IS A GAME OF SKILL AND I'M GOOD.'
GOSUB 590: VTAS 1'1
INPUT 'WOULD YOU LIKE INSTRUCTIONS? IY/N) ';A.
IF AS - 'Y' THEN GOSUS 610
PRINT : PRINT 'HOW MANY MATCHES DO YOU WANT TO BEGIN'
PRINT: INPUT 'WITH, PICK A NUMBER UP To 26. ';M
IF M < 1 OR M > 26 THEN 260
GR :L - O:N - M:W - M: IF W > 13 THEN W
REM ***** DRAW MATCHES ******
FOR I - 1 TO W: COLOR- 15: VLIN 5,15 AT 3 * I: COLOR- 9: PLOT 3 * 1,'1

A listing of 26 MATCHES is given below written in
Applesoft Basic. It can be entered in Integer Basic - the
original version - by deleting the letters INT in lines 430, and
470, and changing line 450 to C = RND(3) + I. Also, all use of
the command HOME should be changed to CALL -936.
Finally, change the HTAB 5 in line 180 to TAB 5. 0

1.3

310
320

: NEXT I
IF N < 1'1THEN 330
FOR I - 1 TO N - 13: COLOR= 15: VLIN 20,30 AT 3 * I: COLOR- 9: PLOT 3
* 1019: NEXT I

INPUT '~O YOU WANT TO MOVE FIRST? IY/N) ';AS
IF AS - 'N' THEN '110
REM **** THE HUMAN MOVES ******
HOME
PRINT 'THERE ARE NOW ';M;' MATCHEIS),'
PRINT: INPUT 'HOW MANY DO YOU WANT TO TAKE?';H
IF H > 3 OR H < 1 OR H > M THEN PRINT 'DON'T CHEAT NOW, TRY AGAIN,':
GOTO 370

X - L + H: GOSUB 700:L - X:M - M - H: IF M - 0 THEN 530
REM **** THE COMPUTER MOVES ****
IF M - 1 THEN 580

R - M - 'I * INT 1M I 'I)
IF R < > 1 THEN '170

C - INT 13 * RNO (1)) +
GOTO '1BO

C - IR + 3) - 'I * INT IIR + 3) I 'I)

330
3'10
350
360
370
3BO
39C
'1oe
'110
'120
'130
'1'10
~50
'160
'170
'180
'19C
500
510
520
530
5'10
55G
560
57C
580
590
60C
610

References

I) Ahl, David H.. Basic Computer Games. p. 226. Creative Computing
Press. Morristown. NJ.

2) Knuth, D.E. "Computer Science and its Relation to Mathematics". American
Mathematical Monthly. Vol. 81. No.4. April 1974.

X - L + CHOME: PRINT 'MY TURN, I'M THINKING,': GOSUB 590
GOSUB 700:L. - X

M - M - C: IF M - 0 THEN 580
HOME: PRINT 'I TOOK ';C;' MATCHEIS)': GOTO 370
REM *** SOMEBODY WON ***
HOME: PRINT 'I WON! I!! BETTER LUCK NEXT TIME,'
PRINT: INPUT '~O YOU WANT TO TRY AGAIN? IY/N) ';A$
IF AS - 'N' THEN PRINT 'THANKS FOR THE GAME ': END
TEXT: HOME: VTAS 10: GOTO 250
HOME : PRINT •YOU WON! I! NICE GOING,': GOTO 550
FOR I - 1 TO 2000: NEXT I: RETURN
FOR K - 1 TO 15: NEXT K: RETURN
REM **** INSTRUCTIONS ****HOME: PRINT 'WE BEGIN THE GAME WITH A ROW OF MATCHES,'
GOSUB 590: PRINT
PRINT 'WE THEN TAKE TURNS REMOVING 1,2 OR 3 ': PRINT: PRINT
UNTIL THEY ARE ALL.GONE,'

GOSUB 590: PRINT
PRINT 'WHOEVER TAKES THE L.ASTMATCHE LOSES!! !': GOSUS 590: PRINT
PRINT 'YOU MAY MOVE FIRST OR SECOND,': GOSUB 590: PRINT: PRINT
PRINT 'THE BEST THINKER WIL.LWIN!! !': GOSUB 590: PRINT
RE-TURN
REM **** REMOVING MATCHES ****
COLOR- 0: IF X 13 THEN 76C
FOR I - L TO X: FOR J = 1 TO 12
PLOT 3 * 1.3 + J: GOSU8 600
NEXT J: NEXT I
RETURN
IF L > 13 THEN 790
FOR I - L TO 13: FOR J = 1 TO 12: PLOT 3 * 1,3 + J: GOSUB 600: NEXT J
: NEXT I
IF L < 13 THEN L - 13
FOR I - L - 12 TO X - 13: FO~ J - 1 TO 12: PLOT 3 * 1,18 + J: GOSUB 6
00: NEXT J: NEXT I
RETUF,N

6~?'C
630
6'10

65C
660
670
6BO
690
70C
710
720
730
7'10
750
760
770
7BO
790
BOO
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FIIYII!
The new computers are showing off.
Over $50 million worth of equipment in over 100,000

square feet of space, including the latest software and hard-
ware for business, government,home and personal use. Every-

thing the NCC show has and more will be on display, and you can
buy it all right on the spot.

Computers costing $150 to $250,000, mini and micro com-
puters, data- and word-processing equipment, telecommunica-
tions, office machines, peripheral equipment and services from

leading names in the industry like IBM, Xerox, Radio Shack
and Apple will all be there.

There'll be conferences on business uses of small to
medium sized computers, and how to make purchasing

evaluations.
There'll be robots, computerized video games,

computer art and computer music.
Everyone from kids to people who earn their liv-

ing with computers will have a great time at the larg-
est computer show ever organized in each region.

Admission for adults is $5. The public is
invited, and no pre-registration is necessary.

5 ; iE Don't miss the computer show that=-==:-. =.==-.:--r mixes business with pleasure. Show
F!5:"==nE.';:) 5 up for the show .

....--'---t:ut4PUTEIi --- T:';E
;~!=Ii!:iE; ;5!
t:ut4; ·U 5 E:;,..----- ~;;5 =;-; ----....,

THE
t4ilJ=H iL:-:N !It:

,..--- t:Ot4PUTE:; ----,
5:iOW

CHICAGO
McCORMICK PLACE
THURSDAY -SUNDAY

OCTOBER 16-19
11 A.M. TO 9 P.M. THURS.-SAT .

11A.M: TO 5 P.M. SUN ..

BOSTON
HYNES AUDITORIUM
PRUDENTIAL CENTER'
THURSDAY -SUNDAY
NOVEMBER 20-23

...WASHINGTON, D.C ..
D.C. ARMORY/STARPLEX

THURSDAY -SUNDAY
SEPTEMBER 18-21

r--------------------------------,
; Produced by National Computer Shows, :
: 824 Boylston Street, Chestnut Hill. MA 02167. :
: Telephone (617) 739-2000. :~ ~ , ,L-_-------------Jr------------------: Please send me: : ,

, I
I I

0__ adult tickets at $5 each. I have enclosed the proper amount of $ __ :
o Information on the show's conference program. I

o Hotel registration information 0Exhibitor rental information :
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I City State Zip :
L J

11 A.M. TO 9 P.M. THURS.-SAT.
11 A.M. TO 5 P.M. SUN.

11 A.M. TO 9 P.M. THURS.-SAT.
11 A.M. TO 5 P.M. SUN.

Pleaseprint: Name_~ _

Address' --------.,------,,-- _
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This Weekend: T
STilt R
IT..... S

..to your
That's right! Esmark's VIDIET·STIK light pen has I
the TRS·SOCONNECTION for LEVEL I & JI.Your8
4K to 4/lK TRS-80System will come alive under
your VIDIET·STIK within minutes of its arrival.
That's because there are no wires to solder or
traces to cut. You're up and running as.fast as
you can plug the interface .into your system's 0
cassette EAR·jac.k, CLOAD ourcus(om LIGHT·
WAVE demonstration software and RUN. And
because the. interlace has a plu\l for your re-
corder, you won't have to unplug It again when
loading your other software tapes. The inter-
face allows them to pass right thru whenever
you're not using the pen. It's exclusive "switched
tip" design means the pen's electrically iso-
lated from your .system when It's not in use.
Just point & press! It's that simple ...Plug,
CLOAD and RUN.And have we got the software
for you to RUN ,,!ith! Our demonstration tape
includes a calibration program (used to adjust
the CRrs brightness and contrast) plus STIK·
TAC·TOE, AWARI and TOWERS. Two challeng·
ing games and a puzzle that will keep grown·
ups and children Stik'ing it to your.TRS·80 for
hours. And there are instructions provided so
you can begin writing your own light pen pro-
llrams (lightware) for fun or profit (Level II). Or,
lust sit back and enjoy our LlGHT·WAVE tapes
each month: Esmark's unmatched commit-
mentto lightware can bring you up to five new
games, puzzles, drills & educational quizzes
or simulations each month. Our current LIGHT·
WAVE releases are:

LlGHT·PAK 2· LlGHTPEG (4 peq-iurno puzzles;
ENDRUN(Othello with a 'twist')

(LEVEL II) LlFE9 (Conway's LIFE with
rnutatlons)
Price: $19.95(inCluding postage
& handling)

LIGHT·PAK 3· LlTEGAMMON (Backgammon
you'll Stik with)

(LEVEL II) STIKWUMPUS (Caves with a
little 'life')
MAZEMASTER (Maze after
maze to poke thru)
Price: $19.95(including postage
& handling)

Order yours now and we'll include a free copy
of FLASHBACK, Esmark'·s newsletter dedicat·
ed to the latest news in light ware appllcatlons.
And don't forget to tell your friends. The
VIDIET·STIK can also be ordered for use on
most other micro systems using the following
processor chips:

8080 zso 8800 6502

All that's required is a standard cassette jack
leading to Ground and a readable single bit in-
put port. Driver software is provided along with
instructions for writing lightware applica-
\Ions. And tell Your local Dealer that Esmark's
got a Dealer packace he won't want to miss
out on. Delivery is 3 to 6 weeks from receipt of
your order. C.O.D.'s are $3.00 extra but will be
shipped within 2 weeks. All prices are F.O.B.
Mishawaka, Indiana. Indiana residents add
4% sales tax.

ALSO COMING FROM ESMARK:
.TRS-80 Printer Interface (Cassette AUX·jack
interface for all RS232 prints. Includes LLIST
& LPRINT.software)

'TRS·SO RS232 Communications Interface
(Makes your TRS-80 a full·I/O terminal to time-
sharing systems the world over. Gives you
intelligent or dumb terminal capabilities at
110 or 300 BAUD. Also includes Printer Inter·
face above with 20 mA current loop & TTL
level 1/0 options.)

- TRS·80 is a trademark ofTandy Corporation-.~.
ESMARK-INCORPORATED
507V:zE.McKINLEYHWY.MISHAWAKA,iN 46544

(219) 255-3035

PLUS $1.50

·ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS MARKETING :~~;L~~~
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$62.95

Mrs. Memorial's
Son Morrill

LarryWhite

Once upon a time, a very rich man
lived in Norwood (Mass), His name
was Frank Morrill, Hewas married and
had a daughter, but he did not have a
son named Morrill. He liked the town
very much and had a library built and
given to the town as a gift. The library
was officially dedicated as the Mor-
rill Memorial Library, almost one hun-
dred years ago.

Some of us wondered
who was in charge of
the care and feeding of
computers.
Not too long ago a computerized

card arrived at the M,M,L. It was ad-
dressed to "Morrill Memorial Li, and
parents, Walpole Street, Norwood
Mass," It was from the "I Can Read
Book Club," and contained the fol-
lowing message:

Larry White, 51 Cedar St., Norwood, MA
02062,

l Can ReadBookClub AS"Y'C.oIWu~IyRua",Sooks
1~50f."wOOd~.e~ueCo:u"'Dus o~,o'nI6

Dear ars , Memorial:

Have you ever seen ycunq Morrill pick up a
hook, q Lance through it, then abandon it?

Don't worry! At this age all ycun qs te r rs like
Morrill do this. It's simply their vay of
saying, "This book is no fun!"

I'd like to send Morrill a book that really
is fun -- a PREE book Morrill is certain to
e.n j cy and will want to read with friends at
recess and after school. It viII be on its
way to your home in Norwood as soon as
you return the Certificate at right.

You see, with I Can Read books, reading is
believing! That~ would like Morrill
to have Danny and the Dinosaur, a. $".95 hard-
cover book fREEI Once youngsters get hold of
these enchanting books, they never want to
let go. You'll see your child read and reread
these charming stories. The secret (teachers
call it "motivation") is that young readers
can read these books themselves, "just like

(over, please •••)

"Dear Mrs. Memorial, Have you
ever seen young Morrill pick up
a book, glance through it, then
abandon it?"

I hardly think so! The message went
on to say that 'Morrill' would receive
a free book, etc, etc. So naturally
this card prompted a few chuckles
among the library staff, and caused
some of us to wonder who was in
charge of the care and feeding of
computers. It was even suggested that
the Club's name be changed to "I Can
Read, but Can't Think Book Club. 0
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MDiOREX
DISKETTES

(I
CARTRIDGBS

for your computer or word processor

BUY THE BEST FOR LESS.
Lowest prices, WE Will.
NOT BE UNDERSOLDIf Buy
any quantity 1 • 1000. Visa,
Mastercharge accepted. Call
free (800) 2354137 for prices
and Information. All orders
sent postage paid

finally! ! !
A DIRECTO
EDUCATI NAL

s~~T~~I~E
SCHOOL

MICROWA.RE
•••••••••-I- •

Over 500 programs/packages for

TRS-aO, PET, /APPLE
all grades, most subjects

FIRST EDITION ISEPT. 1980
Price $20.00 per year

I
($15.00 before NOV. 15th)

includes full directory plus 3 updates

[ill~~~rnJ[llJ~1J
SOFTWARE

CP/M ~W~ /MANUAL
OSBORNE ~ MANUAL ONLY
General Ledgerjf ..... $ 59/$20
Acct Rec/Acct Payjf .. $ 59/$20
Payrollw/Cost# $ 59/$20
Buy 2 get 1 free.. . $118/$57
All 3 & CBASIC2 ..... $199/$71
DIGITIAL RESEARCH®
CP/M® 2.2 Northstar.. $149/$25
CP/M~ 2.2Cromemco. $189/$25
CP/M®(other versions).Call
PL/I-BO. . . . Call
Mac. . . $ 85/$15
Sid.. ..$ 85/$15
Z-Sid. . . $ 95/$15
Tex. . . $ 70/$15
Despool. . . . $ 50/$10

MICROSOFT
Basic-80 $284/$25
Basic Compiler $324/$25
Fortran-80.. . $384/$25
Cobol-BO. . . $594/$25

MICRO DATABASE SYSTEMS
HDBS. . $250/$40
MDBS.. .. $7501$40
Other... . .Call
S.O.F.T.W.A.R.E.
Microtax":j:
Federal individual. ... $749/$50
Federal corporate. . $249/$25
State individual. . $249/$25
C.P.A.Plus
Client Write-up $995/$95
Time billing. . . . . $995/$95
Business Plus:j:
General Ledger $ 79/$25
Accounts Receivable. $ 79/$25
Accounts Payable. . $ 79/$25
Payroll. . . .. $ 79/$25
All 4. . . . $269/$99

SUPERSOFT
Forth (8080 or Z80) ~.. $129/$25
Diagnostic I. . $ 49/$20
O:her disk software. . less 10%

"LlGHTNIN" service available! Just call and ask Diana.

CPIM users: specify disk systems and formats. Most formats available.

COMPUTER PATHWAYS
Pearl (level 1)# $ 99/$25
Pearl (level 2)#. . . $299/$25
Pearl (level 3)# $549/$25
MICROPRO
WOld-Star (Ver. 2.0) .. $349/$40
Word-Star
IMail-Merge. . . $489/$65
DataStar. . . . . $279/$35
Word-Master $119/$25
SuperSort I. . . $199/$25
SuperSort II $169/$25
SuperSort Ill.. . $119/$25
PEACHTREE®~
General Ledger:j:. . . $449/$45
Accts Receivable:j: $449/$45
Accts Payable:j: $449/$45
Payrollz. . . . . . $449/$45
tnventoryr. . $499/$45
Property Mgt.:j: $899/$45
CPA Client Write-up:j:.$899/$45
Mailing Aooresst ..... $399/$45
STRUCTURED SYSTEMS
General Ledger#.. . $747/$25
Acets Receivable# $747/$25
AcctsPayable# $747/$25
Payroll#.... . $7471$25
Inventory Control # .... $447/$25
Analyst#..... $197/$20
Letteright#.. . $167/$20
NAD#..... . $ 87/$20
QSORT... . $ 87/$20
GRAHAM-DORIAN ~ Call
MICRO-AP
Selector III-C2#. . $269/$20
Selector IV# $469/$35
Glector # . . . . . . . . . $299/$25
S-Basic Compiler ..... $229/$25
WHITESMITHS
"C' Compiler' $600/$30
Pascal (incl "C")· $750/$45
EIDOS SYSTEMS
Kiss. . . . . . $299/$25
Kbasic. . . $529/$50

"OTHER GOODIES"
Tiny ··C". . $ 69/$40
CBASIC (Ver 2.06) .. $ 89/$15
PascallZ (Ver 3).. . .. $369/$35
Pascal/MT (Ver 3) $224/$30
PascallM. . . Call
PascaIlUCSD. . . Call
FMS-BO.. . .... Call
CBS. . . .. $279/$45
T.I.M.:j:. . $369/$45
Vsort I. . $159/$25
String/80. . $ 84/$20
Whatsi!?. . $149/$25
Postmaster. . . . $139/$20
Textwriter III. $111/$20
Magic Wand. . . $299/$45
Spell Binder. . . . $349/$45
Electric Pencil II. less 15%
CPA ids. less 12%

APPLE II®
MICROSOFT
Softcard(CP/M).. . $292
PERSONAL SOFTWARE
Visicalc '. . . . . . .. . .. $122
CCA Data Mgr.. . $ 84
Desktop/Plan. . $ 84
PEACHTREE'~
General Ledger:j: ..... $224/$45
Accts Receivable:j:.:', $224/$45
Accts Payable:j:. . .. $224/$45
Payroll:j:.. . . . . . $224/$45
tnvsntorvt. . . . $224/$45
MUSE
Super-Text. . . $ 84
Other disk software. . less 10%
Whatsi!? . . .. $129
Apple PIE.. .. $ 69
TRS-aO® MODEL II
CPIM 2.2... . .... $149
Electric Pencil I!. less 15%
TRS-aO® MODEL I
CP/M 1.4 $129
CCA Data Mgr. $ 68

*-$pecial Bonus with order i-Requires microsoft BASIC ll-Supplied in source code #-ReQuiresCBASIC-2 ®-Mfgs. Trademark

Don't see it-CALL! Other software requirements-Call
Ps. -We want to be your software source. Give us the opportunity to beat any nationally advertised price!

VISA. MASTERCHARGE
ORDERS ONLY-CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-854-2003 ext. 823 •Calif. 1-800-522-1500 ext. 823
Overseas-add $10plus additional postage

Add $2.50 postage and handling per each item' California residents add 6%sales tax'
Allow 2 weeks on checks, C.O.D.ok •Prices subject to change without notice' All items subject to availability •

For information write or call:

THE DISCOUNT SOFTWARE GROUP
1610Argyle Ave., Bldg. 102 • Los Angeles, CA 90028 • (213) 665-8280

•..
""•..
w...•
o
a:~ ~o

CPA/Tax Professionals ...
Here's how you can solve your

professional practice development problems.
Are you satisfied with the growth of your tax practice?
Our field tested professional tax preparation software can help'
One tax practitioner reported his tax season income jumped from $12,000 to $30.000 using
a micro computer. It can happen to you too!! Call or write for details.

mI-elo.- H Complete System, including:
~. .Federalindividual • State individual. Corporate

Income Tax Software SpeCialists

S.O.FTWARE dealer inquiries invited
3600 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD. #1510, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90010 • (213) 738-9972

c
a:-e
(.)

wosa:
w
1/1
a:
wc
"'wa:
zo
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Stephen Kimmel

Election night, 6:45 p.m. in America's
45th largest city. The Mayor's friends,
relatives, and campaign workers have
gathered in a suite at a large hotel to watch
the election returns. Nervous conversation
fills the air. In the corner, a man with salt
and pepper hair is busy setting up a
TRS-80 next to the telephone.

7:00 p.m. The polls close. The man
with the computer is loading in his
program and data file. The mayor's son is
moving through the crowd toward the man
with the computer.

7:04 p.m. The telephone rings and the
man at the computer answers. It is a poll
watcher calling in the results from the
mayor's home precinct. The man at the
computer begins to type in the numbers.

7:05 p.m. The computer displays the
results. The mayor will win with approxi-
mately 60% of the vote. The celebration
begins.

Across town, a younger man dupli-
cates the same events at Party head-
quarters. The celebration begins except for
one small group. The Sewage Commis-
sioner and his family wait silently for
additional results to come in. He is the only
one predicted to lose tonight.

7:30 p.m. The television station
announce during a commercial break that
the polis have closed. They invite viewers
to stay tuned for the latest election returns.
The two computer men have the results
from five precincts. Their predictions
haven't changed. The Sewage Commis-
sioner leaves to consult with the senior
member of the team.

8:00 p.m. The television stations
announce the early returns. As usual they
are from the part of town that votes hea vily
for the other party. The entire slate appears
to be losing badly. The Sewage Commis-
sioner arrives at the mayor's suite. The
senior computer man explains the num-
bers and their significance.

"Y ou didn't win the areas you were

Stephen Kimmel, 4756 S. Irvington Place, Tulsa, OK
74135.

supposed to win."
"Then this is it," the comrmssioner

says.
"Afraid so ... we did miss one last

time," the computer man says. He smiles
but the commissioner knows better. He
understands. Fifteen years of public office
are at an end.

9:00 p.m. The television stations
predict the outcome of all of the races
except one. It is too close, they say.

This program handles the
independent candidate
by reducing the expected
vote of the major party
candidate.

10:00 p.m. During the ten o'clock
news, the television stations predict the
final race. They agree with the predictions
made nearly three hours ago by the two
computer men.

Sweet Agony

For me, election nights are a form of
sweet agony. I always stay up late watching
the results come dribbling in. The
networks, especially with statewide races,
are always calling the elections "with one
percent of the vote reporting, the projected
winner is ... " How can they do that?

On a smaller scale, the two computer
men have been doing it for their state for
nearly twenty years. In the last sixteen
years they have missed just one election.
How can they do that?

Actually, it is quite simple.
There are essentially three methods

that can be used for election prediction on
a small computer. First you can watch key
precincts ... or states. Second, you can use
randomly selected precincts. Third, you
can use whatever precincts happen to come
in and compare them to a projection. This

. last method is the one used by the two

. --
-

computer men. [A fourth method, much
more expensive, is to obtain detailed
demographic breakdowns of the popula-
tion by ethnic groups.factions and income,
then study the way these groups react to
the candidates and issues. Then, on elec-
tion night, watch the districts that clearly
represent specificfactionsand groups -
and project those results: which show the
groups' final· averages, throughout
the population in proportion to the
relative sizes of the groups. However, you
are probably not going to do this on your
home computer. - Ed.]

The key precinct method was prob-
ably the first used. You simply wade
through several elections and pick out the
precincts which consistently reflect the
final percentages. Of course, if you are
interested in the presidential election you
are less interested in the final percent than
in the eventual winner. (For example, two
key states to watch are Delaware and
Missouri. Delaware went with the losing
candidate last in 1948, getting seven in a
row correct. Missouri has missed just once
in the last twelve presidential elections.)

Statistically, the method of random
selected precincts is probably the most
intellectually satisfying. However, it does
require a lot of precincts before any
reasonable amount of certainty can be
achieved. This can be done with a lot of
manpower or a lot of time.

The third method is to base your
projections on history. You can use data
on how some actual candidate performed
in the past, or how some theoretical
candidate would have done. This is the
technique of this program.

Tweaking the Last Election with
the Current Drift

A state's results are reported by the
national news services. We use their
projections because we would like to have
something to work on before a week from
next Thursday. The results are compared
to our data file to see how the candidate is
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COMPUTER SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL,
'",/",,""/'/

539 0 RIE AVEN UE.C

BERGEN COUNTY'S ONLY COMPLETE
COMPUTER SYSTEMS HOUSE

LS~WORDPROCESSORS
More Powerful Than The

VYDEC® LANIER® AND XEROX®
MULTI-TASKING

from $7,900 to $15,900
Also Industry's First Scientific Word Processor

QUME® DIABLOI!' NEe'" PRINTERSLS~Automated Office systems
* CSI800 WP/A.O. FLOPPY DISK SYSTEMS $5,000 - $12,500
* CSI 800-1600 HARD DISK MULTI-TASKING SYSTEMS $12,000 - $30,000

BUSINESS SOFTW ARE: From $100 - $5,000
• PAYROLL, G.l. AIR, AlP, INVENTORY CONTROL $2,500 • INCOME TAX PACKAGE $950
• MEDICAL ACCOUNTING PACKAGE $1,000 • REALTOR'S PACKAGE $2,500
• GAS STATION PACKAGE $1,900 • ATTORNEY'S PACKAGE CLOSINGS $1,900
• AUTO PARTS INVENTORY $2,000 • ACCOUNTANT'S PACKAGE $2,900

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE: ON APPlE® TRS·80® PET® & .CP/M BASED SYSTEMS
* CHEMISTRY * MATHS • PHYSICS • VOCABULARY $10-$2.0 each

TRS·80* PROGRAMS
32K 2 Disk Drive Min

WORD WIZARD I $19.95
Full upper and lower case characterization. Up to 3 pages of text in
mernory.ct a time. Store up to 30 pages of text per diskette. Load.
Save. Print-out (single or multi-copies) Insert/Delete lines, char-
acters, or blocks of text. Block Movel Deletel Copy lines. Typesetting
and variable length page. Type in the text sloppy, clean it up on the
screen and print out a perfect copy.

MATRIX MANIPULATOR. " $19.95
All information can be manipulated by columns and rows; adding.
subtracting, multiplying and .dividing columns by other columns
and putting the reslllts in. a third column with statistical analysis.

BUILDER JOB COST $29.95
Complete job cost analysis package for home builder. 189 user-
defined cost categories. Automatic invoice control to actual cost of
the home under construction. User input for estimated oosts of
home. Computer generated cost-to-cost comparisons. Up to 47
homes under construction per data diskette.

WORD WIZARD II $29.95
48 K updated version of Word Wizard I. 26 user-defined keys to
speed typing chores. Word oriented with automatic wrap around
capabilities. Variable printout formatting. Easy to use.

WORD WIZARD I & MAIL LIST COMBINATION $29.95
Word Wizard I as above with SOD mail listings per diskette. Com-
puter personalizes letters to selected recipients of letters, forms,
etc. using variable select codes.

Please allow 2-4 weeks for delivery on Disks only
Send $1.00 for fuli catalog of Hardware & Software

Computer Programming Unlimited
6712Langston Drive
Austin, Texas 78723

(512) 928-2626
MasterCard and VISA Accepted

"TRS-SOis a Registered Trademark of Tandy Corp.
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Election, cont'd ...
doing relative to an earlier candidate.
Suppose that CBS projects Carter to win
Massachusetts by 62% of the vote. In 1976,
Carter just barely won the election and he
won Massachusetts with 58% of the vote.
Therefore, he is doing better than he did
four years ago. Therefore he is likely to win
by a larger margin.

Consider the technique as applied to a
different state. Suppose Ronald Reagan
loses in Georgia but gets 35% of the vote.
Carter gets 62% and Anderson and various
write-ins get the rest. In 1976, Carter got
67% of the vote. Therefore he is not doing
nearly as well as he did four years ago.
Therefore the winner will probably be
Ronald Reagan.

The analysis works in reverse too.
Almost any Republican who can get a
third of the vote in Georgia will go on to
win. Carter would not be doing as well as
expected in his strong area. The question
becomes, "If you can't win in your
traditional strength areas, where can you
win?" That's why it is called the Solid
South.

Statistically, the method
of random selected pre-
cincts is probably the
most intellectually satis-
fying. However, it does
require a lot of precincts.

A number of states become indicators
of this sort. A Democrat who gets less than
80% of the vote in the District of Columbia
is probably doomed to defeat. No Republi-
can who lost Ohio or New Hampshire has
ever gone on to win the presidency. No
Democrat who lost New York by more
than one percent or who lost Maryland or
West Virginia has ever won the presidency.

This program contains a synthesized
record of a Democratic candidate. It is a
mixture of the lower figures from the
Carter and the Kennedy races ... two of
the closer rates. I gave slight preference to
the Carter numbers since that reflects the
more current race. This synthetic Demo-
crat wins with almost exactly 50% of the
popular vote and 280 electrical college
votes. Two hundred and sixty nine are
required to win.

What about Anderson? Or any
Independent? George Wallace is the only
recent independent candidate to actually
win any electoral college votes. In the final
analysis these votes were not significant.
This program handles the independent
candidate by reducing the expected vote of
the major party candidate. Practically, this
was the major affect of the Wallace
candidacy. Because of Wallace, Humphrey
didn't get the percentages of the vote
needed by a Democrat to win. Personally, I

don't expect Anderson to win any states.
I'll admit it. This program reflects that
bias.

Localizing the Tweak

How do you apply this program to
local elections? The first need is your data
base. My experience is that any recent
election can be used as a data base. I
selected this local election for this program
because it was easier to work with and
because of the added error of dealing with
the presidential election. Most elections
are contained in a single political entity
and the final percentage of the popular
vote is all that counts. For local or
statewide elections, the precinct-by-
precinct registration numbers will usually
be sufficient. The variable P in line 350
needs to reflect the percentage of your key
party.

Section 460-660 will need to be
converted from a state type of input to a
simple precinct number approach. With a
local election, the variables A and AR are
the percent of the popular vote. These are
the variables you'll be using to call a local
election. Obviously, in a local election
everything referencing the Electoral

College - in this program any variable
with the letter C in it - can be deleted.
Essentially, that means lines 750-900 and
lines 1030-1350 can be eliminated.

Other Tricks

There are two general programming
techniques that I used in this program that
may be useful. I spell very badly. In section
460-530, the program checks that state
name that is input against its list of state
names. -lf the state matches, then control
returns to the point where the subroutine is
called. If the computer doesn't recognize
the name, then it goes through its list of
names and prints all of the states that begin
with the same letter. Thus if I misspell a
state, the computer will ask for it again
with the spellings it recognizes on the
screen.

The second technique is to ask twice if
the operator wishes to quit. This reduces
the possibility of an accidental quit (and
bombing out of the data).

This year, I expect to watch the
election night returns until about eight
o'clock. By then I should know whether I'll
be celebrating - or wondering what went
wroq. 0

10 CLS
20 PRINT"PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION PREDICTION PROGRAM"
30 PRINT" WRITTEN IN TRS-BO Lii"
40 PRINT" BY STEPHEN KIMMEL"
50 PRINT:PRINT" ENTER THE PREDICTED RESULTS FOR THE STATES AS THEY
60 PRINT"ARE PROJECTED. THE PROJECTED FINAL RESULTS WILL BE DISPLAYED"
70 PRINT"AFTER EACH STATE IS PROCESSED. THE RESULTS WILL BECOME"
80 PRINT"MORE ACCURATE AS A LARGER NUMBER OF STATES ARE ENTERED."
90 PRINT"THREE STATES ARE USUALLY SUFFICIENT."

100 PRINT:PRINT" ON PROJECTION, THE STATES WITH THE STARS ARE STATES
WHICH"

110 PRINT"THE OTHER PARTY WAS PREDICTED TO WIN."
120 CLEAR 500
130 DIM S$( 50 ),GA(50 hEC( 50 )'DA(50 ),[IF'(50 )'TF'(50 )'GP(50), IA(50 )'TA(50)
140 REM READ IN DATA BASE
150 FOR 1=0 TO 50
160 READ S$(I),DFiI),EC(I)
170 GP( I)=100-DP( I):NEXT I
180 DATA CONNECTICUT,47.39,8,DELAWARE,50.B2,3,D. OF C.,83.18,3
190 DATA FLORrDA,4B.49,17,GEORGrA,62.56.12,MAINE~42.95,4
200 DATA MARYLAND,53.03,10,MASSACHUSETTS,5B.l1,14,MICHIGAN,51.01,21
210 DATA NEW HAMPSHIRE,44.26,4,NEW JERSEY,48.90,17,NEW YORK,52.02,41
220 DATA NORTH CAROLINA,52.11,13,OHIO,4i.72,25,PENNSYLVANIA,51.16,27
230 DATA RHODE ISLAND,55.67,4,SOUTH CAROLINA,51.24,8.VERMONT,41.35,3
240 DATA VIRGINIA,47.25,12,WEST VIRGINIA,52.73,6,ALABAMA,56.67,9
250 DATA ARKANSAS,53.82,6,INDIANA,44.76,13,IOWA,43.25,8
260 DATA ILLINOIS,49.,26,KANSAS,39.28,7,KENTUCKY,53.65,9
270 DATA LOUISIANA,52.96,10,MINNESOTA,50.72,10,MISSISSIPPI,50.97,7
280 DATA MISSOURI,50.26,12,NEBRASKA,37.93,5,NORTH DAKOTA,44.55,3
290 DATA OKLAHOMA,40.98,8,SOUTH DAKOTA,41.79,4,TENNESSEE,56.57,10
300 DATA TEXAS,51.01,26,WISCONSIN,50.86,11,COLORADO,44.06,7
310 DATA NEW MEXICO,48.76,4,UTAH,35.02,4,WYOMING,40.17,3
320 DATA ARIZONA,41.39,6,CALIFORNIA,49.0S,45,IDAHO,38.27,4
330 DATA MONTANA.46.22,4,NEVADA,47.73,3,OREGON,47.38,6
340 DATA WASHINGTON,47.9s,9,HAWAII,50:03,4,ALASKA,38.11,3
350 FF=1:P=50:F1=1
360 D$="JIMMY CARTER":R$="RONALD REAGAN":I$="JOHN ANDERSON"
370 GOT0980
380 CLS
390 PRINT"ENTER A NUMBER FOR YOUR CHOICE"
400 PRINT" 1-ENTER A REPORTING STATE
410 PRINT" 2-SEE PROJECTIONS
420 PRINT" 3-SEE REPORTING STATES
430 PRINT" 4-0UIT
440 INPUT OP
450 ON OP GOTO 540,1030,1270,1010
460 FOR I=OT050:IF S$(I)=S$ THEN RETURN
470 NEXT I
480 A$=LEFT$(S$,l)
490 PRINT"I KNOW THE FOLLOWING STATES THAT BEGIN WITH
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500 FOR I=OT05,?
510 IF A$=LEFT$( S<J;(I ),1.) THEN F'RINT S<J;(I );" "l
520 NEXT I:PRINT
530 PRINT"PLEASE INPUT THE STATE AGAIN"
540 INPUT"STATE REPORTING"lS<J;
550 GOSUB 460
560 IF DA( 1)=0 THEN 620
570 PRINT S$l" HAS REPORTED A DEMOCRATIC PERCENT OF"lDA( I)
580 INPUT"IS THIS CORRECT"lAS
590 IF A$="YES" OR A<J;="Y"THEN 540
600 DP=DP-DP(I ):DA=tiA-DA(I)
610 GP=GP-GP(I):GA=GA-GA(I)
620 PRINTDH" %";: INPUT DA( r :
630 PRINTR$l" %";:INPUT GAl I)
640 PRINTI$l" %";: INPUT lAIl)
650 IF DA(I)tGA(I »IA(I»100 THEN 620
660 IF D~ I~GA( I) OR DA(I)=IA(I) OR GA( I)=I~I) THEN 620
670 DP=DPtDP( I >:GF'=GP+GP(I )
680 DA=DAtDA(I):GA=GAtGAII)
690 TA=TAtDA(I)tGA(I)
700 TP=TPtD~I)tGP(I)
710 PP=DP/TP:PR=GP/TP
720 AP=DA/TA:AR=GA/T~
730 A=P*AP/~P:Al=piAR/PR
740 FF=SQR(AP/PP):Fl=SQR(AR/PR)
750 REM PREDICTED ELECTORAL COLLEGE
760 DC=OlRC=O:IC=O
770 FOR 1;"OT050
780 IF DA(I~O THEN 850
790 REM STATE HAS REPORTED
800 IF DAe I)(GA( I) AND IA( 1 )<GA(I) THEN
810 IF D~IKIA( I) AND IA(I~GA(I) THEN
820 [lC=[lCtEC(I )
830 NEXT I
840 IF I=51 THEN 910
850 [I=D~I)*FF:G=GP(I)*F1
860 IP=100-D-G
870 IF D)G AND D)IP THEN DC=[lC+E~ I)
880 IF G)D AND G)IP THEN RC=RCtEC( I)
890 IF IP)D AND IP)G THEN IC=ICtEC(I)
900 NEXT I
V19 REM [lISPLAY ROUTINE
920 PR!nr- CURRENT PRO.JECTIONS SHOW ";
930 IF DC)RC THEN PRINT D$;: ELSE PRINT R$;
940 PRINT" THE WINNER"
950 PRINT II$l"•••••• "iDC
960 PRINT R$;" •••••• ";RC
970 PRINT 1$;" •••••• "lIC
980 PRINT BRLLIT990 INPUT"PRESS (tNTER) TO CONTINUE"iA$
1000 GOTO 380
1010 INPUT"ARE YOU CERTAIN THAT YOU WANT TO QUIT";A$
1020 IF LEFT$(A.,l )="Y" THEN END ELSE GOTO 380
1030 CLS:REM PROJECTIONS
1040 PRINTD$;" IS PROJECTED TO TAKE THE FOLLOWING STATES":EC=O
1050 FOR 1=0 TO 50
1060 IF DA( I)(GA( I) OR DA(I )(IA(I) OR (FF*[lP(I)(Fl*GP( I) AND DA( I )=0)

GOTO 1090
1070 IF DP(I)(50 THEN PRINT"*"i:ELSE PRINT" "l
1080 PRINTS$(I),:EC=ECtEC(I)
1090 NEXT I:PRINT
1100 PRINT"FOR A TOTAL OF"iECl"ELECTORAL COLLEGE VOTES":EC=O:PRINT
1110 INPUT"HIT (ENTER) TO CONTINUE"lQ$
1120 PRINT:PRINTR$l" IS PROJECTED TO TAKE THE FOLLOWING STATES"
1130 FOR I=OTO 50
1140 IF GA( I )(DA( I.>OR GA( I )(IA(I) OR (F1*GP( I )<FF*DP( I) AND GA( I )=0)

THEN 1.1701
1150 IF GP( 1)(50 PRINT"*"~:ELSE PRINT" "l
1160 PRINTS$(I),:EC~ECtEC(I)
1170 NEXT I:PRINT
1180 PRINT"FOR A TOTAL OF"lECI"ELECTORAL COLLEGE VOTES":EC=O:PRINT
1190 INPUT"HIT (ENTER) TO CONTINUE"IQS
1200 PRINT:PRINT!<J;;" IS PROJECTED TO T~KE THE FOLLOWING STATES":EC=O
1210 FOR 1=0 TO 50
1220 IF IA( I )=<GA( I) OR IA( I )=<DA( I) THEN 1240
1230 PRINT S$( I), :EC=ECtEC( I)
1240 NEXT I:PRINT
1250 PRINT"FOR A TOTAL OF"lEC;"ELECTORAL COLLEGE VOTES"
1260 GOTO 980
1270 PRINT"THE FOLLOWING STATES HAVE REPORTED"
1280 FOR I=OT050
1290 IF [lA(I)=O THEN GOTO 1340
1300 PRINT S$( IlHAB( 10 );EC(1)1" ELECTORAL COLLEGE VOTES FOR";
1310 IF DA( I»GA( I) AND DA(I)IA(I) THEN PRINT DS
1320 IF GAe Ir>DA( I) AND GA( I )IA( I) THEN PRINTR$
1330 IF IA( I »DA( I) AND IA( I »GA( I) THEN PRINTI$
1340 NEXT I
1350 GOTO 980
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SOFTWARE CPUtm

IF you're learning an instruction set. or analyz-
ing an allen machine code program, or creating
your own super software structures, then you are
keeping instructional effects of CPU architecture
and RAM all together in your head In a complex
running mental map. Whew! 1".lrum.nl your
imagination! TBUG·l.inkinQ SOFTWARE cputm
series of microprocessor simulations on the Level
II 16K ras-sotm display a complete parallel
before/after set of Processor Programming

• Models with scrolling disassembler. CPU
Registers, flags and stack, plus an intelligent
RAM Window reacting selectively. to RAM·
interactive instructions. It·s your entire
imaginative overhead. cl.icklng away in Single·step
or variable speed TRACE modes under your
dynamic control. Plus a slug of debugging
features you'd never Imagine would be available in
such low cost development software. Reify
program flow with a SOFTWARE c=urm
SUDer STEP: Animated ZSO Programming
Models, Disassembler, Single·steplTRACE modes
with Intelligent RAM Window, 5 user-selectable
Windows, single and cumulative instruction times
in m1croseconds, Reference Space, much more.
Big booklet, a ZSOSollwar. CPU. 16K Level II
TRS.so, TBUG required. No. BL·O $19.95
EMU 02: Animated 6502 Programming Models.
Dlssassembles to 6502 mnemonics, Single·
steplTRACE modes, 6502 counterparts to liB. IIJ.
IIR, IIF and /fG commands. f••t Cress-interpreter,
keyboard scan port with p-tnstructlons DB, EB
control. paging in virtual address space. more. Big •
booklet & SYNERTEK card. it's a 6502 Software
CPU.
16KLevelIITR&aO,TBUGrequired.No.BL·l .. $24.95...
ACCEL: from Southern Software of England, is
a COMPILER for Level II TRS·SOINTEGER BASIC.
Properly structured (no dynamic redefinitions.
correctly nested loops etc.) error·free BASIC
programs are compiled by ACCEL to fast ZSO
machine code for potentially spectacular
speedups.
ACCEL Compiler for 16K Level II TRS·BO... $44.95

•••••••••••
• Include .75 each tALLEN GELDER SOFTWARE
• postaqe, CA add 6% Box 11721 Main Posl Office
• San Francisco. CA 94101

•• TRS·BO. TBUG tm Radio Shack/Tandy Corp.
• sonware CPU 1m Alien Gelder Sottware.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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The
lIIaine

Softwa,.e
Lib,.••y
We rent games and

utilities for the TRS-80* at a
fraction of their purchase
price.

For catalogue, check
Reader Service. For faster
service send S.A.S.E. to:
The Maine Software Library
P.O. Box 197
Standish, Maine 04084

•A Trade name of the Tandy Corp.
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Game Description

The Presidential Campaign al-
lows the user to run for president.
The program consumes almost all
available memory in a 16K level II
TRS-80,so some things could not be
included, and there was not enough
room to load a line renumbering
program.

The states are divided into six
groups:

The New England states
The upper midwest and middle

Atlantic states
The southern states
The great plains states
The southwest states
The northwest and west coast

states

Issues, party affiliation, cam-
paign activities, etc. affect each
gro.up of states. differently. Some
actions have an equal effect on all
states. So, when faced with political
decisions, sometimes some people
will bemore pleased than others, and
sometimes some actions may be
highly unpopular in some areas.

The incumbent initially gets a
10% edge. A routine to determine the
popularity of the president then
adjusts the figure accordingly. Party
affiliation of the user also affects the
initial conditions.

Not only does the user get to

Ralph G. White, 529 So. Vermont, Columbus,
KS 66725

The Presidential Campaign

Ralph G. White

choose whether to be the incumbent
or challenger and whether to be a
Democrat or Republican, but also to
determine which of six different
issues will be the most important
issue to their campaign and which
issue will be the least important. All
of these decisions can influence the
effectiveness of your decisions.
Which issues are chosen for most
important and least important do not
affect initial conditions.
, nie user has nine months in
which to carnpaiqn. Status in an
individual state can be improved by
either campaigning in the state or

.: spending campaign money in it. The

The user gets to choose
whether to be the incum-
bent or challenger and
whether to be a Democrat
or Republican.

influence you and your money have
in each state varies. The major factor
is the number of electoral votes. The
number of days campaigning or the
amount of money spent is also of
importance. It costs $1100per day to
visit each state, some of the days
you plan to be in a state can be
designated for fund raising as well as
campaigning. Fund raising does not
help your popularity in a state, but it
feeds the campaign treasury. Cam-
paigning increases popularity, but
depletes the treasury.

Aside from meeting campaign
expenses, the money can be spent in
each state to finance campaign
committees. The maximum that can
be spent in each state at one time is
$50,000. You are allowed to visit as
many states as time and money
allow. You can spend as much
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money each month as can be
afforded.

At the end of each month, you
will be given a report on balance of
the campaign treasury at the begin-
ning of the month and at the end, the
contributions and expenditures for
the month, and the results of a
political poll which will show your
popularity status for a state chosen
at random.

Before the beginning of the next
month a political event will happen.
How the event affects you depends
. upon the conditions you set forth at
the beginning of the program. Some
of the events require you to make a
decision and. the course of action
taken influences your status.

At the end you receive a state by
state account of the results and how

- the electoral votes were cast. Who
won the electoral votes of each state
is displayed, and a running total of
the total electoral votes is kept.

Program Information

The Presidential Campaign is
written in Radio Shack level II Basic.
At least 15K of free memory is
needed to run the program.

Following is a table of routines
and where they are located in the
program:
Title and housekeep- 5 - 999
ing chores
Initial campaign con- 1000- 2035
ditions . - ...
Monthly campaign 3000- 3300
activities
Endof month earn- 4000- 4999
paign report
State by state popu- 20000- 21003
larityadjustment
Monthly political event 21000- 21999
Individual state date 30000- 30510
Scenario 31000- 31650

o
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DYNACOMP
Quality software for: PET

Apple II Plus
TRS-80 (Level II)
North Star
Atari (24k)

All software is supplied with complete documentation which includes clear
explanations and examples. Each program will run with standard terminals (32
characters or wider) and within 16K program memory space. Except where
noted, all software is available on PET cassette, North Star diskette (North
Star BASIC), TRS-80 cassette (Level II) and Apple cassette iApplesoft
BASIC). These programs are also available on PAPER TAPE (Microsoft
BASIC).

BRIDGE 2.0 Price: 517.95 postpaid
An all-inclusive version of this most popular of card games. This program both BIDS
and PLAYS either contract or duplicate bridge. Depending on the contract, your com-
puter opponents will either play the offense OR defense. [f you bid too high the com-
puter will double your contract! BRIDGE 2.0 provides challenging entertainment for
advanced players and is an excellent learning tool for the bridge novice.

HEARTS 1.5 Price: 514.95 po.tpald
An exciting and entertaining computer version of this popular card game. Hearts is a
trick-oriented game in which the purpose is not to take any hearts or the queen of
spades. Play against two computer opponents who arc armed with hard-to-beat play-
ing strategies.

FLIGHT SIMULATOR Price: 517.95 postpaid
(as described in S[MULA TlON. Volume II)

A realistic and extensive mathematical simulation of take-off, flight and landing. The
program utilizes aerodynamic equations and the characteristics of a real airfoil. You
can practice instrument approaches and navigation using radials and compass
headings. The more advanced flyer can also perform loops, half-rolls and similar
aerobatic maneuvers.

S[MULA TlON, Volume II (BYTE Publications): $6.00

VALDEZ Price: 514.95 postpaid
A simulation of supertanker navigation in the Prince William Sound and Valdez
Narrows. The program uses an extensive 2S6X2S6 element radar map and employs
physical models of ship response and tidal patterns. Chart your own course through
ship and iceberg traffic. Any standard terminal may be used for display.

CHESS· MASTER Price: 519.95 postpaid (a.aUable for North Star .nd TRS-80 only)
This complete and very powerful program provides five levels of play. It includes castl-
ing, en passant captures, and the promotion of pawns. Additionally, the board may be
preset before the start of play, permitting the examination of "book" plays. To max-
imize execution speed, the program is written in assembly language (by SOFTWARE
SPEC[ALISTS of California). Full graphics are employed in the TRS-SOversion, and
two widths of alphanumeric display are provided to accommodate North Star users.

FOURIER ANALYZER Price: 514.95 postpaid
Use this program to examine the frequency spectra of limited duration signals. The
program features automatic scaling and plotting of the input data and results. Prac-
tical applications include the analysis of complicated patterns in such fields as elec-
tronics, communications and business.

TEXT EDITOR I (Letter Writer) !'rlce: $14.95 postpaid
An easy to use, line-oriented text editor which provides variable line widths and simple
paragraph indexing. This text editor is ideally suited for composing letters and is quite
capable of handling much larger jobs.

MAIL LIST II PrIce: $21.95 postpaid (••aD.ble for North Star only)
This many-featured program now includes full alphabetic and zip code sorting as well
as file merging. Entries can be retrieved by user-defined code, client name or Zip Code.
The printout format allows the use of standard size address labels. Each diskette can
store more than l(x)() entries (single density; over 2000 with double density systems)!

ST ARTREK 3.2 Price: 59.95 postpaid
This is the classic Startrek simulation, but with several new features. For example, the
Klingons now shoot at the Enterprise without warning while also attacking starbases in
other quadrants. The Klingons also attack with both light and heavy cruisers and move
when shot at! The situation is hectic when the Enterprise is besieged by three heavy
cruisers and a starbase S.O.S. is received! The Klingons get even!

GAMES PACK I and GAMES PACK II I'rk:e: $9,95 eacb postp.id
GAMES PACK [ contains BLACKJACK, LUNAR LANDER, CRAPS,
HORSERACE, SWITCH and more.
GAMES PACK II contains CRAZY E[GHTS, lOTIO, ACEY-DUCEY, LIFE,
WUMPUS and more.
Why pay $5.95 or more per program when you can buy a DYNACOMP collection for
just $9.951

AU orders are processed within 48 hours. Please enclose payment with order. If paying by
MASTER CHARGE or VISA, include all numbers on card. Foreign orders add 10'10 for
shipping and handling.

Write for detailed descriptions of these and other programs available from DYNACOMP.

Dept. C
DYNACOMP, Inc.

6 Rippingale Rd.
Pittsford, New York 14534

(716) 586-7579
N•••.York State raidenll pie•••add 7'10 NYS •••••tax.
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LEARN MATHEMATICS THE FUN WAY! .

Programs that develop mathematical reasoning
and estimation skill

sevond drill and practice!!
All ages will enjoy these games that teach

The Estimation Game (Animated!)
Cassette
Diskette

$9.95
$14.95

The Distance Game
Cassette
Diskette

$9.95
$14.95

We take Visa or Master Charge (include card# and
expiration date), checks, money orders.

'.i,iUCATIONAL. PROGRAMS
P~tka7ead-

P.O. 2345
West Lafayette, IN 47906

••••. (317)463-4778

CIRCLE 171 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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THE PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN FEBRUAAY 1900 9 1'0. BEFORE ELECTI~
YOUR CAMPA1GN FUND HAS $500, 000. 00
WHAT STATE DO 'IOU WISH TO VISIT NEW I'OR\(
YOU HAVE 10 UNSCHEDUlED DAYS LEFT THI S MONTH.
H!.ll MAN'! DAYS DO YO\.l WISH TO SPEND THERE 20
HOWMAN'I OF THE 20 DAYS WILL BE FOR FlIND RAISING AND HOW
MAN'! DAYS WILL BE FOR CAMPAIGNING.
DAYS CAMPAIGNING 10
DAYS F\.IND R11ISING 10
00 YOU WISH TO VISIT !mTHER STATE (YESINO) NO

SCENARIO
'IOU HAVE DECIDED TO RUN FOR PRESIDENT. AND HfIIIE OBTAINED

HOIIINATlON OF YOUR PARTY. THE CAi"f'flIGN BEGINS NINE MONTHS
BEFORE THE ELECTlIll. YOJ HAVE THE ~TlONS OF DECIDING WHICH
STATES TO VISIT EACH MONTH, H!.ll MANY DAYS \'OlJ WANT TO SPENO IN
THE STATES YO\.I CHOOSE TO 'IISIT, AND WHETHER THE VISIT IS FOR
CAMPAIGNING (WHICH WINS POPlILAR VOTES), OR FOR FlINI) RAISING
(WHICH WINS NO POPULAR VOTES, BlIT BRING, IN CIllTRIBlITlONS TO
MEET EXPENSES ftID FlHANCf CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES IN OTHER STATES).
THE MONEY THAT 15 IN THE CAi'lPf\IGN TREASURY CAN BE SPENT AS YOU
WISH IN fIH'/ STATE.

AT THE BEGINNING OF THE CAMPAIGN, 'IOU ARE ALLOWED TO MAKE
SOME POLITICAL DECISIONS. THESE WILL AFFECT THE INITIAL
ATTlTlIDES OF THE 'IOTERS WITH RESP£CT TO yO\.! AND YOUR OPPONENT.
THROlJGH (lIT THE CAMPAIGN, YO\.I WILL HAVE TO MAKE AOOITIOOL
POLITlCAL DECISIONS THAT WIll INFLUENCE 'IOTER OPINION. AS
WITH iu POLITICAL DECISIONS, IoHlTElIER \'OlJ DECIDE WILL NOT
PLEASE EVER'MIDY: IN AOOITI~, SOME OF YOUR DECISIONS WILL BE
ro1PAREl' TO DECISIONS \'OlJ liAVE MADE EARLIER TO DETERliINE YOllR
SINCERITY. SO WEIGH THE II'IPUCATIONS OF EACH DECISION
CAREFULLY. IN SOME CASES, CHANGING POSITlONS OURING A
CAtlPAIGN CAN BE THE BEST STRIITEGY, OTHER TIMES IT i'IAI' BE
DISASTROlIS.

AT THE END OF EACH MONTH YOJ WILL RECEIVE A REPORT OF THE
FINAIICES OF THE Cff'lPAIGN TREASURY. YO\.I lULL BE 5H(~1N THE

BALANCE AT THE BEGINNII«l (IF THE MONTH
BALANCE AT THE END· OF THE M(lNTH
TOTAL CUNTRIBlITlONS DURING THE MONTH
T(lTAl EXPENOIT\.IRES DURING THE MONTH

CAMPAIGNING IS EXP£NSIVE, NOT J\.IST THE MONEY Y(IJ DECIDE TO
SPEND IN STATES, BlIT AlSO FOR \'(I\JR ACTUAl CAMPRIGN VISITS TO
THE VARlo\'!S STATES. IT IS HELPFUL TO SPENO TIME FUND R11ISING
ON VISITS TO OTHER STATES TO MAINTAIN THE CAMPAIGN TREASlIRY
WITH CONTRIBlITIONS.

THERE ARE A FEW CAl'lPAIGN LAWS:
yO\.! CAN IlOT PlIT THE CAMPAIGN TI':EASlIRY IN DEBT.
A $08,000 MAXIMUM IS PLACED (IN EACH TRRliSACTION.
UNREPORTED CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS ARE ILLEGAl

(YOU MAY BE TEMPTED TO ACCEPT Sll'IE IF THE TREASURY
GETS L(j,l (IN FUNDS. YQU MAY EVEN GET AWi'I ~!ITH IT.
YOU Mfll GET AWAYWITH IT MORE THAll ONCE. fl)WElJER,
'IOU MIGHT GET CAIJ3HT. IT MAY C(I5T YW THE ELECT! UN,
IT MAY JUST COST yO\.! A FEW 'IOTES. )

'IOU CAN CAMPAIGN AS MANY DAYS P£R M(lNTH AS yO\.! WISH AND
VISIT AS MANY STATES AS 'IOU WISH; THE MAXIMUMDAYS
AVAILABLE EACH M(lNTH TO CAMPAIGN 1530.

AT THE END OF EACH t1ONTH, YO\.I WILL BE SHOIIN YOllR STATUS
IN ONE STATE"-AS OF THE END OF THAT MONTH THIS IS THE ONLY
INDICATION 'IOU WILL RECEIVE ON 'lOUR PPOORESS.

AT THE END OF THE ClWAIGN, THE ELECTl(IN IS HELD AIID YOU
WILL RECEIVE A STRTE B'i STATE ACCOUNTING OF THE RESlILTS.
yO\.! WILL BE SHOWN THE NUMBER OF ELECTORAl V(ITES AWARDED BY
EACH STRTE, T(I WHUMTHE'I WERE AWARDED, THE TOTAL ELECTORAL
VOTES YOU HAVE RECEIVED AllD THE TOTAl ELECTOF:Al VOTES IWR
OPPONENT HAS RECEIVED.

SP£llD CAI1PAIGN MONEY IN WHAT STATE CALlFOP.NIA
YOUR CAMPAIGN FUND HAS $499,866.00
THE MOST 'IOU CAN SPEND AT ONE TIME IN A STATE IS SS0,000.
H!.ll MUCH DO YO\.I WISH TO SPEND 50000
DO YOU WISH TO SPEND MONEY IN ANOTHER STRTE (YES/NO) NO

MONTHL'/ REPORT TO THE ELECTI~ COMMITTEE
CAMPAIGN FUNDS BEGINNING OF t10NTH END OF M(lNTH

$500,000. 00 $449,866. 00
CONTRIBlITlONS = $21, 866.00 EXPENDlTlIRES = $72, BOO. 00

LLS SHOW \'OlJ ARE AHEAD OF RONALD REAGAN
IN TEXAS. 'IOU HAVE 51 Y. OF THE VOTE.

THE PRESIDENT OF A LARGE UNION PROMISES THE SUPPORT OF THE
UNI(IN'S MEMBERS IF YOU 11RI<E SOME PRO-UNION CAMPAIGN SPEECHES.
WILL I'OU RCCEPT HIS HELP YES

******* ******* *******
11fIRCH 1900 s 1'0. BEFORE ELECTION

'ICl.JR CAMPAIGN FUND HAS $449,866. 0(1
~IHRT STATE DO YOlI WISH TO VISIT NEW JERSEY
YOJ HAVE 10 UNSCHEDULED DAYS LEFT THIS MONTH.
H(lW MANY DAYS eo YOU WISH TO SPEND THERE 15
HOW MfINY OF THE 15 DAYS WILL BE FOR FUND R11ISING AND H(IW
MANY DAYS WILL BE FOR CAMPAIGNING.
DAYS CAllPfilGNlIlG 9
DAYS FlIND R11ISING 6
[)O YO\.I WISH TO VISIT ftIDTHER STATE (l'ES/llO) 'IE

~IHAT STATE DO I'CIJ WISH TO VISIT COLORADO
'IOU HAolE 15 UNSCHEDUlED DAYS LEFT THIS MONTH.
HOW MANY DAYS Il{) YOU WISH TO SPEND THERE 8
HOW MANY (f THE S DAYS WILL BE FOR FUND R11ISING !m HOW
MANY DAI'S WILL BE FOR CAI'IPAIGNING.
DAYS CAMPRIGNING 8
DAYS FOO R11ISING B
DO \'OlJ WISH TO VISIT ANOTHER STATE (YES/IICI) NO

SPEND Cfil'lPAIGN MONEY IN ~!HAT STATE NE8RASKR
YOlIR CIIMPAIGN FUNG HAS $41B,006.00
THE MOST YOU CAN SPEND AT ONE TIME IN A STATE 15 i50,000
H(I~1 1'1UCHDO YOli WISH TO SPHID 20000
DO 'IOU WISH TO SPEND MUllEY IN ANOTHER STATE (YES/NO) NO

1) BE SURE TO SPELL EACH STATE CORRECTLY.
2) DO IIOT USE A DOLLAR SIGN WHEN ENTERING AM(WTS OF MUNE'/.
3) 00 NOT USE A COMMfIWHEN ENTERING NUMBERS.

CONDITIONS

MONTfil'/ REPORT TO THE ELECTION COMMlTTEE
CAMPAIGN FUNDS BEGINNING OF i10tlTH EI[) OF MONTH

$449,866. 00 $41B,006. 01l.
CONTRIBlITIIllS = $5,441l.00 EXPENDITURES = $45,300.00

E THE CONDITIONS THAT yO\.! WISH TO BE TRUE. LS SHOW YOU ARE AHEAD OF RONALD REAGAN
I N DELAWARE. 'I(IU HAVE ~ I. (IF THE VOTE.

IN WHAT YEAR WILL THE ELECTI(IN BE 1979
THAT IS lICIT AN ELECTION YEAR
IN WHAT YEAR HILL THE ELECTICl~ BE 1980
WHAT 15 YOUR NAME JIMM'I CRRTER
WHAT IS 'lOUR OPf'CllENT'S NM RONALD REAGAN

THERE IS A SHORTAGE OF ALL PETROLEUM PROOlICTS--ESPECIALLY
GASOLINE. THE REASONS FOR THE SHORTAGE ARE UllCLEAR AT THIS
TIME.

******* ******* *******
'1' TO BE THE INCUMBENT
TYPE '2' TO BE THE CHAlLENGER
WHAT IS 'IO\.IR CH(lICE 1

ISSUES

DATE: APRIL 1989 MD. BEFORE ELECTION
'IO\.IR CAMPAION F\.IND HAS $41a, 006. 00
I41!IT STATE DO YO! WISH TO VISIT OHW
YOU HRVE 30 UNSCHEDUlED [lAYS LEFT THIS MONTH.
HOW MANY DAYS DO YOU WISH TO SPEND THERE 20
HOW MAN'! (IF THE 20 DAYS WILL BE FOR FUND RAISING AND HOW
MfIN\' DA\'S WILL BE FOR ctlMPAlGNII«l.
DAYS CAI'fAIGNING 21
DAYS FUND R11ISING 4
HOWMANY OF THE 20 DAYS WILL BE FOR FUND RAISING ftID HOW
11ANYDAI'S WILL BE FOR CRlf'AIGNING.
DAYS CAMPAIGNING 16
DAYS FlIND R11ISING 4
00 'IOU WISH TO VISIT ANOTHER STATE (YESINO) 110

'1' TO BE A DEMOCRAT
TYPE '2' 1(1 BE R REPUBLICffl
WHICH POLITICAl PARTY 1

MY CARTER 14HICH OF THE FOLLOWING ISSUES:
(]NP\.IT THE NUMBER, HDT THE PHRASE, PLEASE)

1) UNEMPLO'II1ENT 4) SOCIAl ADJUSTMENTS
2) INFLRTlON 5) DEFENSE
3) ENERGY 6) FOREIGN AFFAIRS

IS MOST IMPORTANT TO 'lOUR CAMPAIGN 2
WHICH IS LEAST IMPORTANT TO YOUR CA!1PAIGN 4

******* ******* *******

SPEN[) CAMPAIGN MONEY IN I41!IT STATE TEXAS
'lOUR CAMPAI(IN FlINI) HAS $391,339. 00
THE I'05T \IlJ Cftl Sf£H[l AT ~ Tll'f IN A STATE IS s50,000.
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I[)W I'P.JCH00 YOU WISH TO SPEll) seooe
00 '100 WISH TO SPENO my IN ANOTI£R STATE (YESlIID) NO

DAYS FlIID RflISING 3
00 YOU WISH TO VISIT FflOTHER STATE (YESINO) NO

IOfffL Y RE~T TO THE ELECTlCIl CCMITTEE
Cfff'AIGN FOOS BEGINNING OF MONTH Ell) OF IOffH

$419,006.00 $343,339.00
CONTRIBUTICIlS = $5,333.00 EXPEII)ITURES = $72,009. 00

Ell) CIlI1PAIGN MOI£'I IN \liAT STATE KfflSAS
I'0I..l/ CAI1PflIGN FUND HAS $217,079.'00
THE I()5T '100 Cffl SPEll) AT CIlE TIME IN A STATE IS $59,800.
I[)W IWl 00 '100 WISH TO SPEN!) 30000
00 '100 WISH TO SPEll> my IN ANOTI£R STATE (YESINO) NO

S SIm ROOIl.O REffiffl IS ff£f() OF YOU
IN NEYf(lA. HE NAS 55 Yo OF THE VOTE.

THERE IS A SHllHfG: OF ALL PETRru:lJI PROOUCTS--ESPECIALLY
GA5(LINE. THE REASCIlS F~ THE SHI1!TfG: ARE lJlCl.EAR AT THIS
TIME.

I'IONTHlY REf'{XlT TO THE ELECTION COItIITTEE
CfM'AIGN FUNDS BEGItf.lING OF MooH END OF I'KlNTH

$235,439.00 $187,079.00
COORIBUTICIlS = $1,440 00 EXPEII)ITlHS = $49,800.00

******* _.***** *******
DATE: MAY 19118 1I1l. BEFORE ELECTI ON
'I!J..R CfN'AIGN FUll> HAS $343,339.00
!MIT 5TATE 00 '100 WISH TO YI51T f'£1Il5'r\.WfHA
YOU HfNE 39 IJlSCHEDIJLEO DAYS LEFT THIS IOffH.
I[)W IfWI DAYS 00 '100 WISH TO SPEND THERE 26
I[)W ttmI OF TI£ 26 DAYS WILL BE F~ FOO RflISING AND HON
IfWI DAYS WILL BE F~ Cff1f>flIGNING
DAYS CAltPAIGNING 21
DAYS F\H} RflISIfll 5
00 YOU WISH TO VISIT ANOTHERSTATE (YESINO) ND

(US SHOWYOU ARE AHEf() OF ROOfl.O REffiffl
IN ~TAHA '100 HfNE 77 Yo OF THE VOTE.

THE U. S. IS THE TARG:T OF DEIICIlSTRflTICIlS IN SE'lER!I. "IOOlE
EAST COUNTRIES.
SEI'ERfIL ElW'fAN COUNTRIES HA'IE ALSO BEEN CRITI(R OF ~
FOREIGN P(lICY.

******* ******* *******

SPEll) CAltPAIGN I'Kl!£Y IN IHIT STATE IICIlTAHA
'I!J..R CIlI1PfllGN FOO NAS $321.939.00
THE MOST YOU CAN SPENO AT CIlE TIME IN A STATE IS $59,800.
I[)W tIOCH 00 '100 WISH TO SPEND 39000
00 '100 WISH TO SPEll) IUlEY IN ANOTHERSTATE (YESINO) NO

fUlUST 19118 3 ~. BEFORE ELECTION
YOURCIlI1PAIGN FOO NAS $187,979.00
IIlRT STATE DO 'IOU WISH TO VISIT KENTUCI<'I
YOU HAIlE 30 UNSCHEtit.lED DAYS LEFT THI 5 I'DlTH.
H(M MfflY DAYS 00 'IOU WISH TO SPEND THERE 21
HOWI1ANI' OF THE 21 DAYS WILL BE FOR FUND RflISIfll ANO HOW
I'tANYDAYS WILL BE FOR CIlI1PAIGNING.
DAYS CIlIIPAIGNIfll 19
DAYS FUND RflISING 2
00 YOU WISH TO VISIT ANOTI£R STATE ('IES/NO) NO

MOOHl Y RE~T TO THE ELECTICIl COI1IIIillE
CfM'AIGN FUIIlS BEGINNIfll OF tOITH Ell) OF IOlTH

$343,339.00 $291,939.00
COORIBUTIONS = $7,200.00 EXPEII)ITURES = $58,600.00

SPEND CAI'oPfUGNI'WEI' IN IliAT STATE YIRGINIA
'lOUR CAMPAIGN FUND HAS $164,939.00
THE MOST '100 CAN SPEND AT CIlE TIME IN A STATE IS $59,000.
HOWtIOCH 00 YOUWISH TO SPEND 5500
00 YOU WISH TO SPEND IOEY IN ANOTHERSTATE (YESlII» NO

P(lLS SIOI YOU ARE ff£f() OF ROOfU) REffiAN
IN HEBRASKA YOU HA'IE 59 Yo OF THE YOTE.

THE PRESIDENT OF A LARG: LtUCIl f'R(J1ISES THE ~T OF THE
lJUCIl'S MEI'oBERSIF '100 IflKE SM PRO-UNICIl Cfff'AIGN SPEECHES.
WILL YOU ACCEPT HIS HELP YES

******* •• ***** *******

MONTHlY REPORT TO THE E.LECTlCIl COI1IIITTEE
CPl'f'AIGN FOOS BEGIIfUNG OF IOffH Ell) OF IOffH

$187,979.00 $159,439.00
CONTRIBUTICIlS = $969.00 EXPENOITURES = m 600.00

J\JE 19lI8 5 ~. BEFORE E.LECTICIl
'I!J..R CAl'fAIGN F\H} NAS $291,939.00
IfIlT STATE 00 '100 WISH TO YISIT IIJII
'100 HA'IE 39 UNSCI£DtLED DAYS LEFT THIS 1OffH.
IGI IftIII DAYS 00 YOU WISH TO SPEll> THERE 15
IGI IftIII OF THE 15 DAYS WILL BE F~ FOO RflISING AND HOW
I'tANYDAYS WILL BE F~ CIlIIPAIGNING
DAYS CfM'AIGNING 15
DAYS FOO RflISIfll 8
00 YOUWISH TO YISIT ANOTHERSTATE (YESINO) NO

5 SIOI YOU ARE ff£f() OF RIlIKD RE~
IN ClUF~IA. '100 HA'IE 56 Y. OF THE YOTE.

THE U. S. IS THE TARG:T OF DEIICIlSTRflTICIlS IN SE'IER!I. I'oIOOLE
ERST COUNTRIES.
SEYERfI.. EI.IROPEANCOUNTRIES HA'IE Il.SO BEEN CRITICIl. OF OUR
FOREIGN P(lICY.

******* ******* *******

SPEND CftIf'AIGN !tONEy IN IfIlT STATE fRlZONA
'I!J..R CAI'oPAIGNFUND HAS $275,439.00
TI£ I()5T '100 Cffl SPEll) AT CIlE TII£ IN A STATE IS $59,800.
!OJ ItXll 00 '100 WISH TO SPEll) 40000
00 '100 WISH TO SPEND MOI£'I IN fNlTl£R STATE ('IES/NO) NO

ATE: SEPTEMBER 1980 2 ~. BEFORE ELECTION
'IOOR CfM'AIGN FltI) HAS $159,439.00
Wf4lT STATE 00 YOU WISH TO YISIT DELftm:
YOU HA'IE 39 UNSCHEDlJ..EI) DAYS LEFT THIS MONTH.
I[)W IftIII DAYS 00 '100 WISH TO SPEND THERE 15
!OJ I'IANI' OF THE 15 DAYS WILL BE F~ F\H} RflISIfll fNl HIlI
MANYDAYS WIU BE FOR CAltPAIGNING
DAYS CfM'AIGHING 12
DAYS FUND RflISlfll 3
00 '100 WiSH TO YISIT fNlTl£R STATE ('IES/NO) NO

IOfffLY ~T TO THE ELECTlCIl cat1lTTEE
CftIf'AIGN FOOS BEGIIfUfll OF IOffH END OF IOffH

. $291,939.00 $235,439.00
COORIBUTICIlS = $8 ae EXPElIlITlHS = $56,590.00

SPEND CfM'AIGN IOlEY IN IfIlT STATE "INNESOTA
'IOlR Cff1f>flIGN FOO HAS $143,419.00
THE ~ YOU CIlH SPEll) AT CIlE TIME IN A STATE IS $59,800.
IGI IWl 00 YOUWISH TO SPEll) 59IlOO
00 YOUWISH TO SPEND !;1I£Y IN fNlTHER STATE ('IES/NO) NOS SfOj YOU ARE MAD OF ROOIl.D REfGlN

IN 1fRYlIH). YOU HAIlE 64? OF TI£ YOTE.

A I'(lITIIR BOSS f'R(J1ISES TO COORIBUTE 11985 ~ TO 'I!J..R
Cfff'AIGN IF YOUWILL APPOINT SM OF HIS FRIENDS TO ruERFlJ..
POSITICIlS IF '100 WIN. THIS COORIBUTICIl IS NOT LEIR..
WIU '100 ACCEPT TI£ COORIBUTICIlS (YESINO) NO

******* ******* *******

IOffIf.. Y RE~ TO THE ELECTlCIl COItIITTEE
CIlIIPAIGN FUNDS BEGINNlfll OF I'oOOTH END OF IOffH

$1S9,439.00 $93,419.00
COOTRIBUTlCllS = $489.00 EXPENDITlHS = $66,sea. 00

DATE: Jll.Y 19118 4 Itl. BEFORE ELECTlCIl
'I!J..R Cfff'AIGN F\H} NAS $235,439.00
IfIlT STATE 00 '100 WISH TO YISIT Il.fIIAIfl
'100 HA'IE 39 UNSCHEDlLED DAYS LEFT THIS IOlTH.
I[)W IftIII DAYS 00 '100 WISH TO SPEND TI£RE 18
I[)W IftIII OF THE 18 DAYS WILL BE F~ FOO RflISING AND !OJ
IflHY DAYS WIU BE F~ Cfff'AIGNING
DAYS CfM'AIGNING 15

P(ll5 SIOI '100 ARE fIEfI) OF ROOfLD REffiffl
IN (lUO. '100 HA'IE 73? OF TI£ YOTE

A P(lITICIl. BOSS f'R(J1ISES TO COORIBUTE 17359 IXl..lARS TO 'I!J..R
CAltPAIGN IF YOUWILL APPOINT SM OF HIS FRIEII>S TO Pl1IERFUL
POSITICIlS IF '100 WIN. THIS COORIBUTICIl IS NOT LE!R.
WILL '100 ACCEPT THE COORIBUTICIlS (YESINO) NO

******* .****** *******
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NFL-PIX for 1980-1981 SEASON
* * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Predict this Season's Games!
********************************
This

TAL LEY team
of

program weeklywill maintain
schedules, keep

games played, list current Division
win-loss standings and ---predict the probable outcome of games! It establishes
a rolling average of strengths of all teams based on past performance. During the
last season its prediction was 6% better than the Greek Prognosticator!

track of scores

For 16K Level II TRS-80 or Single Disk DOS -----Just $19.95
Please specify tape or disk!! Documentation supplied with either disk or tape.

DakinS Corporation, a Colorado soft-
ware house, ismaking available to the
public 12 utility programs on one 16
sector diskette, utilizing the new
Apple DOS 3.3, which provides 23%
more storage.

All of the DakinS Programming
Aids 3.3 programs are also compat-
ible with the Corvus Disk Drive
system.
features
• Remove REM statements and com-
press code to increase program
speed and save memory and disk
space.

•Copy any file or program from one
diskette to another. Only the name
is needed.

• Print or display a line cross refer-
ence and variable name cross refer-
ence.

• Print or display all or selected
records from a text file.

• Display any sector of a given file or
program, and then update any data
within that sector, or specify the
sector you wish to update, such as
directory sectors and sectors oc-
cupied by DOS.

• Create, print and modify your own
text and Exec files.

•Copy a diskette without DOS; ini-

80 U.S. Software
3838 South Warner Street

Tacoma, WA 98409
(206) 475-2219

Check, Money Order, Visa/Mastercard
TRS-BOis a Trademark of the Tandy Corporation

BO·USSoftware & BO·US Journal are Divisions of BO·Northwest Publishing Co.

The Dakin5 12-in-l
Utility Kit gives

your programming
more punch!

tialize without DOS; verify source
diskette; verify copied data is the
same as the original.

• Use a powerful data entry routine
that handles both string and
numeric data.

Plus Many More Utility Programs
lor Sophisticated Programmers

Many of these utility programs
have been developed and tested for
in-house use while producing The
Controller" business package for
Apple Computer Inc.

Suggested retail price for DakinS
Programming Aids 3.3 is $70.00.

Each programming aids package
includes a program diskette and very
complete documentation, all attrac-
tively packaged in a padded, blue
print vinyl 3-hole notebook with sil-
ver lettering. An identifying tab sep-
arates each program for convenient
reference.

See your Apple dealer or contact
DakinS Corporation, P.O. Box 21187,
Denver, Colorado 80221.Telephone:
(303) 426-6090.

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
The Controller is a registered trademark of Dakin'S Corporation.

CIRCLE 120 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CIRCLE 189 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DISK DRIVE WOES? PRINTER INTERACTION?
MEMORY LOSS? ERRATIC OPERATION?

Power Line Spikes, Surges & Hash could be the culpritl
Floppies, printers, memory & processor often interact!
Our unique ISOLATORS eliminate equipment interaction
AND curb damaging Power Line Spikes, Surges and Hash.
*ISOLATOR (ISO·1 A) 3 filter isolated 3-prong sockets;
integral Surge/Spike Suppression; 1875 W Maximum load,
1 KW load any socket $56,95
*ISOLA TOR (ISO-2) 2 filter isolated 3-prong socket banks;
(6 sockets total); integral Spike/Surge Suppression;
1875 W Max load, 1 KW either bank. . . . . .. $56.95'

"SUPER ISOLATOR (lS()'3), similar to ISO-1A
except double filtering & Suppression .. .. $85.95

*ISOLATOR (lSO-4), similar to ISO·1A except
unit has 6 individually filtered sockets . . .. $96.95

*ISOLATOR (lSO-5), similar to ISO-2 except
unit has 3 socket banks, 9 sockets total ... $79.95

*CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (add-CBI Add $ 7.00
*CKT BRKR/SWITCH/PILOT any model

(-CBS) ..........•....... Add $14.00
• PHONE ORDERS 1-617-655·1532 :;:

.tE:J;Electronic Specialists, Inc.
171 South Main Slreet. Natick. Mass. 01760

Dept.CC

CIRCLE 142 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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E: 0C100ER 1988 1 110. 8EFCI*: ElECTI!»l
~ Cl1IIPAIGNFIJI) IflS $93,419. ee
IMlT STRTE 00 1'00 WISH TO VISIT UlJISIIffl
1'00 IfM: 39 UNSCHEDU.EDDA'IS LEFT THIS I'IOOTH
HOWMfM' DA'IS 00 1'00 WISH TO SPEJ{) TI£RE 16
HOWtrffl' OF Tl£ 16 DA'IS WIll BE F~ FIJI) RIIISII«l fH) HOW
IflI/I DA'IS WIll BE F~ CfI1PRIGNII«l.
DA'IS CfI1PRIGNII«l 16
DA'IS FIJID RIIISII«l 0
00 'IOU WISH TO YISIT FHlTl£R STATE (I'ESINO) NO

SPEND CAtlPAIGNI'IOI£Y IN IHH STATE TEXflS
YOlR Cl1IIPAIGNFUN!) IfIS $75,819. ee
TI£ MOST\'(l) CANSPEND AT tH: TIlE IN A STATE IS $50,880.
HOW tIIJ:H 00 'IOU WISH TO SPEND 50000
00 YOUWISH TO SPEND IOlEY IN fHlTHER STATE (YESINO) ffilIFORNIA

i'OffH.. Y R£POO TO THE ElECTI!»l ctJtIITTEE
CAl'l'AIGN FlJHI)S BEGIHHII«l OF IOITH END OF IOITH

$93, 419. ee m 819. ee
COHTRIBUTI!»lS= $0. ee EXPEHDI~ = $67,688. ee

PIUS SfDj 1'00 ARE Mill OF R(JRD R£fMI
IN INDIAlfi. 1'00 IfM: 54? OF Tl£ VOTE.

THE RIITE OF IHFlRTI!»l IflS DID'l'ED

O() oo 00 00 00 ()() O() 00 00
ElECTI!»l NIGHT R£SlLTS

ElECTIlRIl Il(lTES

YCU1 (f!'(f£l(l 'S
STATE 1'00 ilPPcmrr TOTfl. TOTAl
AlPllR'll 9 9 9
fUlSI(A 9 3
~1Zt1fl 15 3
~ 6 15 9
ffillFOIlNIA 45 15 54
COlORAOO 7 15 61
CIlIf£CTICUT 8 15 69
DElfW'IRE 3 18 69
D.C. 3 21 69
R~~ U 21 ~
IICRGIA 12 21 98
IfIIIlII 4 21 192
IDfflO 4 21 196
ILLINOIS 26 47 196
INDIANA 13 60 196
IOWA 8 60 196
KANSAS 60 ill
KENTOCK'I 9 77 ill
UXJISIfff! 19 87 ill
IflIHE 87 117
1'iARI'lfH) 19 97 U7
IflSSIOlJSSETIS 14 97 131
MICHIGffl 21 118 131
MINNESOTA 19 128 131
KISSISSIPPI 7 129 138
KISsaRl 12 128 150
i'Offfffl 132 150
NEBRASKA 5 132 155
HEI/AOA 3 132 158
NEWIRt'SHIR£ 4 132 162
HEWJERSEY 17 149 162
HEWl£l(JCO 149 166
NEW1m( 41 199 166
~H ClW..IHA 13 199 179
~TH ()ft(OTA 4 199 183
!»lID 25 215 183
a<lIIQII 8 215 191
Cl*:G!»l 6 215 197
PElflSYl'/ffUA 27 242 197
RImE 1SlfH) 4 242 2B1
SOOTHCfIROlllfl 8 242 299
SOOTH()ft(OTA 4 242 213
TENNESSEE 19 242 223
TEXAS 26 242 249
UTAH 4 242 253
YERi'O!f 3 242 256
VIRGINIA 12 242 268
IIlSHII«lT!»l 9 242 276
WESTVIRGINIA 6 242 2B2
WISCUISIN 11 253 2B2
II'IUIII«l 3 253 2BS
RIHLD R£fMI IS TI£ WIIfER OF Tl£ 1gee ~IDENTIAl ElECTI(Jt
RIHLD R£fMIIflS 2BS ElECT~ II(ITES--IO[ TIfI( HIS OPPONENT, JI"'" CARTER.

5ClE~
28 DIKST<18.1S)
488 M$(1)='FEfIf(\W1' :K$(2)='!flRCH' :K$(3)='ff'RIl' :K$(4)='I'I\'I' :K$(5)=' JlJ£' :K$(6)=' JLlY' :K$(7)='fUlJST':
M(8)='SEPTEIflER' :K$(9)='OCTOO
ER'
418 A$='1'(l)R CftfflIGN FlJ{) IfIS $III, tH, lit. H'
411 8$=' $III, lit, IH. II $III, lit, lit .••
412 O$='CONTRI8UTI<ffi = $$111, lit. U El/PENDIT~S = $SUMU. U'
see FeRI=1T06:ST(1, D=50:ST(S, D=50:NEXT
518 FeRI=1TOB:ST<2. D=50:ST(4, D=50:HEXT
528 FeRI=1T07:STG, D=50:ST(6, D=S8:HEXT
539 F=8: AI=S88088
608 ClS:PRItlTCHR$(23):PRItlT:PRINT:PRItlT'TI£ PRESIDENTIAl ClH'AIGN'
615 FeRI=1T029OO:NEXT
628 GIml31880
1880 ClS
1919 PRltlTTlfl(19);'C 0 N 0 I T I 0 H S':PRINT:PRINT
1929 PRltlT'C!OJSE TI£ COHDJTI<ffi TIfIT \w WISHTO BE TRll':. ':PRINT
1939 1If'UT'IN WIfIT~ WIll TI£ ElECTION lIE ';E'I
1931 lFEY/4=ltlT(EY/4)ooT01949
1932 PRINT'TIfIT IS NOTfff ElECTI!»l YE~' :ooT01939
1949 ltWl'WIfIT IS 'r'(lt iM ';!If
1945 IIf'UT'WIfIT IS I'(l)R (fI'(l£JIlS IRIE '; 0$
1958 PRINT:PRINT'TWE '1' TO lIE TI£ ItnKlENT'
1055 PRltlT'TWE '2' TO BE THECHAlLEI«lER'
1969 1If'UT' \HIT IS I'(l)R CHOICE'; P1: IFP1(leRP1)2GOT01969
1965 PRltlT:PRINT'TWE '1' TO BE A DEKOCRRT'
1979 PRINT'TWE '2' TO lIE A R£PW.ICRH'
1975 1If'UT' WHICHf'(lJTICAl~TY ';P2:IFP2(1~)2GOT01875
11ee PR=R!I)(1ee)
1119 IFPR(39TI£If'A=-8
1128 IFPR>=39fffDPR(40ll£lf'A=-5
1139 IFPR>=48fH)PR<S5T1£1f'A=2
1140 IFPR):55ftlll'IK65T1£lfA=6
1150 IFPR>=65Tl£tf1l=19
1160 IFP1=2TI£If'A=-Pfl
1179 FeRI=1T06:C(J)=PA:HEXT
1188 IlOSIJI28988
1288 C(1)=-8:C(2)=19:CGl=-15:C(4)=12:C(5)=6:C(6)=-9
1219 IFP2=1GOT01299
1228 FeRI=1T06:W)=-C(J):HEXT
1299 IlOSIJI28988
2888 ClS:PRINTTIfl(28); 'I S SUE S' :PRINT
2810 PRINTNS;', WHICHOF TIE FOll~ING ISSlES:
2B11 PRINTTIfl(8); '(J1f'UT THE IU'IIER, NOTTIE !'\mE, PLEASE)
2815 PRINT'l) lI£IflO'llEHT'; TIfl(32); '4) SOCIAl IIlJUSTl£NTS'
2B28 F1UNT'2) INRATlOO';TIfl(32); '5) DEFENSE'
282S PRINT'3) ENERGY';TIfl(32); '6) F~I()j AFFAIRS'
2839 PRINT:IIf'UT'I5 KOST IIfffiTfffT TO I'(l)R CftfflIGN ';11
2835 IIf'UT'WHICH IS lEAST IIfffiTfffT TO I'(l)R CftfflIGN '; 12
3988 FCRT=1T09
3919 ClS:PRINT'~TE: ';K$(T);' ';EY;TIfl(32);(19-Tl;' KG. IlEFCREElECTlOO'
3915 CKI=8:TS1=8
3928 PRINTUSllOl$; AI:fIlI=III:1II=8
3939 IIf'UT'WIfIT STATE00 YOOWISHTO VISIT ';Y$
393S PRINT'\'(l) tIlYE '; (39-11);' lIfSO£DU.EO ~ lEFT THIS MONTH.'
3940 IIf'UT'NOWIftfI ~ 00 \'(l) WISHTO SPEll) THERE'; OY
3945 IFII>+DY)39GOT03949
3946 II)=II)+{)'/
3950 PRINT'NOWIHN OF TI£ '; OY;' DA'ISWIll lIE FeR F\JM) RIIISING fffD NOW':PRINT'1ftfI DAYSWILL lIE FeR CIlIfRIGNING '
3960 11f'UT'~ CAll'AIGNING'; OC
3978 IIf'UT'DAYS FlJ{) RIIISII«l ';OF
3gee IFDY(OC+DFGOT03950
3899 R£STCRE
31ee R£ADSTs.EV,J, J
3195 IFSTSO'OO'GOT03118
3196 PRINT'YOODID NOTSPElL Tl£ STRTEWMCTlY. TRYII:iFIIIl '
3187 ~:GOT03939
3118 IFST$OYSOOT031ee
3129 CCl=INT(E'I*16880(DF 139): CE=D'I*11ee:AI=AI+CCI-CE:CKI=CKI+CCI:T5I=TSI+CE
3139 ST(J, J)=ST(J, J)+INT«1IlB-ST(J, J»oQCI39)
3140 IFKG)=39GOT03160
3158 IIf'UT'OO \'(l) WISHTO YISIT fffOTl£R STATE(1'ESMl) '; C$
3152 IFCS='YE$'ooT03939
3160 ClS
3288 IIf'UT'SPEND CftfflIGN IO£Y IN WIfIT STATE '; SP$
3219 PRINTUSllOl$; AI
3215 PRINT:PRINT'TIE KOST\'(l) CRHSPEll) RT IH Tll£ IN A STATEIS $58,880.'
322B IIf'UT'NOWIUH 00 \'(l) WISHTO SPEND'; AS
3225 IFAS>5888IlGOT03215
3239 IFAS>AIGOT03218
3240 AI=AI-AS:T5I=TSI+AS
3245 R£SlCRE
32S8 1iEfI)ST$,EY, I, J
32S3 IFSTSO'OO'GOT03260
3255 PRINT'\'(l) DID NOTSPEll Tl£ STATEWMCTlY. TRYII:iFIIIl '
3256 AI=AI+AS:GOT03288
3260 IFSTSOSPSOOT03250
3279 ST(J, J)=ST (J, J)+ INT«lIl&-ST(J, J))*ASl1eeeeo(1IEV))
3288 IFAI(=8GOT04eee
3298 IIf'UT'OO \'(l) WISHTO SPEll) K!»lEYIN fffOTHERSTATE (YESINO)';C$
nee IFCS='YE$'GOT03288
4889 ClS:PRINTTIfl(1S); 'IDITHl.Y REPOO TO Tl£ ElECTI!»l IXI'IIITTEE'
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SAVE t-~g!"APPLE® AND TRS-80®
NEWDOS/80

Powerful Disk Operating System for the TRS-80® designed for the sophisticated
user and professional programmer.
NEWDOS/80 is not meant to replace the present version of NEWDOS 2.1 which
satisfies mast users, but is a carefully planned upward enhancement.

• New BASICCommands with variable record lengths up to 4095.
• Mix or match drives 35, 40, 77, 801K
• Security boot-up for BASIC or machine code application programs.
• Improved editing commandS.
• Enhanced RENUMBEr, that allows relocation.
• Device handling far routing to display and printer simultaneously.
• CDE function; striking of C. D, and E keys allows user to enter a mini-DOS.
• Compatible with NEWDOS andTRSDOS 2.3. t.149
• Superzap 3.0 and 2.1 utilities. ~

NEW DOS FOR APPLE® "APEX"
The complete APEX packoge wiTh operating system,

assembler, editor and usermanuals. The package also includes
a complete set of utilities to maintain files on single or multiple •••L. •••, OL. •••••
drive systems. (Specify 5 inch Apple disk or 8 inch disk.)

RELATED SOFTWARE
XPLO '79
FOCAL™ '59

TRS-80® sonwARE
NEW DOS+ 35 rrock . . '99
AJA Business Program. . . '269
Disk Head Cleaner '16
Disk Drive Alignment Program .. '109
Data Base Program '99_95

SAVE ON APPLE II 16K
FREEMTI MEMORYUPGRADEKITTO 46K
WITHPURCHASEOF APPlE II 16K

S 195 MOD I "6" DISK SYSTEM
• One SA800R DOS and Cable
• Chassis and Power Supply

~1095

FACTORY
CLEARANCE

DISK DRIVE
SALE!

Demo single or dual head MPI disk drive,
complete with Power Supply and Chassis.
Full warranty.
TF5D40 TK . . . . . . . .... S279
TOH-1DDual 35 TK . .. S419

limited QuanTiTies
TF·880 TKDISKDRIVE
Double Your Copoctrv. . S639

TF-9DUAL80 DISKDRIVE
Quadruple Your Copodry . . .... '799

Complete with power suppy and
chassis.
TF-.3 Shugart SA400 $359
TF-1 Pertec FD200, 40 track $389
TF-5 MP11351, 40 track. .. $379
TF-7 Micropolis, 77 rrock $595
TDH-1 Dual sided,.35 track ..... $495
MAX Disk 2: 10 Megabyte. . $4995

DISK DRIVE SYSTEM
• 2 ShugartSA400 • Inrerface 32K
wirh power/chcssls • 1 35-TrackDOS+

• Cable S 199
SPECIAL PRICEONLY 1

*BARE DRIVES FOP. ANY MICROCOMPUTER*
Pertec FD200 $262 FD250 $359
Shugart SA400 $279 SA800. .. .. .. . .. $479
MP1D52 $349 1351.. .. . $279

®Registered trade mark of Radio Shock and Apple",.-----004
OKIDATA rPJNTER
LISTS949 S699
OUR PRICE

.......... ·1069
.................... '699

.. ' .'1795
. '2549

ANADEXD8000 .
700
702 .
ANADEX9501 .

... '925

.'1095
'1795

. '1599
... '599

.•.__ ASK FOR FREE
~~ CATALOGUE

_'- Apporot. Inc_
4401 South Tamarac Parkway

Denver, Co 80237
(303) 741-1778

W_MacArthur
Ana, CA 92704

(714) 979-9923

Telex #678401TABIRIN

CIRCLE 151 ONREADE·R SERVICE CARD
OCTOBER 1980

DISCOUNT PRICES
APPLE II COMPUTERS

$959.00
1024.00
1089,00
525,00
450.00
159.00
159.00
440.00
525,00

16K APPLE II
·32KAPPLE II
48KAPPLEII
DISK W/CONTROLLER
DISK ONLY
APPLESOFT CARD
. NTEGER CARD
PASCAL
SILENTYPE PRINTER

RAM MEMORY
FOR TRS-80, APPLE
16K SET 4116'5 65.00

NORTH STAR COMPUTERS

HRZ-1 D-32K-KIT
HRZ-1D-32K-ASM
HRZ-2D-32K-KIT
HRZ-2D-32K-ASM

$1595.00
2125.00
1950.00
2475.00

VERBATIM DISKETTES
BOX OF 10 51/4"
BOXOF10 8"

29.50
39.50

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OFTIME SERIES
STOCK, BUSINESS, EXPERIMENTAL DATA
ANAl' (ANALYSIS 1) is a set of BASIC Programs which enables the user to

perform analyses on any time series data. From 26 to 260 data points (5 years
weekly, 1 year daily) can be plotted on the entire screen in one of 5 colors using
Apples' High Resolution capabilities. The data can be transformed into different
colored graphic representations called transforms. They are: user specitied
moving averages; a least squares linear fit (best straight line); filters for time,
magnitude, or percentage changes; and user created relationships between
the data, a transform, or a constant using +,-,x,! operators. Colored lines can
be drawn between graphic points. Graphic data values or their weekly dates of
occurrence can be displayed in text on the screen. Any graph or text can be
outputted to a users printer. The Grid Scale is automatically set to the range of
the graphs or can be user changed. As many colored graphs as wanted can be
plotted on the screen and cleared at any time. The user can code routines to
operate on the data/transform data or create his own disk file data base. ANAl
commands can be used with his routines or data base. An Update program allows
the user to easily update his file with current data. Data Base included: DJI weekly
average. 1897 to date.

The ANA 1 two letter user commands are: CA = Calculate. no graph. CG= Clear
Graphs, leave Grids. CK = Checking out program. known data. CO= Color of next
graph (red, green. violet. white. blue). CS = Clear Screen. DL = Draw Line between
points. Fl = Filter data for time. magnitude. or percent change. FU = Data, trans-
form. or constant Function with +.-.x.l operator GO = Graphic mode. display
all Graph Data on screen. GR= Graph data to screen. GS= Set Grid Scale. HE= Help,
summary of any commands usage. LD = Load Data from disk file from inputted
date to memory. LG = Leave Graphs. automatic Grid rescaling. LO = Look. select
a range of the LD data and GR; All commands can now be used on this range.
LS =Least squares linear fit of the data. MA = Moving Average of the data. NS =
No Scale. next graph on screen does not use Grid Scale. NT = No Trace. PR= User
implimented Printer routine. TO = Texl mode, display Text Data on screen. Tl =
Weekly time number to date or vice versa. TR = Trace. TS = Text Stop for number
of lines outputted to screen when in TO. U1/U2 = User 1/2 implimented routines .
VD = Values of Data outputted in text. VG = Values of Grid: low/high/delta. VT =
Values of Transform outputted in text.

APPLE® II. 48 K, APPLESOFT
ROM CARD. DISK II DOS 3.2
ANA 1 DISK & MANUAL __ •$49_95
leA residents add 6% sales tax)

GALAXY
DEPT_CC3
P.O. BOX 22072
SAN DIEGO. CA 92122

• Software Reviews in: Call-A.PPL.E. (2/80); Apple Orchard (3/80); Into World
(6/80); Creative Computing
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41118 PRINT'ClM'AI(Jl fU()5 Bl':GIIfUIil (I' IOITH Ell) (I' IUllH
4828 PRIHTUSllIE$;IIlI;Rt:PRINT
483B PRIHTUSIIG)$; CM, TSI
494e Pl.=RI()(51):R£ST~
4850 Foo=1 TCfl: IlEfI)5T$, EY, I, J: I£XT
4B60 IFST<I, J»5OOJT041oo
4979 IFST<I, J)GO)T0412B
4B8B PRINT'Pn.LS 5101 '/OJ 1ft: EVENWITH ';OS
4B9ll PRINT'IN '; ST$; '. ':ooT04148
4100 PRINT'Pn.LS 5101 '/OJ 1ft: IHfI) (f '; OS
4118 PRINT'IN ';ST$;'. '/OJ IfI'IE ';ST(I,J);'7o (I' TI£ \'OTE. ':ooT04149
4129 PRINT'Pn.L5 5101 '; OS;' 15 IHfI) (I' '/OJ'
4138 PRINT'IN '; ST$; '. 1£ IfI5 '; (1BB-SHI, J»; "70 (I' TI£ \'OTE. '
4149 IIflIl'PRESS'ENTER' TO Bl':GIN I£XT IUllH ';Z$
4900 CLS:GOS!B21088
4918 FOO=1T06:ST(l, ~)=5T<1, ~)-2:ST<5, ~)=ST<5, ~)-2:1£XT
4911 FOO=1T013:ST<2, ~)=ST<2, ~)-2:SH4, ~)=5H4, ~)-2:1£XT
4912 FOO=1T07:ST(3, ~)=STCl, ~)-2: ST(6, Y)=5H6, Y)-2:1£XT
4998 IIflIl' PRESS 'ENTER";C$
4999 !EXIT
seee CLS:PRINTTfll(2B); 'ELECTIOO NIGfT R£SllTS' :PRINT :PRINTTfll(2J); 'ELECTtJR \'OTES'
5BB1 PRINTTfll(48); '\'IX.R'; Tfll(59); 'OFro£NT'S'
see2 PRINT'STRTE';Tfll(2B); ''/OJ'; Tfll(38); 'OFro£NT';Tfll(49); 'TOTIl"; TftB(59); 'TOTIl'
5100 R£ST~
5195 FOO<=1TOS1
5118 R£fI)5T$, EY, I, J
5138 IFST(I, J»5OOJTOS149
5132 OT=OT+£Y:X=38:GOT05159
5149 1'T='IT+£Y:X=2B
5159 PRINTST$;Tfll(X); EY;Tfll(48); I'T; Tfll(59); OT
5168 FOOI!o1T075B: I£XTT"
5198 I£XT
52BB IFI'T)oTGOT05249
5285 W$=O$:L$=N$: \I1=OT:GOT0525B
5249 W$=N$:L$=O$: \11='IT
525B PRINTII$;' 1511£ Wllf£R (I' 11£ ';EY;' PRESlDENTl1l ELECTHit '
526B PRINTII$;' IfI5 ';\11;' ELECTtJR \'OTES--~ Tift( HIS Cfro£NT, ';LV '
9999 Ell)
2Beee F~I=1T06:SHl, I)=5H1, 1)+C(1) :SH5, I)=ST(5, 1)+C(5):1£XT
2eee1 F~I=1T013:ST<2, I)=ST<2, 1)+C(2) :ST<4, 1l=5T<4, 1)+C<4l:1£XT
2eeB2 F~I=1T07:ST(3, D=ST(3, Il+CGl :ST<6, 1l=5T<6, 1l+C(6):1£XT
2eee3 RETLRN
21088 PE=RI()(S)
21Il1B IFID1GOT0211oo
21821l PRIHT'TI£ U. S. IS TI£ T~ (I' t€IOISTRATIOO5 IN SEYERft. "IOCU':PRIHT'EA5T

CWffRIES. ':PRINT'5EVERfi. Elm'ERN c(u(!RIES IflII
E IlSO BEENCRITICfl (I' (lR' :PRINT'F~IGN Pn.1C\'. ':C=0
21838 IFP1=1TI£NC=C-1
21849 IFP1=2TI£NC=C+1
21!l5B 1FI1=6T1£NC=C+1
21868 IFI2=6T1£NC=C-1
21865 FOO=1T06:C(Y)=C:1£XT
21879 GOSI.il29EIee
21088 ooT021999
21100 IFPE)200T0212B0
21118 IN=RI()(2)
2112B PRINT'TI£ RATE (I' IIfl.ATIOO IfI5 ';
2112'5 IFIN=!TI£N IN$='DRIl'PED'
21138 IFIN=2TI£NIN$='RI5EN'
21135 PRINTINH=0
21149 IF1'1=1GOT021175
21145 IFI1=1T1£NC=C+1
21159 IFI2=1T1£NC=C-1
21168 IFIN=! TI£NC=C+1
21175 IFIN=1TI£NC=C+1
21188 IFIN=2THENC=C-1
21185 FOO=1T06:C(Y)=C:1£XT
21190 ooT021999
21200 IFPE)3GOT021388
21295 PRINT'Tl£RE 15 R ~TfG (I' ill PETllIUlJI PROC\.CTS-ESPECIIlL~' :PRINT'GfI5(lINE.

TI£ REA5005 F~ 11£ ~TfG ffE IHlERR RT
THIS'PRINT'TII£. ':C--1
21218 IFI1=3TI£NC=C+1
21Z2B IFI2=3TI£NC=C-1
21238 IFP1=1TI£NC=-C
21249 FOO=1T06: C(Y)=C: NEXT
21259 00SI.B2BBee
21287 GOT021999
21380 IFPE)400T021489
21385 PB=OO(1eeee)+1eeee
21318 PRINT'R Pn.ITICfl BOSS PWH5ES TO COOTRlBUTE';P8;' OCllRRS TO \'IX.R' :PRINT

'CIWflI(Jl IF '/OJ WILL AP!'OINT SM (I' HIS FRIE11)5 T
o roERFll' :PRINT'POSITIOOS IF YCI.IWIN. THIS COORlIlUTHI. 15 NOTLEIR. '
21315 !IflIl'WILL '/OJ f(:(U>T TI£ COORIIlUTIOOS (YE5t1«l) ';C$
21328 IFC$='IIl'GOT021999
21325 IFC$='YES'OOY021335
21338 GOT021315
21335 F=f+1:AI=AI+P8
21349 ooT021999
21489 IFPE)5GOT021588
21495 PRINT'IlLEGlTIOO5 IfI'IE BEENIfIlE THAT'/OJ IfI'IE ACCEPTEDILLEGft." :PRINT

'CfIMl1\I(Jl fU()5 '/OJ 1ft: PRESENTLYlltllER INYESTIGlTION.

21418 IFF=IllOT021459
21415 IFf)=5GOT021417
21416 PRINT''/OJ IfI'IE Bl':ENFIlHl WILTY III) '/OJ LOSE '; 'INT(1881(G-F); :PRINT'PERCENT (I' \'IX.R ~ IN EIDI STRTE. '
21417 PRINT''/OJ IfI'IE BEENFIlHl WILTY III) TlR(Ifj IN 11£ FEDERfl PEN AT' :PRINT'lER\'EIMRTl\, KJII5RS F~ TIENTY ~. '
21428 FOO=1T06:ST(l, Y)=INT«lI(G-F»OST(l, V»~:ST(5, Y)=INT«lI(G-F»OST(S, Yll:1£XT :EII)
21421 FOO=1T013:ST(2, Y)=INT«lI(G-F»oST<5, V»~:ST(4, Y)=INT«1I(G-F»oST<4, Y»:I£XT
21422 FOO=1T07:ST<1 Y)=INT«1I(G-F»OST(1 V»~:ST(6, Y)=INT«lI(G-F» :ST<6, Y»:I£XT
21425 ooT021999
21459 PRINT''/OJ IfI'IE BEENFIlHl IIHWII. ':ooT021999
21588 IFP0600T021680
21585 PRINT''/OJ IN) '; OS;' mE TO R mEYISED DEBATE.'
21518 IFI1)1GOT021528
21515 FOO=1T012:ST<2, Y)=ST(2, Yl+INTC 87*(1BB-ST<2, V»~)
21528 IFI105G0T021538
21525 FOO=1 T013: ST(4, Y)=ST(4, Yl+ INTC 116*(1BB-ST<4, Y»)
21538 IFI2)1ooT021549
21535 FOO=1T012: ST<2, Y)=5T<2, YHNT C esoST<2, v»
21549 IFI205G0T021558
21545 F<XRY=1T013:ST(4, Y)=ST(4, YHNTC B2*5T(2, V»~
21558 08=t00<Jl
21555 IF!l8=200T021586
21568 IFDB=1ooT021581
21579 FOO=1 T06: ST(1, Y)=ST(1, Y)+INTC82*(1BB-ST (1, Y»): ST<5, Y)=ST(5, v» INTC 82*(1BB-ST (5, Y»): I£XT
21571 FOO=1T013:ST(2, Y)=ST(2, Y)+INTC 1l1*(1BB-ST(2, V»~) :ST<4, Y)=ST(4, Y)+INTC 1l1*(1BB-ST(4, Y»):I£XT
21572 FOO=1T07:ST(3, Y)=5T<3, Y)+INTCIl1*(1BB-ST(3, V»~) :ST(6, Y)=5T<6, Yl+INTCIl1*(1BB-ST(6, Y) II :NEXT
21598 ooT021595
21581 FOO=1T06:ST(l,Y)=5Hl, YHNTC B2*5T(1, V»~ :ST(5, Y)=ST(5, YHNTC B2*5T(5, Y»:I£XT
21592 FOO=1T013:ST(2, Y)=ST(2, YHNTCll1oST<2, V»~:ST(4, Y)=5T<4, YHNTC ll1oST<4, Y»:I£XT
21583 FOO=1T07:ST<1Y)=5T(3, YHNTC ll1oST(3, V»~:ST(6, Y)=ST(6, YHHTCll1oST<6, Y»:I£XT
21595 IF!l8=1PRINT''/OJ L05TTI£ 1lEIIATE.'
21586 IF!l8=2PRINT'TI£ IlEIIATEWASR ~ ,
21587 IFOO=3PRINT''/OJ 101 11£ 1lEIIATE.'
21598 ooT021999
21680 IFID700T021798
21602 PRINT'TI£ PRESIDENT (f R LRRI£ IJIION PWH5E5 TI£ ~ (I' 11£'

:PRINT'IJII ON'S I£lIlERS IF '/OJ III([ 5OI'E PRO-ltIION ClM'AI (Jl 51'
EECI£S. '
21618 IIflIl'WILL '/OJ fOl:PT HIS I£Lp ';C$
21615 IFC$='YES'ooT021638
21628 IFC$='NQ'ooT021640
21625 ooT021618
21638 C(1)=0: C(2)=2: C<Jl=-2: C(4)=-1: C(5)=1 :C(6)=-1:00SI.B2BBee
21635 ooT021999
21640 C(1)=0: C(2)=-2: CGl=3: C<4l=1: C(5)=8: C(6)=8:00SI.B2BBee
21645 ooT021999
21798 PRINT'Ffe£RS III) Rfm£RS WANT'/OJ TO ClM'AI(Jl THATT1£Y SIOlD'

:PRINT'REC£IVE Him PRICES F~ TI£IR PROOOCTS. KEEP IN "IN
o TI£':PRINT'CONSMRS WILL NOTLIKE THIS. ':C=8
21795 IIf'UT'WILL '/OJ ~T 11£ Ffe£RS III) Rfm£RS (YESINO)';C$
21718 IFC$='\'ES'OOY021725
21715 IFC$='NQ'ooT021738
21728 ooT021795
21725 C(1)=-1: C(2)=-1: CGl=3: C(4 )=2: C(5)=-1: C(6)=2: OOT021849
21738 C(1)=2: C(2)=3: C<Jl=-2: C<4l=-2: C(5)=1 :C(6)=-2
21849 00SI.B2BBee
21999 RETtel
38eee DRTfR.fIIIM 9,4, 9
38Il18 DRTIR.fI5I(ft,3, 5, 4
38828 DRTIfRIZtHI. 6, 6, 4
38838 DRTIftKRNSRS,6, 4, 12
38848 DRTOCflIF~If\,4S, S, 6
38B58 ORTfro.CRfro 7, 6, 7
3886B DRTfOIf£CTI!l1T, 8,1,5
38079 DRTRt€LfMlRE,3, 2, 3
30888 DRTft).C. , 3, 2, 12
3ee98 DRTffL~IDfl.17,4, 7
38100 DRTfG:rRGIR.12.4, S
38118 DRTfHIIUI, 4, 5, 5
3812B DRTRIDfH), 4, 5, 1
38138 ORTRILLIIIlIS, 26, 2, 9
3814B DRTRIIIlI~ n, 2,8
38159 DRTRIOWR.8, 12
38168 DRTff<RNSA5,7, 3, 5
38179 DRTR<ENTOCI(Y,9, 4, 3
38188 DRTIl(JJISIRNR. 18. 4, 11
38198 ORTfHUNE,4, 1.1
382B0 GlTfHlMfH), 18,2,5
38218 ORTfHlSSRC!fJSETIS, 14, 1, 5
38Z2B DRTfIHCHIGRN.2L 2, 7
38238 DRT~INI£5OTR.18. 2, 11
38249 DRT~ISSISSIPPJ, 7,4, 18
38258 DRT~I55<lRI, 12. 4.13
38268 DRTfIO!lRtfl, 4, 3, 6
38279 DRTfIEIIRA5KR,5, J, 4
38288 DRTfH:YfIlft, 16, 5
:l8298 DRTfIIW IfffSHlRE, 4, 1, 2
38380 DRTfI£II JERSEY.17, 2, 4
38319 DRTRNEWI'EXICO,4, 6, 3
3832B ORTfI£II Y(JIK,41, 2, 1
38338 DRTRNORTHClW..INR. 114, 5
38348 DRTRNORTHOft:0TR. 4, 3, 1
3835B DRTfOUO, 25, 2, 6
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Now you can add hard copy
capability to your computer
with plug-in simplicity that
matches up to.anv micro
system. And with the Eaton
7000+ dot-matrix printer,
you get complete printout
versatil nv at an
affordable price.
Interfaces with
any personal computer

Apple, Commodore Pet, TAS~~'~T."''''''_"",,,,,,,:=~Northstar and others - no matter
what type of computer you have or
are thinking of buying, Eaton 7000+
fits. Just plug it in and start printing.
You'll get virtually maintenance-free
operation with a minimum of moving
parts. And minimum life of 100
million characters with Eaton's
newest printhead, while the print

3lOOl OOTIU<l..fIOIl. 8, 6, 2
38378 OOTlQ!Eoot 6. 503
38388 OflTffENIS'/l. 'IIIU R. 27, 2. 2
383Se OOTIiIQ)E ISlfII), 4, L 6
38488 OOTASOOTliClm.llfl.8.4,6
38419 OOTASOOTliDlt(OTR.4, 3. 3
38429 OOTRTEltESSEE.18. 4, 4
38438 OflTATEXRS.26, 6.1
38448 OOTIllT1\l,4,6,6
38458 OOTIMRIOIT, 3. L 3
38469 OOTR'lIRGINIR.12. 4, 2
38478 OOTIMlSHINOTCfI.8, 502
38488 OOTfIEST 'IIRGINIR.6, 4, 1
38499 OOTRWI5r061N.1L 2.19
38S89 OOTIlMJlINO. 3, 3, 7
38S19 OOTI£II), 9, 9, 9
31888 Cl5:PRINTTItl(2'5);'S C E N R R I O':PRINT
31919 PRINT' I'(lJ Ifl\'E DECIDEDTO RIJj FOR PRESIDENT. IN) Ifl\'E OOTRII£I)'
11829 PRINT'I01IIflTl~ (f 'I(lR 1'fiTV. TIE ClIf!\IIil !EGINS NINE IOOHS'
31938 PRINT'I!EFIJI£ 11£ ruCTlIJi I'(lJ Ifl\'E 11£ IPTlONS OF DECIOINO IIUCH'
31949 PRINT'STRTES TO 'IISIT EACHtoflH,. IOIIRfl' OR'IS I'(lJ IRfT TO SPOO IN'
31958 PRINT'1I£ STATES I'(lJ C\OlS£ TO '1ISIT, IN) lI£n£R 11£ '1ISIT IS FOR'
31969 PRINT'Cllt'RIIilINO (IIUCH WINS ~ YOTES),' OR FOR FlH) RAISlNO'
J1m PRINT'OIUCH WINS NO ~ YOTES. BUT 8RlNOS IN CONTRIBUTIONSTO'
31988 PRINT'I£ET E>l'ENSES IN) FlrmE Cllt'RIIil RCTIYITIES IN 011£R STRTES). '
31899 PRINT'1I£ \Q£\I TlfIT IS IN 11£ Cllt'RIIil TRERSlRY CANBE SI'EIIT AS 1'(lJ'
31198 PRINT'WISH IN IIN STRTE. '
31119 PRINT: IIfUT'PRESS 'ENTER' TO CONTIIU: SCENARIO'; C$
31129 Cl5:PRINT' RT 11£ BEGlNNlNOOF 11£ Cllt'RII)!, I'(lJ ARE Il.LOWEOTO tft(E'
J1138 PRINT'SM P<l.ITICil. DECISIONS. TI£5e WILL AFFECT TI£ INITIIl.'
31149 PRINT'RTIITIDES OF 11£ \'OTERS WITH RESPECT TO I'(lJ IN) 'I(lR OI'P(KNT ,
311:;8 PRINT'TImO! IlJT 11£ Cllt'RII)!, I'(lJ WILL Ifl\'E TO IfI(E ROOITIONIl.' .
31168 PRINT'P<l.ITICil. DECISIONS TlfIT WILL INFLlEI[[ YOYERIPINIIJi AS'
J1178 PRINT'WITH Il.L P<l.ITICil. DECISIONS. WNRTE'IERI'(lJ DECIDE WILL NOT'
J1189 PRINT'PLEASE E'IER'iBOOY. IN ROOITION. SM OF 'I(lR DECISIONS WILL BE'
J1199 PRINT'(l)fRREO TO DECISIONS I'(lJ Ifl\'E \R)£ ElRIER TO DETERIIINE'I(lR'
31299 PRINT'SINCERITY. so WEIGHTI£ IIf'LICRTIONS OF EIOl DECISloo'
J1219 PRINT'CRREFllL Y. IN SM CASES, CIIflGINO POSITIONS OlRINO R'
31229 PRINT'Cllt'RIGN CANBE 11£ BEST STRRTEG'I, 01l£R TlI£S IT I1R\' BE'
31238 PRINT'OISRSTROOS. '
J1249 PRINT:llfUT'PRESS 'ENTER' TO CONTIIU: SCENARIO ';C$

312'59 Cl5:PRINT' RT 11£ ENOOF EACH\OITH I'(lJ WILL RECEIVE R REPORTOF TI£'
J1268 PRINT'FlNANCES OF 11£ Cllt'RIIil TRERSlRY. I'(lJ WILL BE SIOII 11£'
31278 PRINT' 8Il.RNCE AT 11£ BEGINNlNOOF 11£ \OITH'
J1299 PRINT' 8Il.RNCE RT 11£ ENDOF TI£ \OITH'
31299 PRINT' TOTIl. CONTRIBUTIONSOlRINO TI£ \OITH'
J1389 PRINT' TOlll. EXPOOITlRES OlRINO 11£ \OITH'
31319 PRINT' Cllt'RIIilINO IS EXPENSIVE, NOT JUST 11£ IDf:Y I'(lJ DECIDE TO'
ID29 PRINT'SPOO IN STRTES, BUT Il.SO FOR 'I(lR RCTIR. Cllt'RIGN '1ISITS TO'
lli38 PRINT'TI£ 'lRRIOOS STRTES IT IS I£LPFUL TO SPOO Tll£ flH) RAISING'
lli49 PRINT'oo '1ISlTS TO OllER STATES TO "UNTRIN TI£ Cllt'RIIil TRERSlRY'
lliS8 PRINT' WITH CONTRIBUTIONS.'
J1378 PRINT:IIfUT'PRESS 'ENTER' TO CONTIIU: SCENARIO';C$
lli89 CLS:PRINT' T1£RE ARE A FEWCllt'RIGN LAWS:'
313Se PRINT' I'(lJ CANNOT PUT 11£ Cllt'RIGN TRERSlRY IN DEBT.'
31499 PRINT' R $59,888 IflXItUt IS PLACEO00 EACHTRRNSRCTlIJi '
31418 PRINT' lHlEPORTEO Clfl'AIGN COORIBUTIONS ARE ILLEGIl.. '
J1429 PRINT' (1'(lJ I1R\' BE TElf'TEO TO ACCEPTSM IF TI£ TRERSlRY'
31438 PRINT' GETS LOW00 FlH)5. I'(lJ I1R\' EVENGET AWRYWITH IT. '
31449 PRINT' I'(lJ I1R\' lIT AWRYWITH IT 1m: nlll ONCE. IDEVER, •
31458 PRINT' I'(lJ "IGHT GET Cfm!T. IT ~ COST I'(lJ 11£ ELECTION.'
31468 PRINT' IT I1R\' JUST COST I'(lJ R FEWYOTES.)
31478 PRINT' I'(lJ CANClfl'AIGN AS \'RlY OR'IS PER IOITH AS I'(lJ WISH I'H)'
31489 PRINT' 'IISIT AS \'RlY STATES AS I'(lJ WISH; TI£ IflXIIUI OR'IS'
31499 PRINT' R'lRILlB..E EACHIOITH TO Cllt'RIGN IS 38. '
31588 PRINT:IIfUT'PRESS 'ENTER' TO COOIIU: SCENARIO';C$
31518 Cl5:PRINT' RT 11£ ENOOF EACHIOITH. I'(lJ WILL BE SIOII 'I(lR STRTUS'
J1528 PRINT' IN (J£ STATE-AS OF 11£ Elf) (f TNRT IOITH THIS IS TI£ OOLY'
J1538 PRINT'INDICRTIoo I'(lJ WILL RECEIVE 00 'I(lR PROORESS.'
31548 PRINT' RT TI£ ENO OF 11£ Cllt'RII)!, 11£ ELECTloo IS I£LO fiI) 1'(lJ'
31558 PRINT'WILL RECEIVE R STRTE BY STRTE RCCruITINO OF 11£ RE5l1.15. '
31568 PRINT'I'(lJ WILL BE SIOII 11£ IUIlER OF ELECTORALYOTESRWRRDEOBY'
31578 PRINT'EACH STRTE, TO IlOl T1£Y I£RE IMlROED, TI£ TOTIl. ELEC10R1l.'
31588 PRINT'YOTES I'(lJ Ifl\'E RECEIVEDIN) TI£ 1OTil. ELECTORIl. YOTES 'I(lR'
31598 PRINT'IPI'(J£NT HAS RECEIVED.'
31689 PRINT:IIfUT'PRESS 'ENTER' FOR SPECIFIC INSTROCTIONS';C$
J1618 PRINT'!) BE 5tH: TO SI'ELL EACHSTATE CffiRECTLY.'
31629 PRINT"2) 00 lilT USE R DOLLARSIGN HN ENTERINOfIW!IS OF IOEY. '
J1638 PRINT'J) 00 NOTUSE A rotf\ HN ENTERINOIUIlERS .•
31649 PRINT: IIfUT'PRESS 'ENTER' TO BEGIN 11£ Cllt'RIGN '; C$
31658 RETU<Il

PLUG IN AND
PRINT OUT-
IN SECONDS!

~"wide and prints 31$" line
ith 40 to 64 adjustable character

apacity.
For immediate information call:

Eaton Printer Product Operations,
307/856-4821.

For descriptive literature and the
name of your nearest dealer write
Eaton Corporation, Count Controll
Systems Divtston.sot South 12th St.,
Watertown, WI 53094.
Dealer inquiries invited.mechanism is designed

for a minimum of 10 million cycles.
High performance design
The 7000+ features uni-directional
printing at a speed of 1.25 lines
per second. It accepts any standard
single or 2-ply roll paper from %" to

I'!Y·II
Printer Products
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:L[]f:1PlJTR[]~%LS~.
•••EVERYTHING FOR YOUR TRS-SOTM•••

TRS-SOis a trademark of the Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corporation

*All Orders processed within 24-Hours
* 30-Day Money Back Guarantee on all Software (less a $3 penalty for handling)* lO-Day Money Back Guarantee on Disk Drives and Printers PLUS l20-Days Free Service

DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
- DMS replace index cards or any data requiring
long lists of information.

• TBS In-Memory Information System
(For Cassette Systems) $39.95

• TBS Disk Data Manager (Requires 1or more disk
drives) ...Set up fast random access, files in
minutes. Stores up to 320K of information on 4
Drives. Up to 10 fields and 255 characters per
record. Supports upper and lower case.RS-232or
TRS-232...Features complete editing $49.50

• Personal Software CCA Data Management
System...Completely user oriented, menu drive,
130 page Step By Step Manual...Capable of

! inventory control, sorting data, reporting data in
nearly any form (for reports and mailing labels).
Sorts data by up to 10 fields for zip code, balance
due, geographic location or whatever. Prints

( reports with subtotals and totals automatically
~ calculated. Fast random access $75.00.~ • HORSE SELECTOR II By Dr. Hal Davis

•..•.•-.H •••••-~...,.. ••.••..- .••••.•••.••..••..••...••.••..••..•.••••••.•••.••..••..••......,..-'...,.., .••.•••....,.l••..••~ .••...••.••..••..•.•.••.••••••••_ •..••..••...••.••....••.•.••.•••••••••..••.•..••.....•.••.....iL....•••••...••1 The TRS-80'· version updated for the TRS-80'·:Lo.f:1PlJTRo.~%LE~. ~ne~ho~~~inaIlYreviewed in Systems and $50.00

MAT>eW>TCAL """"-'=AreNS SERVCe" ~ HOUR ••• EVERYTHING •••
SON. PASCACK ROAD •... ' 24 ORDER:rrt: FOR MOD-II OWNERS

SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977 LINE NEW MOD-II NEWSLETTER
HOURS MOD-II Catalog Freew/subscription $12/year

: 9-S (914) 425-1535 MAIL PAC $199.95
Mondaythru Saturday MICROSOFT BASIC COMPILER

$395.00
48-Page Catalog $2 FREE With Any Order MICROSOFT BASIC $325.00

Order By Phone Or Mail NEW TOLL-FREE GSF SORT ROUTINE $50.00
Add $1 Per Order For Shipping Within UPS Areas ORDER LINE CP/M $170.00

Add $3 For C.O.D. PEACHTREE BUSINESS
Add $3 For All Foreign And Non-UPS Shipments (OUTSIDE OF N.Y. STATE) SOFTWARE

Add $3 For UPS Blue Label (800) 431-2818 WORD STAR

• lEARNING lEVEL II By David Lien
The Original Author Of The Level Manual
A Step By Step approach to Learning Level II
especially geared to new TRS-80'· Owners

$15.95

• TRS-80'· DISK AND OTHER MYSTERIES
Over 100 pages of indespensible information for
disk owners. Learn to recover information from
bad disks, how to makeBasic programs unlistable
and 12 more chapters of never published tips and
information. Written by H.C. Pennington.
(For all Disk Owners). $22.50

NEW SBSG BUSINESS SYSTEM FOR MODEL I
OR MODEL II - IN STOCK

- General Ledger
- Accounts Receivable
- Accounts Payable
- Payroll
, Inventory Control with Invoicing

• Each module can be operated individually oras a
coordinated SYSTEM. Turn-Key error catching
operation for beginners.

• Complete manual and documentation
accompany each program.

• Minimum System requirements 2-0is.k Drives
ior Model I...l-Disk Drive for Model II

• Each module can be formatted to span data
on up to 4-Disk Drives

~. Free 3D-Day telephone conSUlla.tion
~. Call for complete specifications

~

• Model I Version $125.00Per Module
$495.00Per System

• Model II Version $225.00Per Module
$995.00 Per System

$99.95
$150.00
$325.00

FROM RACET COMPUTES
• REMODEL-PROlOAD - Renumbers program

lines, combines programs. The only renumber
program that will renumber the middle of a
prograrkSpecify 16K, 32K or 48K. Works}flith
Cassette or Disk $34.95

• GSF - Use in your Basic Programs for Instant
Sorting (will sort 1000 items in 9 seconds). Other
commands include Compress and Uncompress
Data. Duplicate Memory, Display ScreenControls
and Fast Graphic Controls $24.95
(For Cassette or Disk, specify 16K, 32K or 48K).

• DOSORT - All G.S.F. commands plus special
Multiple Disk Sorting Routines $34.95
(Specify 32K or 48K)

• INFINITE BASIC - Adds 70 commands to your
TRS-80'· including Instant Sort, Matrix
Commands, String Commands, Left and Right
Justification, String Centering, Simultaneous
Equations, Upper and Lower Case Reverse and
more. (For Cassette or Disk) $49.95

• INFINITE BUSINESS (Requires Infinite Basic)
Eliminate Round-off error, 127-Digit Calculation
Accuracy, Insert New Elements in Sorted Arrays,
Automatic Page Headings, Footings and
Pagination. Multiple Precision Arithmetic and
more. (For Cassette or Disk) $29.95

• COPSYS •Copy Machine Language Programs
(For Cassette Only) $14.95

• DSM (Disk Sort Merge) $75.00

FROM SMALL SYSTEM SOFTWARE
• RSM·2 Machine Language Monitor $26.95
• RSM-2D Disk Version of RSM-2 $29.95
• DCV-1 Converts Machine Language Programs
from tape to disk $9.95

• AIR RAID· The ultimate TRS-80'· game converts
your TRS-80'· into a real time shooting gallery

$14.95
• BARRICADE· A fast pong style game $14.95
• CPM - (For Disk Only) $150.00
• TRS-232 INTERFACE· Interface with Software

driver RS-232 printers to your TRS-80'· $49.95
• TRS-232 FORMATTER - Additional (optional)

Software for TRS-232 owners. Adds many printer
commands to you r TRS-80'· $14.95
(With purchase of TRS-232) $9.95

• PENMOD - Use the Electric Pencil with RS's lower
case modification $19.95

FROM GALACTIC SOFTWARE
• MAIL PAC· For Model I Disk Systems
only $99.95
Quick-sorting full user control over mailing list
from Galactic Software.

• STOCK MARKET PAC $99.95
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FROM APPARAT NEW DOS + $99.95
35, 40 and 77 Track Versions available.

• NEW DOS/80 (With variable record length files,
chainings and many other features $149.95

FROM THE BOTTOM SHELF
• CHECKBOOK II (For Cassette or Disk) $39.95
• SYSTEMDOCTOR (A complete diagnosis of your
TRS-80'· ...Checks memory, video,_~assette,disk,
ROM, and all other parts of your ',ystem)
For Cassette or Disk $28.50

• CHECKBOOK REGISTER ACCOUNTING
SYSTEM (Requires 2 disk drives) $75.00

• LIBRARY 100 - 100 established business, game
and educational programs plus FREETiny Pilot
all for $49.50

• BASIC TOOL KIT - Lists all variables, GOTO's
and GOSUB's in your program $19.80

• SOUNDWARE - Adds sound to your TRS-80'·
Just plus it in $29.95
Sample programs included.

• TING TONG - Can be used with Soundware for a
Sound version of pong $9.95

• VIC - The Carta Visual Instructional
Computer Program $19.95

The Level II 16K Cassette is designed to teach
beginners the Basics of Machine Language and
Assembly Language Programming. See every
Machine Language Instruction Display on your
video. VIC includes Step By Step 55 page manual

VISTA V80 DISK DRIVE -
110K of Storage $395.00

Add $29.95 for Cable (Free with purchase of
2-Disk Drives). 10 day money back guarantee.

FROM HOWE SOFTWARE
• MON-3 - Machine Language Programming for

beginners. MON-3 is a complete System Monitor
with Users Manual $39.95

• MON-4 - Disk Version of MON-3 $49.95

FROM MICROSOFT
• LEVEL III BASIC $49.95
Now Cassette owners can add Disk Commands
to their TRS-80·· without owning a Disk Drive

• MICROSOFT DISK ADVENTURE $29.95
• TRSDOS BASIC COMPILER $195.00

Run Basic Programs up to 15 times faster.

• NEC BUSINESS QUALITY PRINTERS
(For MOD-lor MOD-II) $2,995.00

THE ELECTRIC PENCIL
Cassette
Disk
MOD-II Version

Can
$495.00
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THE ORIGINAL MAGAZINE FOR
OWNERS OF THE TRS-80™* MICROCOMPUTER

:L[]r:1PlJTR[]~ZLS~.N~;]§~NE
MONTHLY NEWSMAGAZINE
Practical Support For Model I& II

SOFTWARE
FOR TRS·80'·

OWNERS

PROGRAMS AND ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN OUR FIRST 12 ISSUES
INCLUDE THE FOllOWING:

• A COMPLETE INCOME TAX PROGRAM (LONG AND SHORT FORM)
• INVENTORY CONTROL
• STOCK MARKET ANALYSIS
• WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM (FOR DISK OR CASSETTE)
• LOWER CASE MODIFICATION FOR YOUR VIDEO MONITOR OR PRINTER
• PAYROLL (FEDERAL TAX WITHHOLDING PROGRAM)
• EXTEND 16-DIGIT ACCURACY TO TRS-80'· FUNCTIONS (SUCH AS

SQUARE ROOTS AND TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS)
• NEW DISK DRIVES FOR YOUR TRS·80'·
• PRINTER OPTIONS AVAILABLE FOR YOUR TRS-80'·
• A HORSE SELECTION SYSTEW** ARITHMETIC TEACHER
• COMPLETE MAILING LIST PROGRAMS (BOTH FOR DISK OR CASSETTE

SEQUENTIAL AND RANDOM ACCESS)
• RANDOMSAMPLlNG***BAR GRAPH
• CHECKBOOK MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
• LEVEL II UPDATES***LEVEL II INDEX
• CREDIT CARD INFORMATION STORAGE FILE
• BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO MACHINE LANGUAGE AND ASSEMBLY

LANGUAGE
• LINE RENUMBERING
• AND CASSETTE TIPS, PROGRAM HINTS, LATEST PRODUCTS

COMING SOON (GENERAL LEDGER, ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND
RECEIVABLE, FORTRAN·80, FINANCIAL APPLICATIONS PACKAGE,
PROGRAMS FOR HOMEOWNERS, MERGE TWO PROGRAMS,
STATISTICAL AND MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMS (BOrHEE' ELEMENTf\~Y AND ADVANCED) ... AND

FR WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM (Cassette or Disk) For writing letters.Text, mailing lists, etc., with each new subscriptions or renewal.4 LEVEL II RAM TEST (Cassette or Disk) Checks random access memory' t~:~~sure that all memory locations are working properly.

DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (Cassette or Disk) Complete file management for your TRS-80'· Fa~
CLEANUP (Cassette or Disk) Fast action Maze Game· .::.,£

• PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
• BUSINESS
• GAMBLING. GAMES
• EDUCATION
• PERSONAL FINANCE
• BEGINNER'S CORNER
• NEW PRODUCTS
• SOFTWARE EXCHANGE
• MARKET PLACE
• QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
• PROGRAM PRINTOUTS
.... AND MORE

ADVENTURE (Cassette or Disk) Adventure #0 by Scott Adams (From Adventureland International) • TRS·SO'· IS A TRADEMARK OF T/INDY CORP.

SEND FOR OUR NEW 48 PAGE SOFTWARE CATALOG (INCLUDING LISTINGS OF HUNDREDS OF TRS·80'· PROGRAMS AVAILABLE ON
CASSETTE AND DISKETTE). $2.00 OR FREE WITH EACH SUBSCRIPTIONS OR SAMPLE ISSUE.

:L[]f:1PUTR[]~%LS~.000000.0000 ••• 0 ••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••• 0.0 •••• 0.0. °NE\Y °TOl.°'::i=REoe
fV\A~CAL ~'TCJ\.IS SERVICE •......

~24 HOUR ORDER LINE
~ ORDER (OUTSIDE OF N.Y. STATE)

LINE (800) 431-2818
(914) 425-1535

50 N. PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $24 .

TWO YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $48 .

SAMPLE OF LATEST ISSUE $ 4 .

START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH ISSUE .
(#1 - July 1978. #7 - January 1979 • #12 - June 1979. #18 - January 1~80)

NEW SUBSCRIPTION... RENEWAL .

NEW!!!
MOD·D NEWSLETTER
$12 or 12 Issues

CREDIT CARD NUMBER ~ __ EXP. DAT"-- _

SIGNATURE _

NAME ~ _

ADDRESS CITY STAT Ip· _
•••ADD $6/YEAR (CANADA, MEXICO) •ADD $12/YEAR AIR MAIL· outSIDE· OF U.S.A., CANADA & MEXICO •••
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APL is a lean, mean language that's
terrific for mathematical stuff Here's a
nice example. - TN

In the January issue (p. 122) Geoffrey
Chase presented a technique to solve the
checkerboard problem. The computer
program presented by Chase produces a
number of incorrect solutions. A correct
analysis, and a program to generate all
correct solutions, was presented by A.
Reed in the May issue (p. 94). However,
Abijah Reed's program does not take into
account the symmetry of the checkerboard
and, therefore, generates many symmetry
equivalent solutions. In this note I will
describe the necessary modifications to
Reed's algorithm to generate only the
unique solutions.

Symmetry of the Checkerboard

A checkerboard is a square and has
seven interesting symmetry elements which
can be used to eliminate symmetry-
equivalent solutions generated by Reed's
program. Four of these symmetry elements
(see Figure I) are vertical planes passing
through lines PR, SQ, AC and BD. I will
denote these by mnemonic symbols 4>,"9-, ~

J2j =¢-e-~,
R1 = -e- ~ ,
R2 ¢ -e-, and
R3 ~ -e-.

and ¢, respectively. The remaining three
symmetry elements are rotations of the
checkerboard, around a vertical line
passing through its center, 0, by 90, 180
and 270 degrees, respectively. Let me
denote these by RI, R2 and R3.

Effect of Symmetry-Elements
On Column Numbers

Reed's algorithm generates solutions
by simply listing column numbers for each
row where a checker is located. The effect
of<P,-&,~, ¢, RI, R2 and R3 on column
numbers is easy to work out if it is
recognized that

¢=<P-&tll,
RI=-&~,
R2 = 4> "9- , and
R3 = ~-&.

The effect of <P,-& and 1Ilon a set of column
numbers, J, is as follows:

4> J ==> (generates) I#N-J
-& J =:> J in reversed order, and
~ J ==> indices needed to arrange J in

an ascending order.

For example, the first solution

Bhairav Joshi, State University College, Geneseo, NY
14454.

Unique Solutions
to the

\Checkerboard Problem

Bhairav Joshi

[1J
C2J
C3J
C4J

9 R UHIOUE6CKsn H;K;p;A;e;o;~tDIO
tl+-N+OXO+-1
Z+-(1,N)rp+-IN

L2:4«1~+/P=IN)v1~+/(P+IN)=N+1)/L1
4(V/v/«(S,N)r(.A),(tl-A),(~D),(tl-~D),(D+-.P),(A+-~P),(
tl-P),P)A~=~Z»/L1
Z+-Z,C1J· P

Ll :Pt-PEfO:M P

4(1~rP)/L2
'NUMBER OF UNIQUE SQLUTXONS: ',,,,ltrz+- 1 0 -¥%
4('P'~1tR)/0

C

C5J
C6J
[7J
CSJ
[9J
C10J Z

HUM~ER OF UNIaUE SOLUTIONS: 1
1 342

Ipl UNIOUEA,CKBII 5

NUMBE~: OF UNIaUE SOLUTIONS: 4
1 3 5 2 4
1 4 5 3 2
2 1 3 5 4
2 5 3 1 4

'F" UIHtlUEt>CKDP 6
NUMDER OF UNItlUE SOLUTIONS: 12
1 3 4 2 6 5 P1 3 4 5 6 2
1 3 5 6 2 4 B
1 3 6 5 2 4
1 4 5 3 6 2
1 4 5 6 2 3
1 4 6 5 2 3,
1 6 4 5 3 2 S
2 1 4 6 5 3 Q
2 5 1 4 6 3
2 5 3 6 1 4
2 5 6 4 1 3

D R
IN' UNIGUE6CKBD 7

HUMBER OF UNIaUE SOLUTrO~IS; 86

Figure I
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1 3 4 5 7 2 6 2 1 4 7 3 6 ::.
1 3 4 6 7 2 5 2 1 5 7 4 6 3
1 3 4 7 6 2 5 2 1 6 4 7 3 5
1 3 5 2 4 7 6 2 1 6 4 7 5 3
1 3 -s 2 6 7 4 2 1 7 4 6 5 3
1 3 5 2 7 4 6 2 3 1 4 6 7 5
1 3 5 6 2 7 4 2 3 1 4 7 5 6
1 3 5 6 4 7 2 2 3 5 1 7 6 4
1 3 5 6 7 4 2 2 3 5 7 1 6 4
1 3 5 7 2 4 6 2 3 6 4 1 7 5
1 3 5 7 6 4 2 2 3 6 4 7 1 5
1 3 6 5 7 2 4 2 3 7 4 1 5 6
1 3 6 7 4 2 5 2 3 7 4 6 1 5
1 3 7 5 4 2 6 2 4 1 7 3 6 5
1 3 7 5 6 2 4 2 4 5 1 7 6 3
1 3 7 6 4 2 5 2 4 5 7 1 6 3
1 4 5 2 6 7 3 2 4 7 1 3 6 5
1 4 5 2 7 3 6 2 5 1 4 7 3 6
1 4 5 3 2 7 6 2 5 1 7 3 6 4
1 4 5 ;5 6 7 2 2 5 6 4 1 7 3
1 4 5 6 2 7 3 2 5 6 4 7 1 3
1 4 5 6 7 3 2 2 5 7 1 3 6 4
1 4 5 7 2 3 6 2 5 7 4 1 3 6
1 4 5 7 6 3 2 2 5 7 4 6 1 3
1 4 6 3 7 2 5 2 6 1 3 5 7 4
1 4 6 5 3 .7 2 2 6 1 7 5 3 4
1 4 6 5 7 2 3 2 6 1 7 5 4 3
1 4 6 7 3 5 2 2 6 3 1 7 4 5
1 4 7 3 6 2 5 2 6 3 1 7 5 4
1 4 7 5 6 2 3 2 6 3 5 1 7 4
1 4 7 6 3 5 2 2 6 3 5 7 1 4
1 5 4 3 7 2 6 2 6 3 7 1 4 5
1 5 4 6 3 7 2 2 6 3 7 1 5 4
1 5 4 6 7 2 3 2 6 3 7 4 1 5
1 5 4 7 6 2 3 2 6 4 7 5 1 3
1 5 6 3 7 2 4 2 6 7 1 5 3 4
1 5 6 7 3 4 2 2 6 7 1 5 4 3
1 5 6 7 4 2 3 2 6 7 3 5 1 4
1 5 7 3 4 2 6
1 5 7 3 6 2 4
1 5 7 6 3 4 2
1 5 7 6 4 2 3
1 6 4 3 7 5 2
1 6 4 5 7 3 2
1 6 7 3 4 5 2
1 6 7 5 4 3 2
1 7 4 6 3 5 2
1 7 5 6 4 3 2

Figure 2
Unique Solutions For N = 7 Case

produced by Reed's program for N = 4 case
is the set of column numbers I 3 42. Thus

¢ (I 3 4 2) = I + 4 - (I 3 4 2) = 4 2 I 3,
-e- (I 3 4 2) = 2 4 3 I and
~ (I 3 4 2) = 3 2 4 I.

In this way all sets of column numbers,
which are equivalent to the set (I 3 4 2),
can be generated.

A Program for Generating
Unique Solutions

I have modified Reed's CKBD
program so that it checks to see if the
current solution is equivalent to the ones
which have been generated in the previous
steps. This is done in line 4 of the program
UNIQUEL':CKBD (see Figure I). In brief,
line 4 generates all symmetry equivalent
forms of the current solution and checks to
see if anyone of these is identical with
those already found (and stored in Z). The
current solution is unique, and therefore
kept, if and only if no match is found.

The unique solutions for N = 4,5 and 6
are listed in Figure I. There are 86 unique
solutions for N = 7 case (Figure 2).

The UNIQUEL:CKBD program uses
Reed's PERM subroutine. 0
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Space Games-I
Cassette CS-4001 $11.95 4 programs Requires 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus

Saucer Invasion. Fire missles to destroy Rocket Pilot. Maneuveryour spaceshipover
the invaders who fly at different speeds the mountain using horizontal and vertical
and altitudes. thruste~rs•.••••••••••••••

StarWars. Shoot down as manyTIE fighters DynamicBouncer. A colorful, ever-changing
as possible in 90 seconds. graphics demonstration.

Sports Games-I
Cassette CS-4002 $11.95 4 programs Requires 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus

Baseball; A 2-player game with pitching, Breakout. Four skill levels and improved
batting, fielding, stealing and double scoring make this the best breakout ever.
plays.

- •••

•••
•••

Torpedo Alley. Sink as many warships as Darts. Use game paddles to control the
possible in 2 minutes. throw of 6 darts.

Space Games and Sports Games are also available on one 32K Apple disk (CS-4501)
for $24.95. Add $2.00 shipping per order. Send to Creative Computing Software. P.O.
Box 789-M. Morristown. NJ 07960. Or call 800-631-8112.
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Semantic Nets With Classes, Hierarchies and Much More

Gftoperty-- List Structures

Neil C. Rowe

This is an Idea pU!!tf? -it'l'l give-you lors
of thoughts on things/o dO'l4'ilh.l'{)ur
computer. He (ioesn'l give' .ro,u, 'lhe
programs 'themselves. bur it $ obvious
hQI1?e.log.elstapted.v.#h it if.! JJ(J:sic,f1{ha.(.,",
to do next, however, is another
question entirety, When you 'f'e done
elw.I'lhing suggested here; drop ,us a
line. -TN

Biological Classification

Let's start with the idea of "classify-
ing," and an old and important example,
the classification of living things. Accord-
ing to the scheme originating with the
biologist Linnaeus, living things can be
grouped into large classes, which may
further be divided into subclasses, and so
on.

This scheme of organization, called a
"hierarchy,". is easy to represent in a
computer. Just create a bunch of variables
whose names are the names of the classes,
and whose values are lists of words (or
character strings of words) representing
the members of that class. For instance:

ANIMAL = [INVERTEBRATE CHORDATE]
INVERTEBRATE = [PROTOZOA WORM INSECT]
INSECT = [ANT MOSQUITO SPIDER]
CHORDATE = [BIRD FISH AMPHIBIAN MAMMAL]
BIRD = [SPARROW EAGLE PENGUIN)
FISH = [COD SHARK MINNOW]
AMPHIBIAN = [FROG]
MAMMAL = [BAT HORSE CARNIVORE PRIMATE]

Neil C. Rowe. 1198 Sherman Ave., Menlo Park, CA
94025.

CARNIVORE = [DOG CAT]
PRIMATE = [MONKEY MAN]

where "=" means the variable name on the
left has as value the list in brackets on the
right.

We can use this hierarchy to answer
questions about what classes an animal
belongs to. Just find the variable whose
value contains the animal's name, then the
variable that contains that name in turn,
and so on until you reach the top of the
hierarchy. So a dog is a carnivore,
mammal, chordate and animal.

INVERTEBRATE = [[EXAMPLE PROTOZOA] [EXAMPLE
WORM]

[EXAMPLE INSECT][HAS.NO SPINE)]
PROTOZOA = [[PROPERTY UNICELLULAR)]

.>
WORM = [[PROPERTY MULTICELLULARHHAS.NO

JOINTS]]
INSECT = [[EXAMPLE ANT] [EXAMPLE MOSQUITO]

[EXAMPLE SPIDER]
[PROPERTY MULTICELLULAR] [HAS JOINTS]

[HAS CHITIN]]
CHORDATE • [[EXAMPLE BIRD] [EXAMPLE FISH]

[EXAMPLE AMPHIBIAN]
[EXAMPLE MAMMAL] [HAS SPINE] [PROPERTY
HULTICELLULAR])

BIRD = [[EXAMPLE SPARROW] [EXAMPLE EAGLE]
[EXAMPLE PENGUIN]
[HABITAT AIR] [PROPERTY WARM,BLOODED]]

FISH = [[EXAMPLE COD] [EXAMPLE SHARK]
[EXAMPLE MINNOW]

[HABITAT WATER] [PROPERTY COLD.BLOODED]]
AMPHIBIAN = [[EXAMPLE FROG] [HABITAT LAND]

[PROPERTY COLD.BLOODED]]
MAMMAL = [[EXAMPLE BAT] [EXAMPLE HORSE]

[EXAHPLE CARNIVORE]
[EXAMPLE PRIMATE] [HABITAT LAND]
[PROPERTY WARM.BL~DED]]

CARNIVORE = [[EXAMPLE DOG] [EXAMPLE CAT]
[HAS CLAWS]

[PROPERTY SMALL.BRAIN]]
PRIMATE = [[EXAMPLE MONKEY) [EXAMPLE MAN)

[HAS NAILS)
[PROPERTY LARGE.BRAIN)]

(Note that I treat the decimal point as a
character just like letters. This, of course,
enables you, the programmer, to find each
new term simply by scanning for spaces.)

Here the information about a given
class consists of a number of different
things, as appropriate. There are properties
of every member of a class; there are things

CREATIVE COMPUTING

Dog is an example of
carnivore, which is an
example of mammal,
which is an example of
chordate, which has a
spine. So examples give
you a pathway upwards
to search.
Adding Properties

The major disadvantage to the
preceding is that saying a dog is a carnivore
doesn't explain why - what this means.
One possible fix is to refer to additional
"properties" a class has. For instance,fish
is the subclass of chordate whose members
are (a) cold-blodded and (b) live in water
all the time. This distinguishes them from
birds and mammals, which are warm-
blooded, and from amphibians, which are
cold-blooded but don't live in water all the
time.

We can represent this information as
sublists within the list corresponding to a
given class:
ANIMAL = [[EXAMPLE INVERTEBRATE] [EXAMPLE

CHORDATE]]
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WHOLESALE
TECHNOLOGY INCORPORATED

. ONADD-ON . .

SAVE PR~g~CTs MICROCOMPUTERS
DISK DRIVES FOR TRS-80®
Shugart SA400 with power 5267
supply and chassis .
• Pertec FD200, 40 rrock
• MPI 1351,40 rrock
• MicroPQlis, 77 rrock
• Dual sided, 35 rrock
• Single & Dual sided, 80 rrock

MTI MINI FLOPPY
FOR APPLE

ONLY

$310
8" DISKDRIVE
SYSTEM(MOD I)

$890
NEWDOS 80
NOW AVAILABLE

VERBATIM DISKETTES
5" HARD & SOFT

SEGOR
DEALER PRICE

5225
WE ARE A MASTER DISTRIBUTOR

FOR VERBATIM

OKIDATA PRINTER
DEALER PRICE $57 5
PRINTERS
• CENTRONICS
• BASE 2
• ANADEX
• MALIBU I

SPECIAL MEMORY VALUE
16KRAM $450

CHIPS Each

for APPLE*
and

TRS-80'

MINI FLOPPY
CHASSIS AND POWER SUPPLYASSEMBLED

ONLyS4799 .
Power Supply Only... . 53695
BARE DRIVES FOR ANY MICROCOMPUTER
Shugart SA400 (unused) .. $225 FD250 $325
Pertec FD200.. . . $239 SA800 $410
[351 $229 [352.................. .. $315

®~egistered trade mark of Radio Shock.

WHOLESALE Minimum quantities
TECHNOLOGY required on some items.

INCORPORATED
Call for Complete Wholesale Price List

3304 W. Mac ARTHUR BLV!;>., SANTA ANA, CA 92704
(714) 979-1700
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Tarbell
Floppy Disc Interface
Designed for Hobbyists and

L •••••I&&~ Developers

• Plugs directly into your IMSAI or ALTAIR and handles up
to 4 standard single drives in daisy-chain.

• Operates at standard 250K bits per second on normal disc
format capacity of 243K bytes.

• Works with modified CP/M Operating System and BASIC-E
Compiler.

• Hardware includes 4 extra IC slots, built-in phantom boot-
strap and on-board crystal clock. Uses WD 1771 LSI Chip.

• 6-month warranty and extensive documentation.

/ 950 DOVLEN PLACE. SUITE B
. CARSON. CA 90746

. (213) 538-4251°(213) 538-2254

CIRCLE 202 ON READER SERVICE CARD

APPLE-DOC WILL. _.
• Help customize a program from an outside

source.
• List every variable in a program and store a

description of its function.
• List every reference to each sub-routine no

matter how large the program.
• Allows editing of an entire program in a single

high speed operation.

APPLE-DOC IS THE PROGRAM YOU'VE
BEEN WAITING FOR!Contact your

local computer
store or .....

SOUTHWESTERN DATA SYSTEMS
P.O. BOX 582-BC· SANTEE, CA. 92071

(714) 562-3670
(Dealers inquiries invited)
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Structures, cont'd ...
that each member has as a part of them, or
doesn't have (HAS. NO); there are special
properties like habitat with potentially lots
of different values; and last but not least,
there is the information we had before, the
examples (or members) of the class.

The above information is very incom-
plete; there's much more we could include
about these animals, further subclasses we
could create, etc.

Using Property Lists

Okay, so we've got, this hierarchy
consisting of property lists - also often
called a "semantic network" - into our
computer; what can we do with it? Besides
using it as it is for a sort of outline (or
"Cliff's Notes") for the information it
covers, there seem to be three main uses:
(I) answering questions about things
contained in it, (2) drawing conclusions
about things not contained in it, and
(3) generating trains of "free association."

We discussed earlier how we can tell
from these structures if an A is a B: we just
look for examples; moving up the hier-
archy from A to B. We can do something
similar for other kinds of properties. For
instance, dog has a spine even though it
doesn't say so in the property list of dog
itself; for dog is an example of carnivore.
which is an example of mammal. which is
an example of chordate. which has a spine.
So examples give you a pathway upwards
to search, if you need to, in answering a
question.

We can also use these structures to
classify new animals. For instance, if we
find a warm-blooded animal with claws,
we can guess that it's a carnivore, even
though we don't have complete evidence
for it: members of the carnivore class have
the most "matches" to the unknown
animal. We can make this approach more
systematic: starting at the top of the
hierarchy, we proceed downwards, at each
point choosing the example whose infor-
mation seems most consistent with the
observed animal. When you've run out of
further examples. or when the information
associated with each example' directly
contradicts the observed animal, stop:
that's your identification. (This approach
can be extended to automatically construct
hierarchies. )

Lastly, this property list structures
can be used generatively: one can treat
"up" and "down" the same and do a
"random walk" around. See section below
on "Association Structures."

Other Kinds of Hierarchies

But first we should note something
very important: hierarchies can be organ-
ized on lots of different principles besides
just the containment of one class inside
another. For instance, "A is part of B,"or,
when modeling social organizations, "A is
responsible to B":

U.S.GOVERNMENT • [[ PART EXECUTIVE.BRANCH]

[PART LEGISLATIVE .BRANCH]( PART JUDICIAL.BRANCH]

[PART OIL.COMPANIES]]

EXECUTIVE. BRANCH = [[PART PRESIDENT)~PART

CABINET]]

PRESIDENT = [[PROPERTY PcRSON][PROPERTY

ELECTED]]

CABINET = [[PART SECRETARY.STATE][PART

SECRETARY.DEFENSE]

[RESPONSIBLE. TO PRESIDENT]]

Thus we can have multiple hierarchies
within the same structure. This is not
necessarily confusing; almost all of the
time we only have to deal with one
hierarchy at a time. For instance, "Is the
president's congressional liaison part of
the executive branch?" vs. "Does he report
to the president's chief of staff?"

Just find the variable
whose value contains the
animal's name, then the
variable that contains
that name in turn, and so
on until you reach the top
of the hierarchy.

There are lots of other "flow of
control" hierarchy applications. For
instance, programmers will undoubtedly
think of the flow of control in a compli-
cated program. Many human activities
have similarities to executing a program,
for instance:

COOICHAMBURGER • [[PART PREPARE.HEAT][PART

GET.BUN]

[PART GET.CATSUP](PART GET.HUSTARD]

[PART GET.PICKLES][PART ASSEI1BLE.HAMBURGER]]

PREPARE.HEAT • [[PART GET.RAW.HAMBURGER][PART

HAKE. PATTY]]

[PART COOK.MEAT]]
MAKE.PATTY = ([PART TAKE.PORTION][PART

FLATTEN. PORTION]]

COOK.MEAT = [[PART GET.FRYING.PAN][PART PLACE

.PAN.ON.STOVE)

[PART TURN.ON.HEAT][PART BROWN.MEAT]]

BROWN.MEAT = [[PART WATCH.COOKING][PART TURN.

OVER]]

ASSEMBLE. HAMBURGER = [[ PART OPEN .BUN][ PART
ADD .MEAT]

[PART ADD.CATSUP][PART ADD.MUSTARD]

[PART ADD. PICKlES))

Partial-Ordering Structures

But nothing says the property list
structures we create must be entirely
hierarchical. Consider modeling maps:

USA. [[CAPITAL WASINGTON.D.C][STATE

MASSACHUSETTS]

[STATE ILLINOIS][STATE CALIFORNIA])

MASSACHUSETTS. [[CAPITAL BOSTON][CITY BOSTON]

[CITY CAMBRIDGE][NORTH.OF WASHINGTON.D.C]]
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CAMBRIDGE = [[WEST.OF BOSTON][HAS.UNIVERSITY
11m

[HAS.UNIVERSITY HARVARD]]

MIT = [[EAST.OF HARVARD][WEST.OF BOSTON]]

HARVARD = [[WEST.OF HIT][WEST.vF BOSTON]]

Here the state and city properties do create
a hierarchy. But the geographical proper-
ties are different: many separate places
could have [WEST.OF BOSTON] in their
property list, not just one. But itis true that
if A is west. of B, and B is west ofC, then A
is west of C (what mathematicians call
"transitivity").

Maps are a kind of picture, and we can
in fact represent any picture similarly,
using things like right.of, above. inside.
touches. etc.:
FACE. [[PART HEAD][PART EYES][PART NOSE]

[PART HOUTH]

HEAD = [[TYPE CIRCLE][SIZE LARGE])

EYES. [[INSIDE HEAD][PART LEFT.EYE][PART

RIGHT.EYE]

[ABOVE NOSE))

LEFT .EYE = [[TYPE CIRCLE)[SIZE SMALL][LEFT .OF

RIGHT.EYE] ]

RIGHT .EYE = [[TYPE CIRCLE][SIZE SMALL])

NOSE = [[TYPE TRIANGLE][ INSIDE HEAD]

[ABOVE HOUTH))

MOUTH = [[ TYPE ARC ][ ORIENTATION CONCAVE]

[INSIDE HEAD]]

Note that the user should take advantage
of the fact that if A is to the right.of'B, then
B is to the left.of A; similarly for left,
above. below. etc. Oftentimes in particular
property list situations you can find helpful
rules like these.

Association Structures

Going a step further, we can say that
things can be related for arbitrary reasons,
just like the way very different things may
get linked in the human mind by associ-
ation. Calling this association property
"x," consider:

ESMERELDA = [[X OH][X DEAR][X WOHAN]~X MtHD]

[X WHOSE ]eX I]]

WOMAN. [[X FEHININE][X PRETTY][X KIND]
[X niOUGHTFUL]

[X ESMERElDA]]

MIND = [[X BRILLIANT][X SENSITIVE)

[X PERCEPTIVE][X ESMERELDA])

I = [[ X ADORE)[ X WORSHIP][ X LOVE][ X YOU])

YOU. [[X ESHERELDA][X WHOSE))

• WHOSE. [[X FORH)(X FACE]]

FORM. ((X FACE][X LISSOHE][X GORGEOUS]

[X EXQUISITE]
[X BEAUTIFUL][ X ESMERElDA))

FACE. [[X EYES][X NOSO(X SMILE][X PERFECT)

[X FLAWLESS])

EYES. [[X WIDE][X BLUE][X SHIHy][X FACE)]

SIIlLE • [[X BROAD][X TOOTHy][X DElICATE)
'[X FACE]]
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Combine accurate flight characteristics with the best in animation graphics
and you'll have SubLOGIC's

T80-FS1 Flight Simulator
for the TRS·aO

SubLOGIC's T80-FS1 is the smooth, realistic
simulator that gives you a real-time, 3-0,
out-of-the-cockpit view of flight.

Special Features:
• 3 frame-per-second flicker free
animation

• Maximum transfer keyboard input
• Constant feedback cassette loaderThanks to fast animation and accurate repre-

sentation of flight, the non-pilot can now learn
basic flight control, including take-offs and
landings! And experienced pilots will recog-
nize how thoroughly they can explore the
aircraft's characteristics.

Hardware Requirements:
• Radio Shack TRS-80, Level 1 or 2
• 16K memory
• Nothing else!

Once you've acquired flight proficiency,
you can engage in the exciting British Ace
3-D Aerial Battle Game included in the
package. Destroy the enemy's fuel depot
while evading enemy fighters.

Computer and aviation experts call the
T80-FS1 a marvel of modern technology.
You'll simply call it fantastic!

See your dealer or order direct. For
direct order, include $1.25 and specify
UPS or first class mail. Illinois residents
add 5% sales tax. Visa and Mastercard
accepted.

@M@LDGIC
Distribution Corp.
Box V, Savoy, IL 61874
(217) 359-8482
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EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
for the APPLE '11and APPLE '11PLUS

VERBAL SKILLS
Diskettes with Rppleso.ft Pro.gro.ms o.nd do.to. bo.se co.n be used to. Im-

pro.ve verbo.l skills Intero.ctlvely. Intended o.s study olds fo.r co.llege boord
type exo.ms (E.G •.SRT, GRE, LSRT. RCT. mRT. ETC). Pro.gro.ms Include 0. resl-
dent edlto.r fo.r expo.ndlng o.r modifying do.to. lists. Reo.llstlc multiple choice
questions ore generQted with severe! options. Requires no computer ex-
perience mo.klng It Ideo.l fo.r students.

Voco.bulcuy Bullder- Over 1600 entries with op-
tion of motchlng synonyms
or ontongrns - $19.95

Ano.lo9Y- Over 1200 word relotlon-
ships - $19.95

Sentence Completlon- Equlvolent to 6 SRT tests
-$19.95

Verbo.l Skills Po.k- RII three diskettes for Just
$44.95

SLIWA ENTERPRISES
EDUCRTIONRl SOFTWRRE DEPRRTmENT

POST OFFICE BOX 7266
HRmPTON, VIRGINIR 23666

• Rpple I. 0. registered tro.demo.rk of Rpple Computer. Inc.
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Structures, cont'd...
We can generate free-form poetry from
this by following the association chains
around, printing the words we encounter.
When we're at a word we print it and make
a random choice among its property list. If
we pick a word with no property list of its
own, we print it and try again, else we go to
the indicated word. Here's a sample:
ESMERELDA OH WOMAN THOUGHTfUL PRETTY
ESMERELDA I ADORE YOU
ESMERELDA MIND PERCEPTIVE
ESMERELDA WHOSE FACE SMILE TOOTHY FACE EYES
NOSE PERFECT FORM LISSOME BEAUTIFUL
ESMERELDA DEAR
where we've made a new line before each
"Esmerelda" to give a more stanzaic form.
(This "stream of consciousness" result isn't
particularly grammatical; see my article in
the January-February 1978 issue of
Creative for a better way of getting
grammatical poetry.)

Note still a hierarchic form of
organization in the above property-list
structure. This helps keep the structure
easy to understand by indicating different
levels of descriptive detail.

Further Applications

Here are some domains for which
property-list structures can be built for a
small computer. Note that some are harder
than others.

trees
flowers
mushrooms
insects
birds
shells
rocks
minerals
fossils
gross geologic features (e.g., landforms)
stellar types
animals and plants interrelating in some

habitat
chemical substances, based on test results
disease, based on tests on a patient
objects in a room (what a household robot

would need to know)
simple shapes
alphabet letters, from their shapes
figuring out what a human is doing from

seeing their bodily motions
different ideas of geography or astronomy,

as per early civilizations
three-dimensional maps (e.g., buildings,

caves, transportation networks)
the structure of some animal or plant
a nervous or circulatory system
the organization of a corporation
any bureaucracy
genealogies
a "Peyton Place" world in which people

are related to one another in a number
of different ways

inventory organization (e.g., stockroom)

descriptions of complex machines
(e.g., mechanical clock, radio)

phonemes
the basic verbs of a language (see Margaret

Boden, Artificial Intelligence and'
Natural Man, Basic Books, 1977,
pp. 147-165)

the organization of the mind of a simple
animal

human mental structures in some narrow
field, both normal and with "bugs"
(see Peter Lindsay and Donald Norman,
Human Information Processing,
Academic Press, 1972, cha pters 10& II)

a set of interrelated beliefs someone has
(e.g., a religion) (see Boden pp. 64-86, or
the above chapters in Lindsay and
Norman)

situations in some game (e.g., in bridge,
classification of hands for bidding
purposes)

a model of something technical (like a
computer language) that can be used
as an "interactive manual"

stories based on free-association ideas
music based on free-association ideas
"movies" based on free-association ideas

We can generate free-
form poetry from this by
following the association
chains around, printing
the words we encounter.
Further Programming Projects

(a) Donald Knuth (in Section 2.3 of
The Art of Computer Programming, vol. I
Addison- Wesley, 1968) discusses trees, a
data structure with many similarities to
those here. Investigate some of his ideas to
improve efficiency. For instance, use
"double-linking" to avoid searching when
moving up the hierarchy.

(b) Develop a classifier program that
uses numerical weights on properties to tell
which are more important than others. See
if you can extend this approach to handle
situations with incomplete or uncertain
data for the thing to be classified.

(c) Develop a way of handling
"exceptions" to the general properties of a
class. For instance, penguins are a special
kind of bird that doesn't fly; but it still
seems pretty much true that birds fly.

(d) Devise ways of having a certain
number of parts to something. For
instance, a man has two hands and each
hand has five fingers.

(e) Lindsay and Norman point out an
interesting anomaly: if man has a brain,
Tom is an example of man, and Dick is an
example of man, how do you distinguish
one of their brains from another? For one
brain can be smarter than another, etc.
Can you give general rules to follow in
building property-list structures?

(f) Devise ways of "backtracking" in
classification when necessary. That is, you
chose what you thought was the best
option at some point, but later discover
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large discrepancies between what your
classification predicts and what you have.
How and where to go back to try again?

(g) SCHOLAR, a large program
containing geographical information (see
Carbonncll, in IEEE Transactions on
Man-Machine Systems, vol. II no. 4) can
answer questions in many interesting
indirect ways. For instance, to "Is Peru the
capital of Bolivia?" it will say something
like "No, Peru is a country, not a city. La
Paz is the capital of Bolivia." Add this
facility of elaborating negative answers to
your property list question answerer.

(h) Use your classifier program to
play "twenty questions" (though on a small
computer, you'd better limit it to ten or so).

(i) Consider developing a program to
do more sophisticated kinds of "learning"
of structures than just classifying new
examples. For instance, allow for changes
on already-made classifications when it
seems like they really aren't working out.
For example, if you classify a penguin as a
mammal, you may run into trouble when
trying to decide whether it's a bat or a
marsupial. Read about Winston's program
(see Boden, pp. 248-267).

(j) Make it easier to do all this by
writing a pseudo-English interface to
which you can say simple things like:

TOM IS A MAN
FIDO IS A DOG
TOM OWNS FlDO
FIDO HAS FLEAS

and it will understand. A "pattern
matcher" will help in this; see Patrick
Winston, Artificial Intelligence (Addison-
Wesley, 1977), chapter 14.

(k) To the preceding, add the ability
to handle plurals and adjectives. (Not as
easy as it sounds.)

(I) Add the capability to handle
analogies, maybe like

DOGS ARE LIKE CATS EXCEPT DOGS SAY ·WOOF"
INSTEAD OF "MEOW'

This can make explaining some distinc-
tions easier. Or develop a program to find
analogies in property list structures; often
you can get insights about the things
represented. 0
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VVORDPRO 3 USERS
Save Time - Personalize Letters

Announcing a USABLE MAIL LIST PROGRAM
which lets you make multiple copies of the
same letter yet address it to different cus-
tomers. Designed to interact with Commodore's
new Wordpro 3, this program creates the files
for variable text eliminating the necessity to run
the letter through twice to give it that
personalized effect.

Can pay for itself with one use at a minimum
investment of $100.00.

For further details contact:

Micro Computer
Industries, Ltd.

DISCOUNT PRICES
Microcomputers & Peripherals

Bro~s
ARGAINS

Cromemco • SWTPC• Lear-Siegler
Hazeltine. RCA • North Star

Verbatim • Perkin Elmer and others

Fast, off the shelf delivery.
Call TOLL FREE 800/523-5355

MARKETLINE SYSTEMS, Inc.
2337 Philmont Ave., Huntingdon Valley, Pa. 19006

215/947-6670.800/523-5355
Dealer Inquiries Invited

1520 E. Mulberry, Suite 110
Fort Collins, CO 80524 (303) 221-1955
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NEW! PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
PENMOD- $19.95. Adapts u-isk -Penc t L to Rad.ic Shack lower case modification.
~lso. adds single page printing and severaL other new features.

SCRIPfliOD - $14.95. Add TRS232 print driver, or add handshake/linefeed
controL to R$-232-C driver in Radio Shack's SCRIPS IT (disk version onLy).

WHISTLER: HOMECONTROLLERINTERFACE - $34.95. New ha r-dwe r e product that
controls Lights, app l iance s , computer peripherals, darkroom timers and other
115 voLt devices anywhere in your house! Software controlled by cassette
c ab l e , Use with Sears or BSR Home ControL System with uLtrasonic option.
AssembLed, tested, set f-contained, and includes Basic software.

UTILITIES
RS"-2: MACHINELANGUAGEMONITOR FOR 16K TRS-80'S - $26.95
RSR-2D: THREE VERSIONS OF RSR-2 FOR DISK SYSTERS - 29.95
RSR-2 RELOCATOR: PUT RSM-212D ANYWHERE IN RERORY - 9.95

Machine Language monitors with z-8D disassembler! HEX and ASCII memory
dumps; EDIT, MOVE, EXCHANGE, VERIFY, FILL, ZERO, TEST, or SEARCH memory,
read/write SYSTEM tapes, enter BREAKPOINTS, PRINT with TRS232 or Centronics,
read/write disk sectors directLy! RSM-2 tape Loads at top of 16K LEVEL I or
II; RSM-2D disk includes 3 versions for 16K, 32K and 48K.

DCV-1: CONVERTSYSTEM PROGRAMSTO DISK FILES -~9.95. Execute Adventure,
Air Raid, RSL-1, ESP-1, T-BUG, etc. from disk, even if they interfere with
TRSDOS! New version works with TRSDOS 2.3.

BASIC-1P: LEVEL-1 BASIC WITH PRINTING! - $19.95. Run any LEVEL-I BASIC
program on your 16K LeveL-2. PLUS LPRINT and LLIST with our TRS232
Centronics. Furnished on tape; can be used from disk.

MACHINE LANGUAGE GAMES
AIR RAID, BARRICADE or RSL-1: - $10.00 each, at L .) for $25.00

AIR RA·ID: A super shooting gaLler:!; our most popular game. Ground based
mi s s i le launcher shoots high speed a i rcraft! Hours of fun!

BARRICADE: "BREAKOUT" for the TRS-BO! Break through 5 walls with
high-speed ball and keyboard controLLed paddle! 96 different options!

RSL-1: Enter patterns with repeating keyboard! Save patterns on tape (4
furnished). PLay John Conway's LIFE. FAST - about 1 second per generation!
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NEW! ELECTRIC PENCIL-lIB FOR MODEL-II. Super Penc i l version runs under
TRSDOS or CP/M. Automatic centering, dynamic print formatting, single-page
printing,etc. Buffered keyboard eLiminates missed characters at line end s !
Diablo, NEe,- Qume versions include bold face print, var iab l e pitch, & more!
TRSDOS PENCIL: Standard printer - $325; Diablo, NEC, aume (specify) - $350
CP/M PENCIL: Standard printer - $275; Diablo, NEC, cume (specify) - $300

ELECTRIC PENCIL FOR MODEL-I: TAPE-$99~95, DISK-SJ50.00. PopuLar video
editor for creating and saving-text files. Prints formatted copy with right
justification, page titling & numbering, etc. Upper case' onLy, or Lower
case with modification. Requires at Least 16K.

RSMII: ENHANCEDRSM MONITOR FOR THE MODEL-II - $39.95. ReLocatable version
of RSM-2D plus screen editor for modifying e i t hervmemor y or disk sectors in
both Hex and ASCII, split screen scrolling, and forme t t ed serial or oe r e t te t
printing. Sold on seLf-booting disk; directions to save as TRSDOS file.

CP/~ OPERATING SYSTEM: "ODEL-I - $145.00; "ODEL-II - $170.00. The
BDBO/z8D "Software Bus" for TRS-80's. ModeL-I includes TRS232 and RS-232-C
software. Model-II supports single and doubLe density disks, and reads
TRSDOS fiLes. Many unique utilities included in both versions!

PRINTER SUPPORT
TRS232 PRINTER INTERFACE - $59.95 Assembled g tested printer interface for
RS232 or 20-mi l current Loop printers. Expansion interface not r-equ i red.
Print from leveL-II BASIC, CP/M, BASIC-1P, ELECTRIC PENCIL, etc. Standard
cassette software included. Add S2.00 for shipping.

TRS232 "FORfiIIATTER"SOFTWAREPACKAGE - $14.95. Adds page' and Lt ne length
controL, printer pause, "smart" line termination, etc. to TRS232.

RSR232:
PEN232:
EDT232:

Adds RS-232-C capability to RSM-2/2D monitors - $9.95
RS-232-C for cassette version Electric Pencil - 9.95
TRS232 and RS-232-C for tape version of EDTASM- 9.95

SMAll SYSTEM SOFTWARE E P. O. BOX 366 • NEWBURY PARK, CA 91320

OCTOBER 1980

OTHER PRODUCTS FOR THE TRS-SO

ESP-1: $29.95. Assembler, Editor, Monitor (8080 mnemonics)
LST-1: 8.00. Listing of Level-1 BASIC with some comments

CP/M tm DigitaL Research, Inc. TRS-BO tm Tandy Corp.
See your dealer or order direct. CaLif. Residents add 6~ tax

SMAll SYSTEM SOFTWARE E P. O. BOX 366 • NEWBURY PARK, CA 91320
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Level II Basic on the TRS-80 has the
USR function that permits the Basic
program to call a machine language
subroutine. Considering the many
machine language subroutines for the Z-80
and for the 8080 that have been published
in magazines and books, this appears to
open many exciting possibilities. The
initial enthusiasm for the USR function

The simplest way to tell
the subroutine where to
find the data is to use the
argument of the USR
function.

tends to fade when it is discovered that the
machine language subroutine must usually
be written specially for the USR function
in order to couple to the Basic program. A
further limitation is that there is only one
USR function in Level II Basic, (ten in
Disk Basic), so that if more than one
subroutine is used, the address of the new
subroutine must be POKEd into place
each time a different subroutine is called.

The USR function accepts one integer
type argument and returns one integer type
value. To get the argument, however, the
called subroutine must in turn· call a
subroutine in ROM which loads the
argument into the HL register pair. To
return a value from the HL registers, the
subroutine must jump to an address in
ROM instead of ending with the usual
return instruction. The only officially
suggested method of transmitting more
than one value is to POKE it one byte at a
time into some sort of buffer where the
subroutine can find it and to read it back
by using the PEEK function. Compared to
machine language transfers, this POKEing
and PEEKing from Basic is painfully slow
. and is further slowed by the necessary

David Tilton, 27 Pennacook St., Manchester, NH
03104.

Improving the
USR Function

conversion of the data from Basic variables
into one-byte integers and back to Basic
variable form. It seemed to me that there
must be a better way, so I started to analyze
that situation. I think that I have found a
better way.

It occurred to me that if there were
some method of easily transmitting
information from the Basic program to a
subroutine; it would be possible to write a
subroutine that would take care of loading
the data into the registers and then call the
selected subroutine. Upon return from the
selected subroutine it could move the data
returned in the registers to the Basic
variables and then return to Basic. The
problem then is how to give the subroutine
access to the Basic variables. Since the
Basic variable values are stored somewhere
in memory, the subroutine has access to
them if it can find them. There are two
possible ways of having the subroutine find
the variables. Either it could be told where
to find them or it could be told how to
recognize them and let it search for them.
Either method is possible but the first is the
easiest. The simplest way to tell the
subroutine where to find the data is to use
the argument of the USR function. This is
a, .two-byte integer and is just sufficient to
transmit one address. We must therefore
put all the data in one place so that one
address is enough. This can be done in the
Basic program by using an integer array.
An integer array is used because integer
values are easily loaded into the registers,
but any other numeric variable type would
have to be translated into integer values to
be loaded and the only string form likely to
be loaded into registers is a one character
string loaded as one byte. The STR$ and
ASC functions make it easy to translate
these to and from integer values. The
VARPTR function is used to get the
address of the array to transmit as the
argument of the USR function.

For Level II the addresses are given in
decimal form. For addresses up to 32767
(the highest memory address in a 16K
machine) there is no problem, but once the
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expansion interface and additional
memory are installed, there is a problem
getting the addresses above 32767 into
integer form. Two byte integers are stored
in memory with the low-order byte first and
then the high -order byte. Machine
language addresses are stored in exactly
the same way. But the interpretation of the
sixteen bits is different. Machine language

Compared to machine
language transfers,
POKEing and PEEKing
from Basic is painfully
slow.
addresses are interpreted as simple 16-bit
binary numbers,which allows for a range of
0-65535. Basic interprets the same 16-bit
patterns by the twos-complement conven-
tion which gives a range of -32768 to
+32767. Numbers in the range 0 to +32767
are interpreted in exactly the same way by
both systems. This range uses the first
fifteen bits only,leaving the sixteenth bit a
O. The simple binary interpretation assigns
a value of +32768 to this 16th bit while the
twos compliment convention assigns a
value of -32768 to the 16th bit. When
addresses above 32767 are put into integer
form in Basic, it is necessary to give a
negative value exactly 65536 lower than
the actual address to create the bit pattern
that machine language will interpret
correctly. (The same goes for addresses in
the POKE statement and the PEEK
function). The VARPTR function on the
other hand returns values as single
precision so that it can handle values over
32767. In giving addresses for memory
size, or for starting addresses under the
system mode no conversion to negative
numbers is necessary or allowed.

There is another problem of which
you should be aware. Under some circum-
stances it is possible for an array to move in
memory! The memory map in the Level II
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Foster And More Efficient Than:

• TASDOS
• NEWDOS +
• VTOS

DOSPLUSUses less memory ond still offers all the com-
mands of the other major operating systems. ANDsome
innovative and useful features of our own design.
DOSPLUSis now available for the TRS-80*Modell. II.and III

U8RRRY OF COMMANDS:
APPEND AnRIB
CLEAR CLOCK
DEBUG DEVICE
FORMS FREE
LOAD PAUSE
TIME TRACE

8UILT •IN FERTURES:
AUTOMATIC LOWERCASE
SCREEN PRINTER
KEYBOARD DEBOUNCE
REPEATING KEYBOARD

BOOT
CREATE
DO
LIB
RENRME

BUILD
DATE
DUMP
LIST
AS232

AUTO
COPY
DIR
KILL
PAOT
VEAIFY

UTILITIES:
COPY 1
AESTOAE (DEAD FILES)
DISK DUMP/CMD
FORMAT

TAANSFER
PURGE
CLEARALE
BACK-UP

NEW FROM
MICRO-SYSTEMSIII
Master Diskette Director Ver 1.0 -

This program will read the directories of up to 320 disk-
ettes or 5000 filesI Insert your diskette in the drive, press
enter, and it works automatically to read, store, and
categorize your files. No more looking through box after box
of diskettes looking for those favorite programs that are
"Around Here Somewhere". You can get a listing of all the
files on all the diskettes. In addition, you can list them by file
extension, diskette number, or program category. With mos-
ter directory, you need never again worry about the frustra-
tion of not bein~ able to locate a particular program. ,Master
directory will search for a particular file nome and give you
every occurence of that file, its size, and the diskette number
that contains it.

A totally self contained, machine language program on a
self-booting diskette; master directory will work equally
well on single or multiple drive systems.

Dosplus - $99.95 Master Diredory - $29.95

Coming Soon: Dosplus 4.0 for 10 - Megabyte TRS . 805*
*TRS. 80 IS a trademark of Tandy Corp.
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OCTOBER 1980

NEW!ASCII
for the TRS-80·

Every month you receive a certified ASCII C-20 cassette
con~aining: a cover page with a directory of programs

4 original programs
an information packed newsletter
and information on ASCII funded contests

Rates: 1 year [12 issues] $35.00
6 months [6 issues] $20.00
Sample issue $ 4.00

Write For Overseas Rates
To subscribe, write to: ASCII

P.O. Box 516, Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582

Level 1116KRequired

·TRS-80
is a

product
of

Tandy
Corp.
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Whatyou'C'
is what
you get!

C Compi ler for CP/M'
New, and available now! An easily affordable compiler

incorporating most of the features of the full C language.

BDSOFTWARE
System requirements: CPIM and at least 24K of RAM
Variable Types: char, int, unsigned
Ccmposlte Types: arrays, structures, unions
Pointers: to variables, structures, unions and functions
Features: is a structured language, all functions (Proqrarns)

recursive; more powerful expression operators than any
other von Neumann type language; allows free·formatted
source; close enough to UNIX"C to make conversions
feasible,

Speed: On 2 MHz 8080, the statement
for(i = 1; i <30000; i++) x=S;
takes about 4 seconds to execute.

Package contains: compiler, linker, library manager; standard
function library; sample source files include games, a
terminal emulator with disk I/O plus the source for
many standard library functions; BDSC User's Guide;
Book-The C Programming Language by Dennis Ritchie
and Brian Kernighan of Bell Labs, Price: $145

Recipient of the Computer Lib Seal of Approval ••,••,,,''''', $25
·CP/M IS a trademark of Dlgllal Research cere. Prie ••• ,IIUI di.rrlb\ll,on on .- ,In, •• denllt)' cHI__lIt.

o. UNIX IS a trademark of Bell t.aboratones ~':"~~,,,::~~·;rf"·':.~~~,~,=r·~:~~~~;!I:';~It!":=.

Lifeboat Associates
1651 3rd Ave, New York, NY 10028 (212) 860-0300 Telex 220501
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USR, cont'd... of the array is not above 32767, then write
the USR function call this way:

USRey ARPTR(DA%(O»).
The other way is to assign values to all of
the simple variables, or at least those
appearing between the VARPTR call and
the USR call, before the first VARPTR
call.

manual shows that array memory space is
located just above the simple (non-array)
variable space. The TRS-80 does not
assign memory space to a variable until a
value is assigned to the variable by the
program. Whenever a simple variable is
first assigned a value and has memory
space assigned to it, it is necessary to
expand the simple variable memory area,
and the array memory area with all of the
arrays in it is moved up in memory to make
room. If this happens between using the
VARPTR function to get the array address
and using the address as the argument of
the USR function, weird things can
happen when the subroutine uses whatever
happens to be where the array used to be as
data. There are two methods of avoiding
this problem. If it is certain that the address

Under some circum-
stances it is possible for
an array to move in
memory.

I have written a subroutine called
USRLNK which operates as outlined
above. It is called USRLNK because it
links a more general class of subroutine to
the USR function. This program was

'~1a11i11i1•*********************1i11iI111i1,* SUBROUTINE USR~NK *
1i11iI115,* BY: D. S. TI~TON *
1i10120.*********************
001~0 ,CA~~ING SEQUENCE FROM BASIC:
1i10140.ESTAB~ISH ARRAY DA% IN BASIC PROGRAM
1i10150 •MINIMUM DIMENSION·DA%(El)
1il1iI1GIiI• f.THE NAME OF THE ARRAY IS OPTIONA~)
1i10171i1• IN BASIC ~OAD THE ARRAY AS FO~~OL·lS:1i101El0 DA%f.IiI)=ADDRESS OF SUBROUTINE
1il1iI191i1DA%('1)=H~ VA~UE ON ENTRY
1i11iI21i11i1, DA%f.2)=DE VA~UE ON ENTRY
1il1iI211i1• DA%f.~)=BC VA~UE ON ENTRY
1il1iI221i1• DA%(4)=A VA~UE ON ENTRY <0 TO 255)
1i11iI2~1iI.USR CA~~ AS FO~~OWS: FR%=USR<VARPTR<DA%f.IiI»))
1i10241i1•RETURNED VA~UES:
1il1iI250.DA%f.5)=H~ VA~UE ON RETURN
1il1iI2GIiI.DA%('G)=DE VA~UE ON RETURN
1i10271i1.DA%f.7)=BC VA~UE ON RETURN
1il1iI2ElIiI.DA%<El)=A VA~UE ON RETURN
1il1iI291i1.FR%=F~AG REGISTER ON RETURN
1il1iI~1iI1iI
1i10~11i1 ORG 7F00H
01i1~20ARYADD DEHl 1i1001i1H
1iI1iI~~0USR~NK CA~~ IiIA7FH
1iI1iI~41i1 ~D <ARYADD).H~
1i10~51i1 ~D IX. <ARYADD)
IiIIiI~GIiI ~D ~. (IX)
1iI1iI~71i1 ~D H.OX+1)
1i10~El0 PUSH H~
1il1iI~90 POP IY
00401i1 ~D i., <IX+2)
1il1iI410 ~D H. <IX+~)
1il1iI421i1 ~D E.OX+4)
1il1iI4~1iI ~D D. <IX+5)
1il1iI441i1 ~D C. <IX+G)
1i11iI451i1 ~D e. OX+7)
1i11iI4GIiI ~D A. <IX+El)
1i11iI471i1 CA~~ SRJPI'r'
1i11iI4ElIiI ~D IX. (,ARYADD)
1i11iI491i1 ~D (IX+11i1).~
1i11iI51i11i1 ~D (IX+11).H
1i11iI511i1 ~D <IX+l2). E
1i11iI520 ~D (lX+1~). D
1i11iI5~1iI ~D (lX+14). C
0fil:i40 ~D (lX+15). e
01i1551i1 ~D <IX+1G).A
00561i1 ~D A. 1i10H
1i11iI571i1 ~D <IX+17). A
01i15ElIiI PUSH AF
1i10591i1 POP H~
01i1G01i1 JP IiIA9AH
0aG11i1SF:JPI'r' JP (,IY)
IiIIiIG21i1.******************
IiIIiIG~a•* PROGRAt1 USRAD~ *
IilIiIG41i1.******************
IilIiIG5a•FOR ~EVE~ II USE ON~Y
liIaGGIiI.THIS ~OADS USR~NK ADDRESS

7F52211i127F aaG7a USRAD~ ~D H~.USR~NK
7F55228E41i1 IiIIiIG81i1 ~D <16:i2G).H~
7F58 C~191A liIaG91i1 JP 1A19H
7F52 liIa7alil END USRAD~
lillillillillilTOTA~ ERRORS
USF;AD~ 7F52
SRJPIY 7F51i1
USRLNK 7FIiI2
ARYADD 7Flillil

7Flillil
7Flillillillillillil
7FIiI2CD7FIiIA
7FIiI5221i11i17F
7FIiIElDD2Alil1iI7F
7FIiICDD6EIiIIiI
7FIiIFDDGGIiI1
7F12 E5
7F1~ FDE1
7F15 DD6EIiI2
7F18 Dt.'GGIiI~
7·F1e DD5EIiI4
7F1E DD5GIiI5
7F21 DD4EIiI6
7F24 DD4GIiI7
7F27 DD7EIiIEl
7F2A CD51i17F
7F2D DD2Alil1iI7F
7F~1 DD751i1A
7F:J;4DD74aB
7F~7 DD7~IiIC
7F:J;ADD721i1D
7F:J;DDD711i1E
7F41i1DD71i11i1F
7F4~ DD7711i1
7F4G :J;EIiIIiI
7F48 DD7711
7F4B F;i
7F4C E1
7F4D C:J;9AIiIA
7F;i1ilFDE9

.GET ARRAY ADDRESS
•SAVE ARRAY ADDRESS
•~OAD IX L.JITHARRAY ADD.
.QET SUBROUTINE ADDRESS
•FROt1 DA%<IiI)
•AND t10'!E IT
•TO IY
•LOAD H~
•FROM DA%':1)
•LOAD DE
•FROM t.'A%(2)
•~OAD BC
•FROM DA%('~)
•~OAD A FROt1 DA%f.4)
•CA~~ SUBROUTINE
•QET ARRAY ADD. INTO IX
•~OAD DA%<;i),FROM H~
.~OAD DA%('G)
,FROM DE
,~OAD DA%(7)
,FROt1 BC
•LOAD DA%(8) FROM A
•C~EAR A
,C~EAR t1Se OF DA%(8)
,t·10'!EF~AGS
, IrHO H~ TO
,RETURN AS USR VA~UE
.CA~L SRJPIY = CA~~ CIY)

FOR USR FUNCTION
,QET USR~NK ADDRESS IN H~
,~OAD ADDRESS FOR USR
,RETURN TO BASIC READY
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assembled and listed using the Radio
Shack Editor/ Assembler program. (See
Listing A). It requires an integer array, say
DA%, of dimension at least DA%(8), and a
simple integer variable, say FR%. In the
Basic program DA% could be dimen-
sioned with a statement such as
20DIM DA% (8), or left undimensioned
which would reserve elements up to
DA%( 10) and waste four bytes of memory.
But would they be wasted? DA%(8) in the
dimension statement, would require six
bytes of memory for program storage, even
if a dimension statement was necessary
anyway for other purposes!

The array should be loaded as follows:
DA%(O)=Subroutine Address.
DA%(I)=HL value on entry.
DA%(2)=DE value on entry.
DA%(3)=BC value on entry.
DA%(4)=A value on entry. (0 to 225)

Then USR could be called as:
FR%=USR(VARPTR(DA%(O))).
on return from the subroutine:
DA%(5) contains the returned HL value.
DA%(6) contains the returned DE value.
DA%(7) contains the returned BC value.
DA%(8) contains the returned A value.
and FR% contains the flag register.

If there is any possibility that the
address of the array is above the 32767 then
the USR call should be made like this:

A=O:A%=O
A=VARPTR(DA% (0)): IF A)32767 THEN

A%=A-65536 ELSE A%=A
FR%=USR(A%)

Perhaps you are wondering why the
returned values were not put back in
DA%(l) through DA%(4). This could
have been done very easily, but sometimes
. the same subroutine must be called often
and with the same values each time. By
using a separate array for this purpose,
elements 0 through 4 of this array could be
loaded once and several calls made without
any reloading. Since one of the reasons for
using subroutines is to save time, the time
saved by not having to reload the array
could be important.

I have included on the same listing
with USRLNK a brief program called
USRADL which loads the address of

The time saved by not
having to reload the array
could be important.

USRLNK into the proper place in memory
and then jumps to a READY in Basic. The
address of USRADL is given as the
starting address on the listing. This is of use
only with Level II Basic. For Disk Basic, a
DEFUSR statement must be used instead.

USRLNK should work with most
subroutines since it loads registers A, BC,
DE, and HL and returns all of these
registers plus the flags. 0
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QUALITY PRQFESSIONAL & BUSINESS SOFTWARE
FOR THE APPLE II AND APPLE PLUS COMPUTERS

LETTER MASTER - This IS a lightning fast Word
Processor which is simple to use and operates like a character
oriented system'. It features a menu driven operating system
which allows entry. storage. editing. draft printing. and final
Justified printing. Editing includes line corrections (add up to
200 characters if you want). global search. string
replacement. delete. add. and merge. Text floats as needed to
make up lines of text. Print justified. unjustified. or a mixture.
System prepares and prints form letters with its own 500
name/diskette full feature mailing list program. Applesoft II
Disc. Item M-34. $13995 Processor without mailing list and
form letter. Item M-33. 569.95.

PROGRAMMER PLUS - A 161esson course in Applesoft
II on two full disks or super-load tape which will teach you all
you need to know to program in BASIC. Lessons cover all
string. math and logical operations necessary for personal.
scientific or business applications. Special units teach
graphics and sound to add a little 'Apple Class' to your
programs. Applesoft II. Item 35 Tape. $24.95. Disc. $34.95.

SCIENTIST - A powerful scientific data base and statistics
program which will turn your Apple into a mathematical and
graphics tool. It will do simple statistics or such complicated
functions as Chi- Square. Normal. Student-t. and Poisson.
With the Data Base element you can build your own analytical
programs. Applesoft II Disc. $89.95.

TRS·80*
EQUIPMENT

16K MEMORY KITS
$49.95

4116'$ 6 MONTH WARRANTY INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED

DISK DRIVES
40 TRACK - $325 .2·DRIVE CABLE
77 TRACK - $475 24.95

PRINTERS
MICROTEK MT80P BI·DIRECTIONAL
125 CPS UPPER & LOWER CASE

1 YEAR WARRANTY
$695 CABLE - 24.95

DISKETTES
MEMOREX OR BASF 10/26.50

YOUR SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR FULL REFUND

MICROCOMPUTER SERVICES
CORPORATION

7314 MATIHEWS·MINT HILL RD.
CHARLOTIE NC 28212

704·545·0826
'TRADEMARK TANDY/RADIO SHACK CORP

CIRCLE 210 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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WHAT DO YOU GET
WHEN YOU CROSS

APPLES WITH JOYSTICKS?

JOYPLES!
The Dual Joystick system with the most appro-
priate shape for the APPLE 11* computer.

Joyples come ready to plug in to your APPLE II
Game I/O Port.

Each Joyple is a delicious red, hard plastic
apple, with its own pushbutton and multi-
direction joystick. .

Get all the versatility & fun of a dual joystick
system for only $39.95.

Joyples let you create exciting action games for
1 or 2 players. Here are a few that we offer:

Charge The Net, Tennis - Joyples let you
move your paddles in all directions $12.95

Tank Assault - You control the speed &
direction to attack your enemy ........•....... $12.95

r-------------------l
Please send __ Set(s) (2 Joyples/Set) of II
Joyples Joysticks @$39.95/set.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I,
I
I
I
I
I
I~-------------------~

o CHARGE THE NET, TENNIS ..•..•...•$12.95
o TANK ASSAULT ••••••••••..•••••••••••••••••$12.95
o BOTH GAMES ••••..•..•••.•..•.•.•.•..•...•....$23.95

Specify Disk 0 or Tape D.
Add 5% for postage/handling (15% foreign)

Mass. res. add 5% tax.
Send check or money order to:

NILONEL MFG.
5 Stevens Rd.

Worcester, MA. 01603

Dealer Inquiries Welcome
•Apple" is a Trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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John E. Bailey
For many of us, the hardest part of

programming is developing the algorithms
needed to perform the tasks that will
prod uce the desired results. Presented here
is the development of an algorithm to
perform long division. Although it .may
not be very useful for more than demon-
stration purposes, the technique presented
here may be helpful in developing more
complex and meaningful algorithms.

One of the things that
makes a computer so
powerful is its ability to
perform a given function
many many times. We
can use this capability
with the example above
and develop a program to
perform long division.

Consider the two integers A = 7 and
B = 3. If we divide A by B we get 2.333333.
Depending upon the accuracy of our Basic,
the result .rnay be carried out to 6 or more
digits. This amount of accuracy is
generally all that is necessary. But even so,
the degree of accuracy can be improved by
using the long division technique that is
taught in grade school. For example:

2.333333------
3 I 7.000000 .

6

10
9

10
9

This process can continue for as many
digits as desired. In this example, 3 is called
the divisor, 7 is called the dividend, and
2.333333--- is called the quotient. Dividing
7 by 3 gives a quotient of 2 with a
remainder of I. The remainder is then
multiplied by 10. This result becomes the
new dividend, and the division process
continues.

One of the things that makes a
computer so powerful is its ability to
perform a given function many many
times. We can use this capability with the
example above and develop a program to
perform long division. To do this, we need
to develop an algorithm to simulate long
division. This is where programmers
sometimes bog down and quit. But the
process is really very simple if it is
approached in a logical fashion. Let's
return to the original example. We let
A = 7 be the dividend and B = 3 be the
divisor. We will also let C be the quotient
and R be the remainder. Now,

John E. Bailey, 1108 Post Oak #1. Sulphur. LA 70663.

Divide n-eonquer

UI ItFUT "ENTER UFLUE FOR DIVIDEND A =".A
20 INPUT "ENTER UFLUE FOR DIVISOR B •••••B
38 INPUT "ENTER UFLUE FOR HUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES N =". H
40 LET C-IHT(A/B)3e PRINT A.....•/"~B~fI =II~C"II.II •••.

60 FOR 1=1 TO N
70 LET R-A-(B*C)
ae LET A-Rot<10
90 LET I>INT(FVB)
100 PRINT C.
110 t£XT I
120 EK>

ENTER VALUE FOR DIVIDEHD A ••7
ENTER VALUE FOR DIVISOR B '"'3
ENTER VALUE FOR tU'lBER OF DECIMAL PLACES H = 25
7 / 3 = 2. 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

ENTER VALUE FeR DIVIDEND A =67344
ENTER VALUE FeR DIVISOR B =9024
ENTER VALUE FOR tU'IBER OF DECIMAL PLACES "'350
67344 / 9024 a 7. 4 6 2 7 6 5 9 5 7 4 4 6 8 0 8 5 1 0 6 3 8 2 9 7 8 7 2
3 4 0 4 2 5 5 3 1 9 1 489 3 6 1 702 1 2 7 6 5 9 5 7 4 4 6 8 0 8 5 1
e 6 382 9 7 8 7 2 3 4 0 4 2 553 1 9 1 4 893 6 1 702 1 2 7 6 5 9
5 7 4 4 6 8 0 8 5 1 0 6 3 8 297 8 7 2 3 4 042 553 1 9 1 4 8 936
1 702 1 2 7 6 5 9 5 7 4 4 6 808 5 1 0 6 3 8 2 9 7 8 7 2 3 4 0 4 2 5
5 3 1 9 1 4 8 9 3 6 1·7 0 2 1 2 7 6 5 9 5 7 4 4 6 8 0 8 5 1 0 6 3 8 2 9
7 8 723 4 0 4 253 3 1 9 1 489 3 6 1 702 1 2 7 659 3 7 4 468
8·85 1 063829787234042553 1 9 1 4 e 936 1 702 1 2
7 6 595 7 4 4 6 8 0 8 5 1 063 829 7 8 7 2 3 4 042 553 1 914
8 9 361 702 1 2 7 6 5 9 5 7 4 4 6 8 0 e 5 1 0 6 3 e 2 9 7 8 723

Figure 1
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Programming
a computer is

Hey Kids, are the folks out of the room? Good,
'cause I've got a secret to tell you. You know that
computer they fuss over? Well, kid, between you and
me, this whole programming thing is a lot simpler
than they realize. '

What's that? Sure, you can learn. Just get a copy
of COMPUTERS FOR KIDS. It's a super book, and
it tells you everything you need to know. Huh? You
have an Apple? No problem. There's a version just
for the Apple. One for the TRS-80 and one for the
Atari too, with complete instructions for operating
and programming.

The book will take you through everything
programmers learn. Its easy to understand and the
large type makes it easy to read. You'll find out how
to put together a flowchart, and how to get your
computer to do what you want it to do. There's a lot
to learn, but COMPUTERS FOR KIDS has 12
chapters full of information. You'll even learn how to
write your own games and draw pictures that move.

book is just right for you. But you don't have to take
my word on that. Just listen to what these top
educators have to say about it:

Donald T. Piele, Professor of Mathematics at the
University of Wisconsin-Parkside says, "Computers
For Kids is the best material available for
introducing students to their new-computer. It is a
perfect tool for teachers who are learning about
computers and programming with their students.
Highly recommended."

Robert Taylor, Director of the Program in
Computing and Education at Teachers College,
Columbia University states, "it's a good idea to have
a book for children."

Not bad, huh? Okay, you can let the adults back in
the room, Don't forget to tell them COMPUTERS
FOR KIDS by Sally Greenwod Larsen costs only
$3.95. And tell them you might share it with them if
they're good. '

To order tell your mom and dad to send a check for
$3.95 plus $1.00 shipping and handling to Creative
Computing, P.O. Box i89-M, Morristown, NJ 07960.
Visa, MasterCard and American Express orders are

Just so the folks and your teachers won't feel left welcome. Tell them that they can call their credit
out, there's a special section for them. It gives card order in toll free to 800-631-8112.They should
detailed lesson ideas and tells them how to fix a lot of be sure to specify whether they want the TRS-80
the small problems that might pop up. Hey, this Atari, or Apple edition. , '

cP6atlv6 GOmputlnd PP6SS
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The "DATA DOBBER"

DUPLICATES ANY

PROGRAM TAPE TRS-80
Yes, even those in machine language! Feed your cassette into the "Data Dubber" and
get out exact replicas of the TRS·80 CSAVE data pulses. Obtain perfect CLOAD' seven
from tapes with hum, rustortlon. or minor dropouts ... and without constantly adjusting
the volume. Connect a second cassette to the "Data Dubber" and make perfect
reproductions, just as if the data had come from the TRS·80.

The "Dubber" works with Levell or II and costs only $49.95 postage paid. Start your
own software business. Pays for itself in time saved and reduced tape cost. Order the
"Data Dubber" today! If you are not completely satisfied with its performance simply
return it for full refund.

P.O. Box 524-CC

THE PERIPHERAL PEOPLE PO Box 524, Mercer Island, WA 98040
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D-Cat;M
~) Everything
you'll ever need

in a basic, direct modem.
There's only one originate/answer

modem that gives you the performance
, and reliability ofadirect connect
modem with the portability and price
of an acoustic. Novation's new D-Cat.

D-Cat is the only direct modem
that's FCC approved for handset jack
connection with any modular phone.
Use it at home or at work on a 50-pin,
six line business phone. Talk to
D-Cats, Cats, or any other Bell 103
compatible modem.

D-Cat also has all the features you
want: full duplex capability, voice/data

monitor, up to 20 dB performance
improvement over acoustic, hold
function-privacy button, self-test,
and a remarkable price. Only $199.

But best of all, it's from Novation.
The recognized world leader in
personal communications.

o-cet..Novation
Call for details:

(800) 423-5410
In California (213) 996-5060

Available at Avnet Electronics, Hamilton Electro, Hamilton Avnet, Kierulff Electronics, Byte Shops,
Computerland, and your local computer store.

Novation, Inc., 18664 Oxnard Street, Tarzana, California 91356
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Divide, cont'd ...
C

e~
B*C

Here we divide the dividend A by the
divisor B and get the quotient C.
Following the procedure used in the
example, we then multiply B times C; then
subtract that product from A to get the
remainder A-(B*C); then multiply the
remainder by 10 to get the new dividend
A-(B*C)* 10. The process then begins to
repeat itself. This repetition can continue
for as many times as we want it to.

Now let's develop a program that
implements the algorithm to simulate long
division. The first thing to do is to define
the variables.

10 LET A=7
20 LET 8=3
30 LET 1+=25

Here again, A is the dividend, B is the
divisor, and N is the number of times we
want to repeat the division, i.e., the
number of digits we want to the right of the
decimal. Next.i define the initial quotient
and print that result.

40 LET C=INT(A/B)
50 PRINT C, •••••,

Now set up a For I Next loop to perform
the process N number of times.

60 FOR 1=1 TO N

Now implement the algorithm developed
earlier.

70 LET R--A-(B*C)
ae LET A=R*10
90 LET C=INT(A,.·B)
100 PRINT C,
110 tEXT 1
120 END

Line 70 computes the remainder. Line 80
multiplies the remainder by 10 and
replaces the old dividend with the new
dividend. Line 90 computes the new
quotient and Line 100 prints it. The
process continues N number of times.

The technique shown here in develop-
ing the long division algorithm may be
used in developing much more complex
ones. The method is simple. Define your
variables. Define how they interact with
each other by using an example. Define the
intermediate results and logically make
them prod uce the final result.

The program presented here makes an
interesting demo. Lines 10, 20 and 30
should be changed to input statements so
that (he variables A, Band N can be made
any desired values. Explain to your friends
what the program does, plug in some
values, and watch the result fly across the
screen.

It should he emphasized that the
values for A, Band N must be integers.
Figure I shows the fully developed
program and a run example. 0
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THE ONLY MAGAZINE ~ AND FOR S-100 SYSTEM USERSI

At lOst th~re "Isa magazine written exclusively ton 5-1,QO 'system. users, No
other publication is devoted to suppotting 5-1QO ~tem users. No longer
will you have to hunt through other magazines for on occasional 5-100,
CP1M· or PA5CAL Qrtlcle. Now find it all in one publication. Find it in S-100
MICROSYSTEMS.
Every issue of S.100 MICROSYSTEMS brings you the latest in the 5-100
world. Articles on opplications, tutorials. softwore development. letters to
the edrtor. new~l.ttel colemns, book revl_:ws. new prod vets. etc. Moter/al
to keep you on top of the ever changing microcomputer scene

SOFTWARE
CP/M·

Asseml::iler
BASIC

PASCAl:.
applications

and lots more

SYSTEMS
Cromemco

Inter systems.
North Stor

IMSAI
SOL

ond !ots mote

"TMK
Dlgilol
Resealch

HARDWARE
8 bit {, 16 bit (PUs

interfacing
hardware mods

bulletin board systems
ultlprocessors

and lots more

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
USA Canada, Mexico Other Foreign (Air)

THREE YEARS (18 issues)
0$23.00 0$32.00 0$65.00

0$17.00
TWO YEARS (12 issues)

0$23.00 0$45.00

0$9.50
ONE YEAR (6 issues)

0$12.50 0$23.50

o New 0 Renewal

o Payment Enclosed

o Visa
o MasterCard
o American Express

Signature _

Card No. ---::--- _
Expiration date _

o Please bill me ($1.00 billing fee wi.!1 be added; foreign
orders must be prepaid)

S-100 MICROSYSTEMS
P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960

mmfintitli i~M
ORDER FORM

Name _

Address _

City State Zip _

BACK ISSUES
01-1 Jan/Feb1980$5.00
o 1-2 Mar / Apr 1980 $2.50
o 1-3 May/Jun 1980 $2.50

o 1-4Jul/Aug 1980$2.50
01-5 Sep/Oct 1980 $2.50
o 1-6 Nov/Oec1980$2.50

Postpaid in USA; add $1.00 per issue foreign postage. Subscriptions
start the month following receipt of order. Subscriptions cannot start
with earlier issues.
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Pat Fitzgerald
In computer division the result is

expressed in one of two ways, either as a
real number or a real number multiplied by
a power of 10. The transition from one
form to the other is dependent on the size
of the computer word. However, .by
suitable programming, it is possible to
divide two numbers and obtain all digits of
the answer provided that neither the
divisor nor the dividend are greater than
the computer's power to express numbers
without going into exponential notation.
This article describes a simple method to
do this using Basic.

To fix ideas, the program has been
written for a PDP 11/10 minicomputer
which can express numbers in the range I E
- 7 to I E 7 without using exponential
notation. The program has obvious
modifications. to suit other versions of
Basic. After asking for the number to be
divided and the divisor, the program
checks to see if the numbers and initial
division are within the required range, this
is achieved in lines 25 to 30 through the
subroutine in lines 200 to 215. Line 40
requests the number of decimal places and,
as the program produces these numbers in
groups of 7, the number input is divided by
7. Each successive division is tested in line
80 to see if the result is equal to zero. I f it is
the program prints the message in line 260.

Practically all versions of Basic'
suppressleading zeros, so if the division is
to produce the correct result the program
must supply these.

The number of each division after the
first is checked to see how many digits it
has by calculating the logarithm to base 10
of the number by the use of the function
defined in line 10, the integer value of this is
taken and one added to it. This gives the
number of digits in the answer. If the
answer is less than or equal to 6, the
subroutine in line 130 is called up to print
the suppressed zeros. After each division
the program returns to line 15 for another
run. The best printout on our machine is 7
groups of 7, any more and untidy printing
results with groups being split between
lines. For this reason the number N I in line
60 is decremented by one each time a group
is printed. When it reaches zero a new line is
called and N I set to 7 by the subroutine in
line 240. The program is given in Listing I
and examples of its output are given in
Listing 2. 0

Pat Fitzgerald, Winchmore Irrigation Research
Station, Private Bag, Ashburton, New Zealand.

Unlimited Precision Division
for Real Number Basic

Listing I

1REM******************************~*************************************
2REM PROGRAM FOR FAST UNLIMITED PRECISION DIVISION USING REAL NUUBERS,
3 REU
4REM PAT FITZGERALD SEPTEMBER 1979
5REM
6AEM**********************************************~*********************
1B oEF FNL(U) - LoG(U)/LOG(10)
15 PRINT "TYPE NUMBER TO BE DIVIDED AND DIVISOR":
20 INPUT X.Y
25 LET Z - X: GoSUB 200
30 LET Z - Y: GoSUB 200
35 LET Z - X/V: GoSUB 200
40 PRINT "N~MBER OF DECIMAL PLACES RE~UIREo,":
45 INPUT N
50 LE T N - N/7
55 LET Q • HH(X/Y)
60 LET N·1-7
65 PRINT ~:".":
70 LET X _ (X-Q*Y)*1E7
75 LET Q • INT(X/Y)
B0 IF Q. ~ THEN GO TO 260
B5 LET Q1 • INT(FNL(bI)) + 1
90 IF Q1 < - 6 THEN GOSU8 130
95 IF bl1< - 6 THEN GoTo 105
100 PRINT bI:
105 LET Nt ;.N1-1
1t0 IF N1 - 0 THEN GOSUB·240
115 LE T N. N - 1
120 IF N > 0 THE~ 70
125 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:GoTO 15
130 REM SUBROUTINE TO PRINT SUPRESSEo LEADING ZEROS.
135 IF ~1 - 1 THEN PRINT "000000"Q:
140 IF Q1 - 2 THEN PRINT "e000e"Q:
145 IF ~1 • 3 THEN PRINT "0000"bl:
150 IF ~1 • 4 THEN PRINT "000"bI:
155 IF Q1 - 5 THEN PRINT "0e"Q:
160 IF Q1 - 6 THEN PRINT "e"bl:
190 RETURN
200 REM SUBROUTINE TO TEST WHETHER NUMBERS ARE IN RANGE.
205 IF ABS(Z) > 1E7 THEN 220
210 IF ABS(Z) < 1E-7 THEN 220
215 RETURN
220 PRINT"AS RESULT OF DIVISION WILL INVOLVE FLOATING POINT NUMBERS"
225 PRINT"THE PROGRAM WILL NOT WORK PROPERLY."
230 PRINTLPRINT:PRI~T
235 GoTO 15
240 PRINT
245 LET N1 - 7
25'0 RETURN
260 PRINT:PRINT)PRINT
265 PRINT "ALL RE./~AININGDIGITS ARE ZERO."
270 PHINT:PRINT:PRINT
275 core 15
280 END

Listing 2

" ftUI't·
TYPE NUMBER TO 8E DIVIDED AND DIVISOR?145.35
NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES REYUIREO.?5~~
4 • 1428571 42B5714 2857142 8571428 5714285 7142B57 1428571
4285714 2857142 8571428 571~285 7142857 1428571 4285714
2857142 8571428 5714285 7142857 1428571 4285714 2B57142
8571428 5714285 7142857 1428571 4285714 2857142 B571428
57142B5 714285? 1428571 4285714 2857142 8571428 5714285
7142857 1428571 4285714 2857142 8571428 5714285 7142857
1428571 42B5714 2857142 8571428 5714285 7142857 1428571
42B5714 2857142 8571428 5?14285 7142857 1428571 4285714
2857142 8571428 5714285 7142857 1428571 4285714 2857142
8571428 5714285 71~2857 1428571 4285714 2857142 8571428
5714285 7142857
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Division, cont'd ...

TYPE NUMBER TO BE oIVIDEDRND DIVISoR?20,2
NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES REQUIRED.?~9
1~

ALL A£MAINING DIGITS ARE ZERO.

TYPE NUMBER TO BE DIVIDED AND DIVIBOR?25,13
NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES REQUIRED.?9B
1 • 923~769 2307692 3076923 ~ 769230 7692307 6923076 9230769
23e7692 3076923 0 769230 .7692307 6923076 9230769 23B7692

TYPE NUM~ER TO BE DIVIDED AND DIVISoR?123~567B9,12
AS RESULT OF DIVISION WILL INVOLVE FLOATING POINT NUMBERS
THE PRO·GRAM WILL NOT WORK PROPERLY.

TYPE NUMBER TO BE DIVIDED AND DIVISoR?001,12
NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES REQUIRED.?~9
o .0000 833 3333326 9765625

ALL REMAINING DIGITS ARE ZERO.

TYPE NUMBER TO BE DIVIDED AND DIVISOR?123,321
NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES REQUIREO.?~9
o • 3831775 70093~5 7912772 5856697 81931~6 417~45~ 82866~4

TYPE NUMBER TO BE DIVIDEO AND DIVISoR?1,]227
NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES REQUIRED.?56·
o .000 3098 853~242 3321970 8701580 416~B59 00 2~790 8273938
6445615

TYPE NUMBER TO BE DIVIDED AND DIVISOR?1971,9791
NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES REQUIRED.?2B
o • 2013073 2304156 B791747 5229292

TYPE NUMBER TO-BE DIVIDED AND DIVISOR?1979,9791
NUMBER OF DECIMAL PLACES REQUIRED.?28
o • 2fl212~4.

ALL REMAINING DIGITS ARE ZERO.
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Call toU FREE (800) 235-<U37

PACIFIC EXCHANGES•..--...•-
MEMOREX
DISKETTES

rr=)u, ED~~~AL "'9
U SOFTWARE Un TRS·SO· ~U SKPET

80 + Programs In:

~

ELEMENTARY MATH ~
SCIENCE BIOLOGY
GEOGRAPHY HISTORY
ECONOMICS ACCOUNTING

~

FOREIGN LANG. BUSINESS ED. ~
GAMES MAILING LABELS

.Programs are grouped Into packages of 4.

~

to 7 programs priced at $14.95 per ~
package Including shipping and han-
dling. Available on disk or tape.

Write for catalog:

~

MICRO LEARNINGWARE BOX2134 ~
N. MANKATO MN 56001, 507-625-2205

Visa & MasterCard Accepted

L ."IRS-80 Is a registered dl
trademark of TANDY CORP."

v-===)t- >ltc::::::)C
CIRCLE 212 ON READER SERVICE CARD

r·_·_·_·_··Creative ,• ~«,«' Computing •t ~ Catalogs t
• Books Circle 350 •

L Software Circle 300 a._._._._.-J

Call toU FREE (800) 235-4137

PACIFIC EXCHANGES-----~
AUTHORLZED SALES CENTER

3M
DISKETTES
Call toU FREE (800) 235-4137

~ PACIFIC EXCHANGES ~

rlJBASF
DISKETTES
Call toU FREE (800) 235-4137

PACIFIC EXCHANGES ...••

We have discounts,
factory warranties,

FREEshipping & insurance
and a

Toll Free Order Number
available.
CALL US!

Pan American
Electronics

Incorporated
a !tadle Ihaell
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Recently,articles have appeared in
Creative Computing concerning the
calculation of multiple precision
numbers such as factorials, etc. The
one thing usually lacking in such
articles is that they never tell you how
to say these large numbers in English.
This program, appropriately entitled
"BIGNUMS," takes a large number and
prints out the English words to use in
order to pronounce it properly! This
allows computer users to express the
results of their multiple-precision
programs in a much more warm and
friendly manner.

You will also notice that the
program prints at random a different
exclamation with each number that is
entered. Anyone armed with a diction-
ary and a little time and patience can
produce a fairly long list of synonyms
from which words and expressions can
be randomly selected. This makes the
output of a program much more
interesting. For example, I have a list of
about 100 words synonymous with the
word fantastic that I put into the game
of ARTILLERY-3 from Creative Com-
puti ng's More Basic Computer Games.
When my children play the game, they

They never tell you how
to say these large num-
bers in English.

are more interested in what word the
computer will print when a hit is made
than they are in who scored the hit!

The BIGNUMS program is written
in Control Data Basic. Here are
explanations of some of the statements
which may not be familiar to users of
other Basic versions:

00390 MARGIN 80
Extends the right-hand margin to

character position 80 so that all
characters of a multiple line type-in are
accepted.

00400 DELIMIT (CR)
Removes blanks and commas

from being interpreted as delimiters on
input and makes a carriage return the
only delimiter recognized. This allows
a character string containing blanks
and/or commas to be read as a single
entirE( string.

00410 BASE 1

Robert A. Howell, Control Data Corporation, 60
Hickory Drive, Waltham, MA 02154.

Robert A. Howell

Defines all arrays to start with a
subscript of 1 instead of O.

Various SUBSTR(string,n,m)
Selects a substring from string.

The substring is selected starting in
string character position n and is m
characters long.

than 0 but less than 1. A different
random sequence is generated each
time the program is executed.

Now, let this program begin to
teach you how to pronounce large
numbers. Then you can really impress
your friends, whether they are com-
puter fans or not, and you won't even
need a fancy buzzword generator to
help you do it! 0

01510 RND(-1)
Returns random values greater

RUN

79/11/02. 14.17.09.
PROGRAt'l BIGt'lU~lS
HI THERE' t·ft' tlANE IS BIGt·lUt'1:3. ~'JHAT IS 'r'OUF: ~1ANE?
PLEASE HnER YOUR NANE FOR t'lE ON THE t'iD~T LmE.
.~ BOB

~lOl'l BC!B , DO 'iOU l'lANT SOME HlSTF:UCTIONS
Ot"l 1,1HAT TO DO ('iE:=:: OF ~lo) c.' 'r'E:::

I cm'l TEACH YOU Hm,l TO SA ..•.' BIG NUt'1BERS, BOB •
rr'PE 1t"1 At'N POSITI')E 1·1HOLE t'lU~1BER A~m I I.JILL PPIt'H THE 1·10PD:=::TO
USE TO SAY THAT mmBER Hi HiGLlSH. 'lOU r'lA"i USE CO~INAS TO
SEPARATE GROUPS OF THREE III GITS I F YOU I.JI SH, BUT VOU DO nor Hfl')E
TO. FOR D~AMPLE, 1093 Atm l,tl93 ARE THE SAt-IE NUt'1BER TO r·lE.
Ot"iLv THE. 10 DIGITS (0 THROUGH 9) AND COM~lAS FiPE FiLLOI,l[D It1 THE
NUt'1I:EF~S VOU TVPE Hi. 1·.IHEt'1YOU I,W:;H TO .STOP, TYPE Et'-ID OF:: OUIT.

Ot<, BOB. Et'HER YOUR FIRST tHJt'1I:ER t·iOl,l.
? 100(1
THE t"1Ut'lBEF: 1, oml

1:3 :::POKE:t1 It'l Et-1GU SH A::::
or'lE THOUSAt'lD

CW, BOB. EtHEP 'r'OUR scconn t'1U~1BER nou,
? 1, O(Kr, tu)O, ~~H;~O
HE';' BOB , THAT 1,1Fi::::nOT Fl ~1[FlG[P tlUt'lI:[P'
TH[ r'1ut'lBER 1,000,000,00(1,

I::: SPOfTt"1 Hl E:t1GUSH FiS:
m··I[ £:1 LLIot-1

CW:, BOB. EtHEP 'iOUP THIRD t·IUr·mER t·im,l.
? 9, :::76,54:3, (~10
GI:m "'oews BOB , THAT 1,1W::nOT Fit'1 ()]:::::CUF::E t'1Ut,mEP'
THE nUNBER 9,876,543,210

I::: :,>PCWU'1 In Et'iGLH::H FiS:
["IHlE BILLIot'i
EICHT HLlt'lDF:E:D snIEt-H'r' ::::r:,,: r'lILLICI~i
FII.)E HUt'iDPED FOUPT\' THF:E:E THOU::~Flt'm
H10 HUtm~~ED TEn

Oh:, BOB. Et-ITE:F: 'iOUP FOUF:TH t'RJt'lBE:R t·iOl,J•
.::' 100000000001
E:UREfU:l BOB , THfiT I,:A::::nor Fl T It'W r·R.it'mE:F:I
THE tKlt'1BEF: 100,000,000,001

I:::: :,WCI!:::n'1 It-1 Et-1GU::::H m:~:
Clt'iE HutmF:ED :BIL.LIot··1
m'iE

OK, BOB
,~, OUI T

F:un COI'1F'LETE.

?':(/ J 1.·'02. 1.4.23. :>:l.
F:'o:'OGF:Flt'1 I:: I Gt·it.ltt:::

OOiOO F::EJ'1nus PPOGF.:At'l Et-iFiBLE:::: YOU TO :3H.,.' ')EF:F:F~F:PPP'r' LFlF:GL t'lUt'1DE:F:S
It'1 [t·iI:;U ::::Hi

00110 PEt'1
001.20 DATFi ":EPO ","O~iE ","H,lO ","THPEE ''','TOUF~ ","FI')E ",;'~:;L< ","::::P)Er-I"
'XH30 DATFi "EIGHT ", "tHt'1E "
00140 PEt-I
00i50 DfiHl "TEt-~ ", "ELE')E:t-i "," TI,j[L.U[ ;'," TH J:F:TEEt-1 ", 'TCUF:TUTI "," F I FTETti "
00160 DFiTFi ":::I;>':TEE:t-l ","::::[')HiTEE:t-i ","EIGH1TE:t'i ","t'iIt-HEE:t-i"
00170 I':EN
OOi!::[1 DfiTF! lIT~,.![rn-·l II~ "THI'PT ..•.' 51, IIf"OUf.n'y' I'~ "F-IF-T\' II~ ":::;I>::T'r' II~ 1':::::[I.)[t"il'\,' II
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SAVE MORE THAN 20%1
NORTH STAR INTERTUBE MICROTEK

ZENITH RCA-COSMAC ITHACA
THINKER TOYS GODBOUT SUPERBRAIN

THE SMARTEST COMPUTERS AT THE SMARTEST PRICE
HORIZON-1-32K-DOUBLE DEN ASSM & TESTED $1994
HORIZON-2-32K-DOUBLE DEN ASSM & TESTED 2299
2 NORTH STAR SOFTWARE DISKS w/HORIZON •••••FREE
NORTHWORD $ 299 MAILMANAGER 239
INFOMANAGER 369 GENERALEDGER 799
HRZ-64Q+HARDDISK 7199 HRZ-2-32K-Q ASM 2699
NS BARD DISK IBM 3939 NS'PASCAL ON DISK 190
NORTH STAR BASIC FREE COLOR! 1 PHONE
ITHACA COMPUTER 2695 ITHACA RAM 64K 845
8086 CPU 16 BIT 556 SSM Z80 CPU KIT 221
MEAS 64K RAM ASM. 599 SSM VIDEO BRD VB3 412
GODBOUT 16K STAT 285 SUPERRAM 32K 580
DISCUS/2D + CP/M 975 SUPERRAM 16K 290
2D ADD DRIVE 650 2+2 ADD DRIVE 975
TARBELL CONTROLER 295 DISCUS/2+2 1259
INTERTUBE II 725 HARD DISK 26 Mb 3995
SUPERBRAIN 2395 SUPERBRAIN QUAD 2995
ZENITH Z-19 A & T 739 ZENITH H-ll 2995
HEATH Z-89 48K 2495 MICROTEK PRINTER 675
ANADEX 9500-1 1389 ANADEX 8000 865
NEC PRINTER 2799 SECRETARY WORD PRO 77
TEXTWRITER III 112 GOFAST SPEEDBASIC 71
PDS Z-80 ASSEMBLER 89 NS BASIC COMPILER ??
EZ-80 Z-80 TUTOR 25 EZ-CODE IN ENGLISH 71
ECOSOFT ACCOUNTNG 315 WORDSTAR 325
BOX OF DISKETTES 29 BASIC DEBUGGER 89
Which Computers are BEST? BROCHURE •••••••FREE
ORDER 2 or more COMPUTERS •••••BIGGER DISCOUNTS

WE WILL BEAT OUR COMPETITION'S PRICE
FACTORY ASSEMBLED & FACTORY WARRANTY

AMERICAN SQUARE COMPUTERS
KIVETT DR • JAMESTOWN, NC 27282 • 919-889-4577
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For AppleT!!.,. TRS-80'!:!..Super Braln'"
and others using 4'116

RAM RIOT!
Mostek

16k-
as low as $39. 95

Guaranteed 200ns/55°c RAM

1-5 sets " ". 4~. 95 each
6-10 44.95 each
11 and up " 39.95 each

Berliner Computer Center
1 02 Jericho Tpke.,

New Hyde Park, NY 11040
(516) 775-4700

Add $2.50 shipping/handling charges. No
C.O.D.'s N.Y.S. residents add applicable sales
tax. Checkor moneyordersonly.
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IIII
IIIENTIFII
.... .. With This Ad . ....

HAZELTINE 1420 ........ " $780
CENTRONICS 779 W/TRACTOR $969
NEC SPINWRITER ........ $2250

..... Get the Catalog . ...
&

Our Low Pricesm DATA PRODUCTS
MAINTENANCE CORP.

1_III.EfmFlII
9460 Telstar Avenue (2131573·5991
EI Monte, CA 91731 (7141994·4180
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16K MEMORY
EXPANSION KIT

FOR YOUR TRS·80,
APPLE, AND 5·100

COMPUTER
only$59

• 200 Nsec Access, 375
Nsec Cycle

• Burned·in and Fully
Tested
1 yr. Parts Replacement
Guarantee

• • . ~ ..•.
f-3 e: -r ~

COmpUTER DEVICES

1230 urcoruns AVE.
ORAnGE, CA 92668

(714) 633·7280

COMPUCOLOR
USERS!

BASIC Training for Compucolor Com-
puters by Joseph J. Charles 200 pp.
(1980) (1.5 Ibs.) $14.95

An introduction to statements, func-
tions, graphics, files, FCS.
''. .. an excellent book . .. belongs
etonqsid« every Compucolor com-
puter within easy reach. "

Reviewed by W. Rust, Personal
Computing June 1980

Page Mode/Plot Mode Charts. Layout
forms for graphics and output.
Pad #101 50 sheets (12 oz.) ... $3.50

Satisfaction Guaranteed. Surface
postage included. Please remit pay-
ment.

Joseph J. Charles
130 Sherwood Dr.,

P.O. Box 750, Dept. 0,
Hilton N.Y. 14468
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IN"I'RODUCIIIG
HEWLErT-PACKARD'S HP-41C.
ACALCULATOR. A SYSIIM.
AWHOLE NEWsrANDARD.

The new HP-4IC from
Hewlett-Packard is a
powerrul prograrnrnable
culcularorrhat Icaruees:
an LCD display with
alphanurr-eric capability:
IlJrq:islcrsofdata
storage or up to 400 lines
of prograrn mcrnorv-.
expandable to WI registers
or up \0 2.000 program
linest upro elcvels cl sub-
routines: Hl condi.
tionalsand 56intcrn<l!
Flags: specific loop
control: indirC'CI address-
ing: local and global
branching: Cootinuous
Memory; RPN logic.

And when you need them: Memory
Modules-plug-in modules for
storingprogramsanddata;an"ulra
smart" Card Reader: a Printer that
prinlsuppcrandlowcrca.sealpha

,
Plusspeci3IChar.

• acters and doeShig.h
resctuuon pka-
ring; the Wand 10

••
input programs m

r:~a~::I~;:C;a~IY
I, M•••••••-.......... 1980); Applicaiion

thm
White Plains Man, 200 Hamilton Av•.
White Plains, N.Y. 10601
(914)WHY·DATA.

Modules-prepro-
grammed. plug-in modules
that give solutions loa
wide range of problems.

re~~7g~~~4~~,~~~!~~
function. any programs
you've written, or pro-
grams provided in the
Application Modules-to
any keyboard location
you want. And of.course
Hewlett-Packard backs
theHP·4!Cwithtotalsoft·
ware supportIncluding
an Owner's Manual and
thousands of programs
in the HP·4IC Applica·

tions Pacs, Solutions Books. and lhe
HP Users' library.

Experience this rernarkableinstru-
ment ThenewHP-4ICfromH_'ell'
Packard. A calculator. A system A
whole new standard.

~-
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- ProfarJonill -

Real Estate Prograrns
For Apple II or IRS-SO

Property Management System
(32K, 1 Disk Systems)

F••••••••:
• T_ntlnfonMtlon
• 1.8••Rent Reports
• YTD • Monthly Income
• H8ncffft-

P-a.! P8yIMnIa
Returned CIMcIcI
AcInnc:e Peymenta

• 5 Digit Ex,.... Acc:ounll
• BuHclrlll Ellpenle Report
• Vendor Ex,.... Report
• IncomeTu Report
• All Reports Can Be PrInted
• Complete DocumentetIon
• EMy De••Entry • UII
• 200 Unill per File

Price 5225.00

Real Estate Analysis Modules:
(ussette or Disk)

1) Home Pu"",- An8IjsII
2) Tu Defenecl Exch8nge
3) Construction CoatIProfIt
4) Income property Cahflow
5) APR Loen An8Iylls
6) property S••••An8Iylls
n L08ft AmortIuIIon

535.00 Per Module

11t:::are

n;II:;;ny

AI c.,..,..« Stores £wry •.•••
Or Ordt< COD Dtnd

(Ca' R_ Add6%SalesTax,
(2U,371-9."
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This fall, Apple
ownel's can call
theil' ~wn plays •••

The strategy and graphics
game for '18k Apples
is at YOUlr dealers now.

Or, you may order direct. Send S 13.95 for cassette,
$17.95 for disk and $1 postage and handling to:

ShoeString Software
1235 Candlelight

Houston, Texas 77018

~~~~

(lTWl)
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001'30 DATf'1
00200 1':0'1
00;=: 1.0 DATA
OOC~C~O DflTFl
00230 DFiTA
00240 DAHl
OO(~50 DATA
~)(1260 DATA
00270 DATA
002f:0 DFiTFi
0(129~) DATFi
00300 F.:Et'l
00:]10 DFiTA
00:;:20 DATA
003:30 DATA
00340 DATfi
00350 POl
~)0360 F::Et'l
00370 F.Hl
00380 F.:EI'l

IIEIGHT'y' EI~IINlt'~ET'l 11

"HUtlDPED", "THou::::m-m" , "t'll LL Iot-j" , "BILL I Clt-I" , "TF.:ILL Im-j", "OUHDF: ILLI (IP"
"C!unH ILLI m-j", "::::DnILLIOr-J", "SEPTILLIClt"l", "OCTILLIm--I", "t-iOIHLLlot-j"
"DECILLIon", "Ut-JDECILLI m-j", "DUODECILLIOt-J", "TRE:DE:CILLI Ot-j"
"C!UFiTTUORDEC ILL IOt"i " , "OUI t-mECILLIot-i" , "3Da)EC1LL IOt-J"
"::;EF'TE:t-JDECILLIOt--I", "OCTODE:CILLIOr-J", "riO'.)Et'1DE:CILLIOt"i", "' IIGrr-n ILu:m--I"
"')1 G ItH IUtH I LLI orr: , "'_)1 GI rrr I DUO TI LL IOt"i" , "I.) I C;HlT IT F.:ETI LL IOn"
"I.) IGItHII)UATTOUF.:TILLIot-j" , "1)1GI tjTIC!U1rHILU m-j", "'-HGIrHI3U-·;T IL_UClt"l"
"I.) IG UHI ::::EPT ILL IClI"j" , "I.) IG WTI DCn LL 1Ot-j" , "1,1):G I ton It-Klt"j ILLI 01-1"
"TRIGI riTAT ILLIm-i", "TPI GI nr AUtH ILLI Ot"i" , "TRIGHiTADUOTI LLIOI-i"

OO:::7~)
00880
00::::9[1
00'300
00'310

POl
F.:Et'l :9:~~!O:~:O:~:O::O:~:oi:O::O::O::O::O::O::O::O:*:O::O::O::O::O::O:;O::O:*!O:":":O:!O::O:**:O:~:O:**:O::O::O:~:O::O::O::O:***~*:0::0;:0;:0::0::0::0::0:
RE:t1 GET THE t-iD(T t-JUt'1BE:P
REt'l
PRWT

m-G)
Zc
3:
(J).
8
~-a:

PE:F.:FOPt'l PF.:OGPFltl nu r r AU ZATI m-i

(10:3'::'0 t'lAF~GI t-j :::0
00400 DEL Hi IT (C:F.:)
(;0410 BF1:3E: I
(,104,::0 IIIt'1 ~'~$( ie 1) ,~,~1$ (1 ~:)), ~·J2~( 1o:! ,~'~3$ (:::) , l·j4$ (::::4) , l·J5$ (2 i) ,t·Jt.$ (::':6) ~I.·~?$( ?4·)
(104::::0 ~:E:i'1
~)CI44(1 1'1FiT PERIl ~'H$, ~'J2$, ~'J::::$, ~J4:;:, 1-,J5$, W:,$, ~'J?$
[10450
~]0460
00470
004::;:(1
0049(1
~:::10501~1
0051(1

.t:. 0(1520

.t:. 005:30
0(1540
0055(1
~}0560
005?~:::1
005::;:(1
00591Z1
0060(1
00610
[106E~0
0~)630
00640
(10650
00660
00670
00680
0(169(1
007(10
1)0710
00720
0f.17':;:O
00740
0(175(1

~ 0~)760
m 007'70
J>
-I
<:m
o 00:::10
~(10:::20
"0 00:::30
~ 00:::40
Zo

~307':30
00790
00:::00

00850
00860

00920 C ;;:::C + 1
0(931) IF C <= 21 GOTO 00950
(10940
~)~J950
[u::'i96(1
[10970
009:::0

"F IF::;::T", "::::Ecm-j])" , "TH IFW", "FOUPTH", "FIFTH", "::::r:-":TH", ":o:E'..-'E:t"1TH" 00':"9(1
"E:IGHTH", "t-HNTH", "TEt-HH", "E:L[I.)Et-HH", "HJELF'TH", "THIFnEEt-iTH" 01000
"FOUPTEEtHH", "FIFTE:EtHH", "~:I:«TEE:t-HH", "SE' i[t-HEEtHW, "UGHTE:Et-ITH" (11010
"tHtHE:EtHH", "HJEtHIETH", "r-JD·:T" 010'=':0

:0::0::0;~<f(~:<1:;~~:<t::<t::<t::CI:~:O:§.~:O::O:§':O;:O::O::(I;:O::O::(I;:O::O;:O;~:O:;O:;O::O:;O::O::O:~:O::O:~:O::O::0::0;:0::0: :O::O::CI::t1.:o;:o;:0::0::0::0::0;:0;:0;:0;:0::0: 9.:9.:Q;:<'t;:<t:g~~~~~~~
Oi[150
01060
0107[1
011]:3(1
OlO'::~O G
ai l[K1
01110
ei 120

C = (1 01130
FHi (11 1.40
r-;:~Et'1 :~:g::(I; :<t::o::<t?O;:o;:o;;o::o: :0::<1;:<1;:0;:0::0;:0;:0::0::0::0::0::0::0::0::0: :0;:0;:0;:0; :O::O:;o::O;:O::O::O;:O::O::O::O:~ :o::o::<t::o::<t::O::<J::O::o:~:o::o: :0::0::0:;'>':9::9;:0::9; :0::0:;(1:;(1:;(1: ~:::1115~]
FHl D·:CHAr-JGE: I tHF.:ODUCT I ons 01160
PEM 01170
I = 0 01180
PF.:It-JT 01190
PF.:frlT "HI THE:PE:' t,r,' t-ifil'1E T:: BIGt-jUt'lS. ~'JHFn I:;:: 'y'OUr: I"JFim:-:'" (1120(1
PF.:WT "PLE:ffo:E: Et-HEF: 'y'OUF: t-jFl~lE F'OI': m: on THE: m:>n- LIt-jE." 01210
ItiPUT Fil$ (112c~l]
j = LEt"i(A1$) 01230

01240
~)125(1
(11260
01270
012:::[1
[112'3~)
01:;:00
01:3le
01320
01:::::30
0134(1
(11:35(1
~)1:36(1
01:37€1
01:3:::0
013'30
(11400
01410
~H420
01430
J!H440
01450
01460
01470
014B0
0149(1
(1150(1
015le
01520
(115:30
01540

IF --'
IF I
PF.:lt-n
F'F.:WT
PF.:ItH
PF~IrjT
PPItH
I = 1

<::::: ,::5 GOTO 00670
(1 GOTO 006~i(~

1r~=;OF::PY II; fH$; ~I, II
"BUT I GET TI~:E:D [fr:::IL'{ :,::Fi'{II"iG UXiG t-iFlt'1E:::;.";
" Lor-U; NUf<1BER:::; APE: ~rr' THING, '(OU Kt-im,l."
"PLEA::::E: pE:r{PE 'y'OUF.: rmm: t-jlXJ m-m LHiIT IT TO eo:, ::::PA C£ ::~ OF: L [::: s. "

GOTO O~354(1
Al$ = SUBSTF:(A1$,1,25)
GOTO 00E.9~)
IF I = 0 GOTO 006'3(1
PPHIT "~'lHG1. THAt-W: YOU "; Ai$; "I THAT':3 t'lUCH B£TTE:P."
PPUH
f.~Hi
F~E~l ;0;;0;;0;;0;;0;,",,",,",00;00;,",,",,",,",,",00;,",;0;;0;;0;,",00;00;,",00;;0;00;00;*00;00;00;;0;.;0;00;00;;0;;0;00;;0;;0;;0;,",;0;;0;00;*00;,",00;00;;0;oo;;o;;o;;o;~;o;;o;;o;** ;0;*00;'"'*
REt'l SEE IF I~jSTF:UCTIOrjS APE t-iEE1IE1I
REM
PPINT "t-jOl,l "; AI$; ", DO YOU 1,1FlNT Sot'lE HiSTPUCTIOriS"
PRINT "ON ~'JHAT TO DO fYE~~ OF.: riO)";
HlPUT A$
IF SUBSTR(A$dd) = "rj" GOTO 00910
IF SUB:3TF.: (A$, 1, 11 <;.. "Y" GOTO 0(1740
PPItH
PRHH
PPUH
PI': HiT
PI': I rrr
PPItiT
PRInT
PPHjT

"I CAN TEACH YOU Hm.J TO :::A'y' BIG t-jUNBEPS, "; H1$; "."
"T'r'PE IN AW,' PO:::ITHJE ~'lHOLE: I"HJt'1BEP FiND I lULL PPHn THE: ~'10FWS TO"
"USE TO SAY THAT NUI'1BEP Hj E~iGi...ISH. YOU t'lA'r' U::~E: cor'mH::: Ton
"SEPAPATE GPOUP_S OF THF~EE DIGITS IF '-r'OU IH:::;H, :BUT YOU DO t-iOT HFl')E"
"TO. FOP D·:AMPLE, 109:3 fiND 1,09:3 APE THE SAt'lE nUt'1BER TO ~lE."
"ONLY THE 1(1 DIGITS (\,1 THPOUGH 9) mlD COl'1t'lAS ARE: ALLOl'JED Uj THE:"
n~jUt'1BEPS YOU riPE W. l'lHEN '/OU ~'JlSH TO STOP, rrPE: EJ-iD OP OUI-T."

C = 21
pF.:rr-n "ew:, H; A1$; "
It-JPUT 1$
IF SUBSTP(I$,1,3)
IF SUB:3TF: rr :~,1,4)
FHi
FHl
PEI'1
F.Hi
FHl
F.HI
F.Hl
PEt'l
_L
n

E:tHE:P '(OUr;;: "; ~,J5$ (e); " nUt'mEP t-jO~'J."

"E~1I111 GOTO 02B60
"IJUIT" GOTO 02:36f)

~~:o:~~~9.~~:O:~~:O:~:O:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:O:~~~9.*-~~:O::O:~9.~~~~~9.~~~~~9.~~~~~*~9.*~:
PEPFOPt'l :::m'lE I.)ALIDITY CHE:C:KS

CHE:CK THAT or-iL',.. DIGIT:,:;, COt'1!'lFlS mUJ BLm-ws ~'lE:F.:E:T','PED Hi
DI:::CFlPD ALL BLAnK::~ Him F1LL LEFiD Hje; Z[F.:O:::
PUT DIGIT::: IfiTO t'lFiTl":I:"; ~'l:;:. C~:jE DIGIT PEP t'lFiTF:I>·: E:LEI'1Un
courrr THE: t-iU~lF.:EF.: OF DIGIT::: U1Fl:o-n:t'lUt'l I:::; 101)

LHHI$)
o
o

,: = 1
FOP -J = 1 TO L
D$ = SUBSTF.:(I$,j,l)
IF D$ :;:: 11,11 GOTO 01220
IF D$ :;::II II GOrD 01220
IF- li$ "0" OF.: D$ II ':~ II (;OTO -OH 10
Ol'i Z GOTO 0117(1 , 011"'~)
IF TIS = 11(111 GOTO 01220
Z =- 2
t-j = rJ +
IF N
~'J$ (I"n
ND·:T -J
FHl
IF t-j (1 GOTO
F.:nl CHE:CY FOP
t-j = 1

i01
D$

GOTO ~]2::':50

01280
THE: NU~1BEF.: ZEPO

~'J$ (t-n = "0"
IF t-J 101 GOTO 01500
PEt'l CHECK FOF.: Fl GOOGOL ri F'OLLOl'lE:D B'r' 100 cTPU::). H GOOGOL I::: fHE:
F:Et'l LF"iF.:GC::T t-iUt'1BEF: THI::; PF.:OGPAt'l CF"iN HAtJDLE:. sr r GOOGOL FLF1G IF FOUt-H:!.
IF W$(l) <> "1" GOTO 02350
FOF~ --' = 2 TO tJ
I F ~'J$CJ) < > II ti" GOTO ~}2:::~1~]
tJDn -J
G = 1.
GOTO 015£10
REM.
REI'1 ~*~oo;oo;oo;'"'~;o;oo;*;o;.~*oo;oo;*.'"'*.oo;~oo;•• oo;••••• ~ •• *.;o;;o;.;o;* ••• ;o;.oo;;o;;o;.*oo;.;o;'"'.~*oo;~.oo;;o;~~.
REi'1 INUALID NUMBEP TYPErl rn. SCOLD-'-_·THEr-i GI')E ArjOTHEP CHf'il"jCE.
~M -,
ppmT "SOF~R'l "; A1$; " HUT THE NU~1BER 'lOU UHEF: t1UST CCWiTAIN or-iLY"
PPlt-iT "DIGIT:3 ~) THROUGH.,. mm CO~1t1AS - t-iO OTHEF.: LETTEF~~: OR CHAF:ACTE:P:::."
PPIr-iT "PLEASE REEr-iTEP 'lOUP "; ~'l5$(C); " NUt1BEP COF:RECTL'l t-jm'l."
GOTO (10960
Rni
REI'1
REI'1
PEN
F:EI'1
IF t"i <= 9 GOTO 01580
I = INT((RND(-1)*36)+1)
j = InT((Pt"iD(-1)*74)+1)
ppmT ~J6$ (I); " "; AI$; ", THAT I'JAS "; ~'J7$ (.J); " t-jUI'1HE:F:i "
RE~l

~~~~~~~~~~:o:~~~~~~~_~.~~~~••••~~.~•••~•.••~~.~•••~•••~•••~.-.-~~•.~.*-••.
D(CLAIM SO~lETHHiG DIFFTF.:Et-iT ABOUT THE t"1Ll~lBER nmJ IF IT I::: AT L[AST
A BILLlOt-l'

L.





01550
"]1560
0157(1
01580
01590
0160(1
016W
01620
011::,:,,:0
0164(l
01650
01r:,6t1
016?O
01t:.::::0
(1169(l
01 7~](1
01710
01"72(1
011'::::0
[11 740
01"750
01 ?E,(1
01770
017::::0
01790
01::::00
01:::10
01::::20
01::;::30
01::::40
(.11::::::;0
01::::60

c5; ~ i~~;~~~
01:::90
01',<00
01910
01':'~2~?1
01 '3:::0
01940
~)1'35~3
l~1'jE.~)
01 '37~~1
01 '3:::0
01',<9(i
OC~OO(1
t1201~:::1
0202(1
0203(1
0204')
02050
0206f1
0207~3
020::;:(1
02(19~3

~ tl2100
m 02110
~ 02120
<: (12130
m 02140
n 0215(1
~ 02160
." 02170
~ , 0;:,1:::(1
Z 02190
C) 0220(1

F.:Et'l :q::ca::o::o:~:<t::o::o;:o::o::o::o::o::o:~:o::o::o::<t::..:o::o::o::o;:o::o::o:~:o;:o::o::o::o;:o::o::o;~:o;:o::o::o;:o::o::o::o::o::o::o::o::q::o::o::o::o::o;:o:~:o::ti.:o::o:iO::O::O::O::O::O::O:
PEt'l F'PHn THE t'iUt'1BEP HITH Cor'lt'lAS Hi::::EPTED Hi THE COPPECT PLRCE::::
F.:Et'1
r-u = I~nl 1t'l+2),<::J
N2 = 1(t'l1~3)+1)-t'l
PP nrr "THE ~iUt-1BER";
,J = 11.

m-G')
zc:
3:en

02210
02c~c~(1
02230
[12240
(12250
(12260
fJ227(1

GOTO 022::::0
PPHn ~'12$ID+1);
IF N1 <= 1 GOT!] 0229(1
PF.:It-iT ~',14$UH)
PPWT HUn11l;
tH=tH-1
F1 = 1

Ot·~t'~2 GOTO 0167~] ~ 0165(1
PPHn" ";
,J = ,J +
PPHiT " ";

~ 016::::0 02c~80 F2 = (1
0229(1 r'1;:~ :;;: NZ:: + 1
02:::(K1 I r r-12 <: > 4 C;OTO (12:~::C:~~:1
02310 t'i2 = 1
02~:20r'iE:>::T I
02:3:30 pF.:Hn
02340 Goro 00910
0;:::350 PPHlT
0236(l PEt'l
OO~::::70PEt'l
023:::0 PEt'l
0239[1 PEt'l
0240') PEt'l
02410 F.:Et'1
02420 PEt'l
024:30 PEt'l
(l244') PEt'l
0245(1 PEt'l GOOGOLPLU,; 1

02460 !':Et'l
0241'0 pF:Hn
00'4:::'] PI': I t-IT
OC:490 PPHlT
OO~500 PF.:HlT

;:.:;:a::O::O::O:~:O:~:O::O::O:~:O::O::O::O:~:O::O:~:O::O::O::O:~:Q:O::O;:O;:O:!Oi:O:~:O::O::Q;:o;:o::o::o::o::q:iO::o::o::o::o::<t::<J::9::O::O::O::O::O::O::O:;(I;:(I;~9.~~;Q;:9::(I;:o::<t: D2~j 1.~~1 PF: I rrr
nOl,l PPHn THE EtiGLI::;H ~'10F:n:3 TO :::A'r' THE nUt'mEP, [ACH ::::[T OF :::: DIGIT:::: tl;:::~,<~oPPHlT
TO m'iE LHiE 0,:5:~:0 PF.:It-iT

02540 PPHiT
0255(1 PEt'l
O;:~:::16[1 PEt'1 ;':'::<J::o::o::ti.:O::O::O::O::O::O::O::O;:O;:O::O::<J:;Q;:O::O::O::9::O::O:!CI::o::q::O::O::O;:O:~:O;:O;:O;:O::O::O;iO:~:o::o::o::o::o;:o::o::q::q::o::o::o;:o::O:~:O::O::O::9::O::O::O::O::O::O;:<J::O::O:
02570 PEt'l PF.:OGPRt'l DRTA
025:::<:'1PEt-l
~:1c~5'30DFiTA
0260') DATA
02610 DRTA
(1262(1 DF1TA IIOK II , II (I !='::OL (I r'lI 0 II , II f.:: I GHT onll ~ II ~'JHOOPI [II , II ~'JI LI: II , II~.JO~'~II, II.YL CfiD!::: II
(126:30 DATA !I'/C=':; II ~ II,,!' IKE::~«, "Y IF'E~: II ~ 1I'y'Ol'JII ~ IIYO~'.IIE. II ~ "~~ rr'iI:::;;o \I, IIz(n.~IE II

02640 PEt'l
,j,~65') DRTR "RN Rt'lF'LE", "At'l AUGU::::l" , " fi BIG", "R I:PR(,jt'f(", "A Cf'IPACIOU:3"
02660 DRTR "A Cor'1PPEHUi:::IUE" , "f'i COLD::::::::AL", "fiti ELEPHmHHiE" , "At'i EJ-lOPr'10Uf:"

.J = ,J +
8:::I-a:FOR I = 1 TO N

Ot'l N2 GOTO 01690 , 01690 , 01690 , 011'10
PPINT W$(IJ;
GOTO 01720
F'F:HiT ", ";
,J = ,J + i
ti2= t-ic; + 1
IF 1',1;:::<: = 4
t-i2 = 1
IF ,J <:= 7::::

COTO 01?60

~~~:O::O::O::O::O::O::O::O::O::O:§';Q;:O::O::O::9::O::O::O::O:~:9::O::O::O;:O::O::O:~:O::O:~*-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~9.~:O:~~~;Q;~:O:~~~;Q;~:O:~~~
A ~iUm:EF.: BIGGEF: THAt'i A GOOGUL HF6 BEUi UHEF:Ur. ::::HiC[ I CHt'ir-iOT
HRt-WLE rurs BIG A ~il.lt'lBI:~R, I ~'JILL CI'...I[ HIt'l OR HEY ::::ot'lE:THIt'iG TO KETP
BI.I:::'-,'i,lITH - t'iRt'lE:L':,.., ~'lF.:ITHil:; OUT HlL THE DIGIT::: Hi fi CCII::rGOLPLD:;!1 I
R GOC"~OLPL[>:: I::: 1 FOLUXl~D B'y' A GOOGOL tiUt,mER OF ayo::: OF.: HI PFH::ED
TO R GOOGOL POI'lEF.: ~'lHER[ A GOOGOL OF COUF::::;[ I:::;: i F'OLLO('lE:D B''( 1.00
ZEF:OS. t'!ClTE, IF Clt'i[ H:HI,./ELUI t 0 THE FF~RTHt:=:T 3TflR ~'IF:IT HiG ::EF.:O::::
RLL THE ~·lA'r', THER~ ~'lUULii ::::1 ILL ~iOT BE UiOUGH :::;:PHCETO ~'lRIT[ A

GOTO '-:.11810
PPINT
PPlt'lT TRB(111;
.J = 11
GOTD 01690
IF tic: '"
riU<T I
PRHn
Fnl
F:Et'l
f':Et1
F.nl
F.nl

1. GOrO 1~;16'30 "~'lELL "; A1.$; " THAr r'iut'1BlP I :::: I:: I GGEP THRt'i fi GOOGOL I 1 FOLLU~'lE:II"
"I:\' 100 2EF:O::::). m:FOF::l 1 TELL 'iOU HW'l TO :,::Fi"( r r, ''(01.1 ['11.1:::;:"1" F'IF:::::l'''
":3HOf,1 ''(OUF.:::::EU'~'lOF:TH'r'. TAKE R PUiClL mill ::::Ot'lE PAPER At'iD ~'lRn["
"DO~·lt'i FiLL THE DIGIl:::: Hi A GOOGOLF'LU<. 1"1C;OOGOLF'LE::<I:::: 1. FULL.O~'llD"
"I:''( fl GOOGOL. tIUt'l1::E:POF zn::o:;::. ~'lHUi \'01.1 HHI,./E:~'IF:IT1Et'i fiLL, THE" '
"D1GI1::: Iti A GOOC;OU'LU< Dml~i on PAPER, COt'lE At'm T\'PE THU'l Hi F'OR"
"t'lE arm THUl I i,JILL f':,t'im'l '/OU m::E ~'lOF:nrr' TO ::::PEf'W:t'H.lt'1BU::::::L..HPGER"
"THAt'i R GOOGOL. I~OO[l l:YI::. FOF:: t'iO~'l."

pF.:nn Tf'i!::r:5J; "IS :,WCW:Ui Hi Et'iGLl::;H H:;::: "
IF C = 0 GOTO Oi'340
PPHiT TRiH 11:1; "m'iE GOOGOL"
G = 0
'GOTO 00910
t'l2 = (1t'l1-3)+1)-t'l
PPIt'lT TAB(11);
Fl = 1

IIAHA11, IIBlt'1GOII ~ IIBO'l II , IIBOY OH f:O''('I, IIBF.:fiI..JOII, II[UPEKF!II, I'Gf~D ZOOK::;II
"GOLL'y'1I ~ IIGO::;H~I~ IIHt:y" ~"HE'y' THERE:", IIHO HO", IIHOOPffr' II , lI~lHr'1R r'lIR", II t'lfH·i"
"OH BOY","OH HO HO HO","OH t'lE",;'OH,t'lE: OH t'l'y''',''OH t'1'l"","OHO","OH ~'lm'I"

F2 = 0
FOP I = 1 TO N
D = URLIWS[I))
on t'~2 GOTO [1202~~ , 02080 ~ f121 ~IO
PEt1 DJGIT I::: Hi THE: HL.WWF.:E.m;PO::::ITIOt'i
Fe:: = F2 + It
IF D = 0 GOTO 02290
PPINT ~H$(D+l);
PPINT W4$(1); " ";

~;~2t:,70DfiTA "Ar'~ E>:;TEf·!~::;II.)EH.~"R f~lr;~H'n'rCll~"f-{ GOPGEOUf;",!ln GF::F1t·n:111, II!::I C~::[AT;I
"R HUGE","A HUt'ltJt-iGOUS","AN H1t'lEt-i:3E","f'i LRPGE","R t'lfiGt'lfH'nt'10U:3;'
"f'i t'lR.JEST I C", "R t1R::::::I I"/E" , "A t1I GHT'r''' , "fi t'1Ot'lSTPOJJ:3", "R t'ltISCULHI':"
"RN o:~nENTRT IOU:::", "A Pot'1F'OU:3", "A PIJl.1EF::FUL"," f'i PF.:niCELY"
"A PPODIGIOU8","A PEGAL";"R :::IGrHFII=:R~n"'''Fi :::OPHI:3TICRTED"
"f'i :3PACIOUS", "A :3PLEt'iDID", "A ::::TUPHmou,=:", "R :::UPEF.:B", "Fi I')fi::n'"
"R mDE" '

026:::0 DRTR
(126'30 DATR
')2700 DRTA
~)2710 DRTI~
(12720 DRTR
(1;=:73€1DATA
0274(1 F.:Et'1
021'5(1 DRTA' "tKIT
021'60 DRTR "~lOT
02,'7(1 DRTR "t'WT
027:30 DATR -nor
0279(1 Df'iTR "~iOT
02:::0,0 Df'iTA "t'iOT
02:310 DRTA "t'lOT
02:32[1 DRTR "t'lOT
02::;:30 DRTR "nOT
[12:::40 DRTA "t'iOT
02:0:50 DATR "t'iOT
02:::60 Hm
F.:EADY.

''(OUP AUEF.:RGE", "t'iOT 'y'OUP ClJtolt'10t'i", "t'iOT 'r'OUP CCIt'1t'10t'lF'LACE"
A CPRt'lPED", "nOT R m'IRPF OF f'i", -nor Rn ELEt'lUnAP'y'"
YOUR EI')EF.:YDA'r''', "t'iOT' R F'E:EIlLE:", "~iOT fi FL Hl:::Y", "t'iOT A HUt'lBLL"
R HUt'1DPUW, "~iOT R~i HiCHORTE" , "NOT A~i msr GNIF Icmn"
R LITTLE", "~iOT A t'lEf'iGEP", "t'iOT A t'lETK"
R t'lEPE WSP OF R", "~iOT Fl r'lWUTE", "~iOT R t'10DEf:T"
At'i OB:::CUF.:E", "nOT YOUR OF:DItiFiF.:Y", "NOT R PALlP'y'''
R PETTY", "NOT A PIGt'1V OF A", "t"IOT R PUEPIL[", "t'iOT H PUt'n''''
A :::CRt-iT'r"', "NOT TO :::HRBI:Y OF fi", "t'iOT f'1 :::HfiLLO!ol"
R :::It'lPLE", "NOT f'i St'lfiLL" , "~iOT R THi'r":' "t"IOT f'i TF::JTLH1G"
A TPH,IIAL", "~iOT m'i Ut'iDEP::::IZED", "t'iOT f'it'i Ut'it'iOTICUWL.E:"

GOTO 02290
PEt'l DIGIT ,IS m THE rrns PO::::ITIOri
F2 = FE: + II
or'~ D+t. GOTO 0229l~' 0210(1, 0212(1 ~0212l~ ~~~}2120,~'::1212t1'~0212(1 ~
02120~02120~02120
Fl = ~
GOTO 022'30
PF.:HiT ~'13$([1-1) ;
GOTO 02290
PEt'l DIGIT I3 It'i THE Ot'iE:::: PO:::ITIOt-i
F2 = F2 + D
or·~ ri GOTO 021?0 , 02220
IF ti = 1. GOTO ')2200
IF F2 = 0 GOTO 02260
IF II = (1 coro 022:::0
F'F.:ItH i,ll$(D+l);

i:,



The
Software
Works~·Inc.
Mounta.inView,CA ~08)736-9438

...and
it

doesl

ATAR! 800SOF"TWARE!
ATARI 3-OII1'HSIONAL ~ICS PACKAGE
HI-RES rllLTICOLOR ~ICS TUTORIAL
SK to 4aK. .DliLY- $29.95 +$1.59 Fioh

IUf'US Al)lHITURE - GraFhics' sound·
chona.tIic game.. 16K$14.95 +$1.59 F&i>

ool..ti THE TRENCH .. Fast 9rilF'nicsJ sound
uses 1 jo.stick.. .aK 01' 16K.. '14.95

BATTLING TA~I(s re,uir€5 2 Josst icks
Ga ,r.; BK... . OHLY- $9.95 +S.75 Fioh

3--0 RED-BAROi'1 DOGFIGHT/fLIGHT SYI1.16K
uses 1 Josst Ick ..... $15.95 a.75?ioh

Sl.8MARINE r'lll£fIElD navigator 81(
uses 1 or 2 jo~stic:ks.$9.95 +$.75 f'lLh

BASIC EOlTOR .. 8K-w ... $8.95 +S.75 p&h

~DWARE DIRECT seoo OUTPUT CABLE
I.vsoFTWARE .... onl. $17.95 +$1.50 piJ,

0iN OISK- ADD $3.00 EXTRA PER ORDER
Cal if . Residents Please add Sales T.x
SHl1 FOR \'O.R FREE CATALOG TODAYI ! I
FROM·

SEBREE'S COt'l'UTING .... DEPT. 45.
456 GRANITE AJ.£. MO~I<Q()IA,CA 91016

213-359-81J92
FULL LI HE OF 'BALLY ARCADE' SOFTI~AREI
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TILEPHOIlI PRO.RAM FOR TR••'O·
1. 'rnHud and .,p•.••tMtlzed dJrlc:IOtY. 5. 0.'11 .••pe •••and ona tl1 rlell,'

2. ",ulo.m,nu,l.ndclll.ydl"". 6. Reeo,dc.lllil •.
1,Rudcillllile ..3. Olspl.yllm" .

••. Aunnlngdllpl.ycIUco.tcalculltof. 8. Andmofl!

level II 16k....$10.95 postpaid
Other programs of Interest to photographers available for
lRS·80, TI 59. Call or write lor details...-

11. CI.r••••••A".. Z
•.•••••••••••••• C.:a ••• 1

,.1.1457·59.1
·HIS.80IS A Trademark Of Tandy Corp.
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Strategy Games
Cassette CS-4003 $11.95 4 Programs Requires 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus

UFO. Use lasers, warheads or guns to des-
troy an enemy spacecraft.

Brain Games

Dodgem. Be the firstto move all your pieces Nuclear Reaction. A game of skill, fast
across the board in this intriguing strategy decisions and quick reversals of position.
game.

Skunk. A 2-player strategy game played Genius. A fast-moving trivia quiz with scores
with dice, skill and luck. of questions.

Requires 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus

Parrot. A Simon-type game with letters and MidpOints and Lines. Two colorful graphics
tones. Dueling digits is a version with num- demonstrations. Tones lets you make music
bers. and sound effects .

u

Strategy and Brain Games are also available on one 32K Apple disk (CS-4502) for
$24.95. Add $2.00 shipping per order. Send to Creative Computing Software, P.O. Box
789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960. Or call 800-631-8112.

Blockade. Build a wall to trap your opponent,
but don't hit anything.

1111
AHDROID HIM COMPUTER

16 AHDROID HIM'S TURN 26

Cassette CS-4004 $11.95 7 programs
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Basic Computer Games
Edited by David Ahl, this book con-

tains 101 imaginative and challenging
games for one, two, or more players -
Basketball, Craps, Gomoko, Blackjack,
Even Wi"ns, Super Star Trek, Bombs
Away, Horserace. Simulate lunar land-
ings. Play the stock market. Write poetry.
Draw pictures.

All programs are complete with listing
in Microsoft Basic, sample run and
description. Basic conversion table. in-
cluded: 125,000copies in print. 192 pages
softbound. [6C)$7.50.

~~:::::=-=-=-71

••••""P"'" Basic
Computer Games

Contains 84 fascinating and enter-
taining games for solo and group play -
evade a man-eating rabbit, crack a safe,
tame a wild horse, become a millionaire,
race your Ferrari, joust with a knight, trek
across the desert on your camel, navigate
in deep space.

All games come complete with pro-
gram listing in Microsoft Basic, sample
run and description. 192 pages soft-
bound. [6C2)$7.95.

All gamescome complete with program
listing in Microsoft Basic, sample run and
description. 200 pages softbound. [6C2)
$7.95. TRS-80 Edition. 208 pages [6C4)
$7.95.

The Best of
Creative Computing

The first two years of Creative Com-
puting magazine have been edited into
two big blockbuster books. American
Vocational Journal said of Volume 1,
"This book is the 'Whole Earth Catalog' of
computers." [6A) Volume 2 continues in
the same tradition. "Non-technical in
approach, its pages are filled with infor-
mation, articles, games and activities.
Fun layout." -American Libraries. [6B)
Eachvolume $8.95.

GP6ativ8
Gomputinfj •

Problems for
Computer Solution

Hereare 90 problems with a thorough
discussion and references for each.
Eleven types of problems are included,
for example, arithmetic, algebra, geo-
metry, number theory, probability and
science. Even includes three classic
unsolved problems and seven appen-
dices. 104 pages softbound, $4.95 [9Z).

The teacher's edition contains solu-
tions with complete listing in Basic,
sample run and in-depth analysis ex-
plaining the algorithms and theory
involved. 280 pp softbound, $9.95 [9Y).

Katie and the
Computer

Fred D'lgnazlo and Stan Gilliam. This
is a delightful story told in words and full
color drawings of Katie's adventures
when she "falls" into a computer. In
Katie's journey through the land of
Cybernia she meets the Software Colo-
nel, the Bytes, the Table Manager and
even a ferocious Program Bug. Her
journey parallels the path of a simple
command through he stages of pro-
cessing in a computer, thus explaining
the fundamentals of computer operation
to 4-10 year olds. Supplemental explan-
atory information is contained in the
front and back .enc papers. 42 pp.
hardbound $6.95. (12A)
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Computer Music
Record

A recording was made of the First
Philadelphia Music Festival which is now
available on a 12" LP record. It features
eight different computer music synthe-
sizers programmed to play the music of
J.S. Bach, J. Pachelbel, Rimsky-Kor-
sakov, Scott Joplin, Neil Diamond,
Lennon & McCartney and seven others.
The music ranges from baroque to rock,
traditional to rag and even. includes an
historic 1963computerized singing dem-
onstration by Bell Labs. $6.00 [CR101).

The Best of Byte
This is a blockbuster of a book

containing the majority of material from
the first 12 issues of Byte magazine. The
146 pages devoted to hardware are
crammed full of how-to articles on
everything from TV displays to joysticks
to cassette interfaces and computer kits.
But hardware without software might as
well be a boat anchor, so there are 125
pages of software and appttcatlcns
ranging from on-line debuggers to games
to a complete small business accounting
system. A section on theory examines
the how and why behirid the circuits and
programs, and "opinion" looks at where
this explosive new hobby is heading. 386
pp softbound. $11.95 [6F]

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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Two Free Catalogs
Send for our big 20-page Book

Catalog featuring a full line of Creative
Oornputlnq Press and Book Service
titles, back Issues of Creative Computing
Magazine, t-shirts, posters and games. A
S.ensatlonal Software Catalog of over 400
outstanding microcomputer programs is
also available. Each package is outlined
in detail with accompanying screen
photos and illustrations. Make the most
of your computer resources with Creative
Computing!

Computer Coin Games
Computer Coin Garnes by Joe Weis-

becker aids newcomers to the field of
computers by simplifying the concepts of
computer circuitry through games which
can be played with a few pennies and full
sized playing boards in the book.
Enhanced by outrageous cartoons,
teachers, students and self-learners of all
ages will enjoy this 96 page softbound
book. [10R]$l95.

rEI ::=======~
The

CCoIoSSa.OI11PUter
CartoonBOOk

The C910ssal Computer
Cartoon Book

Edited b~ David H. Ahl. The best col-
lection of co~puter cartoons ever is now in
its second printing. There are fifteen
chapters of severalhundred cartoons about
robots, computer dating, computers in the
office, and m~ch more. Keepthe book with
your reference works. When needed, the
right cartoon~can say it all for you. Pro-.
videshoursoffun andcomic insight. 120pp.
8% x 11" soft ound. (6G) $4.95.

OCTOBER 1980

The Impact of Com-
puters on Society and
Ethics: A Bibliography

REFERENCEGary M. Abshire.
Where is the computer leading us? IS

it a menace or a messiah? What are its
benefits? What are the risks? What Is
needed to manage the computer for
society's greatest good? Will we become
masters or slaves of the evolving com-
puter technology? This bibliography was
created to help answer questions like
these. It contains 1920 alphabetical
entries of books, magazinearticles, newS
items, scholarly papers and other works
dealing with the impact of computers on
society and ethics. Covers 1948 through
1979.128 pp hardbound. $17.95. [12EJ.

~

Be A ~'6_
Computer ~"'~~
Literate

Marion J. Ball & Sylvia Charp
This informative, full color book is an

ideal first introduction to the world of
computers. Covers kinds of computers,
how they work, their applications in
society, flowcharts and writing a simple
program. Full color drawings, diagrams
and photos on every page coupled with
large type make this book easy to read
and understand. Used as a text in many
schools. 66 pp softbound, $3.95 [6H].

Computers
in Mathematics:

A Sou rcebook of Ideas
Here is. a huge sourcebook of ideas

for using computers in mathematics
instruction. This large format book
contains sections on computer literacy,
problem solving techniques, art and
graphing, simulations, computer assist-
ed instruction, probability, functions,
m~gic squares and programming styles.

One section presents over 250 prob-
lems, puzzles and programming ideas--
more than is found in most "collection of
problems" books.

Pragmatic, ready-to-use, classroom
tested ideas are presented for everything
from the most basic introduction to
binary numbers to advanced techniques
like multiple regression analysis and
differential equations. Every item dis-
cussed has a complete explanation
including flowcharts, programs and
sample runs.

The book includes many activities
that don't require a computer. And if
you're considering expanding your com-
puter facilities you'll find the section on
how to select a computer complete with a
microcomputer comparison chart inval-
uable.

Much of the material has appeared in
Creative Computing but the back issues
are no longer available. Hence this is
your only source to this practical and
valuable material. Edited by David H.
Ahl,this mammoth 224-page softbound
book costs only $15.95. (The individual
issues, if they were available, would cost
over $60.00). [120]
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To Order
Send your check for books plus $2.00

shipping and handling per order to
Creative Computing, P.O. Box 789-M,
Morristown, NJ 07960. NJ residents add
5% sales tax. Visa, Master Charge or
American Express are also acceptable.
For faster service, call in your bank card
order toll free to

800-631-8112
(in NJ, call 201-540-0445)

GPcatlvc GOlupntluu..P.O. Box 789 M, 0 sto ,
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w'e'/le trying to geE awayjl'om machine
language, but dhis is aWfuNy usefu; - I
(rsp~idllY' f~ finding out what C@l1:/-
/{y.ul1Jdsare valid in Adventure games 1
wit'hQI:Il a lot 0/ silty guesswork. '1

Programs written in Basic are fairly
easy to read. You can locate characters
which will be printed just by scanning the
listing in search of PRINT statements. In a
long machine-language program, the
process is more complicated since printed
characters are represented in memory as
hex data. The fol1owing article describes a
short, simple routine for finding and
displaying ASCII characters in machine-
language programs. The routine is written
for the Apple II, but could easily be
modified to use with any other 6502
system.

There are a number of uses for this
type of routine. If you want to modify the
printout of a program, this routine will
simplify the process. It can help find the

If the program isstopped,
the location of the last
characters printed can
easily be determined.
keywords that are recognized by an
interactive program.

First, decide on a location to enter the
routine. It can be placed either above or
below the program you want to examine.
In the following example, location 300
(hex) will be used. With the target program
already in memory, enter the monitor's
assembler by typing F666G. Afterentering
the first line, remember to put one space
before each of the remaining lines. If you
aren't familiar with the monitor, don't
worry; just type exactly what is listed
below and ignore the strange things that

happen to each line after you hit
RETURN.

Following the! prompt, type

300:LDA 800
(apace ) JSR FDFO

IDA #AO
JSR R::A~
INC. 301
BNE 300
INC )02
JMP 300

That's all there is to it. The routine is
ready to run. CA UTION: this routine
contains self-modifying code. Normally,
this is a poor programming technique and
should be avoided. In this case, there is a
reason for self-modification.

To use the routine, hit RESET, then
enter the command 300G. A lot of
meaningless characters will flow by, but all
the words contained as data will also
appear. If, at any point, you wish to
determine where the data on the screen is
stored, just hit RESET. This will stop the
dump. Then, enter 300L. The first line of
the routine will now be

LDA XXXX
where XXXX is the address of the next
byte to be printed.

How does it work? First, the hex data
from location $800 is put into the
accumulator. (If the program starts higher
up, you would replace 800 with the value of
the first line of the program.) Then, the
monitor's print routine (located at FDFO)
is used to put the byte on the screen as an
ASCII character. Since the routine is quite
fast, a pause is needed before printing the
next character. This is done by putting AO
into the accumulator and using the
monitor's WAIT subroutine (located at
FCA8). To increase or decrease the pause,
just increase or .decrease AO. Now for the
self-modifying part.

The computer stores the command
LDA 800 in three bytes at locations 300-

302. 300 contains the hex code for LDA.
30 I contains the 10byte of the operand and
302 contains the hi byte. The command
INC 301 increases the value of location 301
by one. In other words, the program
changes the value of one of its own
commands. At this point, LDA 800 has
become LDA 801. The value of the 10 byte
will go from O-FF. After this, it will
become 0 again. The BNE (branch on
result not equal to 0) will keep sending
control back to 300 until the command
becomes LDA 8FF. At this point the
branch condition will become false, so the
program will move on to the next line
(after incrementing FF to 00). Now, the hi
byte is incremented, and the command at
300 becomes LDA 900. From then on, the
cycle continues, increasing the 10byte from
OO-FF, then increasing the hi byte by one.
If the program is stopped, the location of
the last characters printed can easily be
determined.

A lot of meaningless
characters will flow by,
but all the words con-
tained as data will also
appear.

Remember, if you use this routine at a
different location, you will have to change
the values of the last four lines. Change the
BNE arid JMP to the value of the start of
the routine, and change the INC com-
mands to one byte (for the first INC) and
two bytes (for the second INC) beyond the
start of the routine.

Due credit dept. Thanks go to
Richard Corcoran for suggesting the use of
the WAIT subroutine, and for providing
numerous bits of helpful input.

Happy dumping. 0
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For your Apple II ....

MUSIC &
ALF Music Synthesizer

P"rip'h"rals PluS
119 Maple Ave., Morristown, NJ 07960 (201) 538-3385

The ALF music synthesizer has three voices on each
board which are easily programmed using the Entry
program provided. The envelope shape of each voice
(or even each note) may be controlled individually thus
allowing the synthesis of practically any instrument
such as a violin, trumpet, piano, harp or bells.
Instrumentation and dynamics may be varied while a
song is playing by changing the attack, sustain, release,
decay, gap and volume of the notes.

Playback of music is accompanied by a spectacular
color display showing a stylized "piano keyboard" for
each part with the colors of the notes varying in
proportion to their loudness and waveform.

Easeof Music Entry
Music is entered directly using the high-resolution

graphics entry program. One paddle is used to select
menu items such as note duration, accidentals, dotted
notes, triplets, tied notes, etc. while the other paddle
moves a note cursor up and down the staff over a
<k>ctave range. The transpose command extends the
range to eight octaves. This form of music entry is
considerably faster and more accurate than cryptic note
code schemes (like QFS3) found with other synthe-
sizers.

REST 0 d J .r\J~)).) n ~ ~
t •~R~SURE 3 SUB e

SAVE.

[)
••••••• I"S DELTIE ••••

9474 FR'E

MUSIC EN'THY SCREEN

The board plugs into any Apple II or Apple II Plus.
Two or three boards are required for stereo. Requires a
16K Apple system and external amplifier and speakers.

"'ALF Apple Music II (AM-II) Synthesizer
The AM-II is a new, low cost digital music

synthesizer for the Apple II computer. It features 9
voices on a single music card.

The software ENTRY and PLAY systems are the same
as on the ALF Apple Music Synthesizer (AMS). The two
principle differences between the new AM-II and the
original Apple Music Synthesizer are in pitch range,
volume range, and parts per board.

The new AM-II has a range of six octaves. The
dynamic range is 28 db. (The original AMS has a range
of 8 octaves a dynamic range of 78 db and 3 parts per
board.)

GRAPHICS
VersaWriter

VersaWriter is a drawing tablet for the creation of
full-color, high resolution graphic images on the Apple.
Images may be drawn freehand or traced from existing
images (cartoons, photos, drawings, etc.) using the
simple pivoted two-arm pantograph with magnifying
crosshairs.

After an image is drawn, it may be rotated, shrunk,
or enlarged. It may be moved across the screen and
alternated with other images thus providing high-resolu-
tion animation. The image may be colored with varied
colors.

SELF-
PORTRAIT

Animate other Programs
Graphical images made with VersaWriter and stored

on tape or disk may be called from other programs or
even imbedded in them. With VersaWriter, you don't
have to worry about assembly code, counting pixels or
other cumbersome hi-res graphics entry and retrieval
techniques.

VersaWriter graphics can be used in all types of
programs-games, statistics, engineering, artistic, and
educational. Your only limit is your own imagination.

Two Disks of Software
Disk 1 contains the basic plotting, scaling,

movement, rotation, color, transfer and recall software.
This disk also includes routines which create "shape
tables" from your figures to be used in other programs.
Disk 2 contains applications software. One program
adds five sizes of upper and lower case text to drawings,
another adds standard electronic and digital symbols,
while a third calculates distances and areas.

Versavyriter requires a 32 or 48K disk system,
Applesoft In ROM or an Apple II Plus.

VersaWriter $252.00
ALF Music Synthesizer $268.00
AM-II Synthesizer $198.00
Prices postpaid in USA. NJ residents add 5% sales tax.

To order VersaWriter or the ALF Synthesizer, send
your name and address along with a check or
chargecard number and expiration date. Visa, Master-
Card and American Express are welcome. Units are in
stock and orders will be shipped as soon as your check
clears or your credit is verified.

Dealer inquiries invited.
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A Visit to Photos by David Ahl.

The people at Personal Software believe that there will be
no great increase in natural resources or people resources in
the coming decade. Thus people and companies will have to
make more efficient use of existing resources. To Personal
Software this means a strategy to emphasize management
efficiency through packages such as VisiCalc, Desktop Plan
and Data Management System.

1. Most Personal Software packages are acquired from
outside and relatively little development is done
internally.This photo would tend to verify that. (Actually, it

. was taken after 5pm).

2. Erik and Ted Nelson look over some new software.

3. Manufacturlnq of Apple disks is done one at a time with a
copy program. .

4. Accounting and order processing in Personal's new,
spacious quarters in Sunnyvale.

5. A corner of the stockroom. (At Creative Computing, our
2-foot aisles don't permit such photos. It must be nice to
have space!)

2
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CALIFORNIA

The Computer Store-820 Broadway,
Santa Monica 90401; (213) 451-0713. 10
am-8 pm Tue-Fri, 10-6 Sat. The Original
One! Apple/Vector Graphic.

D.E.S. Data Equipment Supply-8315
Firestone, Downey 90241. (213) 923-
9361. 7 days. Commodore PET spe-
cialists. Hardware Software, Books,
Mags, Supplies, In House Maintenance.

PC Computers-10166 San Pablo Ave,
EI Cerrito 94530; (415) 527-6657. 9-5:30
Mon-Sat. Commodore Pet, Compucolor
and Atari.

Omni Unlimited-105 So. Los Robles
(across from Hilton), Pasadena 91101.
(213) 795-6664 or 629-1277 (LA). M-F:
9-5, Sat. 10-4. Billings and Commodore
computers and supplies and forms plus
peripherals.

CONNECTICUT

The Computer Store-63 S. Main St,
Windsor Locks 06096; (203) 627-0188.
10-6 MTWF, 10-8 Thu, 10-4 Sat.

Computerworks -1439 Post Rd. East,
Westport 06880; (203) 255-9096. 12-6
Mon-Sat., 12-9 Thurs.

FLORIDA

AMF Electronics -11158 N. 30th St,
Tampa 33612; (813) 971-4072. 10-6
Mon-Sat. Apple Computer Sales &
Service; TRS-80, Apple Software &
Peripherals; 5-100 boards, computer
parts & books.

GEORGIA

Atlanta Computer Mart-5091 Buford
Hwy, Atlanta 30340; (404) 455-0647.
10-6 Mon-Sat.

OCTOBER 1980

ILLINOIS

ComputerLand/Downers Grove-136
Ogden Ave, Downers Plaza 60515; (312)
964-7762.10-6 Mon-Sat, 10-8 Tue, Thu.

The Computer Room-106 E. Oak St,
Chicago 60611; (312) 337-6744. 11-7
Mon-Fri, 11-6 Sat.

Data Domain of Schaumburg-1612 E.
Algonquin Rd, Schaumburg 60195;
(312) 397-8700. 12-9 Tue-Fri, 11-5 Sat.
Largest book & magazine selection.

Farnsworth Computer Center-1891 N.
Farnsworth Ave, Aurora 60505; (312)
851-3888. M-F 10-8, Sat. 10-5 Apple,
Hewlett-Packard, Corvus, HP Calcu-
lators, IDS-440G printers.

KENTUCKY

ComputerLand of Louisville-10414
Shelbyville Rd, Louisville 40223; (502)
245-8288.10-5:'30.

MASSACHUSETTS

Computer Mart, Inc.-1395 Main St,
Waltham 02154; (617) 899-4540. 11-6
Tue-Sat. Atari, Heath, NEC, SWTP &
5-100 bus systems; Word Processing
Specialists.

Neeco-679 Highland Ave, Needham
02194; (617) 449-1760. 9-5:30 Mon-Fri.
Commodore, Apple, Superbrain,
TI99/4.

NEW JERSEY

Computernook-Rt. 46, Pine Brook
Plaza, Pine Brook 07058; (201) 575-
9468. 10-6:30 MTWS, 10-8 Thurs., Fri.
Apple/Commodore Authorized dealer.
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Stonehenge Computer Shop-89 Sum-
mit Avenue, Summit 07901; (201)
277-1020. 10 am - 6:30 pm Mon-Sat.
Apple/Bell & Howell/Commodore
Authorized Dealer, Sales and Service.

NEW YORK

The Computer Corner Inc-200 Hamil-
ton Ave, White Plains 10601; (914)-
WHY DATA. 10-6Mon-Sat, 10-9 Thu.

OHIO

The Basic Computer Shop-2671 W.
Market St, Akron 44313; (216) 867-0808.
10-6 Mon-Sat.

Micro Mini Computer World, Inc.- 74
Robinwood Ave., Columbus 43213;
(614) 235"6058, 5813. 11-7 Tue-Sat.
Authorized Commodore dealer-Sales/
Software/Servi ce/Support.

PENNSYLVANIA

Artco Electronics-302 Wyoming Ave,
Kingston 60145. (717) 287-1014. 10-7
(except Wed, Sun). TRS-80Specialist.

VIRGINIA

ComputerLand/Tysons Corner - 8411
Old Corthouse Rd, Vienna 22180; (703)
893-0424. 10-6 MTWF, 10-9 Thu, 10-5
Sat.

Computer Plus, Inc-6120 Franconia
Rd, Alexandria 22301; (703) 971-1996.
10-9 Mon-Fri, 10-6 Sat. Micro special-
ists, books, classes, software, main-
tenance. "The PLUS makes the dif-
hrence."

To Include your store In Creative Computing's
Retail Roster, call the Advertising Department at
(201) 540-9168.
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A robot friend. A computer God. Artificial intelligence challenging
human intelligence in a life and death struggle. A detective solving a
computer murder. Computers tricl~ing people or people tricl~ing
people with computers. A computer with a soul. Or power. A lonely
computer. Or one in love with its operator.

In thirty-five wonderful stories about computers, authors such as
Fredericl~ Pohl, Charles Mosmann, MV Mathews, Carol Cail, and
George Chesbro depict a life in which computers affect the way
people live, thinl~, and relate to each other. Interested in what the
effect of computer saturation might be? Only fiction can so
wonderously dramatize future life.

The book is fun, and will provide wonderful hours of
enrerrclornenr. For the reader interested in a structured approach
to understanding the potential roles of the computer, or wanting
quicl~1yto locate stories that support or challenge his viewpoint, a
multiple table of contents is provided. This liststhe stories in
fourteen different categories.

For example, a list of stories in which the computer tokes on the
attributes of a human separates them from those in which the
computer is only an intelligent machine. The stories are categorized
by whether they clarify, improve, or worsen the human lot. Stories
in which the computers have capabilities available today are
separated from those in which the capabilities could bE;'available
in the future. There is a listing of the wildly whimsical stories and
those in which the computer is utilized in a unique fashion.

Can criminals be caught by computer? Does computer crime pay? Do computers fall in love?
Are we all part of CI larger organiC computer? Here are 35 tantalizing tales that will open your
eyes to a new perspective of computers.

SI~illfullydrawn illustrations augment the stories, giving glimpses of scenes as envisioned by 20
talented artists.Thisorrwork adds another dimension to the text.

Tales of the Marvelous Machines: 35 Stories of Computing. edited by Robert Taylor and
13urchenalGreen, is a beautiful big 81/2" x 11" softbound anthology of 272 pages. 1213

It is available for $7.95 plus $2.00 shipping and handling per order from Creative Computing,
P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960. NJ residents add 5% sales tox. Visa, MasterCard and
American Expressorders are welcome. For faster service. call in your bonk card order toll free
to 800-631-8112 (in NJcall 201-540-0445). Or use the handy order form bound into thismagazine.

CP6~!!~.Y..!!RS!!~DIRPlltiRdPP6SS



ATARI 400 -
$499.00

- NO HIDDEN CHARGES -
LIST PRICE OUR PRICE

--------- PRINTERS --------
$699.00
$869.00

$1095.00
$1195.00
$2595.00
$2895.00
$2495.00
$19,5.00
$329.00

97

GENER~L

ATARI 400 Computer System, 8K $629.95
ATARI 800 Computer System, 16K $1079.95
ATARI 410 Program Recorder $89.95
ATARI 810 Disk Drive $699.95
ATARI 815 Dual Density Disks $1499.95
ATARI 820 Printer (40 col.) $599.95
ATARI 822 Thermal Printer $449.95
AT ARI 825 80/132 col, Printer $999.95
ATARI 830 Acoustic Modem $199.95
ATARI 850 Interface Module $219.95

Centronics 730
Centronics 737
Centronics 779
Centronics 779 wllower case
NEC 5510 SpinWriter
NEC 5520 SpinWriter
NEC 5530 SpinWriter
NEC Tractor-Feed Option
LRC 7000 + (64 col.)

$795.00
.$995.00

$1559.00
$1695.00
$3195.00
$3395.00
$3195.00
$225.00
$405.00

$499.00
$849.00
$79.00

$599.00
$1299.00
$499.00
$389.00
$869.00
$169.00
$189.00

MACROTRONICS Parallel
Pri nter Int.

MICROMINT Atari
Chatterbox Modem

ATARI Light Pen
16K RAM Memory Module
ATARI Joystick Controllers
ATARI Paddle Controllers
ATARI 800 Dust Cover
ATARI 400 Dust Cover

Okidata M icrol ine-80
Tractor-Feed Option
RS-232-C (2K) Option

LRC to TRS-80 or APPLE
LRC to PET, IEEE
LRC to RS232C, male or female
730 or 737 to TRS-80
NEC or 779 to TRS-80

LIST PRICE OUR PRICE

$69.95 $64.95

$219.95 $199.95
$74.95 $64.95

$199.95 $169.00
$19.95 $18.95
$19.95 $18.95

$7.95
$7.95

$800.00
$140.00
$299.00

$129.00
$279.00
$20.00
$59.00
$65.00
$29.00
$35.00

INTEREST -----
ISO-2/CBS Line Filter-Isolator
ISO-71CB Super Filter-Isolator
CASIO C-80 Calculator Watch
BONE FaNE

$70.95
$146.95
$49.95
$69.95

$59.95
$99.95
$44.95
$56.95

•••••-------------·CIRCLE 183ON'READERSERVICECARD------- •••••••----- ••••

BSR System X-10 5 Pc. System $124.95 $99.95
BUSY BOX, TRS-80 or APPLE $114.95 $99.95
BUSY BOX, S-100 $119.95 $114.95
AC-SFK-31 Line Filter $24.95 $19.95
ISO-2 Line Filter & Isolator $56.95 $49.95

Write for complete catalog featuring APPLE, ATARI, COMMODORE and TRS-80.

WE ALSO BUY AND SELL USED PERSONAL COMPUTERS. CALL FOR INFORMATION.

-1'''6
1~11Jt,1) 6 SOUTH ST., MILFORD, NH 03055

To order: Ca II Toll-Free 1-800-258-1790 (in NH call (603) 673-5144)
Th.e Software Exchange & HardSide (Div. of Rob.iraifle & Sons, irnerprwes. tnc.], So(rSide Publications

~,•••••



The
Software Exchange
. has it all!
One phone call

.-158-1
gives you access to all
these fine companies.

(IN NH CALL 673-5144)

Microsoft
Apparat
Racet
Hayden
Muse
Ritam
Softape
Lance Micklus
Image.
Quality Software
Web Associates
Small Systems Software
On-Line Systems
Creative Computing
Personal Software
Scott Adams
Acorn Software
Synergistics
Strategic Simulations
Automated Simulations
Avalon Hill
Micro America
Edu Ware
Instant Software
Interpro
Micro Auto Systems
Peripherals Unlimited
Program Design
Personal Finance Systems
Small Business Systems Group
Syntonic
Seabrees Computing

BOOKS
Hayden
W,iley
Scelbi
Compusoft
Dilithium
Sams
Radio Shack
SoftSide
Addison Wesley
tnlernattonal Jewelers
Dome Publishing

HARDWARE
Square 1
Computer Resources Company
Radio Shack
Commodore Pet
Atari

Percom
Centronics
NEC
Sun
Okidata
SourcelTeleComputing
Computer Case Co.
MicroMint
Eaton LRC
Cover Craft
BSR
BASF
Corvus
Archbold Electronics
ESP
Novation
AMP Recording Studios
Dysan

JIIIJ5tJItHa~ ExcIlaIlfl8 6 SOUTH ST., MILFORD, NH 03055

To order: Ca /I Toll-Free 1-800-258-1790 (in NH call (603) 673-5144)
The Sofrware'Exchange & HardSide (Div. of Robitaille & Sons, fnrerpr;sfjs. Inc.), Sof,Side Publications

-
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Effective Writing

Basic Blunder #1

Even though all four forms of
commands are legitimate, you should
know, first, that Second Person com-
mands (1 & 3) are much easier to read
than Third Person commands (2 & 4).
Just consider these examples:

• Users who wish to find what file
names have been assigned
should enter DFIL. (Clumsy)

• If the user wants to know what
file names have been assigned,
he or she should enter DFIL.
(Ghastly)

How much clearer to write:
• To find what file names have

been assigned, enter DFIL.

EdmondH.Weiss,Ph.n

HowNot to Write a Command

Basic Blunder #2

In almost every case, conditional
commands (3 & 4) should start with the
condition. The second basic blunder is
putting the condition at the end, as in:

• Enter DFll to find what file
names have been assigned.

• The user should enter DFll
when he wants to know which
file names have been assigned.
(Both blunders)

In conditional commands, as in most
complex sentences, the sentence
reads better with the subordinate or
dependent clause first and the main,
independent clause last. In a well-

written sentence the main information
comes at the end. (Consider the
sentence you just read.) That's especi-
ally true for commands.

Other Blunders

Do not write commands in the
passive unless you have some compel-
ling reason to do so. Consider this
example:

Before (passive):
Clearly defined instructions for
the preparation and handling of
user supplied input must be pro-
vided by the Systems Analyst
during the Implementation Phase.
After (active)
During the Implementation Phase,
the Systems Analyst must give
clear instructions about the prep-
aration and handling of user
supplied input.

Writing with passives also leads to
r;Jangling constructions. First, the
dangling participle:

Before
When initializing a system with a
coldstart, a tape containing the
operating software is loaded.
After
When initializing the system with a
coldstart, load the tape containing
the operating software.

Next, the dangling infinitive:
Before
To print the column arithmetic,
DCOl should be entered.
After
To print the column arithmetic,
enter DCOL.
Be suspicious of any command or

instruction that has the words require-
ment, responsibility or their related
forms. You can usually replace these
clumsier forms with the verbs must,
should, or has to.

Before
The user is required to approve
continuation of a project by
signing-off on Form 301.
After
To approve the continuation of a
project the user must sign-off on
Form 301.
Before
The responsibility for organizing

I~ATUS UNCONDITIONAL

PERS~

r-Ei:JmOn(JWH;2>·We;ss,,!~a""'Cctftrttrontc>t!li'l!
tions consultant, teaches effective
writing seminars for business,
industry and government. To con-
.tact him, call 609-795-5580.

The worst time to write badly is
when you are giving a command. Or
instruction, or direction, or procedure.
Telling readers what to do and how to
do it leaves no margin for clumsy,
unclear writing. The consequences are
irritating at best, devastating at worst.

Software manuals (which, page
for page, are the worst written objects
in print) tend to be filled with cryptic,
cluttered, awkward commands and
directions. Notice that the people who
buy the software can rarely use the
manuals without "consultation" from
the vendor. (The "consultant" explains
the unreadable rnanual.) And, in-
creasingly, major firms feel compelled
to write their own documentation,
replacinq the unusable junk provided
by the vendor.

Of course,unclear instructions are
not the only problem with software
documentation. But it may be the most
serious -even though, ironically, it
should be the easiest to solve.

Fortunately, most commands and
instructions fit into one of just four
categories, defined by the matrix
below.

THIRD
PERSON

CONDITIONAL

1.
SECOND "Enter the password."
PERSON

3.
"To get a list of file
names, enter your se-
curity code."

2. 4.
"The user must then
enter the password."

"If the analyst wants
. another view of the
data base, he must get
approval from the
DBM."

Edmond H. Weiss. Ph.D .•1612 Crown Point Lane.
Cherry Hill. NJ 08003.
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Writing, cont'd ...

and scheduling the User's Review
rests with the program manager
responsible for the project to be
reviewed.
After
The program manager in charge of
the project to be reviewed should
organize and schedule the User's
Review.

Final Warning
All the advice that applies to good

writing in general applies to writing
commands in particular. Do not write
in strings of nouns. (What, for example,
is a "problem responsibility change
code list update"?) Do not show off.
(Replace utilize with use. Write give
instead of provide.) Write with verbs.
(Instead of file linkage can be achieved
write the files can be linked.)

Realize that the computer industry
is entering a documentation crisis. And
if the computer people do not start
doing a better job with their instruc-
tions and manuals, then, not too long
from now, someone else will be doing
the job for them. 0

./

TRS-80'· SOFTWARE
PACKER: Automatically edits all or part of your BasiC
program to ease editing. run faster. or save memory.
Has 5 sections: UNPACK-unpacks multiple statement
lines into single statements maintaining program
logic: inserts spaces and renumbers lines for easier
editing. SHORT-shortens your program by editing out
all REM statements. unnecessary words and spaces.
PACK-executes UNPACK and SHORT. then packs lines
into multiple statement lines: maintains program logic.
RENl.IM-renumbers program lines including all
GOTO·s. etc. You specify increment. MOVE-moves any
line or block of lines to any new location in the program
and renumbers lines. Written in machine language:
supplied on tape in 3 versions for 16K. 32K. and 48K.
For Level II or Disk Basic . $29.95

DISASSEMBLER: Read. write, and copy system tapes.
Display and modify memory contents. Disassemble
ROM. DOS. and system tapes into Z.ao mnemonics.
Search for strings in memory. Much more!! Includes
32 pages of documentation and information
For 16K Level II $19.95

SYSTEM TAPE DUPLICATOR: Copy your system format
tapes. Includes verify routine.
For any Level II...... .. $14.95

CHESDISK: Transfers your copy of Microchess to disk
for quick and easy access.
For any Level II Disk system...... .. $8.95

CASSETIE LABEL MAKER: A mini-word processor to
print cassette labels on a line printer. Includes manual
and 50 peal-and-stick labels on tractor feed paper.
For 16K Level II and printer $15.95

INSTRUCTION MANUALS for any Cottage Software
original programS available for 20% of program list
price. Refund!lble when program purchased.
TRS.ao~ repairs and modifications. Call or write for
info. MANY MORE items available. Call or write for
catalog. DEALER inquires invited.
Kansas residents add 3% sales tax.
Foreign orders in US Currency only.
Call our 24 hour phone: (316) 6834811 or write:

COTTAGE SOFTWARE
614 N. Harding

Wichita, KS 67208
TAS-SOis a trademark 01AadioShack. A Tandy Corporation.

CIRCLE 201 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Huntington
Computing

ALL PROGRAMS LI SHD BELOW ARE ON DISK

Asteroids in Space $19.95 now $16.95
Touch Typing Tutor$20.95 now $17.80
Menu Cookbook $20. 9S now $17.80
Sahara Warriors $7.95 now $6.75
The Temple of Apshai $29.95 now $25.45 t
The Datestones of Ryn $19.95 now S16.9ijB5
Horloc's Tower $19.95 now $16.96
Rescue at Rigel $24.95 now $21.20 15%
~:~~~~s~~~' ~~m~~~d!~ \ ~~. 95 now $16.95 off
Fes tqanmon $24.95 now $21.20
Dungeon Campaign $17.50 now $14.85
Wilderness Campaign $20,00 now $17.00
Dungeon/Wi l dernes s one d i sk$32. SO now $27.60
Higher Graphics $25.00 now $21.25
Higher Text $35.00 now $29.75
Screen Machine $19.95 now $16.95
Computer Bismark $59.95 now $50.95
Don Budge's Trilogy $29.95 now $25.45
Master Catalog (Programma) $29.95 now$26.95
Compu-Read $24.95 now $21.20
Compu-Hath I: Fractions $39.95 now $33.95
Three Mile Island $39.95 now $33.95
Super Text $99.95 now $85.00
Magic Window $99.95 now $85.00
Desktop Plan $99.95 now $85.00
CCA Data Management $99.95 now $85.00
VisiCalc $150.00 now $119.00
"rtvs te rv Housel! HI-RES Ad. $24.95 now $21.20
Gomoku $14.95 now $12.70
Adventure 1and and Pirate Adventure on

one disk $24.95 now $21.75
Space $29.95 now $25.45
Space II 524.95 now $21. 20
Acanthopterygian Fortune-tell ing $15.00
Horriblescope $15.00 '-

Chauvinism Test $7.00 .OIlf)k!.SOFTWARE

We take MasterCharge or VISA (include

I card # and expiration date), checks,
money orders. No cash or C.O.D. Calif.
residents add 6% tax. Include $1.50 for
postage and hand I l nq . Mal I to:
HUNTINGTON COMPUTING, Dept. CC-l0

*2~12~~~ar~~~ 'o;~;~or~39)C;9i!J~~1*

FANTASTICMAIL ORDER DISCOUNTS III•••
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=-= -= '-~applC!®computC!r
~ 16K,.

~959

. MONiTORS

LEEDEX VIDEO 100
12" BLACK & WHITE,MONITOR
.VIDEO BANDWIDTH 12 MHz±3db
·COMPOSITE VIDEO INPUT$139 SOROCIQ 120 $739

SOROCIQ 140 $1295

SANYO9" B/W Monitor $169. SANYO15" B/W Monitor $259. ZENITH 13" Color Monitor $429
'ADD 2Y. IF USING CREDIT CARD

ONLY ON APPLE COMPUTERS
1 APPLE1[OR APPLEHPlUS

""1(1'••'
PAPER TIGER ITS 440.~/9{<tp.l:li.c.s ... $1050
TAENDCOMT·200.. ..559
CENTRONICS 737.. 850
CENTRONICS 700·9.. . .. 1149
ANADEX OP·8000 OR AP. .850
MPI88-T .725

2695
495
750

.599
. 559

.349APPLE II 32K $1 040" •APPLE II 48K$11 00

CORVUS 10 MEGABYTE DISK DRIVE.. . $4650
PASCAL LANGUAGE SYSTEM.. . ,445
GRAPHICS INPUT TABLET. . . . . . . 675
DISK II with CONTROLLER CARD. 495
DISK II without controller. . . . . . .. . 440
APPLE SOFT II FIRMWARE CARO 155
INTEGER FIRMWARE CARD... . 155
PARALLEL INTERFACE CARD. . . .. . 155
SERIAL INTERFACE CARD....... . .. 160
COMMUNICATIONS CARD. . . .. . 190
SUP-R·MOD RF TV MODULATOR 25
SUp·R· TERM 80 col. CARD. . .. . 349
DAN PAY MAR Lower case kit. .•.......... 45
SVA 8" DISK CONTROLLER CARD 349
CCS ARITHMETIC PROCESSOR CARD ..•. 349
CLOCK/CALENDAR CARD 239
INTROL x-i 0 SYSTEM .... 239

NEC SPINWAITER.
AXIOM EX·SOl
AXIOM EX·S20.
COMPRINT912S ..
COMPRINT 91 2P ..
TRENDCOM T·1 00 .

THE AMAZING .•....••..••••...R'· 16K
The SORCERER Is a zeo CPU based micro-computer inlernally expandable
10 4BK. 4K ROM resident monitor. I/O connector for S·100 expansion
Parallel and serial otertace. Oual cassette 110. Graphic reeciuucn 01 240 x
512.30 lines of 64 cberacters. 8 x S dol matrix. Full ASCII set (upper
and lower case). plus standard graphic symbols. User may define up 10
128 cnerecters. Keyboard is 53·key data processing type. plus ale
key numeric inpul pad.

s-tOO EXPANSIO'N UNIT .•.. . ...•..•.••.•.• 1399
WORD PROCESSOR PAC .. . •. 199
DEVELOPMENT PAC ...•......•.•..........•.........••. 99
WE ALS~ SELL "OUALITY SOFTWARE" FO~ SORCERER AT 10% OFF LIST.

SUPER TALKER SPEECH SYNTHISIZER 259
ROMPLUS CARD wi KEYBD. Fl TR 179
HEURISTICS SPEECHLINK 2000 225
DC HAYES MICRO MODEM II. . 335
ALF MUSIC SYNTHISIZER 245
SSM Al0 CARD (KIT) 129
SSM A1 0 CARD (ASSEMBLED) 170
NOVATION CAT MODE M.... . 159
CCS GPIS IEEE INTERFACE.. 269
MICROSOFT Z·BO SOFT CARD w/CP/M. ..349
MICROWORKS DS·65 DIGISECTOR. . 349
ROMWRITER . 159
SYMTEC LIGHT PEN CARD 229
CCS PROGRAMMABLE TIMER MODULE 159
CENTRONICS PRINTER INT. CARD 190
SliENTYPE PRINTER w/INT. CARD 529

APPLE D ACCESSORIES

SOFTWARE
PASCAL LANGUAGE SYSTEM... .. $445
FORTRAN LANGUAGE PACKAGE 175
THE CONTROLLER GEN. BUS. SYSTEM 529
THE CASHIER RETAIL MGT. & INV 209
APPLEPOST MAILING LIST SYSTEM.. .45

APPLEWRITER WORD PROCESSOR. . ... 69
VISI-CAlC ........•.. . 125
SARGON II on Disk. . .. 35
SUPER INVADER On DISK 25

}Jl
ATARr

OJillCD

- -----

.
.

$799
A. \'Ia,,:,,,' Communocat,oos CompaovO

• TO ORDER.

ATARI400COMPUTU ..•..•.••. $449
ATARI820PRIMTER.... . .. 419
ATARI8ICOISKDRIVE .•.......• 579
ATARI4inPROGRAMRECORDER 69
ATAIIIS« RAM MOOUU... . ••. 10
ATARISKRAM MO~ULE . . 99
ATARI8,1,$ltROM •.. . 45
ASSEM8LER/EDITOR .•..•.•...•.. 45
-High resolution COLOR Graphics
-10K Ba$iC in ROM
.SK user RAM expandable to 4SK
-51 key lull stroke keyboard

BASUTBALL .•.....•..•..... )0
VID[OEASEL..... . •. 30
SUPERBREAKDUT ........••.... 30
MUSICCOMPOSU ..•.•........ 45
COMPUTERCHESS •..••••.••.••• 30
30TICUCTOE. . •.•......• 30
STARRAIDERS..... . •..• 45
I'[RSONALFINANCE. .....•.•.•. 45
-BuilI'1n RF TV mocuiatcr
-HighspeedserialllOport
-InCludes ATARI41 0 program
recorder

Phone orders invited, using credit cards. Or send cashiers
check or money order that draws on a U.S. bank. Please add
3% ($5.00 Minimum) for handling, shipping (air service) and
insurance, or equipment will be shipped freight collect.
California residents add 6% sales tax. ~U equipment is in
factory cartons with the manufacturers warranty. EQuipment
is subject to price change and availability without notice.

OMPUTER SPECIA[JIES 6363 EL CAJON BLVD., SUITE 205,
SAN DIEGO, CA. 92115 • 17141579.0330

WE WILL GLADLY PE~FORM WARRANTY REPAIR ON ALL APPLE CO'MPUTER PRODUCTS.
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This month's column will be a
potpourri of items while awaiting some
judicial pronouncements. These pro-
nouncements include the Supreme Court
opinions in the two computer program
patent cases (as well as two more similar
cases that have been subsequently filed),
the higher court results in some tax cases,
and the outcome of an appeal in the
CompuChess case (see January 1980
Forum).

The first two items concern some
comments made by Martha Gore made in
the last Forum. During the early corre-
spondence with her, it appeared that her
article would come down hard on the legal
types, with whom this author has some
affinity. However, she did not and in fact
strongly recommended that legal questions
be answered only by a competent lawyer.
An admirable thought! Lawyers need to
earn a living too.

Actually, if one is undertaking a
business venture or a large capital
purchase, two indispensible allies are a
good accountant and a good lawyer. A
useful hint for any business endeavor is
that one can not afford to have a bad
accountant or a bad lawyer. The worst
accountant and the worst lawyer one can
have is himself or herself. As for the
expense involved, good accountants and
good lawyers are less expensive in the
beginning when they keep their clients out
of trouble, than in the end when they must
extricate their clients from self-made,
preventable difficulties.

The second item concerns the state-
ment in Martha Gore's article about the

. importance of registering one's claim for a
copyright. With all due respect, this author
has another view.

A valid copyright is created as soon as
the "writing" has been fixed in a tangible
medium of expression. As soon as you
write a computer program on a piece of

Harold L. Novick. Patent Attorney. Larson. Taylor &
Hinds. Arlington. VA 22202.

The comments and optntons of
the author are given for education-
al purposes only and are not
meant to be legal advice. Specific
legal questions should be referred
to your personal attorney.

Harold L. Novick

paper or store it in a computer memory, it
is copyrighted. The new law has drastically
changed the prior requirement for "publi-
cation" in order to obtain a copyright.
However, the new law does not require
that the copyright claim be filed: Ever.
There are certain advantages to filing the
claim, such as overcoming improper
publication without copyright notice or
being able to collect damages from an
infringer before notice of infringement is
sent. The disadvantage to filing a copyright
claim is that a copy of the computer
program must also be submitted. This
making public of the computer program
could destroy any trade secrets also being
claimed. This is a high price to pay.

It is this author's opinion that there
should be a presumption not to file the
claim for copyright. The claim and copy of
the program should only be filed if there
are good reasons for filing them.

The third and final item this month
concerns an exchange of letters between
this author and Mr. Piescik of Cuddly
Software, 157 Charter Road, Wethers-
field, CT 06109. The first series of letters
are printed below. The final, rather
lengthy, rebuttal of Mr. Piescik could not
be fitted in this month's Forum and will be
printed in next month's column. The
"Data Cash" decision that is mentioned is
the case of Data Cash Systems, Inc. v. JS &
A Group, Inc., 203 USPQ 735 (N.D. III.
1979), discussed in the January, 1980
Forum.

March 31, 1980

Dear Mr. Novick:
Thank you once again for the copy of

the Data Cash decision!
If the interpretation of the nature of

object code in ROM is legally correct, the
decision is reasonable, albeit unfavorable.
I don't believe the mistaken idea regarding
the readability of such code is significant,
other than as a reflection of the inadequacy
of the present laws in protecting software,

since it's nature is not fully understood by
the powers that be.

While I have several drafts of my
rebuttal on my desk, your March column
leads me to believe that we are thinking
along the same lines. My main points are
protection of software through the various
stages of development, with consideration
of its polymorphic nature (recognition of
identity between source, object, and inter-
mediate code), and the trade-off between
the producer's ability to recover initial
development costs over a period of time, or
faster recovery (of the cost) in fewer sales.
Perferably, the identity of various program
levels would be recognized, rather than
covering each level of the same software
with multiple copyrights and / or patents.
Perhaps, we need a new form of pro-
tection, "Cornpu-right."

I won't develop this further, but at
least you know your ideas are shared by a
software producer, and mine, by a member
of the legal profession!

Sincerely,
P.V. Piescik

April 3, 1980

Dear Mr. Piescik:
Thank you for your letter of March

31, 1980. I am eagerly awaiting the receipt
of your rebuttal and urge you to put it in
final form as soon as you can. You also
mentioned in your letter that we should
have a new form of protection for
computer programs. For your informa-
tion, this project is receiving active
consideration on a number of different
fronts. For example, the American Patent
Law Association has a sub-committee on
computer software development and
protection. They are presently studying a
proposed form of protection for computer
programs which takes some thoughts from
the patent system and some thoughts from
the copyright system. An international
organization, the World Intellectual
Property Organization (WIPO), is also
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proposing a similar concept. I also believe,
but I am not sure, that someone in
Congress is studying some· alternative
proposals.

My own thoughts in this area is that a
"mini-patent" should be developed for
computer programs. This type of pro-
tection would last for much less than a
normal 17 year patent grant, but would
protect the concept behind the program in
a way similar to the protection afforded by
the patent system. To make the system
inexpensive, I would propose that it be a
mere registration system instead of the
present patent system which entails a
thorough examination. An analogy would
be the copyright system where the
copyright is provided as soon as the work is
"fixed" in an appropriate medium of
expression and then simply registered.

Unfortunately, I do not believe that
anything is forthcoming in this area within
the next 10 to 20 years uniess a huge
lobbying campaign is organized in the
interim.

Again I thank you for your letter and
your thoughts and hope you will continue
to be an active critic of my column in
Creative Computing magazine.

Sincerely,
H.L. Novick

April 9, 1980

Dr. Mr. Novick:
Your letter of 4/3/80 leads me to two

conclusions: I) you will not be satisfied
with a synopsis (my letter of 3/31/80) of
my thoughts on software protection and
the implications of the Data Cash case, and
2) we are not as close in our thinking as I
believed after reading your March column.

As you wish, the rebuttal is back into
the grist mill; I have an immediate, and
briefer reaction to your "mini-patent"
concept.

I have two objections to protection of
software rights by patent. First, if the
present requirement of "usefulness" is
retained, it may disqualify a major class of
software - systems and support software.
Operating systems, language processors,
and "canned" utilities (sort/ merge, device-
to-device copiers, etc.) are the tools of
computer science, and possibly would be
excluded from such protection. As a
systems specialist, I might fare no better
under software patents than under present
copyrights.

Second, I do not believe that the
concept behind the program is the entity to
be protected! The analogy coming to mind
is that of a patented chemical process,
which yields either a unique product, or
provides an advantageous method for
production of an existing compound. The
"concept" behind a computer program is
again a "process," which is somewhat
ethereal.

OCTOBER 1980

The process has a tenuous existence!
A process exists only during the execution
of the instructions describing it for the
computer. A Basic program to play "Star
Trek," for instance, involves several
processes, apparently concurrent to the
human observer. However, "Star Trek"
(hereafter, "ST" for short) does not exist
while the Basic interpreter finds the next
program statement and determines what it
is; ST only exists during the execution of
the machine-language routine corre-
sponding to the statement.

In light of the distinction between
program and process, a better analogy (if
not original) is that of an accounting
textbook and the accounting method it
describes. The textbook description of the
method is protected by copyright; the
method, however, does not become
exclusively the author's. A program
describes a process for the machine to
perform, and is a description, not a
process. Were the software mini-patent to
protect the process, rather than the
description, it might well be construed as
excluding subsequent releases of a Basic
interpreter, once the first interpreter
program were covered.

I also think that the fixation of a
program in some medium for registration
may be too restrictive and / or cumbersome
to realize full protection of software while
retaining its utility. It is reasonable to
expect a program to exist in at least two
forms (source code and object code) and
three media (documentation, storage
medium, and memory) concurrently to be
most useful to the end user. If the identity
of the source program and object code
(and, in the case of high-level language
compilers, intermediate assembly source
code) is not recognized, and protected
without regard to medium, it is conceiv-
able that 6-9 (or more) registrations would
be necessary to protect a single work! I'll be
developing this idea further in the rebuttal
to the Data Cash decision.

Finally, I agree that this area is likely
to be "dynamically stagnant" for some
time to come, with much controversial
discussion, but little practical effect.

Sincerely.
P.Y. Piescik

D
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APPLE II, 16K, List $1195 $ 989
32K, List $1395 $1169
48K 1259

ATARI® 4OO™, List $630
OUR PRICE ONLY $499

820 PRINTER, List $599.95 $499
810 DISK DRIVE, List $699.95 $589

ONLY $2799
• Extended BASIC Language
• Advance Graphics
• CRT Built-In Display
• Magnetic Tape Cartridge for Storage

CALCULATORS BY

F/iOW HEWLETT~r...PACKARD
HP-41C Calculator, "A System" $244.95
HP-32E Scientific w/Statistics $ 53.95
HP-33C Scientific Programmable 99.95
HP-34C Advanced Scientific
Programmable 123.95

HP-37E Business Calculator 58.95
HP-67 Handheld Fully Advanced
Programmable Scientific for
Business & Engineering 298.95

HP-97 Desktop w/Built-in Printer .. 579.95

COMMODORE PET ..... " Call for Prices

Prices do not include shipping by UPS. All
prices and offers are subject to change without
notice.

ftersonal
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Systems

609 Butternut Street
Syracuse, N.Y. 13208

(315) 478-6800
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Apple-Ca
Correspondence 18 always welcome and a
reaponae will be made to those accompanied
by a SASE. Send your letters to: Chuck
Carpenter, 2228 Montclair Pl., Carrollton, TX
75006.

Chuck Carpenter

A q came up aboutthe
software I review. I explained that I only
review the stuff that seems to be well done.
That is, the documentation does not leave
you guessing, the programs have decent
human factors, and that there appears to
be reasonable support should there be any
problems. In the case of software, I haven't
reviewed anything unless I have used it for
some time. Some of the packages that were
sent to me were returned or discarded. As
for hardware and such physical devices,
my attitude is much the same. If I don't or
can't use the device, I don't write a review
of it. (Except for the Apple III which I did
from Apple's release documentation.)
Occasionally, when I personally know that
several people are using a product with
good results, 111interview them and use the
information in limited reviews.

So, if you are wondering about a
particular piece of software or a hardware
peripheral widget, check the other articles
in Creative Computing. There are a
number of reviews presented each month.
And, if you have been following the letters,
you will know that the reviews have
provoked lots of replies because of their
honesty. There is a bimonthly newspaper
type publication, too, called Infoworld. A
number of software packages are reviewed
there every two weeks or so. The coverage
is for more than just Apples, but a lot of
Apple software is reviewed. Like any other
review, you must be the final judge. Each
of us has our personal biases and
prejudices and reviews will reflect this. It
appears to be contra-human to be totally
objective. Which brings me to the review I
did on Apple III in the August '80 Apple
Cart. My report indicated the keyboard
was detached. Not so! Well, so much for
third-hand review information.

From Down Under

Alan Thomas from Tasmania, Aus-
tralia sent this program back in March '80.
My intention was to include it several

months ago. I lost it, Alan has kindly
replaced it, and now I can include it. To
better understand Alan's routine, recall the
significance of the ASCII values used In
the CHR$ statements:

Manual. 's the description sent by
Alan for his program.

Alan relates . . . I am writing to
describe a problem I have come across and
to give a solution - refer to the program in
Listing I.

The problem is the statement INPUT
A$ or, should I say, the problem is actually
its inflexibility. On many occasions I have
wanted to do things with IN PUT charac-
ters, but the IN PUT statement coldly
allows you to do almost anything until you
press RETURN and only then do you
realize you have an EXTRA IGNORED
error or you have accidentally put in more
characters than you wished. The remedy is
the subroutine from lines 10000- 10025.
Lines 10-30 are a small demonstration
program, where GOSUB 10000 is equiva-

.CHR$(7) Control G(bell)

.CHR$(8) Control H(bacKspace) (--

.CHR$(13)Control M(return)

.CHR$(21)Control U(forward space)-->

.CHR$(32)Space bar

• CHR$(44) COMMa

• CHR$(58) Colon
A complete list of the decimal values for all
the ASCII characters can be found on
pages 138-139 in the Applesoft Reference

JLIST

10 TEXT: HOME
20 PRINT "ENTER STRING -"
30 PRINT
40 GOSUB 10000
50 PRINT: PRINT A$: END
10000 A$ = "":Al$ = "":A2$
10001 A3$ = CHR$ (7):A4$ CHR$ (8):A5$ = CHR$ (13):

AS$ = CHR$ (21):A7$ = CHR$ (32):A8$ CHR$ (44)
:AS$ = CHR$ (58)

11)002 GET A$
10003 IF A$ = AS$ AND Al$ = "" AND A2$ < >"" THEN A$

LEFT$ (A2$.I): GOTO 10022
10004 IF (A$ = AS$ OR A$ = A7$) AND AI$ = "" THEN A$ =

A7$: GOTO 10012
10005 IF A$ = AS$ AND LEN (A2$) > LEN (AI$) THEN A$

MID$ (A2$. LEN (Al$) + 1.1):Al$ = AI$ + A$: GOTO
10025

1000S IF A$
10007 IF A$
10008 IF A$

10025
1000S IF A$ A4$ THEN AI$

1).:GOTO 10025
10010 IF A$ = A8$ OR A$ = AS$ THEN PRINT A3$;: GOTO 1

0002
10011 IF A$ = A5$ THEN A$ = AI$ + A$: PRINT: RETURN
10012 IF LEN (Al$) 3S THEN PRINT A3$;: GOTO 10002
10022 AI$ = AI$ + A$
10023 IF LEN (A2$) > LEN (AI$) THEN A2$ = Al$ + RIGHT$

(A2$. LEN (A2$) - LEN (AI$»: GOTO 10025
11)024A2$ = AU
10025 PRINT A$;: GOTO 10002

AS$ THEN A$ A7$: GOTO 10012
A4$ AND AI$ nn GOTO 10002
A4$ AND LEN (AI$) = I THEN Al$ - 1111·- . GOTO

LEFT$ (Al$. LEN (AI$)

REM BY: ALAN THOMAS: 7 MAR '80
Listing1.
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lent to INPUT A$, with a few additions.
The subroutine uses GET A$, SO that every
character is checked as it is typed in.

Features

I. Using the backspace arrow key,
you cannot move the cursor or print
characters back beyond the first character
position.

2. If you have already printed some
characters, you may go back and forth as
desired, using the arrow keys.

3. Line 100 I0 checks to see that you
do not input the comma or colon; they are
not legal input characters. A beep is
announced (control G) to let you know.
This is to save later frustration if you have,
for example, written A$ into a disk record
and subsequently read it back using the
INPUT statement. You will then most
likely see on your screen an unwanted
?EXTRA IGNORED. However, if you are
not going to use an IN PUT statement, but
only the PRINT A$ statement, then the
comma and colon are allowed as input
characters and the error will not occur. For
such functioning, just delete line 10010.

4. The INPUT statement does not
allow you to print leading spaces (such as
for headings in a central position), while
this subroutine will allow you to fill with
spaces to a desired position, using either
the SPACE BAR or the right arrow key.

5. Lines 10012-10021 may be used to
include your own input conditions. For
instance, line 10012 has already been
included to make sure that you do not
input more than 39 characters.

6. You may type as fast as you like, or
you may use the repeat key.

7. When you have finished typing
your string, press the RETU RN key and
the string A$ will appear on your screen ...

Alan's program is a good example of
solving a programming limitation by use of
other program functions. Since all the
ASCII characters can be tested using
CHR$, many other program options are
possible.

Saving Strings on Tape

In the February '80 column, I
mentioned (briefly) something about
sa ving strings on tape. At the time, I had n 't
a need to do this nor had I found a suitable
program. The SAVE and RECALL
commands are available but these are
intended for numerical arrays. I recently
purchased a Best of" Contact 78. This is a
collection of many of the programming
ideas included in the 6 issues of Contact
As you may recall, Contact was published
briefly by Apple as a house newsletter. I
found a copy of 'Best of' in several of the
local computer stores. For those of you
living where computer stores are few and
far between, try the Apple hot line or write
to them for a mail source. There's some
good info in the 'Best of'so try to get a
copy. Now back to saving string on tape.

2 REM
3 REM
4 REM

PROGRAM TO SAVE STRINGS' TO
CASSETTE TAPE.
BY: R. WIGGINTON (6/7B)

OCTOBER 1980

5
10 DIM A$(10)
20 PRINT "TYPE IN NINE STRINGS. SEPARATED BY": PRINT "C

ARRIAGE RETURNS. "
30 FOR K = 1 TO 9: INPUT A$(K): NEXT K
38
40 REM NOW SAVE A$ TO TAPE
42
50 GOSUB 1000
55 PRINT "STRINGS ARE NOW ON TAPE. TO RECALL. TYPE

'GOTO 100'. REWIND AND START TAPE. AND PRESS 'RETUR
N/.II

58 PRINT "LET TAPE RUN UNTIL CURSOR RETURNS."
60 END
98
100 REM THIS PART RECALLS THE STRINGS FROM TAPE.
102
110 DIM B$ (10)
120 GOSUB 2000
130 FOR K = 1 TO 9: PRINT B$(K): NEXT K
140 END
148
1000 REM STORE A$ TO TAPE.
1002
1004 PRINT "INSERT CLEAN TAPE. START RECORDING.·"
1006 PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY WHEN READY": GET Z$
1010 X = FRE (0): STORE A$
1012
1020 REM STORE A$ REALLY STORES POINTERS
1022 REM IN ORDER FOR THIS PROGRAM TO WORK. HIMEM MUST

BE AT THE SAME
1024 REM VALUE WHEN THE STRINGS ARE RECALLED AS WHEN T

HEY ARE STORED.
1026
1030 X = PEEK (115) + PEEK (116) * 256 - PEEK (111) -

PEEK (112) * 256
1040 GO,SU8 2100
1050 POKE 30.X - INT (X 1 256) * 256: POKE 31.X 1 256:

CALL - 307
1052
1054 REM PUT (X) INTO LOCS 30&31. AND WROTE IT TO TAPE

1056
1060 REM (X) IS THE LENGTH OF THE STRiNG AREA.
1062
1070 POKE 60. PEEK (111): POKE 61. PEEK (112): POKE 62.

PEEK (115): POKE 63. PEEK (116): CALL - 307
i072
1080 REM HAVE NOW WRITTEN EVERYTHING.
1082
1090 PRINT "O.K. RETURN

Listing 2A.

LIST 2000-
2000 RECALL B$
2002
2004 REM GOT POINTERS 8ACK.
2006
2010 GOSUB 2100: CALL - 259
2012
2014 REM GOT LENGTH OF STRING 8ACK
2016
2020 X = PEEK (30) + PEEK (31) *·256
2022
2024 REM X IS LENGTH OF AREA TO READ IN
2026
2030 X = PEEK (115) + PEEK (116) * 256 - X
2040 POKE 60.X - INT (X 1 256) * 256: POKE 61.X 1 256
2050 POKE 62. PEEK (115): POKE 63. PEEK (116): CALL

259
2060 RETURN
2100 pdKE 60.30: POKE 61.0: POKE 62.31: POKE 63.0: RETURN

2102
2104 REM SET CASSETTE ROUTINE POINTERS

Listing 2B.

String Saving Program

Listing 2 is the program I found in
'Best of' for saving and recalling strings
from tape. The program is in Applesoft

and was written by R. Wigginton from
Apple Co. The program is divided into
three major sections.
• String input, lines 20 & 30
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Cart, cont'd ...
• Saving the strings, lines 50 and 1000
to 1090

• Recalling the strings, lines 110 to 140
and 2000 to 2060

Most of the program is self-explanatory.
At least as far as using it, that is. Some of
the peeks and pokes are not so obvious,
and a little discussion will be useful. First,
remember that a PEEK is used to examine
the contents of a memory location. A
POKE is used to store a value into a
memory location. The values used are the
decimal equivalents of hexadecimal
numbers.

The string input section in lines 30 and
40 lets you put in 9 strings. By changing the
dimension, you can allow as many strings
as you would need. So far so good. In line
50 the program jumps to line 1000. This
line is the start of the program for saving
the strings to tape. Lines 1003 and 1005
allow you to set-up the tape for recording.
Once the tape is ready, start the recorder
then press any key. Then in line to 10, the
variable X is made equal to the amount of
free memory left and stored on the tape as a
pointer. You will notice that X is the only
numeric variable used in this program. It is
used, however, in such a way that there is
never any conflict. This is a useful
technique to remember if you want to save
memory. Next in line 1030, X is made
equal to the length of memory used to store
the strings. Applesoft stores strings
starting at high memory down. Decimal
memory locations 115 and 116 (hex 73 &
74) contain the address of high memory.
The pointer for the address of the start of
string storage is in locations III and 112
(hex 6F & 70) and this value is subtracted
from high memory.

These pointer locations are found on
pages 140 and 141 in the Apple II
Reference Manual. If you want to find the
address, in decimal, stored at any location,
use the pointers in direct commands like
this.

PRINT PEEK(LO)+256*PEEK(HI)

Where LO is the low number in the pointer
and HI is the high number. Also realize
that the opposite is true of the bytes of the
actual address. The low number is the high
byte and the high number is the low byte.
Confusing isn't it! Let's continue with the
save routines.

Line 1040 then jumps to a subroutine
to set the cassette routine pointers. This is
the same routine used when you type
SAVE except it will be executed directly by
this program. This step tells the routine
where to find the data to be saved. On the
RETU RN, X, the length of the string area
to be saved, is stored in two memory
locations and then saved on tape. This is
done with the command CALL -307.
Next, the start and stop addresses of the
string area are given to the tape save
program and the entire string area is saved

with another call to -307. Note that -307 is
the machine language address of the tape
save program in the monitor. The hexa-
decimal address is $FECD.

Getting it All Back

Once you have the strings saved to
tape, the next task is to retrieve them. In
this program, GOTO 100 sets-up the
routine to read the data back into memory.
At line 110 the number of strings to be read
is dimensioned. Then, the program jumps
to line 2000 where the actual tape
RECALL will occur. Note that it is not
necessary to use the same string variable.
Only the data was saved and as long as the
pointers and lengths remain the same, any
variable can be used. Line 20 I0 recovers
the pointers to the area in memory where
the data will be returned. A-tape read call
to memory location -259 does this.
Location -259 in the monitor is the tape
read program. The hexadecimal address is
$FEFD. The next two lines appear to be in
conflict. To do what was done here you
need to know how the interpreter works. In

JLIST

1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320

line 2020 the variable X gets one value.
Then, in line 2030, X gets another. The
significance is that the value of X is not
changed until all the steps following the
equal sign are completed. Thus, there is no
conflict and X winds up with the value it
needs to read back the strings on the tape.
After all the pokes are made in lines 2040
and 2050, the final tape-read is made with
another call to -259. Following the return
to line 130, the strings you stored are
printed on the screen and the program ends
at line 140.

The program works. After I typed it in
and got rid of all my typos and mistakes, I
succeeded in-storing and recalling a list of
strings. The problems will occur if you
make any changes at all without rerunning
the program segments that establish the
pointers to memory and the string storage
area length. These are critical. If you don't
have a disk storage system, there are lots of
possibilities for using this program. You
could also connect a control circuit and
drive the cassettes from the game paddle
ports. Hmmm ... Interesting idea for a
future column.

REM ***************************
REM * DEMO AC CONTROL ROUTINE *
REM * 8Y* CHUCK CARPENTER *
REM ***************************

1330

REM ** ESCAPE ROUTINE **

REM * CHECK THE KEYBOARD

IF PEEK ( - 163B4) > 127

REM * RESET THE STROBE

LET L1r. = 0:L2r. = 0
LET L3r. = o * L4r. = 0

REM * SET ANO TO AN3 HIGH

POKE - 16295,0: POKE - 16293,0
POKE - 16291,0: POKE - 16289,0

Listing 3.

REM ** INITIALIZE **

REM
HOME
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

** SET TEST LIMITS **

PRINT "ENTER HIGH AND LOW TEST LIMITS"
11 11

INPUT "PDL-O LOW TEST LIMIT ..••";Llr.
INPUT "PDL-O HIGH TEST LIMIT •.•";L2Z
INPUT "PDL-l LOW TEST LIMIT ••..";L3r.
INPUT "PDL-l HIGH TEST LIMIT ...";L4r.
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PRINT : PRINT : HOME
PRINT "DISPLAY OUT-OF-RANGE TEST"
PRINT "------- ------------ ----"
PRINT : PRINT
IF PDL (0) < Llr. OR PDL (0) > L2r. THEN POKE

16295,0: POKE - 18296,0: POKE - 16295,0: PRINT
PRINT "PDL-O TEST LIMIT OUT-OF-RANGE!"
IF PDL (1) < L3r. OR PDL (1) > L4Z THEN POKE

16293,0: POKE - 16294,0: POKE - 16293,0: PRINT
PRINT "PDL-l TEST LIMIT OUT-OF-RANGE!"
FOR I = 1 TO 1000: NEXT I

REM * SET VARIABLES TO ZERO

1340
1350
1380
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460

REM ** TEST OF SET LIMITS **

1 GOTO 1450

POKE - 18368,0: GOTO 1280
POKE - 16368,0
HOME: PRINT "END OF AC CONTROL TEST PROGRAM ...•.
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EDU-SOFT
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

TRS-80 • Apple II

AB·CD
EFG

ALPHABET
As the ch ild types the letters, the
APPLE II displays them in vivid color
on the screen, and plays the alphabet
song. Kids love it! Good for learning
to type too. Ages 4 and up. Comes
with two other educational games.
TAPE $10.95, DISKETTE $15.95.

Send for a free catalogue!

Many other programs available.

STEKETEE
EDUCATIONAL

SOFTWARE
4639 Spruce Street

Philadelphia, PA 19139

CIRCLE 229 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Solve your disc problems,
buy 100% surface tested
Oysan diskettes. All or-
ders shipped from stock,
within 24 hours. Call toU
FREE (800) 235-4137 for
prices and information.
Visa and Master Card ac-
cepted All orders sent
postage paid

CIRCLE 169 ON READER SERVICE CARD

p------------------~VISICALC® USERS
Visicalc users group now
being formed. Created to
help you make the most of
your Visicalc package. For
FREE sample of monthly
newsletter and more infor-
mation, write to:

Visicalc Users Group
Post Office Box 1523
White Plains, NY 10602

Visicalc is a registered trademark of Personal Software

L ~

CIRCLE 219 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ST ARFIGHT ... a two-player dogfight.
(machine level, req.
16K) $9.95

TV TYPER. .. turns your Apple into a
TVT. (Applesoft ROM,
req.48K) $19.95

Send to: Bill Hlndorff
P.O. Box 404

Glen Riddle PA 19037

SOFTSTUFF is a trademark of Heath Company.

CIRCLE 254 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SOFTSTUFF. established by Heath Company, oil", you a selec- 4'O~
tion of software tools at affordable prices. All SOFTSTUFF programs '''Q ~
have been checked and confirmed on the hardware indicated. Oocumen- ~I'\I
tation, though not as extensive as standard Heath Company documentation, V~~ ~.
has been completely reviewed and judged acceptable. All SOFTSTUFF products U~ 1J
come on a 5V4-inch diskette and all initial offerings require HOOS. For value and ~ _~ ,.
performance ... SOFTSTUFF is good stuff. UO~
Full Screen Editor: The SOFTSTUFF text editor uses H89 or H19 screen as a window into a file. '"1/~_ ~
Cursor motion keys position the cursor so changes can be typed anywhere on the screen. Function ••V~ ~
keys perform character and line insert and delete, string search, move and copy single and multiple 'i""~
lines, and scrolling of text in the window. For H89 and H8+H19. HOOS Model #SF-9000: $49.95 ~ ')j.
Text Formatter: Performs fill and justification (straight right margins) of text previously prepared by your editor. 0"1 "'"
Page numbering, headers and footers, indents, hanging indents, centering and underlining. INCLUSION feature ""~
allows automatic insertion of up to 26 user defined strings and merging of documents. HOOS/H19/H89. HOOS Model
#SF-9001: $54.95
Microsoft Macro 80: 8080/Z80 MACRO Assembler. Intel and Zilog Mnemonics supported. Relocatable linkable output Package
includes LINK 80 and Cross Reference List utilities. Complete documentation and HOOS common deck MACRO included. For
H8 and H89. HOOS Model #SF-8002: $69.95
TELlNK: A utility which provides file transfer between the H89 or H8/H19/H17 and Information Services (MicroNET). Features
include user defined keys which provide for auto-login, mail check, etc. Full error checking and elapsed time clock on screen.
Very easy to use. Use on other time sharing systems too. HOOS Model #SF-9003: $39.95

SORT: An extremely fast assembly language routine that sorts records up to 255 characters in length with user defined sort
fields. Could be called by MBASIC or stand-alone. Source code provided. HOOS Model #SF-8004: $29.95
To order:
1. Send check or money order to Heath Company, Dept. 355-708 Benton Harbor, MI 49022. Michigan residents add 4% sales tax.

Write model numbers clearly.
2. Call toll-free 800-253-0570 and use VISA or Master Card. In Michigan, Alaska, & Hawaii, call (616) 982-3411.
3. Visit your Heathkit Electronic Center where SOFTSTUFF is on display. See your telephone white pages for the location

nearest you.
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Cart, cont'd ...
Apple Turn-on with Easy 1/0

For the circuit tinkerer, here's an idea
for turning things on and off with your
Apple. The circuit diagram in Figure I and
Program Listing 3 illustrate a simple AC
circuit controller using the Easy I/O
connections on the game paddle socket.
This circuit and control program can be
used to control low power AC devices. Up
to 4 circuits are possible but only one will
be shown here. Since they are all identical,
just add as many more as you want. And
this is not the only circuit possible. By
using some of the integrated circuit (IC)
devices now on the market you can use the
4 single bit output ports (ANO to AN3) to
control up to 16 devices. More on that
later.

About the Circuit

A 555 IC is used to provide a timed
pulse to the transistor driver. The solid
state relay is used to control the' AC device.
Input to the 555 is provided from the game
paddle connector pin 15. This is the ANO
port. Ports for AN I to 3 are also available.
A pulse of short duration is generated at
pin 15 from a Basic program and this pulse
in turn creates a longer pulse. The
components connected to the 555 provide
a 2 second output pulse in this circuit. By
changing either R I or C I, the timing of the
pulse can be changed. For instance, if the
resistor R I were changed to 500K, the
output pulse duration would be around 5
seconds. Should you choose to drive the
circuit direct from the ANO port, just leave
out the 555. Then you need to change the
direction of the driving voltage. Instead of

the short negative going pulse, you would
use a constant positive voltage. Again,
your Basic program would provide the
controlling signal. The dotted line shows
the connection to make if the 555 is not
used. With a direct connection to the
transistor driver, you can turn the AC relay
on for any length of time you choose.

About the Program

Listing 3 is a short program to
illustrate using the AC control circuit. This
program provides a short output pulse to
ANO and AN I. The game paddles are used
to provide the control signals. These
signals could just as easily be a tempera ture
measuring device or other variable voltage
source into the PDL(O) and PDL(I) ports.
(Same for the other two game paddle ports
too.) For demonstrations though, the
game paddles are easily accessible. By
setting up a range of high and low test
voltages, a pulse is generated when the
'window' is exceeded on either end.

Lines 1050 through 1150 are used to
initialize the variables and to set the ports
high. Integer variables were used as
represented by the % symbol. The pokes
used represent the address of the output
ports. These addresses set the voltages to
the high value. Using an address repre-
sented by a higher number (absolute value)
will set the ports to the low value. You can
see this in lines 1320 and 1330 where the
voltage goes from high to low and back to
high with the pokes used. It may not be
necessary to initialize these levels since
they are used in the generation of the pulse.
However, I like to know where I am
starting.

TYPICAL I OF 4 RELAY DRIVER

::::::2SEC

Figure I.

Test limits are set in lines 1190 to 1240.
Since the output range is 0 to 255, a test
window range between these limits is
selected. In the sample run, the low limit is
20 and the high limit is 200. For closer
control, set the limits closer together. The
limits can be skewed toward either end,
too. Lines 1320 and 1330 are used to test
the output values. If the window limits are
exceeded, a short pulse is generated to the
control circuit. This pulse triggers the 555
IC and a 2 second pulse is generated to
drive the solid state relay. If you wanted to
use. the direct connected circuit, then you
would want to change the poke sequence to
drive the voltage high to activate the relay.
Then at some other point in the program,
poke the voltage back to low to turn the
relay off.

As long as you don't press any keys on
the keyboard, the program will continue to
loop and test input voltages. A delay loop
is included in line 1340 to prevent flicker on
the screen. To escape from the program,
lines 1400 to 1450 test for the pressing of a
key and reset the keyboard strobe. And,
line 1460 ends it once a key is pressed.

I've used this control circuit and
program for machine control. The possi-
bilities for home control and game playing
responses are numerous. As I mentioned at
the beginning of this section, you can use
other IC's for control of several devices. A
74150 TTL IC will provide control signals
for 16 outputs. With the input connected to
the 4 output ports - connected in binary
coded decimal - you can generate pokes
to turn anyone of the 16 outputs on or off.
The TTL Cookbook by Don Lancaster
(Sams 2(035) is a good source of inform a-
tion on TTL applications.

+5VDC

RADIO SHACK
9009282-02

AC LOAD
LAMP OR
SMALL
MOTOR

+
AC
RELAY

2N3904
OR

2N2222

IIOVAC
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MicroNET

MicroNET is a personal computing
service that you can access from your
personal computer. If you have the

i communications card and an acoustical
I modem or the D.C. Hayes Modem, you
I can have access to a large-scale computer.
I Several programming languages are
, available including Pascal and APL and,
since this is a DEC-based system, several

I DEC languages. In fact, those of you
I familiar with DEC systems will find the
I command syntax very familiar.
I A variety of services in addition to
'languages are provided. Some of these
include:

I • National bulletin board
, • Electronic mail system
• Line printer service
• User software exchange
• Stock market information
• File storage
• Text editor

I • On-line directories
• Lots of games

: And, specifically for Apple owners, there is
a MicroNET executive. This is an en-

, hanced terminal emulator designed especi-
ally for use with MicroNET. You can
down-load the executive to your system.
Or, if you choose, you can order a disk

RUN

ENTER HIGH AND LOW TEST LIMITS

PDL-O LOW TEST LIMIT •••.ZO

PDL-O HIGH TEST LIMIT ...ZOO

PDL-l LOW TEST LIMIT •...ZO

PDL-l HIGH TEST LIMIT ...ZOO

DISPLAY OUT-OF-RANGE TEST

PDL-O TEST LIMIT OUT-OF-RANGE!

PDL-l TEST LIMIT OUT-OF-RANGE!

DISPLAY OUT-OF-RANGE TEST

DISPLAY OUT-OF-RANGE TEST

PDL-O TEST LIMIT OUT-OF-RANGE!

DISPLAY OUT-OF-RANGE TEST

from MicroNET. The system is available
only during non-prime-time hours (6:00
PM to 6:00 AM). There is a one time hook-
up charge of $9.00 and a $4.00 per hour use
charge. Each user is provided with l28K of ,
storage. For more information, call or I

write: MicroNET, Personal Computing
Division, Compuserve Incorporated, 5000
Arlington Centre Blvd., Columbus, OH
43220. Phone (614) 475-8600. My Micro-
NET number is 70003,161. 0

PDL-l TEST LIMIT OUT-OF-RANGE!
END OF AC CONTROL TEST PROGRAM .•.••

Example Run of AC Control Test

THE KVA II
NOW- A VISICALC-COMPATIBLE KEYPAD

FOR YOUR APPLE"
._,,..and APPLE" PLUS

Our new
keypad model

KVA II is
compatible with

any software package,
including VlsiCalc

and Controller.

BENEFITS
NUMERIC KEYPAD MEANS DATA ENTRY SPEED:
Now-Speed up data entry In your BUSINESS, SCIENTIFIC, and
EDUCATION applications using the California Micro Products KVA II
Numeric Keypad.
ADDED FUNCTION KEYS:
Popular function keys plus numeric keys at your fingertips in a
convenient arrangement.
EASY TO USE:
Absolutely NO programming. Just plug it in and use It,
simultaneouslv with main Apple keyboard.
The key layout pattern is a style familiar to calculator users.
Additional function keys decrease the amount of hand motion
requIred for data entry.
EASY TO INSTALL:
Simply mount the Keypad Controller inside the Apple case mate the
plug-In connections, and It's ready to use. '

STANDARD FEATURES

•Compatible with both Apple II and Apple II Plus
•Works with all Apple II and II Plus software-VlslCalc
Controller, etc. '

• Easy plug-In installation, no soldering required.
• Plugs into Apple motherboard-all parts furnished
• Requires no I/O expansion slot
• No programming required
• Does not Interfere with standard keyboard
.,Attractive sloped-front enclosure with Apple II compatible
color and texture

• Soft No-Mar feet to prevent sliding
• 10 numeric keys (with double width 0)
·8 function keys-rlghtlleft cursor, minus, plus, escape (ESC),
space, return (double-width), and period

•A 5 foot cable allows positioning for operator's convenience.
•Cursor left! right for easy correction

• May be used simultaneously with computer keyboard-
"transparent" to Apple keyboard and software.

• Does not affect encoder clrcu It
• 90 day warranty, parts and labor. Return to manufacturer.

THE KVA II SUGGESTED LIST PRICE IS $199.00
AVAILABLE AT YOUR APPLE DEALER

FOR MORE INFORMATION WRITE OR CALL

C p-
CALIFORNIA MICRO PRODUCTS

795W. ImperialHwy., Brea,CA92621 (714)990-4014

Apple II, II Plus, andControllerare trademarksof AppleComputerInc.
VlslCalc is a trademarkof PersonalSoftwareInc.

OCTOBER 1980
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ft.rSOllal
Electronic
Trallsactions

by Gregory Yob

I am happy to hear from you. and encourage
your correspondence. I will try to acknowledge all
correspondence. and a-SASE makes things easier
for both of us. Please send your letters to
"Personal Electronic Transactions" c/o PO Box
354, Palo Alto. CA 94301.

Oh My Gosh, A Bug!

Hand-typing listing has its hazards as
Ora Flanigam recently reminded m.e.
When he used the formatting program III
the Jan. '80 column it didn't work for
negative numbers or value~ less than 0.0 I.
The cure was to change Line 9050 to:

9050 R$=MID$(R$,I,I)
This made all the bad stuff go away. If you
find a bug, let me know! I am happy to
print corrections and mention who found
them.

Ora also inquired re cassette files. I
have done several articles on the PET for
KILOBAUD Microcomputing, and for
your reference here is a list: .

I. PET Techniques Explained, Janu-
ary 79, Page 82. This article covers cassette
tape data files.

. 2. PET User Port Cookbook, March
79, Page 62. All you ever want to know
about the User Port.

3. Get Your PET on the IEEE 488
Bus July 80, Page 22. A three-part article
(Jul~, August, September 80) covering the
IEEE 488 bus in detail.

You will notice that this series
comprehensively covers the PET Input
and Output methods.

A Word Processor

I am one of those rare persons who
can write the final draft of an article on the
first try (That's how these columns are
made) and I have no need for form letters
or other repetitious written material. As a
result, I have paid little attention to the
various word processors on the market,
such as the WORD PROs from Commo-
dore. Many of my friends work through

several drafts and find word processors an
invaluable aid. A B Computers (155 E.
Stump Rd., Montgomeryville, PA 18936)
sent me their Paper-Mate Command 60
(Written by Michael Riley) for evaluation
and I must say I rather like it. Care is taken
to permit the various keyboards/ character
ROM combinations, and you may re-
define the keyboard to suit your prefer-
ences. (Did you know that the QWERTY
keyboard we all use is one of the worst
arrangements? 70% of the typing is done
via the left hand, and studies show that a
random selection of letters work better re
speed and accuracy.) ..

I do not wish to bore you With a list of
the commands - some 60 are available
and Will merely say that the price is right!
($29.00). PaperMate will work on any 16
to 32K PET, and though having a disc is
convenient, cassette I/O will work with
this product as well.

The disc I received contained several
documentation .files, including the com-
plete manual and some product ann.ounce-
ments. Taking a look at these IS very
helpful in seeing how this syste'!l w?rks for
printing the text files. As I said, It looks
pretty good.

While Waiting for that PET Manual

A long time ago I mennoned a series
of workbooks by TIS for beginners
learning about the PET. This series is now
consolidated into one book with some
updates and additional information
concerning the differences between the two
Basic ROMs currently in use. (Not Basic4
however) If you are new to your PET, the
TIS book will help a lot. (TIS, PO Box 921,
Los Alamos, New Mexico, 87544. Cost:
$14.95 + $2.00 for shipping.)

A Case of POKE

I have several requests concerning
how to get the lower case letters on a PET.
The magic location is 59468. My PET, now
graced with the "new" ROMs, uses these
values:

POKE 59468,12 - Upper Case
Letters & Shifted Graphics.

POKE 59468,14 - Upper Case
Letters & Shifted Lower Case.

That is to say, when 14 is in place, the
shifted keys will now give lower case
letters, and a few of the graphics symbols
will now be different. This should also
work with the "old" ROM PETS.

For some PETs, you will see exactly
the reverse, that is, shifted keys will give
shifted letters and un shifted keys the lower
case letters. This is especially true of the
PETS dubbed "business PETs". Commo-
dore, in its typical fashion, went through
the following sequence:

1. Press "A" and you get "A", press
Shift "A" and get "a". This was then
"corrected" to:

2. Press "A" and get "a", then Shift
"A" gets "A". This was done by changing
the character generation ROM. After a
flood of complaints from software makers
who now had 4 kinds of PETs to contend
with, Commodore switched back to the
first way.

(We have yet to mention the various
keyboards, that comes later ... )

Just for fun, let's play with this feature
a bit:
10 PRINT "c1r";
20 FOR J=l TO 40:PRINT "V";:NEXT (Shift-V)
30 FOR J= 1 TO 22: PRI NT ,idn";:NEXT
40 FOR J=1 TO 40:PRINT "Y:';:NEXT
50 GOTO 50

This will draw two lines on the screen
near the top and bottom made of
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Q.Your students are gathering around the several PET computers in your
classroom. And they all are hungry for hands-on turns at the keyboards.
Some students are just beginning to understand computers; others are

so advanced they can help you clean up the programs at the end of the period.
How do you set up a job queue, how do you keep the beginners from crashlnqa
program, how do you let the advanced students have full access?And how do you
preserve your sanity while all this is going on?

We think the word is inexpensive. The Regent
system is $250 for the first PET; $150 for each

additional PET in the system. The SUB-it is $40. (Add
an interface board at $22.50 if the PET is an original
2001-8.) And the Proctor is $95.

Phone or write for information. We'll be delighted to answer any questions
and to send you the complete information package.

Skyles Electric Works
231 E South Whisman Road.Mountain View. California 94041 (415) 965-1735

CIRCLE 208 ON READER SERVICE CARD

~~~~~~KRELL SOFTWARE~~~~~
~ ••.presents for the TRS-BO*

PET, Apple II, and Apple II Plus

Q. SUB-it? Proctor? What are they?
A The SUB-it is a single ROMchip (on an interface

• board in the case of the original 2001-8 models)
that allows up to 15 PETsto be connected to a
common disk via the standard PET-IEEEcables. The
Commodore 2040. 2050 or 8050 dual disks and a
printer may be used.
The SUB-it prevents inadvertant disruption when one
unit in a system is loading and another is being used.

..-....-....-....-....-.c..-....-....-..~..-....-.c...-.cl.-..I~;.••....-.c..-....-.c,
AT LAST!

SELL t

I
I

STOCK
TRACKERT.M.
IN CBASIC UNDER CP/M®

A POWERFUL, VOLUME-BASED ANALYSIS PROGRAM TO COMPUTE
BUY, SElL AND HOLD RECOMMENDATIONS ON STOCKS,OPTIONS AND
COMMODITIES, WITH FULLYEDITABLE DISK DATA FILES IN CP/M VER-
SION PROGRAMMED BYMICRO-AP.
AVAILABLEIN THESEDISK DRIVE FORMATS:

S" IBM SOFT SECTOR, SINGLE DENSITY
S" DYNABYTESINGLEOR DOUBLE DENSITY
5'/," DYNABYTE SOFT SECTOR
5'/." NORTH STARDOUBLE DENSITY
5'// MICROPOlIS MOD" I

I
I

ASK FOR THE EVIDENCE! I
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO ORDER, SEEYOUR DEALEROR:

H rn POST OFFICE BOX 23548 Ic;& PLEASANT HILL. CALIFORNIA 114523

I Telephone 415/1137-1030

TrN!:fJIJIKJ C~NY VISA ••MASTERCARD t
ASK ABOUT OUR NEW MARKET TRACKERTM PROGRAM! t
!® of DigitolResearch,Apple Computer Inc.,and RadiaShack,respectively. © t_ _ _ ~"-'f~"-""-"~~~~~"-,~~,,,-:,

CIRCLE 135 ON READER SERVICE CARD

REQUIRES: MIN 52K CP/M 1.4OR HIGHEROPERATING SYSTEM
CBASIC 2.05 OR HIGHER
1OR MORE DISK DRIVES
24LxBOC OR LARGERCURSOR-ADDRESSABLETERMINAL

ALSO AVAILABLE: APPLE II® OR APPLE][ PLUS® VERSION (MIN 32K RAM,
1OR MORE DISKS,AND APPLESOFTCARDOR
LANGUAGE SYSTEM)

TRS-80® MOD I VERSION (MIN 32K RAM AND 2 OR
MORE DISKS)

S350.00 CP/MVERSION COMPLETE;SPECIFYDISKDRIVE FORMAT
S 150.00 APPLEOR TRS-SOVERSIONSCOMPLETE;SPECIFYWHICH
S 15.00 ANY MANUAL ALONE; SPECIFYVERSION

A. With the Regent.
Q. What is the Regent?
A. The ultimate in classroom multiple PETsystems. A

surprisingly inexpensive, Simple. effective way to have
students at all levels of computer capability work and learn
on a system with up to 15 PETswhile the instructor has
complete control and receives individual progress reports.

The Proctor takes charge of the bus and resolves
multiple user conflicts. Each student can load down
from the same disk but cannot inadvertently load to or
wipe out the disk. Goodfor computer: aided instruction
Q. How expensive are these miracles?

A.

Send check or money order to Krell Software

ELECTORAL COLLEGE 1980
The Tool for forecasting the outcome of the 1980 presidential Election.

Will it be CARTER? REAGAN? ANDERSON? or will the election be forced
into the House of Representatives? This program, developed by a pro-
fessor of Political Science is built to be used in two ways:

1. During the political campaign prior to the election and,
2. On Election Night, as the partial returns roll in on network news.

Using state by state data on previous elections that the program provides,
simulated elections are run and the probability of outcomes calculated.
$14.95 .

COLLEGE BOARDS

The best way to sharpen your skills for the College Board SAT Exams is
to work. on actual examinations. Each of these 4 programs confronts the
user with a virtually limitless series of questions and answers. Each is
based on past SAT exams and presents material of the same level of ditfl-
culty and in the same form as used in the verbal and mathematical por-
tions of the College Board Examinations. Scoring on each exam is pro-
vided in accordance with the formula used by College Boards.
COLLEGE BOARD - VOCABULARY 19.95
COLLEGE BOARD - WORD RELATIONSHIPS 19.95
COLLEGE BOARD- MATH PARTA 19.95
COLLEGE BOARD - MATH PARTB 19.95
COMPLETE SET 59.95

TIME TRAVELER

The best of the adventure games. Confronts player with complex deci-
sion situations and at times, the demand for real time action. USing the
time machine, players must face a challenging series of environments
that include: the Athens of Pericles, Imperial Rome, Nebuchadnezzar's
Babylon, Ikhnaton's Egypt, derusalem at the time of the crucifixion. the
Crusades, Machiavelli's Italy, the French Revolution, the American
Revolution and the English Civil War. Deal with Hitler's Third Reich, the
Vikings, etc. Involve yourself with historical military and government
operations, markets, etc. in lascinating game situations. Each game is
unique! $24.95

-All PfOfJramsrequire 16K. TRS-SO Programs requires Level If aasic • Apple programs requires App/esoft Basic

~21 Millbrook Drive. Stony Brook.NY 11790 (516)751-5139
Visa and MasterCharge will be accepted.
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PET, cont'd ...
connected X-like characters. Now, let's do
a minor change: (Press STOP to get back
from line 50.)

50 POKE 59468,14
60 FOR J=1 TO 100:NEXT
70 POKE 59468,12
80 FOR J=1 TO 100:NEXT:GOT050

See if you like the effect! Then change the 1
counter in Lines 60 and 80 to FOR 1=1 TO
20. Then remove the 1 loops in 60 and 80
entirely.

Goirig onward, make Line 20: FOR
1= I TO 999:PRINT" /I"; NEXT and
remove lines 30 and 40. Note the slight
ripples on the screen here. Now for a
tighter version of this:

NEW - to remove the old program

10 FORJ= 1T0999:PR INT"V"; :NEXT
20 A=59468:B=12:C=14 -
30 POKEA,B:POKEA,C:G?T030

Enter this exactly, without any spaces at
all. When this is RUN, you will see bands
of X vs v moving up the screen. Basic
manages to execute Line 30 about 180
times per second, or three times per each
refresh of the screen. This is close enough
so we can see the changing bands move
comparatively slowly. If Line 30 is changed
by the addition of a single space:

30 POKEA,B :POKEA,C:GOT030
the bands now move downwards. Note
that the bands move slowly enough to see
that the individual scan lines of the display
are changed rather than an entire line of
letters. As you add more spaces between
the two POKEs, the bands will move down
more rapidly. If colons are used instead of
spaces the effect is more drastic. (One
colori is worth about 4 or 5 spaces.) This is
a nice demonstration of how Basic looks at
every character in a line and that extra
spaces do indeed waste some time, though
less than you would expect. CAUTION: If

"I've got the Acme people on the line.
They say they are sorry but your kit
contained instructions for a KI-8 kit
and you bought a KP2 kit. They hope
you have not been inconvenienced. "

you are epileptic or sensitive to visually
flickering patterns these experiments
should be done with some caution. The
examples given will not be harmful, but as
you add spaces or colons the bands change
into a flickering screen.

Different patterns will appear as you
try combinations of spaces and colons. My
eyes gave out before I could solve the
following challenge:

The display with one space in Line 30
gives three bands of each "flavor". Modify
Line 30 so the display only has two lines of
each "flavor" and that they move at about
the same speed. May your eyeballs ache! If
you solve this, send me a copy for mention
here. .

The Skyles Keyboard Program

I think all of us have grown tired of
repetitively pressing the cursor movement
keys when editing Basic programs and
wished that an automatic repeat key
function existed. Skyles Electric Works
(231-E South Whisman Road, Mountain
View, CA 94041) has a cassette program,
BIG KBD which provides automatic
repeat, Shift, Shift-Lock, and the use of the
!@#$%(j;&*O row of keys as 1234567890
like a normal typewriter. When the
program is loaded and run, a machine
language program is moved to the top of
your memory and "hidden" from Basic.
The cost is $10.00.

When I used my copy, I noticed some
differences between my home-built key-
board and what appeared on the screen.
Bob Skyles mentioned that the key layout
on his Big Keyboard (Available on a sale
price of $99.00) and the PET's Graphics
keyboard differ in a few places. The
instructions for BIG KBD describe how to
reassign the keys to any values you want.
My home brew "big keyboard" is a copy of
the little keyboard, and PET owners with
the graphics keyboard may want to make
the changes mentioned below. If you own
the "business" keyboard, BIG KBD will
not work for you.

When I loaded and RAN BIG KBD, I
noticed the following changes:

(I Typed) (I Got) (I Wanted)
2
6
7
8

&
\

7
6

POKE 2983+34.50: POKE 3239+34.50
POKE 2983+39.54: POKE 3239+39.54
POKE 2983+38.55: POKE 3239+38,55
POKE 2983+92.56: POKE 3239+92.56
POKE 2983+42.42: POKE 3239+42.42
POKE 2983+64.64: POKE 3239+64.64
3. Now, RUN the program and take

note of how to turn the program off for
tape 1/0. Load or SYS to the machine
language monitor and save the program as
instructed in the instructions sheet. For
example, my PET has 20K of memory, and
to start BIG KBD my SYS is 19610. This
works out to 4C9Ain hex, and the
Monitor Save becomes: S "BIG KBD-
YOB",O I ,4C9A,5000.

Be sure you have BIG KBDturned off
when you try the Save!

A few other changes exist, and the
general procedure goes like this: Find the
PET ASCII value of the key you want to
change, for example, "A" is found by
.PRINT ASC("A"). (Note, the quote mark
"is 34.) Then find the PET ASCII value of
the value you want the key to become.
Then compute the POKE you want
according to the instructions that Bob
Skyles gives you. If you find this confusing,
drop me a note.

@
8
2 @

On Machine Language

When this column started, Creative
Computing asked me to not get involved
with "bit-fiddling" and other esoterica
which are confusing to most PET owners.
Though this is very reasonable, now and
then some neat things can be done in
machine language, and I'd like to share
some of them with you. The way I intend to
do this is to give you Basic programs which
load short segments of machine language
into the Second Cassette Buffer and simply
used for their wonderful effects. I will
explain the effects and will not explain how
they really work. Those of you who can
hack 6502 code are welcome to dissect
these and see how they tick. For the rest of
us, these morsels will remain black boxes
to be simply used.

When converting a machine language
program into the POKE values for Basic, I
have found the following program very
helpful. In fact, of all the programs I have
written, I have used this one the most.

The program works by PEEKing the
memory for the machine language and
then building some DATA statements for
the POKE values. When all of the
statements are finished, you enter them by
pressing RETURN. This is repeated until
the entire machine language program is
converted and then the program lists its
own line numbers for your erasure, again
by pressing RETURN. The result is a
block of DATA statements holding the
machine language.

10 PRINT"clr DATA MAKER FROM MACHINE LANGUAGE"
:INPUT"dn START ADDR. END ADDR";S.E

20 INPUT"dn FIRSTU NE #. INCREMENT"; F•I
:GOTO 40

30 READ F. I•S •E
40 PRINT"clr PRESS 'RETURN' TO ENTER DATA"

:PRINT"dn dn";

In short, I wanted my "Big Kbd" to look
like the PET keyboard except for the
numbers placed along the top row. The
same changes were evident when the Shift
Lock option was on.

To save you some trouble, use the
following procedure to modify your BIG
KBD. If you get it right, the changes above
will be in place.

I. Reset the PET, and then LOAD
BIG KBD. Do NOT RUN.

2. In direct mode, enter these lines:
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UNDERSTANDING YOUR PET/CBM
Volume I: Basic Programming

Money Back Guarant••
'---y"' ..•.._.
O.aler Inqulrl., W.lcom. '

New 248-page book Includel all the former TIS workbookl
except "PET Graphlcl." Provldellnformatlon for both ROMI and
a comprehenllve Index. Only $14.95.

Allo Irom TIS
WB-3 PETGraphics $4.95

Software products on cassette or floppy disk with complete instruction
manual. Each $24.95(cassette), $29.95(diskette).

SW-l MAIL B mailing list system
SW-2CHECKBOOK record
SW-3ACCOUNTS keep track of who owes.you how much
SW-4 MEDIT create and maintain date files
SW-5CALENDAR appointments, meetings at-a-glance

TIS
P.O. Box 921, Dept. CC
LOI Alamol, NM 87544

Add $2 ($5 lorelgn ordara)
Ihlpplng and handling

PET and CBM are trademarks of Commodore Business Machines
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Skyles Electric Works
231 E South Whisman Road
Mountain View, CA 94041
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-~- Why Is c~g$.Q@ So Good?

o Sample issue of Cursor - $4.95 (CA. Res. add 6% tax)
o 6 issues for $27.00 (U.S. & Canada)

Maybe it's because we've always had high standards. Be-
ginning with our first issue in July, 1978, we've published some 100
programs for the Commodore PET in our first 20 issues, plus 20
animated graphic "Front Cover" programs. Each program has
been extensively edited by Glen Fisher, our Editorial Director. The
result is obvious: Cursor programs reflect professional stan-
dards. We're proud of every program we publish.

But there's something else, too.
It's imagination. Our subscribers continue to be delighted

with the new, fresh programming ideas that Cursor provides.
Some of the best graphic animations for the Pet have appeared in
Cursor. Teachers love us! They use Cursor as an example of
what can be done on a PET, with some skill and imagination.

Finally, there's service. Orders for single issues are almost
always shipped within 24 hours. New subscriptions are pro-
cessed within five working days. Should you get one of our rare
defective tapes, just return it for an immediate replacement. And
of course you can cancel your subscription at any time and we'll
gladly refund all remaining issues.

Cursor: Quality. Imagination. Service.
For only $4.95 you can buy a sample issue and judge for

yourself. Or. send $27 for a six-issue subscription. You'll get six
C-30 cassettes, each with five programs and a Front Cover ready
to LOAD and RUN on your PET. With each issue you also get our
Cursor Notes, a lively commentary on the industry, as well as
documentation for the programs.

ADMl4R& 100 Fifth Ave., New York 10011

'\IIDE08 (212) 691-0976. Telex 420801
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PET, cont'd ...
50 FORL=1T020:PRINT F"DATA sp'"; :FOR D~1

T07:PRINT MID$(5TR$(PEEK(5» ,2);
60 5=5+ 1 :IF 5;' E THEN 100
70 IF D=7 THEN PRINT:GOTO 90
80 PR INT" ,"; :NEXT 0
90 F=F+I:NEXT L:PRINT"RUN 30 hm dn dn

110 DATAIIF'I,II)II,"S",IIEllhm"; :END
100 PRINT:PRINT"RUN 120 hm dn";:END
110 DATA 1000 , 1 , 826 , 900
120 PRINT"clr PRESS 'RETURN' TO REMOVE

NON-DATA dn": FOR J=IO TO 130 STEP 10
:PRIt:T J

130 NEXT J: PR INT"dn"; :END
Ugly little monster, isn't it? We make use of
what I call "screen gymnastics", or printing
Basic lines on the screen and then
positioning the cursor so your press of
RETURN will enter these lines. Advanced
programmers can eliminate the press of
RETURN by poking 13, the value for
RETURN, into the keyboard input buffer.
I prefer to see what's happening and press
RETURN manually.

Lines 10 and 20 announce the
program's existence and ask for the line
numbers and addresses needed. For
example, the values 1000, I0 and 826,900
will start the DATA statements at 1000 in
intervals of 10 (1000, 1010, 1020, etc.) and
convert addresses 826 through 900 into
DAT A. Line 40 prints an instructional line
on the cleared screen and line 50 does all of
the work.

The line number, F, is printed and
then the keyword DATA. The D loop then
looks at 7 memory locations and prints
their values. I decided that the DATA
statements should. fit on one screen line,
and the worst case, 9999 DATA 255,255,
255,255,255,255,255 will only permit the 7
bytes. Of course your first line number
should be larger than 130 to avoid
collisions with the program itself. The
string expression looks at memory,
converts the PEEK number to a string, and
the MID$ function is used to remove the
blank that always appears at the start of a
printed number. Line 60 checks that the
location S is within the address range, and
Line 70 checks if we are at the seventh byte.
This late byte needs a PRINT statement to
get to the next line on the screen. Line 80
provides the comma between the numbers
in a DATA statement and ends the D loop.

Line 90 adds the interval, I (letter i) to
F, the line number and terminates the L
loop. L counts the number of lines on the
screen and stops everything if a screen full
of DATA statements is ready for your
entry. When this happens, we land at the
second part of Line 90 where the lines:

RUN 30
110 DATA ..... ,..... ,..... ,.....

are placed on the screen in the correct
positions.

The program now stops and the
cursor is placed on the DATA statement
110. 110 contains the current information
to permit a re-run of this program. As you
press RETURN, eventually the RUN 30 is
entered.

A look at Line 30 shows that the
DATA in Line 110 re-enters the program
for the next page of DATA. This repeats
until the test in Line 60 says we are done.
Line 100 is now entered, and the screen
display only shows the DATA and a RUN
120. Again, pressing RETURN gets us to
Line 120. Now the values 10 to 130 appear
on the screen, and by pressing RETURN,
the program itself is eliminated. If you do a
LIST, only the DATA statements appear.
You may now enter your program in the
normal manner.

Machine Language Goodie #1

When Darth Vader is approaching
and the good ship Twimbly is stricken with
a laser blast, you need a good effect to let
the captain know something just
happened. This little goodie reverses the
video for all of the screen. Voila:

10 FOR J-826T0858:READB:POKEJ,B:NEXT
20 INPUT "c 1r INTERVAL"; I
30 PRINT"clr COUNTING"
40 FOR J=1T020"RNO(l)
50 PRINT". sp";
60 FOR K-1T01000:NEXT:NEXT
70 FOR J=lT020:SYS826
80 FOR K= 1T0 10" I:NEXT: NEXT
90 GOTO 20
1000 DATA 169,128,141,72,3,141,77
1010 DATA 3,160,4,162,0,189,0
1020 DATA 128,73,128,157,0,128,232
1030 DATA 201,245,238,72,3,238,77
1040 DATA 3,136,208,234,96

Line 10 loads the program held in the
DAT A lines to the second cassette buffer.
The screen clears and you are asked for an
INTERV AL which controls the time
between "screen flips". The rest of the
program gives a little drama to this event.
Try 10 for the INTERVAL value at first.

Machine Language Goodie #2

Here is a minor variation on Goodie
# I. It isn't useful, but is fun to look at.

10 FOR J=826 TO 862:READB:POKEJ,B:NEXT
20 FOR J=O TO 255:SYS 826
30 FOR K=l TO 200:NEXT:NEXT

1000 DATA 169,128,141,72,3,141,77
1010 DATA 3,160,4,162,0,189,0
1020 DATA 128,73,0,157,0,128,232
1030 DATA 208,245,238,72,3,238,77
1040 DATA 3,136,208,234,238,74,3
1050 DATA 96,0

Once this program is entered, clear the
screen, do a LIST, and then RUN. As a
challenge to the hackers, see if you can
figure this one out without doing a
disassembly!

More Quickie Programs

Thanks for some more "quickie"
programs, and please keep sending them
in! The Decimal! Hex problem has
brought many replys of which I share two:

Matt Ganis & Fred Covitz gave me
this little goodie which converts a decimal
number to both Hexadecimal and Binary
forms:

10 14$="123456789ABCDEF": INPUT NU:
N+NU:FORT=3TOilSTEP-l :A=16'1'T

20 IF N/A=> 1THENWV%=N/A:H$=H$+
M ID$ (\4$,WV%, 1) :N=N-WV%*A: GOT035

25 H$=H$+"il"
35 NEXTT:D=NU:FORT=15TOilSTEP-l:

A=2-t-T:W=D/A: IFW=» 1THEND=D-A
:B$=B$+"I":GOT045

40 B$=B$+"0"
45 NEXT
50 PRINTNU;TAB(8)H$;TAB(17);B$

:CLR:GOTDIO
When entering this monster, pay attention
to the line numbers! The valid numbers are
from 0 to 65535.

David Harris claims that this hex-to-
decimal program takes the least amount of
memory for program and storage:

10 G=16:A$="0123456789ABCDEF"
20 INPUTH$:FORI=ITOLEN(H$) :FPRJ=ITOG

IFMID$(H$,I,I)=MID$(A$,J,l)THEN
C=C"G+J-l

30 NEXTJ,I :PRINTC:c=il:GOT020
This works for numbers from 0 to
FFFFFFF, quite a range! However, David
isn't quite correct re size. By changing the
NEXT in Line 30 from NEXTJ,I to
NEXT:NEXT one byte may be saved. Two
more bytes may be saved by another
change to Line 30. (Hint -look at the last
two statements.)

Dan Rubis sent this exotic program:

1 INPUT"MM,DD, YYYY" :M, 0, Y: K= INT( (60+( 100
/M»/IOO) :X=365

2 F=X"Y+D+31" (M-l) -I NT(. 4*M+2. 3) * (1-K)+
INT( (Y-K) /4)-1 NT (.75* (INT( (Y-K)
/100+1})

3 W=F-I NT (F/7) "7: D$="5Ai5UNHONTUEWEDTHRFRI"
:PRINTMID$(D$,W"3+1,3) :GOTOI

When I ran this, the dialog was:

(28 Apri 1 1980)
(was indeed a

Monday)
Dan explains that a brief formula, Zeller's
Congruence, determines the day of the
week from the day, month and year
numbers for any dates after 1582, which
was when our calendar was last adjusted.

o

MM,DD,YYYY? 4,28,1980
MON

"So there I was---three lz"nk levels and
fiue virtual pages away from the
monitor, and seven of my files open at
once. Well sir, I couldn't risk getting a
core dump in hex or octal, because of
what it might do to the open channels,
so I ... "
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SPECTACULAR
Introductory Offers

BASF "fLEXYDISK"
Superior quality
data storage medium,
certified and
guaranteed lOO%
error free.

SfD CASSETTES
"Super Ferro Dynamic"
Using the finest
Agfa PE 611 tape
in a professional
quality housing.

C-10 Cassette
Sonic welded

housing 10 @ $7.00
5 Screw housing 10 @ $8.00
Cassette album page $1.89
Write for quantity discounts

LIBRARY CASE
3 ring storage album.
Protects your valuable
programs on disks or
cassettes. Fully
enclosed and
protected on all sides
similar to Kas·sette
storage box.

Library 3 ring binder
SW' Mini Kas-sette/10
8" Kas-sette/10
Write for quantity discounts

PMC Power Consoles
UL listed. 15 Amp
circuit breaker.
3 prong outlets.
Main AC switch and
indicator lamp.
Optional surge
suppression and RFI
filtration.

# 1 - 5 outlets, each with own AC
switch and indicator lamp. $43.50
#10 - Same as above. but with AC
line surge suppression. $69.50
#23 - Same features as #10 but with
3 individually filtered (RFI) outlets,
and shielded AC cord. $145.00
Other models starting @ $28.50

A B M PRODUCTS
631 .•~.•St.
San DiegO,
CA 92101
(714) 235-6602

COMPUTERWARE
lDeaDS

BUSINESS

Our 6800/6809 software is doing the job for:
.0 Unluerwlty Credit UnIon ·0 COmput er Manq{acturer
.0 COllfornlo BookkeepIng Service ·0 Sou/hem Church Admlnlatrotlon
.an EI«lronlco Manqfaclurlng Arm .0 Aorlda Phyaldan

and many. many more UCr'OU the notion

Computerwiire software is in the business community
providing visibility, efficiency, and control to men-
agers for small businesses and commercial users.

Applications Include:

And ..•we have the hardware tool Yes, If you're looking for total support for your
•••••Iness· data processing appllcadons. you've found It at:

• PajIroll
• Moiling s".tem
• I~uentory Conirol
• Accounla Rece'uable

• Text Proc_Ing
• Accounla POjIObIe
• Medical OJIIce
• Ledger Accounting

• ..• ondm~f

COMPUTERWARE
1512 Encinitas Blvd., Box 668

Encinitas, CA 92024
(714) 436-3512

Write, call, or come see us at work!

11542·1 KNOTT
DEPT. C

GARDEN GROVE,
CA 92641

(800) 854·6411
(714) 891·2663

2708's
(450 ns.)

$7.50 ea.
OR

8/$56.00

2716's
5 VOLT ONLY

450 ns.

$15.00
(PRIME)

aUME
DATATRAK·8
DISK DRIVE

·DOUBLE SIDED/DBL. DENSITY
.154 TRACKS/1·2 MBYTES
•3MS ACCESS TIME TRACK
TO TRACK

$625.°0

CENTRONICS
PARALLEL PRINTER
MODEL #737·1

-80 CPS PROPORTIONAL
-DOT MATRIX (7x9) (7x8)
-96 CHARACTER ASCII

$825.00

CIRCLE 125 ON READER S.ERVICE CARD

4116'5
16K DYNAMIC RAM CHIPS

FOR
APPLE, TRS·80, HEATH, ETC.

8 for $45.°0
16/$85.°0 & 32/$160.°0

IMSAI CONNECTORS

100 PIN GOLD·SOLDERTAIL

$2.50 ea .
OR

10/$2.30 ea.

S.D. SYSTEMS
EXPANDORAM KITS

EXPANDORAM I W/16K $199.00
EXPANDORAM I W/32K $239.00

EXPANDORAM II W/16K $250,00
EXPANDORAM II W/32K $300.00

300
303
304

~ --1305
311
315
366
380

2114 L-2 I--_L_O_'P_RO_F_IL_E _SO_C_K_ET_S_-t

1·99 100 Up
(200 ns.) 14 PIN .10 .09
1.16 $4.25 16PIN .12 .11

18 PIN .15 .13
17.49 $4.00 20 PIN ,23 .21

24 PIN .26 .24
50-99 $3.75 28 PIN .30 .28

40 PIN .42 .40

ATARI 400 & 800
COMPUTERS

NEW 16K VERSION (#800)
WITH SEVERAL OPTIONS
AVAILABLE FROM STOCK

CALL FOR PRICE

ORDERING INFO

c
MODEL #100/12" B&W ~

$130.°° ~
o

MODEL #100-80IVIDEO 12" ~
$165.°° ::l~------------------------------~~

MORE PRODUCTS AVAILABLE ~>4:
UI~
Zo
'"Q•..
UI-'os~ ~ ~ ~ ~u

TERMS

Name, Address,
Phone, Ship by:
UPS or MAIL

Add $2,00 up to
(5)lbs.

We Accept Cash,
Check, Money Order,
Visa & Master Charge,
COD's On Approval
Tax: 6% Calif. Res.

RS232 CONNECTORS

DB25P
DB255

1·9

2.99
3.80

10·24

2.75
3.70

25 Up

2.45
3.60

PANAVISE
MODEL# DESCRIPTION PRICE

$12.95
$13.95
$13.95
$12.95
$12.95
$17.95
$13.95
$17.95

STANDARD BASE
STANDARD VISE HEAD
HORIZ. VISE HEAD
LO·PROFILE BASE
BENCH CLAMP
CIRCUIT·BOARD HOLDER
WIDE OPEN VISE HEAD
VACUUM BASE

ANACOM 150 DOT MATRIX PRINTER

·9x9 DOT MATRIX
·BI-DIRECTIONAL
·150 CPS
.10 CPI-HORIZ.
·6 OR8 LPI·VERT.

·UPPER & LOWER CASE
·ADJUSTABLE TRACTOR
·SERIAL OR PARALLEL

CALL FOR PRICE

LEEDEX MONITORS

-COMMODORE
-DYNABYTE
-EXIDY
-GODBOUT
-MICROPOLIS
-NEC

-NORTH STAR
-PERSONAL SOFTWARE
-SO ROC
-TEXAS INSTRU.
CALL IF YOU HAVE
ANY QUESTIONS



George Blank

View from the Outpost

Our favorite computer is rapidly
developing a strong following. Atari's
obvious quality, excellent dealer support,
serviceability, and the rapid introduction
of programs and peripherals are convinc-
ing people that it is the best of the current
lot of personal computers. The Software
Exchange recently ran a poll in its catalog
and found that of the people considering
the purchase of a computer, about 75%
were considering the Atari, while no other
brand even came close. Apple had about
25%, and the TRS-80 about 5%. The
figures add up to more than 100% because
many people were considering more than
one computer. Who would believe, after
watching the other personal computers
over the past three years, that Atari would
produce so much good software so fast?

New peripherals announced include a
dual double density floppy disk for $1495.
This one unit has the same storage as four
single drives, and you could even chain
four units for 1.3 Megabytes of disk
storage. Other significant new products

include two printers, one very inexpensive
one with thermal paper and good graphics,
and the other with a high quality dot
matrix print that I consider good enough
for writing letters at a price of $995. There
is also an expansion unit for connecting a
modem or parallel or serial printer, and a
terminal ROM cartridge for connecting
your Atari to a time sharing computer.

I sympathize with the busy folks at
Atari who are producing and supporting
all these products. I have already collected
over 1000 pages of preliminary documen-
tation, and I don't see how they even
produced it, much less how they can edit
and publish it. If you are still lacking
essential information about your com-
puter, just be patient. A flood of informa-
tion has been released, and if Atari doesn't
get it out soon, the magazines will.

String Array Demonstration

Gordon Link of Rochester, New York
wrote to ask if I would say more about
using string arrays .'.nd demonstrate how
to do it. I hesitate to do it, because I am
sure that by the time this column appears,
my present technique will appear clumsy,
but here is a sample program. If you make
major improvements in efficiency, let me
know, and I will pass the technique along.

10 GR.O : REM * STRING ARRAY DEMONSTRATOR *
100 DIM A$(10) : DIM B$(10) : DIM C$(100)
110 FOR D = 1 TO 10
120 A$=" " : READ B$ : A$(l,LEN(B$»
130 C$(D * 10 - 9 , D * 10) = A$
140 NEXT D
150 DATA zero,One,Two,Three,Four
160 DATA Five,Six,Seven,Eight,Nine
200 PRINT"TYPE A NUMBER FROM 0 TO 9?"
210 INPUT E
220 IF E<O THEN 210
230 IF E)9 THEN 210
240 PRINTC$(D * 10 + 1 , D * 10 + 10)
250 GOTO 200

George Blank, Foster Road, Milford, NH 03055.

B$

It is necessary to insert ten spaces in
the holding string (A$) in line 120 for two
reasons. First, if you run the program
without it, you will end up with little hearts
filling in the space after your letters.
Second, the Atari only considers a string
dimensioned as far as data has been
inserted into it, even if the DIM statement
reserves more space. Without the spaces to
fill up locations 95 to 100 in C$, the
computer will crash with a string dimen-
sion error in line 240 if you type in a 9.

This means that if you use strings of
random length and store them in a fixed
array, you must be careful to pad any
trailing blanks with spaces. This creates a
new problem. If you want to use your
strings without the trailing blanks, you
must strip them off. One method is to start
at the end of the string and test until you
find a character that is not blank. This
demonstration program will show how.

10 GR.O : DIM A$(10) : DIM B$(10)
20 A$ = "TEST
30 C = LEN(A$)
40 IF A$(C,C)=" " THEN C=C-l :

GOTO 40
50 B$ = A$(l,C)
60 PRINT"THE' WORD IS ";C;" LETTERS

LONG"
70 PRINT A$;A$;A$;A$
80 PRINT B$;B$;B$;B$
Of course this routine would crash if the
string were all spaces, but it is easy to limit
C to I if you need to do that.

Input/Output (casual readers beware)

Another reader, Arthur McGraw of
Whitehall, Ohio, sent in a circuit diagram
for an inexpensive light sensor. Atari has a
light pen available for $75, but you
experiment with the same principle for a
few cents (See Figure I).

This particular circuit was used to
track the intensity of the sun throughout
the day. The parts needed are a cadmium
sulfide photo cell and a capacitor. The
capacitor extends the range of the
converter.
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Atari, cont'd ..
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tronics. Because the ports are spaced
differently, you must specify whether you
want the interface for the Atari 400 or
Atari 800.

Software is provided on cassette tape
to enable you to operate the printer. The
software is easy to use, with detailed
instructions for using it to modify your
disk operating system to route all printer
output to the interface. If you are using
cassette tape, you will have to load the
program separately each time you want
printed output. The program is unsophisti-
cated in other respects. I wanted to
produce line listings for Soft Side magazine
in forty column format instead of eighty
column format, but will have to write my
own print driver to do it.

At $69.95, the interface is a good
alternative to Atari's more complete
expansion interface at $219, and it does
allow you to use most parallel printers. The
only difficulty I had was in determining
which. way to plug the cable into the
printer. The package also includes a
banner demonstration program.

Programmer's Aid

The Atari suffers from a problem
common to all other personal computers
that are designed to connect to a standard
color TV set. It is not easy to read the
letters on the screen. The reason for this is
that television sets contain a trap that
limits the amount of information that can
be scanned each second. This is done to
allow many different television stations to
share small parts of the electromagnetic
spectrum. However, it limits the amount of
information your computer can send to the
screen to a rough display of less than 1000
letters unless you modify the TV, and a
computer that requires you to modify your
television set might not be popular.

One device that I' have found very
useful for making the letters readable is the
Green Window, available from several
suppliers for $19.95. This green plastic
filter fits over the front of the TV set and
makes the letters easier to read. Ijust tape
mine on when I am programming, so that I
can take it off when I am working with
color or playing a game.

I have tried cheaper products that do
the same thing, such as the Green' Screen,
but they are not as good. While the Green

10 POKE 54018, 255 : REM Point Control Register A
20 54016,

to Data Direction Register A
POKE 0 REM set Port A (Jacks 1 and 2)

30
for data input

POKE 54018, 0 REM Point Control Register A
40

to I/O port A
X = PEEK(54018) REM set variable X to input value.

Figure 2
50 POKE 54018, 255,'; REM Point Control Register A

':<" to Data Direction Register A
60 POKE 54016, 255 : REM set Port A for data output
70 POKE 54018, 0 : REM Point control register A

to I/O Port A
80 POKE 54016, 18 : REM Data output. Sends bit pattern

0010 to jack one and
0001 to jack two.

Window is hard plastic, about Y4 of an
inch thick, the others are made of flexible
plastic film that bends and reflects light in
distracting patterns. The others also do not
seem to offer as much contrast.

Atari's Editor-Assembler

Atari was kind enough to lend me an
advance copy of their editor! assembler for
evaluation. I did not have the final version,
but an EPROM cartridge with a photo-
copy of a rough draft of the manual, so
some features may change.

The package includes several parts to
make a convenient assembly language
development system. In addition to the
Editor and the Assembler, there is also a
Debugging monitor and a Mini As-
sembler. The manual noted that users are
expected to be familiar with 6502 assembly
language. If you are not, you will need a
course or book such as Programming the
6502 by Rodnay Zaks of Sybex.

The first program in the package is the
Writer/Editor. This allows you to enter
your programs, correct errors, and access
the disk operating system to save your
programs. While it is possible to save your
programs on cassette, the package assumes
that most users will have disk systems. The
editor includes handy functions such as
"SIZE", .which tells you the starting
location' in memory of the current line
buffer, the start of the edit text buffer, and
the highest available location in memory.

The second program is the Assembler.
This takes your assembly language
program and turns it into numbers that the
computer can understand. For example,
you might want to load the number 0 in the
accumulator to prepare it for an arithme-
tic operation. The accumulator is a storage
location in the actual computer chip that
holds a value to be operated on. Using the
editor, you would enter your "source
program" (in assembly language, using the
instruction) LDA #0. When you run the
assembler, it would look at that instruction
and create an "object progra m" (of
numbers for the computer.) Our LDA #0
would be converted into the numbers 169,
O. The number 169 tells the computer to
LoaD the Accumulator (LDA) with the
number stored in the next memory
location. The 0 is the number.

LDA #0 is assembly language, and it
is fairly easy for humans to understand.
The numbers 169,0 are machine language,
and are easier for the computer to
understand. The purpose of the assembler
is to make things easier for both the
computer and the programmer by trans-
lating assembly language into machine
language.

The third piece of the package is the
debugging monitor. Since computers
never make mistakes, and people always
do, Atari thoughtfully provided this
program to help you find out where you
went astray. Among other things, the

CDS
Photo Ce II
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Figure I

Pins I to 4 of each of the 4 controller
jacks are connected to' a 6520 peripheral
interface adaptor. lacks I and 2 are
connected to Port A at memory location
D300 (hexadecimal) and jacks 3 and 4 are
connected to Port Bat D301. The control
register is located at D302 for Port A and
D303 for Port B. If the appropriate bit in
the control register is a 0, you access the
direction register for the port.' Set the
direction bits to I for output and 0 for
input. Then set the control register bits to I
to access the port instead of the direction
register. Here is a sample program to show
how to use the ports (Figure 2).

Printer Interface

Macrotronics has taken advantage of
the joystick ports to provide an inex-
pensive printer interface. They provide a
tiny circuit board that includes only two
connectors and eight transistors to plug
into controller ports 3 and 4. A ribbon
cable leads to the printer connector, with
three connectors available; Trendcom,
Centronics 730 series, and other Cen-



monitor will let you look at memory in
several different ways, single step through
your program looking for your mistake,
and even convert all those confusing
numbers back into assembly language with
a disassembler.

.The final program in the package is
the mini-assembler. Just like an assembler,
the mini-assembler converts assembly
language into machine language. The
difference is that it does it one instruction
at a time, as you enter the command,
without the features of an editor.

I have never used another 6502
assembler, though I have programmed in
Z-80 and 6800 assembly language. I found
the Atari package convenient and easy to
use, and I really appreciated the built in
monitor, debugger, and disassembler.
There were only two things I did not like.
First, it was difficult to program on a
screen that is only 36 characters wide. I
would personally prefer 72 characters, so
that I could include enough comments on
my code to understand it the next time I see
it without cluttering up the display. The
other shortcoming is the lack of a symbol
fable in the assembler output. A symbol
table would be very desirable, as it is a
nuisance to look for a label in the listing of
a long program. I consider the program
well worth the $59.95 price. 0

10 GR.O : REM * STRING ARRAY DEMONSTRATOR *
100 DIM A$(10) : DIM B$(10) : DIM C$(100)
110 FOR D = 1 TO 10
120 A$=" " : READ B$ : A$(l,LEN(B$» B$
130 C$(D * 10 - 9 , D * 10) = A$
140 NEXT D
150 DATA zero,One,Two,Three,Four
160 DATA Five,Six,Seven,Eight,Nine
200 PRINT"TYPE A NUMBER FROM 0 TO 9?"
210 INPUT E
220 IF E<O THEN 210
230 IF E>9 THEN 210
240 PRINT C$(D * 10 + 1 , D * 10 + 10)
250 GOTO 200

10 GR.O : DIM A$(10) : DIM B$(10)
20 A$ = "TEST
30 C = LEN(A$)
40 IF A$(C,C)=" " THEN C=C-l : GOTO 40
50 B$ = A$(l,C)
60 PRINT"THE WORD IS ";C;" LETTERS LONG"
70 PRINT A$;A$;A$;A$
80 PRINT B$;B$;B$;B$

10 POKE 54018, 255 : REM Point Control Register A
to Data Direction Register A

20 POKE 54016, 0 REM Set Port A (Jacks 1 and 2)
for data input

30 POKE 54018, 0 REM 'Point Control Register A
to I/O port A

40 X = PEEK(54018) REM Set variable X to input value.
50 POKE 54018, 255
60 POKE 54016, 255
70 POKE 54018, 0 :
80 POKE 54016, 18 :

REM Point Control Register A
to Data Direction Register A
REM Set Port A for data output

REM Point control register A
to I/b Port A

REM Data output. Sends bit pattern
0010 to jack one and
0001 to'jack two.

Robot Rabbit T-Shirt

CP8alilv8
cOflllN!l"illI

Roll down the block with fhls little black monster (on a
bright orange T-shirt) on your chest and you can Intimidate
every carrot, radish or cuke In your way. Watch your enemies
scurry for ,cover when they see this cute III' bionic bunny
aiming to nip their toes. Specify size: adult S,M,L,XL. Only $5
postpaid ($8 foreign) to:

C,••tlve Computing T-Shirts,
P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ07960.
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The ATARr~ Tutorial
~~I':1PlJTER
Calltgraphy?
Well, not really! But with the FONTEDIT prollram in IRIDIS 112you can design

your own character sets for the ATAR!. For example, you can create a Russian
alphabet, or APL characters, or even special-purpose graphics symbols. These
special fonts can be saved on disk or tape for later use by your own Basic
programs. FONTEDIT is a friendly. easy-to-use program: just grab a joystick and
start designing. With our KNOTWORK program. you can design patterns of Celtic
interlace, (a technique used by7th century Irish monks to illuminate manuscripts).
After you have produced a pretty pattern on the screen of your ATARI, you can
save it on disk or tape.

Best of all. IRIDIS 112comes with a 48-p8ge User's Guide, which gives clear
instructions on how to use the programs. The guide also provides detailed, line-by-
line descriptions of how the proqrarns work. IRIDIS programs are written to be
studied as well as used.) Hacker's Delight presents useful explanations of many of
the important PEEK and POKE locations in your ATARI.

The IRIDI!l1l2 tutorial for the ATARI is available now from your local ATARI
dealer. You get the User's Guide and a cassette (or disk) with FONTEDIT,
KNOTWORK, and a routine to allow your program to load a custom font.

ATARI is a trademark of ATARI, Inc.~-----------------------To: The Code Works, Box 550, Goleta, CA 93017
Please send me IRIDIS #2 lor my ATARI immediately.
0$15.95 Cassette (needs 16K) o $·18.95Disk (needs 24K)

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

OVISA Card Number

o MasterCharge Expires~.-.----------------.--.Phone: (805) 967-0905

OCTOBER 1980

Programs for your ATARI'"
CIRCLE 217 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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T~S-SO
Sfri.,~s
Stephen B. Gray

For number 23 in this skein of
TRS-80 columns, we have a bunch of
Radio Shack items: an animated tap-
dancer with music, a music-playing
program, animation program, network
controller, educators' package, and
double-precision math program. Then we
find CLOAD magazine has dropped
Level I programs, and that there are many
more than the 60 file names I said could be
used on cassette.

Dancing Demon

On the same day I sent to Morristown
the September 1980 TRS-80 column,
containing an item about James Williams'
ORGAN program being perhaps the only
real-time organ program for the TRS-80
and also requiring no programming, I
received Radio Shack's Dancing Demon in
the mail.

This has got to be Leo Christopher-
son's best so far: an incredible 16K Levell!
program that lets you write the music and
choreograph the dance for a 3* inch high
"dancing demon," who tapdances remark-
ably well.

Load the program and RUN it, and a
"demon" (looking something like a long-
legged human wearing a round face mask

with ears on top, but no nose or mouth),
dances a few steps and takes a bow, as an
introduction to the program.

The demon dances atop these words:
PROGRAM BY

LEO CHRISTOPHERSON
which makes this one of the first Radio
Shack programs whose author is
identified.

("We're starting to do that,"said Van
Chandler, Radio Shack's director of
computer applications. "Authors like the
recognition, and it doesn't hurt anything.
It's also a good negotiating tool." This then
is a softening of Radio Shack's previously
monolithic pretense that they wrote all the
software and made all the hardware.)

Next a menu appears, giving you the
option of playing one of two "preset"
shows, entering a new musical score or
dance routine, playing a new or loaded
show, saving a new show on tape, or
loading a show from tape.

The pre-programmed shows are
samples that demonstrate what can be
done, with the demon tapdancing to "Ain't
She Sweet" and to "The Gypsy's
Warning."

The demon executes quite a variety of
steps, from simple time-steps to turns and
jumps, and with hands moving up, out,
and down.

If you want to write a new tune, you
get a display that shows which keys
represent which notes in a two-octave scale
with sharps and flats, in a simple equiv-
alence table. You can enter up to 248 notes,
and either press CLEAR to start again, or
use the back-space arrow to correct as
many mistakes as necessary.

As you press keys, they're displayed
one after another as letters at the top of the
screen, and the corresponding notes are
played at the same time, either through a
hi-fi system connected to the plug that
usually connects to the cassette recorder's
A UX jack, or to Radio Shack's $11.95

"200mW amplifier-speaker," catalog
number 277-1008A, which has a two-inch
speaker and is entirely adequate for most
audio applications of this type. (You can
also use this Realistic Micro-Sonic
Speaker-Amplifier with a microphone or a
telephone pickup, or add a probe and use it
as a signal tracer.)

After you've _entered some of your
tune, and the top of the screen shows
something like

HHJLHLJCHHJLHZG

you just press the space bar and you'll hear
"the score up to now." This very clever
feature lets you check out what you've
done, and make any necessary corrections
before going on. (The 15 letters above play
the beginning of "Yankee Doodle," with Z
creating a pause.)

The high point of the program is when
you enter the Dance Routine. You get a
display very much like the musical-score
display, with a menu providing 26
routines, one for each letter of the
alphabet, and with space at the top for the
letters for 248 routines.

The routines include seven basic steps,
two stomps, a turn, three moving steps,
and three jumps (fast, slow, spin). Eight of
these steps can be done either to the left or
to the right. The number of beats per
routine is also shown, which you need to
know if you really want to make the
dancing match the music.

To see what you've choreographed as
you go, press the space bar, which will
make the demon dance to the steps (and
music) you've written so far.

When you're ready to show off your
choreography and music, you can have the
demon dance as he does in the two preset
shows: on a stage with a curtain that raises
and lowers before and after your effort, at
any of 255 speeds, ranging from super-fast
to slow-motion, and for as many "per-
formances" as you wish.

One of the very few problems with this
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~ RACET COMPUTES~
702 Palmdal•. Oran••CA 92665 - RACET computes - RACET SORTS - RACET UTILITIES - RACET computes - RACET SORTS - RACET UTILITIES - RACET computes - .RACET ~

FROM THE LEADER IN UTILITY SOFTWARE DSM.. $75.00 ~od I, $150.00 Mod II ?ri
(Mod I Mtn 32K 2·dnve system. Mod 1164Kt-drlve) ~
Disk Sort/Merge for RANDOM files. All macnrne language stand- ~
alone package for sorting speed. Establish sort specification in Ul
simple BASIC command File. Execute from DOS. Only operator I
action to sort is to change diskettes when requested! Handles ~
multiple diskette files! Super fast sort times - improved disk I/O 8
times make this the fastest Disk Sort/Merge available on Mod I or c
Mod II. ~
UTILITY PACKAGE (Mod II 64K) $150.00 ~
Important enhancements to the Mod II. The file recovery capabilities (f)

alone will pay for the package in even one application! Fully ~

~~~~~:~t~~e inus:~4 t~a~:co~:rr~~~! o~H:!bo~~rA~~t~C~~~ b~~B
diskettes! XCOPY provides multi-file copies, 'wild-card' mask 8
select, absolute sector mode and other features. SUPERZAP -5
allows examine/change any sector on diskette include track-O, and ;
absolute disk backup/copy with I/O recovery. DCS builds con- II>

solidated directories from multiple diskettes into a single display I
or listing sorted by disk name or file name plus more. Change s;
~Sekn~Dt~~~e~~S~il~k;~c~;~:s~ g~~~~~r~~sd~iI:i~gl~d s~:~~ ;~~:: §
subroutine calling, program looping, dynamic disassembly and more!! ~
DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE (Mod II 64K) $125.00 Ul
Includes RACET machine language SUPERZAP, Apparat Dis- ~
assembler, and Model II interface to the Microsoft 'Editor ~
Assembler Plus' software package including uploading services ~
and patches for Disk I/O. Purchase price includes complete copy ~
of Editor Assembler + and documentation for Mod I. Assemble ;::
directly into memory, MACRO facility, save all or portions of ~
source to disk, dynamic debug facility (ZBUG), extended editor (f)

commands. I
:ll~o
m--<
oo
3
'0
c
CD
II>

COMPROC (Mod I - Disk only) $19.95
Command Processor. Auto your disk to perform any sequence of
instructions that you can give from the keyboard. DIR, FREE,
pause, wait for user input, BASIC, NO OF FILES and MEM SIZE
RUN program, respond to input statements, BREAK, return t~
DOS, etc. Includes lowercase driver, debounce, screenprint!

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED CHECK, VISA. M/C, C.O.D., PURCHASE ORDER *TRS-80 is a registered trademark 01 i!.
TeleDhone Orders Accepted (714) 637·5016 Tandy Corporation ~

RACET SORTS - RACET UTILITIES - RACET computes - RACET SORTS - RACET UTILITIES - RACET computes - RACET SORTS - RACET UTILITIES - RACET computes-
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FORTHETRS·coMpUTERS
** NEW * * HARD/SOFT DISK SYSTEM (MOD II) $400
The Hard Disk Software Implementation You Have Been Waiting
For!! MOD II TRSDOS compatible - using Cameo controller
interface to popular large hard disk fixed/removable combinations
(Ampex, CDC, Diablo, Pertec, Wanco, etc.). Compatible with your
existing programs - change only 'filename'. All disk BASIC state-
ments identical. Improved dynamic file allocation. A single file can
be as large as one disk - 20 megabytes or larger. Alternate mode
allows 24-million byte record range. Directory expandable to handle
thousands of files! Includes special XCOPY, DCS, and SZAP
utilities for use with hard or soft disks. Parameterized FORMAT
utility includes options for specifying the number of sectors/track,
platters/drive, sectors/granule, sectors/directory, etc.
* * NEW * * BASIC LINK FACILITY 'BLINK' $25 Mod I
(Mod I Min 32K 1-disk) $50 Mod II
Link from one BASIC program to another saving all variables! The
new program can be smaller or larger than the original program in
memory. The chained program may either replace the original
program, or can be merged by statement number. The statement
number where the chained program execution is to begin may be
specified!
INFINITE BASIC (Mod I Tape or Disk) $49.95
Extends Level II BASIC with complete MATRIX functions and 50
more string functions. Includes RACET machine language sorts!
Sort 1000 elements in 9 seconds!! Select only functions you want
to optimize memory usage.
INFINITE BUSINESS(Requires Infinite BASIC) $29.95
Complete printer pagination controls - auto headers, footers,
page numbers. Packed decimal arithmetic - 127 digit accuracy
+, -, ", /. Binary search of sorted and unsorted arrays. Hash codes.
BASIC CROSS REFERENCE UTILITY (Mod II 64K) $50.00
SEEK and FIND functions for Variables, Line Numbers, Strings,
Keywords. 'All' options available for line numbers and variables.
Load from BASIC - Call with 'CTRL'A. Output to screen or printer!

Circle reader request for free 24·page catalog.

LV~
makesyourT
a whole new
animal.
LYNX isn't just a telephone coupler.
LYNX is a one-piece total telephone linkage
system for TRS-80 Levell and" computers. It
contains all the functions you need to tap The
Source. Engage your business computer. Play
games with a computer friend. Or do nearly
anything you wish.
Best of all ... LYNX costs only $239.95*. A mere
fraction of what you used to have to pay for
equipment to do the same job.
LYNX. To get your paws on one, call or write:

~~D EMTROLl.==:Jc=.J SYSTEMS, INC.
123 LOCUST STREET LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA 17602
Phone 717/291-1116
VISA or Master Card Welcome

•

[ [ ·AddS2.50forsh~pi1gandhaod~ng.
VIS4" F¥\ residents add 6% sales tax

__ Indudes "Terminal" program o'n cassette, instruction manual "'lRS-SO is a trademark ollhe Radio Shack Division 01 Tandy Corporation.'
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TRS-SO, cont'd ...
program is that the musical scale cor-
responds to the alphabet: the low C note is
played by A, middle C by M, and the top C
by Y.

Williams did it much better, using
keyboard keys corresponding fairly closely
to the spacing of organ keys, and with the
organ keyboard displayed on the screen
along with the keyboard characters atop
each key. With William's keyboard
display, Dancing Demon would be much
easier to write music for.

What fun it would be to see Gene
Kelly or Fred Astaire working up tapdance
routines on a TRS-80 with this program!
Come to think of it, with just a little more
programming, this program might be
sophisticated enough to be used to record
tapdance routines for a dance library or for
teaching. A similar program, with more
programming for an increased number of
routines, might be used to record ballet
steps.

For only $9.95, you too can be a dance
choreographer, and even make the demon
dance to your own tune! Words can't
describe the great ingenuity of this
program. You've got to see it to believe it.

Micro Music

Because so much of the Dancing
Demon program is taken up with the
complex dance routines, there are of
course some limitations on just how fancy
a piece of music you can write to go with
the tapdancing. If it's fancy music you
want to play on your TRS-80, then you
should look into Micro Music, Radio
Shack's $9.95 4K Level 1/ II program.

Micro Music allows you to write
monophonically in a five-octave range,
with sharps and flats, and with whole, half,
quarter and eighth notes, dotted notes, and
triplets. The mechanics of writing with this
program are easier than with Dancing
Demon, because you write a C for a C note,
rather than an arbitrary letter.

To play the next higher octave, you
preface the note with an upward arrow.
For the next lower octave, use the
downward arrow. To shift to the bass
range, which lets you move down two
octaves, type a Z.

Load the machine-language, type
CDEFG

record it on the blank tape supplied, then
play it back, to hear the first five notes of
the "normal" octave. You can eliminate the
record/playback steps if you connect the
plug that's usually in the A UX input of the
cassette recorder to a high-fi system
instead, "or to a small speaker-amplifier
unit (such as the Realistic Cat. No.
277-1 008A)," as the manual puts it.

Using the speaker-amplifier, you just
press ENTER, and the notes are played,
while at the same time the letters for the
notes are displayed, one at a time, in the

,lower-right corner of the screen, so you

know just which letter is causing which
sound.

Writing music with Micro Music is
very easy, and you soon get used to using
the arrows to shift octaves.

Sharps are played by typing # right
after the note, flats by typing - after it.
For a slower tempo, put a W before
whatever notes are to be played slowly; to
get back to "normal" speed, use M. For a
dotted note, which extends a note to 112
times normal time, simply put a: period
after the note, such as C2. or C8., etc.

A "thinner" tone is achieved by typing
V before the notes involved, and for an
even "thinner" tone, use L. These letters
seem to cut down on the overtones.

To repeat a phrase, use parentheses,
such as in

(4CDE)
which plays the first three notes of a scale
four times.

There are several more features that
get into fairly sophisticated music-making.

The manual includes a dazzling
sample' of what can be done with the
program and just a few lines of very simple
coding. The tune is called "Fright Flight,"
but it is actually Rimsk i-Ko rsak ov's
"Flight of the Bumblebee," and when you
key it in arid press ENTER, it will knock
your ears back.

The tune is well-suited to showing off
the program's capabilities, especially since
most of the notes are too short to betray
their rather simple timbre. But this is a
small drawback in a program well worth
the money and of course not intended to
provide the complex waveforms of an
electronic organ.

Micro Music Surprise

My daughter Elizabeth discovered a
very interesting thing about Micro Music:
it ignores all characters not intended for
notes or functions. She was trying to
"write" a favorite tune, and when it got too
difficult, simply entered her name. To her
surprise, it came out as a short musical
phrase.

So she entered a whole sentence, and
got quite a melody out of it. What makes it
all really complex, and adds to the fun, is
that the program, in addition to using the
letters A through G for notes of the scale,
uses 10 other letters for control.

Thus when she entered her name,
ELIZABETH GRAY

she heard first the E note, then the L shifted
the tone to the third or "thinnest" quality,
the I was ignored, the Z shifted the scale to
the bass range, so that the A played two
octaves lower than usual, as did the Band
E. The T speeded up the tempo for triplets,
so that the G note, R (rest) and A note were
played at triplet speed.

With a little imagination, Radio
Shack could have run a Micro Music
competition for the most meaningful short
piece of prose that plays a well-known
musical piece.

How about using a computer to help
find suitable letter-strings or word-strings?
This might make an interesting Science
Fair project.

Micro Movie

If, on the other hand, you're more
interested in animation than in music, you
should try Radio Shack's Micro Movie, a
$9.95 16K Level 1/ II program that "makes
it easy to draw pictures on your TRS-80.
With a little practice, you can do animated
'movies, '" as the manila I says.

(This booklet, by the way, is a prime
example of how to make a manual about as
dull as possible by not including one single
example of what the whole thing is about:
animated movies. Not one blessed frame,
not one single photo or drawing to give you
an idea of what can be done with this
ingenious prograrn.)

The idea is simple: you get into
Graphics Mode, and trace out a figure with
a series of graphics blocks, by using eight
keys to control the movement of the cursor
in the eight main compass directions. Press
ENTER, and the figure becomes a "frame"
in your movie.

Trace out another frame, press
ENTER, and you've got a second frame.
And so on until you've got enough frames
to create the illusion of an animated
"movie."

You can shift to Text Mode if you
want to put words on the frames of your
movie, for titles, subtitles, word-balloons,
etc.

Other features of Micro Movie permit
you to choose from one of 26 speeds for
any part or all of the movie, to freeze a
frame on the screen, insert new frames in
the middle of a movie, repeat a section of
the movie up to 26 times, and with a Link
Command, load a new movie from tape.

For $9.95, here's your chance to
become the Walt Disney of the 1980s. The
program will run in 4K, but there won't be
any room for storing your frames. So
you'll have to "run out and get some more
memory," as this incomplete manual has it.
Isn't there anybody in Fort Worth with a:
few dollars' worth of imagination?

Network Controller

The Network I Controller is Radio
Shack's first hardware for educators.
According to the 12-page manual, it is a
"low-cost alternative to the cassette
recorder for saving and loading student
programs in your classroom. With the
Network I Controller, you may connect
from one to sixteen student TRS-80s
(student systems) to a central TRS-80 disk
system. Student programs may then be
saved on the disk, and instructional
programs may be loaded into the student
systems from the central system reliably
and conveniently."

"All sixteen systems may be loaded
simultaneously, or any combination may
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BUSINESS - PROFESSIONAL- GAME
SOFTWARE FOR APPLE AND TRS-aO ,-

oHOME FINANCE PAK I: Complete package $49.95 Apple, TRS-8D
o BUDGET: The heart of a comprehensive home finance system. Allows user to define up to 20 budget

items. Actual expense input can be by keyboard or by automatic reading of CHECKBOOK II files. Costs are
.utomatically sorted and compired with budget. BUDGET produces both monthly actual/budgetlvariance
report and I year·to·date by month summary of actual costs. Color graphics display of expenses, .. $24.95

o CHECKBOOK II: This extensive program keeps complete records of each check/deposit. Unique check
entry system allows user to set up common check purpose and recipient categories. Upon entry you select
from this pre·defined menue to minimize keying in 8 lot of data. Unique names can also be stored· for com-

~~t~enUe:to ~O~i~h~~~~:~ ~~~~~ :~rS~ge~hFil~Sr::!:~b1!SC~~UD~~i~rr:::::~ ~e.v~~ .. ~~ ~~I.u~n$f9~9~

DSAVING8; Allows user to keep trICk of deposits/Withdrawals for up to 10 S1vings accounts. Cpmplete
records shown via screen or 40 column printer ................................•..... $14.95

oCREDIT CARD: Keep control of your cards with this program. Organizes, stores and displays purchases,
payments and service charges. Screen or 40 column printer display. Up to 10 separate cards $14.95

DTHE UNIVERSAL COMPUTING MACHINE: $39.95 Apple, TRS·8D
A user programmable computing system structured around a 20 row x 20 column table. User defines row
and column names and equations forming a unique computing machine. Table elements can be multiplied.
divided, subtracted or added to any other element. User can define repeated functions common to a row or
column greatly simplifying table setup. Hundreds of unique computing machines can be defined, used, stored
and recalled, with or without old data, for later use. Excellent for sales forecasts, engineering design analysis,
budgets. inventory lists, income statements. production planning, project cost estimates-in short for any
planning, analysis or reporting problem that can be solved with a table. Unique curser commands allow you
to move to any element, change its value and immediately see the effect on other table values. Entire table
can be printed by machine pages (user-defined 3·5 columns) on a 40 column printer. Transform your eom-
puter into a UNIVERSAL COMPUTING MACHINE.

OCOLOR CALENDAR: HI·RES color graphics display of your personal ealender., Automatic
multiple entry of repetitive events. Review at a glance important dates, appointments, anniversaries, birth·
days, action dates, etc. over a 5 year period. Graphic calendar marks dates. Printer and screen display a
summery report by month of your full text describing each day's action item or event. Ideal for anyone with
a busy calendar ... (Apple Only) . . . .S19.95

oBUSINESS SOFTWARE SERIES: Entire package $199.95 Apple, TRS-8D
OMICROACCOUNTANT: The ideal system for the small cash business. Based on classic Lacceunts and

duuble-entrv bookkeeping, this efficient program records and produces reports on account balances, general
ledger journals, revenue and expenses. Screen or 40 column printer reports. Handles up to 500 journal
entries per period, up to 100 accounts. Instructions include a short primer in Financial Accounting. $49.95

o UNIVERSAL BUSINESS MACHINE: This program is designed to SIMPLIFY and SAVE TIME lor the
serious businessman who must periodically Analyze, Plan and Estimate. The program was created u;ing our
Universal Computing Machine and it is programmed to provide the following planning and fcrecastina tools.

CASH FLOW ANALYSIS PROFORMA BALANCE SHEET SOUHCE AND USE OF FUNDS
PROFORMA PROFIT & LOSS SALES FORECASTER JOB COST ESTIMATOR

Price, including documentation and a copy of the base program. Universal Computing Machine ..... $89.95

OINVOICE: Throwaway your pens. Use the ELECTRONIC INVOICE facsimile displayed on your CRT.
The program promplS and you fill in the data. Includes 3 address fields (yours, Bill to and Ship to). Invoice
No., Account No., Order No., Salesman, Terms, Ship Code, FOB Pt. and Date. Up to 10 items per sheet with
these descnptiens: Item No .• No. of units, Unit Price, Product Code, Product Description, Total Dollar
amount per item and invoice total dollar amount. Generates, at your option. hard copy invoices, shipping
memos, mailing labels, audit copies and disc updates to master A/A tiles. (48K) . . .$49.95

OBUSINESS CHECK REGISTER: hpanded version of the Checkbook II program. Handles up to 500 checks
per month with complete record keeping. (48K). . ..... $29.95

DBUSINESS BUDGET: As described above and companion program to Business Check Beeister. Handles
500 transactions per month, up to 20 cost categories. Accesses BCR files for actual costs. (48K) .... $29.95

DElECTRICAl ENGINEERING SERIES: Both programs $159.95 App'le
[1LOGIC SIMULATOR: SAVE TIME AND· MONEY. Simulate your digital logic circuits before you build

them. CMOS, TTL, or whatever, if it's digital logic, this program can handle it. The program is an inter-
active, menu driven, full-fledged logic simulator capable of simulatin9 the bit-time by bit-time response of a
logic network to user-specified input patterns. It will handle up to 1000 gates, including NANOS, NORS, IN·
verters, FLIP·FLOPS. SHIFT REGISTERS, COUNTERS and user-rtetmed MACROS. Up to 40 user-defined.
random, or binary input patterns. Simulation results displayed on CRT or printer. Accepts network des-
criptions from keyboard or from LOGIC DESIGNER for simulation. Specify 1000 gate version (48K reo
quired] or 500 gatE!version (32K required) . . .. $89.95

OLOGIC DESIGNER: Interactive HI·RES Gra" cs program for designing digital logic systems. A menu
driven series of keyboard commands allows you to draw directly on the screen up to 15 different gate types,
including 10 gate shape patterns supplied with the program and 5 reserved for user specification. Standard
patterns supplied are NAND, NOR, INVERTER, EX·OR, T·FLOP, JK·FLOP, O·FLOP, RS·FLOP, 4 Bit
COUNTER.and N·BIT SHIFT REGISTER. User interconnects gates just as you would normally draw using
line graphics commands. Network descriptions for LOGIC SIMULATOR generated simultaneously with the
CRT diagram being drawn. Drawing is done in pages of up to 20 gates. Up to 50 pages (10 per disc) can be
drawn, saved and recalled. Specify 1000 gate (48K) 01500 gate (32K) system. . .. $89.95

oMATHEMATICS SERIES: Complete Package $49.95 Apple only
ONUMERICAL ANALYSIS: HI·RES 2·Dimensional plot of any function. Automatic scaling. At yoirr option,

the program will plot the function, plot the INTEGRAL, plot the DERIVATIVE. determine the ROOTS,
find the MAXIMA and MINIMA and list the INTEGRAL VALUE. For 16K. . . .. $19.95

OM~TRIX: A general purp~se, menu driven program for detennmina the INVERSE and DETERMINANT of
any matrix, as well as the SOLUTION to any set of SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EaUATIONS. Disk lie for
data save. Specify 55 eqn. set (48K) or 35 eqn. (32K) . . . $19.95

03·0 SURFACE PLOTTER: Explore the ELEGANCE and BEAUTY of MATHEMATICS by creating HI·RES
PLOTS of 3-dimensional surfaces from any 3·variable equation. Disc save and recall routines for plots. Menu
driven to vary surface parameters. Demos include BLACK HOLE gravitational curvature equations .. $19.95

DACTION AOVENTURE GAMES SERIES: Entire series $29.95 Apple only
ORED BARON: Can you outfly the REO BARON? This fast action game simulates a machine-gun DOG·

FIGHT between your WORLD WAR I BI·PLANE and the baron's. You can LOOP. DIVE, BANK or CLIMB
in anyone of 8 directions - and so can the BARON. in HI·RES graphics. . $14.95

OBATTLE OF MIDWAY: You are in command of the U.S.S. HORNETS' DIVE·BOMBER squadron. Your
targets are the Aircraft carriers, Akagi. Scrvu and Kaga. You must fly your way through ZEROS and AA
FIRE to make your DIVE-BOYB run. In HI· RES graphics. . .S14.95

OSUB ATTACK: It's April, 1943. The enemy convoy is headed for the CORAL SEA. Your sub, the
MORAY, has just sighll!d tne CARRIERS and BATTLESHIPS. Easy pickings. But watr" out for the DE·
STRaYERS - they're tasr and deadly. In HI·RES graphics. . 814.95

o FREE CATALOG-All prograub are supplied in disc and run on Apple II w/Disc & Applesoft ROM Card &
TRS·80 Level II and require 32K RAM unless otherwise noted. Detailed instructicns included. Orders
shipped within 3 days. Card users include card-number. Add Sl.50 postage and handling with each order.

_, California residents add 6%% sales tax. Make checks p-ayable to:

VISA _ SPECTRUM SOFTWARE
_
I OEALER INQUIRIES P.O. BOX 1084·141 CARLOW, SUNNYVALE, CA 94087

INVITEO FOR PHONE OROERS - 408·738,43B7

CIRCLE 185 ON READER SERVICE CARD
OCTOBER 1980

*ITEMS NOW HAVE 3-D-ability
(lns idesv Outs ides.etc)

*MULTI-PLAYER - up to 12
and they can be fri end or foe

*UNRESTRICTED COMMANDS
up to full paragraphs I

COMING SOON. ••
Bug Your Dealer!

CIRCLE 108 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Our new program
package for the

TRS--BOTh1
sounds terrific.
So does the price.

There are lots of programs with sound that
are worth about a dollar. Trouble is, they cost a
lot more.

But at Basics & Beyond we've just developed
Microcosm III, 20 programs with sound -each
just as good as our competition's $15 and $20 pro-
grams-for $24.95. That's a 20-program package
for $24.95.

It includes "Pinball," replete with ringing.
bonuses, spinners, buzzers and flippers; torpedo-
firing "Submarine" that explodes with underwater
excitement; and the right/wrong buzzer in "Long
Division" teaches step by step.

At Basics & Beyond we underscored our
point that most other program packages are over-
priced with Microcosm I and Microcosm Il, $19.95
each. Now a lot of people will start hearing about
our third package and stop listening to high prices.

You see, it's not that our program packages
for the TRS-80™ microcomputer are so cheap.
It's just that theirs are so expensive.

BASICS &BEYOND, INC.
Box 10· Amawalk, N.Y. 10501 • Or call 914-962.2355

Maatercharge and Visa accepted.
No charge for postage or handling, N.Y. residen ••add 5% sales tax,
TRS·80 is a trademark of the Radio Shack division of IThndy Corp.
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tRS-80, cont'd ...
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be loaded at a time. If your central system
has a printer, your students may have their
programs printed also."

To use the controller, the "central
system" should consist of a 16K Level I I
TRS-80, expansion interface, and one or
more disk drives, operating under
TRSDOS. Each student system should be
a Level II TRS-80.

The central system does not have to be
a disk system with an expansion interface.
"However, Radio Shack recommends
using the disk drive rather than the cassette
recorder in a classroom setting," the
manual says.

The controller looks something like
the pay-TV box that sits on top of your
television set. It has an Input Select knob,
which is set "to the number of the student's
system which is sending the program."
This control is not used when sending a
program from the controller.

A row of 16 LEDs indicates when a
program is being transferred. "The LED
for a particular student will light up when
the student executes the CSAVE or
CLOAD command."

Other than a power switch, the only
other item on the front panel is a Mode
switch, which "selects the mode in which
your central system will interpret the
CLOAD or CSAVE command," "MPLX
if you will be using the CLOAD or CSA VE
commands to transfer programs to or from
student systems, CASS if you will be using
the CLOAD or CSA VE commands to load
and save programs on tape."

For $499, you get the controller,
power supply, and 18 cables: two short
ones for connecting the controller to the
central system and to the cassette player (if
used); and 16 cables for connecting to the
student systems, including six 30-ft., six
21-ft., and four 12-ft. lengths.

Educators' Package

Just in case you didn't know, Radio
Shack sells about 20 percent of its TRS-80
system's to schools, with a very aggressive
marketing strategy that includes sending
an educators' package to teachers who
want to know more about using a
computer in the classroom.

The educators' package consists, at
this writing, of eight items: TRS-80
Microcomputer catalog, TRS-80 Micro-
computer Sourcebook For Educators,
Radio Shack's Federal Funding Guide
And Proposal Development Handbook
For Educators, My TRS-80 Likes Me (a
resource guide for the elementary teacher),
a comic book, and spec sheets on the
Network I Controller, computer-educa-
tion courses, and the K-8 Math Program.

A comic book? Yep, a Superman
comic book, featuring a story about

THE COMPUTERS THAT
SA VED METROPOLIS!

* STARRING *
THE TRS-80 COMPUTER WHIZ KIDS

In the story, Superman tells a class-
room of students about the origins of
computers, leading up to the TRS-80. In
the midst of his lecture, he has to leave (out
the window, of course) to fight an evil
nemesis who manages to make Superman's
mind fuzzy with Kryptonite crystals.
Superman shows two students how to use
computers to perform the "instant compu-
tations and calculations" that his brain
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Double Precision

normally does, with a pair ofTRS-80s. The.
students relay data to Superman to enable,
him to thwart major disasters unleashed by
the evil nemesis.

(The comic book is available sepa-
rately, from the Advertising Dept., Radio
Shack, 1300 One Tandy Center, Fort
Worth, TX 76102.)

The sourcebook explains what srna ll
computers are, how to use computers in
the classroom, how to select a computer
and peripherals, and compares the cost of
TRS-80 systems with unnamed competing
systems A, Band C. The sourcebook also
explains that Radio Shack offers "free
training classes to teachers at Radio Shack
Coinputer Centers from Coast to Coast,"
and provides a checklist of 15 reasons why
the TRS-80 is the system to buy.

The item called "My TRS-80 Likes
Me" is a revision of Bob Albrecht's 1970
book, "My Computer Likes Me," with
eight pages showing how the TRS-80 uses
Basic, including several dozen short
programs using PRINT, LET, INPUT,
FORI NEXT, GOTO, RND, and graphics.

The Federal Funding Guide "ad-
dresses one of the School Administrator's
most critical needs . . . how to locate
external funding and write successful
proposals. "

The guide goes into funding sources,
what publications to read to "monitor
funding sources," writing the proposal,
and ends with a section on "Keeping the
pump primed," about what to do after you
have your proposal funded.

Educators may obtain the package,
whose contents vary from time to time,
from William G. Gattis, Director of
Educational Product Development, Radio
Shack, 1600 One Tandy Center, Fort
Worth, TX 76102.

For $9".95 you can get IS-digit
accuracy on your 4K Level II machine with
sine, cosine,. arctangent, natural logs,
exponential and square-root functions.
You get eight Radio Shack subroutines
that can be added to any program.

The first of the three programs on the
cassette tape is called Calculator, which
computes SIN, COS, LOG, EXP, ATN
and SQR.

The second program is an "accuracy
test of subroutines," which,just in case you
had any doubts, "demonstrates the
accuracy of the double-precision func-
tions," with four examples.

The third program provides the
subroutines.

The manual contains listings of all the
double-precision routines, plus the
accuracy test, and the calculator program.

Perhaps you're asking yourself, "But
what about that double-precision stuff in
the Level II manual, on page I I 4?" What
the manual doesn't tell you is that the
Level II Basic provides double-precision

CREATIVE COMPUTING



calculations in only four functions: add,
subtract, multiply, and divide.

If you want to work with more than
six significant figures in anything more
complex than basic math, you'll need the
Level II Double-Precision Subroutine
Program.

Or if you have the August 1979
Creative Computing. you can find, on page
110, a 228-line program that provides
double-precision subroutines for sine,
cosine, tangent and arctangent, in both
degrees and radians; logarithms and
exponentials for both natural and base-IO
logs; and powers.

CLOAD Drops Level I

According to the June 1980 CLOA D
magazine (on cassette), a questionnaire
sent to subscribers showed "a preponder-
ance of Level II machines." This, plus "the
lack of Level I submissions," moved
CLOA D management to say they'd be
"shifting over to all Level II programs
starting with our October 1980 issue."

Several options were given as being
open to Level I subscribers: upgrade to
Level II 16K machines; order back issues;
ask for your money back; "write us to
demand that we continue Level I. Write
NOW, scream HARD and LOUD."

The questionnaires' also showed that
"roughly half" of the subscribers "are 16K,
the remainder being 32K or 48K, usually
with a disk or two."

The publisher expected "that most
subscribers would have purchased their
computers for business purposes, as there
is quite a bit of space in the various trade
journals devoted to the subject. Not so -
most of our subscribers fall into the
fun! games and education crowd. There
were few business replies, and few software
development replies either." Well, only a
very small percentage of CLOA D pro-
grams have any business orientation.

The publisher also said, "In the
spread-the-disease department, there
seems to be about four people introduced
to computing for each TRS-80 sold. This
doesn't count the computers purchased by
schools, who seem to introduce computing
in increments of thirty people (move over,
Typhoid Mary)."

File Names

Hank Obermeyer of Newton, MA
writes:

"In your May TRS-80 Strings (p 150),
you said that there are 60 possible file'
names on cassette. There are actually many
more.

"If you wish, you may use the CHR$
command for CSAVEs, such as CSAVE·
CHR$(191) and CLOAD CHR$(l91) or
any string variable or statement, although
the cassette statements only look at the
first character. This gives a total of 256 file
names, far in excess of the 60 you
mentioned." 0

OCTOBER 1980

Computer Store
of the Month

ComputerLand 0" Rockville
There is a movement afoot to make computer technology more

accessible. Manufacturers are praised for their user-oriented hardware,
programmers for their interactive software and writers for wrltinq in
English. In the midst of all this hullabaloo, computer stores are springing
up in communities from Anchorage to Paris-offering hands-on
demonstrations to anyone stopping in. Some humble voices suggest that
this proliferation of local computer stores is the most progressive
development of all:

Like most computer stores, ComputerLand of Rockville takes on the
character of its community, the Washington D.C. area. Among the store's
customers are government agencies, schools and universities, manufact-
uring firms, small businesses and hobbyists. Anyone curious about
computers can stop in and ask for a demonstration. The staff prides itself
on its custom of demonstrating the software and manuals available for
each system in addition to the hardware capabilities. Members of the
staff tackle the weighty problem of teaching people to be comfortable
with computers one customer at a time.

Gameplaying is one of the best introductions to computers in
existence. And Creative Computing Magazine, Book Press' and
Sensational Software offer the best available anywhere.

Outdoor Games, the latest release of Creative Computing Software, is a
collection of adventures in the wilds ... Forest Fire puts you in the role of a
fire-fighting team leader fighting to save grasslands and forests by using
fir retardant chemicals and backfires. Fishing Trip challenges you to bring
in big catches off the Oregon Coast. Treasure Island I and II let you
explore a hazardous haunted island to make your fortune. All four outdoor
Games are available on 16K cassette (CS-4504$24.95). Outdoor Games is
available at your local retail store. If your retailer is out of stock, have him
call in your order to 800-631-8112.

cP8ativ8 GomputinJj
the #1 magazine of computer applications and software
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It's In The Cards

n
et'sstart off with an interesting item from "Merlin's

Puzzler I" by that famous Victorian writer on puzzles,
Professor Hoffmann. Although this puzzle is usually
presented as a conjuring trick, it is also an effective
puzzle, for it is clear that the secret must lie in the cards
themselves, and, given sufficient acuteness, must be
discoverable.

Prepare seven cards with numbers on them as
shown below. A person is requested to think of any
number from I to 127 inclusive and to state on which
one or more of the seven cards it is to be found. Anyone
knowing the secret can instantly name the chosen
number.

How is the number ascertained?

The Breaking-Point Puzzle
, n interesting bet you can challenge your friends to is shown at the left. Tie a
piece of string around the middle of a fairly heavy book, say two or three
pounds. Then fasten one end of the string securely to a doorknob so that the
book hangs about a foot down from it. Taking hold ofthe string below the
book you bet anyone who is foolish enough to wager with you that you can
pull the string and make it break either above or below the book at will. Your
assignment, Mr. Phelps, if you care to accept it, is to figure out how this
wonderful feat of ledgerdermain was accomplished.

e received a very nice letter the
other day from a gentleman in
Israel. who enjoys the puzzles in
this column. He has sent us an
interesting "what's the next
number" type of puzzle which
Merlin likes very much. Our "'"
thanks go out to Mr. Dov Minz, ~
of Ramat-Gan, Israel. A copy of )&

"Merlin's Puzzler I" is on the -4 ••JI<
?" )I.}J4

way. _~~_..IIr~A ;.Your problem is to supply the missing r
number in the set of numbers given below:

61 52 63 94 46 ?

III.
4 3G6S 100
5 37 69 101
6 38 70 102
7 39 71 103
12 4.• 76 103
13 45 77 In\)
14 ,.6 78 llO
15 47 79 III
21)52 81 11G
21 53 85 117
2:l 54 81i 118
23 55 87 119
28 60 92 124
29 01 93 125
3062 \)'1 1~6
31 63 95 1:l7

1.

1 33 65 9i
3 33 G7 \)0
5 ~7 69 IU1
7 39 71 103
9 41 73 105
11 43 75 107
13 45 77 109
15 47 79 111
17 49 81 113
19 51 83 115
21 53 85 117
23 55 87 !H}
25 [,7 89 121
2i 59 91 123
29 61 93 125
~1 (l~ 95 127

II.
2 3-1(lr. V8
3 35 Oi 99
6 38,1) 111~
7 30 71 IU3
10 42 74 ioo
11 43 75 107
1-146 7S 110
I:> 47 79 III
18 50 ti:l IH
19 51 ~3 115
22 5~ 86 us
23 53 87 ))9
26 58 90 12~
27 59 91 123
30 r;~91 12r.
31 63 95 127

IV.
8 40 72 104
9 41 73 105
10 42 7,l 106
11 43 75 107
U 44 7G,I08
13 45 77 109
1-146 78 llO
'15 47 79 III
2.•56 88 UO
25 57 89 121
21; 58 9lJ 122
2i 59 91 123
28 60 92 121
29 61 93 125
30 G2 94 126
31 r,:) 95 127

V. VI. VII.
16 48 80 ll2 32 ~8 96 ll2 6-4 80 96 112
17 49 81 113 33 49 97 113 65 81 97 113
18 50 82 114 34 50 98 114 6682 tl8 114
19 51 83 ll5 3.'; 51 99115 67 83 [.19115
20 52 84 116 36 52 100 116 OS 84 100 116
21 53 85 117 3753101 117 69 85 101 117
22 54 86 lI8 38 54 102 118 70 86 102 118
23 55 87 119 3!>55 103 119 71871031W
24 56 88 120 40 56 104 120 72 88 104 1211
25 57 89 121 41 57 105 121 73 89 105 121
26 58 90 122 42 58 106 12~ 74 90 106 122
27 59 91 123 43 59 107 123 75 !>1107 12:1
23 GO02 124 44 60 108 124 76 92 108 12·t
2(1GI [.13125 45 61 109 125 77 93 109 1~5
30 G2 94 126 4<i 6~ 1IU 126 78 94 1111121l
31 63 9.5 127 47 63 111 127 79 95 111 127

Stung Again
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An Addition Quickie
is the sum of all of the numbers from I'

to 100? If you can fathom the secret to this
puzzle you will be able to do it in your head
in about 5 seconds.

The Firm Grip Puzzle
r. Tarlus Paul Balog sends us a puzzle which he says is
extremely hard to understand. Merlin agrees with him.
We think that the answer he gives here is correct, and if
it isn't I know that our readers will be quick to set us
straight. This is Mr. Balog's second puzzle to appear in
Creative Computing and we will send along a copy of
"Merlin's Puzzler I" to reward him for his efforts. The
puzzle goes like this:

Five married couples go to a party. As they arrive

The Rhino's Riddle

they exchange various handshakes. After everyone
arrives, one person lines all the other people against a
wall. He asks each of them how many hands they shook
when they arrived. They each give him a different
answer. Now, consider that no one has shaken their
own hand, and that they did not shake their spouse's
hand. How many hands did the man who lined them
against the wall shake?

A Very Old Game

Ifyou look at the figure at the left you will see the
layout of a very old children's game called, you
guessed it, Hopscotch. The layout lends itself very
nicely to the class of puzzles known as continuous
line problems. The puzzler is required to draw the
hopscotch layout using one continuous line. No part
of the line can cross over any other part and you
cannot go back over any section. (This puzzle is from
"Merlin's Puzzler 3").

We had some interesting puzzles for you this issue.
Merlin looks forward to hearing from our readers, and, he
urges any of you who have a favorite puzzle to send it in and
share it with the rest of us. If Merlin uses your puzzle he will
send you a copy of one of his books. If you wish to buy any of

Answers on page 192.

the "Merlin" books, and cannot find them in your local
bookstore, drop a line to Creative Computing, they carry the
full line.

See you again next month!
Your editor,

a_4aZ?/ ..~-..,.....r
Charles Barry Townsend
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Basic BASIC: An Introduction to Programming, by Donald M.
Monro. Winthrop Publishers Inc., 17Dunster St., Cambridge,
MA 02138. 103 pages, paperback $6.95. 1979.

If this title seems familiar, it's because a "Basic Basic" by
James Coan was published by Hayden Book Co. in 1970.
Monro's book was first published in London, where the author
teachesai the Imperial College of Science and Technology.

Monro's book teaches the use of 18 Basic statements:
DATA, DEFN, DIM, END, FOR/TO, GOSUB, GO TO,
IF/THEN, INPUT, LET, NEXT, ON/GO TO, PRINT,
READ, REM, RESTORE, RETURN, and STOP. They're
covered in 14"units" (chapters) on Getting Started, Arithmetic,
Communicating, Repeating Calculations, Making Decisions,
Built-in Functions, Loops, Printing and Graph Plotting,
Defining Functions, Lists, Strings, Defining Values in
Advance, Subroutines, and Tables.

An appendix provides a IO-page summary of basic Basic.
The style is straightforward, and the writing clear and simple.
The book starts with a two-line program, gives a flowchart
immediately, and goes right into listing and editing it. The unit
ends, as they all do, with several simple problems.

The subsequent chapters build up awhile on the first
program, which is essentially PRINT 2+2. No program
contains more than about a dozen lines (including several
REMs), and most are half that long. The nine flowcharts are all
in the first seven units ..

The buildup is slow, easy and logi~~l. Several of the
problems for units 7 and 13may be somewhat difficult for some
readers who haven't gone beyond trigonometry: they involve
evaluating 10 terms of the MacLaurin series for sin x,
permutations and combinations, the trapezoidal rule in finding
the area under a curve, Newton's method for solving equations,
and Simpson's rule.

But these are minor points in a book that, although rather
expensive for only 103 pages, can be recommended for a fast
course in Basic.

The text is typed, very neatly and very legibly, with all the
programs and program lines in larger type. Altogether a very
neat and handy book. The book lives up to the back-cover blurb
that claims "the level of problems and examples is neither so
banal as to insult the intelligence of the reader, nor so advanced
as to be bewildering."

BASIC: A Unit For Secondary Schools, by Donald D. Spencer.
Camelot Publishing Co., Box 1357,Ormond Beach, FL 32074.
96 pages, paperback $3.95. Second edition, 1980.

Teacher's Manual for BASIC: A Unit for Secondary Schools,
by Donald D. Spencer. 90 pages, paperback $8.95. Second
edition, 1980.

This book, according to the preface, "is designed to be used
as a supplementary text to courses in secondary school
education." Written for students with no knowledge of
computers, it "may be used in conjunction with courses in
algebra, geometry, computer science, business, science,
advanced mathematics, chemistry, physics, social science, or
fine arts,"

The first five chapters are titled Meet The Computer,
Elementary BaSIC,Control Statements and Loops, More Basic,
and Arrays. The sixth chapter is a 16-page Glossary of
Computer Science Terms.

Only 14Basic statements are covered (DATA, DIM, END,
FOR, GOTO, IF-THEN, INPUT, LET, NEXT, PRINT,

Steve Gray, et al

READ, REM, RESTORE, STOP), and two system commands
(LIST, RUN).

The book uses a hands-on approach, asking the student on
page 16 to enter a 7-line program that evaluates a simple
algebraic expression for 7 values ofX. Three more programs are
presented to be entered, without being explained, to make the
student "familiar with using the computer terminal."

The second chapter starts out with a three-line program
and gives exercises after each.group of statements, a total of five
sets of exercises, 54 in all.

The subsequent chapters develop the use of Basic, with
programs usually no more than 6 to 8 lines long, and all contain
a large varietyof'well-chosen exercises.

Although the book says that "programs in this book were
typed and run on Radio Shack TRS-80 and Apple II
microcomputers," no graphics are discussed, so the book could
be used with almost any Basic.

Spencer writes in a fairly simple style that explains the
basics of Basic quite well. However, the book could benefit by
the use of more white space and fewer heavy chunks of text, to
make it look a little less formidable.

While the student edition is small (5'12by 8 inches), the
teacher's manual is a full 8'12by 11 inches, and consists mainly
of figures that "may be reproduced as overhead projection
transparencies or as 35mm slides by individual teachers to use
with their students who are studying the text."

The first 22 figures are for introducing computers, and
show what a simple computer looks-like, the five basic parts of a
computer, some types of input material, etc., in combinations of
words and line drawings.

The remainder of the 78 figures areprograms or parts of
program, many identical with those in the student edition. The
rest of the teacher's manual consists of a dozen pages on how to
use the figures, with chapter-by-chapter information on the
.chapter's purpose, teaching materials, and teaching sug-
gestions. Also provided is a list of reference periodicals, tips on
taking the class on field trips, using guest lecturers, using the
chalkboard and flipcharts, and six additional Basic problems.

Secondary-school teachers of elementary Basic should
check out these publications.

Accounts. Payable & Accounts Receivable - CBasic, by Lon
Poole with Mary Borchers, Martin McNiff, and Robert
Thomson. Osbome/Mcflraw-Hill, Berk;eley, CA. 366 pages,
paperback $20. 1979.

General Ledger - CBasic, by Lon Poole with Mary Borchers
Martin McNiff, and Robert Thomson. Osborne/ McGraw-Hill:
Berkeley, CA. 186 pages, paperback $20. 1979.

These are the second and third in the OsbornejMcfhaw=
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LDmpuiers in Illathematicsi
PI S[]urr:eb[][]k []f ~deas

Here is a huge sourcebook of ideas for using
computers in mathematics instruction. There are
sections on:
*Thinking Strategies and How to Solve Problems
*How to Buy a Microcomputer System
*Art, Graphics, and Mathematics
*Computer Assisted Instruction
*Computer Simulations
*Programming Style
*Probability .
*Magic Squares and much more.

NEW~~:APPLE

REALIZE THE POWER OFYOUR APPLE
Enhancegraphics and gameswith the MICROSTIK,
control video and other hardware with the micro-
box, usingCJM's Modular Microsystem.
Pricesstart at $44.95
Call or write for more information
* Ask us about CAIapplications
VISA & Me accepted

" •.• P.O. Box 2367
\.AllYl Reston, VA. 22090 (7031626-2444

CIRCLE 159 ON READER SERVICE CARD
OCTOBER 1980

One section presents over 250 problems, puzzles
and programming ideas, more than are found in most
"problem collection" books.

Pragmatic, ready to use, classroom tested ideas
are presented for everything from the most basic
introduction to binary numbers to advanced tech-
niques like multiple regression analysis and differen-
tial equations. Every item discussed has a complete
explanation including flowcharts, programs, and
sample runs.

The book includes many activities that don't
require a computer. And if you're considering
expanding your computer facilities you'll find a
section on how to select a computer complete with
an invaluable microcomputer comparison chart.

Although much of the material has appeared in
Creative Computing, many of those back issues are
no longer available. Consequently this book meets
the demand of making available that popular informa-
tion.

Edited by David Ahl. Large format paperbound,
224 pages, $15.95. (120)

To order use handy postcard order from inside back cover.

'Tiny' Pascal runs on any 16KLevel II system, includes the
programming structuring capabilities of full Pascal, but not
data structuring.

Able to compile Z-80 machine code, programs run about
five-times faster than Level IIBaste-graphics run eight-
times faster! Requires use of T-Bug and Edit-Assembler.
Tape 3, People's Pascal I $19.95
Tape6P PASPATCH allows old Pascal II (no longer
available) to use printer, floppy disk $15.00

Tape I, 34 business, educational, game programs $10.95
Tape 2, 77 programs from Osborne book: 'Some Com-
mon Basic Programs' $10.95
Tape 5, 24 business, educational, game programs $10.95
Tape 7, 31 business, educational, game programs $10.95
Tape 8, about 30, including 1.700-baud tape loader $10.95

Overseas, add $1us per tape for postage
California residents add 6 pet. tax. Dealer inquiries invited

COMPUTER INFORMATION EXCHANGE
Box 159

San Luis Rey CA 92068
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The Best of
GP6ativ6
Gomputind

"@\\ @!~gVolume 3
\\~® ~«

336 pages of articles, activities, fiction, games,
programs, reviews, cartoons, -and other information
from the 1977 issues of Creative Computing.
Includes features on technology, public access,
educational use, medical applications, and com-
puters in music. Contains great resource listings
and reviews of calculators, games, equipment,
software and books. There are 96 pages of things to
do-puzzles, programs, problems, and games.

A sample of the diverse contents is listed.
Edited by David Ahl and Burchenal Green. Large

format. 336 pages. $8.95 (12C).

Partial Listing of Contents -
-Technology-Present and Future
Trends Into the Future-Gray
EFTS: Living is Better Electronically, 0( IS it?-Oragunas
The WOIld In Your Own Notebook-Lees
Eeny, Meeny. Micro and More-Salisbury
The Pock.et Computer Is Almost Here-Ahern

~Microprocessors-A Primer-Cohen

•Fiction and Foolishness
The Land of Haleo-Rowlett
Them Hobbyists-Dunlon
Computer Control-Vitale
Yellow Computer-Ragen
Edu-Man Meets Pseudo Hero-Ahl
Edu·Man Meets the Rumor Mongers-Ahl
The lighter Side of Robots
The lighter Side of Computer Dating
Nords-Sunstone Graphics
Glorobots-Maxson
The Floating Point Solution- Taylor
Martsport-Sonntag
Out of the Mouths of Babes-Wirth
Still a Few Bugs in the System

Hill series of business-software books with programs written in
CBasic. They are translations of earlier Osborne books of the
same titles, by Poole and Borchers. Another earlier Osborne
program book, Payroll With Cost Accounting, was the first to
be translated into CBasic for the new series.

These two latest books are almost exactly like the previous
editions, except that the programs are in CBasic version 2, "a
popular commercial Basic for 8080/ Z80 microcomputers which
use a CP/M operating system," according to the back covers.

The new versions are spiral-wire bound, and although the
wire-ends are tucked in, somehow they do tend to catch on
various things.

Features of the Accounts Payable and Accounts
Receivable book include accounts-payable check-printing with
invoice detail, accounts-payable invoice aging; automatic
postings to generalledger; accounts receivable progress billing,
partial-invoice payments, customer statements and invoice
aging.

The AP & AR book contains an operator's manual, with
screen-display formats and sample reports, plus file
descriptors and layouts, an explanation of important CBasic
features, suggestions on how to change the programs, and
program and data-file installation instructions.

The AP & AR program listings include 22 application
programs and 14 support modules, a total of 138 pages, with
many in-line REMARKs, and a cross-reference glossary.

The AP & AR programs were developed on a Wang 2200
mini. Only about one out of every 10 lines has a line number, so,
as the book puts it, "If you are converting the listings to another
version of Basic, you may have to assign line numbers to every
statement. This will mean changing some of the existing line
numbers. Be sure to also change any GOTO's or GOSUB's that
reference the changed line numbers."

Features of the General Ledger book include accepting
postings from external programs (Accounts Payable, Accounts
Receivable); accepting directly-entered postings; maintaining
account balances for current month, quarter, and year and
previous three quarters; and financial reports such as Trial
Balance, Income Statement, and Balance Sheet.

The General Ledger book contains an operator's manual
with screen-display formats and sample reports, and the other
usual features of an Osborne/ McGraw-Hill book.

The General Ledger program listings include eight
application programs and 8 support modules, a total of 56
pages, with in-line REMARKs, and a cross-reference glossary .

As usual with Osborne/ McGraw-Hill books, these two are
complete in just about every possible detail, such as the source
documents being documented with in-line remarks.

All you need is $20 each and somebody with enough
patience to input all 194 pages of programs into your computer
via the keyboard. (Actually, you can get these programs on
disk from several sources.)

Foundations of Programming Through Basic, by Peter
Moulton. John Wiley & Sons, New York. 282 pages, paperback
$12.95. 1979.

This textbook, meant to be used hands-on with a time-
sharing system, may be the only computer book ever written
that starts out "Once upon a time." Perhaps the author was
trying to be a little different from all the rest of these books on
computer languages. He succeeds in making the opening, and
various similar portions of the book, seem rather "folksy" and
"down home."

But don't let this, .and some occasional excessive
wordiness, put you off; Moulton has written a good book. It
would be better if some' of the many long paragraphs were
broken up,and if some of the Teletype output were a little less

•Public Access
Computing at a Public Library-Shair
Computer Power to the People-Ahl
A Dream Forlrvinq Snerd-Nelson
Time For a Na-tional Computer Club-Kuzmack
The Microcomputer Inflicts "Future Shock"

on Technical Education-Vuillequiz

-Ccmputers In Education
Interactive Computing in Secondary Schools in France-
A Microcomputer Software Course-Williams
Computer Science at Carnegie-Mellon University-Hast
Final Exams-Eisenberg
Computational Unsolvability-Sleen
State-of-the-Art vs Compatibility-Ahl

- Languages and Programmin~ Th9Ol"y
Something Is Missing-Finseth
File Structures-Lees
PILOT -Yob
A Taste of APL-Finseth
ARTSPEAK-Friedman

-Gamee
Othello-Wright
SWARMS-Miller
EUCHRE-Raybaud
Daytona 500-Churchil!

-Bevlews
Of Calculators
Sophisticated Electronic Pocket

Calculators
Of Games
Smart Electronic Games-Ahl
Comp IV-Gray
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authentic-looking and a little more readable. The occasional
jaunts into folksy writing seem contrived, almost as though the
author had felt that, every X pages, he should get a little
chummy with the reader.

That aside, Moulton does quite well in building up a steady
background, starting with short programs (most of them with
RUNs), working up to longer ones in due time. Even the two-
page programs are quite easy to figure out, what with many
REMs and indents.

After the usual chapters on basics,program structure,
flowcharting and files, Moulton gets into three chapters that
few authors explore in such a textbook: Sorting and Searching,
Numerical Methods (approximate numbers, finding roots of
functions, finding areas under curves), and Modeling and
Simulation (population, stochastic models and random
numbers). '

The textbook's faint military air (paragraphs numbered
5.3, 5.4, etc.) reaches a curious peak found in no other book on
Basic: an annoying system of flowcharting without the charts.
What would have been much easier to understand with the
boxes and lines, is now dull and complex, with statements
"refined" unto the fifth level: 1.2.2.3.1 and 1.2.2.3.2, for
example, Interestingas a concept, but deadly when you hilVeto
plow through it as a student. However, this ismore of a personal
prejudice against military-handbook style than anything else.

The second edition of this textbook should be a real
winner.

The First Book of Ohio Scientific. Vol. I, by J. Clothier and W.
Adams. Elcomp Publishing, Inc., Chino, California'. 188pages,
paperback,$7.95. 198Q.

Reading this book is something like selecting from a large
smorgasbord table while blind-folded. One may come up with a
very tasty dish, but quite:at random from its normal place in the
menu. The title indicates that a laudable effort has been made to
reveal the mysteries of OSl's computer systems to often
perplexed and frustrated owners. However, what is first is not
always best, and the book's organization could have benefited
from a rigorous and unhurried editorial analysis along the lines
of the greatest user need and interest.

The first twenty pages or so, for example, appear to have
duplicated OSI sales literature, instead of examining omissions
and errors in the technical documentation accompanying the
hardware. Other excerpts from the company's manuals are
scattered throughout the text, some of which are relevant to
explanations ana modifications, but others which should have
been edited or omitted. Since Basic is such a fundamental aspect
to the average user, it should have been "brought up" much
earlier in the book.

As a new Superboard II owner, this reviewer was mystified
by various unused keys like ESC and LINE.FEED, the lack of
a collected board pin-out listing, the many unoccupied ..Ie
sockets, and especially, the mysterious graphic symbols, some
of which seemed dedicated to the composite formation of exotic
video game characters. A good cursor program, utilizing some
of the inoperative keys, perhaps, would have been a desirable
addition to the book. .

What should not have been included, was the authors'
effrontery to thereader on pages 145and 146. Here we find a
description of what seems a desirable "High Resolution Display
Conversion" for the Superboard, reproduced from an article by
one Steven Chalfin. After a listing of necessary components, we
turn in expectation to the next page, only to learn that; "The
complete conversion is available from myself (Chalfin) at a cost
of $12.00."(!) It is this sort of (hopefully unintentional)
unethical publishing that has given a bad name to an entire
family of "computer books".
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In summary, this book has undeniably useful informatioi
to OSI computer users,but at a list price of $7,95, it is pricel
some $6,00 too high. Let us hope that the authors will mon
carefully consider the priorities and sensibilities of their reader:
in promised future volumes of The First Book.

Frederick W. Chesser

Calculating With Basic, by Raymond Guido. Scelb
Publications, Box 133 PP Stn, Milford, CT 06460. 80 pages,
paperback $7.95. 1979.
....The front COver says this is "For mathematics, finance a.nd

statistics, mechanical engineering and electronics." The back
cover says it presents a "variety of routines and programs in
Basic language to assist the student, scientist, engineer,
technician or hobbyist apply the language to technical
problems."

The mathematics chapter includes programs to solve the
quadratic formula, general summation formulas such as the
sum of a geometric progression, number conversion, trig
functions, transcendental functions, and graphing programs for
circles and ellipses.

The financial programs include discount, interest, payback
periods, mortgage schedules, and extended precision. The
chapter on mechanics gets into resultant-force calculations,
attractive forces due to gravity, projectile-motion prediction
and graphing, and moments of inertia for T-sectioil, I-section
and channel section. The chapter on electronics includes
programs involving Ohm's law, capacitor charge and discharge
times, inductors and resonant frequencies, and decibels.

The last chapter, on Games, features Space Capture and
Hangman.cfor fun in between such serious applications.",

The programs are presented with explanations and
formula sum derivations, and require a knowledge of
elementary Basic. Most of the 42 programs include a RUN; all
are LISTed with fairly clear dot-matrix printouts. The Basic
used seems to be Microsoft's.

The book seems mainly of interest to engineering students,
and badly needs an index, Also, the 8Y2-by-11inch sizecould be
reduced to six inches in width, by eliminating the extra-wide
margins, which are taken up here and there with lists of the
Basic functions used in the adjacent programs. No reason for
these marginal notes is given, or evident.

Microprocessor Software Design, edited by Max J. Schindler.
Hayden Book Co., Rochelle Park, NJ. 297 pages, paperback
$11.95. 1980.

The 45 articles in this book were selected from the pages of
Electronic Design by that magazine's Software/ Systems
Editor. They are divided into nine groups, including top-down
software design, hardware, operating systems, microprogram-
ming, hardware/software tradeoffs, program development
aids, high-level languages, plus two general areas.

The articles will be of most interest to software design
engineers, of course, but there is enough here to be of interest to
anyone who's into software. To Electronic Design's great credit,
almost all the articles are written as simply as possible, so that
even the neophyte can get something out of what could easily
have been written in engineering gobbledygook.

A few of the articles will have a narrow audience, such as
"Develop Systems Around the SC/MP" and "Cut Controller
Costs with Microcoded Bit Slices," which are aimed at the
professional. But such articles are in a very small minority in
this useful, highly readable compilation that, if nothing else,
provides the software bug with much good background.
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If one must look for faults, then perhaps the editor could
have indicated from which issues of ED the articles were taken,
so readers could have some idea of just when they were written.

Home \Computers: 210 Questions & Answers Volume I:
Hardware By Rich Didday, Dilithium Press, 1977.265 pages,
$8.95. Volume 2: Software 230 pages, $8.95.

There are many "elementary" books on the market. Most
of them start at the beginning and end there too. There are few
books on the market for non-beginners. For the most part they
are readable only by those who don't need to read them. There .
are a growing number of books that attempt to start at the
beginning and make progress toward a state of knowledge that
might be considered intermediate. Home Computers is
certainly one of the more successful attempts along these lines.
The only fault this reviewer found with the book was that it
wasn't long enough. Perhaps a sequel will be written some day.

The book is stated to be a "heavily edited transcription of
nine days of conversation." For this reason, presumably, it is
divided into Days instead of Chapters. Day I is an overview
covering such things as the organization of computer systems,
what IIO devices do, buzz words, the various levels of
programming language, the kinds of busses, buffers, counters,
registers, flow charts, etc. all in very simple yet definitely non-
trivial terms.

Day 2 covers number systems, complement arithmetic,
Boolean algebra, circuit components and truth tables, flip-
flops, timing, printouts, drivers, etc.

Day 3 covers all kinds of diagrams: functional block
diagrams, pin configuration diagrams, circuit diagrams, system
configuration diagrams and timing diagrams. Day 3 contains a
lot of information that this reviewer has never seen anywhere
else, and for the serious beginner, this section alone is worth the
price of the book.

Day 4 asks "What's it like to assemble a microcomputer
kit?"

Day 5 covers specific microprocessors. It starts with 8080,
6800, and Z-80 architecture and gets into the instruction sets
and addressing briefly.

This book was thoroughly enjoyable to read, and one of
the most enjoyable aspects was the way the questioner shook
the guru. He did what many a reader has undoubtedly wanted
to do to an author when the point was not pursued far enough
or when the explanation fell short of the mark. In this case the
questioner kept banging away with "why", followed by "why",
in the same manner in which small children drive parents crazy.
It was very satisfying to read on and finally get the whole story.
The book is very highly recommended.

Volume 2 also starts at the beginning, but since it treats a
relatively broader area of programming there isn't time to
progress much beyond the beginner level. Perhaps if the
reviewer's level of knowledge in the hardware and software
areas were reversed so might his evaluation of the two books.

Volume 2 starts at the beginning of Day 5, somewhat
before the end of Volume I, thereby easing the transition from
hardware to software. Day 5 discusses specific microprocessors,
primarily the 8080, Z-80, and 6800.

Day 6 asks, "What's it really like to program in machine
and assembly language?"

Day 7 was apparently the day of rest, since there is no Day
7 either in the text, nor in the Table of Contents. This is too neat
to have been an error.

Day 8 asks, "What's it like to program in Basic?" After a
brief discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of Basic
versus assembly language (in which the author concludes that
assembly language comes out second best, over all), the
remainder of the chapter is devoted to writing a drag race game
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in Basic. It is quite well done and certainly very educational as
far as it goes.

Day 9 covers "Generalities about programming", and is a
medley of miscellany not covered elsewhere.

Day 10 gets involved in what you can do, and what you
can't do with the computer.'

This book is very readable and will take the beginner a long
way toward understanding what software is all about and what
is meant by the word "programming." As in Volume I, but to a
lesser extent, it was enjoyable to watch the questioner continue
to shake the guru until the latter came across with a satisfactory
answer. For those who are thinking about learning assembly
language or Basic and want to See what they are getting into, or.
for those who just want to know what all the noise is about, this
book is highly recommended. - Alfred Adler, Ph.D.

All About Personal Computers, Datapro Research Corpora-
tion, Delran, NJ 08075. 68 pages $25.00. 1980.

This report might be useful to a very limited number of
people. It is not a guide for the beginner since it throws around
technical terms with the fluency of a third-year engineering
student, and it won't help old pros since they usually have ten
times as much information stored in boxes in the attic, but for
those in the middle, those who understand the jargon but don't
know the specifics of various home computers, this book might
be useful. After a brief history of personal computers and a
discussion of their uses, manners of sale, and advice for buying
one, we get to the core of the book. Here, in detail, are all the
facts about 15 popular computers. From Apple to Texas
Instruments, the book gives a wealth of information; prices,
type of keyboard and display, available peripherals, and so on.
But this is the sort of information that most manufacturers love
to provide for free. And, usually, they provide the information
in greater detail and with greater accuracy. Tiny omissions and
mistakes popped up throughout the book: they mention the
paddles as part of the Apple's IIO, but don't mention the full
capability of the paddle plug; they list a number of software
vendors, but give no indication of which computers are
supported by these vendors; peripheral vendors are also listed
without mention of the systems they support.

If you need all this information, and don't have time to
write to the companies, then this book might be useful. But it
contains nothing that can't be found elsewhere. - D.L.
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It's In The Cards: The seven cards are drawn
upon a mathematical principle, in such manner
that the first numbers of those in which a given
number appears. when added together, indicate
that number.

Suppose, for instance, that the chosen
number is 63. This appears in cards I, II, III, IV,
V and VI. The key numbers of theseare 1,2,4,8,
16 and 32; and I + 2 + 4 + 8 + 16 + 32 = 63.

If the number 7 is selected, this appears only
in cards I, II and III, whose key numbers are 1,2
and 4 = 7.

The principle of construction seemsat first
sight rather mysterious, but it is simple enough
when explained. The reader will note, in the first
place, that the first or "key" numbers of each
card form a geometrical progression, being 1,2,
4,8,16,32,64. The total of these is 127,which is
accordingly the highers number included.

It is further to be noted that by appropriate
combinations of the above figures any total,
from I to 127, can be produced.

The first card consists of the alternate
numbers from I to 127 inclusive. The second,
commencing with 2 (the second term of the
geometrical series), consists of alternate groups
of two consecutive figures - 2, 3; 6, 7; 10, II,
and so on. The third, beginning with 4, the third
term of the series, consists of alternate groups of
four. figures - 4,5,6,7; 12, 13, 14, 15;20, 21, 22,
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Puzzle Answers
23; and so on. The fourth, commencing with 8,
consists in like manner of alternate groups of
eight figures. The fifth, commencing with 16, of
alternate groups of sixteen figures. The sixth,
commencing with 32, of alternate groups of
thirty-two figures; and the last, commencing
with 64, of a single group, being those from 64 to
127 inclusive.

It will be found that any given number of
cards arranged on this principle will produce the
desired results, limited by the extent of the
geometrical series constituting the first
numbers.

The Breaking Point Puzzle: To break the string
below the book give the string a sharp
downward jerk. You will be pulling against the
inertia of the two pound book and the string
should break before any of this force is trans-
mitted to .the string above the book. To break
the string above the book pull slowly on the
string. The force you exert, plus the weight of the
book, will cause the string above the book to
snap first.

Stung Again: Turn each number around and
you will get:

16 25 36 49 64 or 42526272•

The missing number therefore is 18.
(92 = 81 turned around)

An Addition Quickie: If you were to pair the
first 50 numbers with the last 50 numbers in the
following manner:

I and 100 = 101,2 and 99 = 101, etc.,
you would end up with 50 pairs each of which
had a value of 10I. If you multiply 101by 50 you
get 5050 which is the answer we are looking for.

The Rhino's Riddle: 32 = 4 + 5.

The Firm Grip Puzzle: The answer is four. It
works out this way. The number of hands that
were shaken by the people against the wall were
o thru 8 (each different). Since (8) shook
everyone's hand except his own and his spouse's,
his spouse must not have shaken any (0). (7)
shook everyone's hand except his own hand,
(O)'s hand, and his wife's. Since there must be a
(I) his wife is (I). (6) shook everyone's hand
except (D), (I), his own hand, and his wife's. (2),
therefore, shook the hands of (7) and (8) and is
married to (6). It follows in suit that (5) is
married to (3), and (4) is married to the man who
lined the people up in the first place! So the
answer is 4.

A Very Old Game:..«.





Educator. Entertainer. Accountant.
Your Challenger
Personal Computer.
Through the miracle of modern
technology, a complete computer as
powetful as the multimillion dollar
room-sized computers of a few years
ago can be put in a package the size of
a typewriter and sells for as little as a
color television set!
Through its years of microcomputer
experience, Ohio Scientific has effec-
tively channeled this tremendous
computer power into a "friendly"
computer with hundreds of personal
uses, via a huge software library
of programs for a broad range of
personal, home, educational and
business use.
This available software allows you to
use and enjoy your computer withou:
becoming an expert. The Challenger,
however, is a powerful, general
purpose computer which can be pro-
grammed in several languages by
those who choose to.

educational aid because it can enter-
tain while it educates. Software
available ranges from enhancing your
children's basic math, reading and
spelling ability, through tutoring high
school and college subjects, to
teaching the fundamentals of com-
puters and computer programming.

Entertainment
Many of the Challenger's games
educate while they entertain, from
cartoons for preschoolers to games
which sharpen mathematical and
logical abilities. But, entertainment
doesn't stop here. The Challenger's
graphics capabilities and fast opera-
tion allow it to display action games
with much more detail than the best
video games, providing spectacular
action in games such as Invaders,
Space Wars, Tiger Tank al.j more! All
fJutJL<'~ +orts such as golf, baseball
and b,'wling are avo.. ble as simulated
come ter games as well as many
conventional games such as chess
where the computer plays the role of a

formidable opponent.

Accounting
Your Challenger computer can keep
track of your checkbook, savings
account, loans, expenses, monitor your
calorie intake and your biorythms.

If you are involved in a business, you
can use it to do word processing; ac-
counting, inventory control, order pro-
cessing, customer lists, client records,
mailing labels and planning.

And more:
This may seem like a lot of uses, but it's
only the tip of the iceberg for a general
purpose computer. For example, your
Challenger can be expanded to control
lights and appliances, manage your
energy usage and monitor for fire and
break-ins. Furthermore, it can commu-
nicate with you, with other computers
and the nev r.ersonal computer infor-
mation services over the telephone.
In fact, the uses of general purpose,
personalized computers are expand-
ing daily as more and more people
discover the tremendous capabilities :lOlit-:..

of these new .
technological
wonders.
Ohio Scientific
offers you four
personalized
computer sys-
tems starting
at just $479.

Here are just a few of the popular uses
of an Ohio Scientific
Challenger
Computer:

Education
The personal
computer is
the ultimate


